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PREFACE

Volume six of Roman Jakobson's Selected Writings, Early Slavic Paths
and Crossroads, incorporates forty-five of the author's articles on
comparative Slavic studies, the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition and medi-
eval Slavic literatures, written over a sixty-year period (1922-1982). * Of
these, five articles are published here for the first time, and eight studies
have been translated into English especially for this book. Early Slavic
Paths and Crossroads complements Slavic Epic Studies (SW IV), which
deals with the medieval Slavic oral tradition, in particular The Igor'
Tale; together the two volumes contain Jakobson's major contributions
to comparative Slavic studies in their medieval aspect.

The most striking feature of Jakobson's methodological stance as a
medievalist is his repeated emphasis on the necessity of avoiding
"aesthetic egocentrism" in studying the literary and visual art of past
ages. As he puts it succinctly, "we are only now slowly breaking the
habit of looking at the Middle Ages through the spectacles of an
Erasmus of Rotterdam or a Boileau" (p. 589). Jakobson's break with
past habits of viewing the Middle Ages is due to his unique position as
both a twentieth-century Russian philologist and member of the
Russian avant-garde. In his "Retrospect" to SW IV, Jakobson recounts

1 Page numbers in parentheses directly after a quote refer to the present volume. In
citing the other volumes of Jakobson's Selected Writings, the abbreviation SW is used,
followed by volume and page number, in Roman and Arabic numerals respectively.
The set as planned by the author consists of seven volumes: I. Phonological Studies (1962;
2nd expanded edn., 1971); II. Word and Language (1971); III. Poetry of Grammar and
Grammar of Poetry (1981); IV. Slavic Epic Studies (1966); V. On Verse, Its Masters and
Explorers (1979); VI. Early Slavic Paths and Crossroads (1984); VII. Contributions to
Comparative Mythology. Studies in Linguistics and Philology, 1972-1982 (1985). The
publisher plans several completion volumes which will in effect transform SW into
Jakobson's collected works. Of these, volume VIII, Major Works, 1976-1980, is scheduled
to appear in 1985. Projected volumes IX and X will contain previously uncollected
writings, as well as unpublished materials from Jakobson's archive, now part of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Archives and Special Collections, Cambridge,
Mass.
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an indicative episode from his schooldays at Moscow University, the
centennial celebration, in 1918, of the one-hundredth anniversary of the
birth of F. I. Buslaev, the great pioneer of Slavic antiquities. V. N.
Scepkin, whom Jakobson always admired as a teacher and scholar for
his "inexorable frankness", rose to extol Buslaev's work, while at the
same time criticizing the "aesthetic parochialism of the last two centuries
and their alienation from the creative values of the Old Russian visual
and verbal arts, a sectarian egocentric narrowness which the widened
scope of modern thought and aesthetics was summoned to overcome"
(SW IV: 653).

This scholarly sentiment was in the spirit of the times. Social relativism,
the scientific theory of relativity, all were part of what Jakobson
characterized as the "violent crisis that almost all branches of civilized
creation have experienced in the last two decades" which made it possible
"to look with new eyes at the heritage of the Middle Ages" (p. 590). More
specifically, the turbulent avant-garde movement of the 1910's and
1920's, in which Jakobson participated both as a young poet and as a
critic, entailed a radical questioning of nineteenth-century values, in
particular of its naturalistic and rationalist biases. The reassessment of the
aesthetic value of Byzantine and Old Russian icon painting is an excellent
case in point. If, for a realistic painter like Repin, icon painters were mere
"dabblers" (bogomazy), for a modern artist like Matisse their work was a
revelation (see SW IV: 380). The Russian Formalists, whose reformula-
tion of the tasks and goals of literary scholarship was largely sparked by
the tumultuous artistic currents of the time, emphasized the relativity of
all artistic schools and canons.2 As Jakobson was to quip in 1936, "the
borderline dividing what is a work of poetry from what is not is less stable
than the frontiers of the Chinese empire's territories" (SW III: 741). In
keeping with the fluidity across space and time of the concept of
"literature", the Formalists, Jakobson among them, called for the
discarding of critical absolutism and for an immanent and objective
examination of the intrinsic fabric of a literary work.

Later in life, Jakobson did not hesitate to characterize himself, despite
the many geographical displacements he experienced in the course of a
long career, as a "Russian philologist" (russkij filolog).3 During his

2 See Krystyna Pomorska, Russian Formalism and Its Poetic Ambiance (The Hague-
Paris: Mouton, 1968).
3 See Elmar Holenstein, " 'Die russische ideologische Tradition' und die deutsche
Romantik", in R. Jakobson, H.-G. Gadamer, and E. Holenstein, Das Erbe Hegels II
(Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1984), p. 21. Jakobson's self-characterization, from a
1976 interview, is inscribed on his gravestone in Cambridge, Mass.
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Czech period (1920-1939), in which more than one-third of the articles
in this volume were written, Jakobson became the adopted son of
Czechoslovakia and a passionate participant in its cultural life, but he
still retained the edge of an outsider. As Frantisek Svejkovsky notes in
his fine survey of Jakobson's works on Old Czech literature, "his
approach to Old Czech literature was truly 'from the other direction'.
This was primarily due to the fact that he was a foreigner who had joined
the ranks of native scholars. Furthermore, he chose a method different
from those acceptable in this field of scholarship."4 Nevertheless, one
should not inscribe Jakobson's distinctiveness in the sign of difference or
otherness alone. The direction Jakobson came from, as he himself
directly testifies, was that of "Russian scholarship, whose view of Slavic
problems 'from the East, not from the West' has always been an
important counterbalance to the dominant, one-sidedly Western-
oriented tendencies in Czech scholarship" (p. 347).

In his work on the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition Jakobson followed
the incentives of such Russian scholars as Lavrov, Nikol'skij and
Saxmatov, as opposed to Czech scholars who relegated Cyrillo-Metho-
dianism to an "episodic" and insignificant status and even questioned
the authenticity of its primary sources. (The Russian contribution to
Bohemistics is outlined in detail in Jakobson's 1938 article "Vyznam
ruske filologie pro bohemistiku", pp. 792-824.) Chief among
Jakobson's Czech allies was Father F. Dvornik, who is to be credited
with revitalizing the study of Cyrillo-Methodianism by placing it in the
context of Byzantine history and politics. One of Jakobson's major
contributions as a Russian scholar was to demonstrate the vestiges of
Czech Cyrillo-Methodianism in the literature of Old Russia, which serve
as direct evidence of the vitality of the Czech-Russian interchange prior
to the Great Schism, as well as of the authenticity of the Vitae of
Constantine and Methodius (see, in particular, "Minor Native Sources
for the Early History of the Slavic Church", pp. 159-189; "Russkie
otgoloski drevneceskix pamjatnikov o Ljudmile", pp. 815-819; "Some
Russian Echoes of the Czech Hagiography", pp. 820-845).

From a wider cultural perspective, the way in which Jakobson's
Russian background affected his role as a scholar in the cultural life of
the First Czechoslovak Republic is illuminating. Nineteenth-century
Russia experienced the conflict of East and West on a larger scale than
any other Slavic country (viz. the debates of the Westerners versus the
4 F. Svejkovsky, "Roman Jakobson and Old Czech Literature", in Roman Jakobson:
Echoes of His Scholarship, ed. by D. Armstrong and C. H. van Schooneveld (Lisse: The
Peter de Ridder Press, 1977), p. 453.
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Slavophiles, the question of narodnost', etc.)· Prince Nikolaj Sergeevic
Trubetzkoy, Jakobson's greatest friend and closest collaborator, at-
tacked the problem of "true" and "false" nationalism as it related to the
conflict of East and West in a series of works of the twenties and thirties,
the most important of which were Evropa i celovecestvo ("Europe and
Humanity", 1920) and K probleme russkogo samopoznanija ("On the
Problem of Russian Self-Awareness", 1927).5 In a long and impassioned
letter to Jakobson of March 17, 1921 about the problematics of the first
of these works Trubetzkoy characterized cultural "excentrism", "the
positing of a center outside oneself, [especially] in the West", as being as
fatal to true national self-awareness as cultural "egocentrism". He saw
his work as aimed at sparking a "revolution in consciousness" consisting
of a "full over-coming of egocentrism and excentrism", with a subse-
quent "transition from absolutism to relativism". This, he believed, was
the "only hope of putting an obstacle in the way of the aggressive urges
of Romano-Germanic civilization".6 The rejection of the Eurocentric
view of Slavic history was a central thesis of the Eurasian movement,
whose active members included, besides Trubetzkoy, G. V. Florovskij,
P. N. Savickij and P. P. Suvcinskij. Jakobson was not actively engaged
in the movement's political aspect, but supported it from the linguistic
side by developing Trubetzkoy's theory of Sprachbünde, unions of
languages which transcend the confines of traditional "families" like
Indo-European and serve to unify and unite geographically contiguous
peoples (see SW I: 137-201).

Actually, it is the present volume which most testifies to the affinities
between Jakobson and the Eurasians, in particular, the thoughts of
Prince Trubetzkoy mentioned above. The resistance to "excentrism" is
reflected here in Jakobson's general works on nationalism as a Slavic
question and, in particular, on Slavism as a consequence of Cyrillo-
Methodian ideology (see "Slavism as a Topic of Comparative Studies",
pp. 65-85). In his popular survey of 1945, "The Beginning of National
Self-Determination in Europe" (pp. 115-128), Jakobson argues that the

5 There can be no doubt that Trubetzkoy's ideas on "egocentrism" and "excentrism"
influenced Jakobson profoundly. In his preface to the Italian translation of Trubetzkoy's
"critique of Eurocentrism" Jakobson acknowledges as much: "Despite the fact that in
1921 both of our heads were filled with linguistic ideas, Trubetzkoy was correct when he
sketched the mentioned problematics as 'what apparently interests you the most and what
is also for me more important than anything else'" (quoted from the original Russian
version in SW VII, 306; cf. N. Trubeckoj, L'Europa e l'umanilä, ed. O. Strada [Turin:
Einaudi, 1982], p. x).
6 N. S. Trubetzkoy 's Letters and Notes, ed. R. Jakobson (The Hague-Paris: Mouton,
1975), p. 13.
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"pan-European evolutionary scheme" is inadequate in dealing with the
history of peoples like the Slavs who were at least temporarily influenced
by the Byzantine cultural radiation. The Cyrillo-Methodian experiment
was crucial, since it meant that the Slavs were indeed the first and only
ethnic unit of Eastern Europe which enjoyed a national cultural
language— and thus identity— in the early Middle Ages. In his works
about the Czech Middle Ages, Jakobson repeatedly stressed that the
period had been downgraded by native scholarship precisely because of
the latter's "excentric" dependence on German culture: "Czech scholar-
ship, often without realizing it, involuntarily received from outside the
bias that the medieval Czech region was a mere offshoot of the German
empire which painstakingly attempted to imitate and catch up with its
cultural metropolis. . . . Czech society of the nineteenth century subcon-
sciously outlined its cultural past in agreement with its present situa-
tion." (p. 129.)

Jakobson's polemic with past views of the Middle Ages was sharp.
Whether one speaks of the Igor' Tale, the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition,
or medieval Czech poetry, three ingrained attitudes, he thought, pre-
vented nineteenth-century scholarship from escaping the bounds of its
own "egocentrism": over-zealous romanticizing, narrow Victorianism,
and finally, a modernizing view of the history of art based on the
concept of "progress". The Romantics, despite their excesses, benefit
well in his appraisal. Their "na'ive credulity", reflected in the "concep-
tion of folk poetry as a miraculous shrine preserving survivals from a
prehistoric age" (SW IV: 414), was their chief failing. But they are to be
credited with "rehabilitating the Middle Ages in principle", even if they
"reshaped it in their own image" (p. 692). In examining the fate of the
Cyrillo-Methodian heritage and the Slavic liturgy, they were prone to
imagine its survival in the Western Slavic world in the form of a
clandestine popular sect, whereas as Jakobson has shown, "the home of
that tradition was not 'hiding places and forests' but, for example, the
Library of the Prague Bishop and the Latin churches" (p. 717). After the
disbanding of the Sazava Monastery at the end of the eleventh century,
"it happens, paradoxically, that it is precisely in the Latin texts,
translations, and echoes of Church Slavonic literature that the Cyrillo-
Methodian ideology lived on, with the slogan of Slavic linguistic equality,
with the demand for a liturgy Ίη lingua mea slavonica'" (p. 716; see also
Jakobson's analysis of the evidence of medieval Czech-Latin legends,
pp. 166-178).

It was the historical role the Romantics were fated to play that proved
most detrimental to future scholarship on the Middle Ages. The
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forgeries of medieval epics — whether by Macpherson, Chatterton or
Hanka — sparked a violent skepticism, equal to that which the study of
the Slavic mythological tradition was to suffer because of Romantic
excesses (see "Linguistic Evidence in Comparative Mythology", SW
VII: 12-32). When the forgeries were exposed, the next generation of
positivist scholars, rather than appreciating the forgers' context and
motives (see Jakobson's fine appraisal of Hanka in this respect,
pp. 696-703), dismissed entirely the possibility of any medieval poetry
of value. This attitude, almost a blind faith, typifies Mazon's "raids
against the Igor' Tale", to which Jakobson replied over a period of three
decades,7 as well as Czech positivist scholarship on the abundant native
medieval epics.

If the Romantics inflated certain aspects of medieval art for their own
national or aesthetic purposes, Victorianism — with its innate conserva-
tism — could only deplore as "tasteless" works whose multi-tiered
symbolism they failed to grasp (pp. 695, 896) or whose ribald, carniva-
lesque or scatological humor they found offensive (see, in particular,
pp. 680, 683). The exploration of the "unofficial" culture of the Middle
Ages and of "carnival laughter" unites Jakobson's work with that of
Mixail Baxtin, a scholar whose significance Jakobson was one of the first
to recognize. As Baxtin puts it, "a person of the Middle Ages lived, as it
were, two lives: one was the official life, monolithically serious and
gloomy, subjugated to a strict hierarchical order, full of terror, dogma-
tism, reverence, and piety; the other was the life of the carnival square,
free and unrestricted, full of ambivalent laughter, blasphemy, the
profanation of everything sacred, full of debasing obscenities, familiar
contact with everyone and everything."8 Jakobson's most important
contribution to this subject is his 1958 study "Medieval Mock Mystery"
(pp. 666-690), which is devoted to the Old Czech Unguentarius, the
Easter play whose thematics of mock resurrection, scatological humor,
parodic mixing of scriptural and folkloric elements, and "compenetra-
tion of impetuous buffoonery and exalted mystery puzzled and repelled

7 See SW IV and Omeljan Pritsak's survey of the Jakobson-Mazon polemic, "The Igor"
Tale", Roman Jakobson: What He Taught Us = International Journal of Slavic Linguistics
and Poetics 27: Supplement (1983), 30-37.
8 Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, ed. and tr. by C. Emerson
(Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota, 1984), pp. 129-130. See also Baxtin's book on
Rabelais. Baxtin's work in the 1930's is related to that of Propp, whom Jakobson quotes in
his essay: see Vladimir Propp, "Ritual'nyj smex v fol'klore", Ucenye zapiski Leningrad-
skogo Cos. universiiete 46 (1939); cf. the English translation, "Ritual Laughter in
Folklore", in V. Propp, Theory and History of Folklore, ed. by A. Liberman (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1984).
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scholars of Victorian spirit" (p. 680). In exploring the purpose of
medieval humor, Jakobson concludes: "It is hilarity which enables the
earthly everyman to reaffirm himself face to face with the Mysterious"
(pp. 687-688). The "mixed style" of the Gothic mock mystery play finds
parallels in many aspects of medieval life, including gastronomy, as
Jakobson demonstrates in an article of 1965 on a medieval Polish recipe
for pike, "Szszupak po polsku" (pp. 782-791). Also of importance for
Jakobson's investigation of the "unofficial" culture of the Middle Ages
is his article written in 1935 and published here in English for the first
time, "A Silesian-Polish cantilena inhonesta from the Beginning of the
Early Fifteenth Century" (pp. 738-772). In it Jakobson analyzes the
oldest extant Polish secular song, "2aloba na pannu" ("Complaint
against the Maiden"), a ribald student song in the form of the complaint
of a rejected suitor which depends heavily upon erotic and scatological
folkloric humor.

Even more pernicious than such over-zealous elevation or dismissal is
the "progressive" notion, which as Jakobson says, "arose partly under
the influence of the universalized and oversimplified Darwinian scheme,
and partly under the influence of a persistent and mistaken analogy with
the development of technology" (p. 592). In this approach, all
divergences from the modern, especially the naturalistic canon, were
regarded as simple reflections of earlier artists' ignorance, primitivism,
or childishness. Jakobson caustically compares the advocates of such a
view to "the ducks in the Andersen fairy tale who declared the newborn
swan to be an ugly duckling and took her differences from ducks to be
mere deficiencies" (p. 592).

In discussing the focus of Jakobson's work on medieval Slavic
cultures one cannot do better than to cite the self-characterization he
gives in the crowning study of the Czech period, dated 1939, "Cesky
podil na cirkevneslovanske kultufe" ("The Czech Part in Church
Slavonic Culture", published here in English for the first time,
pp. 129-152). His work aimed at demonstrating "on the one hand, the
individuality and powerful expanse of Czech Gothic culture and, on the
other, the national and international consequence of the Great Mora-
vian spiritual patrimony" (p. 129). This two-fold task was certainly at
the heart of Jakobson's activities in Prague and Brno from 1920-1939,
years almost coterminous with those of the First Czechoslovak
Republic: the rehabilitation of the nation's cultural heritage of the
Middle Ages and of its rightful claim to being the cradle of Slavic letters
and spirituality, both born during the ninth-century missionary activi-
ties of Saints Cyril and Methodius in Great Moravia. The essay, a
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staunch defense of the national and cultural patrimony of Czecho-
slovakia, appeared in a volume edited by Vilem Mathesius, President of
the Prague Linguistic Circle, Co daly nase zeme Evrope a lidstvu ("What
Our Lands Have Given to Europe and Mankind") that in many respects
represents the swan song of Czech interwar scholarship. Jakobson's
championship of the Czechoslovak Republic and his bitter polemics
against the Nazi falsificators of Czech and Slavic history — and, it
should be added, of the Jewish role in both9 — necessitated publishing
his essay under the Nordic pseudonym Olaf Jansen, ironically at the very
moment that its author was fleeing to Scandinavia in the wake of the
Nazi invasion.10

Jakobson's study of Czech literature of the Gothic period was an
organic outgrowth of his work on comparative Slavic metrics. His first
book of the Czech period, Ο cesskom stixe, preimuscestvenno v sopo-
stavlenii s russkim ("On Czech Verse, Primarily in Comparison with
Russian", 1923; see SW V: 3-130), was devoted to a typological
comparison of Slavic verse systems using the phonological approach to
establish their hierarchy of prosodic elements. In it Jakobson examined
the central controversy in the history of Czech versification, the quarrel
between the adherents of a prosody based on stress (the pfizvucnici, from
Cz. pfizvuk 'stress') and those of a quantitative prosody based on
differences of syllabic length (the casomernici). His treatment replaced
the previous normative and prescriptive views of such nineteenth-
century theoreticians as J. Krai with an objective linguistic analysis of
the factors that led Czech poets to favor one or the other system in
9 The philological question of Hebrew glosses in Old Czech writings, so important for
the historical phonetics of Old Czech, was ignored because of racial biases. A central topic
of Jakobson's research of the late 1930's, it is the subject of a long manuscript, including a
full dictionary of the glosses, which remains intact in the Jakobson archive. Of the
published parts, see, in the present volume, "Iz razyskanij nad starocesskimi glossami v
srevnevekovyx evrejskix pamjatnikax" (From Investigations into Old Czech Glosses in
Medieval Jewish Texts), pp. 855-857, and "The Term Canaan in Medieval Hebrew",
written in collaboration with Morris Halle, pp. 858-886. See also Jakobson's first article to
appear in America: "The City of Learning: The Flourishing Period of the Jewish Culture
in Medieval Prague", American Hebrew, Dec. 5, 1941.
10 The author chose not to include here his bitterest polemical articles of the time,
namely "Usmernene nazory na staroceskou kulturu" [Revised Views of Old Czech
Culture], Slovo a slovesnost 11 (1936), 207-222, and "Neni pravda, ze ... Odpoved' na
brozuru K. Bittnera 'Deutsche und Tschechen. Eine Erwiderung'" [It is not true that ...
Answer to K. Bittner's brochure "Deutsche und Tschechen. Eine Erwiderung"], Slovo a
slovesnost 4 (1938), 117-123. Both are important documents which display Jakobson's
keen consciousness of the moral responsibility of scholarship in a time of political
intimidation and terror. Of equal interest is Jakobson's popular book of 1943, published in
New York, Moudrost starych Cechu [Wisdom of the Old Czechs], which could not be
included in the present volume because of its length.
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the course of the evolution of Czech verse. Following the elaboration of
the theoretical models underlying Czech verse, Jakobson turned to the
analysis of its historical development from the thirteenth to nineteenth
centuries.11 In 1922-1924 he wrote a lengthy manuscript intended as the
second volume of cesskom stixe, Nekolik kapitol z dejin staroceske
bäsnicke formy (Several Chapters from the History of Old Czech Poetic
Form), which remained unpublished for reasons of academic politics
(see p. 527, 896). Three chapters from this manuscript, dealing with the
oldest epic school of Czech verse and its evolution in the fourteenth
century, are published here for the first time (pp. 466-527). Other
parts, also included here, were either published as separate articles
(pp. 538-583, 589-658) or were used in Jakobson's definitive encyclo-
pedic survey of 1934, "Old Czech Verse", which has been translated into
English for the present volume. Indeed, Jakobson's work on Old Czech
literature collected here (pp. 417-695) remains the most exhaustive
treatment of the subject to date and is of abiding interest from a
methodological point of view. Following the statistical method devel-
oped by the Formalist investigation of verse, especially in the works of
Boris Tomasevskij, Jakobson shows how the immanent approach may
be used for the generic differentiation of medieval poetry, for its dating
and chronology, for isolating the poetic norms of different periods, and
finally, for tracing the overall evolution of the system.12

The notion of verse structure as a hierarchy of various elements in
which the presence of one element as a dominant entails shifts in the
functional roles of the other elements is an important one for literary
evolution. In examining the development of Czech verse of the four-
teenth century, Jakobson shows the dialectical reaction of different poets
and poetic schools to the old norm, the canonic epic octosyllabic
couplet, their shifting of certain elements at the expense of others. In the
twenties and thirties of the fourteenth century, a revolutionary current,
represented by the so-called "author of the Hradec manuscript", was
clearly opposed to a conservative trend epitomized in the remarkable
Legend of St. Catherine. The former attacked the canon head-on
through a prosaization of the rhythmics, lexicon, style and thematics of
his works, while the latter attempted to revivify the epic of high style by
exaggerating its tendencies — by heightening the metrical articulation

1' Jakobson's work on the verse of the Czech romantics, mostly importantly Mächa and
Erben, are contained in SW V (see especially pp. 433-485, 486-504, 505-509, 510-537).
12 See S. Rudy, "Jakobson's Inquiry into Verse and the Emergence of Structural
Poetics", in Sound, Sign and Meaning: Quinguagenary of the Prague Linguistic Circle, ed.
by L. Matejka (Ann Arbor: Michigan Slavic Contributions, 1978), pp. 477-520.
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and euphony of the verse and by using elaborate tropes and figures.
These two opposite approaches necessarily entailed other shifts in the
hierarchy of verse values. The author of the Hradec manuscript, who
suppressed the rhythmicality of verse and the role of rhyme, had
recourse to strict syntactic delineation of the line and especially of
couplets, lest the verse cease to be sensed as verse. The poet of the St.
Catherine Legend, on the contrary, was forced to use enjambement and,
in particular, to elaborate the melodies of verse through a play on
contrasting intonations. Ironically, the elaboration of melodies, which
entailed an approximation of prosaic speech, was a significant departure
from the epic norm, and the conservative poet became, in spite of
himself, a contributor to the decline of the verse canon and to its
prosaization. Thus, despite their completely antithetical artistic orien-
tations, both poets proved to be forerunners on the path toward the
development of Old Czech prose. Perhaps the most persuasive summary
of this period in the evolution of Old Czech verse is Jakobson's
introduction to "Two Old Czech Poems on Death" (1927; included here
in English translation, pp. 589-614). Typically, in the same essay
Jakobson also attempts to bring medieval works back into live aesthetic
perception by offering reconstructions free of the "linguistic dust", to
use F. de Saussure's expression, that made them previously inaccessible
to modern readers (see p. 614).

Ever watchful of the distortions that one's own aesthetic credo impose
on works of the past, Jakobson was astonished to discover, in 1936, that
his long sojourn among Czech Gothic works had prejudiced him against
the subsequent chapter in the history of Czech verse, the Hussite period:
"I attempted an immanent analysis of Czech fourteenth-century poetry
to determine its own specific missions and goals, and then automatically
transferred the concerns of fourteenth-century poetry to that of the
following century" (p. 704). This involuntary projection was brilliantly
rectified in "Remarks on the Poetry of the Hussite Era" (published here
in its first full English version, pp. 704-737), an essay that reflects the
growing semiotic orientation of the Prague Linguistic Circle and that
ranks among Jakobson's seminal contributions to the history of Czech
literature and culture. Here Jakobson examined for the first time the
verse of the Gothic and Hussite periods as reflections of their general
attitude toward the sign. Poetry was viewed in its interrelation with its
social basis and ideological background, and Hussitism was considered
as a continuation, albeit in radically transformed guise, of Cyrillo-
Methodianism. Hussite verse became in the author's view not a simple
impoverishment of the previous canon but a system in which the
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aesthetic criterion became secondary to its dominant social purposes. Its
chief evolutionary significance for the history of Czech verse lay in its
freeing of sung verse from the norms of spoken verse. In such a view,
"even such a subordinate unit in the total system of cultural values of
this historical stage [as verse] is the direct bearer of the system's
evolutionary thrust and eloquently testifies to its remarkably innovative,
revolutionary nature. Even in this small and subordinate cultural sector
we observe how the untamable destructive spirit of a revolutionary era is
at the same time a creative spirit, necessarily carrying suggestions of a
new order." (p. 737.)

As mentioned above, Jakobson's work on the Cyrillo-Methodian
tradition was directed toward proving its lasting consequences for the
Slavic world (for an overview of current research on this problem, see
"The Byzantine Mission to the Slavs", pp. 101-114).13 In insisting on the
importance of Old Church Slavonic literature for the further development
of Czech and other Slavic literatures, Jakobson brought his philological
expertise to bear on the oldest Slavic texts, solving many a seeming
conundrum in an elegant and ingenious way. As he notes in his article on
the Kievan Missal, "Czech Verse of a Thousand Years Ago" (pp.
347-354), "if we take into account the literary patrimony of the Czech
Church Slavonic period, we enrich the history of Czech literary culture by
almost four centuries" (p. 347). Among Jakobson's favorite topics of
investigation was the oldest Czech spiritual song, "Hospodine, pomiluj
ny" ("Lord Have Mercy On Us"), which was the subject of a fourteenth-
century treatise by the first specialist in the field of Slavic philology, Jan of
Holesov. In a series of works included here, Jakobson subjected this song
to minute scrutiny (see pp. 355-375, 376-380, 381-388), arriving in his
study "An Old Church Slavonic Song in the Czech Tradition" (1972;
translated into English for the present volume, pp. 389-401) at the
conclusion that "in its original redaction it was an Old Church Slavonic
song, which was close in its linguistic and poetic composition to the other
monuments of church song which are preserved in the Cyrillo-Methodian
patrimony" and which "probably survived in the Czech lands as a result
of the fact that in the Slavic divine service it was appointed for singing by
laymen" (p. 400). Jakobson subjects the oldest Polish song, "Bogurod-
zica", to a similar analysis, and reaches the conclusion that it too is an
Old Church Slavonic text of Czech recension (see pp. 351-352). In his

13 Jakobson's role in contemporary studies of the Church Slavic tradition is discussed in
Henryk Birnbaum's essay "Toward a Comparative Study of Church Slavic Literature," in
his On Medieval and Renaissance Slavic Writing: Selected Essays (The Hague-Paris:
Mouton, 1974), 13-40.
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discussion of the oldest West Slavic liturgical texts, Jakobson consistently
seeks out their Great Moravian roots.

Unique in the twentieth-century re-evaluation of the heritage of
the Thessalonian brethren, however, were Jakobson's contributions to
the poetic heritage of the Slavic apostles. One of his earliest works on the
poetics of Old Church Slavonic literature was a letter of 1919 written to
his teacher at Moscow University, A. A. Saxmatov, on the clear syllabic
rhythm of the oldest Russian church songs, which was published in the
Bulletin of the Russian Academy of Sciences in 1923 (see p. 240).
Jakobson's surmise about the existence of Old Church Slavonic poetic
texts hidden in a prosaic context received considerable support when
Prince Trubetzkoy, in 1933, glossed Constantine's encomium to St.
Gregory the Theologian, cited in the Vita Constantini, as written in
impeccable syllabic verse (see p. 208); this same text was analyzed by
Jakobson in 1970 following his theory of "poetry of grammar and
grammar of poetry". The results are an eloquent confirmation of the
role of grammar in the organization of poetic texts as well as an
illuminating perspective on Constantine the Philosopher's poetics
(pp. 207-239). An avid student of the "Slavic Response to Byzantine
Poetry" (see pp. 240-259), Jakobson traced the roots of the Slavic
written poetic tradition to Constantine's own poetic fragments (see
"Stixotvornye citaty v velikomoravskoj agiografii" ["Verse Citations in
the Hagiography of Great Moravia"], pp. 277-285), to his translation
of the holy liturgy (see "'Tainaja sluz'ba' Konstantina Filosofa i
dal'nejsaja razvitie staroslavjanskoj poezii" ["The Divine Service of
Constantine the Philosopher and the Further Development of Old
Church Slavonic Poetry"], pp. 260-276), and to the extraordinary verse
prologue Constantine wrote to accompany his translation of the Gos-
pels, to which Jakobson returned again and again in the course of thirty
years, most recently for the revised version of "Saint Constantine's
Prologue to the Gospels" in the present volume (pp. 191-206). Perhaps
the most remarkable of Jakobson's contributions to the poetics of Old
Church Slavonic literature is his article on the oldest of the Slavic
hymns, to St. Demetrius of Thessalonica, which may be attributed to
Methodius or his immediate circle. Written in 1981 and published here
for the first time (pp. 286-346), "Sketches for the History of the Oldest
Slavic Hymnody" is a detailed analysis of the hymn's poetic fabric, with
insightful observations on the poetics of names and the biblical centon
style in general. Like all of Jakobson's works on liturgical song, it opens
up vast perspectives for the interdisciplinary study of the poetic and
musical aspects of church song in their interrelation.
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As should be clear from the above, Jakobson's work on medieval
Slavic literatures bears the stamp of a deep comparative approach
applied in both its synchronic and diachronic dimensions. The opening
article in this volume, "The Kernel of Comparative Slavic Literature"
(pp. 1-64), which originally appeared in the maiden issue of Harvard
Slavic Studies in 1953, remains the most concise and methodologically
well-grounded introduction to the subject. In his survey of the Slavic
oral and written tradition Jakobson characteristically focusses on the
influence of linguistic material on poetic form— or, to put it more
bluntly, "the pressure of verbal material on verbal art" (p. 1)— which
was a question he addressed in a comparative framework from his
earliest years. If, as Jakobson writes, "it is his mother tongue which
reliably indicates that a man belongs to the Slavic world" (p. 3), then
features common to the Slavic languages as a group will analogously
serve as the identifying mark of a Slavic literature, especially poetry.
This argument is eloquently summed up in a statement by Edward Sapir
quoted below (p. 87): "Since every language has its distinctive peculiari-
ties, the innate formal limitations — and possibilities — of one literature
are never quite the same as those of another. The literature fashioned
out of the form and substance of a language has the color and texture of
its matrix."14

Several phenomena, highly characteristic of the grammar of the Slavic
languages, differentiate them as a group and offer to the verbal art of the
Slavs effective and unique poetic devices. Among these are: the impor-
tance and frequency of "subjectless" or "impersonal" constructions; the
typically Slavic "free" word order; the vitality of morphology, especially
of derivational affixes, which contribute to the "morphological embed-
dedness of the word as such", with the further consequence of the
palpability of word boundaries and their importance for phrasing and
rhythmics. As Jakobson pursued his investigation of the "grammar of
poetry" in the 1960's and 1970's (see SW III), the Slavic material proved
particularly persuasive, especially as regards the "key role of impersonal
constructions in the poetic context". The results of his inquiries were
presented in his inaugural address to the Seventh International Congress
of Slavists in Warsaw, August 21, 1973, with a wealth of diverse
examples drawn from Slavic poetry testifying both to the erudition of
Jakobson the reader as well as to the acumen of Jakobson the linguist.
The abstract published here, "Iz jazykovedceskix nabljudenij nad ob-
scimi osobennostjami slayjanskoj poezii" ("From Linguistic Observa-

14 Edward Sapir, Language (New York, 1922), p. 222.
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tions on Common Peculiarities of Slavic Poetry", pp. 86-94), is part of a
much larger, as yet unpublished monograph, which included analyses
from different Slavic literatures — Slovenian (£upancic), Ukrainian
(Sevcenko), Russian (Puskin), Czech (Nezval), and Polish (Wierzynski).
In many respects his crowning work in Slavic "constrastive poetics", this
monograph will be published in its entirety in volume IX of the Selected
Writings.15

As one surveys the vast territory covered in the present volume, one
feels the constant presence of two figures in Slavic history whose mark
on Jakobson's own thought was indelible: the ninth-century founder of
Slavic literacy, Constantine-Cyril, and the seventeenth-century Czech
champion of universal education, Johann Amos Comenius. Underlying
all of Jakobson's work on the Cyrillo-Methodian heritage and on
medieval Slavic, especially Czech, literatures is the leitmotif of continuity
which he emphasized in his 1942 tribute to the philosopher Comenius:
"A strong feeling of continuity suffuses, unifies, and inspires the lifework
of this great thinker. It is the same spirit of continuity which permeates
and unifies all of Czech history. Some Czech investigators under-
estimate, minimize, and on occasion even deny this continuity. They
resist that the revolutions, which for more than one thousand years
shaped the Czech cultural and national past, deprived the nation of an
unbroken tradition; and the spirit of continuity simply vanished.
However, precisely the opposite is true: in reality, the historical cata-
clysms, the dramatic tremors, the violent changes in the Czech world
evoked constructive thoughts of continuity, and provoked as well as
strengthened a self-preserving sense of endurance."16 He stresses that
"the problem of continuity in its practical application is above all one of
the transfer of spiritual values to succeeding generations". No statement
could be truer of Jakobson's own work as a medievalist: he did not
conceive the Slavic Middle Ages as the realm of an antiquarian but as a
live storehouse of values of permanence and universal significance. As
Constantine's and Comenius' successor, Jakobson believed that "true
continuity unites the present not only with the past but also, and most
importantly, with the future".

15 For now, see three sections already published in SW III, on 2upancic (577-581),
Puskin (378-387) and Wierzynski (591-600).
16 See pp. 846-849. I quote the recent English translation, "The Czech Comenius",
Cross Currents: A Yearbook of Central European Culture, 1983, pp. 207-210.
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The present volume has been in preparation for many years. The
author established its table of contents and read through most of the
first proofs before his death in July, 1982.17 Professor Frantisek
Svejkovsky assisted the author in the initial selection and editing of
texts, especially those in Czech. Susanne Fusso translated eight articles
from Czech into English especially for the volume. The editor owes
particular thanks to Dr. Brent Vine, who during his tenure as assistant
to the Estate of Roman Jakobson read through final proofs of the entire
volume and compiled the index of names, of peoples and languages, and
the exemplary index of texts cited: without his keen eye and philological
acumen the volume certainly would have suffered. The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology contributed both indirectly and directly to the
final preparation of this book by supporting the Jakobson Archives and
Publication Project and by facilitating the editor's work there as a
research associate in spring 1983. The editor's chief debt is to Professor
Krystyna Pomorska Jakobson, whose knowledge, help and support
were crucial in seeing the volume through to completion.

Stephen Rudy
New York University

17 The division into two parts, necessitated by publishing exigencies, and the titles
assigned the parts are an editorial decision. A technical note on the transcription of Old
Church Slavonic in the present volume: for the sake of clarity, the front and back yers are
given in their Cyrillic form b/t, rather than in the conventional transcriptions ('/" or I/u).
In the Russian transcriptions of OCS script, ψ is rendered as m. Cited texts are given in the
orthography of the original, with only slight normalization in a few cases. Jakobson's
reconstructions of OCS texts, on the other hand, whether in Cyrillic or Latin transcription,
follow the spelling conventions established by N. S. Trubetzkoy: see his Altkirchenslavische
Grammatik, 2nd edition, Vienna, 1968.
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COMPARATIVE SLAVIC
STUDIES

THE CYRILLO-METHODIAN
TRADITION





THE K E R N E L OF C O M P A R A T I V E SLAVIC
L I T E R A T U R E

THE COMMON PATRIMONY OF THE SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND ITS
INFLUENCE ON POETIC FORM

/. Language as the basic Slavic communalily. 2. The pressure of verbal material on
verbal art, e.g., on alliteration. 3. On verse. 4. On rhyme. 5. On etymological
figures: derivational (paregmenon). 6. And inflectional (polyptoton). 7. The poetic
load of verb categories. 8. inversion. 9. Paronomasia. JO. Genders and prosopo-
poeia. 11. Like responses to like formal problems.

1

The questions "What is comparative Slavic literature?", "What are its
aims and tasks?" gave rise to a lively discussion among Slavic and
foreign experts on Slavic languages and literatures during the period
between the two World Wars.1 The very possibility of a comparative
study of Slavic literatures was reexamined. What, it was asked, are the
specific common traits that unify Slavic literatures, enabling us to
envisage them as a separate, integral domain which is set off from the
literary activities of other peoples? Doubts were expressed as to the very
existence of a common denominator which unifies the various Slavic
literatures and distinguishes them from other literatures.

1 Here are a few representative contributions: J. Babala, Zagadnienie Iqcznego badania
literatur slowianskich (Warsaw, 1938); A. Bruckner, Zarys dziejow literatur i jfzykow
literackich (Lwow, 1929); "Eine slavische Literaturgeschichte?", Präger Presse (4 October
1931), and "Geschichte der slavischen Literaturen", Slavische Rundschau, IV, 1932; J.
Golabek, "Zagadnienie lacznosci literatur slowianskich", Ruch Slowianski, II, 1929, and
"Literatury slowianskie (Rozwazania metodzie)", Marcholt, IV, 1938; J. Horak,
"Problemy srovnavaciho studia literatur slovanskych a lidoveho podani slpvanskeho, jeho
eile a methody", Ier Congres desphilo/ogues slaves ä Prague, 1929, Section f're, Propositions:
J, and "Porownawcze studjum literatur slowianskich", Ruch Slowianski, III, 1930; M.
Hrusevs'kyj, "Istorija sloyjans'kyx literatur — fikcyja cy neobxidnyj naukovyj postuljat?",
Sveslavenski Zbornik (Zagreb, 1930); W. Lednicki, "Existe-t-il un patrimoine commun
d'etudes slaves?", Le monde slave, IV, 1926; A. Mazon, "Le patrimoine commun des etudes
slaves", Revue des etudes slaves, IV, 1924; F. Wollman, Slovesnost Slovanu (Prague, 1928);
"Vom Geiste des literarischen Schaffens bei den Slaven," Slawische Rundschau, IV, 1932; K
methodologii srovnavaci slovesnosti slovanske (Brno, 1936); and "Dve polske polemiky o
slovanskych literaturach," Slovo a slovesnost. V, 1939.



2 COMPARATIVE SLAVIC STUDIES

Now that this stimulating discussion belongs to the past, we can and
must separate this scholarly problem from the political considerations
which have at times enveloped it and threatened loss of objectivity. One
can only wonder at the nai'vete with which political slogans were
substituted for scholarly arguments, as when the relevance of compara-
tive Slavic literature was dismissed with a maxim like "Versailles and
Trianon have put an end to all 'Slavisms'". Neither Slavic comparative
grammar nor comparative literature has the slightest legitimate con-
nection with any struggle for or against any kind of Pan-Slavic political
bias.2

Before we attack the problem of the controversial common de-
nominator of the Slavic literatures, it is interesting to expose the
common denominator of the diverse views expressed in the inter-war
discussion. There were two clear-cut and opposed attitudes as to the
historical extent and significance of the Slavic communality (pospolitost,
in the technical term introduced by the Czech comparativists). Some
scholars, especially linguists like A. Meillet, J. Baudouin de Courtenay,
and N. Trubetzkoy,3 take the close kinship of the Slavic languages as the
one objective, substantial sign of Slavic unity. "Language, and only
language, binds the Slavs together", says Trubetzkoy. Advocates of this
thesis point out the diverse anthropological antecedents of the Slavic
peoples and the crucial differences in their political, cultural, and
religious destinies. Other scholars, on the contrary, are prone to find
manifold signs of Slavic unity, sometimes going so far as to speak of a
specifically Slavic mind, likeness in mentality, behavior pattern, senti-
ments, temperament, philosophical credo, and religious feeling. In Slavic
creative literature they (particularly Bruckner) discover certain charac-
teristics supposedly common to the Slavs and peculiar only to them, such
as sensitivity, melancholy, reverie, volatile impressionability, the passage
from one extreme to another, straightforwardness, candor: or, when the

2 The purposeful campaign against independent and objective scholarship behind the
Iron Curtain makes comparative Slavic studies impossible there. Problems of Slavic
literary interrelations and common patrimony cannot be discussed where the seniority and
preeminence of Russian culture is peremptorily postulated. In recent publications like the
collective history of ancient Russian culture (I.storija kul'tury drevnej Ruxi, II, 1951), the
doctrine of national self-congratulation has simply smothered any hint of the mighty
impact of the South and West Slavs on early Russian literature and its language. The oldest
Slavic alphabet, elaborated by Saint Cyril for Great Moravia, is claimed to be an earlier
Russian invention, and the oral tradition and mythology of Russia is presented as an
independent, original creation.
3 A. Meillet, "De l'unite slave", Revue ties etudes slaves, I (1921), 7-14; J. Baudouin de
Courtenay, "Czy istnieje osobna kultura slowianska?", Przeglqd Warszawski, V (1925),
223-6; N. Trubetzkoy, K problems russkogo samopoznanija (Paris, 1927), p. 93f.
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scholar is in a grimmer mood he finds such "old racial traits as anarchy
and mutual hatred, ancient levity (Sclavus sal tans), inconstancy —
interpreted by foreigners as falseness — indifference (the avos' and
nicevo), contempt for the baba, an adulation of hospitality such as is
found in no other race, attachment to tradition, curiosity, an adapta-
bility which approaches xenomania". But regardless of whether linguis-
tic propinquity is interpreted as the sole all-Slavic earmark, there is
complete accord that it is the most distinct manifestation of Slavic unity.
It is his mother tongue which reliably indicates that a man belongs to the
Slavic world.

Those who insist that Slavic unity and comparative Slavic studies belong
essentially to the linguistic domain cannot exclude from this domain the
poetic language of the Slavic peoples and its comparative analysis: for
language cannot be confined to only one of its functions, and its esthetic
function is among the most vital and inseparable. Thus the most natural
conclusion for the comparative study of Slavic literature would be to
concentrate primarily on the elements of an artistic work that are most
intimately linked with language. Paradoxically enough, questions of
poetic form have been the very ones most neglected in the comparative
history of Slavic literatures. They were nearly forgotten even in the inter-
war discussion on the possibilities and tasks of this comparative
discipline. Frank Wollman's opportune but scanty reference to "la
connexite des symboles linguistiques slaves comme moyens de formation
dans la stylistique et la metrique" remained at that time unproductive
and undeveloped.4

The influence of linguistic material on poetic form is undeniable. The
stock of poetic devices available to verbal art is to a high degree
determined by this material. The sound-form of poetic speech depends
directly on the phonemic pattern of the given language. The predilection
of certain languages, for example, for alliteration in poetry is not a
matter of pure chance. The device is particularly favored in languages
which signal the first syllable of the word by accent or other means, and
at the same time avoid too complex or diversified consonantal clusters in
anlaut — at the beginning of a word. The Czech linguist J. Zubaty has
ascertained that of two closely related languages, Lithuanian and
Latvian, only the latter has developed an extensive use of alliteration in

4 A: mcthodologii..., 146 and 93, cf. 70f.
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folk songs.5 It is not difficult to find a reason for this innovation: of these
two Baltic languages, only Latvian stabilized the accent on the first
syllable of the word, thus bringing the anlaut into prominence.

In late Common Slavic, the word accent fell on the syllable which had
rising pitch, or, in the absence of such a pitch, on the first syllable of the
word. This prosodic pattern was lost toward the end of the period of
Slavic unity, but was restored in most of the Serbo-Croatian dialects. In
the majority of the Slavic languages, the opposition of rising and falling
pitch was lost. Czech and nearly all the West Slavic area lost the rising
pitch so that the word accent automatically became stabilized on the first
syllable. East Slavic, toward the thirteenth century, generalized the rising
pitch in accented syllables and thus obtained a free, phonemic word
stress. Given these linguistic premises, we would predict a wider use of
alliteration in oral poetry in Czech, with its unconditionally initial stress,
or in Serbo-Croatian and Old Russian, where stress is conditionally
linked to the initial syllable, than in Modern Russian, with its free
accent. And indeed, in contemporary Russian folklore we find the
iteration of whole consonantal configurations (the so-called zvukovye
povtory in Brik's terminology) rather than of single initial consonants,
whereas in certain genres of Serbo-Croatian oral poetry, particularly in
the laments, the iteration of initial consonants is a frequent device: Meini
Cetka | stärög svoVo, | stävna bräco; tößräci \ Oika Bjese \ wate Diko.** In
Czech folk songs there is a noticeable penchant for alliteration: Kdoji ma
pfes Pole, Pfesmutne pachole! or, slunce stoji node mlejnem: Kde pak my se
spolu sejdem? or, ROSickaje pekna B//Ö, ROSff na ni ROSmarina. Similarly,
in Old Russian literature, narratives connected with the oral tradition
frequently use alliteration: Malo Medu vareno, a druziny wnogo; poidosa
protivu sobe i pokrysa Pole.1 In these cases the connection of poetics with
linguistic prerequisites is beyond question.

The structure of any verse is indissolubly linked with the prosodic and
syntactic features of the language in which it is written. How often

5 J. Zubaty, "O alliteraci v pisnich lotysskych a litevskych", Vi'stnik Krai. Ceske
spolecnosfi nauk, Tfida fil.-hist., 1894.
6 See B. Jarho, "Srok i aliteracija u tuzbalicama duzega stiha", Slavia III, 75ff, 352ff.
7 See D. Cizevsky, "On Alliteration in Ancient Russian Epic Literature", Memoirs oj the
American Folklore Society, XLII (1949), 125ff. and Geschichte der altrussischen Literatur
im ., 12. und 13. Jahrhundert (Frankfurt am Main, 1948), pp. 58ff., 405f., 408f.,
410-416,421.
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Russians, with even a fair knowledge of Czech, complain of the
"unbearable monotony" of Czech verse; and how often Czechs acquain-
ted with Russian, among them even poets, make the same accusation
against Russian verse! Neither evaluation is sound: the judges remain
prisoners of rhythmical habits inculcated by their mother tongues.

In Czech verse, the alternation of long and short vowels is completely
independent of the word accent, and provides Czech accentual verse with
the possibility of multiple variations. In one fascinating ballad of Erben,
"Vrba", abrupt lines composed solely of shorts, like Aniruchu anisluchu,
alternate with four-foot trochaic lines consisting again of four dissyllabic
words, but burdened with long vowels: V böüfi lite chrani lodi.6 It is in
skillful quantitative variation that the amazing rhythmic wealth of Czech
words is manifested. To the Russian language, however, this free
distribution of long and short vowels is totally alien, and a Russian,
unless he deliberately readapts his linguistic pattern to Czech, simply
does not grasp these rhythmic variations, even when he accurately
perceives or produces the Czech long and short vowels. The Russian
accented syllables are as a rule longer, and the unstressed shorter, and
therefore the Russian accentual verse impresses a Czech as a measure
with a constant, regular alternation of longs and shorts, evoking a
sensation of tiresome monotony. For example, to average Czech
perception, these lines of Pasternak scan as quantitative anapestic
pentameters:

Gal'vaniceskoj mgloj vzbalamucennyx tue neukljuze,
Vperevalku, polzkom, probiräjutsja v gävan' suda.
Sinenogie moln'i Ijaguskami prygajut v luzu.
Golenastye snästi svyrjäet tudä i sjudä.

In Russian the position of the stress is independent of word boun-
daries, and may go with any syllable of the word, whereas in Czech the
stress must fall on the initial syllable. Thus in Czech verse the distri-
bution of word boundaries generally coincides with that of word stresses,
while in Russian verse the distribution of word boundaries serves as a
source of variation, subtly shading the poetic rhythm. In Russian a
sequence of five syllables with stresses on both border syllables ( )
offers four possible phrasing variants conditioned by the place of the
word boundary: jünoseskij pyl, jünosa sprosil, junyj komandir, jun
kavalerist. It is instructive to compare a trochaic stanza by Puskin with

8 We substitute here the international sign of length [~] for the usual Czech diacritic [' ].
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its Czech translation by Jung:

Nikogda stal'noj resetki Misto serpy purpurove
On silica ne^podymal na^sij rüzenec^si dal,
A_na^,grud' svjatye cetki Silvan hied! ocelove
Vmesto sarfa navjazäl. Pfed^pranikym nezvedal.

All seven of the boundaries dividing the word units (stressed words plus
any surrounding proclitics and enclitics)9 within the Czech lines fall
before the odd syllables of the verse, whereas in the Russian lines the first
four of the seven boundaries lie before the even syllables and only the last
three before the odd ones. This suggests a rhythmic opposition between
the caesura phrasing at the beginning of the stanza and the diaeresis
phrasing at the end, to accompany the transition from the severely
negative first clause to the ecstatic transfiguration evoked in the second.
The absence of this variational element in Czech verse gives the Russian
observer the impression of meagerness and monotony; whereas for the
Czech reader the free variational function of word boundaries in Russian
poetry is so alien that Russian verse seems to him totally lacking in
variational elements and therefore of an intolerable sameness. The whole
character of any verse and our very perception of it proves thus to be
determined by the structure of its language pattern.10

If the Slavic languages diverge as to the relation between word accent
and word boundary, and between word accent and vocalic quantity,
these divergences are particularly revealing, for they can be analyzed and
interpreted against the background of numerous fundamental likenesses
which continue to unify the Slavic tongues. Most of these divergences
serve simultaneously to split the structural unity of the Slavic languages
as a whole and to unite them into a small number of typological groups.
Thus the phenomenon of free stress unifies the East Slavic languages
with Bulgarian and furnishes similar metrical foundations for poetry
written in these languages. The free vocalic quantity which unites Czech
and Slovak with Serbo-Croatian is of importance for the verse of these
languages. Common metrical problems are faced by languages unified by
the absence of both free stress and free quantity — Polish and
Macedonian. On the other hand, general Slavic phenomena such as the
strong autonomy of word units, their sharp delimitation and their clear-

9 To indicate to which word unit proclitics and enclitics belong, a curved line is used: e.g.
I0~ Cf/R. Jakobson, Zakladv ceskeho verse (Prague, 1926); cf. Selected Writings, V: "On
Verse, Its Masters and Explorers" (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 1979), 118ff., 122ff.
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cut opposition to word groups, or the accentuation, division, and
intonation of the sentence, are fundamental prerequisites for including
the metrical patterns of diverse Slavic languages within the common
framework of comparative Slavic metrics.11

Rhyme clearly illustrates how essential the similarity of Slavic linguistic
material is for the formal devices utilized in the poetry of diverse Slavic
peoples. The great Polish linguist Kazimierz Nitsch discovered a striking
feature relevant to all Slavic languages.12 When Slavic written or oral
poetry uses a kind of assonance where only the vowels must be identical,
the quality of the consonants within this kind of loose rhyme is never
totally a matter of indifference: the voiced consonants cannot be
matched with the unvoiced. Slavic assonance permits the confrontation
of words such as the Czech boty - boky - stopy - kosy - sochy. The
different place of articulation (and corresponding acoustic contrasts) of
the consonants K, T, P, or the difference of these stops from the spirants
S and A'(spelled ch in Czech) is tolerated in this kind of loose rhyme; but
these words cannot rhyme with body - doby - kozy - rohy.

Here we are faced with an intricate question. Does this poetic
phenomenon result directly from the sharp delimitation of two phone-
mic classes — voiced and unvoiced — which is still valid in the Slavic
languages? And then, when using loose rhymes, does each poetic school
or poet within each Slavic language rediscover the subconscious pro-
hibition of pairing voiced and unvoiced consonants and react in the same
way to the same demands of the verbal material? This prohibition may
be a poetic canon inherited from the common Slavic past in the same
way that the laws, likewise subconscious, of the common Slavic system
of grammatical cases or of aspects were inherited. If this is so, the regular
reappearance of the same prohibition whenever Slavic versification
introduces assonance-like rhymes (as for instance in Gothic, baroque or

1' The scale of oscillations between syllabic, "syllabo-tonic" and purely "tonic" (i.e.
accentual) patterns particularly merits exploration on a comparative level after such
controversial and stimulating monolingual inquiries as L. Timofeev, Teorija slixa
(Moscow, 1939); M. Bakos, Vyvin slovenskeho versa (Turc. Sv. Martin, 1939); M. Dluska,
Studio z historii i teorii wersyflkacji polskiej, I-II —Prace Komisji jfzykowej Polskiej Akad.
Umiejftnosci, 33, 35 (Cracow, 1948-50); F. Siedlecki, Studio z metryki polskiej, I-II =Z
zagadnien poetyki, 4-5 (Wilno, 1937); R. Kosutic, O tonskoj metrici u novoj srpskoj poeziji
(Belgrade, 1941), and K. Taranovski, "O tonskoj metrici prof. Kosutica", Juznoslovenski
filolog, XVIII (1949-50), 173-196.
12 K. Nitsch, Z historji polskich rymow (Warsaw, 1912), pp. 46ff. and 52.
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modern poetry) can be explained only as a recurrent appropriation from
native oral tradition, which in its turn had preserved a common Slavic
pattern. Such a dilemma will confront us not infrequently, and the
solution in every case can come only after a careful and systematic
investigation. In a similar way Slavic philology, finding in Russian,
Polish, Serbian, and dialectical Czech the instrumental plural form
snopami instead of the original snopy (from snop 'sheaf'), followed the
necessary procedures which enabled it to reject the theory of the
prehistoric origin of snopami and to recognize it as a parallel innovation
in the separate lives of these Slavic languages, an innovation due to a
convergent development and to common premises inherited from the
primitive Slavic stock. Whatever the solution to the dilemma discussed
above and to other similar problems may be, we are in any case
concerned with a common Slavic patrimony. Either it is a response of
more recent Slavic poetry to the still present stimuli of the common
Slavic linguistic patrimony, or the response itself is part of a still present
common Slavic patrimony of poetic forms.

The structure of Slavic rhyme is bound not only to the sound features
of the Slavic languages, but also to the peculiarities of their inflection and
derivation. The essential role played in the Slavic word by the der-
ivational suffixes and paradigmatic desinences unavoidably affects
Slavic rhyme. To a much higher degree than in the Romance and
Germanic literatures, the problem of so-called grammatical rhyme is
here decisive for the general structure of rhymes. The identical der-
ivational and inflectional suffixes are the most current material avail-
able for rhymes in the Slavic languages, e.g. Bulgarian dvoica - fbmnica,
klonove - dolove, mectajax - zelajax, ubixa - izgnixa. There are poetic
schools and entire poetic epochs which deliberately avoid grammatical
rhymes.Their rhymes may be labeled antigrammatical, since the point of
departure is a consciousness of the banality of grammatical rhymes. This
awareness produces an endeavor to overcome the pressure of linguistic
material upon rhyme and to make the phonemic identity of the ends of
words independent of their morphological identity, and the phonemic
parallelism of the verse closes independent of any grammatical parallelism.
Thus we observe in Slavic rhymed verse either a capitulation to
grammatical rhyme or resistance to it: indifference toward the grammati-
cal aspect of the rhyme is excluded.

The poetry of Slavic peoples reacts to the flexibility of Slavic words and
their active capacity to produce a multitude of derivative words by an
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intensive use of the so-called etymological figures, groupings of words
with identical roots but different suffixes. In its semantic aspect such a
device is functionally related to metonymy, since both are based on the
association of images by contiguity. (E.g. nosil'sciki nosjat nosu "bearers
bear a burden": the contiguity of the actors of carrying, the action of
carrying, and the object carried is underlined by the use of one common
root.)

A parallel phenomenon typical of Slavic poetry is homoeoptoton,
the accumulation of words with different roots but identical suffixes.
This figure corresponds in its semantic aspect to metaphor, since the
identity of suffixes signals an identity of the grammatical meaning of
the words and thus the same association by similarity works here as in
metaphor. (E.g. xazivali, pljasyvali: "there often was, and there is no
longer, strolling and dancing". The identical suffixes express the similar
iterative occurrence of both actions in the past, their similar cessation,
and the similar indefinite plurality of the actors.)

The relative frequency of etymological figures and homoeoptotons and
in particular the predilection of the metaphoric style for the latter and
the metonymic style for the former is a tempting problem in connection
with the wide usage of both these constructions in Slavic poetry.
Characteristic examples of etymological figures can be cited from the
most ancient poetic monuments of Slavic literature, as in the so-called
Kievan Missal, a Czech tenth-century copy of a text compiled in Great
Moravia in the late ninth century: cbSJbnago Klimenta zakonbnika i
mQcenika cbST/ Cbsrgce. It is noteworthy that the Latin model of this
Missal has no etymological figure in the corresponding passage.13 The
same device occurs again and again in the poetry of different Slavic
peoples through the centuries. For instance in the lines of the Czech
baroque poet, Jan Kofinek:

LORvr/ v LORM LOR«// dilo cerne,
PHEgifi po nich PREguji grose berne ***14

The etymological figure is reinforced by the homoeoptotons loryri -
pregifi, loruji - preguji and by the complete syntactic parallelism of the
two lines. The fact that the initial root of the second line is repeated only
twice, as compared to the triple repetition in the first line, is compensated
for by the appearance of the phonemic sequences corresponding to the

13 C. Mohlberg, "II Messale glagolitico", Atti delta Pontißcia Academia Romano di
Archeologia, serie III, Memorie, II (1928), 311.
14 J. Vasica, Ceske literarni baroko (Prague, 1928), p. 21.
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rootpreg- :gr... her ... In the famous verse of Koll r, a representative of
late Czechoslovak classicism, we find: SLAvme SLAvne SLAV« SLAVWV
SL\vnych\ A similar line from the Dalmatian Renaissance poet Junije
Palmotic (1606-1657) has been cited: $L\vnijeh SLA να capti SLA να. The
rapprochement of Slavi with slavni (gloriosi) dates from Marignola,
Charles the Fourth's court chronicler. Countless analogical examples
could be adduced from both the old and the new poetry of the other
Slavic peoples.

The etymological figure has found wide application in Russian
folklore. In combination with the homoeoptoton it has given rise to a
variety of neologisms, as in the folk tale: xleby xlebisty *** psenicy
psenisty, rzi kolosisty. A maximum load is carried by this device in the
"Zakljatie smexom" ("Incantation by Laughter"), which employs and
elaborates the poetics of folk spells and was written at the beginning
of this century by V. Xlebnikov, one of the founders of Russian
Futurism. This poem is a sort of test of the potential load of Russian
derivational morphemes. The "Incantation" is composed only of der-
ivatives, mostly neologisms, from the verb smejat'sja 'to laugh'. It ends
thus:

0 issmejsja rassmej l'no, smex nadsmejnyx smejacej.
Smeevo, smeevo,
Usmej, osmej, smesiki, smesiki,
Smejunciki, smejunciki,
0 rassmejtes', smexaci.
0 zasmejtes', smexaci.15

15 Alexander Kaun's translation of these lines in Soviet Poets and Poetry (Berkeley, 1943,
p. 24) is a skillful tour deforce, but proves once again the distinctly greater fecundity of the
so-called "word-nests" in Russian and the magnified role assigned to derivation in the
Slavic lexicon and poetry:

Oh, forth laugh downright laughly, laugh of super-laughadors!
Laughery! Laughery!
Belaugh, uplaugh, laughikins, laughikins,
Laughulets, laughulets!
Oh, laugh forth, laugh laughadors!
Oh, laugh on, laugh laughadors!

Contrast the following lines from another Slavic poem, J. Tuwim's "Zielen: Fantazja
slowotworcza" (Tresc gorejqca, Warsaw, 1937, p. 15):

Kto si? pierwszy w eel zielisty wzieli,
Kto z zielinek i pozielcow wiela
Wydrze slad najdrzewiejszego ZIELA,
Kto z zioloci stawow i strumieni,
Zielorostek pierwszy wyzieleni,
Kto z zielistkow, ziotek i przyziolkow
ZIELA zerwie w podslownym zaulku,
1 w zieliszczu, w szumnej zielbie swiata,
Antenata znajdzie, Zielonata.
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The abundance of derivatives from a single root (a "word-nest", in the
terminology of Russian lexicographers) lends to Slavic poetry an
unusual richness of etymological figures, explicit or implied, so that each
of its images has an aura of associated relations. In Puskin's Bronze
Horseman, the leitmotif is the barrier set by Peter the Great against the
elements (pobezdennaja stixijd), his miraculous founding of St.
Petersburg "at the base of the sea" (podmorem), and the damming of the
Neva's waves. Edmund Wilson, a subtle connoisseur of Russian poetry,
translates: "Splashing with loud waves against her handsome banks,
Neva thrashed about, a sick man on his restless bed."16 Puskin's line V
krajä svoej ogrädy strojnoj literally means "against the borders of her
shapely barrier". These two roots, the solemn Church Slavonic grad-
(with its familiar, domestic alternant gorod-), which carries the semantic
value of'enclosing', and stroj-, signifying Orderly construction', pervade
the poem, repeatedly bringing out the leitmotif. This etymological
figure extending throughout the epic is unavoidably lost in English so
that the tie between the verbally cognate images — the fortified town
(gorod) planned by Peter, the city that arose (grad), its iron fences
(ogrady), the river banks (ograda), the bound-off Neva (peregrazdennaja
Neva), the Bronze Horseman over the barricaded rock (nad ograzdennoju
skaloju) — this intimate tie is cut and the chain of Puskin's symbols is
broken.

The semantic integrity of the "nest" built on the root stroj-, which
Puskin underlines by various means, is likewise inevitably disrupted. He
portrays the young city as shapely bulks (gromady strojnye) of palaces
and towers, then admires its general "severe and shapely aspect" (strogij,
strojnyj vid), and here the root stroj- is underscored by the punlike
juxtaposition with strog-. The poet condenses an etymological figure to
glorify the warriors v ix STROJ/JO zyblemom STROJ u ("in ranks that sway in
rhythm", in Wilson's translation). And in the culminating challenge of
the mad adversary, Peter is apostrophized as STRoi/e/', "the builder".

A Slavic etymological figure is felt so intensely that the repetition of
the root may be omitted. For instance, in modern Czech the common
root of nem-y 'mute' and Nem-ec 'German' remains palpable. Thus
when the poet Vrchlicky puts into the mouth of Saint Prokop the
indignant words "Sträzce jsem te zeme ceske, Jejiz jazyk rväti chcete
Lidu z ust a ponemcit jej!" (1879), these lines are deliberately equivocal:
"you want to tear the tongue out of the mouth of my people and make
them mute", and "you want to make the tongue of my people German".

16 Edmund Wilson, The Triple Thinkers, New York (1938), pp. 72ff.
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In one of the introductory sentences to Kollär's poem Slavy dcera,
"Närodu meho Aj, onemelt' uz, byv k urazu zästi jazyk" (1824), the
words onemel jazyk literally mean "the tongue became mute", with the
connotation "the language became German", while the following
sentence, "Uz hlaholem zpevnä usta umlkla nemym" ("singing lips have
already fallen silent through mute speech") suggests an association with
hlaholem nemeckym "German speech" which serves to resolve the
oxymoron, "mute speech". Xlebnikov's "Boevaja" ("Battle-Song",
about 1906), proclaiming napor slävy edinoj i cel'noj na neni1 follows
Kollär in assigning a double sense to the word slava ('glory' and
'Slavdom') and merging in the neologism new" the inferences 'dumb-
ness' and 'Germans'; compare also Tjutcev's line, "Tex obez"jazycil
nemec", "Those were deprived of their tongue by the (mute) German"
(1841).

Esenin's powerful "Pesn' o xlebe" ("Song of the Wheat", 1921)
equates reaping or threshing with carnage, like the epic tradition which
presents a fray as a harvest and the folk riddles which portray husbandry
in battle terms.17 The central image of the poem — Ljudoedke mel'nice
zubami V rot sujui te kosti obmolot' — is substantiated by the etymologi-
cal figure linking the verbs zrat' 'devour' and zernov 'millstone',
although neither of the two words appears in this text.

Another widely used device, closely related to the word variations based
on derivation (paregmenon) is polyptoton, a play of inflectional forms.
For instance, in the remarkable poem of the Czech Romantic Macha,
Mäj (May; 1835), the key word of its first lines läska 'love' keeps
reappearing in different grammatical cases, just as one and the same
object appears slightly differently in each of the successive "stills" of a
moving picture: BYL LÄSKY cas, hrdliccin zval ku LÄSCE Mas, o LÄSCE
septal tichy mech\ kvetouci ström lhal LÄSKY zel; svou LASKU slavik ruzipel
*** V cas LÄSKY — LASKOU kazdy tvor. In the third song of the same
poem a swift succession of "stills" delineates the wheel (kold), the

17 Cf., e.g., Na pole na Ärskom, Na porubeie tatarskom Leiat vse pobity, Borody pobrity,
A brjuxq rasporoiy. = Sheaves (D. Sadovnikov, Zagadki russkogo naroda, SPb. [1901],
$1225). Pridut rastoporsciki, Razlomajut moi koslocki, Telo v val brosjat, A dusu v raj
stascat. = Sheaves on the cart (#1235). Na stukovi, Na bükovi Tak stuka/i, Tak jukali,
Lezat do smertipobitye, Golövuskipokrytye *** = Sheaves on the threshing-floor (#1246).
Rezul menja, Vjazut men/a, B jut nescadno, Kolesujut menja; Projdu agon' i vodu, Ikonec moj
— nozizuby. = Wheat (#1275). Brat hrata trjot, Belajakrov'tefjot. = Millstones (#1088).
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instrument of execution:

*** telo
U kolo vpleteno nad kolem v kole pnelo
I hlava nad kolem svuj obdrzela stan.

Every movie-goer knows the effective device of montage technique:
each successive "still", although starting from the preceding "still", is
aimed at a new object; the old object is included in the new "still", but is
moved from the center of focus to the margin of the screen. Mächa
achieves a similar dramatic tension in repeating a noun but transposing
it from a direct to an oblique case.

Na brehu jezera maly pahorek stqji,
Na nem se dlouhy kul, na kulu kolo zdviha.
Bliz strmi kolmy vrch, na vrchu vrchol dvoji
Na vyssim vrcholi bila se kaple mihä.
U volnem pruvodu ku kapli pfisel sbor.

The alternation is strictly consistent: kul-na kulu, vrch - na vrchu, vrchol
- na vrcholi, kaple - ku kapli. Only the word kolo is not repeated but is
echoed in punlike form: the unusual epithet kolmy vrch 'steep (literally,
vertical) summit' merges with the similar sound of kolo into a single
paronomasia. A vivid parallel to Mächa's poetic declension is the
gradual constriction from wider to narrower targets typical of Russian
folk songs:

Recen'ka bystraja, kruty berezocki;
Käk na kiuten 'kom berezocke;
Na nem zoltye pesocki,
Na zollen 'kix na pesockax
Stojät tri sadocka.
Käk vo pervom vo sadocke
solov'jusko sviscet.18

18 B. Sokolov, "Ekskursy v oblast' poetiki russkogo fol'klora", Xudozestvennyjfol'klor, I
(1926), 38ff., especially p. 42. Cf. in spells similar constructions in conjunction with a
"pervasive" (skvoznof) epithet, as N. Poznanskij (Zagovorv, SPb., 1917) calls it; e.g.,
P. Rybnikov, Pesni, III (1909), #23:

Est' slavnoe sinee more, U s'mego celoveka
Est' v slavnom sinem more Sinij luk besfetivnyj,
Sinij ostrov, Sinjaja strela bez per'ja,
Na sinem ösirove \ otstrelivaet s'mij celovek
Sinij kamen', S'mim lukom besletivnym,
Na torn sinem kameni Sinej stre/oj bez per'ja
Sidit s'mij celovek, Pritci i prizory i uroki ***
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And again in another style and genre, Majakovskij's humoristic poem
of 1917, in mockingly portraying the hero from different angles, actually
gives the whole paradigm of the noun kadet 'constitutional democrat'.

Zil da byl na svete kadet,
V krasnuju sapocku kadet byl odel.
Krome etoj sapocki dostävsejsja kadetu,
Ni certä na nem krasnogo ne bylo i netu.
Uslysit kadet — revoljucija gde-to,
Sapocka sejcas ze na golove kadeta.
2ili pripeväjuci za kadetom kadet
I otec kadeta i kadetov ded.
Podnjalsja odnäzdy prebol'suscij veter —
V kloc'ja sapcenku izodral na kadele,
I ostalsja on cernyj, a videvsie eto
Volki revoljucii scapali kadeta ***

Such devices are entirely alien to the Indo-European languages of the
contemporary West, which have almost no inflectional declension.

It would be easy to continue this demonstration of the imprint which the
uniquely Slavic system of verbal aspects, voices, and moods makes on
poetic narration. The original artistic values which men like Puskin and
Mickiewicz succeeded in deriving from this system are scarcely repro-
ducible in the Romance and Germanic languages.

The potential dramatic force of the Russian morphological categories,
particularly the verbal ones, and the symbolism imbedded in the Russian
verbal aspects have hardly ever been brought out with such intensity and
artistic wisdom as in Puskin's Bronze Horseman (1833). This "Petersburg
Tale" is a confrontation of two irreconcilable heroes. The first, Peter the
Great, need not be named; he is repeatedly introduced by a bare
anaphoric ON: HE who "stood" and "gazed" and "thought". Then the
stixija conquered by him is invoked to forget its ancient hate and
bondage and not to vex with vain anger Peter's eternal sleep. However
the "conquered element" refuses to resign itself and vexes the sleep not
of Peter, but of the other hero. This hero must be given a name, albeit a
fictitious one — Evgenij — to save him from anonymity, but his surname
is "forgotten". The appearance and thoughts of this hero parody the
exposition of the figure of Peter. The dream of a quiet existence with a
wife and a pot of cabbage soup is contrasted to the commanding
thoughts of Peter about the capital and empire to be erected.
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Evgenij's dreams are destroyed by the roaring elements — the flood of
the Neva, during which the poet again confronts Evgenij with Peter, now
an idol on a steed of bronze, ''steady on its height above the defiant
Neva", in Edmund Wilson's translation. Once more Evgenij is parodi-
cally likened to his antagonist in the midst of the inundation. As if
fettered, he is perched on a marble beast, nedviznyj 'immobile', like the
bronze Peter, but in contradistinction to him, poor, fearful, and
desperate. The climax of the poem is the last meeting between Evgenij,
who has gone mad, and the idol on the bronze steed.

The limitation implied by the Russian perfective aspect is inapplicable
to the actions of Peter, either as emperor or idol. No declarative sentence
portraying him uses a finite perfective form: stojal, gljadel, dumal, stoit,
sidel, vozvysalsja, nesetsja, skakäl. The story of Evgenij's rebellion, how-
ever, is told entirely in a rush of shortbreathed perfectives: prosnulsja,
vskocil, vspomnil, vstal, posel, ostanovilsja, stal, vzdrognul, projasnilis' v
nem sträsno mysli, uznäl, obosel, navel, stesnilas' grud', celo prileglo,
glaza podernulis', po serdcu plämen'probezäl, vskipela krov', stal, sepnul,
pustilsja, pokazalos' emu.

The growth of this rebellion is rendered with striking accuracy in
Julian Tuwim's impressive Polish translation of the poem:19 obudzil sie_,
zerwal sig, stangla zgroza, wstal, poszedl, zatrzymal, drgnql, etc. The
contrast with Peter, "Co gfawq wznosil si% miedzianq I w mroku
nieruchomo trwaf\ is sharply outlined by the two imperfectives. The
encounter with the Czar could have been transposed into Polish with the
same precision, but here Tuwim unfortunately lost all contact with the
original, and instead of Puskin's epic we suddenly hear Tuwim's own
lyric note.

"Coz, budowniku moj miedziany?
Coz cudotworco?" — sykn^} zty.
"Juzja ci?" ... I jak oszalaly
Przed siebie pobiegl lotem strzaty,
I zdalo sie, ze Grozny Car
Zaplonaj gniewem, wzrok wen wparl ***20

19 Jeidziec miedziany, translated by J. Tuwim and commented on by W. Lednicki
(Warsaw, n.d.).
20 Puskin never qualifies Peter, whereas Tuwim uses either the rhetorical oxymoron,
budowniku *** miedziany, made still more emotional by the subject moj and by the
recurrence of the apostrophe cudotworco, or he changes Puskin's simple denotations into
appositions: ON — mocarz z wyciqgniftq dloniq, Bozyszcze na spiiowym koniu *** ON,
Jezdziec goni go Miedziany.
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This is not Puskin's Evgenij, who does not question (cf. cöz ***? coz ***?),
use irony (cf. budowniku moj miedziany), intrude his ego (cf. ja cig), or
leave anything unsaid:

"Dobro, stroitel' cudotvornyj!"
Sepnul on zlobno zadrozäv.
"Uzo tebe! ..." I vdrug stremglav
Bezat' pustilsja. Pokazalos'
Emu, cto groznogo carja,
Mgnovenno gnevom vozgorja,
Lico tixon'ko obrascalos' ***

Evgenij's "protest" means simply, "All right, wonder-working builder!
There'll be a finish to you yet! ..." Tuwim and those of Puskin's
overimaginative readers who believe that a subsequent defiant mono-
logue has been omitted here for fear of the censor attribute to Peter's
antagonist more than the author intends. Evgenij says nothing about his
own role in the retribution, nothing about retribution itself. He merely
applies to the miraculous builder the exhaustive adverb uzo. This
impersonal construction with a zero copula posits a final term, which is
in manifest contradiction to the permanently imperfective aspect mark-
ing the actions of the "lord of half the world" (derzavca polumira). The
attempt remains vain, however, and the permanency of the "terrible
czar" is asserted by a new, subtle contrast of the two aspects, applying to
the separate heroes, pokazalos' — obrascalos', and the flight of the rebel
results. The Polish translation arbitrarily wrenches this flight from its
context and without justification transposes Peter's acts into the per-
fective aspect.

What interests us here is the potential poetic load of the Slavic aspects
and the possibility of maintaining it in translations into other Slavic
languages.

8

The Slavic languages have preserved many common traits in the
structure of the sentence. Such syntactic features are of great significance
for poetic form. The so-called free order of words in the Slavic languages
is in reality a rich store of syntactic possibilities, each of which has a
distinct function. Besides the neutral, unhighlighted word order that is
purely declarative, there are many expressive variations and deliberate
inversions, both subtle and abrupt. Utilizing these variations, poetic
speech achieves diversified emotional coloring, unusual semantic per-
spectives, and rhythmic-melodic innovations.
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It is startling to what degree the artistic devices involving word order
coincide in the poetry of diverse Slavic peoples. The most individual of
Polish, Czech, and Russian poets break up the customary word groups
of the type pan lesu "master of the forests" or topot büntov "tramp of
mutinies" and convert them into the expressive constructions lesu pan,
huntov topot. In such an inversion both words acquire an equally strong
stress and equal prominence, and the boundary between them is
emphasized (optional pause); their individuality becomes more acute.
Macha's Maj and the verses of the Polish romantics are rich in such
inversions. Here some scholars have suggested a Polish impact on
Macha's poetic art. The influence is plausible in this case, but similar
inversions appear elsewhere among the Slavs, where such an influence is
out of the question. For example, the first three quatrains of
Majakovskij's Nas mars (1918) contain, besides buntov topot, six con-
structions of this kind: gordyx golöv grjada, mirov goroda, dnej byk, let
arbä, puli osä, let bystroletnym konjäm. In Macha's case, too, it is not the
external impulse which is decisive, but the similarity both of the linguistic
material and of the formal problems.

Comparative Slavic poetics must interpret not only the affinities in
phonemic and grammatical structure, but also similarities in vocabulary
and phraseology with reference to their poetic implications. The artist
strives to juxtapose two words of different origin but similar in sound
and to establish a semantic relationship between them. Such parono-
masias are frequent in Slavic literatures, and many of them are common
to the poetry of all Slavic peoples. Let us present two examples of
widespread Slavic paronomasias: the rapprochement of the verbs piti
'drink' and peti 'sing' or their derivatives; and, the juxtaposition of the
words sokoh 'falcon' and vysoko 'high' (adverb or neuter adjective).

1. Bulgarian: p\em, PEem bujni PEsni (H. Botev).
Russian: Gde do ülra slovo PEJ zaglusaet kriki Ptsen (Puskin); Radosti PEJ, POJ

(Majakovskij).
Czech: A kdyz pivko bumbavali — zPivavali (Rubes); pwicko dobreje *** jakje

mame, tu zpwame, and, Bratfi, Pijme *** PEJme, bratfi *** (popular songs).21

2. Russian: Letal SOKOL/& SOKOL VJSOKO (folk song)22 — the paronomasia is

21 See C. Zibrt, Pivo v pisnich lidovych a znarodnelych (Prague, 1909).
22 A. Potebnja, Ob'jasnenija malontsskix i srodnyx narodnyx pesen, II (Warsaw, 1887),
301.
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supplemented by a paregmenon. Poleti, moj SOKOL, vysOKO / dalEK.0,1 vysoKO /
dalEKO, na rodimu storonu (dance song "Ax vy seni") — the paronomasia is
supplemented by the homoeoptoton vysok - daleko and by its accentual
variation vysoko - daleko.2* Or, in another variant of the same song, Ty leti, leti,
SOKOLIK, vysoKO ι dalEKO — the paronomasia is supplemented both by the
homoeoptoton and by a secondary rapprochement of the last syllables ofsokolik
with the final syllables of daleko. Compare in modern Russian poetry zal'etsja
vysOKO vysOKO *** / oxoty poeta SOKOL — golos mjagko sojdet na nizy
(Majakovskij) with an iterated vysoko and with sokol followed by a similar but
inverted sequence of phonemes, golos. This paronomasia goes far back in
Russian poetic tradition. A line in one of the songs written down for Richard
James in 1619 or 1620 reads, FysOKO SOKOL podnjalsja,24 and the proverb-like
verse 118 of the Igor Tale says, Koli SOKOL& vb mytexb byvaetb, vySOKO pticb
vbzbivaetb, with a supplementary paronomasia KOL/ - soKOLb and a rich
homoeoteleuton, ΒΥΥΑΕΤΒ - V&ZBIVAETL·.

Ukrainian: SOKOLB jasnyj, Brate m'ij ridnyj, Ty vysOKO litajes (duma "The
Prisoner's Lament")25 — the identity of the two sequences is completed (SOKOL -
.. SOKO L ); Tonke VYSOKE, v lystu syrOKE, V lystu iyrOKE, v verxu kudrjave, A v
tix kudercix SYV SOKIL sydyt, SYV SOKIL sydyt, dalEKO vydyt (a ritual Christmas
song, koljadka)26 — the paronomasia is supplemented by the usual homoeop-
toton, vysOKE - syrOKE - dalEKO, and by a second paronomasia vvsoke - SYV with
consonantal metathesis, and by alliteration syv - sokil - sydyt.

Serbo-Croatian: S K letTvisOKO, Krlla nosisirOKO (folksong) — the parono-
masia is supplemented by a homoeoptoton; Letnuo si bih VJ'SOKO, Kf's KO SOK pod
obl k, A padnuo bih ηίζόκο, ΝΪΖΟΚ.Ο S K na rah (Croatian song of the sixteenth
century) with a supplementary homoeoptoton VI'SOKO - «ιζοκο.27

Slovak: Hen ten vrch okr hly, t v^'SOK hola: Kto nezna zpod Stilu siveho
SOKO/ (Janko Krai') — the paronomasia is reinforced by corresponding
phonemic sequences at the end of the second line and at the end of the two
hemistiches in the first line: ok .. hi. \ .. vysok. hola \\ — siv.ho sokola.

The paronomasia of the Czech proverb VLK VLA / dotud az i VLKO
po\LEKou ("The wolf drags until the wolf himself is dragged") finds a
correspondence in the Russian folk riddle str x teplo \OLotet, in which
the verb volocet by its phonemic composition prompts the answer to the
riddle — volk 'wolf (cf. volcij 'wolfish'). This rapprochement is not

23 Such accentual variations are a current poetic device in Russian folk songs:
po_zeljonyim, po zelenym, zelenym lugam; a i po_mostu, po^mostu, po_sirokomu
mostu.
24 "Velikorusskie pesni, zapisannye ν 1619-20 gg. dlja Richarda Jamesa na krajnem
severe Moskovskogo carstva", Sbornik Otd. rus.jaz. islov. Ak. Nauk, LXXXII, No. 7, p. 20.
25 V. Antonovic and M. Dragomanov, Istoriceskie pesni malorusskogo naroda, I (Kiev,
1874), p. 95.
26 Potebnja, Ob'jasnenija ..., p. 299.
27 ¥. Kors, Vvedenie v nauku o slavjanskom stixoslozenii (SPb., 1907), p. 45.
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confined to Slavic folklore, but appears in the cognate Latvian language
as well; compare the proverbpeci vilki vilku vilka ("five wolves dragged a
wolf"). The play upon the words *vblkb and *\elkg represents a special
case, because this noun and verb are genetically related.28 Therefore the
question arises whether this particular paronomasia has accidentally
resurrected a long-vanished connection between two cognate words, or
whether a paregmenon going back to the time when this etymological
connection was still felt has survived in Slavic or Baltic oral tradition.
Aside from such intricate genetic questions, it is time that a compre-
hensive survey was made of the stock paronomasias in the Slavic oral
traditions — an inviting task for comparative Slavic studies.

10

The assignment of words to different grammatical genders increases the
possibility of personifying inanimate objects and thus becomes a
stimulating source of poetic mythology. For the most part, the Slavic
languages coincide here: 'fire' (*ognb) is masculine and 'water' (*voda)
feminine. Correspondingly, in the folklore of the Slavs, fire and water are
king and queen or brother and sister, as in the Russian riddle, Sestra
sil'nej brata. 'Day' (dbnb) and 'night' (*noktb) in Slavic proverbs are
father and mother, or son and daughter, or groom and bride.
Majakovskij, stimulated by the Slavic linguistic pattern, represents day
as the ardent lover of night in his poem Vojna i Mir.29 The semantic
significance of genders has been repeatedly emphasized in Slavic litera-
tures since the earliest Old Church Slavonic monument, St.
Constantine's translation of the Evangeliarium; his preface points out
the difficulties facing the translator, especially in the difference between
Greek and Slavic genders; e.g. in the necessity of rendering the Greek
masculines ποταμός and αστήρ by the Slavic feminines reka and dzvezda.
According to the judicious observation of A. Vaillant, it was the
weakening of the allegoric connotation of these nouns in some passages
of the Gospels that made this discrepancy particularly palpable.30 For a

28 See F. Specht, "Sprachliches zur Urheimat der Indogermanen", Kuhns Zeitschrift,
LXVI (1939), 25ff.
29 I esce ne uspeet/noc', ar pka,

Lee', prod znaja,/v otdyx,/v ten', —
Na nee/raskalennuju tusu/vskar bkal
Novyj golodnyj den'.

30 A. Vaillant, "La preface de l'Evangeliaire vieux-slave", RESI, XXIV (1948). Cf. the
same complaint repeated with variations by the Old Bulgarian translator, loann Exarch: V.
Jagic, "Rassuzdenija juznoslavjanskoj i russkoj stariny o cerkovno-slavjanskom jazyke",
Issledovanija po russkomu jazyku, Ι, 320ΓΓ.
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Slavic poet 'sin' (*grexi>) is personified as a man. The Russian painter
Repin was puzzled as to why the German painter Stuck represented sin
as a woman. There would have been no question had he realized that
Sünde is feminine in German. 'Death' (*sbmbrtb, feminine) appears as a
woman in Slavic folk songs, in an old Czech didactic poem (Smrt jest
velmi chytra knieni), and in the lyric drama Balagancik of the Russian
symbolist Aleksandr Blok, whereas in German poetry it figures as a
robber: der Tod ist ein Räuber. Of course a few discrepancies in the
assignment of gender do occur among the Slavic languages. For
instance, the Czech translator was in despair as to how to render into
Czech the title of Boris Pasternak's book of lyric poems Sestra moja zizn'
(My Sister, Life), since Czech zivot 'life' is masculine, in contrast to the
equivalent Russian feminine zizn'.

11

Despite all the separate and divergent changes in sound pattern,
morphology, syntax, vocabulary, and phraseology which the diverse
Slavic languages have undergone during their historical evolution, a
substantial stock of unchanged, inherited, common properties remains
on all linguistic levels. Furthermore, a number of the changes themselves
are common and convergent, notwithstanding the fact that they took
place in the Slavic languages after the dissolution of Slavic unity.31

Identical structural prerequisites are a sufficient explanation for these
parallel lines of development. All the common features inherited from
the ancestral language, either through preservation of the primordial
pattern or through convergent modifications of it, constitute the com-
mon linguistic patrimony of the Slavic peoples.

For their poetry, this communality has led to a similar reaction by
similar linguistic material to similar formal problems. We have tried to
show with a few examples how this common patrimony, which is still
alive in the Slavic languages, favors a certain set of artistic means at the
disposal of Slavic poetry.

It is a matter of controversy whether international cultural trends like
classicism, romanticism, realism, and symbolism have given rise to
specifically Slavic variants in the field of artistic ideology and artistic
form in those cases where form is not linked with language. It remains
questionable whether, besides the national peculiarities of Polish, Czech
or Russian romantic painting or music, it would be possible to detect

31 Cf. Meillet, RESI, I, 9.
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traits which distinguish Slavic romantic painting or music as a whole
from the painting and music of non-Slavic peoples. It is, however, quite
valid to deliberate on the properties of Slavic romantic poetics or, for
example, on specific formal features of Slavic symbolism in lyric poetry.
In such instances a verbal material endowed with common attributes is
shaped along the same lines. This phenomenon of similar reaction to like
international stimuli merits systematic investigation.

We may speak of Slavic "free verse", even though "vers libre" is an
international phenomenon. The individual properties of the Slavic
variety are determined by the specific marks of Slavic syntax and by the
basically uniform sound-means used for the configuration of the sen-
tence. The predilection of symbolist poetry for nominal constructions
and abstract nouns induces the Czech Bfezina (1868-1929) and the
Russian Bal'mont (1867-1943) to invent astonishingly similar novel
forms of expression, which stem from the homogeneous nature of
derivation in the Slavic languages.

For many of the structural features common to the Slavic world a
mere reference to the sameness of the linguistic prerequisites may offer a
sufficient solution. No Russian or Polish literary epoch, and no poetic
school has cast a doubt on the equivalence of the front unrounded / and
the back unrounded y for exact rhymes: bil — byl. Not a single artist,
however refined his rhyming technique, has sought to avoid such
rhymes. This equivalence is a natural result of the fact that the Polish and
Russian / and v are nothing but contextual variants of one and the same
phoneme — a high unrounded vowel, as Baudouin de Courtenay
astutely observed.32 And when we find in the rich and sophisticated
Czech poetry of the early fourteenth century that the same rule applies
consistently, we will not repeat the methodological error made by
Pastrnek,33 who, in spite of the evidence to the contrary offered by every
other kind of source, interpreted the equivalence of / and y in the oldest
Czech rhymes as proof that the two vowels had merged in the Old Czech
language. We are impelled to state that in Russian, Polish, and Old
Czech the phonemic unity of the high unrounded vowel inevitably leads
the poet to rhyme its variants, / and y.

There are, however, problems which can be solved equally well either
by reference to linguistic phenomena which are still present or by a
projection of the given features into the poetic pattern of the common

32 See, e.g., J. Baudouin de Courtenay, Vvedeniv v jazykovedenie, fifth mimeographed
edition (Petrograd, 1917), p. 11 Iff .
33 F. Pastrnek, "Über den altcechischen Reim", ASPh, X (1887), 582ff.
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Slavic epoch. Only the thorough development of comparative Slavic
poetics will make possible a valid choice between these two solutions in
each concrete case. Finally, there are obvious situations where the poetic
feature cannot be conclusively deduced from the contemporary linguistic
data. Yet in some of these cases the correspondence between the poetic
patterns of the different Slavic peoples is so evident and eloquent that the
hypothesis of a common ancestral prototype becomes imperative. This
issue will be discussed next.

II. THE COMMON SLAVIC ORAL TRADITION

/. The comparison of Slavic folk meters. 2. The comparison of Slavic and other
Indo-European meters. 3. The outlook for comparative Slavic poetics. 4. The
metrical import of the Slavic oral patrimony for written poetry.

1

The comparative method in historical linguistics has indeed achieved a
remarkable precision in the study of cognate languages. An improved
technique permits us to distinguish correspondences deriving from a
common patrimony from borrowings, convergent innovations, and
accidental coincidences. If corresponding forms go back to a common
prototype, then this prototype can be reconstructed with a still higher
degree of probability. The methodological achievements of comparative
linguistics can and must be extended to poetic language, especially to
verse, as was pointed out by A. Meillet's pioneering work in comparative
Indo-European metrics.34

The rich oral tradition of the Slavic world provides a rewarding field
for such studies. The comparativist is immediately struck by an array of
peculiar similarities and a common archaic residue, despite all the
divergent innovations and all the elements adopted from outside by the
folklore of any single Slavic people. Three types of Slavic oral poetry
should be distinguished on the basis of manner of delivery: sung,
chanted, and spoken. Each type developed its own metrical pattern: song
verse, recitative verse, and speech (or spoken) verse.

Starting the study of Slavic oral literatures with the intermediary and
hence most complex type, the recitative, we observe three main Slavic
areas of chanted poetry: (1) a Balkan Slavic area encompassing a large
part of the Serbo-Croatian (especially Serbian), Macedonian, and

34 A. Meillet, Les origines indo-europeennes des metres grecs (Paris, 1923).
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Bulgarian domain; (2) a North Russian area around Lake Onega and the
White Sea; and (3) a Ukrainian area. All these regions use two recitative
genres: laments and epics. Comparison of Serbo-Croatian and North
Russian recitatives, geographically distant enough to preclude borrow-
ing, discloses the same fundamental difference between the meters of the
laments and of the epics. In both languages the measures of the laments
are symmetrical, that is, they consist of uniform cola. The measures of
the epics are asymmetrical: the cola of the line are uneven. Both Serbo-
Croatian and North Russian laments display two distinct styles, one
more solemn and ornate and the other simple and unadorned. The
solemn style uses longer lines. In the Serbo-Croatian laments (tuzbalice),
the line ends with a syntactic pause, contains a constant number of
syllables, is divided by a mandatory break into a constant number of
equal cola, and manifests a clear-cut trochaic tendency in the distri-
bution of word boundaries and word accents. The long line consists of
three tetrasyllable cola (e.g. Öbasjälo | zärkö sünce, | sünce küme!) and
the short of two (e.g. Räne mnoge, | pä^,me bole).35 Thus the long line
numbers twelve and the short line eight syllables.

Before making a comparison with Russian folk verse, we must take
into account some of its basic innovations. (1) It abolished the verse-
building role of word boundaries, particularly the compulsory break. (2)
Russian verse, especially recitative verse, widely generalized the "dac-
tylic" accentual close ( ) and tended to substitute it for the original
trochaic close (x x) by adding a supplementary syllable. (3) The Russian
recitative verse pattern preserved the traditional alternation of down-
beats and upbeats, but the external syllables of a line (the initial and
final syllables) became unable to carry strong down beats. Consequently
the first and last of the internal downbeats are the strongest: they contain
a mandatory word stress. The intervening downbeats form a regressive
undulatory curve; every odd downbeat, counting from the last man-
datory stress, is weakened, and every even one is strengthened. If we
consider these three typical innovations, linguistically quite accountable,
we may conjecture that if the long line of the Russian laments (placi,
pricitanija) were of the same origin as the long line of the tuzbalice, we
might expect a syntactically closed trochaic line of thirteen (rather than
twelve) syllables, with the three main stresses symmetrically distributed
among the third, eleventh, and seventh syllables, that is, the first and last

35 Vuk Karadzic, Zivot i obicaji naroda srpskoga (Vienna, 1867), p. 197; N. Saulic, Srpske
narodne iu:balice (Belgrade, 1929) p. 17.

In these and later examples the word accents have been added by Prof. Gojko Ruzicic of
Columbia University, an expert in the prosody of Serbo-Croatian dialects.
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internal downbeats and the second downbeat, counting back from this
last internal downbeat.

Indeed, this is precisely the long line of the Russian placi: [χ χ χ χ χ χ χ
χ χ χ χ χ (χ)]. The more usual form with a dactylic close (Zadroz losja
retlivoe serdecusko) appears in free alternation with the rarer dodecasyl-
labic variant (Na^sinem^mori voln da skolyb las'). The short line of
the placi, which is also trochaic, has only nine or, optionally, eight
syllables and is divided into two cola by two main stresses symmetrically
placed on the third and seventh syllable (ΑΓ po^letusku po^teplomu, ||
ΑΓ po^oseni protj znoj).36 The relation between the short and long line
is identical in the two languages.

In the Serbo-Croatian epic, the asymmetric decasyllabic is followed by
a mandatory syntactic pause and is divided by a mandatory break into
two cola, the first consisting of four syllables and the second of six:

To Alilu vflo mucno bilo,
Pa^Ajkuni tk> progov r :***37

The word boundaries come preferably before the odd syllables, and the
word accents upon the latter, so that at least one boundary of any word
unit precedes an odd syllable of the line. A word boundary before the last
syllable of a colon and a word accent on this syllable are particularly
avoided. Usually a line includes three main accents.38 Close and regular
correspondences to this meter are found not only in the Macedonian and
Bulgarian epic decasyllabic, but also in West Slavic (Moravian, Slovak,
Polish, Serbian) and adjacent East Slavic (Ukrainian, especially western,
and Byelorussian) folk songs, which have a more or less epic or gnomic
tinge. On the other hand, this asymmetric decasyllabic is alien to the
oral tradition of the Finno-Ugrian, Altaic, Greek, and Rumanian
environment and its episodic occurrence in North Albanian epic poetry
is definitely due to Serbian importation.

Nearly a century ago this series of similar decasyllabic verse forms in
different Slavic languages and their frequent employment in the proverbs
of various Slavic peoples (e.g. in a Czech medieval record: Jeden nevie, |
co druheho hnete) startled the observant Sreznevskij and prompted him
to consider this decasyllabic an epic and paroemiac (proverbial) meter of

36 Russkie placi, ed. G. Vinogradov (Leningrad, 1937), pp. 42, 32.
37 Recorded from the Montenegrin guslar T. Vucic; cf. Archives Neerlandaises de
phonetique experimental, VIII-IX (1933), 135-53.
38 Cf. R. Jakobson, " ber den Versbau der serbokroatischen Volksepen", Selected
Writings, IV: "Slavic Epic Studies" (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 1966), 51-60.
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Common Slavic origin.39 This conjecture was undermined, however, by
the fact that no form corresponding to the verse of the Serbo-Croatian
siarinske pjesme, "songs of the olden time" (actually recitatives) was
found in the Russian stariny, recitals "of the olden time", although they
bear a cognate generic name and embody an archaic epic tradition.
Failure to detect the common form was due to the considerable syllabic
oscillation of Russian epic verse. The fluctuation was particularly
increased because most recordings were made from speech instead of
from the actual chanting; moreover, insufficient discrimination was
made between true masters of epic technique and the average inadequate
narrator. This state of affairs was clearly delineated by Hilferding,40 but
was overlooked or discounted in the leading studies of Russian epic
verse.

The drawling scansion and symmetrical pattern of the Russian
laments preserved them from disruptive oscillations. In epics the con-
servation of the syllabic frame is much less compulsory. Nonetheless, the
form which fully corresponds to the Serbo-Croatian asymmetric deca-
syllabic recurs both in the Olonec and the Archangel regions, either in
its original decasyllabic form (U^cesnoj dovy da u^Nenily),41 or with
the "dactylic" close (Iz^togo^li goroda iz^Muromlja).42 Since the
border syllables are incapable of carrying the strong downbeats, the latter
fall not on the first and eleventh, but on the third and ninth syllables of
the (hen)decasyllabic line. The undulatory regressive curve strengthens
the second downbeat counting back from the ninth syllable, i.e. the fifth
syllable of the line: [χ χ χ χ χ χ χ χ χ χ χ]. This asymmetric distribution of
the strong downbeats and especially the short interval between the first
two of them induces various deviations from the syllabic pattern, in
particular the extension of this interval by one or two syllables (Iz^togo
bylo goroda iz^Muromlja, or, Iz^togo^li bylo goroda
iz^Muromlja).43

The basic variant of the verse of the Russian stariny stands in the same
relation to the verse of the Serbo-Croatian starinske pjesme as either the
long or the short line of the Russian placi stands in relation to the
corresponding forms of the Serbo-Croatian tuzbalice. The modifications

39 I. Sreznevskij, "Neskol'ko zamecanij ob epiceskom razmere slavjanskix narodnyx
pesen", Izvestija II Otdelenija Imp. Akad. Nauk, IX (1860-61), 346ff.
40 A. Gil'ferding, "Oloneckaja gubernija i ee narodnye rapsody". Onezskie hyliny, I.
41 See R. Jakobson, "Zur vergleichenden Forschung ber die slavischen Zehnsilbler",
Selected Writings, IV (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 1966), 19-37.
42 Etnograficeskoe Obozrenie, XXIII (1894), 146.
43 Cf. N. Trubetzkoy, "W sprawie wiersza byliny rosyjskiej", Z zagadnien poetyki, VI
(Wilno, 1937), 100-110.
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of Russian epic verse follow the same direction as those of its Bulgarian
counterpart, since the prosodic mutation — the substitution of free
stress for the original opposition of rising and falling accents, and the
accompanying loss of free quantity — was substantially the same in
Russian and Bulgarian.

The other Russian epic meter, the short line of the more sober and
unadorned "historical songs" (Izvolil nas car' gosudär' || Car' Ivan da
Vasil'evic')44 finds a parallel cognate form in the South Slavic, parti-
cularly Bulgarian, epic asymmetric octosyllable with two cola — the first
of five and the second of three syllables (Ti bese, mama, | bei cerven).45 A
tendency to put the word accents on the even syllables of the line
characterizes alike the Russian, the Bulgarian and the rarer Serbo-
Croatian asymmetric octosyllable, as well as the corresponding balladic
meter in Slovenian (Vam bö junäsko pesen pel),46 Czech (Bj^la^jest
jVdna iru/ticka)47 and Polish (Cterysta rwbli w posag dal).48

Thus four Common Slavic recitative meters may be reconstructed: on
the one hand the long and short line of the symmetric elegiac verse, the
former adding one colon to the two cola of the latter; on the other, the
long and short line of the asymmetric epic verse, both consisting of two
uneven cola, with the long line exceeding the short by one dissyllabic
foot. A colon of an asymmetric line is one syllable longer or shorter than
half the number of syllables in the line. The asymmetric verse is based on
a strict combination of even and odd values:

Line Short Long
Number of feet in the line ) „ _ . ,

. J 11 ui f Even OddPrevailingly accented verse-syllable J

Number of syllables in the colon ) . _ , . _
¥ . > Odd EvenLonger colon J

When we compare the ritual songs of the different Slavic peoples,
we again observe significant formal similarities, in particular the pre-
vailing division of the line by a median break into two equal cola, e.g.
[414], [515], [616]. Thus we may undertake a reconstruction of the basic
Common Slavic song meters. The traditional wedding speeches of the
best man (Russian druzko, Polish druzba, Czech druzba, etc.) exhibit a
44 A. Gil'ferding, Oneiskie byliny. III, no. 46.
45 V. Stoin, Narodni pesni 01 Timok do Vila (Sofia, 1928), no. 1420.
46 See F. Kors, Vvedenie v nauku o slavjanskom stixoslozenii (SPb., 1907), p. 45; A.
Isacenko, Slovenski verz (Ljubljana, 1939), p. 36fT.
47 See R. Jakobson, "Poznamky k dilu Erbenovu", Selected Writings, V: "On Verse, Its
Masters and Explorers" (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 1979), 53If.
48 J. Bystron, Polska piesn ludowa (Bibl. Narocl. Ser. 1, 26; Cracow, 1925), p. 36.
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striking inter-Slavic resemblance, since the syntactic structure of Slavic
languages is particularly conservative and spoken verse in the entire
Slavic oral tradition is based solely on syntactic prosody, as distinguished
from the recitative and song forms, which utilize word prosody primarily.
Here then is an intimation of a Common Slavic spoken verse, and a field
for further exploration is opened before us.

Passing from Balkan Slavic and North Russian to the third living
Slavic recitative tradition, the Ukrainian epics (dumy) and laments
(holosinnja), the observer notes the profound parallelism in the verse
form of the two genres,49 particularly their parallel shift toward spoken
verse. Despite this considerable reshaping, the original kinship of these
Ukrainian recitatives to the South Slavic and North Russian forms may
still be traced.50

The Serbo-Croatian prosodic pattern, especially in the Stokavian dia-
lects, is structurally akin to the Common Slavic system. The quantitative
close characteristic of Serbo-Croatian epic verse, particularly the deca-
syllabic, may be conclusively explained as a survival of the Common
Slavic metrical tradition. The penult of the Serbo-Croatian asymmetric
decasyllabic tends to be filled with a phonemically long vowel, and the two
preceding syllables, the seventh and eighth, with shorts. This tendency
becomes a rule under word accent.

All the basic features of the Common Slavic epic and paroemiac
decasyllabic — the constant number of syllables, the compulsory break,
and the prefinal syllables of the line opposed to its initial part by a
regular distribution of quantity — signally correspond to the fundamen-
tals of primitive Indo-European metrics as reconstructed by Meillet.
"Les traits principaux de la metrique indo-europeenne" were brought to
light by a comparison of certain Vedic measures with the corresponding
ancient forms of Greek poetry — "vers lyriques de la chanson"
(especially Sappho's and Alcaeus') and "vers declames". In view of the
archaic structure preserved by the Baltic and Slavic languages and of the
long persistence of the Indo-European cultural pattern among these
groups, Meillet foresaw the importance of the question, "en quelle

49 F. Kolessa, "Recytatyvni formy v ukrajins'kij narodnij poeziji", Pervisne
hromadjan'stvo (1927), p. 60ff.
50 For a more comprehensive discussion of the questions broached in this and the next
section, see my "Slavic Epic Verse: Studies in Comparative Metrics", Selected Writings, IV
(The Hague- Paris: Mouton, 1966), 414-463.
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mesure les vers lituaniens, lettes, serbes, etc. continuent les types indo-
europeens".

Lithuanian oral tradition indeed presents a manifest counterpart of
the Slavic asymmetric decasyllabic (As girdejau, \ k motula kaTba).51

Had this Slavic meter preserved an Indo-European pattern (^ ^ ^ ^ |
u u u u — u) and were we to assume its persistence in ancient Greek
poetry, then — guided by Meillet's conclusion about Greek metrical
innovations — we could predict what might have become of this meter,
had it survived in Greek song on the one hand and in Greek "vers
declames" on the other. We should expect a strictly decasyllabic song
verse with a discarded break and with a slight tendency to expand the
quantitative patterning somewhat more toward the beginning of the line.
Among the μέτρα αιολικά, Sappho's decasyllabics actually correspond to
this theoretical assumption.

If a form of identical origin were retained among the archaic measures
of Greek declamatory verse, then, utilizing Meillet's observations, we
should expect a verse with a basic decasyllabic variant, with a final
anceps preceded by one unchangeable anapestic foot and by two initial
anapestic feet in free alternation with spondee or dactyl. A slightly
moveable caesura would fall within the second foot. This hypothetical
form coincides with the παροιμιακός ("Εφυγαν κακόν, εύρον άμε/νον),
which has been analyzed by Usener and Krai,52 and adjudged to be the
most archaic of attested Greek poetic forms.53 Even its epic and proverb
function fully concurs with its Slavic counterpart.

Thus the comparison with Greek corroborates the reconstructed
Slavic metrical pattern and projects it far deeper into the prehistoric past.

Comparative Slavic metrics is only one chapter in comparative Slavic
poetics, a vast domain yet to be explored. It is clear that the metrical
form of the oral poetry of the diverse Slavic peoples can be traced back
to Primitive Slavic, but the examination of the common patrimony
cannot be restricted to meters. Even a tentative sampling shows that
nearly every type of lore (epos, laments, ritual songs and formulae,

51 A. Vireliunas, "Kupiskenu dainos", Tauta ir Zodis, III (1925), 452.
52 H. Usener, Altgriechischer Versbau (Bonn, 1887), p. 43ff; J. Krai, Recka a fimska
metrika, I (Prague, 1906), 22Iff.
53 T. Bergk, " ber das lteste Versmass der Griechen", Opuscula philologica (Halle a. S.,
1886) p. 392ff; U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst (Berlin, 1921),
p. 38If.
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spells, riddles, proverbs) has a common set of Slavic tropes and figures,
phonic and compositional devices, types of parallelism and traits of
imagery. The common structural peculiarities of the Russian and the
South Slavic epos which had long ago struck the inquisitive Miklosic,54

clearly demonstrate two things: that there was a well developed epic
technique among the Slavs before the dissolution of Slavic unity, and the
subsequent thousand-year continuity of this tradition. The question
arises whether there are plots inherited from a common repertory. Critics
correctly condemned the romantic endeavor to reduce the epic tradition
to a purely mythological substratum, but they exaggerated when they
flatly denied the existence of such a substratum. Historical vestiges and
survivals in Slavic mythology reveal an abundant and extremely ancient
common patrimony.55 A cautious inquiry into the mythological ingredi-
ent in Slavic folklore, particularly in the epos, is most inviting and
promising.56

The Common Slavic patrimony, still alive in the verse forms of
contemporary Slavic folklore, continues to influence the metrical de-
velopment of Slavic written literatures. New Russian poetry, from its
first steps in the second quarter of the eighteenth century, has sought
models in oral tradition. Several forms have arisen in imitation of
folklore meters. Slackenings of the scholastic syllabic scheme appear
initially as witty reshapings of folk poetry and of its metrical forms,
written for entertainment at the imperial masquerades. Tred'jakovskij,
in 1740, parodied the best man's speeches, imitating their verse:

Zdrävstvujte, zenivsis', duräk da dura
Esce bljadocka, tola i figura.
Teper'-to prjamo vremja vam poveselit'sja,
Teper'-to vsjäceski poezzänom dolzno besit'sja *** 57

54 F. Miklosic, "Izobrazitel'nye sredstva slavjanskogo eposa", Trudy slav. komissii
Mosk. Arxeolog. Obscestva, I (1895), 202-39.
55 Cf. R. Jakobson, "Slavic Mythology", Funk and Wagnalls Standard Dictionary for
Folklore, Mythology and Legend (New York, 1950).
56 Cf. R. Jakobson and G. Ruzicic, "The Serbian Zmaj Ognjeni Vuk and the Russian
Vseslav Epos", in RJ's Selected Writings, IV (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 1966), 369-379.
57 Another variety of the same type — the buffoon verse (balagannyj stix) — appears in
Tred'jakovskij's lampoon of Sumarokov's comedy (see A. Kunik, Sbornik materialov dlja
istorii Imp. Akademii Nauk v XVlll veke, SPb., 1864, p. 497ff.):

Negde, nekogda, nekie zili da byli dvo hrata,
Kak govorjat, s Arbata,
A tretej durak, da i umer durakom,
Da uz i te oba pokojniki svety.
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Then Sumarokov, in 1763, attempted the oral epic verse in a bold satiric
reshaping of a ludicrous starinka "Birds":

Priletela nä bereg sinica,
-za polnocnogo morja,
-za xolodna okejäna:

Spräsivali gostejku priezzu,
Za morem kakie obrjady ***58

Puskin picked up both of these forms in his pastiches of folk tales, the
first in Skazka pope i o rabotnike ego Bälde (1830) and the second in
Skazka o rybake i rybke (1833), as well as in a few other poems of the
same genre. Surprisingly enough, his experimentation with Russian epic
verse was primarily suggested by Serbian epics. An interchange of folk
poetry between Slavic peoples, advocated by the Polish writer Woronicz
at the beginning of the nineteenth century,59 soon after proved in at least
three instances to be an important stimulus for the development of
literary forms. Vostokov and Puskin adapted the Serbian epic verse,
Celakovsky and Langer wrote "responses" (ohlasy) to Russian stariny
and lyric songs, and Bohdan Zaleski, influenced by Ukrainian oral
poetry, introduced new meters and strophes into Polish.60 What seems
to us revealing in all of these cases is the fact that the foreign Slavic
model is re-evaluated in the light of the native folklore pattern. Thus the
strictly syllabic deseterac prompts the Russian poets to loosen their
habitual scholastic syllabic frame and to re-shape the Serbian epic meter
in the same direction as its Common Slavic prototype was modified by
Russian oral tradition. Freer syllabic intervals between the accents in
Serbian verse are reinterpreted by Russian listeners as a repudiation of
isosyllabism in general, and the obligatory break is omitted. Such are

58 Cf., e.g., Gil'ferding, I, No. 62:
Vyletäla malaja ptica ***
A näcali peti, zupeti,
Zamorskuju pticu pytäti.
— Aj mälaja ptica pevica! ***
Kto u väs za morem bol'sii? ***

Consult W. E. Harkins, The Russian Folk Epos in Czech Literature, 1800 1900 (New York,
1951), p. 233ff.
59 J. P. Woronicz, "Rozprawa o piesniach narodowych", Rocznik Towarzystwa
Przyjaciöl Nauk, II (Warsaw, 1803). For this reference and other valuable help, I am
indebted to Dr. A. Berlstein, New York Public Library.
60 Cf. N. Trubetzkoy, "K voprosu o stixe 'Pesen zapadnyx slavjan' Puskina", Belgradskij
Puskinskij Sbornik (Belgrade, 1937), pp. 31-44; W. E. Harkins, op.cit.; A. Kolessa,
Ukrainska rytmika ludowa w poezyach Bohdana Zaleskiego, Lwow, 1900; J. Los, Wiersze
polskie w ich dziejowym rozwoju (Cracow, n.d.), p. 239ff.
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Puskin's devices in translating Serbian [4|6]:

Puskin
V tu poru brat sestre poveril. [ 9 ] To je brätac seji vjerovao,
Vot Pavlixa poslä v sad zelenyj [10] Kad to Vide mläda Pävlovica,

Öna ode nöcu u grädinu
Sivogo sokola tarn zakolola [11] Te zaklala sivöga sokola,
I skazala svoemu gospodinu *** [11] Pa gövori svöme gospodäru ***61

In the same way a narrator of stariny, Matrena Men'sikova from
Kenozero, when reciting her own stariny-\ike paraphrase of a Serbian
epic, which had been reworded by the Russian poet Scerbina, relaxes and
diversifies the rigid decasyllabics of the translator, ignoring his obli-
gatory break:

Men 'sikova Scerbina
Byli junye i devuska Mara, [13] Dvoe milyx, | ljubjas', vyrostali:
Dvoe s trex lat vyrostali, [ 8 ] Junyj | da devuska Mara,

S maloletstva | ot tret'ego goda ***
Odnoju vodicej umyvälis', [10] Umyvalis' | odnoju vodoju,
Odnem polotencem vytirälis', [ 9 ] Utirälis' | odnim polotencem ***
Odin ze son noc'ju vidali. [ 9 ] Temnoj noc'ju | odin son vidali ***62

Conversely, Celakovsky interpreted the lack of rigid isosyllabism in
Russian folklore forms as an abolition of isosyllabic feet. Contrary to the
current Czech literary norm, in some of his poems a la russe he turned to
a freer distribution of stresses and a pure syllabism of the line as the basic
constant; and this was in accord with Czech (and, let us add, Common
Slavic) oral tradition. A few lines from Celakovsky's "Velikä panichida"
are sufficient to demonstrate this latent tendency:

Ne krupobitim ani lijavcem [10]
Na sirem poli obili polehlo, [11]
To zatopeno, to rozdrceno: — [10]
Ach! pode Moskvou, pode matickou, [10]
Tam na rovinach, smutnych dolinach [10]
Mnoho chrabreho vojska ruskeho, [10]
Mnoho vojinstva i francouzskeho [10]
Ku syre zemi hlavou pfilehlo, [10]
To rozbodäno, to rozkotäno [10]
Ostrymi meci, hrotem bodaku, [10]
I pfivalem to kalenych kouli. [10]

61 V. Karadzic, Srpxke narodne pjesme, II, no. 5.
62 See Gil'ferding, op. cit., I, 20ff.
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Both forms of Russian free verse continued to develop: the so-called
döl'nik, which reduces the isosyllabism of the feet from a constant to a
mere tendency, and the skazovyj stix in which isosyllabism is abolished.
Even when there is some alien influence, it appears only as an incitement
to realize a traditional form of the native lore, which is familiar to the
modern poet both from earlier literary adaptations and from the oral
tradition which still surrounds and inspires him, and which speaks the
same language that he does. Thus "new rhythms" in Czech or Russian or
other Slavic poetry of this century are structurally — and often also
genetically — closer to certain forms of the native folklore than to the
French vers libre.

When a Slavic literature is newly born or revives without vital ties with
the local literary past, its first capital poetic productions rest upon native
oral tradition. Such is the case with Janko Krai' (1829-1876) in Slovakia,
Taras Sevcenko (1814-1861) in the Ukraine, and Hristo Botev
(1849-1876) in Bulgaria.63 Since they make wide usage of folklore forms,
and since these forms still disclose a sensible common patrimony, there
must obviously be a number of striking similarities linking the work of
the three poets. For example, the survival of the [5 | 5] verse in the folk
lyrics of diverse Slavic peoples suggested this meter to all three:

Vecirne sonce | häj zolotylo,
Dnipro i pole | zolotom krylo.
Sobor Mazepyn | sjaje, bilije,
Bat'ka Bohdana | mohyla mrije ***

(Sevcenko, Son)
Bastino li stm | propil imane,
Tebe li pokrih | s dilboki rani,
Ta mojta mlädost, | male, zelena
Sihne i vehne | ljuto jazvena?!

(Botev, Majce si)
Sedivy celkom, | tajny, hlboky ***
Daco cudneho | javi ten clovek ***
Na druhom boku | sedi dievcicka ***
Mnich je pokojny | prostosrdecny ***

(Janko Krai', Povesl')
In all three literatures there develops a literary struggle, similar in

63 M. Bakos, Vyvin slovenskeho versa; S. Smal'-Stoc'kyj, Rytmika Sevcenkovoji poeziji
(Prague, 1925) and B. Jakubs'kyj, "Forma poeziji Sevcenka", Taras Sevcenko, ed. E.
Hryhoruk and P. Fylypovyc (Kiev, 1921); A. Balabanov, "Bilgarski stih", Iz edin zivot
(Sofia, 1934), p. 298f., and B. Penev, "Hristo Botev", introduction to Botev's
Stihotvorenija (Sofia, 1931).
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course and consequence, between this radically democratic literary
current which adheres to the folklore pattern and a younger opposing
trend which tends to break with the popular forms and create a
specifically urban and literary verse: P. Kulis (1819-1897) in the
Ukraine, Hurban-Vajansky (1847-1916) and Hviezdoslav (1849-1921)
in Slovakia, and Ivan Vazov (1850-1921) in Bulgaria. It might be noted
that their "new" meters may in turn be reduced to a common de-
nominator: they were fashioned after the Russian model. The latter was
especially pertinent for the Bulgarian and Ukrainian attempts, but was
in competition with Czech models in setting the Slovak versification of
the late nineteenth century.

The recurring contact of the ars poetica of the different Slavic nations
with their oral tradition and thereby with the Common Slavic patrimony
justifies the confession of Tred'jakovskij, one of the few initiators of
modern Russian poetry. He realized acutely that even the famous reform
of versification at the opening of the St. Petersburg period of Russian
history owes its essence to the popular custom handed down from age to
age, while the nomenclature and subsidiary particulars are due to alien
influences:

Indeed, the whole essence of this new versification has been taken over by me
from the intrinsic properties of our verse; and it must be acknowledged that the
poetry of our common people led me there. Although its style is far from perfect,
since the composers lack skill, the cadence of its various feet, at times more
pleasant, harmonious and regular than in Greek and Latin, inevitably led me to
introduce dissyllabic tonic feet into my new hexameters and pentameters *** It is
true that almost all terms used for the verse have been borrowed by me from
French versification, but the essence itself is from our most native and ancient
folk poetry, and hence it is suitable to say that to French versification I owe the
bag, and to the Russian poetic tradition its thousand-ruble contents.64

This statement, mutatis mutandis, can be applied to most of the vital
innovations in the history of Slavic verse.
64 V. Tred'jakovskij, Novyj i kratkij sposob k slozeniju rossijskix stixov (SPb., 1735). He
insists on the force of folk verse in his later studies also, cites lines of popular songs,
breaking them down into "tonic" (accentual) feet, and castigates the "ignorant and vainly
obstreperous" among the highly placed people who disdain any recourse to folk song. He
defends rhyme by referring to the inclination of Russian folklore, especially sayings, for
rhymes as, for instance, "ja, celovek prostoj, em prjaniki nepisanye: xot' by glatki, tol'ko by
slatki". In 1765, in the preface to his Telemaxida, an epos in dactylo-trochaic hexameters,
Tred'jakovskij relinquishes rhyme — "childish whistling" — and this time appeals to the
blank verse of Russian folk songs: " *** our most natural and primordial versification was
completely rhymeless and consisted of both dissyllabic and trisyllabic tonic feet". His own
use of these principles he considers just a "return from a strange, childish and irregular
poetry to one which is our own, ancient, honorable, appropriate and thoroughly perfect".
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HI. THE COMMON SLAVIC WRITTEN TRADITION

L The Common Slavic frame of Old Church Slavonic literature. 2. Examples of
inter-Slavic literary exchange in the early Middle Ages. 3. The subsequent fortunes
of the Church Slavonic literary tradition. 4. Of the Cyrillo-Methodian ideological
legacy.

1

When, more than a thousand years ago, the first Slavic written language
came into use and spread, the linguistic differences within the Slavic
world were insignificant compared to the radically diverse dialects within
the present-day German or Italian territories. The relatively few local
peculiarities in sounds, grammar, and vocabulary were subsidiary and
incapable of impeding cultural intercourse between the various Slavic
regions. There was a gradual transition rather than sharp lines of
demarcation among Slavic dialects of that epoch. In the late ninth
century, as Vaillant aptly puts it, the Slavs "were still conscious of
speaking the same tongue".65 Therefore the Slavic apostles,
Constantine-Cyril and Methodius, were able to use their native
Macedonian dialect for missionary work in Moravia. Moreover, their
teachings in this language were intended not only for Moravians but for
all the Slavic lands, as was expressly stated at the beginning («& / vbsemt
stranamb temb slovenbskyimb).66

The Moravian milieu in which Cyril and Methodius and their disciples
worked naturally influenced the language in which they wrote. Hence in
the basically southern dialect of these texts philologists discover western
ingredients. At the turn of the tenth century, the Moravian birthplace of
Slavic literature and liturgy was devastated, and their centers shifted to
Bohemia and Bulgaria. In the literary language of Bohemia, the western
admixture was reinforced, whereas in the Balkan area the southern (and
specifically Bulgarian) traits prevailed. With the further expansion of the
Slavic literary and liturgical language into the East Slavic lands and into
Croatia and Serbia, new variants arose. Despite all local adaptations,
however, the substantial unity of this cultural tongue was purposefully
maintained during the tenth and eleventh centuries. It was a unique
formation, distinct from all the spoken Slavic dialects of the period, and

65 A. Vaillant, "Les traits communs des langues slaves", Conferences de l'Institut de
Linguistique de l'Universite de Paris, VIII (1949), 29.
66 The Life of St. Methodius, VIII, and the Life of St. Constantine, XIV: see P. Lavrov,
Materialy po istorii drevnejsej slavjanskoj pis 'mennosti (Leningrad, 1930), pp. 73 and 26.
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this segregation was essential to set off the hieratic and cultivated tongue
from the vulgar speech. At the same time, these two distinct linguistic
styles did not interfere with the declared purpose of the Slavic Church —
to make the Divine Word comprehensible to the simple folk (prostaja
c$db) and attainable to every man. "Now hear with your understanding!
Listen, Slavic people! Hear the Word, for it has come from the Lord",
proclaims Cyril's verse preface to his translation of the Four Gospels.67

The traditional name, Old Church Slavonic, is entirely appropriate to
the language which was used by the overwhelming majority of
Christianized Slavs from the time of the Moravian Mission to the First
Crusade, for it emphasizes the specific task of the language and its
essential interdialectal unity. Philologists have rightly designated the
local variants of this standard tongue not separate languages but mere
recensions (izvody) of Old Church Slavonic. Durnovo, in his stimulating
studies on Old Church Slavonic, has pointed out the strong interaction
between three powerful unifying factors in Slavic history at the end of
the first millennium of the Christian era — the political, the purely
linguistic, and the cultural.68

Politically, there were recurrent expressions of a drive for unified
intertribal power. The Great Moravian Empire encompassed, besides
the entire Czechoslovak world, a significant percentage of the Sorbs,
Poles, and the southern Slavs of Pannonia. Tsar Simeon's Great
Bulgaria took in Macedonians and Serbs, while Svjatoslav attempted to
set up a Russian-Bulgarian state with Preslav as capital. The Czechs
endeavoured in the tenth century to govern — besides Bohemia and
Moravia — Silesia, Slovakia, the Cracow area, and the Serbian region
of Milsko. Finally, the Polish king Boleslaw I (992-1025) established a
great inter-Slavic sovereignty which extended into the Polabian, the
Czech, and the eastern Slavic domains.69 Linguistic and cultural ties
between the various Slavic tribes were fostered by such political
unifications and, conversely, facilitated them.

The still considerable linguistic unity of the Slavs favored cultural

67 R. Nahtigal, Rekonstrukcija treh starocerkovnoslovanskih izvirnift pesnitev = Razprave
Akademije Znanosti in Umetnosti v Ljubljani, Filoz.-filol.-hist. razred, I (1943), 41-156; R.
Jakobson, "The Beginning of National Self-Determination in Europe", infra, pp. 115-128,
and "St. Constantine's Prologue to the Gospel", infra, pp. 191-206.
68 See especially N. Durnovo, "K voprosu vremeni raspadenija obsceslavjanskogo
jazyka", Recueil des Iravaux du Ier Congres des philologues slaves a Praha en 1929, II
(Prague, 1932), pp. 514-26.
69 See V. Chaloupecky, "Pocätky statu ceskeho a polskeho", in Dejiny lidstva odpraveku
k dnesku, ed. J. Susta, III (Prague, 1937); F. Dvornik, The Making of Central and Eastern
Europe (London, 1949).
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relations and rendered possible the creation of the Slavic literary
language, the most significant cultural factor which for a time integrated
all Slavdom. Christianity, with services in the vernacular, contributed in
its turn to prolonging Slavic unity. Nearly the whole of the Slavic world
which was baptized before the First Crusade made use, in varying degrees
and for varying periods of time, of Old Church Slavonic. Thus the
famous Silesian writer of the thirteenth century, Martin of Opava, is not
far from the truth when in his Chronicle of Popes and Emperors, 1268,
he calls Saint Cyril "the apostle of nearly all the Slavs".

As Durnovo says, "at the end of the tenth and in the eleventh century,
people read, preached and worshipped in this language in Novgorod and
Kiev, in Preslav and Ochrid, in Velehrad and on the Sazava". Moreover,
Old Church Slavonic texts from Great Moravia lived on, even if in
Latinized script and in a local linguistic re-adaptation, among the
Slovenians of the tenth century.70 Throughout the eleventh century, the
Croatians struggled to retain the Slavic liturgy, using the same means as
the Czechs and passing through the same stages, but achieving more
favorable final results. In the late tenth century, Czech missionaries
brought the Church Slavonic rites to Poland. Mieszko II used to worship
both in this language (in propria) and in Latin. The Slavic liturgy in
Polish and Bohemian monasteries seems to have run the same course
and ended similarly. The first exile of the Slavic monks immediately after
the schism (zblo veliko sbdeja sja vb Ljasexb, in the words of the Kievan
Paterikon) was later followed by the definitive banishment of the
"heretical" abbot and his followers from the Benedictine monastery in
Tyniec, near Cracow, at the beginning of the First Crusade.71 Finally,
according to the still unpublished findings of W. Fritz, there is an
indication that Slavic books were burned by order of the Bishop of
Merseburg in the eleventh century — a testimony that Old Church
Slavonic penetrated even to the Sorbs.

If we are thus justified in speaking of a Common Slavic literary
language, we admit the possibility of viewing the literature in Old
Church Slavonic as a Common Slavic written tradition. Sometimes it is
difficult to localize either the language of an Old Church Slavonic text or
the work itself, for the unity of the Old Church Slavonic linguistic and

70 F. Grivec, Zarja stare slovenske knijzevnosti: Frisinski spomeniki v zarji Sv.Cirila in
Metoda (Ljubljana, 1942); A. Isacenko, Jazyk a pövod Frizinskych pamiatok (Bratislava,
1943).
71 Cf. O. Jansen (R. Jakobson), "Cesky podil na cirkevneslovanske kultufe", Co daly
nose zeme Evrope a lidstvu, I (Prague, 1939) — cf. the English translation, infra, pp. 129-152;
A. Sobolevskij, "K xronologii drevnejsix cerkovno-slavjanskix pamjatnikov", Izvestija Old.
rus.jaz. islov. Akad. Nauk, XI-2 (1906), 17
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literary pattern often gained the upper hand over regional peculiarities.
The efforts of some Russian scribes in the eleventh century to maintain
what they observed to be the pure canon of Old Church Slavonic
language and spelling, avoiding any Russianisms, were so successful that
the problem of the origin of some of their manuscripts (e.g. Kuprijanov's
leaflets) is a hard nut for students to crack.72

Frequently the formal devices and the literary ideology of the works
themselves are so uniform as to give rise to discussions about which
Slavic country a given opus was written in. Even when the topic of the
work is clearly connected with a definite country, doubts may remain, as
evidenced, for instance, by the bitter discussion whether the mass to St.
Wenceslaus, preserved in an eleventh-century Novgorod manuscript,
was composed in Russia, in Bulgaria, or in Bohemia.73 Texts can acquire
a markedly inter-Slavic character through migrations from one country
to another, or they can have it from the start. For instance, the staff of
translators of the Hamartolos Chronicle seems to have included
Russians, Bulgarians, and Czechs.74 At that time Old Church Slavonic
writings were regarded as the common property of all Slavs who used
this standard language.75 The literary production of the Moravian
Mission was kept up by Bulgarian and Bohemian disciples and followers
and carried over to the whole Slavic East and South.

The splendid harvest of the Golden Age of Bulgarian literature under
Tsar Simeon (893-927) was fully absorbed by Russia after its Baptism.

12 See F. Kaminskij, "Otryvki evangel'skix ctenij XI v., imenuemye Kuprijanovskimi
(Novgorodskimi)", Izvestija Old. rus.jaz. i slov. Akad. Nauk, XXVIII (1923), 273-319; cf.
N. Durnovo, "Russkie rukopisi XI i XII vv., kak pamjatniki staroslavjanskogo jazyka",
Juinoslovenski filolog, IV-VI (1924 27) and H. G. Lunt, "The Orthography of Eleventh-
Century Russian Manuscripts", Microfilm Abstracts, X, 3 (Ann Arbor, 1950) 131
73 See I. Sreznevskij, "Izvestie o drevnem kanone v cest' sv. Vjaceslava Cesskogo",
Izvestija II Old. Imp. Akad. Nauk, V (1856), 191 f., 275ff.; K. Nevostruev, "Pogled na
historiju istocne crkve u Ceskoj i stara istocna sluzba sv. Veceslava", Rad jugosl. akad.,
XXXI (1872); V. Jagic, Sluiebnye minei za sentjabr'. oktjabr', i nojabr' v cerkovno-
slavjanskom perevode po russkim rukopisjam 1095-1097 g. (SPb., 1886) p. 213ff.; J. Vajs,
"Kanon ke cti sv. Väclava", Sbornik staroslovanskych literarnich pamatek o sv. Vaclavu a
sv. Ludmile (Prague, 1929), p. 137ff. (cf. G. Il'inskij's review, Slavia, XI, 359); J. Pekar,
"Svaty Vaclav", Svaloväclavsky sbornik, I (1934), 89; J. Vasica, "Staroslovanske liturgicke
zpevy a kanon na svätek sv. Väclava slozene v Cechäch v X. stoleti", Na usvitu kfest'anstvi
(Prague, 1942).
74 See the discussion by P. Lavrov and N. Durnovo about Hamartolos' Chronicle as
edited and commented on by V. Istrin, Slavia, IV (1925-26), 446-84, 657-83, and X
(1931), 801-15.
75 Cf. A. Sobolevskij, Drevnjaja cerkovno-slavjanskaja lileratura i ee znacenie (Kharkov,
1908).
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The encyclopedia compiled in Bulgaria, impressive in its sophistication
and in the skilled transposition of the rich, refined Greek theological,
philosophical, and scientific terminology into Slavic, suited Russian
intellectual needs. When it was copied in 1073 for the Kievan Prince
Svjatoslav, the only essential change made was the substitution of his
name for that of Tsar Simeon in the introductory verse panegyric.

Equally at home in Kievan Russia were the Old Church Slavonic
writings of the Bohemian recension. Similarly, from both Bulgaria and
Bohemia came the sources of the Old Church Slavonic literature of the
second of the younger provinces, Croatia.76 It is almost exclusively to
the Russian and Croatian copies that we owe our knowledge of the Old
Church Slavonic monuments of Bohemian origin. In their homeland all
these texts were "deleti omnino et disperditi", as the Sazava Chronicle
says, at the start of the First Crusade, because of the prohibition of the
lingua Sclavonica in the Czech church by the Bull of Gregory VII, issued
despite the supplication of King Vratislav and contrary to the desires of
the Bohemian people. Although the works of Czech origin that entered
the Russian literary tradition were fully assimilated, a careful analysis in
accord with the acute suggestions of A. Sobolevskij and N. Nikol'skij
may reveal their Czech provenience. The criteria are chiefly lexical and
phraseological Bohemisms. Further, there are common peculiarities
of translation technique, and as a rule, Latin rather than Greek originals
are typical for Czech translated literature. In Bohemia's original writ-
ings, one finds Czech topics and views and some influence from Western
models.

Translations, especially translated legends, also betray by their selec-
tion of subjects a specifically Czech historical background. From the
time Saint Cyril took the relics of Saint Clement to Rome, along with the
Slavic translation of the Gospel, the worship of the "martyr-pope"
remained deeply rooted in Moravian and Bohemian tradition. Cyril's
Greek "history" of his discovery of the relics, with a prose panegyric and
a verse hymn to the saint, were condensed, perhaps by Cyril himself, into
a single Slavonic work including all three items in abbreviated form and
alternating prose with verse.77 The Old Church Slavonic Missal, which is

76 J. Vajs, Najstariji hrvatskogtagoljski misal (Zagreb, 1948); K. Horalek, "Kofeny
charvatsko-hlaholskeho pisemnictvi", Slavia, XIX (1950).
77 Cf. J. Vasica, "Slovo na prenesenie mostem preslavnago Klimenta neboli legenda
Chersonskä", Ada Academiae Velehradensis, XIX (1948); J. Trifonov, "Dve sicinenija na
Konstantina Filosofa (sv. Kirila) za mostite na sv. Klimenta Rimski", Spisanie na Bt,lg.
Akad. na nauk., XLVIII (1934); N. van Wijk, "O jazyke Slova na prenesenie moscej sv.
Klimenta", Byzantinoslavica, I (1929).
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a free, rhythmic adaptation of an old Latin model and was preserved in a
tenth century Bohemian manuscript, begins with a prayer to Saint
Clement.78 One of the two newly discovered churches built at the time of
Methodius in the capital of Great Moravia seems to have been dedicated
to Clement,79 as were some of the oldest churches in Bohemia, beginning
with Bofivoj's in Levy Hradec. Clement's name in its Old Church
Slavonic form (Kliment, Klini) early found wide usage in Czech. Thus it is
quite natural that among Church Slavonic works of Bohemian origin we
find a translation of the Latin life of Saint Clement.80

A similar translation of the Latin life of Saint George is preserved in
Russian manuscripts. It is obviously connected with the church erected
in the Prague castle by Prince Vratislav (died ca. 920) to the "victorious
warrior, the holy martyr George".81 The Moravian life of Saint
Methodius, which most likely came to Russia through a Bohemian
medium, appears in a Kievan manuscript of the twelfth century next to
the legend of Saint Vitus.82 This must have originated in Prague when
the monumental church was dedicated to Saint Vitus by Vratislav's son,
Saint Wenceslaus (921-929). As J. Vasica discovered, this Old Church
Slavonic legend, translating the local Bohemian version of the Latin life
of Saint Vitus, was incorporated in abbreviated form into the Glagolitic
breviary of the Emmaus monastery in Prague, created by Charles IV
(1346-1378) to reinstate the Slavic liturgy.83

Connected with the activity of the Benedictine monasteries in the
Czech Principality of the tenth and eleventh centuries is the Church
Slavonic adaptation of the Latin legend of Saint Benedict, which has
come down to us in a Croatian copy.84 Saint Boniface is one of the
patrons of the Bfevnov monastery in Prague, and the Church Slavonic

78 Cf. J. Vasica, "Slovanska liturgie nove osvetlena Kijevskymi listy", Slovo a slovesnost,
VI (1940).
19 J. Poulik, "Objev druheho kostela ve Starem Meste", Archeologicke rozhledy, II (1950)
12-22, esp. p. 18.
80 A. Sobolevskij, "Glagoliceskoe zitie sv. papy Klimenta", Izvestija Old. rus.jaz. i slov.
Akad. Nauk. XVII, 3 (1912), 215fT.
81 N. Tixonravov, Pamjatniki otrecennoj russkoj literaiury, II (Moscow, 1863), lOOfT.; A.
Veselovskij, Razyskanija v oblasti duxovnyx stixov, II (SPb., 1880), 163fT.; cf. A.
Sobolevskij, Izvestija ..., X, 1 (1905), 113fF., and Zitija svjatyx v drevnem perevode na
cerkovno-slavjanskij s latinskogo jazyka (SPb., 1904).
82 A. Sobolevskij, "Mucenie sv. Vita v drevnem cerkovnoslavjanskom perevode",
Izvestija ..., VIII, 1 (1901), 278ff., and Zilija svjatyx ....
83 J. Vasica, "Staroslovanskä legenda o sv. Vitu", Slovanske Studie, ed. J. Kurz,
M. Murko, J. Vasica (Prague, 1948), pp. I59ff.
84 A. Sobolevskij, "2itie prep. Benedikta Nursijskogo po serbskomu spisku XVI v.",
Izvestija ..., VIII, 2 (1903), 121 ff.; Zitija svjatyx ....
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translation of his Rule, known from a Russian manuscript, has been
acknowledged to be of Czech origin.85

Another of the Church Slavonic legends translated from Latin in
Bohemia and preserved in Russian manuscripts is that of the proto-
martyr Saint Stephen.86 It reminds us of the altar to him in Bfevnov and
the churches dedicated to him in the eleventh century, the cathedral in
Litomefice and particularly the Moravian monastery in Hradiste. This
monastery was founded in 1078 under King Vratislav, the champion of
the Slavic liturgy, by his brother Otto of Olomouc and the latter's wife,
Euphemia, granddaughter of Jaroslav the Wise, with the participation of
the Abbot Vitus of the Slavic Sazava monastery. Saint Apollinarius,
also honored by a Bohemian translation of the Latin legend about him
into Church Slavonic, was the patron of Bofivoj II, Vratislav's son, who
built a church in Sadska in his name.87 Finally, the worship of Saint
Methodius as Bishop of Sirmium, which came to Bohemia as a part of
the Moravian tradition, prompted a Church Slavonic version of the life
of Saint Anastasia, the Sirmium martyr, particularly popular in
Dalmatia.88

The Church Slavonic lives of the Czech saints which were compiled in
Bohemia survived either as a part of Russian and Croatian literary
heritage or in the form of Bohemian reworkings into Latin. The priest
Paul (whose name recalls the Apostle taken by Cyrillo-Methodian
tradition to be the first teacher of the Slavs) served as the presbyter maior
of the oldest Prague Church, the court chapel of the Virgin Mary,
recently excavated. He stood particularly close to Princess Ludmila
(d. 920 or 921) and her grandson, Prince Wenceslaus. It is most likely he
who composed the Church Slavonic lives of these two ruler-martyrs,
both written in the second quarter of the tenth century. The first of them
is known only from two digests, one in the Russian Prolog, the other a
Latin version made in Bohemia and found, in its oldest variant, in the
same manuscript as the Sazava Chronicle.89 The life of Saint Wenceslaus

85 N. Nikol'skij, "K voprosu o zapadnom vlijanii na drevne-russkoe cerkovnoe pravo",
Bibliograficeskaja letopis', III (1917).
86 A. Sobolevskij, "Mucenie papy Stefana po russkomu spisku XV v.", Izvestija ..., X, 1
(1905), 105ff.
87 A. Sobolevskij, "Mucenie sv. Apollinarija Ravenskogo po russkomu spisku XVI v.",
Izvestija ..., VIII, 4 (1903), 320ΓΓ. For stimulating remarks on Bofivoj's connections with the
Sazava abbot Bozetech, see R. Urbanek, Legenda t. zv. Kristiana ve vyvoji pfedhusitskych
legend ludmilskych i vaclavskych a jeji autor, I (Prague, 1947-8), 157, 446.
88 A. Sobolevskij, "Mucenie sv. Anastasii Rimljanki i Xrisogona po russkomu spisku XV
v.", Izvestija ..., VIII.
89 Sbornik starostovanskych liter rnich pamatek o sv. Vacla\u a sv. Ludmile, ed. J. Vajs
(Prague, 1929); V. Chaloupecky, "Prameny X. stoleti" = Svatovaclavsky sbornik, II, sv. 2.
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came early to Russia in two variants, one of which is known from the
Prolog extract while the other is preserved fully and, despite a slight
Russification, much more faithfully than in the Croatian redaction.90 The
somewhat later Wenceslaus legend, translated from Latin into Church
Slavonic in Bohemia, early became popular in Russia and was therefore
saved for posterity.91

The legend of Saint Prokop, founder of the Sazava monastery,
which was written there in the sixties of the eleventh century and
modeled after the Church Slavonic legend of Saint Benedict, however,
has come down to us only in a Latin redaction made in the same
monastery in the following century.92

Further, Croatian prayer books acquaint us with Bohemian hymns to
the Slavic Apostles,93 while Russian tradition preserved the devotion to
Saint Wenceslaus (see footnote 73 above), and a prayer to the Holy
Trinity which mentions exclusively Western saints and such intercessors
for Bohemia as Clement, Demetrius, Wenceslaus, Vojtech, Prokop,
and Stephen.94

Close to hagiographic literature is the apology for the Slavic Church
written in Moravia by a pupil of Methodius's Mission late in the ninth
century. The chronicler Cosmas (1045-1125) testifies that it was retold
there in Latin also, under the title Privilegium ecclesiae moraviensis. The
Church Slavonic version is cited extensively in Nestor's Chronicle, while
the Latin version is reflected in the Czech Latin legend Passio Sancte
Ludmile.95 Nestor, one of the outstanding writers of Kievan Russian in

90 R. Jakobson, "Some Russian echoes of Czech Hagiography: I. The Translation of St.
Venceslav's Relics", infra, pp. 820-832.
91 N. Nikol'skij, Legenda mantuanskogo episkopa Gumpol'da sv. Vjaceslave Cesskom
slavjanorusskom izlozenii (SPb., 1909); J. Vasica, "Druhä staroslovanskä legenda o sv.
Vaclavu", Sbornik staroslov. pam., p. 71 ff.
92 V. Chaloupecky, "Slovanskä bohosluzba v Cechach", Vestnik Ceske akademie ved a
umeni, LIX (1950), 65-80.
93 See P. Lavrov, Kyrylo la Metodij v davn'o-slovjans'komu pys'menstvi (Kiev, 1928), and
Material}· po istorii drevnejsej slavjanskoj pis'mennosti (= Trudy slavjanskoj komm. AN
USSR, I, 1930).
94 Cf. F. Dvornik, The Making of Central and Eastern Europe (London, 1949), p. 242ff.;
A. Sobolevskij, "Materialy i issledovanija v oblasti slavjanskoj filologii i arxeologii" =
Sbornik Old. rus.jaz. islov., LXXXVIII, 3 (1910), 36ff.; M. Weingart, Ceskoslovemky typ
cirkevnej slovanciny (Bratislava, 1949), p. 63ff.; see also Sobolevskij, pp. 54ff. and 81 ff.,
Weingart, pp. 60-63 on two more Czech translations from Latin into Church Slavonic:
sermons by Saint Gregory the Great and the Gospel of Nicodemus.
95 See particularly N. Nikol'skij, Povext' vremennyx let, kak istocnik dlja istorii nacal'nogo
perioda russkojpis'mennosti ikul'tury (Leningrad, 1930), and "K voprosu o sledax moravo-
cesskogo vlijanija na literaturnyx pamjatnikax drevne-mongol'skoj epoxi", Vestnik Akad.
Nauk (1933); A. Saxmatov, "Povest' vremennyx let i ee istocniki", Trudy otdela drevne-
russkojlit. AN SSSR, IV (1940); R. Jakobson, infra, p. 142 ; V. Chaloupecky, "Prameny X.
stoleti"; R. Urbanek, Legenda t. zv. Kristiana, I-II (Prague, 1947).
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the eleventh and early twelfth centuries, shows dependence on Czech
sources not only in this work. The historical parallelism between the two
Russian ruler-saints, grandmother and grandson, and the Czech pair is
so striking that the Czech "Homelia in festo Ludmile, patrone
Bohemorum", composed at the end of the eleventh century, or rather its
presumed Church Slavonic prototype, was a natural model for the
imagery of the Eulogy to Saint Olga inserted into the Primary Chronicle
under the year 969:

She was the forerunner of the Christian land, even as the morning star precedes
the sun and the dawn the day. For she shone like the moon by night and she was
radiant among the infidels like a pearl in the mire, since the people were soiled by
sin, and not cleansed by holy baptism. *** She was the first from Rus' to enter
the kingdom of God, and the sons of Rus' thus praise her as their leader, for
since her death she has been praying to God for Rus'.96

The corresponding passage of the Homily reads:

Hec in terra Bohemie oritur, ut Stella matutina, que solis iusticie, qui est Christus,
quasi prenuncia fidei lumine tenebras erroris effugabat. Hec est primula veri
veris, id est gracie, nam hec prima inter sanctos terre iam dicte sanctificata esse
non ignoratur. Ipsa namque et aurora potest dici, nam luce sanctitatis diem
cultus divini subducebat. *** Quoniam autem beata Ludmila sicut prima
fidelium mater in terra sepe dicta sic et in celo interventrix exstitit, exigunt eius
merita, ut ei debitus honor a fidelibus impendatur.97

The other works of Nestor, the lives of Theodosius and of Boris and
Gleb, also show incontrovertible evidence of borrowings from Church
Slavonic Lives of the Bohemian recension, particularly from the Church
Slavonic version of Gumpold's Legend of Saint Wenceslaus.98

D. Cizevsky even surmises that Nestor had visited Bohemia to bring to
the Sazava Monastery a part of the relics of Boris and Gleb. We learn
from the chronicle of the Säzava monk that in 1093, two years before the
expulsion of the Slavic monks from this monastery, there was a solemn
consecration of the two altars, where reposed the relics of these Russian
prince-martyrs, canonized as recently as 1072. Resting together with

96 Cf. S. H. Cross, "The Russian Primary Chronicle", Harvard Studies and Notes in
Philology and Literature, XII (1930), 173.
97 V. Chaloupecky "Prameny", p. 546; cf. his remarks on this homily, Na usvitu
kfest'anstv'i, p. 161.
98 D. Cizevsky, "Anklänge an die Gumpoldslegende des hl. Vaclav in der altruss. Legende
des hl. Feodosij und das Problem der Originalität' der slavischen mittelalterlichen Werke",
Wiener Slavistischex Jahrbuch, I (1950).
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them were relics of several other saints revered by the Slavic Church:
Martin the patron of Saint Vojtech and of the monastery Vojtech erected
on a Pannonian hill, giving rise to an early legend that he was a native of
Pannonia; the five hermit brethren of Bfevnov who suffered martyrs'
deaths in Poland in 1004; Nicholas the Wonder-Worker, particularly
popular at that time in Russia; Andrew, patron of Salonika and believed
to be the apostle to Kievan Russia;" Clement the martyr-pope and
Stephen (cf. above); finally Pantaleon, very popular in Eastern
Christianity, who figured in the prayer to the Holy Trinity mentioned
above and who gave his name to the eleventh-century Hungarian
monastery of the Eastern Rite, Pentele, and later to the Russian
monastery on Mount Athos.100

In Old Russian lectiones from the thirteenth century on, we find a Life
and Martyrdom of Boris and Gleb which sharply differs from the rest of
the readings and discloses, as Sobolevskij observed, a distinctly Western
approach and a pattern quite unusual in Russian hagiography, in-
dicative of Czech origin.101 It is amazing that these Russian saints were
sufficiently popular in the Sazava monastery to prompt a local literary
treatment of them just before the definitive end of the Slavic liturgy in
Bohemia. Equally significant is the fact that this Czech work could
penetrate into Russia and find admission into Russian readings in a
period particularly distrustful of spiritual imports from the West. The
veneration of Saint Olga, too, must have spread to Bohemia, as the
adoption of her name in its specifically Russian form among the Czechs
of the early Middle Ages testifies.102 Thus the worship of Russian saints
— Boris and Gleb and Olga — is taken over by the Czechs; in Russia, on
the other hand, it appears to be influenced by Czech hagiography.

All these details have been necessary in order to illustrate the extent of
literary exchange among the Slavs during the Old Church Slavonic
epoch. We see particularly how the indigenous production of the Czechs
was completely absorbed into the Russian and Croatian literary stocks.
If Russian literature begins by a wide assimilation of the Bulgarian
influx, later on, as Speranskij demonstrates, the main body of the
religious literature of Kievan Russia comes to enrich the South Slavic

99 Cf. N. Nikol'skij, "K voprosu o socinenijax, pripisyvaemyx Kirillu Filosofu", Izvestija
po russkomujaz. i slov. AN SSSR, 1 (1928), 414; A. Pogodin, "Povesf o xozdenii apostola
Andreja v Rusi", Byzantinoslavica, VII (1938).
100 Fontes rerum Bohemicarum, II (Prague, 1874), 25If.; J. Vasica, "Vyznam svateho
Borise a Gleba v tradici svatovaclavske", Svatovaclavsky sbornik Akordu (Prague, 1929).
101 D. Abramovic, Zitija svjatyx mucenikov Borisa i Gleba i sluzby im (Petrograd, 1916),
pp. XVHIf. and 113ff.; cf. A. Sobolevskij, Izvestija ..., XVII, 3 (1912), 222.
102 R. Jakobson, "Cesky podil"; v. infra, p. 140.
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literary repertory.103 There were no inter-Slavic literary barriers during
the Old Church Slavonic period, and there existed one single standard
language and one literature with regional shadings, precisely the
"Slavische Sprache und Literatur nach allen Mundarten", in the
definition of Dobrovsky (1806) and Safarik (1826).

Thus, at the late date of the final dissolution of their linguistic unity,
the Slavs were in possession of a highly elaborated standard language,
which served the church with its many-sided literature and reflected a
growing and progressive culture, benefited by the Byzantine tradition
and by the favorable economic situation of Eastern Europe in the early
Middle Ages.

Beginning with the First Crusade the situation gradually changes. The
Slavic Church and the Church Slavonic literature disappear in the Slavic
West. The dissolution of Slavic linguistic unity is completed, and former
dialects become clear-cut separate languages. Old Church Slavonic
yields to the innovations of the local vernaculars and cedes its place to
the less traditional and far less unified Middle Church Slavonic. Various
political and cultural changes begin to hamper inter-Slavic relations.
Nevertheless, it would be an incautious exaggeration to underestimate
the unifying role of the Church Slavonic tradition. Constantine the
Grammarian, a Bulgarian bookman at the Serbian court in the early
fifteenth century, grasped perfectly the international nature of this
tongue which could not be identified with either the Bulgarian or Serbian
vernaculars. 104 The Greek-Orthodox Slavs remained for many centuries
linked by the Church Slavonic literary language, and the increasing
differences between the recensions were counterbalanced by mutual
influences. For instance, the Bulgarian type was extended to the Serbs
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, while the flow of
Bulgarian and Serbian refugees after the Turkish invasion of the Balkans
introduced a strong South Slavic strain into the language and orthogra-
phy in Russia.105 On the other hand, the Church Slavonic standard in
Serbia, from the time of Saint Sava (d. 1235), received a constant

103 M. Speranskij, "K istorii vzaimootnosenij russkoj i jugoslavjanskix literatur",
Izvestija ..., XXVI (1921).
104 I. Jagic, "Rassuzdenija juznoslavjanskqj i russkoj stariny o cerkovnoslavjanskom
jazyke", Issledovanija po russkomu jazyku Akad. Nauk, I (1893), pp. 376f., 296fF. and 491f.
105 A. Sobolevskij, Juino-slavjanskoe vlijanie na russkuju pis'mennost' ν XIV-XV vekax
(SPb., 1894).
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stimulus from the Russian norm. Constantine the Grammarian insists
on the intimate bond between Church Slavonic and Russian. Since the
seventeenth century, the Glagolitic books of the Croatians have been
adapted to the Russian pattern, and Serbian literature used a strongly
Russified language throughout the eighteenth century.106

The discrepancy between the Moscow and Kievan recensions was
reduced by the radical Ukrainization of the former under Nikon
(Patriarch in Moscow from 1652 to 1658). The secularization of Russian
literature in the seventeenth century elevated the native Russian stratum
in the literary tongue and created a definite hybrid structure with varying
ratios of Church Slavonic and vernacular constituents, depending on
the style. Russian has essentially preserved this deliberately hybrid
character down to the present, while romanticism has deprived Serbian
and Ukrainian of the Church Slavonic stratum.107

As long as Church Slavonic dominated the literatures of the Greek-
Orthodox Slavs, the ties linking these literatures to each other and to
their common past remained very strong. Even when a gradual secular-
ization circumscribed the Church Slavonic element in literary Russian,
the traditional repertory of stylistic means remained still valid and
productive. The tension between the Church Slavonic and vernacular
components harks far back into the past and connects the devices of
Modern Russian verbal art with those of Archpriest Avvakum108

and, still farther back, with Old Russian chronicles and narratives.109

The forms of Russian eighteenth-century poetry, whose "High Style"
demands a preponderance of Church Slavonic, are in some respects
more akin in structure to the church poetry rooted in the medieval
tradition than to the classicism which they formally profess. The treatise

106 A. Belie, "Ucesce sv. Save i njegove skole u stvaranju nove redakcije srpskih cirilskih
spomenika", Svetosavski zbornik, I = Posebna izdanja Srp. Kr. Akad., CXIV (Belgrade,
1936); A. Sobolevskij, "Iz perevodceskoj dejatel'nosti sv. Savvy Serbskogo", Sbornik Old.
rus.jaz., LXXXVIII, kn. 3; B. Unbegaun, Les debuts de la langue litteraire chez les Serbes
(Paris, 1935); P. Kulakovskij, "Nacalo russkoj skoly u serbov v XVIII v.", Izvestija..., XIII,
kn. 2 (1903).
107 N. Trubetzkoy, "Obsceslavjanskij element v russkoj kul'ture", K probleme russkogo
samopoznanija (Paris, 1927).
toe γ vinogradov, "Nabljudenija nad stilem Zitija pr. Avvakuma", Russkaja Rec'
(Petersburg, 1922) — cf. the English trans, appended to Archpriest Avvakum's Life, tr. K.
Brostrom (Ann Arbor: Michigan Slavic Publications, 1979), 117ff.; cf. E. Cerkasova, "O
vzaimodejstvii russkix narodnyx i cerkovnoslavjanskix elementov reci v russkom literatur-
nom jazyke dolomonosovskogo perioda", Material)· i issledovanija po istorii russkogo
literaturnogo jazyka AN SSSR, II (1951).
109 A. Paschen, Die semasiologische und stilistische Funktion der trat/torot- Alternationen
in der altrussischen Literatursprache (Heidelberg, 1933); L. Jakubinskij, "O jazyke Slova o
polku Igoreve", Doklady i soobscenija Instituta rus. jazyka AN SSSR, II (1948).
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with the eloquent title O pol'ze knig cerkovnyx by such a legislator of the
Russian eighteenth-century poetic canon as Lomonosov (1711-1765)
says literally:

Having weighed the benefit of Slavonic church books for the Russian language, I
dispassionately address all lovers of their native literature and offer the well-
meant advice, out of conviction gained through my own experience in art, to
peruse with industry all the church books. *** The Russian language will
consolidate itself in full force, beauty and richness and will not be subject to
decline as long as the Russian Church continues to be adorned by praises to the
Lord in the Slavonic tongue.110

His older contemporary Tred'jakovskij (1703 1769) criticized
Sumarokov (1718-1777), the last of the big three, for "not having read
enough from our church books in his youth and therefore lacking both a
wealth of choice words and a habit of orderly composition". A stanza
usually cited as one of Tred'jakovskij's best is nothing but a close
paraphrase of Church Slavonic biblical verses:

Tred'jakovskij Deuteronomy 23: 1, 2
Vonmi, O! Nebo, i reku, Vonmi Nebo, i vozglagolju,
Zemlja da slysit ust glagoly: i da slysit zemlja glagoly ust moix.
Kak dozd' ja slovom poteku; Da caetsja jako dozd' vescanie moe,
I snidut, kak rosa k cvetku, i da snidut jako rosa
Moi vescänija na doly. glagoly moi, jako tuca na troskot.

Later poetry also finds it inviting to paraphrase the old church devotions
more or less closely.

Puskin
Vladyko dnej moix! dux präzdnosti unyloj,
Ljubonacalija, zmei sokrytoj sej,
I prazdnoslovija ne daj duse moej;
No daj mne zret' moi, o Boze, pregresen'ja,
Da brat moj ot menja ne primet osuzden'ja,
I dux smirenija, terpenija, ljubvi
I celomudrija mne v serdce ozivi. (1836).

Lenten prayer by Ephraem Syr us
1. Gospodi i Vladyko zivota moego, dux prazdnosti, unynija,

ljubonacalija
i prazdnoslovija ne dazd' mi.

110 About the influence of the church books on Lomonosov's poetry, see I. Solosin,
"Otrazenie jazyka obrazov Sv. Pisanija i knig bogosluzebnyx v stixotvorenijax
Lomonosova", Izvestija ..., XVIII, kn. 2 (1913).
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3. Ej, Gospodi Carju, daruj mi zreti moja pregresenija
i ne osuzdati brata moego ***

2. Dux ze celomudrija, smirenomudrija, terpenija i ljubve
daruj mi rabu tvoemu.

The phraseology and imagery of the Church Slavonic literary tradi-
tion, especially of liturgic poetry, is still a vital stimulus for the Russian
literary art of the twentieth century, to mention only Blok, Belyj, Kljuev,
Esenin, and Majakovskij, however far from piety the last may appear to
be. His most personal poem, Öelovek (1917), literally cites prayers at
the beginning ("Nyne otpuscäesi") and in the final line ("So svjatymi
upokoj"),111 and is, moreover, introduced by a variation on liturgical
motifs:

Svjascennosluzitelja mira, otpustitelja vsex grexov, —
solnca ladon' na golove moej.

Blagocestivejsej iz monasestvujuscix — noci oblacenie
na plecax moix.

Dnej ljubvi moej tysjacelistoe evangelic celuju.112

The Cyrillo-Methodian tradition signifies not only the perpetuation of
the Old Church Slavonic patrimony in language and style and of the
inter-Slavic connections based on adherence to this patrimony, but also
an ideological legacy closely connected to the language problem. The
Moravian Mission professed the equal rights of all peoples and the equal
worth of their languages, demanding above all the recognition of the
sovereignty of their own Slavic nation and tongue. Since the liturgy
symbolized the summit in the medieval hierarchy of values, the right to
conduct the divine services in the national language symbolized the right
to all other values as well. The whole culture, especially the literary
output, became nationalized.

This ideology, which rejected the concept of any privileged nations or
languages, fully dominated the Old Church Slavonic period in Moravia,
Bohemia, and Bulgaria, and in Russia it retained such vitality that Saint

111 One of Blok's pivotal poems, "Ty v polja otoslä bez vozvrata", contains the same
citation in its final stanza and likewise a prayer sentence in the first stanza: Da svjatitsja
Imja Tvoe.
112 Cf. the "blizzard ectenes" in Belyj's "Kubok metelej"; for instance:

Se grjadet nevesta, oblecennaja snegom i vetrom revucim.
Se metel' grjadet snegom, nenevestnaja.
V'juge pomolimsja.
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Stephen of Perm' (1340-1396) deliberately followed the example of the
Slavic Apostles when he invented a completely new alphabet for the
Zyrians and translated the Gospel and liturgy into their language. His
younger contemporary and biographer, Epiphanius the Most Wise
(d. 1420), grasped this connection perfectly and compared Stephen with
Saint Cyril, taking over the five-century-old argument of the so-called
Monk Xrabr, who praised the Slavic alphabet for being "created by a
single holy man", whereas the Greek alphabet was the work of many
heathen men. Epiphanius values Stephen's accomplishment even more
highly, since Cyril was assisted by his brother Methodius, while Stephen
had no help but God.113

Stephen's undertaking indeed developed most promisingly, until it
was forcibly stopped by the new imperious ideology of the Third Rome:
the Moscow of Ivan the Terrible denied the rights and claims of
vernaculars, and the Zyrian church books were condemned and de-
stroyed. For comparative Slavic literature it is of great interest that,
whereas in the Russian case the Cyrillo-Methodian claim of a full
franchise for every national language was abandoned, while the Cyrillo-
Methodian linguistic and literary tradition remained in florescence, in
the Czech case the process was reversed. There, it was the Church
Slavonic language that capitulated toward the beginning of the twelfth
century, with only meager literary survivals,114 while the Cyrillo-
Methodian ideology, transmitted by the Latin reshapings of the lost Old
Church Slavonic apologetic and hagiographic literature, persisted in the
favorable historical circumstances of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries and waged a new successful combat for the use of the national
Czech language in every field of literary and cultural endeavor: and the
language indeed met the highest exigencies of philosophy and
religion.115

This combat not only utilized the Church Slavonic precedent ef-
ficiently and referred to it repeatedly, but attempted even to revive the
Slavic liturgy. To this end, Charles IV, in 1344, summoned Croatian
monks faithful to the Glagolitic tradition and settled them in the Prague
Emmaus Monastery, which was dedicated to the blessed patrons of the

113 See Zitie sv. Stefana episkopa Permskogo, by Epiphanius the Wise, ed.
Arxeograficeskaja kommisija (SPb., 1897).
114 R. Jakobson, "O stixotvornyx reliktax rannego srednevekov'ja v cesskoj literaturnoj
tradicii", infra, pp. 381-388; J. Vrastil, "Vyznam nejstarsich staroceskych souvislych textü
evangelijnich pro otazku vlivu bible staroslovenske na staroceskou", Slovanske Studie,
ed. J. Kurz, M. Murko, J. V?sica (Prague, 1948).
115 Cf. R. Jakobson, Moudrost starych Cechu (New York, 1943).
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Czech kingdom, Prokop, Vojtech, Cyril, and Methodius. The under-
taking had a many-sided cultural influence. In Bohemia it fostered the
translation of the church books into the Czech vernacular, equipped the
dawning Hussite movement with arguments for the nationalization of
the Church, and gave to Jan Hus a model for his great orthographic
reform. The ties with the Old Church Slavonic tradition and the sense of
Slavic linguistic community were strengthened. Slavic self-consciousness
was stimulated not among the Czechs alone, but, as Jan Dlugosz's
Hisioria polonica (1480) testifies, also among the Poles, when with the
opening of new sister communities of the Emmaus Monastery the liturgy
"nobilis slavici idiomatis" was brought into the vicinity of Wroclaw
(1380) and Cracow (1390). The activities connected with the monastery
thus favored an inter-Slavic literary exchange by importing Czech
literature to Croatia, and Croatian Church Slavonic texts into Poland
and Western Russia.116

When in the seventeenth century the loss of Czech political inde-
pendence put the national culture and cultural language into acute
danger, appeals to the ever vital Cyrillo-Methodian precedent became
particularly forceful. Both Jan Amos Komensky (Comenius), the para-
mount thinker among the Czech Reformers (1592-1670), and the Jesuit
Bohuslav Balbin, the chief learned exponent of the Counter-
Reformation in Bohemia (1621-1688), effectively evoked the inspiring
lesson of the past. In his Ecclesiae slavonicae *** brevis historiola (1660),
Comenius points out that among modern European peoples "the Slavs
were the first to be entrusted with the Word of God in their vernacular"
and that subsequently the Czechs "refused to tolerate the Divine Service
in a strange language" and successfully strove for the familiar liturgy in
the mother tongue. Balbin's renowned Dissertatio apologetica pro lingua
slavonica.praecipue bohemica (1673) views the grant to the Czechs and to
all Slavs to administer the sacraments in the native tongue as the special
merit of the Moravian apostles and as a sanctification of their language,
"for in this tongue the Son of God is daily called to earth, and these few
sacred words have such a boundless power that they far surpass the 'fiat'
which brought the world into being".

116 P. Syrku, "Zur Geschichte des Glagolismus in Böhmen", Archiv f. slav. Philologie,
XXI (1899); L. Helmling, Emaus (Prague, 1903); L. Helmling and A. Horcicka, Das
vollständige Registrum Slavorum (Prague, 1904); B. Havränek, "Staroceskä literatura v
hlaholskem pisemnictvi charvätskem", Co üaly nase zeme Evrope a lidstvu, I; S. Ivsic,
"Dosad nepoznati hrvatski glagoljski prijevodi iz staroceskoga jezika", Slavia, I (1922),
297ff. and VI (1927), 40ff; J. Vasica, "Krakovske zlomky hlaholske", Slavia, XVIII
(1947), 112ff.; M. Paulova, "L'idee cyrillo-methodienne dans la politique de Charles IV et
la fondation du monastere slave de Prague". Byzantinoslavica, XI (1950), 174ff.
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IV. SOME IMPLICATIONS

/. Linguislic propinquity favors dijfusion. 2. Simultaneous nearness and distance. 3.
Subjective inferences from objective premises. 4. Conclusion.

1

Old Church Slavonic shaped its vocabulary, phraseology, style, and even
some grammatical devices after the model of Greek. In standard Russian
even now the effects of this patterning have remained so significant that a
scholar and polyglot of the stature of Henri Gregoire can declare that it
is sometimes easier to translate a passage of Leskov or Dostoevski] into
Greek than into French or English. The Christian offshoot of Greek
classical culture penetrated deeply into the Slavic world by means of
Church Slavonic. It is characteristic that when in Bohemia (and already
to some extent in Moravia) Latin rather than Greek originals were
rendered into Old Church Slavonic, many of the Latin terms were
Hellenized, Latin proper names were regularly remodeled in the Greek
manner, certain Byzantine stylistic devices were smuggled in, and at
times even Greek excerpts were inserted.

The Christian offshoot of the other classical culture, the medieval
Latin tradition, was brought into Slavic language and literature through
another channel, late medieval Czech. The enormous task of adapting
the Slavic vernacular to western civilization and of fitting this culture
into a Slavic framework was fulfilled and climaxed by the resplendent
Czech literature of the fourteenth century and the Hussite Reformation.
The transmission into Czech of the opulent cultural terminology of late
medieval Latin, of its literary forms and its philosophical subtleties, was
the great achievement of the Czech kingdom under Charles IV. Such
masterpieces of the late fourteenth century as Klaret's extensive Latin-
Czech terminological dictionary, the exquisite poem about Saint
Catherine, and Tomas of Stitny's faithful replica of the Scholastic philo-
sophical system in the Czech vernacular are eloquent evidence of this.117

The Czech literary language and literature of the Luxemburg and
Hussite periods were completely adopted by the Poles. Until the
sixteenth century all forms of bilingualism were found in Polish
cultivated circles, as modern Polish philologists have pointed out, from

117 See V. Flajshans, Klaret ajeho üruzina, I-II (Prague, 1926); R. Jakobson, "O cestach
k ceske poesii goticke", Zivot, XIV (1936) — cf. the English translation infra, pp. 691-695;
Legenda sv. Katefine, ed. and commented on by J. Vilikovsky (Prague, 1941); D.
Cizevsky's statement on the lamentable meagerness of studies about Stitny (Slavische
Rundschau, VIII, 15f.) is still pertinent.
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the use of Czech as the language of culture and fine manners to the
renowned Czech-Polish hybrid ("gmatwanina dwuj?zykowa") used by
the elite in literature and conversation.

An interesting example is quoted by Lehr-Splawinski: Jan Malecki,
the translator of Luther's catechism (1547), in defending his translation,
went so far as to declare, "No one ignorant of Czech can speak good
Polish", and he recommended that men of letters follow Czech models
and use Czech terms. Malecki's son, Hieronim, in a preface to his
translation of Luther's Pos til (1574), justified his use of many Czech
words by asserting that Czech and Polish are substantially "one and the
same language", and that the Czechs have a richer terminology and
wider translating experience. The writer Lukasz Gornicki, in his famous
book Dworzanin polski (1566), notes that Czech is the primary source
from which a Polish gentleman draws words lacking in his mother
tongue. The influence of Czech literature on the Poles starts with the
wholesale importation and copying of Czech works, moves on to a slight
adaptation to the local language and restructuring along Polish lines (na
polski lad), and results in an imitation of Czech literary models in a
language and style rich in variegated Bohemisms. This prolonged
grafting process was, as Urbanczyk and other Polonists have de-
monstrated,118 of great consequence for the Polish literary language and
verbal art. The Czech strain was still apparent in the work of the first
prominent and original Polish poet, Mikolaj Rej (1505-1569), and
despite subsequent purist tendencies, considerable portions of this Czech
import have remained an inalienable component of standard Polish. It
may even be claimed that this lengthy Czech schooling of the Polish
literary tongue and of the literature itself was an essential prerequisite for
the appearance of such wonders as the poetry of Jan Kochanowski
(1530-1584). Observing, on the other hand, the impoverishment of
Czech poetry after its Gothic heights, one might cite Viktor Sklovskij's
ingenious pronouncement that the line of literary inheritance is from

118 On Czech-Polish linguistic relations, see: T. Lehr-Splawiriski, K. Piwarski, and Z.
Wojciechowski, Polska Czechy (Katowice-Wroclaw, 1947); T. Lehr-Splawinski, J?:yk
polski (Warsaw, 1947); S. Urbanczyk, "Z dawnych stosunkow jezykowych polsko-
czeskich" = Rozprawy Wydzialu Filologicznego. Polska Akad., LXVII, no. 2 (1946); A.
Bruckner, Walka ojfzyk (Lwow, 1917); B. Havranek, "Expanse spisovne cestiny od 14. do
16. stoleti", Co daly nase zeme Evrope a lidstvu, I (Prague, 1939); R. Jakobson, "Cesky
vliv na stfedovekou literaturu polskou", ibid. — cf. infra, pp. 773-781; and "Slezsko-
polska cantilena inhonesta ze zacätku XV. stoleti", Narodopisny vestnik ceskoslovanskv,
XXVII-XXVIII (1934-1935) — cf. the English translation infra, pp. 738-772; J. Hraba'k,
Staropolsky vers vc srovnanixe staroceskym (= Studie Prazskeho linguisiicki'ho krouiku, I),
and Smilova skola (Prague, 1941); W. Taszycki, "Czechizmy w jezyku Reja", Prace
Filologiczne, XII.
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uncle to nephew, and thus view Polish sixteenth-century poetry as
the continuation and culmination of old Czech poetry.

The westernization of Slavic literary languages gathers momentum
and a new hybrid formation appears in the sixteenth and early seven-
teenth centuries, as Ukrainian literary activity and language undergo
strong Polish influence. It is worthy of note that among the Polish
elements which infiltrated into Ukrainian were many of Czech origin,
since Polish loans to Ukrainian carried the same cultural function as
had Czech loans to Polish. Again the same gamut is run: Ukrainian
authors write in Polish; Ukrainian texts are translated from Polish, or
rather somewhat adapted to the Ukrainian pattern; works are composed
in Ukrainian, but with an upper stratum of Polonisms.119

The Russian recension of Church Slavonic which served as the literary
language of Muscovy was, as we have mentioned, brought closer to the
Kievan recension in the seventeenth century. A number of Polonisms,
including many of Czech origin, came into Russian at that time, either
through Ukrainian or directly from Polish. For Moscow's upper and
progressive circles, Polish became the fashionable language, the vehicle
of Western culture, especially toward the close of the century. According
to Lazar Baranovic's testimony, the entourage of Czar Aleksej (1645-76)
"did not shun the Polish language and enjoyed Polish literature". At that
time Polonisms became so widespread in Russian, as V. Vinogradov
points out, that the monk Avraamij complained of his compatriots who
eschewed the homebred literary language in favor of Polish, exactly as
Gornicki a century earlier had observed that his countrymen were
avoiding their mother tongue, preferring Czech.120

Ukrainian elements had started to infiltrate into standard Russian at
the turn of the seventeenth century as vehicles of westernization and
secularization. For example, the French-Russian vocabulary compiled in
the Archangel region in 1584 renders "good night" as dobra niche. Boyer
correctly interpreted nie as a Ukrainianism, whereas Larin is inclined to
see here merely a slip of the pen.121 The same form turns up, however, in

119 A. Martel, La langue polonaise dans les pays ruthenes (Lille, 1938); D. Cizevsky,
Istorija ukrajins'koji lileratury, II (Prague, 1942); A. Bruckner, Dzieje kultury polskiej, II
(Cracow, 1931).
120 Vinogradov, Ocerki po isrorii russkogo lileraturnogo jazyka XVH-XIX vv.
(Leyden, 1949), p. 32f.; Cf. L. Bulaxovskij, "K istorii vzaimootnosenij slavjanskix
literaturnyx jazykov", Izvesiija Old. lit. ijaz. AN SSSR, X (1951).
121 P. Boyer, "Un vocabulaire franQais-russe de la fin du XVI-me siecle", Recueil de
memoires orientaux. Textes et traductions publics par les professeurs de I'Ecole speciale des
langues orientates vivantes ä /'occasion du XIV. Congres International des orienialistes
(Paris, 1905), p. 461; B. Larin, "Parizskij slovar' russkogo jazyka 1586 goda", Sovetskoe
jazykoznanie, II (1936), 87.
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a manuscript textbook of colloquial Russian written in Pskov by a
Lübeck German, Tönnies Fenne: Dobra nitz, "Guden nachtt "122 In the
same place, "Guden dach" is translated by a Ukrainian form, Dobri den,
although except in this locution this adjective exhibits only the Great
Russian ending -oj. Ukrainian secular greetings tend here to supplant the
old Russian pious formulas Pomozi Bog, Bog bljudi t ehe, etc., quoted on
the same page.

After the Ukrainian-Russian union (1654), the influx of Ukrainian
intellectuals into Russian cultural centers increased during the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth century. According to Sumarokov, "all
schools were overflowing with Little Russians, so that their provincial
pronunciation took root, and the clergy in particular blindly imitated
their incorrect speech".123 Toward the end of the seventeenth century,
Russian literature too undergoes strong Ukrainization and thus, in-
directly, Polonization. The equivalence of / (or y) and e (lixit — utexu,
jazyki — veki) and of consonants followed by / and y (kupiti — bity, küdri
— pudry, sily — prel'stili) in the rhymes of such Russian poets as
Simeon Polockij (1629-1680) and his pupil Sil'vestr Medvedev (1641-
1691) is borrowed from Ukrainian poetic usage. It persists in the poetry
of Kantemir (1709-1744), and isolated survivals (like zizni — otcizny)
appear even in some eminent verses of the nineteenth century.124

Polockij, a Byelorussian who came to Moscow already trained in the
Ukrainian school, carried many Polish habits over into Russian po-
etry.125 His lexicographic manual for translating Polish words into
Church Slavonic, which the Swedish scholar J. G. Sparwenfelt took from
Moscow to Uppsala in manuscript in the 1680's, symbolizes his cultural
tendencies.

Avoidance of masculine rhymes, long observed in the Russian virsi,
was taken over by Polockij and his contemporaries from Ukrainian
poetry, where versifiers had more or less confined themselves to feminine
rhymes. In this they were following the Polish canon, valid until the early

122 See Tönnies Fenne'.i Low German Manual of Spoken Russian, Pskov 1607, eds. L. L.
Hammerich, R. Jakobson, E. van Schooneveld, T. Starck, and Ad. Stender-Petersen
(Royal Danish Academy of Sciences, 1961; vol. II, 1970).
123 Cf. P. 2iteckij, "K istorii literaturnoj russkoj reci v XVIII v.", Izvestija Old. rus.jaz. i
j/ov., VIII, kn. 2(1903).
124 Phonetically [-n'i - -ny], phonemically /-n'i - -ni/. — See V. 2irmunskij, Rifma, ee
istorija i teorija (Petersburg, 1923), p. 132; V. Peretc, Istoriko-literaturnye issledovanija i
materialy, I (SPb., 1900), 189, 266.
125 See Virsi. Sillabiceskaja poezija XVII-XVIII v\\, ed., with an introduction, I.
Rozanov (Moscow, 1935); N. Glokke, "Rifmotvornaja Psaltyr' Simeona Polockogo v ee
otnosenii k pol'skoj Psaltyri Jana Kochanowskogo", Izvestija Kievskogo universileta
(1896), no. 4; I. Sljapkin, Sv. Dimitrij Rostovskij i ego vremja (SPb., 1891).
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nineteenth century, which was based on the fact that in Polish all words
(except monosyllables) stress the penult. Although this limitation in
rhyming was accurately sensed as a Polonism unwarrantable in Russian
and Ukrainian poetry, the rule persisted. Sometimes it even forced an
arbitrary shift of the stress to the penult — compare Simeon's rhymes
ostavi—javi (<javi), telo—zelo (<zelo). Even Tred'jakovskij's pioneer-
ing treatise on Russian versification (1735) admits masculine rhymes
only as an exception, for comic use; and only in such use do they appear,
occasionally, in Tred'jakovskij's early verses.126 It took Lomonosov's
intervention, in his Pis'mo ο pravilax rossijskogo sfixotvorstva (1739), to
put an end to the Polish prohibition of masculine rhymes, and this
prompted Hryhoryj Skovoroda (1722-94) to a similar reform in
Ukrainian verse some two decades later.127

Among more recent examples, a similar grafting with linguistic and
literary forms may be noted in the creation of a new Bulgarian literature
during the second half of the nineteenth century, under the dominant
influence of Russian models. Thousands of words from standard
Russian entered literary Bulgarian.128 Similarly the Czech lexical,
phraseological, and stylistic pattern was important for modern Slovak
literature.129

All these inter-Slavic verbal diffusions transmit the two powerful
civilizing currents: Greek, embodied in Church Slavonic, and Latin, first
imbedded in Old Czech. The two streams may merge, as when Russian
imparted a Church Slavonic strain to Bulgarian, endowing it at the same
time with the contributions of the Western current. The total result is
that most — or even all — Slavic literary languages have a number of
common cultural terms. If, for instance, we leaf through Miklosic's
dictionary of six Slavic languages,130 we find many all-Slavic words: a
part goes back to the Common Slavic stock, while the others are
attributable to the Old Church Slavonic or, later, to Old Czech
propagation. Such are the earlier loan-translations from Greek (e.g. the

126 Vesna katit,
Zimu valit,
I uz listik s drevom sumit.

127 See Zirmunskij, Rifma, p. 30f.; D. Cizevsky, Ukrajins'kyj literaturnyj barok, II
(Prague, 1941), 17ff., and "Skovorodas Reime", ZfxIPh, XIV (1937) 33Iff.; K. Woycicki,
Forma dzwifkowa prozy polskiej i wiersza polskiego (Warsaw, 1912), p. 127f.
128 I. Sismanov, "Nacenki ot rusko vlijanie v bilgarskata kniznina", Bblgarski preg/ed, V
(1899); B. Penev, "Ptrvi stixotvorci" = Chap. XXIII, Istorija na novala bblgarska
literatura, III (Sofia, 1933); B. Conev, "Rusko-bilgarski paraleli", Slavjanskiglas, I (1902).
129 Cf. R. Jakobson, "L'histoire du tcheque et du slovaque litteraires", Le Monde Slave,
IV (1937), 363ff.
130 F. Miklosic, Dictionnaire des six langues slaves (Vienna, 1885).
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Old Church Slavonic prorokb 'prophet' and its replicas in all South,
West, and East Slavic languages) and the somewhat later loan-
translations from Western models (Old Czech predmet Object', pravo
'right' were reproduced by nearly all the literary languages of the
Slavs). What has been said about this twofold lexical radiation can be
extended, mutatis mutandis, to the diffusion of literary forms.

The mutual propinquity of the diverse Slavic languages substantially
facilitates linguistic, and hence cultural, intercourse — learning, translat-
ing, borrowing. The formation of hybrid structures has played a vast
part in the history of Slavic languages and literatures, both on a social
and individual level. Gogol', whose Russian was notoriously incorrect,
became the founder of classical Russian prose and an immortal teacher
of Russian artistic style; whereas in the Ukrainian translations of his
work, the fascinating tension between the two linguistic layers is lost and
the artistry collapses. Maksim Bagdanovic (1891-1917), whose mother
tongue was Russian, was the initiator and has remained the leading
master of Byelorussian poetry, endowing it with his Russian linguistic
and literary experience.

When confronted with another Slavic language, a Slav is primarily
aware of the common essence, and he either underestimates the differ-
ences and reinterprets the cognate tongue egocentrically, or he perceives
the divergences and is attracted or repulsed by them. Let us, to take two
of the most distant Slavic languages, recite to a Czech who knows no
Russian, the first sentence of Puskin's Bronze Horseman: Na beregu
pustynnyx voln Stojal on, dum velikix poln, i vdal' gljadel. He will easily
transpose them into Czech, word for word: Na bfehu pustych vln stal on,
dum velikych pin, i v dal hlede/.lil The Russian vocables will appear to
him to be, in a way, alternants of his own: beregu — bfehu, voln — vln,
stojal — stal, etc. Similarly, when a Russian reads the initial lines of
Madia's Maj (Bylpozdn'i vecer — prvn'i maj — Veferni maj — byl lasky
cas. Hrdliccin zval ku lasce hlas —), he will, without particular difficulty,
slavishly substitute the Russian alternants: Byl pozdnij vecer — pervyj
maj — Vecernij maj — byl laski fas. Gorlicyn zval k läske glas (or golos).
Of course laski cos in Russian means 'the hour of caress', while in
Czech läsky cas denotes 'the time of love', so that an "etymological"
131 B. Mathesius translates:

Na bfehu pustych vod ON stal —
Dum velkych pin — a hledel v dal.
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translation causes a semantic shift, lending a peculiar tinge to the usual
vernal image; but even for the Russian who knows that läsky cas should
be rendered by ljubvi pora, the connotation 'hour of caress' remains
valid, because of the obvious etymological equivalence of the Czech and
Russian words.132

There must be both an actual distance to render such shifts feasible,
and at the same time a manifest nearness in order to make them
perceptible. Before the last World War, Boris Pasternak stated that at a
moment when his artistic past had begun to weigh heavily upon him, and
yet at the same time he knew that any further creativeness was
ineluctably bound to it, he came upon the Czech translation of his prose
and poems. Through it his own past assumed a surprisingly new, yet
kindred, shape, and he found in this transfigured past a new impetus to
resume his creative path.

The linguistic kinship of the Slavs in its various facets has continued
to prove an important factor in the literary life and interrelations
of the Slavic peoples. The speech criterion is the only indispensable,
objective sign of Slavdom. In the prologue to his renowned poem, Slavy
Deer a (1824), Jan Kollär, the outstanding Czechoslovak advocate of
Slavic reciprocity, declares that he fancies he sees Slavic kinsmen (zrak
ntu lie Slovana), but once he hears a strange language from their lips and
their mother tongue is mute, the kinship disappears. Only Slavic-
speaking people are Slavs, or to be more exact, only people determined
to speak Slavic. The author of a Polabian vocabulary, Pastor Hennig
(1649-1719), wrote about his Polabian parishioners: "At present only
a few old men here speak Wendish [Slavic]; and they can scarcely do so
with their children and other young people, as they would be laughed at
for it: the youth has such a revulsion toward their mother tongue that
they don't even want to hear it, much less learn it. Thus unquestionably
in at most twenty to thirty years, when the older people are gone, the
language also will disappear."133 The theme of the loss of the mother
tongue by the Polabian and Baltic Slavs, a warning to the rest of the
Slavs to cherish their language, has been treated variously, since Kollär,

132 Cf. G. Maver, "Lo studio delle traduzioni come mezzo d'indagine linguistica e
letteraria", Recueil des Travaux du Ier Congres des philologues slaves a Praha en 1929, II
(Prague, 1932), 177-84.
133 P. Rost, Die Sprachreste der Draväno-Polaben im Hannoverschen (Leipzig, 1907),
p. 10.
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in Czech and other Slavic poetry. It goes much farther back than Kollar,
however — to the leading writers of the Czech Enlightenment (F. M.
Pelcl, 1775), Counter-Reformation (Balbin, 1673), and Reformation
(P. Stränsky, 1618, and P. Jesin, 1620), and to the Hussite propaganda
leaflets of 1420 and 1438, which accused the Germans of having
denationalized "our tongue" in Lusatia and beyond, "and of threatening
us with a like fate".134

In human speech Ferdinand de Saussure has discovered two ever-
active factors — a particularistic drive or "parochial spirit" on the one
hand, and a unifying "force of intercourse" on the other.135 It is of great
historical importance on which of these two opposed stimuli the
attention of the speech community is focused. Clearly such a fact as the
emphasis on linguistic solidarity, recurrent in Slavic literatures from the
early Middle Ages to our own time, cannot be disregarded. The linguistic
homogeneity among the Slavs, repeatedly noted by foreign observers
throughout the Middle Ages,136 was rigorously affirmed by Slavic
writers from the time of the Russian Primary Chronicle, with its
insistence on the linguistic unity of the Slavic world, and the legends of
the Czech and Polish medieval chronicles about the eponymous Slavic
forefathers, with additional remarks on the immense territory covered by
their descendants (e.g. in Pfibik Pulkava's compilation of 1374). Eiusdem
nobilis slavici idiomatis participatio, eiusdem generosae linguae sublimiias
appears as a weighty diplomatic argument in a letter (1355) in which
Charles IV seeks to win the Serbian King Dusan the Strong over to
the Union of the Churches. Apparently from the Emperor's favorite
Emmaus Monastery came the alleged Privilegium of Alexander the Great,
launched in the early fifteenth century by Hussite propaganda, which
assigns forever to the Slavic and Czech tongue a vast area, ab Aquilone ad
Meridiem. At the same time, Jerome of Prague was teaching the Poles
that all Slavic lands, Bohemia, Poland, Hungary, Bosnia, Bulgaria,
Russia, Serbia, Albania, Dalmatia, and Croatia were united by the
Bohemorum lingua. Similarly, the abbot of the Emmaus Monastery,
Matous Benesovsky, declared, in the first attempt at a Slavic etymologi-
134 The Manifesto of 1420 is reproduced in Archiv Cesky, III, 213, and the pamphlet of
1437, "Krätke sebränie z kronik ceskych k vystraze vernych Cechov", in Vestnik Krai.
Ceske spol. nauk (1904), III.
135 F. de Saussure, Cours de linguistique generate, ch. IV, §1.
136 Vita Karo/i Imperatoris ab Einhardo dictata (between 814 and 821), ed. H. W. Garrod
and R. B. Mowat (Oxford, 1915): "lingua quidem paene similes, moribus vero atque habitu
valde dissimiles" (Ch. 15). Anonymi Descriptio Europae orientalis anno MCCCVlll
exarata, ed. O. Gorka (Cracow, 1916): "Notandum autem hie quod rucheni, bulgari,
rasenses, sclaui, bohemii, poloni et pruzeni locuntur unam et eandem linguam scilicet
sclauonicam, ex quo patet quod lingua slavica maior est et diffusior omnibus mundi".
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cal dictionary (1587),137 that "the Czech language has its place not only
in the Czech land but in more than one hundred lands in which our
Slavic language is spoken", and appended a long list of West, East, and
South Slavic provinces. This identification of all Slavic vernaculars as
variants of one and the same Slavic language, designated by the name of
the author's own native tongue, has been a recurrent feature in various
Slavic literatures for centuries.138

Among Czech humanists, Veleslavin (1590) considers it opportune for
Czechs to know that the Slavic language covers nearly half of Europe
and Asia, while Melantrich (1562) visualizes Czech books as destined not
only for Czechs but for all peoples "who use our noble and widespread
Slavic tongue". Similar slogans are propagated with particular per-
sistence in Poland: in Kochanowski's verses — Bo odzmarzlego morzapo
brzeg Adrianski, Wszystko byl opanowal cny narod Slowianski
("Omen"); in M. Bielski's prose — wsze_dzie Slowienskijgzyk, poczqwszy
od morza lodowatego *** az do morza Weneckiego ktore zowiemy
Adriaticum (1551); in the Latin formulations of the Calvinist historian
Stanislaw Sarnicki, to whom all Slavic peoples are unius linguae nationes,
spread ab Oceano glaciali *** ad mare usque Adriaticum (1587); and in
many other writings of the Polish sixteenth century (e.g., S.
Orzechowski, Gwagnin).

There is, moreover, the leitmotif of the so-called humanist and later
baroque Slavism in the South.139 The Slovenian writers, Sigmund
Herberstein (1549) and Adam Bohoric (1584), point out the close affinity
and vast extent of the Slavic languages. These are again described as
stretching a mari Adriaiico in Asiam ad incognita septentrionis usque
tittora by the outstanding Croatian lexicographer, Vrancic (1595), and,
in the seventeenth century and later by M. Orbini, B. Kasic, Marin
Drzic, Pastric, I. Bordic, I. Lucic, N. Bunic, J. V. Valvasor, P. R.
Vitezovic and others. Junije Palmotic (1606-57) of the Dubrovnik
school seconds the lines of Kochanowski we have quoted: Slovinskijezik,
koji Od Adrije mora redom Svu koliku zemlju svoji Do pucine mrazne
ledom (Chrisiijada). The same keynotes are sounded, with impressive
perseverance, by numerous Czech and Slovak writers of the baroque
epoch, from T. Pesina z Cechorodu (1663), M. B. Bolelucky (1668), J. V.

137 Kntzka slov feskych, odkud svuj pocatek maji a jaky jejich jest rozum.
138 See Weingart, Slovanska vzajemnost (Bratislava, 1926); Slovanstvi v ceskem narodnim
zivote (Brno, 1947); T. Ulewicz, Sarmacja — Studjum :problematyki slowianskiej XV i XVI
w. (Cracow, 1950).
139 See particularly R. Brian, Barokovy slavizmus, Lipt. Sv. Mikuläs (1939).
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Rosa (1672), B. Baibin (1673), D. S. Hofcicka (1678), J. Fischer (1697),
A. Frozin (1704) and D. Krman (1704) to the first manifestations of the
Czechoslovak Awakening at the turn of the nineteenth century. If the
Slovak Jesuit M. Szentivanyj (1695) preached that nullum magis idioma
per orbem diffusum sit, the spokesman of the Protestant Slovaks, J.
Palkovic (1803), echoes that nullius omnino linguae tarn late patet, quam
Slavicae, quippe eius, quae ipsa latissime diffusa est. His countryman Jan
Hrdlicka (1786) is aware that there are differences in the speech of
various Slavic peoples and that they may impede mutual understanding,
but he believes that with enough attentiveness a Slav can travel from
South to North and communicate with all the Slavic peoples.140

The tenacity and uniformity of this centuries-old attitude throughout
all the Slavic regions is amazing. The traditional pattern is manifest in
the Slavophile verses of Stanislaw Trembecki (1735-1812)141 and in the
notice of the great Polish philologist, Samuel Linde (1807): "From
Kamcatka to the Elbe and from the Baltic Sea to the Adriatic shore there
extends one and the same language, although it branches off into many
diverse speech variants".142 The same "monoglot", geographic emphasis
runs through the precepts of Frantisek Palacky (1798-1876), the
foremost Czech historian and ideologist of the last century: "Our native
land is wherever resounds our tongue, the Slavic language, and thus it is
not only between the Giant Sudetes and the Bohemian Forest but also
between the Tatra and Balkan Mountains, the Caucasus and the Urals".
Or, according to Janko Krai' (1847), d Labe αϊ do Kamcatky, ζ
Kamcatky do Ameriky. Or in the terms of Tjutcev's "Russian
Geography", Ot Nila do Nevy, ot El'by do Kitaja — Ot Volgi po Evfrat,
ot Ganga do Dunaja, where both the hyperbole (definition of the borders)
and the pars pro toto (Russian for Slavic) belong to the traditional
imagery.

As Frank Wollman sagaciously indicates, "baroque Slavism" not only
can be shown to be an ancestor of Czechoslovak Kollarism and the
Illyrian movement in the South Slavic world, but its first and direct heir
is the Slavic messianism professed in the circles close to the Polish
Towarzystwo Przyjaciol Nauk in Warsaw (Woronicz, Brodzinski,
Staszic, Linde, and others) and later reflected both in Mickiewicz's views

140 See A. Prazak, Naro se branil (Prague, 1945).
141 C. Backvis, Un grand poete polonais du XVllP siecle, Stanislas Trembecki (Paris,
1937), ch. VI: "Le slavophilisme polonais".
142 R. Brtan, Barokovy slavizmus, p. 146.
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and in Russian Slavophilism.143 Koll r's idea of "Slavic reciprocity"
(vzajemnost) is inspired by this Polish trend, as is the term itself,
borrowed (1830) from Linde's wzajemnosc. Throughout the nineteenth
century, literary traditions and mutual influences nourished the Slavic
currents in the cultural ideology of diverse peoples of Central and
Eastern Europe. For instance, Gaj's Illyrism is, in Wollman's convincing
presentation, bound not only to the appeal of Kollar's ideas, but
primarily to the South Slavic literary legacy of the three preceding
centuries with its emphasis on a united and Slavic Illyricum. In tracing
this tradition back, we may recall that the ever-Slavic Illyricum was a
prominent Cyrillo-Methodian slogan, which found its way through a
late ninth-century Moravian source into the Russian Primary
Chronicle.144

If the South Slavic languages were mere variants of one tongue, as
Illyrism held, the problem arose of raising one to the position of
standard "Illyrian", an aim partly achieved by the common Serbo-
Croatian literary language. Another inference, the "Illyrian" political
unification, was realized on a larger scale by unifying all the South Slavs,
except the Bulgarians.

Nikon's Ukrainization of the Muscovite literary language disarmed
Ukrainian linguistic separatism for a long time. In this case, the
international character of Church Slavonic favored Nikon's compro-
mise, whereas the endeavors of Slovak and Moravian intellectuals in the
early nineteenth century to adapt standard Czech to Slovak habits failed.
Czechoslovak unity, although defended by generations of Slovak and
Czech writers, was not realized on the cultural level.

Czech-Polish solidarity as a corollary of linguistic identity or close
kinship has been advocated in the writings of both peoples again and
again since the pact concluded by Pfemysl Otakar II with Boleslaw the
Shy in 1277. A few years earlier the so-called Manifesto of Pfemysl
Otakar had bulwarked the appeal to the Poles for a military alliance with

143 Cf. F. Wollman, "Duch a celistvost slovanske slovesnosti", Obrysy Slovanstva, ed. A.
St. Magr and Wollman (Prague, 1948) and "Slovansk myslenka od Dobrovskeho a
Koll ra k Masarykovi", Co daly nase zeme Evrope a lidstvu, II (Prague, 1940); Slovanska
vzajemnost 1836-1936, Slovansky Ustav (Prague, 1938); J. Ujejski, Dzieje po/skiego
mesjanizmu do powstania listopadowego wiqcznie (Lwow, 1931); Z. Klarnerowna,
"Slowianofilstwo w literaturze polskiej lat 1800 do 1848", Studja z zakresu historji
literatury polskiej, IV (Warsaw, 1926); M. Murko, "O pfedchudcich illyrismu", Νονέ
Atheneum, II (1921); P. Kulakovskij, lllirizm (Warsaw, 1894); J. Pogonowski, Iliryzm i
slowianszczyzna (Lwow, 1924).
144 Qf p rjvornii^ j^s Legendes de St. Consiantin et Methode vues de Byzance (Prague,
1933), eh. VII; and R. Jakobson, "Cesky podil", p. 16 — cf. the English translation infra,
p. 143.
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the following argument: "By the same tongue, adjoining frontiers,
consanguinity, is your people linked to ours. Your sons and we are of the
same origin."145 Among the Polish elite in the fifteenth century it was
repeatedly asserted that Polonis et Bohemis unam esse linguam, and in
succeeding centuries, writers of both nations held that they spoke the
same language with but slight variations. No unification has been
achieved, however, on either a cultural or political level.

On the all-Slavic scale, the traditional statements of linguistic unity
were at times accompanied by proposals either for employing one of the
Slavic languages (e.g. Russian, as Comenius suggested) for inter-Slavic
cultural intercourse, or for creating a lingua communis. J. Krizanic
(1618-83) tried the latter, and was followed, in the eighteenth century,
by the Slovene B. Kumezdej (1738-1805) and in the early nineteenth
century by the Croat J. Voltiggi and the Slovak J. Herkel, who aimed for
Unio in Litleratura inter omnes Slavos, sive verus Panslavismus.l4(>

Political inferences, too, were frequently drawn by poets like Gundulic
(1588-1633) — more eloquently, one must add, than by scholars. As the
Pole Baudouin de Courtenay, world pioneer in modern linguistics,
soberly stated, the linguistic unity of the Slavic world "generates a sense
of kinship from which rises a feeling of tribal brotherhood and the
recognition by writers and thinkers of a common origin and ethnic
solidarity".147 Similar deductions made on the basis of the common
patrimony of two or more Slavic languages and subsequent political
conclusions based on them can be traced through the long continuity of
Slavic literatures. In dealing with the literary output of the diverse Slavic
peoples from the Middle Ages to our own day, the student of compara-
tive Slavic literature must take due consideration of these subjective
responses to the objective patrimony, even though this self-
determination may be voiced only intermittently, and regardless of his
own personal agreement or disagreement with these responses.

The objection applied to comparative Slavic grammar in its early stages
— "It would be comparative only insofar as the bookbinder fastened

145 A. Petrov, Genrixa Ital'janca sbornik form pisem i gramot iz kanceljarii Ottokara If
Premys/a, kak isloriceskij istocnik (SPb., 1906-7), I, 63-5; II, 84-9.
146 Jose Voltiggi, Ricsosiovnik (Vocabolario-Worterbui-h) Jllirickoga. Italianskoga i
Nimacskogajezika (Vienna, 1803); Jan Herkel, Elementa universalis linguae slavicae e vivis
dialectis eruta et sanis logicae principiis suffulta (Budapest, 1826). Cf. V. dementis, Sloväci
a Slovanstvo (London, 1944).
147 J. Baudouin de Courtenay, "Czy istnieje osobna kultura slowianska?" Przeglqd
Warszanski, V, 223-6.
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diverse Slavic languages together"148 — is more suited to the first
attempts in comparative Slavic literature. Here the literatures of the
individual peoples "are boxed one in the other" (ineinander geschachtelt
sind}, in Bruckner's witty terms. The maxim that each autonomous field
of research demands its own "hero" must be applied also to comparative
Slavic literature. Its hero is the Common Slavic patrimony and its effects
on all Slavic literatures. There are several aspects:

— The imprint of the Common Slavic linguistic heritage and of its further
modifications — convergent as well as divergent — on the verbal form of the
various Slavic literatures; common formal devices due to these linguistic
prerequisites, especially similarities and differences in the adaptation by Slavic
literatures of international artistic styles.

— The Common Slavic poetic forms inherited and modified by the oral
traditions of the various Slavic peoples.

— The Common Slavic written literature and its relevance for the further
development of Slavic literatures and literary languages.

— The implications of these three common patrimonies (1. the close and still
palpable kinship of the Slavic languages, 2. the Common Slavic oral tradition
and 3. the Old Church Slavonic language and literature); the inter-Slavic
diffusion of literary languages and literatures and two underlying forces of this
diffusion — Greek and Latin cultures; the pertinent role of hybrid formations in
the history of Slavic literary languages and literatures; tendencies toward inter-
Slavic and Pan-Slavic integration in Slavic literatures since the early Middle Ages
and reactions against such proclivities.

Comparative Slavic grammar cannot replace the grammar of in-
dividual Slavic languages, but the former is a suitable frame for the
latter. The relation between comparative Slavic literature and the history
of single Slavic literatures is similar. The comparative method gives a
retrospect of Slavic oral traditions which in turn permits an insight into
an even more remote past. In place of the usual artificial regional
dismemberment of early medieval Slavic literature, a more integral view
is obtained. Finally, the relation between form and verbal material can
be more completely and consistently elucidated. The adversaries of
comparative Slavic literature have refused to see the forest for the trees:
it would be equally unjust to neglect the individuality of the trees in the
name of the whole forest. Both problems, in this instance the individual
Slavic literatures and the Common Slavic patrimony, must be studied in
close interrelation.

We follow Aleksander Bruckner, the eminent Polish Slavist, in his wise

148 Listy filologkke, XXI (1904), 442.
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warning that völlig Disparates lässt sich eben nicht vergleichen. The close
linguistic affinity, with its manifold corollaries, offers a reliable point of
comparison, and we would neither neglect it in favor of a sterile
agnosticism nor replace this objective criterion by such imaginary signs
of Slavic community as the "propensity for ethical realism" which some
Czech champions of Comparative Literature have chosen to consider
"the paramount trait of the Slavic character". Without giving the
various controversial definitions of realism,149 we submit that each one
is applicable only to a part of Slavic writers and literary schools and, on
the other hand, can apply equally well to many individuals and schools
which have nothing to do with the Slavs. Whatever our definition of
realism may be, it remains obvious that the Czech literary trend bearing
this name, and all other currents in the nineteenth century which could
somehow be called "realist", belong to the weakest products of Czech
literature — a literature most brilliant in the movements which de-
liberately surmount and transform reality, as do Gothic and baroque
poetry and, later, romanticism and modernism. By this standard,
Russian literature would be almost exclusively confined to the nineteenth
century, for it is vain to look for realism in Russian letters or icons from
the eleventh to the seventeenth centuries or in present-day Russia, as
Eremin, the keenest Soviet Russian student in this field, recently
stated.150 Furthermore, since the revisionistic essays on Gogol', the
alleged founder of the Russian Realist School,151 justifiable doubts have
arisen whether the label "realist" may be applied unreservedly even to
the Russian nineteenth century.

Should we then, with Jifi Horäk,152 accept as the "highest repre-
sentatives of Slavic literatures" only those who were in his opinion
"ethical realists", that is, those who "by their art influenced the moral,
religious and national-political views of their time"? If so, the Slavic

149 Cf. R. Jakobson, "O xudozestvennom realizme", Selected Writings, III: "Poetry of
Grammar and Grammar of Poetry" (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 1981), p. 723fF.
150 I. Eremin, Povesi' vremennyx let (Leningrad, 1947), p. 91f.
151 D. Merezkovskij, Gogol' i fort (Moscow, 1906); I. Annenskij, Kniga otrazenij (SPb.,
1906); V. Brjusov, Ispepelennyj'(Moscow, 1909); A. Belyj, Lugzelenyj(Moscow, 1910), and
Masterstvo Gogolja (Leningrad, 1934); B. Eichenbaum, "Kak sdelana 'Sinel'", Poetika,
I-II (Petrograd, 1919) — cf. the English translation in Dostoevsky and Gogol: Texts and
Criticism, ed. P. Meyer and S. Rudy (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Ardis, 1979), pp. 119ff.; D.
Cizevsky, "Zur Komposition von Gogol's 'Mantel'", ZfslPh., XIV (1937) — cf. the
English translation in the above-cited anthology, pp. 137ff., and "Neizvestnyj Gogol'",
Novyj Zurnal, XXVII (1951); V. Nabokov, Nikolai Gogol (Norfolk, Conn., 1944).
152 J. Horak, "Problemy ..." (see note 1 to §1, above). A still more arbitrary attempt to
define the common denominator of Slavic literature (F. Wollman, "Duch a celistvost",
p. 22If.) says it is "usually tendentious; it serves life, defending it and its national and social
development as well. L 'art pour I'art occurs [here] only seldom and restrictedly."
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literary pantheon would undergo a thorough "purge", while, at the same
time, numerous foreign authors would virtually become Slavic.
Therefore for us the problem of Slavic realism, apart from the question
of diffusion,153 makes sense only in terms of the interaction of in-
ternational "realist" poetics and Slavic verbal material. For example,
there was a literary tendency to draw closer to popular speech.
Bulaxovskij, in discussing the gradual liberation of the syntax, especially
the word order, in different Slavic literatures from various foreign
features, observed: "The reversion to native deposits in syntactic
construction drew Slavic literary languages closer to popular forms of
expression *** and proved to be a spontaneous means of mutually
attracting the Slavic languages. *** Returned to its native pattern, the
sentence in Slavic literary languages actually proved to be, in its
structural peculiarities, close to the forms of expression common, if not
to all, at least to the majority of Slavs."154

Since the expressions "Slavs" and "people with a Slavic mother
tongue" are synonymous, the primary Slavic property to be explored is
language and all that it implies: in other words, verbal behavior,
particularly the most self-focused verbal behavior — verbal art. As
Edward Sapir said, "the literature fashioned out of the form and
substance of a language has the color and texture of its matrix".155

Written in Cambridge, Mass, and Hunter, N.Y., 1950-51, and first published in
Harvard Slavic Studies, I (Cambridge, Mass., 1953), pp. 1-71.

153 See, e.g., J. Heidenreich, Ruske zaklady srbskeho realismu (Prague, 1933).
154 L. Bulaxovskij, "K istorii vzaimootnosenij slavjanskix literaturnyx jazykov", Izv. AN
SSSR, Old. lit. ijaz., X (1951), 47.
155 E. Sapir, Language (New York, 1939), p. 237.
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I. AIMS OF COMPARATIVE SLAVIC LINGUISTICS

"Slavic Studies" — the very expression implies their comparative aspect
and raises the question: what enables us to refer to Czechs, Slovaks,
Poles, Lusatian Sorbs, Slovenes, Croats, Serbs, Macedonians,
Bulgarians, Ukrainians, Byelorussians and Russians by the single all-
encompassing term, the "Slavic" peoples? What is their common
denominator?

It is indisputable that the Slavic peoples are to be defined basically as
Slavic-speaking peoples. If speech is the point of departure, the problem
becomes primarily a linguistic one. Since the pioneering work of the
Czech Abbe Dobrovsky (1753-1829), comparative linguistics has proved
the existence of a common ancestral language for all the living Slavic
languages and has largely reconstructed the sound pattern, grammatical
framework and lexical stock of this Common (or Primitive) Slavic
language. The problem of where and by whom this Common Slavic
language was spoken is being gradually solved by persistent efforts to
synchronize the findings of comparative linguistics, toponymy, and
archaeology. The archaeologists' data are like a motion picture without
its sound track, whereas the linguists have the sound track without the
film. Thus, interdepartmental teamwork becomes indispensable.

Before the dissolution of Common Slavic into separate Slavic tongues,
it had passed through a long evolution. This Slavic linguistic prehistory,
covering at least two millenniums, can to a certain extent be traced: the
comparative study of Slavic languages reveals the relative chronology of
some Common Slavic phonological and grammatical changes; and,
moreover, a few of them may be dated by the evidence of lexical
borrowings from and by Common Slavic.. As the late Meillet, the great
French linguist, repeatedly stressed, comparative historical studies must
surmount, once and for all, the traditional over-simplified approach
which postulated an original unity and subsequent differentiation. In
reality, the two forces, centripetal and centrifugal, may also work in
reverse order and bring about a secondary unification, or act simul-
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taneously with the result that a group of dialects undergoes divergent
developments in one respect and convergent developments in another.
When this concept was applied to the Slavic field, mainly by Trubetzkoy
and Durnovo, it became evident that up to the beginning of our
millennium, dialectal differentiation within Common Slavic did not
impede the diffusion of certain innovations throughout the whole Slavic
territory. It would be incorrect, therefore, to project the dissolution of
Common Slavic to a more remote date.

With the gradual development and expansion of comparative linguis-
tics, the comparative method can no longer limit itself to the problems of
the ancestral language and stop at the stage of its dissolution. The
question of elements of unity and differentiation is extended to include
the period of independent Slavic languages that followed the dissolution
of Common Slavic. The investigation is faced with new tasks: what part
of the common patrimony was preserved by all the Slavic languages and,
on the other hand, what convergent or divergent innovations did they
undergo in their separate histories? Are convergent innovations pre-
determined by similar premises of the common patrimony, or are they
induced by the geographical propinquity of any two given Slavic
languages? Verbal behavior on its various levels is conceived by the
modern science of language as a continuous tension between two
opposite tendencies: integration, conformism, solidarity on the one
hand, and differentiation, particularism, individualization on the other.
Both these movements in their interaction require probing study.

The modern inquiry is not confined to the genetic, or as the linguists
say, the Diachronie aspect of language. What does the notion of Slavic-
speaking peoples mean from the synchronic vantage point? Any ex-
change of verbal messages requires a common code between the
addresser and the addressee. The degree of communality may vary.
People belonging to the same circle, social group, locality, share the most
homogeneous linguistic code. Verbal intercourse between speakers of
different dialects is less fluid in proportion as the difference between the
two codes in sounds, forms and vocables increases. Confusion ensues
when speech communities involved in verbal intercourse use, not two
dialects of one and the same language, but two different languages,
although cognate and similar. If a Dane, Norwegian and Swede,
inexperienced in inter-Scandinavian relations, meet and converse, they
are at first strongly handicapped by considerable differences in sounds,
forms and vocabulary. For such a listener these differences represent
what communication engineers call "semantic noise". After some
training, however, the listener learns the main differences and, in order
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to grasp what is being said, performs what the engineers have aptly
labeled "code switchings".

This important phenomenon of verbal behavior, most carefully
studied in the Scandinavian field, is of equal importance in Slavic
intercommunication. "Mountain", in Czech, is hora, with initial stress,
and gara, with final stress, in spoken Russian. After a brief experience in
code switching, a Czech listener learns to substitute h for the Russian's g,
an initial stress for the Russian final accent, and, consciously or
subconsciously, realizes that the Russian unstressed a corresponds to
both a and o in Czech. The code switching, which in general plays a
considerable role in human verbal relations, becomes decisive in such
inter-lingual communications as between diverse Scandinavian or Slavic
speakers. Thus, Scandinavian or Slavic in its synchronic aspect is a
code with numerous variables. The "Czechoslovak language" of the
Constitution of the first Czechoslovak Republic was a legally recognized
example of such a mobile code with two variants — Czech and Slovak.

II. COMPARATIVE SLAVIC LITERATURE

Since verbal behavior is the basic element of Slavic communality, verbal
art, as the most self-focused verbal behavior, is a pivotal component of
comparative Slavic studies. I have tried to outline the most essential
aspects of this problem in two recently published essays.1 In the various
Slavic literatures the impact of the partly similar, partly different verbal
material on poetic form produces, correspondingly, partly convergent,
partly divergent results. These convergences and divergences constitute
very favorable material for comparative investigation. The observer is
struck by similar responses of the different Slavic languages to cognate
formal problems, for instance, by the remarkable structural similarities
in the Romantic poetry of different Slavic peoples. The free inter-Slavic
diffusion of poetic devices is a by-product of this communality.

Furthermore, the folklore of the Slavic peoples, in spite of innovations
and borrowings from outside, reveals great conservatism and enables us
to ascertain the Common Slavic prototype of present poetic forms, the
meters in particular. We are thus able to reconstruct four Common
Slavic recitative meters — the long and short variety of epic on the one
hand and of elegiac verse on the other. Just as revealing are the structural
similarities between the ritual songs of different Slavic peoples; the

1 See "The Kernel of Comparative Slavic Literature", supra, pp. 1-64, and "Slavic Epic
Verse", Selected Writings, IV (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 1966), 414-463.
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rhythmical pattern of the spoken verse, in its turn, hints at a Common
Slavic patrimony. Poetic forms, inherited by the lore of Southern,
Eastern and Western Slavs from the Common Slavic oral tradition, kept
penetrating into their written literatures and affecting their development.
A comparative study of three Slavic literatures, Slovak, Ukrainian and
Bulgarian — all three of which emerged in the last century without any
vital ties with the local literary past — discloses a striking similarity in
poetic forms. This similarity is due to the orientation toward the native
oral traditions which in all three cases stem from the same common
roots.

III. CHURCH SLAVONIC TRADITION

Besides the oral tradition, another powerful factor — the Common
Slavic written tradition — comes to the fore — an increasingly fruitful
field for the student of Slavdom. The first Slavonic literary language,
labeled by philologists Old Church Slavonic, was fashioned by the
eminent Byzantine scholar and professor in the University of
Constantinople, Constantine the Philosopher, or according to his later,
monastic name, Cyril (827-869), and by his elder brother Methodius for
their missionary work in Moravia and the adjacent regions. From the
end of the ninth century until the First Crusade, Old Church Slavonic
gradually embraced all the Christianized Slavic lands. In Bulgaria,
Serbia and Kievan Russia, it was the sole language of the Liturgy and of
hieratic literature, while in the West Slavic lands and in Croatia it was
the peer of Latin, a position it soon lost in the Slovenian region. The
differences in pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary between the
diverse Slavic dialects of that epoch were negligible, and a uniform
standard language, with only slight local variations, easily expanded.
Literary works in this language migrated freely throughout the area
where it was used, and its integrating features prevailed against regional
particularities. Although later historical developments reduced the
Church Slavonic area, the progressing vernacular differentiation would
have destroyed the unity of this literary and liturgic tongue were it not
for the persistent efforts made toward reunification and literary
intercourse.

In the Slavic East, Church Slavonic was preserved in the Divine
Service, but the gradual secularization of literature brought about either
a partial rapprochement of the literary language and the vernacular, as
in the case of Russian, or a complete vernacularization of the literary
language, of which Ukrainian is a striking example. The Russian, and to
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some extent the modern Bulgarian literary language and literature,
retain a considerable Church Slavonic imprint. The Russian attitude
towards the Church Slavonic heritage is comparable to the role of
Danish elements in Norwegian Riksmaal, while the recent — mainly
nineteenth century — tendency of Serbian and especially Ukrainian to
discard the Church Slavonic verbal tradition, may be compared to the
rejection of the Danish model by Landsmaal, another variety of
standard Norwegian. Identical literary trends governed both these
shifts.

In the Slavic West, Church Slavonic has been confined to ecclesiastical
use in a small — and diminishing — section of Croatia, with temporary
radiation into a few Czech and Polish monasteries. But the legacy of the
Slavic Apostles is by no means limited to the Church Slavonic language
and literature. Their emphasis upon the equality of languages and
peoples, upon the sacred rights and duties of the national language and
its unifying power remained a vital impulse especially in those countries
where Church Slavonic was supplanted by Latin. In this connection the
early and intensive development of Czech vernacular literature and
national ideology is indeed most eloquent. The study of verbal behavior
includes not only speech, not only language as it is used by the speech
community, but also the attitude of the speakers to their own language,
to other languages with which they come in contact, and to language in
general. The development of a language and of the society integrated by
it may largely depend upon such attitudes.

IV. SOME IMPEDIMENTS TO SLAVIC STUDIES

The scope of comparative Slavic studies has greatly broadened and new,
responsible tasks face the investigator. They can scarcely be accom-
plished in countries dominated by totalitarian doctrines, where scholar-
ship is biased and where discussion is not permitted. Slavic studies are
not possible under a racial obscurantism that treats the Slavs as inferior
nations, nor can this inquiry be achieved under a Stalinist dogma. The
structural approach to languages and to their mutual relations, which
forms the natural basis of comparative Slavic studies, is decried there as
"the most refined among the pernicious tools of Western imperialists". A
device as indispensable to the study of comparative Slavic literature as
formal analysis is strictly prohibited. The vital problem of diffusion,
particularly the so-called "unproductive search for foreign sources" has
been banished from Soviet scholarship, which during the post-war years
has insisted ever more dogmatically on the absolute self-sufficiency of
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Russian culture. Hence, studies on early Russian paganism or oral
poetry ignore their Common Slavic sources, and Soviet histories of
Russian Christian culture conceal its Moravian, Bohemian and
Bulgarian models. Even the Glagolitic alphabet, created by St. Cyril, has
been proclaimed an earlier Russian invention. Furthermore, in Slavic
history, the origin and development of the literary language and of
national self-determination is indissolubly linked with the history of the
Church. As long as the religious aspect is disregarded, no study of these
problems can be at all meaningful. This elimination of the Church from
intellectual history, reduced ad absurdum in present-day Russia, harks
back to a vulgar secularism that haunted many Slavic scholars at the
close of the last century and blinded them to the influence exerted by the
Cyrillo-Methodian tradition.

Under totalitarianism, research is rigorously censored, scientific con-
clusions are determined in advance, and there are more denunciations
than studies, since it is easier — and more profitable — to denounce than
to learn. This literary genre of slanderous denunciation has recently been
insidiously penetrating from the authoritarian areas to America.
Meanwhile, Slavic studies, which until recently occupied a subsidiary,
marginal position in this country, have grown into a prominent and
responsible domain of American scholarship. This rapid development
naturally provoked some malevolence and envy and gave rise to a
number of denunciations, written mainly by those who not long ago had
been praising either the "dynamic development" of present-day Eastern
Europe or, as in the case exposed by Dr. Michael Pap in the Review of
Politics,2 Nazi racial science. In the choice of their targets these writers,
as a general rule, imitate the professional slanderers who vociferate
behind the iron curtain. In their denunciations, both published and
unpublished, stupidity and illiteracy compete with baseness. They do not
stop at denouncing even a quotation from the most famous of
Turgenev's Poems in Prose as an "example of Russian communist
jargon". One can only agree with Eric Hula in America3 that the
irresponsibility of these attacks "is truly shocking and must be rebuked
most strongly".

To counter one variety of propagandistic scholarship by another
would be a shameful capitulation. The strength of American Slavic
studies lies in the possibility of responsible, fearless, objective discussion
of all, even the most burning and controversial, questions in the field,

XIV (October 1952), p. 523.
Jan. 31, 1953. p. 489.
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discussion sine ira et studio, using every tool that modern linguistic and
literary analysis, as well as the methodological achievements in the
adjacent disciplines, have placed at our disposal.

V. COMPARATIVE STUDIES IN SLAVIC IDEOLOGY

The personal leanings of the student either toward the centrifugal or the
centripetal force in the cultural and political history of the Slavs are
irrelevant. But what he must keep in mind is the thoughtful statement of
the eminent French specialist, A. Vaillant: "Comme les membres d'une
famille divisee, les Slaves, entre eux, peuvent s'aimer, ils peuvent aussi,
s'ils sont trop voisins, se detester, ils ne sont pas indifferente les uns aux
autres."4 In other words, both forces are to be studied in their
continuous interaction through history. They are to be examined in all
their complexity with a judicious wariness of totalitarian historical
recipes that tend to present any conflict of opposing forces as a fight
between good and evil.

In a "diversified group" the members' attention and sympathies may
be drawn to the diversity of the group or, on the contrary, may focus
primarily on its "entirety" in order "to imply a common bond or union".
In the first case it is particularism, while among the examples illustrating
the second proclivity, Webster's Dictionary (1950, p. 1762) cites Pan-
Slavism. Jan Kollär (1793-1852), the outstanding Czechoslovak writer
who coined this term, defined it precisely in this sense. Since, however,
the polemics of the last century have given it a somewhat derogatory
connotation, implying a tendency to amalgamate all the Slavic peoples
into one empire, with one common language and polity, I shall, in this
paper — to avoid any ambiguity — use rather the term Slavism, which is
commonly used in Czech studies, to designate any trend which highlights
any factors of communality among all or at least some of the Slavic-
speaking peoples.

The origin of this tendency, which represents Slavic unity as an
"intentional object" (to use Husserl's appropriate phrase), is often
ascribed either to the Romantics, and especially to the influence of
Herder (1744-1803), or to the imperialism of the Romanovs. But besides
the fact that Herder himself, in his Riga surroundings, was notably
influenced by the wave of nationalism and ruralism emanating from the
Russia of Catherine II, there is nothing in his Slavophile writings that
had not been long familiar in the centuries-old tradition of Slavic
national consciousness.
4 Conferences de /'Institut de linguistique, VIII, (Paris, 1949), p. 31.
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VI. CYRILLO-METHODIAN SLAVISM

The all-Slavic slogans are as ancient as Slavic literature itself. One of the
earliest original Slavic works, the Old Church Slavonic Vita of St.
Methodius, written in Great Moravia (the historical prototype of
Czechoslovakia) shortly after his death (885), declares that his mission
was authorized by Pope Hadrian II (869) "for all the Slavic lands" and
attributes to John VIII the declaration (880) that "all the Slavic lands are
turned over by God and the Apostolic See to our brother Methodius,
saintly and orthodox". The ninth-century idea of unifying the Slavic
world under the direct jurisdiction of Rome, in line with the revived
tradition of ancient Illyricum, has been only recently uncovered and
elucidated through the investigations of Fathers Dvornik, Grivec, and
Vasica. One of the aims of the restored Illyricum in international affairs
was to counterbalance German pressure. On the other hand, the attempt
to reincorporate Bulgaria into the Illyric province frightened
Constantinople. At the time of the Bulgars' entrance into the Slavic
Church (893), its ties with Rome had been severed; nonetheless a latent
or patent clash of its interests with Constantinople still existed, as the
oldest Church Slavonic writings (for example, the Monk Xrabr's
Treatise) suggest. Although the spiritual and political background of the
Salonika Brothers and their activities is definitely Byzantine, the later
strategy of their Moravian Mission, and particularly their idea of a
Slavic bloc bears not a Byzantine but a distinctly Roman imprint. With
all due insistence on this Roman framework, we are far from denying the
tremendous novelty and originality of the Cyrillo-Methodian doctrine5

and the prevailing Byzantine influence on the Church Slavonic language,
literature and culture.

VII. SLAVISM IN THE LATE MIDDLE AGES

A new extension of Rome's interest in the Slavs coincides with the
conquest of Constantinople by the Crusaders and the ensuing Latin
Empire (1204-1261). The Holy See sanctioned the Czech king and
kingdom and canonized Prokop, the Czech champion of the Slavic
Liturgy (1204); it crowned the kings of Bulgaria (1205) and Serbia (1217)
and achieved transitory success for Church Union in these Balkan lands.
In the forties, with the mediation of the Czech clergy, the Galician
Ukrainians were involved in negotiations for the Union of Churches and

5 See "The Beginning of National Self-Determination in Europe", infra, p. 115fF.
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the royal crown was bestowed upon their ruler Daniel. These Union
plans for the Slavic East provoked a further significant step: Innocent
VI's recognition (1248) of the Slavic Liturgy in those Croatian bishoprics
where it still subsisted.

Pfemysl Otakar II (1253-1278), the able ruler of the expanding Czech
kingdom, strove to play a leading part in the religious reunification of
the Slavs. He deliberately restored and fostered devotion to the Slavic
Apostles and countered the German Drang by appeals to the Poles that
laid particular stress on unity of language and origin. Later, all these
slogans assume ever-increasing importance, and the erudite historian
Urbanek is right in describing the fourteenth century as the epoch of
"early Czech Messianism". The Czech kingdom was considered by the
native writers of that time the successor to the Great Moravian realm
and church. This realm is said to have included Poland and Russia, and a
prominent Czech poet of the early fourteenth century longs for a
national king of the stature of Alexander the Great, who would again
subdue and convert the schismatic (or, as he says, "unsanctioned")
Russians. Old legends are copied, retouched and embellished and new
ones are added to foster the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition.

At the very beginning of his reign, Charles IV (1346-1378) solicited
the authorization of the Slavic Liturgy in Bohemia. Receiving Papal
approval (1346), he founded the Prague Slavonic monastery with
Croatian preceptors of the Glagolitic script and Divine Service (1347); at
the same time the Holy See (1346, 1347, 1354) and subsequently the
Czech king (1355) tried to win the Serbian ruler Stephen Dusan over to
the Union of Churches. Charles' main argument, recurring again and
again, was the linguistic unity of the Slavs (eiusdem Slavici idiomatis
participatio) and the same liturgic language. Common forms of verbal
communication were conceived by the Emperor as the main inducement
to participation in Communion. In Allen Täte's congenial wording,
"communication that is not also communion is incomplete". If common
verbal forms are used not only for intercommunication but also for
partaking of the Sacrament, the religious solidarity corroborates the
linguistic cohesion and vice versa.

True to the self-confident spirit of the early nineteenth century, Kollar
was convinced — and convinced others — that it happened only "in den
letzten Zeiten" that the Slavic peoples had conceived themselves, for the
first time, as a single nation with one language: after taking stock of their
numbers and finding themselves to be the most numerous nation in
Europe, they had come to a realization of their strength (1837). In point
of fact, all these conclusions are to be found as early as Pulkava's
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Chronicle (1374). The idea of Poland as a part of an integral Slavic world
(Slavonia) was familiar to the earliest Polish analysts, and the "Great
Poland's Chronicle", amplified under Kazimierz (1333-1370), resumes,
with a reference to the "oldest codices", the Cyrillo-Methodian thesis
"quod Pannonia sit mater et origo omnium slavonicarum nationum". In
Czech writings, these Slavic motifs were, perhaps, reinforced by the
inter-Slavic character of the Regnum Bohemiae that alternately in-
corporated the western section of the South Slavs (under Pf emysl Otakar
II), Poland (under Wenceslas II), Lusatia and Polish Silesia (under
Charles IV). The annexation of Branibory (Brandenburg) under this
ruler revealed to the Czechs the obliteration of their fellow Slavs under
German domination. Since that time the misfortunes of Northwestern
Slavs, solicitously cited already by Vincenc, the Prague chronicler of the
twelfth century, have remained an ever-present warning motif in Czech
and Polish literature.

VIII. SLAVISM DURING THE CZECH REFORMATION

By equating Czech (Bohemorum lingua) and Slavic (Slavorum lingua),
and emphasizing the unity of the Slavic language and nationality, Czech
writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries could assert themselves as
one of the most numerous and powerful nations in Europe — at least
potentially. Hence, according to the Abbot of the Slavonic monastery,
M. Benesovsky (1587), "Czech, that is Slavic, is so widely diffused that
it has no equal in the world, and German is scarce in comparison".
Accordingly, Czech Renaissance writers intended their books not for
their countrymen alone but for all peoples "who use our noble and
widespread Slavic tongue". The Czech tradition was taken over and
developed by Polish, Slovenian and Croatian scholars who, in their turn,
taught that Slavs are "unius linguae nationes". Czech and Polish
humanists tried assiduously to provide a historical, geographical and
philological foundation for these tenets: to prove the original unity of the
various Slavic peoples. A Polish theory, renowned for a long time, traced
them directly to the ancient Sarmatians.

Despite the continuity of many old slogans, the Slavic ideology of the
Czechs in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries differs essentially from the
earlier, pre-Hussite creed. But references to the Cyrillo-Methodian
precedent continue to play a significant role throughout the whole period
of the Czech Reformation, from Hussite leaders such as Jakoubek of
Stribro (1417) and Rokycana (1433) to Comenius, the last and greatest
representative of the Bohemian Brethren's movement and thought
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(1660). It is startling how many motifs of this Great Moravian tradition
(even the reference to St. Paul as the alleged illuminator of the Slavs)
were familiar to the Hussite preachers. The idea of the Czech nation as a
"rectrix nalionum aliarum", promoted by Charles and his Bohemian
retainers, burst out anew under the militant Hussites. They exploited
linguistic propinquity in order to penetrate such Slavic lands as Poland
and Croatia and they repeatedly sought allies in the Slavic East, as
manifested by the journeys to Russia of Jerome (1412), Kokovec (1491),
and Rokyta (1570). These leanings are also echoed in the radical camp of
the Polish Reform movement. The traditional slogan of the adherents of
the Union, "with the Slavic East for Rome", was countered by the
Hussites with its direct inverse: "with the Slavic East against Rome".

Both Roman and anti-Roman Slavism have a cardinal point in
common: both trends may be regarded as religious Slavism — com-
munication is climaxed by Communion. The other characteristic feature
of these two movements is that they arose and developed in the Slavic
West; no similar variety of Slavism is to be found at that time among the
Slavs of the Eastern Church, especially the Russians. Although Kiev and
Novgorod, throughout the eleventh century, maintained close cultural
relations with the Southern and Western Slavs and although the literary
interchange and spiritual ties with the Greek-Orthodox South Slavs were
actually never interrupted, there cannot be found in the literatures of
Kievan Rus' and Muscovy any traces of an actual native concern for
Slavdom as a whole. Quotations from a Moravian apologetic writing of
the very end of the ninth century, insisting on the aboriginal Slavic
character of Illyricum and tracing a continuity between the Pannonian-
Moravian Church of the Slavic Apostles and St. Paul's missionary
activity, entered into the Russian Primary Chronicle (1111), which
appends Russia to this alleged continuity. But the Metropolitan
Ilarion's proud emphasis on the spontaneous rise of Kievan Christianity,
independent of any examples or influences from without, is indeed
much more typical of the self-confident, world power spirit of Kievan
Russia. Since the late Middle Ages any expression of Slavic solidarity
was, for the Orthodox Slavs, confined to the region under the Eastern
Church. It is from Poland that all-Slavic themes permeated seventeenth-
century Ukranian literature and wove themselves into the sturdy Kievan
Church Slavonic tradition.

Rokyta's experience in Moscow is particularly illustrative of the
official, autarchic ideology "totius Russiae" (vseja Rusi). "Unurn me
consolatur", wrote the Bohemian Brother, "quod gens ilia Slavonica
lingua utatur". He hoped to find a common language with Ivan the
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Terrible, to draw him and his people closer to the Czechs and their
religious movement. Jan Rokyta was peremptorily turned down and
chastized by the Moscow Czar as a "subversive heretic" who under-
mined authority with his fallacious reasoning.

IX. SLAVISM OF THE POLISH GOLDEN AGE

In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, Poland was the state
that possessed the largest Slavic population, comprised, moreover, of
more than one Slavic nationality. In its splendid literature, Renaissance
Poland was the worthy heir of Gothic Bohemia. As modern native
philologists convincingly demonstrate, the Polish language had for
centuries shown a true inter-Slavic spirit — it maintained an open-door
policy both toward the extensive Czech importations and the Ukrainian
and Byelorussian contributions. The greatest Slavic poet ofthat time, the
Pole Kochanowski (1530-1584), in his poems "Banner" (Proporzec) and
"Omen" extolled the might and diffusion of the "honorable Slavic
nation" and its valiant resistance to the Germans. In the second half of
the sixteenth century Slavic problems were animatedly discussed and
abundantly commented upon in Polish historical literature, which
played a large part in the formation of public opinion. The popular
historian Marcin Bielski (ca. 1495-1575) maintained: "Not one of us
would be so stupid as to consider Ukrainian, Russian, Serbian, or Czech
as a language different from ours. *** Poles, Czechs, Silesians, Kaszubs,
Ruthenians, Muscovites, Bulgars, Rascians, Serbs, Dalmatians,
Illyrians, Croats, Istrians, all of us belong to one people. *** Unity of
language in itself betrays that we and the Muscovites are one people and
must therefore be the sons of one common father." Gens Polona was
viewed as the flower totius Slavoniae (Annales by Stanislaw Orzechowski,
1513-1566), the paramount people of the Slavic nation, called upon to
protect and defend all the Slavs (Sarnicki, 1587), while, at the same time,
Czech authors claimed for their own people, king, and language the
supremacy over the whole "Slavic nation" (Benesovsky, 1577).

The discord between the two strongest Slavic states, Poland and
Muscovy, was to Kochanowski a tragic sequel to the Schism, as he said
in his Latin "Epinicion", lauding King Stephen Batory's victory over the
Russians (1583):

Moschis genus atque Polonis est idem
Slavicum; dispar scidit uniter aptos
religio, unanimes
quod scindit et fratres malum.
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These views buttressed the campaign for unity between the two
powers, to be achieved through personal union: both were to be ruled by
Ivan upon the extinction of the Jagiellons (1572) or by his son following
Batory's death (1586) or, finally, by the polish king Zygmunt or his son
Wladyslaw, upon the extinction of Rjurik's dynasty in Russia. In
support of Ivan's candidacy, the Primate of all Poland, the Archbishop
of Gniezno Jakub Uchanski, argued that since Poles and Russians
belong to the same Slavic or Sarmatian race they are brothers and must
share a common ruler. "Totius Sarmaliae rex" was the rallying cry: one
language, one nation (jedna nacja), one sovereign. Polish intervention in
Russia in the Time of the Troubles appeared to the poet S. Twardowski a
noble fight for national unification. These fruitless efforts were closely
linked to the Uniat cause: political union was to be crowned by the
Union of Churches, toward which the Brest agreement of 1596 was
envisaged as the first step.

In Muscovy, Ivan's political environment caught up the slogan of
"one sovereign", and the official historiographic outline, called "The
Book of Ranks" (Slepennaja kniga), concocted a fitting diplomatic
theory: under Saint Vladimir all the Slavs — Bulgars, Czechs along with
the various Polish and East Slavic tribes — were subject to the "unitary
Russian power", and since Ivan is the faithful follower of his saintly
ancestor, Moscow as "the second Kiev" is the rightful heir of the ancient
glory of Vladimir's Russia. This contrivance vanished, leaving no trace.
As a rule Moscow's unificationist plans and dreams did not extend
beyond the limits of Eastern Slavdom (vseja Rusi). With respect to the
Eastern Slavs (Great Russians, Ukrainians and Byelorussians),
Muscovy's intentions were strongly uniformist. Nikon (1605-1681), the
Patriarch of Moscow at the time of the annexation of the Ukraine,
endeavored to accomplish the unification of the Czardom's ecclesiastical
and literary language at the price of its Ukrainization, while Petersburg
potentates persistently imposed the secularized Standard Russian upon
all the East Slavic subjects of the Empire. The unceasing persecution of
the Ukrainian Uniat trend by Russia's authorities is another expression
of the same centralist bias.

X. SLAVISM UNDER TURKISH EXPANSION

Roman strategy of the time of St. Methodius planned to use the Slavic
citadel centered upon Illyricum not only to counterbalance German
pressure but also to halt the expansion of Constantinople. These two
objectives reappear in Kochanowski's poetry, with the substantial
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difference that Constantinople had changed masters. Rome's appeal for
a common effort against the Turkish menace found a ready response in
Polish Messianic aspirations. In 1633 the Warsaw Franciscan, Wojciech
Debolecki, prophesied the defeat of the Turks and world supremacy for
the Slavs, with Poland the elect at their head. His book was dedicated "to
the Worthiest and Oldest Peoples of the Polish Realm and to all other
Slavs, *** to relieve their suffering at the weakening which has
temporarily overtaken the Polish Realm".

The Turkish theme likewise inspires many literary works of the
Southern Slavs. Slovenian and Dalmatian literature of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries is replete with eulogies of Slavic unity, splendor,
might and extent. Abbot Maurus Orbini of Ragusa, in his famous
attempt to compile the history of the Slavs in its entirety, represented
them as a single nation — the largest in the world both numerically and
geographically (// regno degli Slavi, 1601). Croatian writers assign all-
Slavic leadership to those Slavs who are powerful enough to crush the
Turks and ensure the strongest possible international position for
Slavdom as a whole. Ivan Gundulic, the most prominent of the poets of
the famous Ragusa school (1588 1638), in commemorating the Polish
victory over the Turks in 1621, sees in the Polish prince Wladyslaw the
future liberator of the Bulgars and Serbs, the crowned ruler of Muscovy,
and the unifier of all the Slavs. The blows dealt the Turks by Sobieski,
culminating in the liberation of Vienna (1683), fired another Croatian
poet: Petar Kanavelovic (1637-1712) predicts the political and religious
union of the Slavs under Polish primacy. In Croatian thought, stronger
than anywhere else, Uniat goals and Slavic yearnings merge in their
attitude toward their close neighbors and kinsmen, the Serbs.

At other times it is Russia that takes precedence in Croatian hopes and
expectations. The growth of Moscow, its "gathering of the Russian
lands" and successful struggle with the Tatars fascinates the historian
Crijevic Tubero (1459-1527), who regards all the Slavic peoples as
descendants of the Russians, the alleged colonizers of the Illyrian land
and founders of the Czech and Polish kingdoms. When the Turks
overran the Balkans, Russia became the chief stronghold of the Church
Slavonic tradition and the asylum of Serbian and Bulgarian refugees.
Against this background, it is easy to explain the tendency of some
fifteenth-century Balkan Slavic bookmen to identify, or at least connect,
Church Slavonic, considered the primary language of the Slavs, with
Russian — a theory which in its later development made Russia and the
Russians not only the protector, but the source of the other Slavic
languages and peoples. This theory spread, reached even Poland, as
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Gornicki testifies (1566), and at the start of the seventeenth century was
taught in the University of Prague by Jan Matyäs of Sudets. The same
concept can be detected in Krizanic's writings.

In the 1590's, under Ivan's son Fedor, the last of Rjurik's line, an
enterprising though futile activity was developed in Moscow by the
Croatian Jesuit, Aleksandar Komulic, the Apostolic delegate to the
Slavs. Instructed by the Roman Curia "to maintain in his negotiations
an open door in the question of Union with the Catholic Church" and
banking on unity of language, he tried to win the Muscovites to an anti-
Turkish crusade, tempting them with the conquest of Constantinople, to
which they had "antiche pretension/" as successors of the Byzantine
Empire. Toward the middle of the seventeenth century Poland under-
went a prolonged crisis simultaneous with Muscovy's restoration and
expansion. The Croats are a sensitive barometer: Gundulic's successor,
Junije Palmotic (1606-1657), raised by the Jesuits, dreamed of Slavic unity
as the foundation for the Union of Churches, and hailed Russia as
Slavdom's good genius of the North. Juraj Krizanic (1618-1683), the
learned Croatian Franciscan, having prepared for his missionary work
at the Collegium graecum in Rome, went to Moscow in 1659, after a
short visit in 1647, with the ambitious aim of inducing Czar Alexis to
adopt his plan: the Russian-Polish personal union under the Czar, and
then the unification of the "whole Slavic people" under a United Church
with the Slavonic Liturgy, and under the Russian-Polish aegis, primarily
to halt German and Turkish expansion. Far from being an isolated
episode Krizanic's design is a typical manifestation of Croatian ideologi-
cal development during the Counter-Reformation. At that time the
pristine Cyrillo-Methodian formula connecting Illyricum with Slavdom
flared up among the Southern Slavs: from the fourteenth century Illyric
was again glossed as Slavic and the legend of Paul's preaching in Slavic
Illyricum was revived.

The Croatian movement for the union of churches had important
linguistic consequences. Pope Urban VIII took a remarkable step in
appointing Rafael Levakovic to correct the church books in the "Illyric
language", whereupon this learned Dalmation Franciscan, with the
help of the Ukranian Uniat Bishop Methodius Terlec'kyj, deliberately
adjusted them to the East Slavic, especially Kievan, recension of Church
Slavonic, since he believed the speediest way of achieving the union of
Churches was to unify the church language. Two Croatian Jesuits, on the
other hand, laid the foundation of a secular literary language, unified at
least on the Serbo-Croatian level: B. Kasic's Institutiones linguae illyricae
(1604) and J. Micalia's Thesaurus linguae illyricae (1646). Krizanic had
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close personal ties with Levakovic and was influenced by the work of this
"reformator librorum ecclesiaslicorum linguae illyricae". He was anxious
to crown the edifice by creating not only a uniform ecclesiastical
language, but also a unified, all-Slavic secular literary tongue.

Having paid for his dreams by fifteen years of Siberian exile, Krizanic
ended his life in Sobieski's army fighting the Turks. Croatian hopes were
once again centered upon Poland until the appearance of Peter the
Great, who to Gundulic's imitators — Kavanjin (1711) and Rusic (1717)
— was the long-awaited hero come to fulfill Slavic expectations and
liberate the Christians from the Turks.

After the loss of political independence and national freedom (1620),
only the religious aspect of the Slavic problem was actually meaningful
to the Czechs. Pesina z Cechorodu, one of the prominent writers of the
Czech Counter-Reformation (1629-1680) summoned Poland and Russia
to a joint fight against the Ottoman Empire, and at the same time (1675)
a Polish poem of the Ukrainian Archbishop Lazar Baranovyc conjures
the Muscovite and Polish eagles to fall upon the Turk in joint effort.
Czech writers of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were
acutely aware of the Cyrillo-Methodian roots of the Czech and Slavic
spiritual tradition. Scarcely anything written on the subject is more
stirring than what Bohuslav Balbin, a Czech Jesuit trained by Polish
advocates of the Union, expatiates in his Dissertatio apologetica (1673)
on the consequences which the use of Slavic in the Communion Service
had pro lingua (et genie) Slavonica, praecipue Bohemica. The propinquity
of Slavic languages was strongly accentuated and utilized by the Czech
Jesuits of the late seventeenth' century for their missionary work in
Russia.

XI. SLAVISM IN THE MODERN PERIOD

The age of western secular revolutions, which started with the American
Revolutionary War, engendered a totally novel Slavic line of reasoning
and policy: for the first time in history, the problem of Slavic solidarity
was approached without any underlying religious idea. This secularized
Slavism arose and spread in Poland during its period of severe political
depression. The Belgian scholar C. Backvis has ably presented a great
Polish poet of the Age of Enlightenment as the chief exponent of this
trend: Stanislaw Trembecki (1735-1812) affirmed that the common
blood, language and mentality of the Slavs, primarily of the Poles and
Russians, entitles them to unification. Under Russian leadership, they
were to hurl back the Germans and occupy their rightful place in the
world.
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These slogans, rapturously caught up by the Russian odist V. Petrov
(1793), were both developed and defied in Polish literary and political
discussions of the early nineteenth century, and a profound interest in
the heritage of the Slavic past was stimulated by the lively competition
between Warsaw and Prague in Slavic studies and inter-Slavic in-
tellectual relations. The majority of the Czech writers of that time
actually repeat or develop Trembecki's tenets, and as late as in 1884 the
Russian philosopher Vladimir Solov'ev can still reprove the Czechs for
the religious indifferentism typical of their Slavic ideology.

It is not always easy to draw a sharp line between this purely secular
idealization of Slavdom and mystical Messianism. One is struck by the
sudden transitions from the one to the other in the pronouncements of
the Warsaw Association of Friends of the Sciences, and not only the
Polish Archbishop Woronicz, an enthusiastic folklorist and poet
(1757-1829), but even such a sober, critical and rationalistic scholar as
Dobrovsky, the Czech pioneer of Slavic philology, sometimes indulges in
Messianic prophecies akin to the poem of the Polish visionary
Bialobolski (1661): "In the coming era, the Slavic people, spread widely
over the earth, shall, indeed, take their name from Glory [slava, a
fictitious etymology coined at the court of Charles IV and readily
repeated in the Slavic literatures of later centuries]. The Lord will reveal
great things to the world for the sake of the Slavs and through the Slavs"
(1795). Here the boundary between scientific analysis and poetic dream
vanishes, as it did half a century later in Mickiewicz's lectures at the
College de France — "Tons les peuples onl prononce leur dernier mot:
maintenant, Slaves, c'est a noire tour de parier".

In the period between Alexander's triumph over Napoleon and the
Polish uprising of 1830, both previous Polish trends — the traditional
Western-oriented religious Slavism of the Gentry Republic and the
secularized Eastern-oriented Slavism — intermingle and produce two
mutually-opposed combinations. On the one hand, the Western-oriented
secular Slavism of Joachim Lelewel (1786-1861) developed out of the
radical wing of Polish freemasonry and advocated a common Slavic
revolt led by the Poles under the catchword "For our freedom and
yours". On the other hand there was a revival of religious Slavism, but
now inspired by Trembecki's vision of Russia heading a united Slavdom.
Stanislaw Staszic (1755-1826), along with Josef Jaroszewicz, another
ardent advocate of this conception (1793-1860), affirmed that whereas
the idea of Slavic unification had been revealed and developed by
Poland, its realization was to be primarily the mission of Russia. The
combination of a pro-Russian orientation with an effort to provide a
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religious foundation for Slavic unity necessarily implies a predilection
for the Eastern Church. Thus, for the first time, the question arose of the
westward expansion of Slavic Orthodoxy, in place of the traditional
striving to westernize the Orthodox Slavs. This Polish trend notably an-
ticipates and inspires the basic ideas of the Russian Slavophile movement.

In its development after 1830, the eastern orientation degenerated into
a sterile conformism, which in Polish textbooks was given the uncom-
plimentary label of ''national apostasy": the "corrupt" Occident was
condemned, the Romanov autocracy acclaimed, and Russian religiosity
invoked as the spiritual force that would convert the Slavic West to
Eastern Orthodoxy (Count Adam Gurowski, seconded by the outstand-
ing Slovak writer and philosopher, L'udevit Stur and his followers in the
late nineteenth century, the Slovak poet, Hurban Vajansky, and the
Czech novelist, Josef Holecek) or at least safeguard the piety of Catholic
Slavs (W. Jablonowski and Count Henryk Rzewuski). The right wing of
the later Russian Slavophiles revived many slogans of these Polish
conformists of the forties and fifties.

This Messianic image of a Slavdom cut off from the godless Occident
and politically headed by Russia was likewise envisaged by the whimsical
Polish philosopher Hoene-Wronski (1776-1853). In his vision, however,
it is Poland that is predestined to bestow upon Russia and the whole of
Slavdom the grace of an unprecedented "Absolute Union". Here the
Parisian Pole's conception approximates the Slavic program shared by
the leading spirits of the Great Emigration. Poland's Messianic task was
believed to be the spiritual unification of the Slavs. Roman Slavism, once
familiar to Renaissance Poland, is resuscitated in a peculiar Romantic
adaptation: a Mystical Union is the culmination of political unity and
initiates a Slavic era in the cultural history of the world. In Adam
Mickiewicz's (1798-1856) prediction, Russia, once it is morally reborn,
will join the united Slavic family; the two other leading spirits of Polish
Romantic poetry, Juliusz Slowacki (1809-1849) and Zygmunt Krasinski
(1812-1859), reject Russia forever as the "Slavic Judas". The same
excommunication is pronounced upon Poland by the late group of
Russian Slavophiles, particularly by Danilevskij (1822-1885), while
Mickiewicz's attitude toward Russia was adopted toward Poland by
such early Slavophiles as Samarin (1819-1876).

Roman Illyrism found a zealous continuer in the bishop Juraj
Strossmayer, a chief representative of Croatian cultural and political life
(1815-1905). In a secularized aspect this trend swept through the
Orthodox South Slavs, and there brought about a definitive standard-
ization of the common Serbo-Croatian literary language, thus providing
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the prerequisites for the political union of the South Slavic peoples, later
attained by all of them except the Bulgars.

Ever inspired by the Pentecostal miracle, which had transformed the
Babelic multiplicity of the world's languages from the punishing
Confusion of Tongues into a grace-bestowing Gift of Tongues, the
Czechs, in their pleas for Slavic solidarity, always insisted with fervor on
the political, cultural and religious individuality of each Slavic nation
and on the sanctity of these individual rights and values. As pointed out
by the greatest thinker of the Czech Revival, F. Palacky (1798-1876),
and his lieutenant, the prominent political leader, F. L. Rieger
(1818-1903), "a variety of parts does not exclude unity, and unity is to be
sought in the harmony of the parts: undifferentiated unity may lead to
one-sidedness and lifelessness, while particularization, unguided by a
unifying spirit, brings weakness and ruin". The revolutionary overtones
of this appeal for equality, fraternity and liberty were understood by the
conservative Moscow audience of Rieger's speech at the Slavic Congress
of 1867, and a few months later Alexander II was to declare, "All these
demonstrations disgust me. I'm sorry they took place."

It is noteworthy that the Slavic movement in the Russian Empire arose
only at the beginning of the last century and as a revolutionary force. It
received its first impetus from the Poles, and its early organizations were
formed in the Ukraine. The oldest of them, the Secret Society of United
Slavs, which participated in the Decembrist conspiracy, aimed at "a
federal union of Slavs retaining, at the same time, their individual
independence". Similar aspirations stirred the Kievan Circle with the
significant name of the Cyrillo-Methodian Fraternity, created in the
forties by three famous Ukrainian writers, Sevcenko (1814-1861),
Kostomarov (1817-1885), and Kulis (1819-1897).

Again, it is Western Slavic ideas, especially Lelewel's theses, that lie
behind both Odoevskij's revolutionary poem of 1831, and Bakunin's
(1814-1876) belligerent Slavism of the forties, which survives in Russian
revolutionary appeals at least until the seventies. In 1852 Bakunin from
his prison cell attempts to win the Tsar's sympathy for his insurgent
propaganda among the Slavs: "Were your Majesty to raise the Slavic
banner, the Poles and all the Slavic-speaking people in Austrian and
Prussian territories would unite unconditionally, and without any
preliminary negotiations, *** and, under the broad wings of the Russian
eagle, would fling themselves joyfully and enthusiastically not only
against the Germans, the target of their hate, but against the whole of
Western Europe." Even this "Confession" harks back to a Polish source,
the "Political Storm Imminent" by the noted philosopher Bronistaw
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Trentowski (1848): "Today, if I were Tsar, I should create a free and
happy Pan-Slavic Empire. I would arouse an enthusiasm unprecedented
among the Slavs. *** I would raise the flag of liberty everywhere, and I
could easily destroy the Turkish and Austrian empires for, in answer to
my call, the masses of Slavs, fired with patriotic fervor, would fling
themselves into battle and fight like lions. *** It is the Slavs who will
shape the future. *** "

Nicholas I wrote on the margin of Bakunin's appeal: "In other words,
I should be at the head of the revolt. *** No thanks!" Commenting upon
the police investigation of the alleged subversive activities of the
Slavophiles, the Emperor condemned any instigation of Slavic peoples
against the legal authority of the governments to which they were
subjected: "If force of circumstances brings about the unification of the
Slavs, this will lead to the downfall of the Russian Empire". He abhorred
all the variants of Pan-Slavism — both the version implied in Puskin's
poem ("will the Slavic streams merge in the Russian sea?") and that of
Sevcenko's more egalitarian poetic reply ("the Slavic rivers all flow into
one sea"). This negative attitude was inherited by Nicholas' successors,
in particular by Alexander III and his chief adviser Pobedonoscev
(1827-1907), who fully understood that any form of Slavism con-
tradicted and menaced the imperial dogma of legitimacy, centralization
and authority. This reasoning retained its force even under the unusual
conditions of the First World War, when the Czarist bureaucracy
hampered the formation of the Czech legion.

Though hostile to the goals of Slavism, the Russian authorities were
not loath to take advantage of its program whenever Russia's rivalry
with the Great Powers of Europe favored such use or abuse. Let us recall
the short-lived attempt of Russian propaganda to turn to account the
Slavophile tradition of the Southern and South-Western Slavs during
Alexander's clash with Napoleon or at the end of the Second World
War. A recent and striking instance of such self-interested application of
earlier West and South Slavic ideals, but with a complete inversion of
their actual meaning, is the present western boundary of Russia and the
Russian-controlled states, which corresponds closely to the project of an
all-Slavic empire with satellites, presented on the eve of the First World
War to the Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Sazonov, by Karel
Kramäf (1860-1937), the leader of the Czech conservatives and re-
nowned advocate of a "Slavic political program". (This map, which
anticipates even the incorporation of Königsberg and its outlying
regions into Russia and the bipartition of a truncated Germany, is
reprinted in the Nazi Book Die Tschechen by R. Jung [Berlin, 1937]).
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XII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The Slavs under the Catholic or Protestant Churches were much more
concerned with the Slavic Idea than the Orthodox Slavs; in fact, nearly
all the essential elements of this idea were created by Catholic and
Protestant Slavs and only later taken over, in part, by the Slavs of the
Eastern Church.

Among the Slavs of the Western Church, it was the Czechs and the
Poles, both of whom had at one time or another been a Great Power,
who were the most active and creative in promoting Slavic ideology. The
Poles, who in their foreign and domestic policy were faced with vital East
Slavic problems, manifested, along with the Czechs, the most persistent
preoccupation with Slavdom. Now and then, spokesmen for the minor
Slavic groups — Croats, Slovenes, Slovaks, Sorbs — implored the
assistance or alliance of the major Slavic peoples.

In the history of the Slavic peoples, religious Slavism has been
incomparably more extended in time and more potent in consequences
than its secularized versions.

Among the Russians, all-Slavic slogans arose under the influence of
the Slavic West, partly through Ukrainian mediation, and they did not
develop before the last century. But for the Moscow and St. Petersburg
rulers even a Russian-oriented variety of Slavdom was hardly
acceptable.

Studies of Slavism must consider both the linguistic premises and the
intellectual, religious and political responses to them, and must treat all
these factors both in their centripetal and centrifugal aspect (integration
sought and counteracted).

All three kinds of responses act reciprocally upon each other so as to
modify the effect of each, augmenting, diminishing or nullifying it; they
influence, moreover, the linguistic basis of Slavdom. Hence all the
factors involved must be analyzed in their interrelation.

Written in Cambridge, Mass., 1953 and presented as a paper on June 27, 1953, at
the inaugural meeting of the Conference of American and Canadian Slavists at
the University of Michigan. Originally published in The Review oj Politics, XVI
(1954), 67-90.



H3 fl3bIKOBEAHECKHX PA3^yMHM HA ΟΒΙΙίΗΜΗ
OCOEEHHOCTf lMH ΠΟ33ΗΗ CJIABf lHCKHX

ΗΑΡΟβΟΒ

*** Co musi umiec cztowiek
lec^cy na ksiezyc?

*** Czy badania Jakobsona zmienia^
Struktur? Pana Tadeusza?

Co znaczy okrzyk Galilaee vicisti?
*** Niech b^dzie cicha plaza i zupelny brak

pytan
zadnych pytan

Jarostaw Iwaszkiewicz, "Font ne
di Roma" (1972)

HecjiynaOHO eecb 3τοτ BOJinyioinHH H B3BOJiHOBaHHbi HHPHHCCKHH
UHKJI, saMKHyTbiH ycTajibiM πρΗΓΟΒοροΜ — zadnych pytan — HcnempeH
iiiecTHa/maTbio BonpocHTejibHbiMH SHaKaMH, ΠΟΗΤΉ e/iHHCTBeHHbiMH
3Η3Κ3ΜΗ πρβΠΗΗαΗΗ« BO BCCX HaTHaZlUaTH HaCTSX. MpOHHHeCKOC CO-

rjiacHe asTopa c npasAHbiM OTSMBOM saoKeancKHx rypHCTOK o PHMCKOM
Β KOHue TpHHaAUaroH nacTH

powiemy jak te Amerykanki
nothing but a view --

— no3BOJifleT npHaa^yMarbca Ha/ι ee HanajibHbiM ceiviaHTHHecKHM
KOHTpaCTOM MCJKfly ^SyM« nOOHepeAHblMH 6e3JlHHHbIMH FJiarOJIbHblMH

φθρΜ3ΜΗ ΟΛΗΗ3ΚΟΒΟΓΟ KOpHfl Η BpCMeHH, HO pa3J!HHHbIX BHflOB Η

3ajioroB —

Z pocz^tku szlo powoli
potem coraz predzej
az przyszlo sie do widoku
jakoby z wysokiej gory,

r,ae aaxejibMbiH Jinua, φaκyJIbτaτHBHO onymeHHbiH B nepeoM
, OKasbiBaerc« HeaonycTHM BO ΒτοροΜ.
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6e3JiHHHaa, HO Ha 3τοτ pa3
npHMbIM ΛΟΠΟΛΗ6ΗΗ6Μ KpaCHOpeHHBO OTKpblBaCT

CTHXOTBOpeHHe ΤΟΓΟ )ice

Na brzegu tarasu
posadzono tuberozy

OrpbiB Bbi^eJieHHoro, HeoAymeBJiCHHoro ooteKra jieaTejibHOCTH οτ
ΠΟ,ΐυΐΗΗΗΟΓΟ flCHTCJlfl ΠΟΒΤΟρΗΟ FIO HepICHyT 3aKJlK)HHTeJlbHbIM, CBOCFO
po^a Bonpoco-OTBCTHbiM ^HajioroM nepe/i nepexoAOM κ uenn
HaauaTH BonpocoB, MS KOTOpbix cjiaraerca nocjie Hee,
CTHXOTBOpeHHe:

czy kwiaty tylko po to s^
aby przypomnialy?
Nie, nie. Takze po to
aby odprowadzaty.

CflBHFH nepCnCKTHBbl, COSAaHHblC

6e3JlHHHbIMH ΠΟΟΤρθ6ΗΗ«ΜΗ Ha ΠθρθΓ6 O OHX CM6)KHbIX CTHXO-

TBOpCHHH, XIII Η XIV, nO yMC^aiOT nOAHHTb BOnpOC O CyiUHOCTH Η

3HaHHMOCTH ( Jaka jest podstuwowd zasada) 3Toro MHoroo6pa3Horo
KJiacca cHHTaKCHnecKHx crpyKryp B CJIOBCCHOM TBOpnecTBe.

Pa3MbiuuieHHeM o pojiH H3biKa B xy/ioMcecTBeHHO jiHTepaType,
Edward Sapir, JIHHFBHCT H OH »ce no3T, OTKpbiBaer oflHHHajmaTyio,
3aK^K)HHTejibHyK> rjiaey ceoero ΒΒΟΛΗΟΓΟ Tpy^a Language (1921):
"5l3biKH mi» Hac neHTo Gojibiuee, HBM CHcreMbi nepeztanH Mbicjiefi. 3το

noxpOBbi, flpannpyioinHecH BOKpyr Haiuero jiyxa Η
npe^onpeaejieHHyio <J)opMy ero ^K)6oM

Koraa Bbipa»eHHe npHo peraer
3HaMeHaTCJibHocTb, MW ero nasbieaeM jiHTepaTypofi." OcnapHBaa HJI-

npe^craBJieHHe 06 a co^roTHo CBO o^e HH^HBH/iyajibHoro
BbipaxceHH«, aerop nanoMMHaer φopMaJlbHbIe

orpanHHCHH«, HajiaraeMbic Henocpe^cTBCHHO MarepHanoM
BbiCKasbiBaHH«: "Language is the medium of literature ΠΟΛΟΟΗΟ TOMy,
KaK Mpaiviop, 6poH3a HJIH rjiHHa cjiyjKar MarepHajioM CKyjibnTopy.
OocKOJibKy Ka^cflbiH H3biK pacnojiaraer CBOHMH oTJiHHHTenbHbiMH
OCOOeHHOCTHMH. HOCTOJIbKy H BpO flCHHbie φopMaJ^bHbIe OrpaHMHCHH«

H — c ^pyroii cjopOHbi — BOSMOJKHOCTH, npHcymne ΜΗΗΟΗ JIHTC-
parype, HHKoraa He coBna^aior BHOJIHC c oco6eHHocT«MH npoHHx
jiHTeparyp. ΠρετΒορπΗ φop^iy H cy cTaHUHio ceoero asbiKa, JIHTC-
parypa coxpaHaer Jiaa H CKJia^ ero MarpHUbi. Xyzio)KHHK cjioea
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cosepiiieHHO He oTaaeaTb ceoe οτπετα, Β HCM HMCHHO 3Ta
MarpHua npen«TCTByeT HJIH ace cnoco creyeT H .uaer HanpaejiCHHe ero
TBOpnecTBy, HO KaK TOJIBKO Bcraex Bonpoc o nepeBoae ero
πρθΗ3Β6Λ6ΗΗΗ Ha HHOH H3bIK, TyT Η6Μ6ΛΛ6ΗΗΟ Η HenOCpC^CTBCHHO

CKasbiBaeTc» npHpo.na ΜΕΤΡΗΙΙΜ, jieacameft B ocHoee no/uiHHHHKa. Bee
cjiOBCCHoe HCKyccTBO aeropa JIH O saseflOMO, JIH O ΗΗΤΥΗΤΗΒΗΟ co-
OTHeCCHO C φθρΜΟ-θ6ρΕ3ΟΒ3Τε.ΤΉΗΜΜ FCHHCM ero ρΟΛΗΟΓΟ H3bIKa Η HC

HHOH3biHHoii nepe^ane 6es ymep a H nepejinuoBKH."
unxara nepe^aex TCKCT CanHpa B pyccKOH BepCHH A. M.

CyxoTHHa, saecb no^BeprHyTofi pe^aKUHOHHOMy nepecMOTpy).
HajiHMHe uejioro pa^a nopa^aiome SJIHSKHX περτ Β rpaMMaTHnec-

KOM CTpoe Bcero cjiaBHHCKoro «3biKOBoro MHpa, nacTbio
Henocpe^CTBCHHO BOCXO/IHIUHX κ o meMy npaasbiKOBOMy φθΗ/iy,
nacTbio ooycjiOBJienHbix KOHBeprenTHbiM pasBHTneM B nos^He meM,
HCTOpHHCCKOM 6bITHH y5K6 OOOCOOHBUIHXC» CJiaBHHCKHX flSblKOB, eCTCC-

TBCHHO naxo/iHT ceoe MHororpannoe OTpa^ceHHe B no3THHecKofi penn
Bcex 3THX Hapo^OB. B npe^sapHTejibHOM οπερκε sa^an cpaBHHTejibHoro
HsyneHH« cjiaBHHCKHx jiHT8paTyp' HaMH GbiJiH npHBe/i8Hbi npHMepw
OOIUHX CJiaBHHCKHM H3bIKaM φοΗΟϋΟΓΗΗεΟΚΗΧ, CHHTaKCHHeCKHX Η

CJlOBapHblX HCpT, HCnOJlbSOBaHHblX Β ΠΟ33ΗΗ CJiaBHHCKHX CTpaH. 3TOT
Kpyr BonpocoB Tpeoyer aajibHCHiijeH, npHcrajibHoft paspa oxKH.

OOHJiHe, MCHBynecTb Η BHyrpeHnee oorarcxBo cjioBooopasoea τε-
JlbHblX ΓΗε3Α Η φΛεΚΤΗΒΗΜΧ Π3ρ3ΛΗΓΜ ΗρΚΟ OTJlHHaCT CJiaBHHCKH8
Η3ΗΚΗ ΟΤ ΜΟρφΟΛΟΓΗΗεΟΚΟΓΟ COCTaBa pOMaHCKHX Η repMaHCKHX

sana^a. B ece^e na sry reMy, B ΛΗΗ BToporo, «εκεΒοκοΓο
ΛΗΗΓΒΗΟΤΟΒ (1931), A. Μεϋΐεΐ .aouieji ΛΟ napazioKcajibHoro

HTO B npoTHBonono^KHOCTb pyccKHM penesbiM
« JIOKH na^arb ne^ajieKO οτ H JIOHH, ΑΛ»

CKOFO, B HaCTHOCTH, ΑΠ» ero JIHHHOrO «SblKOBOrO MMIIIJieHHH
pomme H pommi8r rjiy6oKo paszieJibHbi H ρα3Με»έ'Β3ΗΜ. Β
cnoBecHOM yKJia^e ΗοοΛεΛΟΒατειίΗ2 οτΜεπΕκ>τ mo miHe
OTHOCHT8JlbHO CHHOHHMHHHblX, MHOFOn^aHOBOCTb HX C8MaHTHH8CKHX
npOTHBonocTaBJieHHii, lunpoKyio KOHTeKCTyajibHyio BapHaumo CJIOBO-
o6pa3OBaT8JibHbix 3Η3πεΗΗΗ Η τεακοε οαεππεΗΗε ογφφΗκοοΒ c OCHOBOH.

εΟΗΗΚΟΒΟκοε "'3aκJlHTHε CMCXOM", ποοτροεπΗοε Ha
" O/IHHaKOBbIX KOpHCH C paSHOO paSHblMH 3φφΗΚςαΜΗ H

o6HJIfaHOε ΠρθΗ3ΒΟΛΗΗΜΗ HCOJlorHSMaMH (CMe 6O, CMC eO,

1 "The Kernel of Comparative Slavic Literature", Harvard Slavic Studies I (1953); cp.
HaCTOHIUHH TOM, CTp. Iff.
2 Cp. THnojiorHHecKHe ΕΜΒΟΛΗ Ο. Τ. PeB3HHofi: CmpyKmypa c/ioeooopasoeamenbHbix

(MocKBa, 1969).
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OCMC , CMeuiiiKU, CMeiuuxu, / CMetonmiKU, CMCIOHVUKU, / O,
paccMe mecb, CMCXCWU! / O, sacMe mecb, cMexcmu!) buio, no BCCH
BepoflTHOCTH, OTBCTOM na JTHPHHCCKHH U.HKJI "3aKjiflTHe OFHCM H Mpa-
KOM", HanHcaHHbiii BJIOKOM B 1907 r. 6es CJIOBOHOBIUCCTB, HO c
ΙΙΙΗρΟΚΗΜ ΠρΗΜ6Η6ΗΗ€Μ SaKJlHHaTCJIbHO ΠΟΒΤΟρΗΒΙΧ ΠρβφΗΚΟΟΒ

(3aeepmu, S MHU, / Cepdtfe, SOMOAHU, / 3aMemu deeuHu c.ied — /
CMepmu nem!} H cjioBoo6pa3OBaTejibHbix ογφφΗκοοΒ (H CAOBHO
Memnaube, u CAoeno Kpyxceube, / 3eM.i.H ydezaem, ecKpbieaemca meepdb, /
H c.ioeno 6e3yMbe, u CAOSHO Myvenbe, / 3a6eenbe u yda.ib, cMfimenbe u

OTBenaa na ΜεταφορΗπεοκοβ TO^caecTBO αφφκκοοΒ,
ΟΛΗΗ H TOT »ce Kopenb c eapHauHen φ;ιεκςΗΗ, ορκεκτΗρο-

Ha MeTOHHMHHCCKyio CMC HOCTb: C ApyrHM ydem CA KO, /
Rpyroii meou necnu cnoem, / C^pyrHMH AUX H condamK / *** / Tbi 3na
npo ceOH, mno ne xyyfce / ^pyroro ΠΛΗΟΟΛ 6bi — βοή κακ! / *** / Hmo
pocmoM u cmanoM mbi ebiuie.i / Cmamnee u Kpauie flpyrnx, Umo ma
MOAoduifa noebiiue / ^pyrnx MO.ioduif ydanwx (c npoTHBonocraBJieHHeM
cy cTaHTHBHpo aHHoro npHjiaraTejibHoro TOMy >κε npHjiaraTejibHOMy
B aTTpH yTHBHOH H s^ccb BnepBbie JKCHCKOH pojiH). Flojibsyacb φορ-
Myjioii pyccKHX saKjiHHaHHH, OTMCTHM oco yio "jienKOCTb CJIOB" B
CCflbMOM, SaKJHOHHTCJlbHOM HCTBepOCTHIUHH Ce^bMOH HaCTH Ha3BaH-

ΗΟΓΟ UHKjia, conocTaBjiaiomeH ana napoHHMHnecKHx κορκ« (νοΓ) Η
(hol'), BCJ1CA 33 TpCTbHM napOHHMOM (ρθΓ), Κ KOTOpOMy OTCblJiaCT

TaM BOH« BCCX BOJIBHCC
He ΠρΗΗ6Β(ΧΠΗΤ BOJIbHOrO,
M o^e Bcex ojibHee
Βερκετ c nyTH OKOJibHoro.

, cnaHHHa« ΛΚ)ΑΗΗΟΗ ry nbix B nanane KopHCBbix ΜορφεΜ,
pa3Hoo6pa3HT 3φφΗκοαΜΗ rpaMMaTHHecKHc KaTeropHH O OHX
napOHHMOB, OTBO^a Ka^cziOMy HS HHX no TaicoMy jiBycTHUiHio, r^e B

CTpoKax CXO^CTBO B pencpTyapc ΜορφοΛΟΓΗΗεοκΗχ nepe-
(cymeCTBHTCJlbHOe B HMCHHTCJIbHOM na^OKC e^HHCTBCHHOrO H

B pO/niTCJIbHOM MHO CCTBeHHOFO HHCJia H CpaBHHTCJIbHaH CTCnCHb

npoHSBOflHoro npHjiaraTejibHoro) coHCTaeTC» c nepeMemcHHCM
CJlOBOnOp«flKa H C COOTBCTCTBeHHOH nepCMCHOH CHHTaKCHHCCKOH

φρ33ΗροΒΚΗ: ΒΟΛΗ ecex eo.ibuee BOJib — OJICH ecex oAbnee ojib. B
HCTHbix CTpoKax napajuiejiH3M pHφMyκ)L^Hx npHjiaraTejibHbix eo.'ibnoeo
H OKOΛbHO^O B CBOIO OHepe^b ΠΟΛΗ6ρΚΗΒ36Τ ΗΧ CHHTaKCHHCCKOe paCXOXC-

: OTbiMCHHoe H cy cTaHTHBHpoeaHHoe npHjiaraTejibHoe JIHHHOFO
B pojiH Henocpe^cTBeHHoro H ceMaHTHnecKH
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CTHoro rjiaroJiy ^onoJiHCHH« — ne npuneeojium eoAbnoeo — προτΗΒΟ-
CTOHT HepapxHHCCKH HH3iiieMy aTTpHOyry npH oocTOjrrejibCTBe Mecxa Β
a JiaTHBHoii npeAJioHCHoii KOHcrpyKUHH — eepnem c nymu oκoΛbHO^o.

H ana o cy^c^aeMoro "3aKjiirrnji", H jym ero aeropa xapaicrepHbi
conocTaBjieHHfl ΠΡΟΤΗΒΟΠΟΛΟΑΗΒΙΧ npHMepoe nopjmica CJIOB: C yma
co dy, co dy c yjua. B "^BeHajmaTH" Jiosynr Βτοροίι rjiaebi —

i depyfcume uιa^! / HeyzoMOHHuii ne dpeMjiem βpa^! —
saxeM Bosepamaer noBejiHTenbHOH φορΜε ee HenocpeacTBCHHoe,

BemecTBCHHoe SHaneHHe — Toeapuui, eunmoexy depwcu, ne mpycb! /
nyjie . HH»e HCTbipbMH pasaejiaMH, τ. e. B 3aicjiK>HeHHH

rjiaBbi, TOT »ce aeBHs ποΒτορβΗ, na 3τοτ pas cjie^y» sa
CMepTOHOCHbiM BbiCTpejiOM ITeTpyxH B KaTbKy — Tpax-mapapax-max-
max-max-max! — Η BHOBb HeTbipbM« pa^aenaMU ^ajibiue, "sa MCTbipe
sa iiiara", aecHTaa rjiaea noAXBaTbieaeT προκΗΗίί KJIHH c cymecTBCHHoii
HHBepCHeii Β πορ»ΛΚ6 CJIOB — "UIa^ depxcu peeoAioifbOHHbiu! / SAUSOK
βpa^ Hey^oMOHHbl .''''' — Η c npHneeoM H3 "BapuiaBHHKH" — Bneped,
eneped, eneped, / Pa ovu napod! 3Ta aHTenosHUH« npHMoro
ΛΟΠΟΛΗβΗΗΗ Β nepBOM npe&HOMCeHHH H npe^HKaTHBHOFO ΠρΗ-
JiaraTCJlbHOrO BO BTOpOM CBJISaHa C 3Μφ3ΤΗΗεαΚΗΜΗ O OpOTaMH

cnopa H yBeme aHHfl, oTjTHnaiomHMH 3Ty rjiaey οτ napoHHToro e^HHO-
B nepBOM BapHaHTe ΤΟΓΟ >κε Jiosynra c ero TpoeKpaTHbiM

OMnaneMCHTOM — 3x, 3x, 6e3 Kpecma! B ^CCHTOH maee
npe^ocTeperaioT H O BHHHIOT B He.aocTaTKe

FleTbKy, BSbieaiomero κ Cnacy, H HanoMHHaioT
OeTpyxe o ero KpoBonpojiHTHo pacnpaee c KaTbKofi. HaKOHeu, B
nocjie/iHeii, ^BeHazmaTofi rjiase no3Mbi "^BenaauaTb" sa snaKOMofi
OHOMaToneefi CTpejibobi — Tpax-max-max! / Tpax-max-max ... —
cjie^yeT OTFOJIOCOK HeoTCTynnoro Jiosynra c nepexoziOM οτ CTpoeeoro
HMnepaTHBa dep^cume ιua^ κ HenocpeacTBCHHO,
no ecTBOBaTCJibHOMy — ... Τακ udym — H κ
HecjiynaHHO uepKOBHOCJiaBSHCKOMy cnory penn — depotcaenbiM ιua^oM.
KoHeMHbi , MapiueBbiH ρεφρεΗ ^ yx npejjbiaymHx ma c έπο
HanpaBHTCJibHbiM ΗαρεπΗεΜ — Bneped, eneped — CMeHHCTca HHCTO
JlOKaTHBHOH paSHOBHflHOCTbK) ΤΟΓΟ 5Κ6 HapCHH« B 3aKJl^OHHTεJ^bHOM

CTHxe BCCH nosMbi Bnepedu — Hcyc Xpucmoc, KaK 6bi οτΒεπ3ΐοιαεΜ na
noBTOpHyK) GpaeypHyio npHroeopKy BbiKHHyBLU8H nosyHr Βτοροϋ
rjiaBbi: 3x, 'jx, 6es Kpecma / Tpa-ma-ma!

TaK Hasbi aeMbiH ΟΒΟΟΟΛΜΗΜ nopa^oK CJIOB B cjia jjHCKHx asbiicax
Ha flejie O3Hanaer eMKyw micajiy ΧΟΛΟΒΗΧ, ceMaHTHnecKH MOTHBHPO-
BaHHbix oTCTynJteHHii or 6a3OBoro, 6εοπρΗ3ΗακοΒθΓθ, HeiiTpajibHoro
CTHJIH ρεπΗ. Φ;ιεκτΗΒΗοε Bcεopy Hε cjiaBHHCKHx HSMKOB
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CTByex pa3Hoo6pa3HK> saKOHOMepnbix BapnauHH B
CJIOB H cjioBocoHeraHH BHyrpH φρ33Βΐ. 3ra rH Kocrb CHH raKCHnecKoro
yKjia,aa OTKpbi ajia H npoziojDKaer pas eprbiBarb uiHpoKHe xy oacecr-
BeHHblC BO3MO5KHOC TH nepCfl CJiaBHHCKHM CJIOBCCHblM HCKyCCTBOM B 6ΓΟ

ΜΗΟΓΟΒ6ΚΟΒΟΜ H ΜΗΟΓΟΠΛ6Μ6ΗΗΟΜ blTHH. TaK B ΟΛΗΟΜ Η3 CBOHX

MacrepcKHx CTHXO TBOpeHHH "IIIjiecK 6aeBHJe", MHJiaH ,ZJe,miHau
xapaK'repHbiH o paseu nocjie^OBa rejibHoii, rjiy6oKo
nepec'raHOBKH CJIOB:

Ha HCM joiu Hohu oee
aa HaM jaey ycnaea H ncrpe npo yaH

CHOBC,
da oee Hohu joiu nemo,
HHKaa, ax HHKaa Mopaea nporeKJia HC H

H3Mefiy OBHX Hua,
H 3ap H HKaa, y nycToii OBOJ IlInecKoj

H y rpaH>y JteHOM 3aneeaJia
fla Hohu oee jota Heua\ ***

KaK y)Ke 6buio OTMCHCHO Bbime, ΜορφοΛΟΓΗπεςκΗβ
cymecTBeHHo cnocoocTByioT ΠΟΛΒΗΑΗΟΟΤΗ cHHTaKCHnecKHx KOM-
noHCHTOB cjia HHCKoro npeflJio»ceHHH. B rpaMMarHHecKHx cpe^CTBax,
HCnOJIbSyCMblX nO33HeH CJiaBJIHCKHX ΗαρΟΛΟΒ, ΜθρφθΛΟΓΗ4€ΟΚΗ6

HBJieHHH TCCHO, saHacTyK) HepasaeJibHO, nepenjie ran) TCH c CHnraic-
CHHeCKHMM, HO HCMaJiyiO pOJlb npH BC6M 3TOM HFpaiOT TaK>Ke aBTO-

HOMHblC OCO CHHOCTH KaMCflOFO H3 3THX ByX HJiaHOB. TaK

πρεφΗκοοΒ Β uenn Hnane BCCUCJIO roac^ecTBeHHbix rjiarojio ,
Momnoe ^paMaTHHecKoe flBH»ceHHe B XJICOHMKOBCKOH, κ npHMepy,
ςτροκε — BuxoduAu, ECXO UJIU, oixodu/iu β ηοκού, a TOMcaecTBO cepHH
ΠρβφΗΚΟΟΒ, npHCOe^HH^eMblX K COBepIIICHHO paSJIHHHbIM F^arOJIbHblM

ocHoeaM cnoco HO noBbiCHTb H ocjoarejibHO crycTH rb ceMaH THnecKyio
3HaHHMOCTb KaXflOH AaHHOH npHCraBKH.

JiaTHpoBaHHoe MapTOM 1925 r. nocjiaHHe MapHHbi UeeTaeBofi B. Jl.
FlacTepHaKy HPHHOCHT HarjiH^Hbift o6pa3HHK πρβφΗκοα, BoseejieHHoro
Β rjiaBHyio TCMy jiHpHnecKoro MOHOJiora, HCTKO "oHepHCHHyio H orpaac-
ACHHyio", KaK eemaex eopoxoa aaKjiHHaTejieii. 3ry TCMy πο3τ ο6ο-
ramaer MHorosHaHHTejibHbiMH ceMaHTHnecKHMH BapHanH»MH H, B na-
CTHOCTH, c caMoro Hanajia OOHOBJIHCT sTHMOJiorHHCCKyio CBH3b MCA^y
rjiaroJiOM paccmaeumb H orrjiaroJibHbiM HMCRCM paccmonnue,
OTRpblBaiOIUHM nep blH H nflTblH CTHX, npHHCM MC fly 3THMH CTpOKaMH

aBTOpCKHH ΛβφΗΟ MCTblpe ^bl nOflCKaSbl aCT aBTOHOMHyiO 3HaHHMOCTb
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npe(J)HKCa, BbmBHHyTOrO K TOMy AC COJIHaCCHHeM C ΠρθΗ3ΒΟΛΗΗΜ

npHJiaraTejibHbiM

: BCpCTbl, MHJIH ...
Hac pac-CTaBHjiH, pac-cantum,
HTOOU THXO ceo« BCJIH,
Πθ ByM pa3HUM KOHU3M 3CMJ1H.

Hac pacKjieHjiH, pacnaxnn
Β ABC pyKH /7u3BejiH,
Μ He 3HajiH, HTO 3TO —

BflOXHOBeHHH Η CyXO*HJlHH . . .
He paccopvinu — paccopujm,

CTCHa ΆΆ. pOB.
Hac, KaK op^oe-

3aroBopmHKOB: eepcTbi,
He paccjpoYuiu
Πο Tpymo6aM sewHbix ιιΐΗροτ

nac, xaK

KoxopbiH y>K — ny κοτορωο — wapr?
Hac — xaK KOJio^y

Jlio onbiTHo Β πο3ΛΗ6Ηΐιΐ6Η saMCTKe U eTaeBo "oropMHTejibHoe
HecooTBeTCTBHH o pasa" B nocjieAHen οτροκε, τ. e. omy-

Karaxpesbi, Koropyio ona, TCM HC Menee, ocrasHJia "sa
Bbipa3HTejibHOCTbK>": 3^ecb pa3 u.iu Bbicrynaer o HOBpeivieHHO B fl yx
KOHTCKCTyajibHbix 3HaHeHHHx: "pa3JiOMajiH" Kaac^oro H "pa3po3HHJiH"
coBOKynnocTb. MacrepCTBO paccraHOBKH n conocTaBjienHH iiiecT-

oco efi ΟΑΗΟΓΟ Η ΤΟΓΟ ace npe4micca BCKpbiBaex H ooocrpaer,
rparHSMOM, ero o mee 3HaneHHe, orjiamaiomee pacnaa ue-

jioro H aesHHTerpauHK) HacTen.
κρεποςτκ H CTOHKOCTH BsaHMHOH CB»3H Mexfly co-

cjio apHoro, OCO CHHO rjiaroubHoro rHes^a B cjiaaHH-
CKHX asbiKax, .aa^Kc coBOKynnocTb pasjiHHHbix φορΜ rjiarojia udmu co
BCCMH ero ΠpeφHKCaJ^bHbIMH pa3HOBH,aHOCTHMH, CynnJieTHBHblMH O -

pa3OBaHH«MH H OTHaCTH CJ10BOnpOH3BO^HbIMH, OTHaCTH φρ336ΟΛΟ-

rHHCCKHMH OTCTyiUieHHHMH OT ΠερΒΗΗΗΟΓΟ, ΟΟΗΟΒΗΟΓΟ 3Η3Μ6ΗΗ«

ocMbicJiHCTca κακ acHSHCHHoe C^HHCTBO, H STH BHyrpeHKHe y3bi aaior
ΧΟΛ yBJieKaTejibHbiM no3THHecKHM accouHauHaM. "CxasKa o ^oac^e" B
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\ροκαχ My3biKu BejiJibi ΑΧΜΕΑΥ-ΊΗΠΟΗ (1969), ocHoeaHHaa na peneHHH
"AO flb Η,αετ", CTpOHT na 3TOM MOTHBC CBoero po,aa napa^HFMy
rjiarojia udmu co BCCH CHCTCMOK» ceMaHTHnecKHx BapnaHTOB, npe-
o6pa»eHHOH ΠΟΒΤΟΜ Β TKaHb npHHy^JiMBbix cjioeecHbix τροποΒ Η

Co MHOH c yTpa He paccTaeajica
— O, oTBH HCb! — a roBopHJia rpyoo.
OH oTcxynaji, HO npeaanno H rpycrno,
BHOBb lUCA 3a MHOH K3K MaJlCHbKaa aOHb.
Aoac^b KaK Kpbijio, npnpoc κ MOCH cnnne.
Ero KopHJia H:
— CTbUHCb, ΗβΓΟΛΗΗΚ!
K Tc e B cjiesax BSbieaeT ΟΓΟΡΟΛΗΗΚ,
Mdu κ uBeraivi!
MTO Tbi naiueji BO MHC?
*** 9i C XHTpOCTbK) Β ayUIC βΟΜΛΟ Β Κ3φ€.
*** cKBO3b CTCKJIO Kenan npudmu κο MHC.

*** BcxoduAa Λκ»οτρω HHCTaa jiyna.
S{ Aywajia: MTO ACJiarb MHC c ,Ζίο^κΛεΜ?
Be/tb OH co MHOH paccTaTbc« He saxoneT
***Te6e xodumb co MHOK> HenpHJiHHHO. —
*** — Hy, nepr c το6οίί, — peiiJH^a a, — udu\
*** Mofi MaJibHHK, /lo)Kflb! CKOpe udu cioaa!
ΠρΟΗΙβΛ ΠΟ CDHHaM 6bICTpbIH ΧΟΛΟΛΟΚ.
***Xo3HHH AOMa npoiiienTaji: — YMTH,
eme OTBCTHiub τω 3a 3Ty BCTpeny! —
$i sacMeajiacb: — Bnaio, HTO oTBeny.
Bbi 6e3o6pa3Hbi. .HaHTe MHC npo mu.
riyran npoxoxcux BHA MOCH oeflbi.
Λ ro opH^a: — Hnnero. OcTaBbTe.
Upoudem Η 3το. — Ha cyxoM acφaJIbτe
a uenoBajia πβτκωιιικο

Β cxoaccM conocTaBJieHHH HZiymero ΛΟΑΛΗ H no3Ta (ΒΟΠΟΜΗΗΜ
uiKOJibHbiH KajiaM yp: llleji ,ao>K,ab H ^ a ciy^eHTa) B cTHxax
Ma»KOBCKoro o^HOMy H Towy »ce marony TaK »ce npn^ano ^BOHHOC
3HaneHHe "npo TH MHMO" H "KOHHHTbCfl": npo dy cmopOHO , l κακ
npoxodum KOCO doxcdb. Cp. B ero pasroeope c COJIHUCM Heu max, 6e3
dejia 3axodumb, / κο une na na sauiAO 6bi! — THCSAO cooTHeceHHbix
rjiarojio ΒΗΛΟΒΟΗ napbi udmu-xodumb c KOJie6aHH6M HX jieKCHnecKHX H

3HaHeHHH rjiy oKo cpocjiocb y AxMaayJiHHOH c
My3biKu. Ha yeepTtopy — Πο y^iuife Moe xomopbi zod /

uiaeu — MOU d3ba xo^»T — no3Tecca
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3OBOM κ oOTHonecTBy: flau cmamb πα ifbinowu β meoeu Aecy / *** /
Ha TH jiucmey u nodnecmu κ /luify / u oiyymumb cupomcmeo, κακ
ojiajfcencmeo. A B ee ace "Tocice no JlepMOHTOBy" cxoac rjiaroJibHbifi
MaTepnaji nepeKJiHHKH Me»cay sanHHaMH .neyx cMeacHbix ςτροφ: Cmo
na ^ope! He yxo^H myda / — Cmo na zopel H no meouM cjiedaju /

3HaHHMOcrb KaieropHH rpaMMaTHnecKHx ΒΗΛΟΒ, oxBarbiBaiomefi
ΒΟΙΟ cjiaBHHCKyK) rjiarojibnyio cHCTeMy H npoTHBonocTaBjiaiomeH apyr
apyry cpoanbie rjiarojibi cooTBercTBCHHO HX ΒΗΛΟΒΟΗ npHHaAJiexc-
HOCTH, FJiyOOKO OTO paSHJiaCb B nO3THHCCKOM ilSblKC CJiaBflHCKHX J1HTC-

paryp, C ero OOIIIHpHblM npHMCHeHHCM KpaCOMHblX CCMaHTHHCCKHX

KOHrpacTOB Meac^y περφεκτΗΒΗΗΜΗ Η ΗΜπερφεκτΗΒΗΜΜΗ rjiarojiaMH.
MexaasbiKOBoe noKasaHHe no3ra HenpepexaeMO nposeynajio B crpoicax
AxMaTOBoft: Mexcdy "noMnumb" u "ecnoMHumb", dpyeu, / PaccmonHue,
κακ om JJyeu / ffo cmpanu amAacHbix oaym.

Written in Cambridge, Mass., 1973, as a part of a report for the Seventh
International Congress of Slavists in Warsaw. First published in the Festschrift
for Vladimir Georgiev: Ezikovedski proucvanija ν cest na akad. V. I. Georgiev
(Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 1980).



BEJIHKAfl Μ ΟΡΑΒΗΛ HJ1H BEJIHKAfl HA
M O P A B O M ?

KHHra KoHCTaHTHna BarpaHopo^Horo O6 ynpae/ienuu eocydapcmeoM,
TpaKrya o MOpaecKOH Aep>KaBe, nojibsyerc» neTbipbM» HaHMeno-
BaHHHMH, Η BCC OHH BOOJIHC COBna aiOT C MOpaBCKOH HOMCHKJiaTypOH Β

cjiaeaHCKOH nucbMeHHOCTH. HCTOHHHK HauiHX rpenecKHx ccbmoK —
Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De Administrando Imperio, Greek Text
Edited by Gy. Moravcsik, English Translation by R. J. H. Jenkins
(By^aneniT, 1949), a B cjiaBancKHX npHMepax MM OTCbinaeM κ xpy,ay
Π. A. Jlaepoea MamepuaAbi no ucmopuu eosHUKHoeemin dpeene iue
cjiaenncKo nucbMCHHOcmu (JleHHHrpa^, 1930).

1) Μοραβ/α (rji. 41/2-a« CTpoKa) — /HopaKa (OpocTpaHHoe MCHTHC
KoHcraHTHHa, m. XV; FIpocTpaHHoe »HTHC ΜεφοΛΗ«, rji. V;
FlpojioxHoe HTHC ΜεφοΛΗ», στρ. 103; JleronHCHbiH paccxas ο
KoHCxaHTHHe Η ΜεφοΛΗΗ, 104; FjiaroJiHHecKaa cnyacoa KHpHJiJiy H
ΜεφοΛΗΐο, 1 34; YcneHHe KHpHJiJia, 1 56; OxpH CKoe »HTHe
194).

2) εις την της Μοραβί'ας γήν, 42/19, — Β κ ΆΙΜΛΗ
(ITpojioacHoe HTHC KoncxaHTHHa Η ΜεφοΛΗ«, 100), a«/«*
(Cjiyx a ΜεφοΛΗΚ), 126/CTHx 28 H 127/cTHx 36), Ά^ΛΚΙΚΑΛ at/w/ita
(3θΓρ3φςκοε MCHTHC HayMa).

3) περί της χώρας της Μοραβ/ας, 41/1, — /HopaehCKara crpaHa (Cjiy>K6a
H ΜεφοΛΗΚ), 1 13/CTHX 28); BT» *** /Ho^aKKCKaxTi CT^aHaxii, κτ^
oi>aKKCKiii(noxBajibHoe CJIOBO KHpHJiJiy H ΜεφοΛΗκ», 84 H 85).

Cp. IlpocTpaHHoe MCHTHC ΜεφοΛΗ«, rji. X: H /HopaBKtKa OB/iacTk
BKCA cT^aHTii (c pacno^oGjieHHCM CJIOB OBaacTK H

4) ή μεγάλη Μοράβια, 13/5 H 40/33; την μεγάλην Μορα/ί/αν, 38/58, —
Β£ΛΗΚΪ£ Λο^ΒΚΙ (CjiaBOCJlOBHC KHpHJiJiy Η ΜεφΟΛΗΚ) Η ΗΧ
B BojirapcKOM CHHO^HKC uap« Bopnca, 161); ώ PatTHtiiaBa

KHtsa BMHKKit /Ho^aBhi (YcneHHC KHpHJiJia, 156); tut^iuS ^o BMHKKII
Ao^aBKi (T3M AC; cp. BapnaHT c ojiee apxaHHHbiM
cxpoeM — 4«UJKAUJ8 t/«8 Bt/ iHKit MsQARH : Hop^aH HeaHOB,
cmapUHu U3 Mandantin, ΟοφΗΛ, 1931, cxp. 287).
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Jlio6onbiTHo, HTO H CjiaBocjioBHe, H YcneHHC — naMflTHHKH oojirap-
CKoro npoHcxo>K,aeHHH, H HTO o6a npHMepa HS VcneHHa HBHO
ΠΟΛΗΟΒΛΛΙΟΤ cooTBCTCTByiomHe naccaacH OpocTpaHHoro )KHTHH
KoHcraHTHHa: PacTHC/iaB BO, /HO^BCKKIH KNESK (crp. 60) Η ^,οιυκ^ιυογ JKE
fM\ MopdBH (CTp. 61).

BO3MO5KHO, HTO T6pMHH BMHKdW MtyAKA ΠρΟΤΗΒΟΠΟΟΤαΒΛβΗ
oojiee y3KHM o6o3HaneHHHM — KKiujivHrara, npaBO epeacnaa, H
jieBo6epe)KHafl Mopaea, H ox aTWBaeT o6a onpyra. KaK OTMCTHJI
Vaclav Chaloupecky, "jeste ν XVI. stoleti nazyv se Nitransko 'Dolni
Moravou' na rozdil od 'Moravy Horni'" (Svatovaclavsky sbornik, II, 2,
ripara 1939, οτρ. 201); c ^pyroo CTOpOHbi, ΜεφοΛΗίί HMenyeTC«
apXHCnHCKOnOM KklUJHAIA /HopdBTiH Η Β CBflTUaX AcCCMaHOBa
EBanrejiHii (J. Kurz, Evangeli f Asseman v, II, Hpara 1955, οτρ. 292), Η
Β IlpojioHCHOM HTHH KoHCTaHTHHa Η ΜεφοΛΗ» (Jla poB, οτρ. 100; cp.
Harvard Slavic Studies II, 1954, στρ. 63).

Ho aa^ce CCJIH Β κεκοτορυχ cjiynaax, nanpHMep B THTyne PacTHCJiaea
KTiNASd BI/1HKWIA jHo^dBKI, 3TO pCHCHHe MO5K6T 6bITb Π6ρ6Β6Λ6ΗΟ
cjioeaMH totius Moraviae, BCC »ce BOSHHicaeT eonpoc, MOKHO JIH CHHTaTb
raKoe SHancHHe nepBonanajibMbiM Η e^HHCTBCHHbiM. Πο cjioeaM
KoHCTaHTHHa BarpanopoAHoro, "TypKH [Ma^bapbi], nporHannbie
HeHeHeraMH, nocejiHJiHCb Β TOH aevuie, r^e OHH o HTaioT noHbme. B
3THX MecTax ecTb HCKOTopbie apeBHHe ^ocTonpHMenaTejibHOCTH: BO-
nep bix, 3,necb Haxo^HTC« na py eace TypKHH MOCT HMnepaTopa
Tpa«Ha, ΠΟΤΟΜ, Β Tpex ΛΗΛΧ nyTH οτ 3Toro MocTa, Bejirpaa c
CBSTOFO H BCJiHKoro HMnepaTopa KoHCTaHTHHa. .Hajiee, no
peKH, Β aeyx ΛΗΛΧ οτ Bejirpa^a, pacnojioacen snaMeHHTbiH CHPMHH, a

BejiHKa» MopaBH», HeKpemenaa, pasopCHHa« TypKaMH, a panbiiie
CBHTODOJIKOM. TaKOBbi flocTonpHMenaTejibHocTH Η

naMHTHbie HMena [γνωρίσματα τε και έπωνυμίαι] πο ρεκε HcTpy"
(40/25-36). F. Robenek, ΠΜΤΛΗΒΗΗ HCTOPHK MOpaecKHX apeBHOCTefi,
ecTCCTBCHHO nocTaBHJi Bonpoc, He O3HanaeT JIH μεγάλη Μοράβια Β 3TOM
nepcHHe nawsTHMKOB H naMHTHbix HMCH buiyro CTOJiHtiy, HcnesHyBiiiero
rocy^apCTBa, KOTOpyio TypKH JIHUIHJIH npeacnero ojiarojienH« Η

JiaronecTHH ("Morava, metropole sv. Methodeje", Hlidka, 1927-1928).
HoBefiuiHe pacKonKH B ΙΟΓΟ-BOCTOHHOH MopaBHH «BCTBCHHO

, HTO npa o6epe»cbe p. MopaBbi GHJIO Β τεπεκκε ^eBSToro
H oraTbiM H jiro^HbiM cpe^oTOHHCM cjiaBHHCKoii flepacaBbi.1 Ha

— Jaroslav B hm, Josef Cibulka, Vilem Hruby, Josef Poulik
— ΠΟΛΡΟΟΗΟ o3naKOMHjiH MCH« oceHbio 1 957 r. c. HOBCHUIHMH pesyjibTaraMH pacKonoK.
npHHouiy HM rjiy oKyio npHSHarejibHOCTb 3a HX meapyio, flpy»ecKyio, aeTOpHTCTHyio
noMomb, a HexocfloeauKoH AKaaeMHH HayK 3a paayuiHoe rocjenpHHMCTBo B ΛΗΗ Moero
nocjieanero, Hesa BCHHoro nocemeHH» HCXHH H MopaenH.
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paccTOHHHH 45 KHJiOMeTpoB apyr οτ apyra oTKpbiTbi ea 3HaHHTejibHbtx
npH peacHbix nocejieHH«, o a c ΚΗΜΒΗΜΗΜΗ υερκΒΗΜΗ H ooiiiHpHbiMH
KJiaflonmaMH, ΟΛΗΟ Ha τερρκτορΗΗ Tax HasbieaeMoro Craporo Mecxa
(Antiqua civitas HeiiiCKO-JiaTHHCKHX ^OKyMCHTO ) BOSJIC VropcKoro

, .zipyroe BOSJIC AepeBHH MHKyjiMHue Heno^ajieKy οτ r.
. O HapyjKCHHbie φyH,^aMeHTbI uepKBe oJibiueH nacrbio

κ 3noxe MopaBCKo aeaTe^bHOCTH RnpHJiJia H ΜεφοΛΗ«.
Ho, B το BpeMH κακ xy,ao)KecTBeHHo-npoMbiiiijieHHbie H nyMH3Ma-
THHecKHe Haxo/ϊΚΗ B O OHX ropo^Hiriax CBH^eTejibCTByioT o TCCHOH CBHSH
c BHsaHTHCH, ocTaTKH uepKBen, KaK ̂ OKasbieaioT J. Cibulka H Apyrne
HCCJieaoBaTejiH (cp. J. Poulik, "Nalez kostela z doby Rise velkomoravske
v trati 'spit lky' ve Starem meste", Pam tky archeologicke XLVI, 1955,
CTp. 345), BOCXOflST K npH^yHa CKOMy, HJI^HpHHCKOMy 3OflHCCTBy,
xapaKTepHOMy H ΑΠΛ BojirapHH, H ΛΛ« CpeMCKoro oxpyra, H AJIH
BocTOHHoro HopHKa. 3τοτ ΒΗΒΟΛ HHTcpecno conocTaBHTb c OCHOBHOH
CTpaTerHHCCKOH nOSHUHCO CJiaBflHCKHX nepBOyHHTCJlCH, T. C. C JlO3yH-

ΓΟΜ 6opb6bi s npeeMCTBCHHOCTb H o HOBJieHHe Hji^HpHKa — παντός
του Ιλλυρικού (cp. Η. HnKOJibCKHH, "FToBecTb BpeMeHHbix πετ, KaK
HCTOHHHK ΟΧ* HCTOpHH HaHaJlbHOFO HCpHOfla pyCCKOH nHCbMCHHOCTH Η

KyjibTypbi", CoopnuK nopyc. H3biKy u CAoeecnocmu, AH CCCP, II, Bbin.
1, 1930, ΓΛ. VI; F. Dvornik, Les legendes de Constantin et de Methode vues
de Byzance, Hpara 1933, FJI. VII). Tpa^HUHOHHaa CBoeoGbinnocTb
HJIJlHpHHCKOH npOBHHUHH AOJl Ha bIJia HaHTH CC C OC5^3aτeπbHOe
BbipaaceHHe H B caMocToaTejibHOH apxHTCKTypnoH TpanHUHH. 3το
nOSBOJIJIJIO ΟΛΗΟΒρ6Μ6ΗΗΟ H3 C»CaTb H OflHO3HbIX flJIH ?HMa y3 C
BH3aHTHHCKHMH φθρΜ3ΜΗ, Η HenpHCMJlCMOH flJlS FpCKOB 3aBHCHMOCTH

οτ PHMCKHX q pasuo . TOHHO τακ »ce HecxoxcecTb rnarojiHijbi H c
jiaTHHCKHM, H c rpeHecKHM aJlφaBHτoM o pamajia ee B HarjumHbiH
CHMBOJI cy epeHHbix npae cjiaBHHCKoro asbiKa B UCPKOBHOH H
o meKyjibTypHOH .aeHTejibHOCTH MOpaBCKo MMCCHH.

KoTopaa HS fl yx npH6peacHbix O IUHH, οτκρωτωχ MCIIICKHMH apxeo-
jioraMH, 6biJia rjiaBHo pesH^eHUHe PacTHCjiaea H cojiyHCKHx paT
B mecTHflecHTbix roflax? B κοτοροΜ Η3 3τκχ ^ yx nyHKToe, B TOM
HTO cjiyacHJi CTOJIHUCH PacTHCJiaey, HJIH B apyroM HS HHX,
C HTOnOJIK, H pa3BHJl OCHOBHyK) ^eHTCJlbHOCTb BCpHyBUIHHCH B

MopaBHio ΜεφοΛΗΗ? F^e HH HCKaTb cTo^nuy — B CTapOM MecTe HJIH
J1H3 MHKyjlHHU, HMH 66 ΜΟΓΛΟ blTb Et/iHKdtil (BKCK) Hd^li lOpaBOWv.

Velik (ves) — HMH O LUHH, HsaaBHa xoao oe B HeiucKo H MopaBCKo
HOMeHKjiaType. Ha loro-BOCTOKe coBpeMeHHOH Mopaenn noHbme cy-
mecTByeT Velka nad Velickou, τ. e. Ta caMaa Velik , KOTOpaa BcnjibieaeT
B rpaMOTax Bejierpa^cKoro MonacTbip» c 1228 ro^a (cp. K. Klusak,
Hornacke mesto, BpHO 1957, CTp. 8).
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ECJIH τακοΒο biJio HMH nocejieHH«, Jieacamero ΠΟΛ HbiHeiiiHHM
CrapbiM MCCTOM, TO ocoobifi HHTepec npHooperaioT aoKyMCHTajibHbie
.aaHHbie, KOTopue nanoMHHJi J. Poulik B CBOCM rpy/^e Jizni Morava, zeme
davnich Slovanu (Βρκο 1948-1950): "Uvadi se tez v mistech dnesniho
Stareho Mesta u Uherskeho Hradiste na pravem brehu feky Moravy k
roku 1131 villa Veligrad jako majetek biskupstvi olomouckeho. Roku
1220 se jiz Veligrad nazyv trhovou vsi nebo mestysem." BejiHrpaa H
BejiHKa» eecb, ΤΟΠΟΗΜΜΗΜΒΟΚΗ cpo^Hbie, no BCCH BCPOHTHOCTH, GMJIH
HaCTHMH ΟΛΗΟΓΟ Η ΤΟΓΟ HC6 UCJIOFO.

Β AHCKyccHOHHOM πορ«Λκβ MO CT GbiTb npCflJioMceHa paooHa»
runoresa ο CMeacHofi c Bejinrpa^oM BCJIHKOH (BCCH) naa Mopaeoio.
MMJI BCJIHKOH Haa Mopaeoio JICFKO MOFJIO npeepaTHTbca B BejiHKyio
MopaBCKyio eecb JIH O προοτο Β BejiHKyio Mopaey, H SHaneHHe
nocjie^Hero HMCHH ecrecTBCHHo noAAaBajiocb pa3flBoeHHio: c O HOH
cTopoHbi, 3To cTo^Hua Bcefi MopaecKOH aepacaBbi, c apyroH — BCH
^epMcaBa, noaBjiacTHaa 3τοίί CTOJIHUC.

ECJIH HM» CTOJiHUbi aeHCTBHTCJibHO obijio KiaHKdta, nojiynaeT
o i CHCHHe saraaoHHbiH THTyji KjiHMCHTa OxpHUCKoro —
Bf/AHMhCKTilH. 3TOT THTyJI, OOblHHblH Β 33ΓΟΛΟΒΚ3Χ COHHHCHHH

(cp. H. TyHHUKH , Ce. KnuMenm, enucKon cAoeencKuu, CeprHCB nocaa
1913, crp. 199), sacBH^CTejibCTBOBaH y»ce B TCKCTC XI BCKa. B CB5iTuax
npH AcCCMaHOBOM Εβ3ΗΓ6ΛΗΗ ΠΟΛ 27-bIM HIOJIH SHaHHTCa: t(KA)TdrO

ε(κΑ)τ(ΗΤί)<ι* ο(τκ)μί Ndiu(i)r(o) ΚΛΗΜΜΎΛ tn(H)cK(o)nd
(Kurz, cjp. 306). CorjiacHO FlpocTpaHHOMy MCHTHIO KjiHMenTa,

Β rpenecKoii oopaGoTKe ΦεοφΗΛ3κτα (τ. Η. BojirapcKa^
6biJi nocTaBjieH enHCKonoM Βελ/τζας, τ. e.

6ecnpe^Jio)KHaii φορΜ3 MCCTHOFO HJIH ^aTejibHoro na,ae>Ka (CM.
, K/iuMenm OxpudcKu — rpenecKHH TCKCT c nepeeoaoM Η

A. MHjieBa, €οφΗ» 1955, crp. 74-79). OH ace, KaK
OTMCTHJI TyHHUKHH (cxp. 102), HMenyeTCfl enHCKonoM ΒεΑ/κας, τ. e.
ΕίΛΗκτιΐ (po^HTejibHbiH π3Λ6)κ), Β rpcHecKOM KaTajiore nep bix 6oji-
rapCKHx apxHenncKonoB, KOTopbifi FojiyOHHCKHH ^arnpyeT

BenaauaTbiM BCKOM.
"Bee nonbiTKH HaiiTH cooTBeTCTByromHe enapxHajibHbie ropoaa" Ha

τερρκτορΗΗ, corjiacHO cnpaeeanHBOMy oTSbisy
oKasajiHCb xmeTHbiMH" (crp. 212), H ero co cTBCHHbie

noHCKH To»ce He aajiH y^oBJieTBopHTCJibHoro peiiieHH». HoBeftiiiHe
6HorpaφbI KjiHMeHra πρΗχοΛ»τ κ TOMy ace orpHuarejibHOMy BbiBoay:
"Jej lokalizaciou sa zaoberali viaceri, ale doteraz bez uspechu" (Jan
Stanislav, Osudy Cyrila a Metoda a ich ucenikov v zivote Klimentovom,
BpaTHCJiasa 1950, cjp. 112). "MecTonaxoacaeHHe e npe^MCT BCC ome na
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TbpceHe" (MHJiee, cxp. 97). Ho y»ce M. ,fl,PHHOB, He naxoa« 3Toro HMCHH
HH "Β ΛοιιιεΛίιΐΗχ ΛΟ HEC BecbMa ΠΟΛΡΟΟΗΒΙΧ cnncicax oojirapcKHx
enapxHH Η ropoflOB X BeKa", HH "B HMeiomHxcH y nac BecbMa
nOflpO HblX CIlHCKaX HaCCJieHHblX MCCT 3THX O JiaCTeii", COnOCTaBHJl

3B3HHe iflHCKOnTi BMHHbCK'KIH C BapHaHTOM, O Hapy CHHblM B

CjiaBOCJIOBHH KHpHJIJiy H ΜεφΟΛΗΚ) H HX yHCHHKaM: ΚΛΗ/ΜΙΝΤ8 ***

fRHCKOn» Β Ε Λ Η Κ Ι ί ΑΟ^ΛΒΗ H yCMOTpCJI BO BCCX 3THX 3ara,aOHHbIX O O3Ha-

HCHHHX OTFOJ1OCOK nepBOHaHaJlbHOH fleHTCJlbHOCTH KjlKMCHTa B

MopaBHH ("HoBblH UepKOBHO-CJiaBHHCKHH naM THHK C ynOMHHaHHCM O

CJiaBHHCKHX nepBoyHHTCJiax", yKypnaji MuHucmepcmea Hapo^Ho^o
iH, CXXXVIII, 1885, cxp. 191-196, HJIH Cwumnun na M. C.

, II, €οφΗ« 1911, CTp. 348-353).
Πθ MHCHHK) /ipHHOBa, ΜβφΟΛΗΗ ΠΟΛ KOH6U CBOCH ^CHTeJlbHOCTH

ΒΗΛΗΜΟ BO3BCJ1 B CIIHCKOnCKHH CaH HC TOJlbKO FopaS^a, HO H KjlHMCHTa:

cor^acHO FlpocTpaHHOMy HTHIO, eme ΛΟ ΤΟΓΟ, KaK KJIHMCHT cra^
Βουλγάρφ γλώττη πρώτος επίσκοπος, OH yace "HasHanaji HTCUOB,
ΗΠΟΛΗαΚΟΗΟΒ, ΛΗαΚΟΗΟΒ H npeCBHTepO ", T. 6. pajl Ha CC H npaBO-

MOMH« enHCKona (CM. MHJICB, 72 H 74); Kpancoe (Oxpn^cKoe) CHTHC
KjiHMCHTa πρΛΜΟ yTBep^c^aeT, HTO υπό Μεθοδίου επίσκοπος καταστάς,
— ΠΟ CJiaBHHCKOMy npOJIOAHOMy TCKCTy, WT Mt-9-Ο^ίΛ (n(H)CKOnk

ROCTdBH CE (H aHOB, 318). BonpOC O nOCBaiUCHMH BHKapHblX enHCKOHOB

3aTpoHyx Β nocjiaHHH nanw Hoanna VIII CeaxonojiKy B 880
. Chaloupecky oTMenaeT B HecKOJibKHx naTHHCKHX HCTOHHHKax X
jiiooonbiTHbie HSBCCTH« o MopaBCKHx cyφφparaHax no^BJiacTHbix

ΜεφοΛΗΐο (οτρ. 89, 160-165, 196-198).
KaK HH yoe^HTeJibHbi HCTOPHHCCKHC BbiKjia^KH ^pHHoea, ero

nonbiTKa CBHsarb onpe^eJieHHe Bt / iMMKCKTviH nenocpeacTBeHHO c
BeJiHKOMOpaBCKoii ^ep)KaBbi rpeiiiHT, TynHUKHH npae,
HCKyCCTBCHHOCTbR)" (197). ECJIH 5KC HM« CTOJIHUbl bIJlO Et/1HK4ra

/ OpdBOW. HJIH E(/1HK<ttd (41<J^aBd), TCpMHH Bf/UHKCKTilH C3M CO OIO

nojiynaer ootacneHHe.
OpojioxHoe JKHTH6 KoHcraHTHHa Η ΜεφοΛΗ» (crp. 100-101), HC-

CMOTpH Ha CBOK» KpaTKOCTb, OraTO OpHrHHaJIbHbIMH H HOyMHTCJIbKblMH

. 3aKJiioMHTejibHoe H3BecTHe o Meere norpe eHH«
oaajiaHHBaJio KOMMCHTaTopoe: /IE>KHTK ?«f BK Bt^Ht^aH I^KKBH

Ο ιΐΦΒΑΙΑ CT^dH* BTi CT^H-fe 34 0<1Tdpe/HK CBATTil/T. ΚΟΓ000-

. f^e GbiJia 3Ta uepKOBb? Hop^an MeanoB XOHCT ayMarb, HTO Β
Bejierpaae, "HHCTO MecTOHaxoanme ooane ome He e onpeaeneno

". /],ajiee eMy ocTaeTca HeHCHbiM, ",aa JIH ci>6opHaTa
e OHJia nocBCTena ΒΊ> necTb na CB. Boropo^Hua HJIH πτ>κ Β HCH e
ocooen napaKJiHC CB. EoropojiHua" (CTp. 288). Ho B CBCTC
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Haiuefi .noraflKH 06 HMCHH MopaecKOH CTOJIHUM Et/iHKdia MOHCHO
nonbiTaTbCfl BoccxaHOBHTb nepBOHanajibKbiH τεκστ BbimenpHBeAeHHoii
φpa3bI: AtJKHTTv »e ΒΊ>. ΚΕΛΗΙ;^ /HopABKCT-kH, ^ΚΚΊ^ΒΗ CKATKIIA
EoropoAHi^A, ο Λ^ΒΑΜ^ ΟΤ^ΛΗΛ ΗΊ\ CT^H^ aa O/IT^K/HK. KaK H B epsoM
MCHTHH BiinecjiaBa, HCKaaceHHio xeKCxa cnocoocTBoeajia yrpara ΠΟΗΗ-
MaHHH Gecnpe^JIOHCHOH KOHCTpyKUHH C MCCTHblM Π3Λ63ΚΟΜ μφΚΚΊιΒΗ

(cp. Hn»ce, crp. 824).
BOnpOC O HM6HH peSH^CHUHH CBflTOIlOJIKa Η

ac^er OKOHHarejibHoro paspemeHH«.

Written in Cambridge, Mass., 1959, and published in Ezikovedsko-etnografski
izsledvanija, in Memory of S. Romanski (Sofia, 1960).



THE B Y Z A N T I N E MISSION TO THE SLAVS

Both Thessalonian brothers are presented by two quite diverse Latin
sources of their epoch in nearly identical terms. Quirillus quidam, nacione
Grecus is praised in the oldest version of the Czech Latin Christian's
legend. Quidam Graecus, Methodius nomine is scorned in the Prankish
document Conversio Bagoariorum et Carantanorum. Both brothers were
Greek by origin, education, cultural background, and inclination; both
rendered important services to the Byzantine Empire and Church, and
both were sent by the Emperor and apparently also (takoze i) by the
Patriarch on a responsible mission to Moravia. Father Dvornik's
momentous volume — Les Legendes de Constantin et de Methode vues de
Byzance (Prague, 1933) — and his lifelong inquiry into the activities of
Constantine-Cyril and Methodius among the Slavs showed that their
manifold work must be studied and interpreted in the light of Byzantine
cultural, ecclesiastic, and political problems, as the title of his book
suggests. It was the idea of the indissoluble connection between the
Cyrillo-Methodian legacy and its Eastern Roman fountainhead which
inspired the Dumbarton Oaks Symposium on the Byzantine Mission to
the Slavs.1

Doubts had been cast on the Old Church Slavonic Vitae of
Constantine-Cyril and Methodius as to the age of these two legends, or
at least of their Slavic texts, and as to the trustworthiness of their factual
data. In the Analecta Bollandiana of 1955, P. Meyvaert and P. Devos
demonstrated that the end of 882 is the terminus ante quern the Vita of
Constantine the Philosopher had been composed Sclavorum litteris, and
that the supplementary Vila of his brother and successor Methodius
must also have been written in Moravia and only a few years later.
Equally definitive is the following rejoinder to the skeptics.

1 Held in 1964. The present paper is a report on the activities of the Symposium, which
are represented in printed form in Dumbarton Oaks Papers XIX (1966). It also contains
concluding remarks about crucial problems that face current Cyrillo-Methodian studies.
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Francis Dvornik's introductory lecture "Ninth-Century Moravia and
the Byzantine Mission" summed up and substantially reinforced his
argumentation for the high reliability and value of the various historical
testimonies preserved in both Vitae. Their reports about the intercourse
of the mission with Constantinople and Rome find convincing foun-
dation and motivation in the light of the evolving relations between the
papacy and Byzantium. The organic connection between the religious,
cultural, and political purposes of the Byzantine mission, and the
tenacious fight of Moravian Slavs for total independence from Prankish
pressure and infiltration becomes ever more evident. The Byzantine
mission differs radically in its scope, cultural background, and intentions
from the rudimentary ecclesiastic organization under the patronage of
the Passau bishopric; the former agency cannot be regarded as a
continuation of the latter, and the Vita Methodii could therefore praise
his and his brother's Moravian activities nostri populi gratia, cuius nemo
unquam curam gessit. Cyril's first aim on arriving in Moravia was to
supply the young Church with liturgical books in the Slavic language.
The brothers were not of the Roman but of the Byzantine obedience;
hence, there is nothing dubious in the circumstantial and rapturous
report of the Vita Constantini about the Slavic liturgy long before their
visit to Rome and the papal approval of this daring innovation.

"The Byzantine Background of the Moravian Mission" was the topic
of the paper sent by George Ostrogorsky from Belgrade. The mission to
Moravia was an impressive manifestation of Byzantine religious and
cultural expansion and belongs to the same great decade as
Constantinople's efforts to cement contacts with the Slavic South and
East. In the gradual process of regaining Sclavinias, the organization of
the Thessalonian region as a Byzantine theme in the early ninth century
was a significant achievement. Thessalonica, with its bilingual popu-
lation, was the principal gate leading from the Empire to the Slavic
world. The highest aspirations of the Byzantine State and Church found
in Constantine of Thessalonia a most remarkable intellectual exponent,
who helped to further the awakening of self-awareness among the Slavs
and who assisted them in their defense against German encroachment.

George C. Soulis surveyed "The Legacy of Cyril and Methodius to the
Southern Slavs". After its collapse in Moravia, the work of the Slavic
apostles was saved for the Slavs and Europe by Bulgaria when its ruler
Boris, in his endeavor to establish a national church, protected and
encouraged the Slavic missionaries who sought refuge in his land. Thus,
the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition was preserved and further cultivated in
Ochrid and Preslav, two great and dissimilar centers which created a rich
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literature and culture Byzantine in inspiration, yet Slavic in language and
ideology. This trend, inaugurated in Moravia, developed in Bulgaria,
and further transmitted to the Serbs and Russians, succeeded in
converting its Byzantine premises into a program of national self-
determination and universal equality, with particular emphasis on the
sovereign rights of Slavic, as well as any other vernacular, in ecclesia and
in all branches of spiritual life.

In his lecture on "The Heritage of Cyril and Methodius in Russia",
Dimitri Obolensky was able to trace, despite the paucity of direct
evidence, the initial stages of Christianity in Russia and-the penetration
of the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition into the Kievan state. It is beyond
doubt that St. Vladimir's baptism, largely patronized by Byzantine
authorities, was followed by the rapid establishment of Slavic liturgy in
Russia. Apparently these authorities realized that the Church of the
Slavic apostles was the only one that could be successfully imposed upon
the numerous population of that powerful and distant country. By the
eleventh century priests of Slavic tongue, both natives and newcomers
from abroad, mainly from Bulgaria, must have been active in Kievan
Russia. The Russian Primary Chronicle cherished the memory of the
Slavic apostles and recognized their fundamental contribution to the
enlightenment of the Russian people. The Cyrillo-Methodian literature
of Moravia took over the eastern patristic belief in the Pentecostal
abrogation of Babel and identified the emergence of the Slavic liturgy
with the gift of tongues, and this idea was echoed by the Primary
Chronicle. The same composite quotation from Isaiah which was used in
Moravian writings, especially in the Vita Constantini, was reproduced by
the Primary Chronicle to glorify Vladimir's educational efforts, which
were in this way equated with Rastislav's and Constantine's joint work
in Moravia; and what particularly exemplified the vitality of this
tradition in Russia was that St. Stephen of Perm, enlightener of the
Zyrians and translator of the Scripture into their vernacular in the late
fourteenth century, was praised in his Vita by a repetition of the same
quotation, and that, in general, Epiphanius the Wise, the author of this
Vita, modeled it upon the early Cyrillo-Methodian literature.

The lecture of Horace G. Lunt was devoted to "Greek Influences in
Early Slavonic". From the beginning the language of the Cyrillo-
Methodian mission was fashioned upon Greek; direct borrowings and
especially translations from Greek built a substantial layer of the Church
Slavonic vocabulary, complemented by the strong influence of Greek
upon word derivation and composition, phraseology and syntax, and
style. The radiation of caiques from Greek in Christian terminology
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widely oversteps the limits of Church Slavonic proper, encompasses the
entire Slavic territory, and continues despite the later restriction in the
number of countries adhering to Slavic liturgy. The expansion of Old
Church Slavonic in the ninth to eleventh centuries was facilitated by the
lasting lexical, grammatical, and phonologic proximity of all Slavic
vernaculars. Old Church Slavonic assumed the role of a common Slavic
literary language, intended from the beginning to fulfill all spiritual tasks
and at the time of its maximal inter-Slavic expansion, in the eleventh
century, used by Bulgarians, Serbs, Croats, Russians, Czechs, and Poles.
In countries that clung to Slavic liturgy, regional recensions of Church
Slavonic served for ecclesiastic writings, while literature of a more
secular character resorted to various hybrid combinations of this
language with the native vernacular. The basic unity of the Church
Slavonic language was preserved and supported by repeated efforts to
eliminate divergences: e.g., the dependence of the Serbian recension on
the Russian one in the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries; the second
South Slavic influence upon Russian from the end of the fourteenth
century; the mutual adaptations of the Moscow and Kievan recensions,
with orientation toward the former in the sixteenth and toward the latter
in the seventeenth century; likewise in the seventeenth century an
adherence of the Croatian recension to the Kievan model; the Russian
recension adopted by the Serbs in the eighteenth, and by the Bulgarians
in the nineteenth century. Unfortunately, no history of Church Slavonic
in its different regional variants and their interaction has yet been
written. These conservative and expansive tendencies furthered literary
and cultural exchange between countries of Slavic liturgy. Serial trans-
lations which at different moments in different Slavic regions vacillated
between a creative adaptation and a slavish, mechanistic literalism
secured the ties between Church Slavonic and Greek, and the history of
this translational technique and of the Greek imprint borne by Church
Slavonic and by those literary languages which preserved a Church
Slavonic substratum still awaits detailed investigation.

Antonin Dostal discussed "The Origins of the Slavonic Liturgy".
According to the Vita Methodii, both Greek and Latin missionaries must
have worked in Moravia before the arrival of the Thessalonian brothers.
The Old Church Slavonic liturgic texts have to be interpreted rather as
free adjustments than as literal translations of foreign models. The
surmise that Constantine-Cyril introduced a Slavic adaptation of Latin
liturgy is based on the Kievan leaflets, but they differ in language from his
authentic writings and apparently the text of these leaflets was translated
at a later date; perhaps it belongs even to the Bohemian period of
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Church Slavonic worship, although Bohemia of the tenth century also
maintains vestiges of the Byzantine rite. The question whether or not the
liturgy of St. Peter was translated and used by the brothers can hardly be
answered affirmatively. As to the Prague fragments, their text is
translated from Greek, but both the source of their composition and the
origin of their protograph remain unclear, and we still face the urgent
task of applying the modern techniques for making the underlayer of this
palimpsest available. Presumably the Byzantine mission in Moravia first
introduced a Slavonic version of John Chrysostom's liturgy, as a
fragment of this translation in the Sinai leaflets testifies. The coexistence
of Slavonic with Greek or Latin in the Cyrillo-Methodian mass remains
undetermined. The question whether Church Slavonic penetrated into
Poland from the Cyrillo-Methodian mission or only later from Bohemia
also remains controversial.

"Old Church Slavonic Poetry" was approached by Roman Jakobson.
This poetry, hitherto usually overlooked in mediaeval studies, belongs to
the most abundant and remarkable products of the powerful Byzantine
impact upon the Slavic civilization. It was deeply rooted in the wide
creative activities of the two truly bilingual brothers and endowed the
Moravian literature of the 860's to the 880's with magnificent master-
pieces of both hymnody and paraenesis. Throughout the tenth and
eleventh centuries, in all the regional variants of Old Church Slavonic
language and culture, poetic art continued the Cyrillo-Methodian
tradition. The late Middle Ages witnessed the further evolution of this
poetry in those countries which still used Church Slavonic as their
ecclesiastic language. Finally, the formation of modern Russian poetry
in the eighteenth century and its subsequent drift were much influenced
by the liturgical tradition of ecclesiastic chants. Thanks to progress in the
comparative investigation of Byzantine and Church Slavonic chants,
students of the song books copied in Russia in the eleventh to thirteenth
centuries can detect and reconstruct their prototypes, which prove to be
at least two to three centuries older. In particular, the analysis of the
early Slavic original canons enables us to ascribe to the Moravian
mission of the 870's and 880's, and to its leader Methodius, not only the
canon for St. Demetrius of Thessalonica but also, beyond any doubt, the
Church Slavonic Hirmologion, and to throw new light upon the vexing
question of the divine service practiced by this mission. The intimate
connection of this canon with the Cyrillo-Methodian mission is attested
by the final ode, a poignant yearning, in the struggle against "the cruel
trilinguals and heretics", for a return from wanderings over strange
lands to the native Thessalonica, while the close textual and metrical
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coherence between the canon's troparia and hirmoi proves the anterior
Slavic translation of the Hirmologion.2

Oliver Strunk analyzed "Two Chilandari Choir Books", the Triodion
Chilandari 307 and the Hirmologion Chilandari 308, both published in
1957 as a part of the series Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae. These two
choir books, like other ancient monuments of Slavic chant, preserve
vestiges of archaic musical and liturgical practices; they can shed new
light on the early history of Byzantine music, and the Triodion in
particular might even be said to constitute a compensating replacement
for a type of Byzantine manuscript that must once have existed but is no
longer extant. Professor Strunk concluded that (1) the archaic Slavic
notation is of Byzantine origin; (2) it must have been introduced well
before the year 1000, perhaps as early as 950; (3) at some time after the
year 1000, perhaps as late as 1050, it was modified in certain respects and
these modifications were again of Byzantine origin; and (4) in certain
other respects it is an original creation because it restricts the use of some
of its borrowed signs in ways quite unfamiliar to Byzantium and because
it has invented at least one sign of its own. Even with these modifications,
however, the Slavic notation continues to retain its archaic character, for
the revisions to which it was subjected were minor ones, affecting only
isolated details. However intimately one may come to understand the
workings of an archaic notation like this one, to think in terms of a
positive transcription on the five-line staff is simply to deceive oneself.
Under favorable conditions, and with the help of unambiguous, un-
impeachable controls, in particular of a Byzantine control, one can as a
rule work out a sort of reconstruction, but the result is highly tentative.
As such an experiment, a musical reconstruction of a Slavic translated
hirmos is proposed.

Kenneth J. Levy dealt with "The Earliest Slavic Melismatic Chants";
he analyzed an Old Russian kontakarion, and concluded that the origins
of the Slavic melismatic chants are firmly rooted in Byzantium. The
enigma of the kontakarion notation is finally opened to solution. This
notation enables the musicologist to explore the structure of the asmatic
melodies. Their centonate-formulaic design underlies the compositional
process for many, if not most, early liturgies, and the Slavic chants,
preserving the earliest state of the Byzantine melismatic traditions, have
a unique contribution to make toward the understanding of this process.
The notation of these Slavic chants shows not only archaisms related to
the early characters of Byzantine notation, but also points of contact

2 Cf. infra, pp. 240-259, 260-276, 277-285 and 285-346.
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with Greek developments of the eleventh century. The question whether
these chants were taken over from Byzantium during the same ninth-
century wave of musical and liturgical activity that witnessed the
borrowing of the syllabic chants or somewhat later must be left open.

In his second lecture, on "Recent Archaeological Discoveries in the
Territories of Great Moravia", F. Dvornik gave a condensed account of
the Moravian and Slovak excavations conducted on a large scale since
1948. Remnants of sixteen or seventeen stone churches of the ninth
century have so far been discovered, whereas until recently it was
thought that there were no stone churches in the state of Rastislav and
Sventopluk. The main finds are concentrated around two neighboring
Moravian settlements — Stare Mesto, presumably the seat of
Archbishop Methodius and his disciples, and Mikulcice, the probable
stronghold of Prince Rastislav, with remains of stone walls, a stone
palace, and mansions of nobles. Among the churches found in these
centers, several were built after the advent of the Byzantine mission, e.g.,
the third church unearthed in Mikulcice, the largest discovered so far in
Moravia, and other churches with an elongated apse. Similar church
architecture is found at a later period in Southern Russia, where
Byzantine missionaries were active. Most probably this style was
brought to Moravia by the Byzantine mission. Yet, since this type of
construction was dominant in Pannonia, Noricum, and Istria during the
early Christian period, it could have been revived in Moravia as well by
missionaries from Istria and Dalmatia. As to the churches belonging to
the first half of the ninth century, Professor Dvornik rejects the
controversial hypothesis of their connection with the Irish-Scottish style
and with the unlikely activities of Irish missionaries in Moravia. He
raises the question of possible links with the Byzantine cities on the
Adriatic. Among the examples of minor arts, only a few objects so far
discovered could be positively regarded as imported from Byzantium,
but local workshops of native and immigrant artisans in Moravia must
have adopted Byzantine patterns.

The Symposium, as was stated in the concluding remarks, illustrated
the far-reaching role of the Cyrillo-Methodian mission in space and
time, and the wide range of religious, cultural, and political problems
which were brought forward and bequeathed to Slavdom by the
brothers' venture. The Byzantine roots of their work and legacy were
carefully traced, whereas all the incessant, yet groundless, conjectures
about some pre-Cyrillian Slavic alphabet (despite the clear statement of
the Vita Constantini XIV: Ne sQtb logo obreli, "it has not been found"),
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and attempts to attribute an exaggerated cultural significance to earlier
missions in Moravia or to the faint rudiments of Slavic translations
before Constantine's Evangeliary, and to deny to the Byzantine mission
any role in the erection of Moravian and Pannonian churches, were
explicitly disproved. In the discussion of the Byzantine impact on the
Cyrillo-Methodian tradition, it was made clear that these cultural
impulses came not only from Constantinople but also from Thessalonica
and from Adriatic coastal cities.

The most important feature of the mission was the vernacularization
of the Scripture and divine service, as both Constantine's poetic
Prologue (Proglast) to the translated Gospels, and the two Vitae
eloquently confirm. According to the Vita Constantini XIV, Rastislav
asked the Emperor to send a teacher who would translate the true
Christian faith "into our own language" (the formula v& svoi ny jgzykz
with the predictable anteposition of the enclitic dative ny obviously
cannot be regarded as an interpolation), and in his answer the Emperor
refers to the letters revealed to Constantine by the Lord "for your
language" (v& vasbjgzyk-b) as an extraordinary privilege which will "rank
you among the great nations that praise God in their own language"
(svoimb jgzykomb). This tolerance toward a "barbarian" vernacular,
acknowledged in the Vita itself as unusual, is strategically explicable by
the remoteness and borderline position of the Moravian and Pannonian
area between the East and the West, circumstances which subsequently
called forth a similar, though temporary, compliance on the part of
Rome. Such a concession was more easily made by Byzantium, with its
practice of laissez-faire than by the West with its inveterate tenet tres sunt
autem linguae sacrae, his enim tribus linguis super crucem Domini a Pilato
fuit causa eius scripta. One must also remember F. Dvornik's suggestion
that, of the two powerful parties fighting for control of the Byzantine
Church and state in the mid-ninth century, the more liberal, democratic,
and flexible faction ·— originating in the Greens of the Hippodrome —
was apparently favored by Constantine.

The ideological foundations for the basic Cyrillo-Methodian principle
— the equality of all languages and peoples and the sacred right of any
vernacular tongue to be used for all spiritual tasks up to the Holy
Communion — were drawn from the Bible and Eastern Patristic
literature. All right of seniority was denied to languages, since all of them
originated simultaneously at Babel. The reference to the division of
tongues emerges in the early Cyrillo-Methodian apologetic literature and
serves as an introduction to the Old Russian letopisi; the persistent usage
of beginning Czech mediaeval chronicles with a narrative about the
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Tower of Babel was ironically countered by Enea Silvio Piccolomini.
The idea of the Pentecostal miracle, which changed the multiplicity of
languages from the original punishment into a divine gift of tongues and
impelled all languages to glorify the Lord, runs throughout Slavic
literatures of Cyrillo-Methodian inspiration, from the Moravian writ-
ings to the Russian Primary Chronicle and to the Latin Pentecost
sequence of the twelfth century, which praised omnigenarum beatissima
munera linguarum predestined to teach omnes nationes, and which
entered into the missals of the Prague archdiocese (Analecta Hymnica,
LIII, 72). This Pentecostal image of every man hearing the apostles
speak in his own language and understanding the divine words had been
developed in the Eastern Patristic literature, and later, as A. Borst points
out, became much more popular in the marginal areas of the Empire
than in its metropolis.

Scripture and liturgy in the people's own language was interpreted by
the mission to the Slavs as indispensable to comprehension. Particularly
significant are the favorite references to the Scripture adduced to
consecrate this doctrine. The claim for the comprehension of all the
prayers by "all the brethren" was supported in Constantine's Proglast»,
and in his Venetian disputation with the preachers of the "trilingual
heresy", by quotations from the First Epistle to the Corinthians; and in
the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition the Slavic apostles are constantly
represented as the true heirs of St. Paul. The introductions to the Vitae
(Const. I and Meth. II) and the alleged letter of the Emperor Michael to
Rastislav (Const. XIV) paraphrase the verses of I Tim. 2:4 and 7; God
"will have all men to be saved, and to come unto the knowledge of the
truth", whereunto He ordained a teacher — namely, Paul, according to
the Epistle, or, in the two Viiae, Constantine and Methodius, re-
spectively. Later Stephen, the teacher of the Zyrians, was to be similarly
introduced in his Vita.

The metaphors of Isaiah's verses (29:18; 32:3, 4; 35:5, 6) about the
ears of the deaf and the eyes of the blind being opened to apprehend the
words of the book, and the tongue of the stammerers (gpgnivyixb) being
ready to speak plainly were utilized in order to describe the effect of the
sacred Scriptures and mass in the native language. This imagery is
paraphrased in the Proglast, the Vita Constantini, the Moravian
Panegyric to Both Teachers of the Slavic People, and, praising Vladimir's
extension of the brothers' work to Russia, in Ilarion's Discourse of Law
and Grace and in the Primary Chronicle. After the schism this imagery
inspired a rancorous tract against the Western Church, which was
accused of having abandoned Peter the Apostle in favor of an imaginary
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imposter, Peter the Stammerer (gugnivyi), the adversary of vernacular
liturgy.

In both the Venetian disputation of Constantine and the Primary
Chronicle, Isaiah's images are followed by quotations from the Psalms,
especially 95 — "O sing unto the Lord a new song; sing unto the Lord,
all the earth". Against the "trilinguals" Constantine brings forward the
concluding chapter of Mark — 16:17 "In my name shall they cast out
devils; they shall speak with new tongues". The idea that the greater the
variety of languages that sing the glory of the Lord, the greater the joy of
the heavens, runs through the entire tradition. The multiformity of
languages and, in Vladimir Monomax's formulation, the uniqueness of
each human creature, the principium individuationis, is considered the
greatest of the Creator's miracles. The notion of new tongues is highly
important in the further development of the Cyrillo-Methodian trend.
Thus, Ilarion recalls the precept of Matthew 9:17, to put new wine not
into old bottles but into new ones, and concludes that new teaching
demands new peoples and new languages: novae ucenie, novy mexy, novy
jazyky, novoe i Sbbljudefbsja, jakoze i jestb. In this connection the
Panegyric to Both Teachers, composed in Moravia shortly after the
death of Methodius, is particularly revealing: "as two new apostles, they
did not build their work on an alien foundation, but having invented
letters anew, they carried them out for a new tongue" (nova aposiola ne
na tuzdemb osnovanii svoe delo polozbsa m iznova pismena vbobrazbsa i
sbvrbsista vb jgzykb novb).

The alphabet was a visual symbol of a liturgic and literary language
enjoying equal rights with all other tongues that exalt the Lord.
Therefore, the Glagolitic letters were not supposed to resemble the
Greek model, and this goal was partly achieved by recourse to Oriental
patterns, partly perhaps by reshaping Byzantine cryptography. The
puzzling Slavic changes in the Greek musical notation are possibly due
to a similar intention. The requirement of a new form for a new content
underlies the treatise of the monk Xrabr, compiled in Bulgaria at the
beginning of the tenth century: it proclaims the superiority of the Slavic
alphabet over the Greek, since the former is a Christian creation for
pious purposes, while the latter is rooted in heathenism.

From time to time certain questions are asked — whether the Latin
mass would not have been in closer agreement with the people's belief in
the magic power of the incomprehensible word; whether the emphasis on
liturgic vernacular was not a blunder which caused the downfall of the
work of the Slavic apostles, first in Moravia and later in Bohemia. Yet
the Slavic people is said to have met the work of both teachers with joy
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(si> radoslijg), as, almost five centuries earlier, Armenians reacted to the
similar innovation of Nesrop, and we have no contrary evidence. Again,
for the conjecture that the substitution of Slavic worship modeled upon
Greek for a liturgy of Latin language and rite might have produced
discontent, no proof can be furnished. The political background of the
suppression of the Cyrillo-Methodian activities in both Moravia and
Bohemia gives us no reason to suspect that without a vernacular liturgy
they would have been able to survive. Above all, Constantine's warning,
reported in his Vita XVI and based on Luke 11:52 — "Woe unto you,
bookmen! for ye have taken away the key of comprehension" —
indicates unambiguously that his entire ideology excluded any con-
cession in the principle of common and total intelligibility and equality;
there was really no place for an admission that among all the languages
of the world declared to be equal, a few traditionally liturgic languages
were, in the terms of modern satire, "more equal".

Partial defeats were unavoidable. Yet from the beginning, the work of
the Byzantine mission had a wider destiny. In the four copies of
Constantine's Proglasb "all the Slavs" (Slovene vw7) are summoned to
listen to the Gospels translated into their language, and the three Serbian
manuscripts preserve perfectly the syllabic pattern of the dodecasyllable:
Temb ze uslysite \ Slovene vbsi ("Therefore hearken, all ye Slavs!"); so the
arbitrary emendation — Slovene si ("hearken, ye Slavs, to this!") is not
only clumsy but completely superfluous. Toward the end of the poem the
Slavic exhortation grows into a world-wide appeal, "ye nations",
modeled upon Isaiah 34:1. The Slavic and the ecumenical scope of the
mission alternate in the Vitae. According to the Vita Methodii VIII, the
Pope said to the Pannonian ruler that Methodius was assigned "not only
to thee but also to all those Slavic countries", while in the Vila
Constantini XIV, Rastislav asks the Emperor to send a teacher who
could translate the true Christian doctrine into the vernacular, "so that
the other countries, on seeing that, would imitate us". Correspondingly,
the Panegyric to Both Teachers of the Slavic People glorifies Constantine-
Cyril for having taught the people to praise the Lord in their own
language (vz> svoi jezykt), thus "admonishing the whole world to sing in
native tongues".

If "all ye Slavs" were addressed, the question arises whether the
message had been actually received and the legacy accepted. At the end
of the first millennium Slavic dialects, to use Edward Sapir's for-
mulation, were "homogeneous enough to secure the common feeling and
purpose needed to create a norm". Throughout the early centuries of
Slavic Christianity, according to the concept persuasively vindicated by
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R. Picchio, the communitä linguistica Slava ecclesiastica essentially trans-
cended the differences among the regional recensions of the Slavic
written language and among the spiritual literary creations of the
individual Slavic nations. Among the most significant manifestations of
this supranational unity, one may cite first the intensive inter-Slavic
circulation of the ecclesiastical works, both translated and original, then
the repeatedly centripetal tendencies in the development of Church
Slavonic, and finally a remarkable diffusion of new literary models. The
inter-Slavic growth of favorite literary genres could be exemplified by the
Bohemian, Russian, and Serbian princely vitae, which reach one of their
supreme achievements in the Life of St. Sava. When the international
Church Slavonic community is taken into account, it appears quite
natural that numerous texts of the Bulgarian Golden Age and Czech
writings of the tenth and eleventh centuries entered into the Russian
literary repository; the various reflections of Czech hagiography in the
early Russian Vitae and Eulogies are a corollary of this radiation.
Prokop's Monastery on Säzava, the Bohemian center of Slavic liturgy in
the eleventh century, must have maintained a lively intercourse with
Kievan Russia; and even a Czech Church Slavonic Life and Martyrdom
of Boris and Gleb, the most popular Russian saints, composed in Latin
style and apparently imported from this monastery, entered into an Old
Russian lectionary.

Attempts of some students to place one of the local variants above all
other Slavic literatures of the Middle Ages bear the stamp of biased
subjectivism. The assertion that Old Russian literature, allegedly the
only one endowed with chronicles and epics, excels in this regard the Old
Bulgarian and early Czech letters forms a vicious circle, because Church
Slavonic literature of Czech and Old Bulgarian recensions has been
preserved almost exclusively through Russian copies and because orig-
inal works of a secular tinge, e.g., the Russian letopisi and voinskie
povesti, did not enter into inter-Slavic circulation. Old Bulgarian or
Czech creations of secular content could hardly, therefore, be expected
to have survived, and the original scope of these literatures simply
remains unknown to us.

Each ancient center of Church Slavonic literature — the Moravian
seat of the Byzantine mission, Ochrid, Preslav, Prague, Kiev, Novgorod
— leaves its own typical mark on the local production. Comparative
evaluation of the technique of translation sometimes discloses a doc-
trinaire preconception of the critic himself. Approaches to the
translator's task differ radically in Moravia, Bulgaria, Kievan Russia,
the Turnovo school of Euthymius, or Muscovy. For example, the
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detached Moravian attitude toward Greek models, which is manifested
both in translations and in the Glagolitic letters, should not serve to
belittle the literalism of Preslav, which found equally striking expression
both in the reformed, Cyrillic alphabet and in the mass production of
word-for-word translations. This encyclopedic activity enabled the First
Bulgarian Czardom to provide the whole communita with a native
version of manifold patristic and Byzantine works and with an amaz-
ingly expert, fecund, and lasting Slavic terminology for all the branches
of contemporaneous erudition.

While in Constantine's and Methodius' lifetime the Slavic translations
were apparently made from Greek only, the following two centuries in
Bohemia (and perhaps the very end of the ninth century in Moravia)
witnessed many translations into Old Church Slavonic from Latin and
vice versa, complementing thereby the Greek imprint upon Slavic
literature and literary language by a Western impetus. However, the
tradition of Slavicized Greek worship had not been lost in the Czech
state of the tenth and eleventh centuries, to judge from several vestiges
detected by Czech philologists (J. Frcek, J. Vasica, F. V. Mares), and
furthermore the Church Slavonic translations from Latin betray the
Greek training of their Bohemian authors.

It is true that the time of the first crusade puts an end to Slavic liturgy
in Bohemia, but the strength of the historical precedents and the vitality
of the Cyrillo-Methodian ideology continued for centuries to stimulate
Czech spiritual development; these factors awakened national self-
awareness and encouraged the rise and growth of literature and
scholarship in the native language; the same tradition underlay the effort
of Charles IV to reinstate vulgäre slavonicum as the liturgic language in
his Prague Monasterium Slavorum in order to unify all Slavs in the
Catholic faith, and, on the other hand, inspired the Hussite struggle for
vernacular liturgy; the latter example was followed by Luther. In the
seventeenth century both Comenius, in the name of the Czech
Reformation, and Bohuslav Balbin, the outstanding Czech spokesman
of the Counter Reformation, referred emphatically to the unalterable
significance of the Moravian mission and to its sacratissima missa in the
Slavic language, understandable to all the parishioners. The relationship
of Church Slavonic culture in Moravia and Bohemia with the age-old
Croatian Glagolitic tradition and with the temporary expansion of these
Czech stimuli to Poland still demands a more systematic and objective
exploration.

The discussion whether the prolonged faithfulness of the Orthodox
Slavic peoples to the Byzantine tradition was a benefit or a cultural
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handicap is futile. Who is greater and more original — the Bohemian
Master of Tfebon and the skillful responses to Latin models in Czech
trecento poetry, or the coeval Russian Hesychasts — in painting, Andrej
Rublev and in letters Epifanij the Sage with the other artists of the florid
style? In any case, no attentive and unprejudiced observer of Russian
literature from the eleventh century onward could consider its wide
range in the nineteenth century startling and unpredictable. The various
stages and forms of symbiosis between Church Slavonic and the native
colloquial speech gradually prepared the rich and multifarious con-
stitution of the modern literary language; and with all its far-flung
innovations the literature of the St. Petersburg Empire is one bone and
one flesh with the written and oral tradition of many centuries. The late
Henri Gregoire tersely characterized this continuity when he confessed
that, in order to gain a true insight into Leskov's prose, he found
Byzantine Greek to be a more adequate medium than modern French. It
is the liturgic chant that stands behind modern poetry, and if word of
mouth proves to be a particularly important factor in the formation of
new Russian literature, it is because the Church Slavonic tradition was
oriented primarily toward the Church, so that the secular genres became
the chief dominion of folklore, and hence the latter took an extraordinary
place in Russian verbal art as well as in that of other Greco-Orthodox
Slavs.

The inquiry into the different temporal and local variants of such
fields as the Cyrillo-Methodian ideology, the Church Slavonic language
and literature, in particular liturgic poetry with its music, or the
corresponding chapters of art history runs the risk of being curtailed and
distorted when Slavic responses are treated without regard to Byzantine
stimuli, or if, conversely, these responses are viewed as mere slavish
replicas of foreign models. When, for instance, in the history of the
Church Slavonic chant or of the Digenis epic in its Russian versions, the
Slavic traditionalism which often surpasses the conservatism of the
Greek forms, and the creative deviations from the Greek patterns, are
both consistently taken into account, then Byzantino-Slavic studies
substantially enrich both Slavic and Greek philology, poetics, metrics,
and musicology. This reciprocal instruction was convincingly illustrated
during the Symposium of 1964.

Report on the Dumbarton Oaks Byzantino-Slavic Symposium of 1964 and
Concluding Remarks about Crucial Problems of Cyrillo-Methodian Studies.
First published in Dumbarton Oaks Papers, XIX (1966), 257-265.



THE B E G I N N I N G OF N A T I O N A L SELF-
D E T E R M I N A T I O N IN E U R O P E

The origins and the development of the national idea in Europe have
been in recent years, particularly since the first World War, a favorite
topic of culturo-historical studies. These studies have traced the gradual
movement of European peoples toward national self-determination, and
have described as normal the development from a vague feeling of
warring tribal solidarity to a more conscious patriotism which cus-
tomarily crystallizes around the prince, the king, in brief, the sovereign.
According to these studies, during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
national culture was more and more emphasized; the claims of national
language increased and finally reached a culmination in the
Reformation.

This historical schema is usually considered as the common European
pattern for the birth and growth of the national idea. But, in reality, such
a Pan-European evolutionary scheme is a pure fiction, a hasty general-
ization which is in accord with the facts only in the history of those
European peoples who belong entirely to the occidental political and
cultural world. This one-sided schema has to be substantially revised in
dealing with the history of the peoples who were at least temporarily
influenced by the Greek Empire, by the Byzantine cultural radiation.

Only by taking account of such cardinal differences between these
western and eastern European influences, can we understand the
dynamics of European national and linguistic problems and their
historical consequences. National and linguistic problems have been
among the most pertinent and vital motive forces of European history,
and it is necessary to understand their roots if we are to comprehend the
foundation of the old and the new Europe. In this connection we have to
grasp and to keep in mind the peculiarity of the eastern European
culturo-historical development. We must do this not merely for the
comprehension of this branch in itself but because the east of Europe is
far from being a unit hermetically sealed and isolated; it is an integral
part of the whole European continent. There were and are many
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interrelations and interpenetrations between the east and west which are
of great consequence for both. A clear knowledge of each with its
distinctive features is really indispensable for a serious, capable ap-
proach to the history of Europe in general.

It is a difficult task to fix exactly the boundaries of two related cultural
areas. Generally they are tied by intermediate links. After the beginning
of the Middle Ages we may envisage all the European peoples east of
Charlemagne's empire as peoples of eastern Europe. Thus the eastern
European area comprises all the Slavic and Baltic peoples, all the Finno-
Ugrian peoples of Europe, and, besides the southern Slavs, the other
peoples of the Balkan peninsula as well.1

Among the new peoples who did not participate in the ancient culture
and who still are on the historical scene, the Slavs were the first in eastern
Europe to join the Christian culture and to create a written literature in
the vernacular. In eastern Europe the Slavs were the first and the only
ethnic unit to start a new national cultural language in the early Middle
Ages.

In this respect the Slavic case is so peculiar and so different from the
usual occidental pattern of cultural history that it really merits a special,
unprejudiced examination, the more so as until recently there persisted a
tendency artificially to fit the Slavic case into the western scheme. Let us
recall certain cardinal facts, which for the most part remain undervalued
or misunderstood.

In the ninth century, when with the downfall of Charlemagne's
supranational empire the first outlines of the later national states loomed
in Europe, there arose also the first historical Slavic empire governed by
Slavs, the first Czechoslovak state known under the name of Great
Moravia. Toward the second half of the ninth century this empire
attained a period of high political, economical and cultural prosperity.
Great Moravia embraced not only the domain of modern
Czechoslovakia, that is Moravia proper, Bohemia and Slovakia, but also
a considerable part of modern Austria and Hungary, which then also
were inhabited by Slavs. To the southeast Great Moravia reached to the
boundaries of Bulgaria, at that time a large Turco-Slavic state; to the
north she dominated some Polish and Sorbian regions. Great Moravia
proper and particularly the borderland between modern Moravia and
Slovakia was the scene where, for the first time in Czechoslovak and in
all Slavic history, there arose in the sixties of the ninth century a prose
and poetry and even a liturgy using the national language. The sixties of
1 As to medieval Scandinavia, its cultural position and its peculiar attitude in relation to
the Roman and the Byzantine world would demand quite a special study.
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the ninth century brought not only the birth of Slavic literature, but also
the first formulation of the national idea in Czechoslovak and in all
Slavic history.

About 863 Saint Constantine-Cyril and his brother Methodius began
their apostolic work in Great Moravia. First of all, Constantine made a
Slavonic translation of liturgic texts and of the Gospel for the use of his
Moravian parish. To this he appended a poetic foreword, also in
Slavonic. Besides some fragments, this foreword of about a hundred
verses is the only remnant of Constantine's poetic work. Thus the history
of Slavic and particularly Czechoslovak literature is initiated with an
exalted eulogy glorifying national letters:

Then hear now with your own mind,
Since your hearing has opened, Slavic people,
Hear the Word, for it came from God,
The Word nourishing human souls,
The Word strengthening heart and mind,
The Word preparing all to know God.
As without light there can be no joy —
For while the eye sees all of God's creation,
Still what is seen without light lacks beauty —
So it is with every soul lacking letters,
And ignorant even of God's law,
Of the law scriptural and spiritual,
The law that reveals God's paradise.
For what ear having heard
The sound of thunder, is not gripped with the fear of God?
Or how can nostrils which smell no flower
Sense the Divine miracle?
And the mouth which tastes no sweetness
Makes of man a stone;
Even more, the soul lacking letters
Grows dead in human beings.
Thus, considering all this, brethren,
We speak fitting counsel
Which will separate all men
From brutish existence and carnality,
So that ye will not have reason without intelligence,
While listening to the Word in a foreign tongue,
As if you would hear only the voice of a copper bell.
Therefore St. Paul has taught:
"In offering my prayer to God,
I had rather speak five words ***
So that all the brethren could also understand
Than ten thousand incomprehensible words."
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The great Slavic poet, Constantine the Philosopher (Cyril), develops his
subject further. He says that people without books in their own language
are naked; he compares them to a body which, deprived of its proper
food, rots and infects everything about it. In a subtle play on words, the
poet deplores the inexpressible misery of peoples who, speaking with the
Lord in a tongue meaningless to them, cannot tell Him of their distress.

We look in vain for a similar work in western mediaeval literatures.
This poem, by eloquently asserting the leading role of comprehension in
the spiritual life of every people, would directly impose its vernacular
upon every people as a sacred right and duty. It contains in brief the
pivotal ideology of Czechoslovak and even all Slavic mediaeval litera-
ture; it is a striking expression of the spirit of this literature. Particularly
in the first, the Old Church Slavonic, period of Czechoslovak culture —
from the ninth to the eleventh century — are the views mentioned by
Constantine-Cyril thoroughly developed.

How is it that this beautiful and original poem, preserved in several
old manuscripts and printed in some philological publications, has
nevertheless remained almost unknown even to students of Slavic history
and literature? How is it that neither this poem nor other similar Slavic
documents of the Early Middle Ages have been utilized for the study of
mediaeval ideology? It is a strange case, but unfortunately such para-
doxical instances are frequent enough in Slavic historiography; foreign
schemes were borrowed to interpret the Slavs' own past. If the facts of
this past did not fit into the scheme, so much the worse for the facts:
discordant facts often were kept in the shadow. Thus, in particular, the
ninth-century declarations of the rights of peoples contradicted sharply
the conventional history of nationalism and were so treated. Moreover,
it was inadmissible to suppose Slavic initiative in cultural advance
because, according to the unvarying German viewpoint, the historic role
of the Slavs was merely to strive to imitate their western neighbors and to
be completely in their tow. For instance, only some fifteen years ago,
even a Czech philosopher, E. Rädl, wrote: "I cannot believe that
Constantine and Methodius advanced the revolutionary principle that it
is necessary to understand the liturgy. *** Thus they would be Luther's
forerunners", — the philosopher remarks ironically.2 But such un-
founded and tendentious reasonings do not stand against the authentic
historical sources. It is sufficient to recall, for instance, Constantine's

2 "It is not easy to comprehend the psychology of this Don Quixote of Czech philosophy",
the eminent Belgian mediaevalist, H. Gregoire, truthfully observes: "Would it be a
Protestant mysticism which does not dare to take something away from the glory of Luther
as an original innovator?" (Renaissance I [New York, 1943], p. 666.)
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diatribe against the revilers of Slavic worship which was reproduced in
his reliable Life, written in Great Moravia shortly after his death —
probably by his brother Methodius.

Constantine the Philosopher (Cyril) reasoned thus: "Does not the rain
sent by the Lord fall equally on everyone? Does not the sun shine equally
for the whole world? Do we not all equally breathe the air? Do you not
feel shame at authorizing only three languages and condemning other
peoples to blindness and deafness? Tell me, do you think that God is
helpless and cannot bestow equality, or that he is envious and will not
give it?" But there are those who do not want to understand this simple
truth, Constantine argues, and for them he adds numerous quotations
from the Holy Scripture, particularly from Saint Paul, who became the
mainstay for the doctrine of the Slavic apostles and their followers.
Constantine was the first to recognize with acute penetration the vital
importance of the first Epistle to the Corinthians for the idea of equality.

Equal rights — both of nations and of languages — is the leading
principle of the Great Moravian spiritual heritage. As a Czech legend of
the tenth century relates, Constantine posed the polemic question to the
western adversaries of the Slavic liturgy: "If everybody has to glorify the
Lord, why do you, select fathers, prevent me from saying mass in Slavic,
whereas God created this language perfect alike as the other tongues?"
And because the Mass and the Church were considered as most sacred in
the mediaeval hierarchy of values, so the national language, too, became
consecrated by entering into the Mass — and the nation unified by this
language was consecrated in its turn. Liturgy and church became
national — not in a way opposing the Universal Church — and nation
was raised to a sublime sacred value; and the struggle for a national
liturgical language naturally became a struggle for national culture in
general, and for national rights in general.

In this movement initiated by the Moravian Apostles, equal rights to
the highest of values, namely the Divine Word, was claimed for every
nation and for all people. Thus the national trend here is bound up with a
democratic trend. And according to another Czech legend of the tenth
century, Constantine defended the national language as the most
effective means of abolishing people's ignorance. On the other hand, the
adversaries of the Czech fighters for the heritage of Constantine and
Methodius sharply rejected all concessions to the lower strata (medioc-
ribus) on the grounds that comprehension of the Sacrament by them
meant its profanation.

The idea of nation and national language as high cultural values, the
equality of all languages — all this ideology, typical of the Slavic and
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particularly the Czech Middle Ages from first to last, evidently was
ahead of its time; and historians of occidental thought are inclined to
assign the period of such ideas to the decline of feudalism and to the
Reformation. Two problems suggest themselves: first, the reason for the
early advent of these innovative ideas in the Slavic world, and secondly,
the consequences of this early advent.

The Old Church Slavonic Lives of Constantine and Methodius, written
in Great Moravia in the seventies and eighties of the ninth century,
clearly relates what had happened there at the beginning of the sixties:

Rastislav, the Moravian prince, moved by God, took counsel with his elders and
the Moravian people and sent to the Byzantine emperor Michael (III) the
following message: Our people have rejected paganism and they observe the
Christian law, but we Slavs are simple folk and have no teacher who can explain
to us in our own language the right Christian faith so that other countries too
may see it and imitate us. So send us, sovereign, such a bishop and teacher, for
the good law always proceeds from thee to all lands.

The Emperor sent Constantine the Philosopher (Cyril), professor of the
Constantinople University and expert missionary, with his brother
Methodius. "You are Salonikian natives", said the Emperor, "and all
Salonikians speak the pure Slavonic language".

It is worthy of note that in the ninth century the linguistic differen-
tiation in the Slavic world was still very slight. For instance, the
difference between the Moravian and the Macedonian dialects was much
less than the difference today between British and American English.
Constantine adapted his vernacular dialect to the literary and liturgical
use of the Moravians and devised a special alphabet. Thus the first
literary language in the Slavic world, known in philology as Old Church
Slavonic, came into being. It was modeled on Greek; it was carefully
patterned after the language of a great and ancient culture; and both
Old Church Slavonic and its inheritors, particularly standard Russian,
derived great advantage from this high model.

But not only the internal form, not only the style of the first Slavic
cultural language was borrowed from Byzantium, but also the idea itself
of one's own spiritual, lofty language was a Byzantine suggestion. This
idea could hardly be embodied in the sphere of occidental Europe, but
the foreign policy of the Byzantine church did not a priori forbid so-
called barbarian peoples to glorify the Lord in their vernacular — voce
publica.

The newest historical and archaeological researches reveal a great
Byzantine influence in the Czech lands during the early Middle Ages.
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Byzantine imports prevailed in Moravia and Bohemia until the end of
the tenth century. In the eleventh century German industry began to
compete little by little: earlier, only the German manufacture of arms
had penetrated. The cultural, economical, and political gravitation of
Great Moravia to Byzantium is indisputable.

Of course, had the Czechoslovak country belonged completely to the
Byzantine cultural world, it would have been merely a new satellite, a
new province of that splendid culture. But the Czechoslavak lands,
situated on the great watershed, on the crossroads of Europe, were face to
face not only with the Byzantine, but likewise with the western world.
The Great Moravian empire and subsequently the Czech principality —
or later Czech kingdom — were interested in their western neighbors,
and, above all, these neighbors were interested in the Czech country.
These neighbors, the Germans, were interested in taking possession of
this prosperous domain. The message of the Great Moravian sovereign,
Rastislav, to the Byzantine emperor cannot be considered a simple and
casual episode. Moravia looked for Byzantine good-will and assistance
against the danger of aggression from Louis the German. Recent
historical works have proved there were two great coalitions: the German
empire gaining the support of Bulgaria and seeking to be upheld by
Rome, found on the other hand its counterpoise in the collaboration of
Byzantium and Great Moravia.

The German clergy, infiltrating into Great Moravia through various
ways, attempted to seize the commanding positions in the land. Fighting
against this fifth column was an important task of Saint Constantine and
Saint Methodius. The latter's Life narrates: "Moravians recognized that
the German priests, who lived among them, did not wish them well, but
plotted against them, and the Moravians banished them all. *** And the
Moravian country began to grow in all directions and fight its enemies
successfully." Nevertheless, the German clergy continued by hook or
crook to intrude; and, when both apostles were no longer alive, the
German priests and their mercenaries resorted to bloody reprisals
against the partisans of the Slavic church whom they then imprisoned,
robbed, tortured, humiliated in every possible way, enslaved and exiled.
A Slavic eyewitness's report, preserved in a Greek version, adds that
"these mercenaries were barbarous for they were Germans, cruel by
nature and still more so when acting under orders".

Amid conditions of vigilant defense against the constant menace of
aggression, the question of national rights came to the fore in an entirely
different manner. The country was too much tied up with the Occident to
be in a position to content itself with assistance from Byzantium, and the
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German danger was too immediate to allow unconcern about the
attitude of Rome. The leaders of the Moravian mission as well as their
followers had continually to maneuver between East and West. There
was a deep divergence of interests and tendencies between the Holy
See and the Germans.3 The latter endeavored slyly to substitute their
selfish policy of predatory rule for Papal universalism. Essentially this
German imperialistic tradition was beyond comparison further removed
from a truly universalistic ideology than the Moravian bent toward the
universal equipollence of nations and languages. The Slavic Apostles
were quite aware of this latent conflict, and they curried the favor of
Rome by suggesting the possibilities of expanding the influence of Rome
to the Slavic world. Rome reciprocally supported Saint Constantine's
bold initiative and then helped Methodius in establishing the historic
claim of the Slavic church.

This church became legally linked with the Apostolic Church. Thus, it
was said that the Apostle Paul had preached in Illyricum, the ancient
region to the east of the Adriatic. According to this legendary con-
ception, Paul preached in the vicinity of Great Moravia; he nominated
Saint Andronicus as his successor; and the latter incorporated Moravia
into his mission. Thus Methodius appears as the legal inheritor of
Andronicus; and, the Great Moravian propaganda adds that already in
St. Paul's time, Illyricum was Slavic, and consequently the Slavic church
has an ancient Apostolic continuity.

This historic (or quasi-historic) right, however, was too shaky as a
base for persuading the adversaries of the Slavic party. And if it were
only a simple question of historic privilege, the whole problem would be
devoid of general interest. But in Great Moravia the assertion of a Slavic
national right met an implacable German opposition, and in this
stubborn struggle a new, militant ideology arose and transformed the
Byzantine model. While Constantine, as a diplomat of the Byzantine
school, skillfully juggled with the historic and juridical privileges of the
Slavic church, of the Slavic language and of the Slavic nation, the same
Constantine, as philosopher and representative of the new-born Slavic
ideology, rejected any idea of privileged nations or languages. With an
unprecedented sharpness he proclaimed the sacred principle of equality

3 This cardinal and chronic tension has been judiciously elucidated in historical literature
from the appearance of the pioneer monograph of A. Lapotre, S.J., L'Europe et le Saint-
Siege a I'epoque carolingienne (Paris, 1895), to the basic book of Abbe Fr. Dvornik, Les
Legendes de Constantin et de Methode vues de Byzance (Prague, 1933), and the instructive
study of P. J. Alexander, "The Papacy, the Bavarian Clergy, and the Slavonic Apostles",
The Slavonic and East European Review, XX (1941), 266-293.
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for all nations and all national languages and equal title to the supreme
spiritual goods. The corollary of this principle was the imprescriptible
sovereignty of one's own nation, language, and church. And the defense
of these three goods became an indivisible and sacred task involving
resistance against the enemy and even against one's own sovereign if he
proved untrue to the nation, to its language and to its church.4

The significance of these ideas for the development of Slavic cultures
was decisive. When, at the end of the ninth century, the Slavic church in
Great Moravia was crushed under German pressure, the tradition
survived in the western province of this state, Bohemia, which after the
downfall of Great Moravia remained as an autonomous principality and
continued to cultivate the Slavic church and literature during the tenth
and eleventh centuries. Moreover, when at the end of the ninth century
the Slavic church in Great Moravia was abolished, the vast diffusion of
this church and culture began. The significance of this diffusion has led
us to examine more closely the Moravian chapter in the international
history of the national idea.

Some leading representatives of the Moravian Church took refuge in
Bulgaria and this country preserved and developed the legacy of the
Slavic Apostles and, from the end of the tenth century, made Russia a
beneficiary of this legacy. This Church Slavonic culture penetrated early
from the Czechs to Croatia and later from the Bulgarians to Serbia.

Particularly in Bulgaria, Bohemia and Russia the Church Slavonic
culture quickly reached a high degree of development. The use of a
national language and the close connection with Byzantine culture,
which took supreme place in the European and Near-Eastern world of
the Early Middle Ages, were both factors having here a salutary effect.
We could, for instance, mention the high level of education received by
some of the sovereigns in the enumerated countries in comparison with
many of their compeers in the German empire at that time: the Bulgarian
czar Simeon studied in the Constantinople University at the end of the
ninth century; Saint Wenceslas, the Czech sovereign who was killed in
929, read Slavonic, Greek and Latin. Of various Russian princes in the
eleventh century mentioned in a contemporaneous Russian chronicle,
one spoke six languages, another founded many schools — even a special
school for translators — and a public library at the Kiev cathedral, a

4 This fidelity to the sacred national idea, often in direct opposition to the opportunism
and the prevarications of the sovereign's policy, is especially emphasized in the various
legends about Prokop, the great Czech saint of the eleventh century, and this feature
sharply contrasts with the court allegiance of the mediaeval national trends in western
Europe.
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third in 1086 opened the first school for girls. A Russian princess,
married to the French king Henry the First, wrote French in Slavonic
letters. There was a Russian princess known as a capable scribe of
religious literature and another had studied philosophy, rhetoric, gram-
mar, and geometry.

In one of the oldest monuments of Slavic painting, the Novgorod icon
of Sophia-Wisdom, the Bible is placed on the top above the image of
Christ. From the time of the Slavic Apostles the Bible has been highly
venerated in Church Slavonic tradition, and according to the same
tradition, the Bible must use the national language in order to be
understood.

What an outlook for the development of national culture! Never-
theless, it seems almost miraculous to us that already in the first decades
of its penetration into Bulgaria on the threshold of the tenth century, this
culture gave birth to a genuine golden age of Bulgarian literature: many
Greek theological, philosophical, grammatical and rhetorical treatises
were translated or imitated, and the whole terminology of these sciences
was carefully transposed into the Slavonic language. All this activity was
brilliantly developed in Russia, where a literature rich in original values
sprang up in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The ideological trends
of the Slavonic culture, trends already engendered in Great Moravia,
continued.

As has been mentioned, Byzantium considered the supreme rights of a
national language as a magnificent privilege. This privilege could be
granted to a great nation. But it was not a matter of necessity, and the
Byzantine imperialistic tendency to thrust out Slavonic from the Church
and replace it by Greek repeatedly manifests itself in the history of Slavic
peoples. The Slavic world changed this Byzantine conception of the
select few into a negation of privileged nations and privileged languages.
In the case of Bulgaria, the conflict between the two conceptions was
clearly brought out. Byzantium considered Bulgaria a sphere of direct
influence and endeavored to spread there the Greek church with Greek
worship and Greek clergy, but the Church Slavonic ideology helped
Bulgaria to preserve its national individuality. The means of defense
used by Great Moravia against the western onsets was also employed by
Bulgaria against the East. As early as the beginning of the tenth century,
a prominent Bulgarian writer of Moravian tradition, the monk Xrabr,
insists that the Slavic language is the equal of Greek, Latin and Hebrew,
because all languages arose at the same time, the time of the Tower of
Babel. And if Slavic has no ancient letters, it is all the better because its
creators were Christian saints while Greek and Latin letters were
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invented by unknown pagans. The great Russian author of the eleventh
century, Metropolitan Ilarion, goes still further in defending unhistoric
languages: the new faith demands new words and letters just as new
wines require new skins.

In the particular Russian situation, that of a nation spread over a large
area, the united ideas of national church, national language and national
culture nurtured a conscious patriotism which finds its eloquent ex-
pression in the oldest Russian literature, an expression without parallel
in mediaeval western literatures.5

The dynamism of this tradition did not stop with the ethnic and
linguistic limits of the Russian people. The contagion went further.
Thus, in the fourteenth century, a North-Russian learned monk, Stefan
of Perm, following, as his contemporary biographer set forth, in the
steps of the Slavic Apostles, put forward the maxim that new languages
have to be cultivated for the glorification of God. He invented letters for
the Zyrian language, translated church books into this tongue and
successfully Christianized the Zyrians (Komi) people by preaching and
teaching in their vernacular. Thus, this tribe, dwelling in the north-
eastern corner of European Russia near the Arctic Ocean and today
numbering around four hundred thousand persons, was the first of the
numerous Finno-Ugrian peoples to possess a vernacular translation of
the Gospel. The Finns in Finland made their first modest attempts to
write in their mother tongue only in the middle of the sixteenth century,
almost two centuries later than the Arctic tribe which had been
stimulated by the mighty Church Slavonic tradition.

But what befell the Czechoslovak world, which was the starting point
of this tradition? North and south of the Czechs their ancient Slavic
neighbors had been enslaved and Germanized if they accepted German
clergy or exterminated if they defended their paganism. Neither a
Christian capitulation to German invaders, nor a pagan defense against
them, but a Christian defense was the Czech solution — the way of a
national Christian culture based on national language, on national
clergy, and on the sacred idea of national equality.

It is true that repeated pressure from without destroyed the Slavic
church in the Czech state toward the end of the eleventh century, but
some of its effects persisted, such as the power of historical precedent
and several Czech propaganda manuscripts in Latin defending the

5 On the far-reaching significance of the Byzantine ferment for the vitality and power of
the Russian state and culture, see the excellent study of S. H. Cross, "The Results of the
Conversion of the Slavs from Byzantium", Annuaire de l'Institut de Philologie et d'Htstoire
Orientales et Slaves, VII (New York, 1944).
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national church, the national language and national equality. Without
these reminders, without these traditional and still effective slogans, we
should be unable to explain the mighty Czech national renascence, with
its national language, in artistic and scientific literature in the thirteenth
and especially in the fourteenth century. For the Latin-Czech dictionary
compiled in the second half of the fourteenth century, including about
seven thousand words and rendering into the vernacular the whole
terminology of contemporaneous Latin culture, or for the remarkable
Czech attempts of that time to give the whole system of scholastic
philosophy and theology, not in Latin but in the national language, there
is no parallel in western mediaeval history. Linked with the ancient
Moravian and Czech precedents there naturally arose also in Prague of
the fourteenth century new tenacious strivings for a liturgy in the
vernacular.

The fifteenth century, the Hussite epoch, which represents both the
first steps of the Reformation in Europe and the first modern social
movement in Europe, is the culmination of old Czech history; and
the native Church Slavonic reminiscences find a new and striking
expression in the ideology of the Hussite movement. Such leading
representatives of this movement as Jerome of Prague frankly acknow-
ledge their tie with the old tradition. The pivotal, contagious problems of
Hussite ideology — equality, self-determination, the right of every
nation to the supreme goods, the sovereign rights of the vernacular,
national and linguistic diversity considered as a splendid and blessed
treasure — all these ideas seize upon, strengthen and deepen the
traditional views we have examined.

The radiation of Hussite ideas was especially widespread. One may
mention here only the effect of their creative initiative on the eman-
cipation of national languages. The intensive influence of Czech cul-
ture, language, and ideology over neighboring Poland began with the
Christianization of that country in the tenth century. In the fifteenth
century, as Polish investigators have shown, we find particularly nu-
merous and striking traces of the Czech model in every field of Poland's
cultural and social life. The first translations of the Gospel or the
rudiments of Polish poetry in the fifteenth century offer merely a
retouching of Czech originals. The Hussite ferment appears in Poland,
and all these impulses, particularly the idea of a national language with
full rights, favor the extraordinarily energetic development and flowering
of Polish culture in the sixteenth century and particularly the sudden and
world-famous achievements of Polish poetry.

The Church Slavonic culture doubtless touched the Hungarian people,
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as historic data and Church Slavonic elements in the Hungarian vocabu-
lary testify, and here we discover ancient Czech and perhaps still older
Great Moravian traces. It was Czech missionaries inspired by the
Church Slavonic tradition who founded and organized the Hungarian
diocese. Likewise the Hussite epoch influenced Hungarian cultural
growth. Apart from the scanty and unimportant fragments of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the history of the written vernacular
begins here with the Hungarian translation of the Gospel made in the
fifteenth century in Transylvania under the influence of the Czech-Hussite
emigration. In the same region, at the same time and under the same
influence, parts of the Gospel and Psalms were translated into Rumanian
in a Hussite surrounding, possibly even by a Czech; these translations
were the first and, for a long while, they remained the only texts written
in Rumanian.

Already in the ninth century one of the oldest German authors,
Otfried von Weissenburg, had turned the attention of his countrymen to
the instructive example of the Moravians who glorified the Lord in the
vernacular. But the Latin idea of privileged languages had taken root so
deeply among the Germans, that many centuries and the advance of the
Reformation were required to make them recognize the sovereign rights
of a national language. Moreover, we know Luther's initial hesitations,
his previous criticism of the Czech Hussites on this question, and then his
conversion to their viewpoint. The new investigation of the roots of
Luther's reform essentially confirms the old statement of Pietists who saw
a sinuous thread of continuity from the Eastern Church tradition to the
work of Luther. Thus, the new European literary languages which the
Reformation stirred into life in the sixteenth century, for instance, the
Finnish, the Lithuanian, the Lettish and the Slovenian, are a late reflex
to the same current which had its source in Byzantium and which in the
ninth century had awakened the self-consciousness and national move-
ment of the Slavs.

It is true that the idea of national self-determination and of the full-
valued national language comes intensively to the fore during the epoch
of the Czech Reformation and was one of its keynotes. This idea,
however, has neither arisen nor become extinct with the epoch in
question, but passed through the whole of Czech history: it was rooted
deeply in the ninth century in the stirring times of the Great Moravian
empire, and it did not lose its vitality and fertility with the downfall of
the Czech Reformation (1621). The legacy of the Slavic Apostles still
persisted and was realized both by Comenius, the great spiritual leader
of the Czech Protestant emigration, and by Balbin, the outstanding writer
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of the Czech Counter-Reformation. Balbin asked: what could raise our
language higher than the vernacular liturgy of the Slavic Apostles, for the
few words of the priest which accompany the Holy Sacrament "have
such an infinite power that they go far beyond the words 'let there be' by
which the world was created" (1672).

Thus the sacramental character of national language and, hence, of
the national idea has remained from century to century an unyielding
ground for the ideology of Czechs and most of the Slavic peoples in spite
of the great spatial and temporal variations in their life and faith.
Finally, these tenets could not help leaving their imprint on the other
nations of Europe.

Written in New York, 1944, and first published in The Review of Politics, VII
(1945).



THE CZECH PART IN C H U R C H SLAVONIC C U L T U R E

In the nineteenth century the Czech world was permeated by a vehement
endeavor to throw off the lasting foreign yoke and to overcome its
detrimental effects: the loss of national character of the leading cultural
and social stratum, the provincialization of domestic public life and the
suppression of a centuries-old cultural tradition. It was precisely in this
period that Czech national scholarship began to grow and become
strong in opposition to official Austrian doctrine and its imperious
inclinations. Despite this resistance, however, Czech scholarship, often
without realizing it, involuntarily received from outside the bias that the
medieval Czech region was a mere offshoot of the German empire which
painstakingly attempted to imitate and catch up with its cultural
metropolis. The penetration of this fiction into the domestic ideology
was possible only because Czech society of the nineteenth century
subconsciously outlined its cultural past in agreement with its present
situation. This nineteenth-century myth long and tenaciously defied
historical reality, and only in recent times did it begin to yield, step by
step, before the impact of the eloquent facts which today gradually
reveal, on the one hand, the individuality and powerful expanse of Czech
Gothic culture, and on the other, the national and international
consequence of the Great Moravian spiritual patrimony.

According to the so-called Moravo-Pannonian life of St. Cyril-
Constantine, recorded at the end of the tenth century, "Rastislav, the
Ruler of Moravia, through God's inspiration, after taking counsel with
his princes and with the Moravian people, sent a message to the Emperor
Michael, saying: Our people have rejected paganism and abide by
Christian law. We lack, however, a teacher who could explain to us in
our language the true Christian faith, so that other lands also, seeing
this, might imitate us. So send us, Lord, such a bishop and teacher. From
you always the good law surely goes out to all lands.'" This account in
the legend of the events around the year 862 most fully captures the
popular components of the Moravian Mission. The impetus and model
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for the national implanting of the Church and its language was the
foreign cultural policy of Byzantium, which tolerated, voce publica, the
accessibility of the highest spiritual values to the barbarian peoples and
their popular strata. The Moravians and, above all, their ruling class,
mindful of the interests of the state, demanded Christian instruction in
the native language. Great Moravia was also the first and the immediate
addressee of this instruction, but not its sole recipient. From the outset
its further purpose ("so that other lands also, seeing this, might imitate
us") had been taken into account; in addition to its primary Czecho-
slovak audience, the Moravian Mission encompassed a broader, Slavic
milieu, which, from the standpoint of its secular authors, was meant to
serve the expansion in power of the Great Moravian Empire, and which
opened to the apostles an unbounded field of promising activity. The
Moravian Mission gave to Rastislav's empire its own ecclesiastical and
literary language, Old Church Slavonic, as it is termed, which in the
tenth and eleventh centuries was the sole indigenous literary language of
the Slavic stock. At that time it encompassed the entire territory of the
Slavic world and proved to be a powerful agent of pan-Slavic cultural
unity and of Slavic national consciousness. An auspicious precondition
for such unity was the negligible differentiation of the Slavic linguistic
world at the end of the millennium. Old Church Slavonic was more an
interrelationship of dialects than of independent languages, and, as a
result, the Macedonian dialectal base which characterized the language
of the apostles in no way hindered it in its role as an indigenous literary
language, either among the Slavs of Great Moravia or later among the
other Slavic peoples.

For Slavic studies of the recent past, however, questions of origin
outweighed problems of functional determination to such a degree that
the discovery of Macedonian linguistic traits in Glagolitic, the Slavonic
script invented by Cyril, focused scholarly interest completely on the
Bulgarian part of Church Slavonic culture. Moreover, this quest for
historical origin led to the frequent and erroneous identification of
original Old Church Slavonic with its tenth-century Bulgarian codifi-
cation and diverted the attention of scholars from the Czechoslovak
milieu, for which the Old Church Slavonic literary language had been
created in the first place and in which it first prevailed and produced
significant literary monuments — both translated and original, prosaic
and poetic, discursive and codificational, dogmatic and hagiographic.

It is difficult to ascertain to what degree the Macedonian dialect
brought by the Thessalonian brothers was altered and adapted on Great
Moravian soil to the local linguistic situation. The literary remains of
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Great Moravia are known to us only in copies that are at least one or
even several centuries younger, with not even one monument of
indisputably Great Moravian origin having been preserved in a native
manuscript. There exist only two Old Church Slavonic manuscripts of
Czech provenance — the Kiev Leaflets from the tenth century and the
Prague Fragments from the eleventh, and it is impossible to say with
certainty whether even one of these is based on a model from the Great
Moravian era or whether it is a work which appeared only in the state of
the Pfemyslide dynasty. Be this as it may, the manuscripts are only from
this dynasty, and therefore we do not know whether their striking
orthographic Bohemisms (especially the Czech reflexes for the proto-
Slavic clusters *dj, *tj, *kt\ for example, podazb, pomocb in contrast to the
forms podazdb, pomostb in Old Church Slavonic of the Bulgarian
recension) were already a sign of Great Moravian orthography or only a
Czech innovation of the Pfemyslide era. Even if we were to consider the
model for the Kiev Leaflets to be a Great Moravian work, a manuscript
of the tenth century could alter its orthography according to a new
accepted norm. The spelling in the Old Church Slavonic manuscripts of
Bulgarian and Croatian redactions indicate that the orthography of the
Kiev Leaflets was hardly the common Great Moravian norm. If Great
Moravian literature had done away with the letter Ψ of Cyril's
Glagolitic, as is the case in the Kiev Leaflets and the Prague Fragments, it
would hardly have taken hold again in South Slavic script, which was an
offshoot of Great Moravian script.

Although isolated examples of the reflex 2 for the cluster dj in Old
Church Slavonic manuscripts of Bulgarian redaction are adduced as
putative traces of a Great Moravian model, the form rozbstvo and
another variation as well, rozbstvo, which appears besides it and besides
the proper rozdbstvo, can best be explained as the simplification of the
five-consonant cluster formed by the loss of the weak jer, which was
thenceforth written only in accordance with tradition. It is also utterly
improbable that the form vizzb, which is attested once in the Codex
Marianus besides the usual vizdb, had arisen through the blending of the
Moravian vizb with the Bulgarian vizdb. We can easily explain this unique
lapsus calami if we recall that for such a Bulgarian scribe the etymologi-
cal group zz was always realized as zd (iz + ziti = izditi, iz + zesti — izdesti,
etc.), and that he thus equated the two clusters and could easily write zz
instead of zd by mistake, especially in the combination izd, which he
most often resolved etymologically into the components iz + z.

For the present, we are not in a position to delineate precisely the
extent of the Czechoslovak contribution to the lexical stock of Great
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Moravian literature. Slavic lexical geography and its historical develop-
ment are still too little known for individual lexical elements to be
placed reliably according to their origin. Nor has there yet been carried
out, from a lexical standpoint, a systematic comparative analysis of the
works which the Moravo-Pannonian legends report as having been
recorded by Cyril before his arrival in Moravia, by the holy brothers
while in Moravia and by Methodius after Cyril's death, nor of the works
written during the Great Moravian period by the disciples of the
apostles. The task is considerably impeded by two factors. On the one
hand, these lexical Moravianisms remained even in the writings pro-
duced by direct and indirect disciples of the Moravian Mission who
continued its work on Bulgarian soil; indeed, part of these
"Moravianisms", one may presume, were accepted into the common
Church Slavonic lexical stock and were even used in works of South
Slavic and Russian origin. On the other hand and conversely, South
Slavic (especially East Bulgarian) copyists of the Great Moravian
monuments obviously attempted to remove the latters' striking local
coloration. It is certain that this coloration penetrated into Cyrillo-
Methodian literature in the Great Moravian Empire. Jagic cites in-
dividual words from several Old Church Slavonic monuments which
have an analogue only in the Czechoslovak vocabulary (zapgtb — v
zapeti, praxnenb — prächnivy, sanb — san, malomostb — malomoc, etc.):
likewise, attention has been called to the Old Church Slavonic asutb —
Old Czech jesut, bratn — bralr, godina — hodina, ktmotrb —kmotr,
preluzdati — pfelud. Of course, if a word is not known in the South
Slavic languages today, this does not always and necessarily mean that it
was also unknown a thousand years ago. Two works from the Great
Moravian literary patrimony written by disciples of the Thessalonian
brothers, the so-called Moravo-Pannonian legends, the oldest docu-
ments of original Slavonic hagiography, are marked by the most
abundant and distinct Czechoslovak elements. P. Lavrov notes for
example: radb idu — rädjdu, cbstivb — cstivy, prikladb — pfiklad, dejati
— dieti ('to say'), oblübiti — obliubiti, kragui — krahujec, unuditi —
unuditi, etc.

What did Rastislav's "Easternizing" deviation give to the
Czechoslovak and to the whole Slavic world? The aggressive initiative of
the Great Moravian sovereign cannot be considered as an episodic,
passing, as it were fortuitous departure from the age-old Czechoslovak
orientation toward the West, as it has been characterized until recently.
Historians and archaeologists have in recent times vividly demonstrated
that the Czechoslovak territory, especially that part which lies along the
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Danube basin, from the beginning belonged to the sphere of Byzantine
economic and cultural influence. As the latest excavations attest, in the
second half of the first millennium A.D. the most customary commercial
routes led from there precisely in the direction of Byzantium, and it was
precisely from Byzantium that innovations in material culture and
artisanship came. Historical research, especially the comprehensive
works of Fr. Dvornik, has demonstrated that the ninth-century
Moravian Empire was joined to Byzantium by common defensive efforts
against German political and military expansionism and, in part, also
against the expansionist tendencies of Rome. Scholars of a one-sidedly
Western orientation presume that Cyrillo-Methodianism threatened the
Slavs with paralysis and alienation from world culture. Historical truth,
however, completely refutes this opinion. It was just this bridge to
Byzantium — the supreme worldwide focus of spiritual activity in the
early Middle Ages — which afforded early possibilities for consistent
cultural development to Great Moravia and its spiritual heirs. At the
beginning of the tenth century, as J. Pekaf rightly stresses, it was only in
the zone of Byzantine civilization that the ideal of an enlightened
Christian sovereign, as embodied in St. Vaclav (Wenceslas) and in his
Church Slavonic Life, could arise.

The Moravian Mission, summoned by Rastislav and fostered by
Byzantine culture, brought to the Slavs a consciousness of the equality of
peoples and the equal value of their languages, and above all a
consciousness of the sovereignty of their own people and language. The
right to a liturgy in the national language means the right of the people
to the highest domain in the medieval hierarchy of cultural values and
thus to all other domains as well: all culture, and in particular all literary
work, becomes nationalized. From the beginning, a certain democratic
element is inseparably linked in Cyrillo-Methodianism with the national
element. The right to the highest spiritual values is accorded to each
people and to the entire people. Access to Church doctrine should be
completely open to the simple people so that they not remain "obstinate
and ignorant of God's ways". The opponents of the Slavonic liturgy, on
the contrary, denounced the complaisance of Cyrillo-Methodianism
towards the lower strata (mediocribus), and equated the accessibility of
liturgical texts with profanation. A liturgy in the popular language
necessarily required that a native clergy replace the foreign clergy, and
thus called to life a new spiritual elite. The motto of the nationalized
church supplied the ideological base for the struggle of the endangered
nation against all the aggressive designs of its neighbors, and elevated the
national revolt to a holy defense of the highest values against the crafty
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designs of "the age-old enemy, envious of good and defiant of truth".
This Great Moravian ideology, destined, according to the expression

of the Old Church Slavonic legend of St. Methodius, "also for all those
Slavic lands" that nourished the idea of a Slavic community and
cemented their linguistic congruence through the unity of the Cyrillo-
Methodian church, must surely have had an uncommon power of
attraction for the surrounding Slavic peoples, if even in the camp of
Louis the German the inspiring work of the Moravian Mission met with
a significant response. As early as the end of the 860's, in the period of
Cyril's successes in Rome, the renowned Otfried von Weissenburg, in the
introduction to his Prankish adaptation of the Gospel, refers, according
to G. Schroder's interpretation, precisely to the Moravian Mission:
"Nowadays many a man makes the attempt, writes in his own language
and hastens to elevate his people; why should the Franks shrink from the
task and not begin to extol God's glory in the Prankish tongue?"

The Pannonian Slovenes soon entered the sphere of Methodius'
activity. The Freising texts from the turn of the tenth and eleventh
centuries are today the only survival of Slovenian literature from the
early Middle Ages, and the intricate question of their connection with
Church Slavonic writings and with the Czech cultural sphere remains
open, despite the skeptical remarks of recent German critics. The Latin
script of the Freising texts and the script of the oldest Czech texts
manifest remarkable correspondences in their spelling.

Methodius successfully sought to exploit the centuries-old struggle
between the Roman See and the Byzantine church over Illyricum and to
gain Roman support for the restoration of the Sirmium diocese, in reality
for an independent Slavic diocese on the middle Danube, including
Pannonia and aspiring to Noricum. Tradition has placed within the
sphere of interest of this diocese also the southern, Croatian extremity of
western Illyricum and, of eastern Illyricum, Bulgaria, the arena of
keenest conflict. The influence of the Moravian Mission surely had
already begun to penetrate into these two South Slavic lands during
Methodius' lifetime. There exists a supposition (unsupported, however,
by any direct proof) that Methodius directly intervened here — in
Croatia perhaps in 880 during the victorious return from Rome to
Moravia, in Bulgaria in 881-882, when, during the trip to
Constantinople, he is said to have met with Prince Boris. Only after the
death of Methodius, however, after the prohibition and persecution of
the Slavic liturgy in the Moravian state and after the emigration of its
prominent zealots to the South Slavic lands, did the Slavic church begin
to flourish among the Bulgarians and the Croats. Thus with the
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destruction of the original center of Cyrillo-Methodianism comes the
expansion of its range of activity. As the Bulgarian and Greek hagio-
graphic sources testify, the emigrants found in Boris' land, and especially
in its ruler, a prepared ground and an appreciative reception, and
developed there a broad program. A great part of the literary legacy of
the Moravian Mission also passed to the Bulgarians.

Both tenth-century Bulgarian literature (especially the legend of St.
Naum) and Czech literature of that time (in particular, Christian's
legend) emphatically support the view that the extinction of the work of
the Moravian Mission had as an inevitable consequence the destruction
of Svetoplikt's realm. The instruction to cultivate and develop the
Cyrillo-Methodian tradition followed naturally from this view. The
empire of Boris' son Simeon on the one hand, and the contemporaneous
state of the Pfemyslides, on the other, considered themselves the chosen
defenders of that legacy and the legitimate continuators of the Great
Moravian tradition. And, in fact, the history of the tenth century and,
partly, of the eleventh as well, contains two basic focal points of Church
Slavonic culture, the Bulgarian and the Czech lands, both of which not
only preserve Old Church Slavonic as a liturgical language, but also
enrich the Great Moravian literary patrimony with ever new and
valuable contributions. In the Czech Pfemyslide state the Cyrillo-
Methodian ideology serves as a defense against the German onslaught,
as it had earlier in the Moravian Empire; in Bulgaria it nourishes the
resistance against Greek expansionism. The apology for the Old Church
Slavonic language and script against the Greeks in the treatise of the
Bulgarian monk Xrabr modifies the charges that the Moravo-Pannonian
legends brought against the German Latinizers. Both in Bohemia and in
Bulgaria Church Slavonic literature reaches its full bloom in the tenth
century. In the eleventh century the cultural continuity gradually
slackens in both lands, and in the twelfth century Church Slavonic is
suppressed in Bohemia by Latin and in Bulgaria by the supremacy of the
Greek hierarchy. National rebirth, both political and cultural, do-
minates the thirteenth century, especially its second half, and in both
lands the slogans of the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition assume a new
virulence. In Bulgaria this rebirth leads to a revival of literary production
in Church Slavonic of the Middle Bulgarian recension, which thoroughly
approximates the further development of Bulgarian, while in Bohemia it
is the local dialect that comes to the foreground.

The wealth of Old Bulgarian literary production has long been known,
while in Bohemia many factors were responsible for the eradication of
the local Church Slavonic literary patrimony: the spiteful raging of the
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Czech and German Latinizers at the end of the eleventh and beginning of
the twelfth centuries; the Church schism, which just at this time blocked
the path of religious literature from Bohemia to Russia; the lack of
interest shown by later Czech generations in the preservation of
manuscripts written in an unintelligible script, whether Glagolitic or
Cyrillic: the destructive whirlwind of the Hussite period and later of the
Thirty Years War. Despite all this, the remnants and traces of Church
Slavonic culture in tenth- and eleventh-century Bohemia are so nu-
merous and diverse that present-day scholarship is justified in assuming
the existence of an extensive, lasting, and creative Church Slavonic
tradition in the Czech Pfemyslide state. The older scholarly conception
that obstinately disclaimed this tradition and, in Pekaf's winged words,
"depopulated entire centuries", was forced to laboriously gather artificial
proof against the numerous remnants of Czech Church Slavonic culture
and sought to refute first their Old Slavonic roots, then their connection
with Czech cultural development, indeed their very Czech origin or,
finally, even their authenticity. Such skepticism, however, proved to be
unfounded. In Bohemia, as in Bulgaria, there existed two Slavonic
scripts — Glagolitic and Cyrillic. This is attested by, on the one hand,
preserved remnants (the Glagolitic of the Kiev Leaflets and of the Prague
Fragments and the Cyrillic insertions in the Rajhrad Manuscript) and,
on the other hand, mistakes in numerals, characteristic for Russian
copies of Czech Church Slavonic texts and brought about by the
transposition from the Glagolitic system into the Cyrillic, and an
analogous phenomenon in Czech-Latin legends which reveals that their
models were Czech Cyrillic copies of Czech Glagolitic monuments.
Despite the meagreness of the remnants, we find a distinctive and
coherent development of Czech Glagolitic graphics and orthography.
Church Slavonic translated literature in Bohemia differs from the
Bulgarian translation technique both in its lexical Bohemisms and in its
sources. In Bohemia, as opposed to Bulgaria, an affinity with Latin
culture is manifested even in the Church Slavonic tradition, and the
Greek rite is pervaded by the Latin rite. In contrast to the Greek sources
of Bulgarian literature, here translating is done primarily from Latin, but
at the same time the Greek roots of the tradition are clearly noticeable:
the Latin terms in the model are often rendered with terms borrowed
from Greek (praecursor — prodrome, damns — kelija, area — kivolb,
consul — ipafo, etc.); a text based on a Latin model is penetrated more
than once by an insertion of Greek origin; foreign biblical and hagio-
graphic names for the most part imitate, independently of their origin,
the contemporary Greek pronunciation, as opposed to the Latin form
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found in the model (Felix - Filikb, Menna — Mina, Lucilla — Lukila,
Bonus — Vom, Abraham — Avramb). In names linked with Cyrillo-
Methodian hagiography, this tradition is long echoed in the Czech
Middle Ages (Kliment, Dimitr or Dmitr, Quirillus). Great Moravian
spiritual poetry in the Church Slavonic language finds a continuation
both in Bulgaria and in Bohemia, and original hagiographic literature,
which has its beginnings in the Moravo-Pannonian legends, also pro-
duces further fruits in both lands, but Czech literature introduces certain
innovations lacking in both the Moravian Empire and Bulgaria. These
include the two legends from the first half of the tenth century (that of St.
Wenceslas and the probably somewhat older legend of St. Ludmila,
known today only according to the abridged Russian redaction) and the
lives of princes, a special genre which then found its dissemination and
continuation in Russia, and which in the oldest of the original Russian
legends of this genre, the narrative about the holy princes Boris and Gleb
composed some time around the turn of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries, is directly tied to the life of St. Wenceslas.

Thus, despite indubitable differences, it is also possible to ascertain
numerous striking correspondences between the two sister Church
Slavonic cultures, the Bulgarian and the Czech. Several facts are
particularly worthy of attention in this respect. One may find parallels to
the liturgical Prague Fragments in Bulgarian monuments, but the
filiation of the texts is not yet clear. In Czech-Latin writings, Bulgaria is
sometimes cited as Cyril's and Methodius' first place of missionary work,
but this version, unknown to the Moravo-Pannonian legends, appeared
first in Bulgaria and apparently only from there did it reach Bohemia.
In Czech-Latin legends of Cyrillo-Methodian orientation we find, in
addition to statements about the antiquity of the Slavic liturgy in
Bulgaria, emphatic references to its continuous and intensive existence
in Bohemia which reveal a certain knowledge of the situation. On the
other hand, even in the camp of the opponents, the Slavic liturgy was
primarily associated with "the sect of the Bulgarian or Russian nation",
as the spurious bull of Pope John XIII, included in the Chronicle of
Cosmas, attests. All of this would seem to indicate a Czech interest in
Bulgaria, but traces of Czech literary penetration in Bulgarian literature
prove to be insignificant, which is especially striking in comparison with
the numerous Czech elements to be found in the Russian literary
patrimony. No Czech influence is present in original Bulgarian writings:
we find among Bulgarian monuments neither copies nor echoes of Czech
texts. (Only the Russian manuscripts of the apocryphal Gospel of
Nicodemus, a Czech translation from Latin into Church Slavonic,
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betray, according to A. Sobolevskifs observation, a Middle Bulgarian
model as a mediating link; this monument probably also reached Serbia
from Bulgaria.) While we have several Church Slavonic hagiographic
monuments of Czech recension, both translated from Latin and original,
that have been preserved in Russian copies and compilations, the legends
that trace their origin to Bohemia remain foreign to Bulgarian literature.
A reference to the adverse historical circumstances that destroyed a
greater percentage of the old monuments in Bulgaria than in Russia is
not a sufficient explanation. After all, a great part of the known writings
of Great Moravian literature, at least of those which arose before the
death of Methodius, were preserved in Bulgarian copies. Perhaps the
importation of later works slackened. While the Moravo-Pannonian
legend of St. Cyril, probably written during the lifetime of his brother, is
well known among the Balkan Slavs, the legend of St. Methodius,
written shortly after his death, is not attested there. Not only are Czech
hagiographic monuments lacking in the South Slavic Orthodox area, but
also any trace whatsoever of the cult of the Czech saints, while in Russia
we find, besides the legend of St. Ludmila, several versions of the legend
of St. Wenceslas, a liturgy for St. Wenceslas, and, in the calendars, feasts
dedicated to both saints. In addition, the Moravo-Pannonian legend of
St. Methodius is preserved there in eight manuscripts; it probably
arrived through Bohemia, and its oldest record in a twelfth-century
Russian collection adjoins a legend of St. Vitus which is indisputably of
Pfemyslide Czech origin. How then can one explain this much stronger
influence of the Church Slavonic culture of the Pfemyslide state in
Russia than in Bulgaria?

With the wedging in of the Hungarian state, the Czechoslovak region
lost its direct border with Bulgaria, while in the tenth century, during the
period of the flowering of the Pfemyslide state, the Kievan principality
directly adjoined it, maintained friendly and perhaps, as historians
conclude, even allied relations, was linked with it by common interests as
regarded Poland, and played for the Czech principality, to a certain
degree, the same role as Byzantium had for Great Moravia in the
preceding century — it was a powerful support from the East. A lasting
tradition of reciprocal relations was created. Indeed, even in the field of
material culture, after the fall of Great Moravia Russia partially took
over the role of Byzantium. Byzantino-Eastern influences also remained
a decisive component for the Czech lands in the tenth and eleventh
centuries, as Schranil's archaeological analysis of artifacts and handicrafts
attests, but it was Russia which began to be used as the mediator of these
influences, either through the supply of Byzantine artifacts or through its
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own production. On the other hand, in the field of Christian religious
culture, tenth-century Russia still had to rely on importation from
outside.

Bulgaria, which neighbored on Byzantium and was penetrated by its
cultural influence, adopted Christian culture earlier than the Russian
land, which was farther from its main centers. Bulgaria had already
experienced an impressive literary and artistic upsurge, and felt itself to
be more religiously self-sufficient and secure than Russia of that time,
which only in the late tenth century gradually entered upon the path of
Church Slavonic culture, did not yet have experts in Greek or Latin, and
sought access to the Slavic literary stock. Russian enlightenment
especially spread during the reign of Jaroslav the Wise (1019-1054);
original and translated books were acquired and accumulated from the
Slavic lands; local translating work was zealously organized, and, since
there were still few trained indigenous translators, not only finished
translations but even translators were imported from time to time. Thus,
for example, N. Durnovo explains the striking Bohemisms and
Bulgarisms in the Church Slavonic translation of the Greek Chronicle of
Hamartolos, produced in Russia some time around the middle of the
eleventh century, by the participation of Czechs and Bulgarians in the
translation of this extensive monument.

Finally, there is yet another, perhaps more important difference:
Bulgaria in the tenth and eleventh centuries was exclusively subject to
Byzantine cultural influence, and this dissociated it from the Czech state,
which oscillated between the Western and the Eastern rite, with a
gradual predominance of Western influences. Meanwhile Russia, which
like the Czechoslovak region belonged simultaneously to two opposite
basins, the northwestern and the southeastern, was also the arena for
a complex interplay of the two influences. This lasted until the definitive
Church schism, which by the end of the eleventh century determined the
unambiguously Greek inclination of ecclesiastical Russia and, simul-
taneously, the Latin orientation of Czech spiritual life. Only then did
a deep cultural breach begin to form between the two lands; while
Cosmas, Dean of the Prague Chapter, attempted through his Chronicle
to efface everything in the Czech past which deviated from the narrowly
Latin course, the contemporary chronicler from the Kievan Cave
Monastery, the central focus of the uncompromisingly Greek orien-
tation, sought to eradicate from the Russian chronicle the traces of
intensive Czech participation in the older stages of Russian culture, and
within the framework of the anti-Roman pamphlet literature that
flourished in Russia after the schism, there even appeared a grotesque
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slander against Vojtech (Adalbert), the most Western-oriented of all the
Czech saints. Russia's links with the West were not, however, broken
overnight, and the momentum of Czech-Russian relations proved to be
so strong even following the Schism (1054) that sometime after the 1080's
— this dating is attested by the names of new saints which appear in the
text — the prayer to the Holy Trinity reached Russia from Bohemia and
gained there a significant popularity; in this prayer there appear several
names of exclusively Western saints, and besides the older saints
especially venerated by the Czechs (Clement, Dmitrij, Vitus, Cyril and
Methodius, Wenceslas) one finds Vojtech, a questionable figure from the
point of view of Eastern Orthodoxy, mentioned. Vice versa, in 1095,
two years before the expulsion of the Slavic monks from the Sazava
monastery, we learn from the chronicle of the Säzava monk that
particles of the relics of the holy princes Boris and Gleb, the Russian
martyrs not canonized until 1072, were kept in one of the monastery
altars.

That Boris and Gleb were not the only Russian saints known to the
Czechs at least by name is attested by the name Ol'ga, which, according
to the data of the monuments, was used in Bohemia in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries in this indisputably Russian sound shape. Nor did
Russian names come to Bohemia by the ecclesiastical route alone. Thus,
for example, the personal name Dnepr (or Dnepro) occurs nowhere but in
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Czech monuments, which in this new
guise reproduce the name of the major artery of Kievan Russia in both
its East Slavic variants. The exchange of names and of venerated saints is
the sole attested manifestation of actual reciprocity in Czech-Russian
relations of the early Middle Ages in the field of religious culture. It is not
out of the question, of course, that the Cyrillic alphabet appeared in
Bohemia, alongside the traditional Glagolitic, through Russian in-
fluence. It is entirely possible that Cyrillic manuscripts came to Bohemia
from Russia in the eleventh century and that the Cyrillic part of the
Gospel of Reims, a fragment of a Russian monument from the mid-
eleventh century given by Charles IV to the Slavic Emmaus Monastery
as the patrimony of St. Prokop, is actually a remnant of them. In the
second half of the eleventh century, when Russian religious literature
attained a high level of excellence and began to have an influence in the
South Slavic world (especially in the new Serbian cultural terrain), in this
final period of the long-dying Czech-Russian literary relationship,
perhaps not only the relics of Boris and Gleb reached Bohemia, but at
the same time the Kievan prayer to the two martyrs betrays its Czech
origin. Vondrak finds in Old Czech biblical texts traces of the influence of
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Church Slavonic monuments of Russian recension, apparently imported
at the close of the eleventh century. But these are all still mere
conjectures, whereas the reverse current, extending from the Czech
principality to the East, is variously attested in Russian religious culture
and was indisputably much more intensive. It ran, as historical (MiFjukov)
and philological (Obnorskij) research has indicated, not only to
Kievan Russia, but also directly to Novgorod, the most Western-
oriented commercial and cultural center in medieval Russia. Indeed, the
daring question has even been posed as to whether or not Kievan literary
Russian, saturated by Bulgarian elements, was not preceded by the
Novgorod literary language, oriented toward the West Slavs and
reflected in, for example, the Russkaja Pravda, the oldest Russian legal
monument.

The notion of Russia as a field for cultural penetration was certainly
alive in Czech Cyrillo-Methodianism, and in its later echoes and
resonances changed into a unionistic longing to win over these "uncon-
firmed" (schismatic) Slavs to the true faith and to enlightenment. It is
worth mentioning that the chronicle of the Sazava monk is the sole
Czech work of the twelfth century that recalls the Slavonic liturgy with
sympathy, while at the same time manifesting an interest in the one-time
attempt of Otto the Great to win Russia over to the Catholic faith.
Moreover, in the following century the politics of Pfemysl Otakar II
combine slogans for a struggle against the Russian schism with a revival
of the Great Moravian ideology.

The investigation of the Czech layer in Old Russian literature has only
just begun, but already today one may say that we are obliged solely to
Russian copies for our knowledge of the majority of the preserved
Church Slavonic monuments of Czech origin. The Czech contribution
proves to be richest in the realm of translated literature. The models for
the Church Slavonic translations produced in the Czech principality are
Latin, as opposed to Greek sources for the majority of the remaining
Church Slavonic translations written or copied in Russia. The so-called
second Old Church Slavonic legend of St. Wenceslas, which originated in
Bohemia at the end of the millennium and was discovered by N. Nikol'skij
in two Russian manuscripts of the sixteenth century, is a reworking
based on Latin sources. Sobolevskij found, in Russian copies, several
literary monuments translated from Latin into Church Slavonic on
Czech soil, especially the Martyrdom of St. Vitus and the Homilies on
the Gospels by Pope Gregory the Great. The apocryphal Gospel of
Nicodemus, whose Latin model, translating technique and lexical
Bohemisms make it similar to the above-mentioned Homilies, came to
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Russia only through Bulgaria. Nikol'skij also considers the Church
Slavonic translation of the Latin Rule of Archbishop Boniface, known
from Russian manuscripts, to be a Czech monument of the eleventh
century. The question raised by A. Kolessa concerning Bohemisms in the
Thirteen Words of St. Gregory the Theologian, translated from the
Greek into Church Slavonic and preserved in a Russian manuscript of
the eleventh century, remains open.

The first Old Church Slavonik legend of St Wenceslas from the 930's is
the sole original Pfemyslide-Czech work that has been fully preserved
in Russian literature, but with Russifying retouches of form and
content. In Russia this legend and the somewhat older legend of Ludmila
soon experienced an abridged reworking intended for a Prolog, i.e.
brief lives of the saints, ordered according to the calendar. The original
life of St. Ludmila, no longer extant, the oldest of the legends recorded in
Bohemia, left behind, besides a Latin echo, only this Russian abridg-
ment. Whether the Canon in praise of St. Wenceslas arose in Bohemia,
as for example Pekaf and Iljinskij claim, or only on Russian soil, it is
characteristic of the intensity of this Czech saint's cult in Russia that in
the eleventh century this composition was inserted into a liturgical Minei
for church use in Novgorod.

Scholars like Saxmatov, Lavrov, Nikol'skij, Istrin, and Il'inskij
acknowledge the Czech components in the oldest Russian chronicle. It is
harder to define this layer more precisely, and up to now opinions
diverge on the questions of when and to what extent Czech elements
penetrated the letopis'. While Saxmatov presumed the parts of an
unpreserved Czech document were first inserted in a new redaction of
the letopis' produced at the beginning of the twelfth century. Nikol'skij
concludes with greater justification that the letopis' contained a Czech
stratum from the beginning, and that it must have been more extensive
and systematic in the older redaction; indeed, this penetrating me-
dievalist presumes that the lexical Bohemisms and formal, especially
compositional, features which distinguish the Russian letopis' from
Byzantine chronicles directly attest to Czech Church Slavonic models for
the oldest Russian chronicle tradition. Certainly a Czech model is
betrayed by, on the one hand, the chronicle's introductory entries
concerning the settlement of the Slavic tribes, and on the other the
narration about the work of the apostles. The chronicle here draws upon
some Great Moravian document. This document indisputably belonged
to the apologetic literature in defense of the privilegium ecclesiae
moraviensis, whether the framework of the apology was an expressly
historical or hagiographic work. The Czech-Latin legends in the Cyrillo-
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Methodian spirit are a later echo of this literature. Although the
chronicle narration about the apostles is related to the Moravo-
Pannonian legend of St. Methodius, it is marked by a much more
emphatic Moravian standpoint. According to the narration, the
Slavonic script arose in Moravia and all the church books were
translated in Moravia and for Moravia. The ideology of the Moravian
mission is also indicated unambiguously by the basic thesis of both the
cited passages concerning the long-standing Slavic nature of Illyricum
and especially of Noricum, and of the antiquity of the Moravo-
Pannonian Slavic church. According to the chronicle narration, the first
teacher of the Slavs was the Apostle Paul: he preached in Illyricum which
had always been Slavic, and he ordained the Apostle Andrew bishop
and named him as his successor. The latter also included Moravia in his
preaching activity, and Methodius is said to be his heir. The cited
document could only have appeared within the sphere of Methodius'
activity, since it ideologically supports and strengthens his pretensions to
Illyricum. The question of Noricum, above all, could not have occupied
anyone in the Slavic world anywhere else or at any time afterwards, and
it is characteristic that, for the most part, the manuscripts of the Russian
le topis' corrupt this unintelligible name (instead of the proper norici, they
write norci, narci, inorici, inoverci). The path of this apologetic work to
Russia could only have been through the Pfemyslide state. In the list of
the offshoots of "the one Slavic language" are named "Moravia and the
Czechs", but not, however, the Balkan Slavs. The position which placed
the origin of the Slavonic script and literature exclusively in Moravia
flatly contradicted the Bulgarian conception, and thus the monument
could hardly have been transmitted through that land. The narrative's
report that Cyril left Moravia to instruct the Bulgarian people probably
first arose in Russia, so that the Saint's Roman epilogue would be
dampened, as, in general, the Russian redactor obviously toned down
the evidence of the Pope's active participation in the mission of the
Thessalonian brothers (indeed, the chronicle narrative does not even
concede to Rome the nomination of St. Methodius as Bishop of
Pannonia, declaring instead that the nominator was the local prince,
Kocel). The Russian redactor supplements the West Slavic source's
thesis concerning the connection of the Moravo-Pannonian Slavic
church with the apostolic church by a repeated, emphatic linking of his
homeland with Slavic unity: "Paul is teacher to the Slavic jazyk [Jpzykb
in the Old Church Slavonic terminology designates both 'language' and
'people'], for he preached to the Slavic people [Jazyk] and appointed
Andrew bishop and his successor for the Slavic people [Jazyk] after him.
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And the Slavonic and the Russian language \Jazyk] are one; for they
began to call themselves Russians from the Varangians, but first they
were Slavs. They were also called Poljane, but their language was
Slavonic; they were named Poljane because they lived in the pole
['plain'], but the Slavonic tongue [jazyk] was also a single one for them."
For the Russian chronicler, the significance of the borrowed passages lay
precisely in their making possible the conclusion that the Slavic church
was a direct heir of the original church.

Newly-baptized Russia was an auspicious and convenient outlet for
Czech cultural production, and the Czechs were linked to Bulgaria by
the early creative elan of Church Slavonic culture based directly on the
Great Moravian tradition, whereas the Czech land felt connected to
Croatia through the coexistence of the Slavic and Latin liturgy, and by
the same lengthy contention with Rome over the Cyrillo-Methodian
legacy. Almost in the same period (the end of the 1050's) the Slavic-
disposed clergy in both lands were accused of heresy and vehemently
persecuted. As the Säzava monk narrates, the Latinizers opposed the
pupils of Prokop, dicentes per sclavonicas litteras haeresis secta ypochris-
isque esse aperte irretitos ac omnino perversos', similarly in Croatia at the
same time, according to Thomas the Archdeacon of Split, dicebant enim
gothicas litteras a quodam Methodio haeretico fuisse repertas, qui multa
contra catholicae fidei normam in eadem sclavonica lingua mentiendo
conscripsit. After the spiteful measures of the Czech Prince Spytihnev
and the Croatian King Peter Kresimir IV, under their successors comes
concurrently, here and there, a new tenacious struggle for a national
liturgy. Pope Gregory VII authoritatively offered resistance, and at the
end of the century the Slavic liturgy in Bohemia succumbed, while in
Croatia it was maintained fairly well through the union with Hungary,
where the Western onslaught was still outweighed by Byzantine in-
fluences. Perhaps the proximity to Orthodox Serbia also broke the edge
of the Roman campaign against the Croatian "glagolitians" [glagolasi].
Glagolitic culture gained a new impetus in Croatia only in the thirteenth
century, i.e. simultaneously with the Czech and Bulgarian spiritual and
political revival.

The Church Slavonic culture of independent Croatia (tenth to elev-
enth centuries) was receptive. To the basic Great Moravian fund,
inherited at least in part through the intermediary of Bulgaria, was
added a literary importation from Bohemia. The numerous, indeed
preponderant Western elements of Czech Church Slavonic culture made
it acceptable to the Croats, as opposed to the Eastern-oriented Bulgarian
culture. The Kiev Leaflets, a Czech manuscript of the tenth century
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which contains a fragment of a translation of a Latin missal into Church
Slavonic of Czech recension, has a Croatian supplement from the
eleventh century which completes the first side of the Leaflets and which,
according to Weingart's conclusions, is, like the somewhat younger
Vienna Leaflets, a Croatian copy from the same work. From this it
follows that the Czech manuscript of which the Kiev Leaflets are a
fragment reached Croatia and, at the same time, that the Croats copied a
monument of Czech origin. The first Church Slavonic legend of St.
Wenceslas, although it is preserved in Croatian Glagolitic manuscripts
only from the end of the fourteenth and from the fifteenth centuries, was
probably also brought from Bohemia to Croatia during the oldest period
of Croatian literature. The cult of St. Wenceslas and, at the same time,
that of Ludmila are also attested by their names in the oldest Croatian
calendars. The services for Cyril and Methodius, which are contained in
Glagolitic breviaries, also came to the Croatians from Bohemia and
attracted the attention of scholars not only through their lexical
Bohemisms, but also through the emphatic connection of the apostles
with the Czech people and the Czech land. We read there that with Cyril
"a light shone to the Czech people", that Cyril came "to the Czech land"
and that he worked "in the Czech land". Conjectures about a Croatian
influence on Czech Church Slavonic monuments, on their language and
orthography, have proved to be groundless. Croatian elements were
especially sought in the Vienna Glosses. The latter are words in Church
Slavonic of Czech recension inserted in Latin characters between the
lines of a Latin manuscript sometime at the turn of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries. What was considered a Croatian overlay in their
orthography, however, is in reality an archaic linguistic feature of Czech
in the inaccurate formulation of Latin script. Croatian Church Slavonic
culture was too weak in comparison to the Czech to have been able to act
on it regressively. After all, even later in the so-called Golden Age of
Croatian Glagolitic literature, when Charles IV settled Croatian monks
in the Emmaus Monastery, although these monks made Church
Slavonic and Glagolitic accessible to the Prague intellectuals, revived
among Czechs the idea of Slavic interconnectedness and gave a new
stimulus to the Bohemization of the Scripture and liturgy, it is more
correct to say that they strengthened the traditional Czech opinions and
native longings founded in Cyrillo-Methodianism, rather than Croatian
literature becoming accepted in Bohemia. On the other hand, several
Czech literary works came in translation to Croatia through the
mediation of that Prague monastery.

Czech-Polish cultural relations were formed even more unam-
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biguously. Throughout the entire Middle Ages, the Czech state was for
Polish religious culture the constant and foremost supplier of models
and incentives, ideas and artistic values, new conceptions and new terms.
From Czechs, as A. Bruckner, the patriarch of modern Polish philology,
sums up, everything was taken, from coins to orthography. The paths of
this Czech cultural penetration into Poland were numerous. The main
gate for intensive cultural importation from the Czech land was Polish
Silesia, which Polish historians rightly designate as the intellectual
vanguard of medieval Poland. Nor must one forget the extreme fluidity
of the national border during the early Middle Ages. The tenth-century
Czech state included Silesia and the area of Cracow, while at the dawn of
the eleventh century the Polish sovereign Boleslaw the Brave seized all
the Czechoslovak lands. This variability of boundaries surely favored a
fluctuation of spiritual values. The sources for the oldest cultural history
of Poland are meagre and full of gaps. There are few reliable data for
solving the question of the extent and period in which Church Slavonic
culture penetrated from the Czechs to the Poles. We know from the
Moravo-Pannonian legend that there were some sort of relations
between the Moravian Mission and Little Poland, and that Methodius
strove, without great success, it seems, from the wording of the account,
for the Christianization of some Polish principality on the Vistula. It is
likely that this interest was connected with the expansionist policy of the
Moravian Empire. The tenth and eleventh centuries, the period of
Church Slavonic culture in the Pfemyslide state and simultaneously the
period of the intense interaction of Czech and Polish history, provide
eloquent if fragmentary data concerning the infiltration of Cyrillo-
Methodianism into Poland. The name of the first Bishop of Cracow,
Prohor (Prochor), and probably also the name of his successor, Prokulf
(Proklus), belong to the Byzantine world. The ancient little church on
the Wawel in Cracow repeats the characteristic features of contempor-
aneous Czech rotundas, which are obviously linked with the Cyrillo-
Methodian tradition. The churches of Little Poland in the early Middle
Ages continue the Czech cult of St. Clement, who occupies such a
significant place in the life of Cyril. The propagator of Christianity in
Poland, Mieszko I, oriented Polish ecclesiastical life toward Bohemia,
prompted partly by the influence of his spouse, the Pfemyslide
Dubravka, niece of St. Wenceslas and sister or cousin of Christian,
partly by the necessity of resisting a great dependence on the Western
neighbor, and partly by the propaganda and expansionist capability of
the liturgy in the Slavonic language, cultivated in Bohemia. Czech
missionaries and priests went to Poland and worked effectively for the
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organization and promotion of its church and culture, indeed as
the example of Votjech witnesses, even for its upsurge in power.
Modern scholars, both Czech and Polish, consider St. Vojtech an
advocate of the Slavonic liturgy; perhaps he also strengthened its position
in Poland.

Certainly the rise of Polish religious terminology goes back precisely
to the period when Christianity spread in the land. Its basic source, as
especially the works of E. Klich and B. Havränek have shown, was
Church Slavonic of Czech recension. "The fact that this Old Church
Slavonic stratum of Polish religious terminology passed through Czech
mediation", says Havränek, "is attested by its adaptation conforming to
Czech, as in gospodzin (OCS gospodb), smUowac (OCS milovati, po-) or
especially the striking etymological recombinations similar to Czech: for
the OCS hlagosloviti there is in Polish blogoslawic, like the Czech
blahoslaviti', for the OCS raz(d)resiti there is rozgrzeszyc, like the Czech
rozhfesiti, through a connection with grzech, hfiech." The names and the
veneration of Czech national saints (churches consecrated to St.
Wenceslas, his name in Czech form, Strachota — the Bohemized name
of Methodius) also quickly penetrated to Poland.

If, as Polish numismatics has concluded, the dinars with the Cyrillic
inscription Boleslavb refer to Boleslaw the Brave, the son of Mieszko
and Dubravka, and not to the Czech Boleslas II or III, then this is a
documentation of the penetration of Czech Cyrillic script to Poland. The
supposition that these dinars were intended for the Russian subjects of
Bolestaw the Brave and that, therefore, they are connected with the
Russian Cyrillic script, is entirely groundless. For anyone who is
acquainted with Czech-Latin monuments of the early Middle Ages and
with their terminology, it is indisputable that by the words latinorum et
slavorum, quotquot es t is incolae, which the Polish chronicler from the
beginning of the twelfth century, the so-called Gallus Anonymous, uses
in describing how everyone mourned the passing of Boleslaw the Brave,
are meant the Latinizers and the adherents of the Slavonic movement;
and similarly, in Mathilda of Swabia's words about Boleslaw's successor,
Mieszko II, that he is accustomed "m propria et latina Deum digne
veneran\ propria can only designate Church Slavonic, for there was no
other local liturgical language among the Slavs at that period. Russian
sources refer with condemnation to some sort of expulsion of monks
from Poland, approximately contemporaneous with SpytihneVs first
expulsion of Slavonic monks from the Benedictine Säzava Monastery
and with their flight to Hungary. Also, the analogous papal measures
against the Polish Benedictine monastery in Tyniec near Cracow,
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probably founded by Bolestaw the Brave, correspond chronologically
to the second, definitive disaster that befell Prokop's spiritual flock. The
abbot of the Tyniec Monastery was at that time accused of heresy and
deposed, and some of the monks were banished. One may assume that in
Poland these reprisals were also connected with Rome's campaign against
the Methodian "heresy".

Not even with the extinction of the Slavonic liturgy did the Cyrillo-
Methodian tradition perish among the Czechs. It finds expression in
Latin writings which ardently propagate the work of the pioneers of the
Slavonic liturgy, in the renewal of the struggle for the right in propria
Deum venerari, and in the reverently preserved spiritual song from the
Church Slavonic patrimony. This period of prompting references to the
Cyrillo-Methodian precedent and model also finds a response in neigh-
boring Poland. The legend of the genealogy of the Slavic nations, taken
over from the Czechs and elaborated by the Polish-Latin chronicles
(Scribitur enim in vetussimis codicibus, quod Pannonia sit mater et origo
omnium slavonicarum nationum, etc.) has its source, as N. Nikol'skij
concludes, in the Moravo-Pannonian tradition. The Czech-Latin ser-
vices in praise of Cyril and Methodius also penetrate to Poland. The
attempts of Charles IV to establish anew the Slavonic liturgy in Bohemia
also spread to Poland. The ancient spiritual song, linked by tradition
with the name of Vojtech, also lives a full life in Poland throughout
entire centuries. The instructive variants of the Czech prayer
"Hospodine.pomilujny" make it possible to ascertain the original, purely
Church Slavonic version from the preserved text, with its occasional
Bohemisms. The philological criticism of the Polish song "Bogarodzica
dziewica", known only from later, relatively standardized copies, pre-
sents us with more difficult tasks. One may, however, ascertain three
linguistic strata — Church Slavonic of the Czech stamp (cf. especially
Bogarodzica, Bogiem slawiena in place of blogoslawiena, Gospodzina),
Czech (matko, zwolena, twego, spusci, cf. OCz spustiti=odpustiti,
zbozny) and Polish — and one may also determine their chronological
succession with considerable plausibility: an originally Church Slavonic
composition was first Bohemized, and only Polonized afterwards. We
find here, for example, the words "i/ twego syna". The form twego in
place of the Polish twojego is an indisputable Bohemism. Only later did it
enter into standard Polish: in the song, however, only the reading of the
preceding, Czech redaction is preserved. The translation into Polish, "t/
twojego syna", would have violated the syllabic scheme. This Czech
reading, however, is not original. The preposition u is an obvious
addition which mars the sense. It was most likely introduced in order
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to preserve the syllabic scheme, which otherwise would have been
threatened with the loss of one syllable through the Bohemization of the
Church Slavonic version. In this way we arrive at the original Church
Slavonic reading, "Tvojego syna".

The effectiveness of the Church Slavonic period of Czech culture is not
limited to the Slavic states. Chaloupecky rightly sees the influence of the
Czech model in the fact that the first Bishop of Merseburg, Bavor Boso,
preached to the Sorbs in Slavonic at the end of the tenth century.
The question of the oldest Hungarian cultural and ecclesiastical history
certainly awaits a careful and multi-faceted revision. It is already beyond
doubt, however, that an outstanding part in that history belongs to the
Czechoslovaks, and above all to the Cyrillo-Methodian current. The
Moravo-Pannonian legend already speaks of Methodius' relations with
the Hungarian sovereign, and a memorandum of the Bavarian bishops
from the year 900 directly accuses the rebellious Moravians of siding
with the Magyars. When the Hungarian state came to encompass a
significant portion of the former Great Moravian Empire, the adherents
of the Slavonic liturgy in that region could hardly have become extinct.
Indeed, the Hungarian state took over certain traditions of Great Moravia
and, above all, maintained political and cultural relations with Byzantium.
The monasteries of the Eastern rite which arose in the Hungarian region
in the tenth century probably gave sanctuary to the Slavonic liturgy.
When Spytihnev expelled the Slavic monks from the Säzava monastery, it
was in Hungary that they took refuge. While the German missions of the
970's and 980's failed, perhaps because the Hungarians, like the Poles
at that time, feared the excessive influence of the Empire, the Czechs met
with complete success on the same field. After St. Vojtech, who had
already been involved in Hungarian ecclesiastical-political life during the
reign of Prince Geza and then had a great influence on his son St. Stephen,
in Hungary Vojtech's noted collaborator, the Bfevnov Abbot Radla-
Anastasius asserted himself. With ten Slavic monks he developed a
successful missionary activity, exacted for Stephen from the emperor
Otto III the crown and the establishment of dioceses, was named the first
Hungarian archbishop, and distinguished himself by organizing the
Hungarian church on a large scale.

This multiform penetration of the Czech Church Slavonic tradition
among the Magyars, as among the Poles, is manifested partly in the cult
of St. Vojtech, St. Wenceslas and St. Clement, the latter closely linked
with the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition, and of St. Vitus, the patron saint
of the Czech land, also accepted into Czech hagiography in the Church
Slavonic language; partly in the early diffusion of Czech Christian
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names; and partly in Hungarian church terminology. Not long ago a
Slovak scholar still posed the bewildered question, how is it possible that
the apostles of the Magyars were Czechs, when an Old Slavonic origin is
attributed to many Hungarian words of Christian faith and life? Today
we know that there is no discrepancy between these two sets of facts. On
the contrary, it is natural that Czech missionaries brought to Hungary
Old Slavonic of the Czech recension. Nor does the possibility seem to be
excluded that in this stratum of Hungarian vocabulary also occur
archaic Slovak phonological traits, but this matter requires a new and
more detailed analysis.

We find that the work of the Moravian Mission had an extensive range
of influence, and that the direct heir of Great Moravia, the Pfemyslide
state, expanded this range still more substantially. One may say in
summary that the decisive contribution of this cultural expansion to the
development of the Slavic peoples was the idea of the Church Slavonic
language. Both Moravia and Pfemyslide Bohemia, of course, also
contributed directly to its concrete construction, but its foundations
were laid elsewhere, and after the destruction of Rastislav's realm, it
attained elsewhere those canonical forms which became the point of
departure for its further international development. The idea of the
Church Slavonic language, however, was first and fully realized in the
Great Moravian Empire. It was already contained in nuce in the above-
cited message of Rastislav, and it was in Moravia, in the struggles
against the too powerful Germans and the "tri-lingual heresy", that it
crystallized and won recognition. Bohemia's Cyrillo-Methodianism also
continued these struggles and, similarly, the generations of Christian and
"Dalimil", of Pulkava and Rokycana, of Bilejovsky and Balbin, continued
to claim this recognition. Thus the idea persisted among Czechs and
remained there a moving force, even when its material basis, their own
use of Church Slavonic, already belonged to the past. Among the
Southern and especially the Eastern Slavs, this language and its ideolog-
ical content lived on in harmonious unity. The term "Church Slavonic
language" actually does justice to the essence of the idea. The Slavic
national language, and the national idea in general, are from the
beginning recognized and sanctified by the Church and given into its
service. The nation, its language and church, are bound together in an
indissoluble whole. Likewise, the defense of these three values merges
into a unified, sacred task. It is eloquently embodied in Prokop, the last
Czech saint of the Cyrillo-Methodian epoch. As opposed to Latin,
Greek, and German, Church Slavonic is a national language; but as
opposed to the vernacular of each Slavic people, it is a supra-
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national language — Slavic, according to its mission, without any
narrower limitation. In the concept of the Church Slavonic language,
therefore, a hierarchy of values is established. As the religious idea was
considered to be placed above all human properties, so the Slavic idea
is placed above tribal consciousness, and of course, Church Slavonic
above common speech. These three hierarchical stimuli, mutually
supporting each other, had an immense importance for the ideological
development of Slavic nations, and the languages which made use of
Church Slavonic developed a varied scale of transitional and hybrid
formations between the summit and common speech, thus obtaining an
uncommon wealth of semantic and stylistic variations.

Written in Brno in 1938 and published under the pseudonym Olaf Jansen in the
collective volume Co duly nase zeme Evrope a lidstvu, ed. by V. Mathesius
(Prague, 1939). The original Czech text, "Cesky podil na cirkevneslovanske
kultufe", was translated into English for the present volume by Susanne Fusso.
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SAINT CONSTANTIN ET LA L A N G U E S Y R I A Q U E

En se rendant en 860 chez les Khazars pour leur precher le
Christianisme, Constantin le Philosophe s'etait arrete pour quelques
mois ä Cherson, et la Vie slavonne de ce Saint, ecrile en Grande
Moravie, peu de temps apres sa mort (869), nous raconte qu'a Cherson
"il avail appris le langage et l'ecriture hebrai'ques, et, ayant traduit huit
parties de la grammaire, il en avail acquis une science encore plus
grande. La vivait aussi un certain Samarilain qui venait le voir, disculail
avec lui el lui monlra Fecrilure samarilaine qu'il avail apporlee. Le
Philosophe oblinl (le manuscril) par ses sollicilalions, s'enferma chez lui,
se mit ä prier et, ayant regu de Dieu l'inlelligence, il commenga ä lire
l'ecriture sans aucune faute *** II trouva la egalement 1'Evangile el le
Psaulier ecrits en lellres russes (rusbskymi pisbmeny) el un homme
parlanl cet idiome. Ä force de causer avec lui, il s'appropria la possession
de la langue, el parvinl ä discerner les lellres voyelles el consonnes en les
comparanl avec sa parole orale. Ayanl adresse ä Dieu une priere il
commenca ä lire el a interpreter (la leclure), el de nombreuses personnes
I'admirerenl en louanl Dieu" (Chap. VIII). l

Ce lemoignage n'a pas cesse d'inlriguer les savanls, d'aulanl plus que
la Vie slavonne de St. Conslanlin-Cyrille, comme 1'onl demonire des
recherches allentives, est une source hislorique d'ordinaire assez veri-
dique el en loul cas precieuse. L'elrange passage a provoque des
lenlalives d'explicalion variees el non moins elranges.2

On aurail lorl d'admellre une inlerpolalion, car noire legende n'en
presente guere. Plusieurs philologues se sonl ingenies ä altribuer les livres
dits "russes" soil aux Russes normands, soil aux Golhs de Crimee. Mais
pourquoi, dans ce dernier cas, 1'hagiographe, au lieu de parier des lettres

1 Nous citons la legende d'apres la traduction de Fr. Dvornik (Les legendes de Constantin
et Methode vues de Byzance, Prague, 1933), en la rapprochant du texte original.
2 On trouvera l'histoire de la question chez G. Il'inskij (Slavia 3, 55 sqq.), N. Nikol'skij et
P. Lavrov (Izvestija po russkomu jazyku i slovesnosti, Academic russe, I, 1928, l sqq.,
38 sqq.) et I. Ohijenko (Istorija cerkovno-slovjanskoj movy, I. 1927, 94-122).
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gothiques, designe-t-il ces lettres comme "russes", bien qu'il connaisse
les Goths? On a suppose qu'il a simplement confondu les noms de deux
peuples germaniques, tandis que G. Il'inskij hasarde une nouvelle
Hypothese, non moins aventureuse et non moins artificielle que les
anciennes: le copiste aurait substitue rusbskymi prozbskymi (lettres
franques), terme du son tour la confusion des Francs et des Goths.
D'autres, se rendant compte que ces theories germanisantes manquaient
completement de base, etaient tentes d'attribuer les livres en question
aux Russes slaves: il aurait done existe en Crimee, avant la mission slave
de Constantin-Cyrille et de son frere Methode, des Slaves Chretiens
nommes Russes, et possedant dej l'Evangile et le Psautier en leur propre
langue, dans leur propre ecriture; de sorte que la legende, tout en
glorifiant Constantin en tant que premier apotre des Slaves, auteur du
premier alphabet slave et de la premiere traduction slave des livres
sacres, refuserait au Philosophe le merite d'avoir invente le premier
alphabet slave, et d'avoir fait la premiere traduction slave de
l'Evangeliaire et du Psautier! Les difficultes s'accumulaient et l'enigme
paraissait insoluble.

Or, en 1885 dej , A. Sobolevskij3 confronta la mention des lettres
russes avec un autre endroit de la meme legende (chap. XV): savoir,
une liste des peuples "qui louent Dieu, chacun dans s propre langue",
ου Γόη trouve dans la plupart des manuscrits Suri (Syriens), que deux
copies alterent en Rusi (Russes). Le grand slavisant russe vit bien que,
dans les deux passages de la legende, il s'agissait du meme peuple. Mais il
adopta tort la Ιεςοη des deux manuscrits, et d'apres eux, introduisit
dans le texte Rusi au lieu de Suri. C'est 1'inverse qu'on aurait du faire.
Mais pour cela il fallut attendre cinquante ans encore. Nous devons a
A. Vaillant 1'ingenieuse idee que c'est rus- qu'il faut corriger en sur-, "et
toutes les difficultes tombent".4 H. Gregoire a immediatement reconnu
la grande vraisemblance de cette brillante trouvaille.5 Si neanmoins eile
n'est pas encore generalement acceptee,6 cela s'explique uniquement par
le fait que Vaillant n'a pas consulte, pour prouver son Hypothese,
d'autres documents que la legende citee.

Parmi ces preuves supplementaires qui changent la probabilite en
certitude c'est la Vie abregee de St. Cyrille inseree dans le Prolog qui
nous apporte la confirmation la plus manifeste de la conjecture discutee:
cette Vie, connue par plusieurs manuscrits du XIVe siecle, nous dit que le

3 Kiev Univ., Izvestija, 9, 301.
* Revue des Etudes Slaves 15 (1935), 75-77.
5 Byzantion 10(1935), 776.
6 Cf. G. Vernadsky, Ancient Russia (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1943), 347 sqq.
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Saint possedait quatre langues — le grec, le latin, le syriaque (surbsky) et
1'hebreu.7 Done, l'apprentissage du syriaque par Constantin se trouve
etre atteste dans la tradition hagiographique deux fois: dans le recit de
l'hagiographe du IXe siecle sur le sejour du Philosophe ä Cherson, et
dans le Prolog.

D'autre part, nous avons des preuves que la designation des Syriens
evoquait aisement chez les scribes slaves le nom des Russes, compose des
memes phonemes et mieux connu, cela va sans dire, dans le monde slave.
Ainsi, au commencement du Xe siecle, le moine Xrabr raconte dans son
traite sur les lettres slaves que Dieu a donne aux Assyriens Part
astrologique,8 mais dans une version bulgare du XIII-XIVes.9 asur-
(Assyrien) facilement confondu avec sur- (Syrien) est remplace par rus-
(Russe).10 Ou bien Tun des deux noms entraine 1'autre: dans un
manuscrit du Zlatostrui cite par Miklosich,11 nous lisons skufe, frake,
inde, mavre, kapadoke, suri i rush. ... Quant au fait que Padjectif
surbskymi se trouve dans toutes les variantes de la Vie slavonne de
Constantin, tandis que le nom propre Suri n'est altere en Rusi que dans
deux de ces nombreux manuscrits, il s'explique naturellement par
l'expansion relativement restreinte des formes rus, rusi dans le monde
slave.

Finalement, Vaillant affaiblit la demonstration de sä propre de-
couverte en refusant d'ajouter foi ä ce que la Vie de Constantin nous dit
de ses etudes englobant, ä cote de l'hebreu, le samaritain et le syriaque: le
slavisant va jusqu'ä pretendre que l'hagiographe, en attribuant au Saint
toutes ces etudes de semitique sacre, invente, "sans se soucier de la
vraisemblance". Cependant la creation fundamentale de Constantin,
1'alphabet glagolitique, comprend maints caracteres d'origine hebrai'que
et surtout samaritaine12 et par consequent il confirme les donnees de la
legende sur les etudes semitiques du Philosophe — au moins en ce qui
concerne la connaissance de 1'ecriture hebrai'que et samaritaine. Si a
pose (Vondräk, Vajs) la question des elements samaritains dans
1'alphabet slave de Constantin, c'est qu'on a su qu'il s'etait occupe, ä ce
que nous dit sa biographic, de l'ecriture samaritaine. Mais on ne s'etait
7 V. P. Lavrov, Material}· pa isiorii \'o:nikno\'enija drernej slavjanskoj pis'mennosti
(Leningrad, 1930), 101.
8 Ibid., 163.
9 Ibid., 165.
I ° Cf. la substitution inverse dans la Vie de Cyrille de Turov que N. Nikol'skij edita d'apres
le manuscrit de Vologda XIV-XVe siecle: le Saint russe en question aurait eclaire surbskija
I'udi (Sbornik Otdelenija russkogo jazyka i slovesnosti, Academic russe, 82, No. 4 [1907],
64).
I I Lexicon palaeoslovenico-graeco-latinum (Wien, 1862-65), 806.
12 V. J. Vajs, Manuel de paleographie glagolitique (Prague, 1932), 50 sqq.
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pas apergu que, selon la meme source, le Philosophe avait egalement
etudie l'ecriture syriaque, et desormais la question des traces syriaques
dans l'alphabet glagolitique devrait etre examinee ä son tour. En
particulier, si la lettre k, dans les anciens textes glagolitiques, ressemble ä
quelque chose de connu, c'est surtout au "kaph" de l'alphabet syriaque.

Rien de plus naturel que d'admettre qu'ä la veille de ses disputes
contre le juda'isme, Constantin se soit consacre pour quelques mois ä
l'etude de 1'hebreu. Or, Paffinite entre les langues cananeennes est tres
nette, et l'intelligence de la langue et de l'ecriture samaritaine ne presente
vraiment aucune difficulte pour celui qui a appris 1'hebreu. II est
egalement assez facile, en etudiant 1'hebreu et en sachant bien la sainte
Ecriture, de s'orienter rapidement dans la Bible syriaque. D'autre part,
on peut supposer qu'auparavant deja, pendant sa mission arabe,
Constantin avait pris une certaine connaissance des langues cananeennes
et particulierement du syriaque. Et de plus, si prend en consideration
le temoignage authentique du docte Anastase le Bibliothecaire sur les
talents surprenants du Philosophe et sur sa brillante erudition, les succes
miraculeux de Constantin, tout en emerveillant son entourage ä
Cherson, n'avaient, ä vrai dire, rien de surnaturel.

Peu de temps apres la mort des deux apotres moraves, le moine Xrabr,
leur adepte zele, nous renseigne sur l'invention des lettres slaves et sur les
idees directrices de cette grande innovation. Les adversaires opposaient
au slave 1'hebreu, le latin et le grec en tant que langues primordiales, et
pour refuter cette opinion Xrabr rappelle que c'est le syriaque qui fut
cree par le Seigneur avant toutes les autres langues et "qui fut parle par
Adam et depuis Adam jusqu'au deluge et depuis le deluge jusqu'ä la
division divine des langues au temps de la tour de Babel". Cette theorie
remontant ä Origene et ä Theodoret de Cyr13 pouvait certainement
renforcer 1'inclination pour le syriaque chez Constantin hostile ä la
doctrine "pilatienne" des trois langues privilegiees.

Ni la facilite avec laquelle Constantin apprit le syriaque, ni l'interet du
Philosophe pour cette langue ne sauraient done passer pour invraisem-
blables. II n'est pas non plus impossible que ce soit veritablement a
Cherson que le Saint trouva des livres en lettres syriaques et un homme
parlant cette langue. La presence de Syriens sur le littoral de la Mer
Noire est attestee des une date ancienne.14 Aux debuts du Moyen Age les
marchands Syriens, reputes pour leur ubiquite, leur genie commercial,

13 Cf. V. Jagic, Jssledovanija po russkomu jazyku I (1895), 313 et V. Istrin, Xronika
Georgija Amartola v drevnem slavjanorusskom perevode 1 (1920), 58.
14 Cf. le livre russe de N. Pigulevskaja, Les sources syriennes sur I'histoire des peuples de
t'URSS (Leningrad, 1941).
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leur esprit d'entreprise, se sont implanles dans maints centres econo-
miques du monde mediterraneen; il est plus que probable que ces gens
trouvaient ä s'occuper dans un riche port byzantin tel que Cherson, et
non sans raison Constantin Porphyrogenete note le trafic commercial
entre les Russes et la Syrie.

La Chronique de Nikon ainsi que la "Stepennaja kniga" affirment que
le prince Vladimir regut ä Cherson le metropolite Michel, Syrien
d'origine, envoye par le patriarche de Constantinople,15 et la Pecerskaja
Lavra de Kiev garde les reliques de St. Michel, premier metropolite
russe. D'apres certains manuscrits du Statut de St. Vladimir, celui-ci
affirme avoir re?u du patriarche Photius, "le premier metropolite pour
Kiev, Michel".16 Plus d'une centaine d'annees separe la conversion de
Vladimir du patriarchal de Photius, et Michel n'a done pu elre le
contemporain des deux. Deja Karamzin dans son Histoire de I'etat
russe11 a emis 1'hypothese que lors du regne d'Askold ä Kiev Michel fut
envoye en Crimee par le patriarche Photius desireux de convertir les
Russes.18 Dans ce cas, les deux episodes Syriens, l'apprentissage de
Constantin et l'arrivee de Michel, appartiendraient ä peu pres a la meme
epoque. Plus tard, le fait des relations entre la Russie Kievienne et la
Syrie est plus d'une fois älteste. Ainsi, ä la limite du XF el du XIIe siecles,
le prince de Kiev, Svjaloslav, fils de David, avail, comme nous 1'apprend
le Paterik de Kiev, un habile medecin syrien venu, ä ce qu'on suppose,
par la principaute de Tmulorokan', gouvernee par Oleg, l'oncle de
Svjaloslav.19 L'ancienne chronique russe rapporle sous 1065 un grand
Iremblemenl de lerre en Syrie.20 Enfin I'hisloire d'Akir le Sage, apparue
dans l'elal de Kiev au cours du XF ou du XIF siecle a ele probablemenl
Iraduite en slavon russe direclemeni de I'original syriaque, comme
cherche ä le demonlrer A. Grigor'ev dans sa monographic fondamenlale
sur celle oeuvre.21

Elanl donnes ces rapporls seculaires entre la Syrie et le voisinage
septenlrional de la Mer Noire, la rencontre de Conslanlin avec un Syrien
el avec des lexles syriaques precisemenl ä Cherson ne saurail nous
surprendre. Mais celle derniere question est secondaire. Ce qui importe,

15 Polnoe sobranie russkij leiopisej 9, 57; 21, 102.
16 Edition de la Commission Archeolographique, Petrograd, 1915, 4.
17 Tome I, note 474.
18 Cf. G. Vernadsky, Byzantion 15, 74.
19 Edition de 1'Academie Ukrainienne, Kiev, 1931, 114 sqq.
20 V. Polnoe sobranie russkij letopisej 1, 165; 2, 154.
21 A. Grigor'ev, Povest' ob Akire Premudrom (Moscou, 1913), chap. 8; cf. A. Orlov,
Perevodnye povesti feodal'noj Rusi i Moskovskogo gosudarstva (Leningrad, 1934), 60 sq.
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c'est que des textes dignes de foi nous attestent que Constantin apprit
l'alphabet syriaque, et non des "lettres russes" alors inexistantes.

Written in Leonia, N.J., 1943, and published in Annuaire de {'Institut de
Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves, VII (New York, 1944).



MINOR N A T I V E SOURCES FOR THE E A R L Y
HISTORY OF THE SLAVIC C H U R C H

I. THE SLAVIC MISSION IN THE RUSSIAN PRIMARY CHRONICLE

1. Dvornik's studies on the long Vitae of the Slavic Apostles. 2. The data in the
Primary Chronicle compared with the long Vilae. 3. Illyricum and its parts:
Noricum and Pannonia. 4. The Moravian source reflected in the Chronicle.

\

Francis Dvornik's fundamental books — Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome
au IXe siede and especially Les Legendes de Constantin et de Methode
vues de Byzance — convincingly demonstrated the vast historical value
of the long Old Church Slavonic Vitae of the two Thessalonian brothers
compiled in Great Moravia, the first (Vita Constantini, hereafter VC)
soon after Constantine-Cyril's death in 869, and the second (Vita
Methodii, hereafter VM) upon the death of Methodius in 885. The over-
all documentary validity of these writings, which are closely linked to the
Byzantine biographical literature of the ninth century (cf. Alexander),1

does not, however, mean that there cannot be certain gaps, omissions,
and even instances of deliberate reticence or retouching. On more than
one occasion Dvornik ingeniously fills in what had been left unsaid in the
two Vitae. Realizing that the two legends "are the most important
documents on the history of Constantine and Methodius" (b, 348), the
investigator confines his interpretation solely to these two texts, without
any recourse to the other remainders of Slavic Cyrillo-Methodian
hagiography. His surmises supplementing the long Vitae are the more
impressive as they prove to be supported precisely by those few short
legends of the same saints which the scholar had not taken into
consideration.

The seventh chapter, one of the most absorbing in Dvornik's
Legendes, deals with "Methodius' diocese and the struggle over
Illyricum". It portrays the fight of the Popes Nicholas I (858-867),

1 A complete list of references will be found at the end of this paper, pp. 186-189.
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Hadrian II (867-872), and John VIII (872-882) to restore the old
province of Illyricum or at least a substantial part of it, and to bind this
territory directly to Rome without the intermediacy of the German
bishopric, "qui commengait devenir quelquefois encombrant" (268).
The fact that the Sirmium diocese was revived under Methodius acquires
its full meaning in this historical context. As VM VIII states, he was
ordained na episkopbstvo vb Panonii, na stolb svgfaego Andronika apostola.
The report is indeed "trop court malheureusement" (270), but a more
detailed account of Methodius' task in the framework of the Illyric
problem is preserved by the Russian Primary Chronicle.

Under the year 6406 (898 A.D.), in connection with the appearance of an
Ugrian horde in the vicinity of Kiev, the Chronicle inserts a brief note
about the Ugrian onslaught against Moravia and furthermore about the
Moravian activities of the Slavic Apostles. This story of the Slavic
Apostles, cited by Russian scholars as Skazanie ο prelozenii knig,
contains four quotations from VM: chapter VI — the attack of the
detractors (labelled necii in the Chronicle, etera mtnoga cgdb in VM)2

against Slavic letters; chapter VIII — Hadrian's reply, and the nomi-
nation of Methodius, chapter XV — the translations which he made.
These quotations were interlinked by a loose narration of the rest of the
same chapters and preceded by a summary of chapter V, with additions
from VC: data about the father of the two saints are borrowed from VC
II; the affirmation of a previous conversion of the Moravians and the
mention of an assembly convoked by the Emperor were taken from VC
XIV.3

There are, however, a few deviations from both Vitae. Not only
Constantine but also Methodius is called Philosopher in the Skazanie,
and their father is said to be still alive at the time of Rastislavt's appeal.
According to VC, Rastislavt, after conferring with unnamed kbn^dzi
svoimi i sb Moravljany, sent his message to Michael III. VM attributes
1 In quoting VC and VM we use Pastrnek's reconstructed spelling form (154-238), with a
few corrections. The chapter numbers are given in roman numerals. Our quotations from
the Russian Primary Chronicle are based primarily on the critical edition by Saxmatov, a,
Sf., 11,25-29.
3 An intimation of a previous conversion is contained also in VM X. Contrary to Vajs'
statement (135), nothing in the Chronicle is taken over from VCXV. Also wordings
deviating from VM and VC show a thorough acquaintance with the Cyrillo-Methodian
vocabulary. According to the Skazanie, the Slavs longed to understand the vigor (sila) and
sense (razumi,) of the written word: both terms together, with the same meaning — site i
razumu — appear in Constantine's preface to the Evangeliarium where they translate the
Areopagite's τη δυνάμει του σκοπού as opposed to the "plain sounds" (Vaillant b, 10f.).
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this message to Rastislavt (Rostislav) and Svetopliki (Sventopulc,
Svatopluk). Besides these two princes, the Skazanie names Kocblb
(Kozil, Kocel), the Pannonian ruler — in other words, all three of the
addressees of Hadrian's later Bull, which is quoted in VM, and affirms
that to all three of them Constantine and Methodius were sent by the
Byzantine Emperor. In VC, Rastislavt foresees that the mission awaited
by the Moravians will affect the neighboring countries (iny strany} as
well. The Skazanie stresses that the Slavic alphabet was composed by the
brothers for Moravia and in Moravia itself, while both of the Vitae state
that Constantine had invented the characters before his journey. The
Skazanie follows VM in emphasizing the favorable attitude of the Pope
(Hadrian) toward Slavic letters but deviates from the Vitae in ignoring
any connection of the brothers with Rome. In particular the visits of the
brothers to Rome are deliberately effaced in the Skazanie, and this may
be considered Russian censorship posterior to the Schism. Utilizing the
ambiguous sentence about the brothers in VM V, vbzvratiste sg iz
Moravy, the Skazanie states that Constantine vbzvrati se vtspetb "re-
turned", and adds that "he went to teach the Bulgarian people, while
Methodius remained in Moravia; afterwards, Prince Kocblb promoted
[in VM, asked the Pope to promote] Methodius bishop in Pannonia, in
the see of St. Andronicus the Apostle, one of the Seventy, and [which
VM leaves unsaid] a disciple of the holy Apostle Paul".

3

The Skazanie, reverting to VM, ends in an account of how Methodius
completed the translation of the Bible: "Having finished, he rendered
fitting praise and honor to God, who bestows such grace. ***" So far
this is a literal quotation from VM XV, but then the text decisively
emancipates itself from the Vitae:

(such grace) to the Bishop Methodius, the heir of Andronicus. Hence the teacher
of the Slavic people is Andronicus the Apostle, who had reached Moravia
(Moravy bo doxodilb). The Apostle Paul, too, had taught there, for Illyricum
(Iljurikb) is there, which Paul had reached and where the Slavs have lived from
the very beginning. [In the enumeration of Japhet's tribes at the commencement
of the Chronicle the name "Illyricum" is correspondingly glossed "Slavs":
Iljurikb-Slovene.] Hence the Slavic people also had Paul for teacher [the Russian
compiler of the Chronicle added: "and also we Rus' are from this people, therefore
also we Rus' have Paul for teacher"], since he taught the Slavic people, and for the
Slavic people, he ordained Andronicus bishop and successor to himself. [The
Russian leiopisec adds again: "And the Slavic people and the Russian are one
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and the same, since from the Varangians they came to be called Rush, though
originally they were Slavs. While they were also called Poljane, the language was
still Slavic. They were called Poljane because they lived on the plain. But the
Slavic people is one."]

The slogan of the ethno-linguistic unity of the Slavs, applied by the
compiler of the Chronicle to Russians, was taken over by him from the
introduction to the story of the Slavic apostles. This introduction
appears in the Chronicle in scattered fragments, a part immediately
before the story of Constantine and Methodius, another still earlier, in
the initial part of the Chronicle, dispersed among other entries. The topic
of these fragments is the diffusion of the Slavs and their clashes with
various invaders — the Avars who "harassed (primucise_) the Du[d]lebs"
(s. Presnjakov, 19; Cizevsky, 102), the Bulgars "who settled on the
Danube and oppressed the Slavs (nasilbnici Slovenomt bysej)", the
controversial Voloxs (cf. Gyoni) "who did violence (nasiljasce) to the
Danubian Slavs", and the Ugrians who "expelled the Voloxs" and in
their turn "reduced the Slavs to submission" (pokorivbse je podb sf). The
emphasis is placed upon the original unity and primeval homeland of the
Slavs:

after the fall of the Tower [of Babel] and the division of tongues, the sons of
Shem were allotted the eastern lands, and the sons of Ham the southern lands,
while those of Japhet were allotted the west and the northern lands. Among these
seventy-two tongues was the Slavic tongue and people [in the Slavic texts of the
early Middle Agesy'fzyta signifies simultaneously tongue and people], belonging
to Japhet's tribe, namely the natives of Noricum (Norici), i.e. Slavs. Long
afterwards the Slavs settled along the Danube where the Ugrian and Bulgarian
lands now lie. From among these Slavs, people spread throughout the land and
they were called by the names appropriate to the places where they settled. Thus
some came and settled by the river Morava and were called Moravians, while
others were named Czechs.

A prolonged survey of the Slavic peoples, their names and their historical
foes, leads to stressing once more the fact that there was only one Slavic
tongue and people: "the Slavs (Slovene) who settled along the Danube
and were subjugated by the Ugrians, as well as the Moravians, the
Czechs, the Ljaxs and the Poljane who are now called Rush. It was for the
Moravians that the Scriptures were first translated and this was called
Slavic writing; Rush and the Danubian Bulgars have this same writing."

For the bookmen of Kievan Rus', Noricum was terra incognita (zemlja
neznaema) and it is not surprising that most Russian scribes distorted
nor id into norci, narci, inorici, inoverci. Illyricum was likewise a remote
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geographic expression signifying little to the compilers and readers of the
Russian Chronicles. In the Slavic West, however, in the region of
Methodius' mission, the terms denoted these vitally relevant problems:
the incorporation of the Pannonian bishopric into the broader compass
of historical Illyricum, in accordance with papal aspirations; the affir-
mation of the traditional relationship between Moravia and Pannonia;
the insistence upon the aboriginal Slavic character of all Illyricum, in
particular of its Western sector, Noricum, and upon the legitimate
succession of the Moravo-Pannonian Slavic church to the legendary
Illyric Apostolate of Paul and Andronicus.

The worship of Paul dominates the whole Cyrillo-Methodian tradi-
tion. Each of the two brothers was extolled as his faithful pupil and
follower, novyi Pavblb, in hagiography (e.g., VC I; VM XIV), in eulogies
and in church services (Lavrov Λ, 93, 96, 11 Iff.). The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, regarded as the Magna Charta of the Moravian apostolate,
was cited at length in Constantine's plea for the Slavic liturgy (VC XVI)
and referred to in his remarkable prefaces to the translation of the
Evangeliarium (Vaillant b, lOf.) and Tetraevangelium (Nahtigal, 95;
Jakobson b, 31 — cf. infra, 191 f.). Dionysius the Areopagite, the
Philosopher's favorite thinker, is seen by him as "the great pupil of Paul"
(Vaillant b, 10). The triumph of the Slavic liturgy in Rome under
Hadrian culminates in the glorification of St. Paul: v» velikaego ucitelja
jgzycbskaego Pavbla apostola crbkbvi vbSQ nostb pesf, slavoslovgste
Slovenbsky, i na utrei paky HturgiJQ nadb svgtyimb grobomb ego
(VC XVII). VM begins (II) and ends (XVII) the life story of the saint by
applying to him the same verse from the First Epistle to the Corinthians,
9:22. Also the so-called Bulgarian Legend, a Vita of Klimentb
(Clement), the brothers' disciple, written in Church Slavonic by his pupil
in the second quarter of the tenth century, but preserved only in a Greek
adaptation, probably of the late eleventh century, conceives the whole
life of the Slavic Apostles as an imitation of Paul. According to this
legend, Cyril μ/με/τα/ Παΰ/.ον, and the last words of Methodius, who
followed Paul until the end, are: "Thus Paul enjoins you through me."4

If special emphasis is set in the Skazanie upon the close kinship of the
Slavic peoples and their linguistic unity in order to motivate the unity of
their church and letters, this again points to the militant Moravo-
Pannonian Church and is in full accord with the thesis attributed by VM
to Pope Hadrian: "Not only to thee (Kocblb) but to all the Slavic lands I

4 FRB, 78 80 and 84. The critical edition of the Bulgarian Legend by Tunickij (b) is at
present unavailable to me.
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sent him (Methodius) as a teacher from God and the Holy Apostle
Peter." Methodius' dignity as papal legate to the Slavic peoples was
confirmed by John VIII (s. Dvornik 6, 273).

Saxmatov argued repeatedly that both the story under 898 and the
related introductory entries hark back to a common Western Slavic
literary source. According to the views most completely formulated in
his posthumous study on the sources of the Russian Primary Chronicle
(b), this Church Slavonic discourse, focussed on the problems of the
Moravian mission, arose among the followers of the Slavic rite, either in
Moravia or in Bohemia. The terminus a quo is 898. As the author
remarks, the discourse knows nothing of the Magyar subjugation of
Moravia, which occurred in the early tenth century, but it mentions that
the Ugrians "had taken the offensive against Moravia and Bohemia".
Saxmatov's surmise that there followed a story of Moravia's fall and
even of the destruction of the Slavic Church and letters in Moravia,
Bohemia, and Poland, is arbitrary. Lavrov (a, 129ff.) assumes that the
Skazanie goes back to a similar story from a vanished Moravian
chronicle which had utilized VM and which reached Kievan Russia
through Bohemia. Even the much more skeptical Istrin cannot avoid
acknowledging a West Slavic source for the Skazanie.

The most novel and illuminating view of the Western Slavic ingredient
in the Russian Primary Chronicle was given by Nikol'skij. Although
Saxmatov had grasped the Czech provenience of the Skazanie and its
preamble, the references to Noricum and Illyricum were nevertheless
inexplicable for him (75, 87). Lixacev, while accepting the West Slavic
origin of the Skazanie, fails to understand these references and attributes
the identification of the Norici with Slavs to "some Russian author" (II,
50, 209, 213).5 Nikol'skij, however, clearly perceived that claims to
Noricum became particularly persistent in the struggle which arose
under Pope Hadrian II between Methodius and the German clergy over
the limits of the Salzburg diocese and the newly founded Moravo-
Pannonian archbishopric. This scholar realized that German pretensions
could hardly meet with sympathy on the part of John VIII, who dreamed
of a Slavic ecdesia directly dependent upon the Roman See.

5 Now he goes so far as to ascribe the mention of the Slavic Noricum in the Chronicle to
an oral popular tradition of the eleventh century (b, 35). Completely fantastic is the
Marrist research of Tolstov on the historical basis of the Slavic Narci (he uses this
distorted form!) of the Primary Chronicle.
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The Skazanie's statement with respect to Illyricum — tu bo bese_
Slovene pbrvoe — is usually interpreted as a theory of the Balkan
provenience of the Slavs. Nikol'skij showed, however, that what was
meant here is Illyricum in the wider sense of the term, and, mainly, the
northwestern parts totius Illyrici — both Pannonia, bordering on
Moravia, and Noricum with its still Slavic population of Styria,
Carniola, and Carinthia. One might say that the originator of the
Skazanie, in his polemics with the circles promoting the aggressive
Libel/us de conversione Bagoariorum et Carantanorum (s. M. Kos), places
the cradle of the Slavs precisely in their western outpost, Noricum, and
only po mbnozex* ze vremenext are they said to have settled along the
Danube from Pannonia to Bulgaria and subsequently spread farther po
zemli, to be mentioned first in Moravia and Bohemia. Il'inskij states, in
reviewing Nikol'skij's monograph, that its most brilliant pages are
devoted to the analysis of the data in the Chronicle on Paul's activity in
Illyricum, on the primeval home of the Slavs, on the Slavic Norici and on
the leading role of the Moravians: "After his investigation, every doubt
that all these data came to Russia from the Slavic West must vanish."

Nikol'skij's monograph and the first draft of Dvornik's Illyricum
chapter (d) appeared simultaneously and they complement each other
magnificently. The papal aspect of the Illyric problem has been amply
documented and interpreted by Dvornik, while Nikol'skij's insight into
the Skazanie reveals the attitude of Methodius' faction. However close
the collaboration of the Pope and Methodius in the restitution of
Illyricum, the differences in conception must not be underestimated. It is
true that from the vantage point of Rome this undertaking would hardly
include "les territoires ou existait une organisation ecclesiastique", in
particular the ancient province of Noricum where Salzburg had long
been active (Dvornik 6, 274); nonetheless, the Pannonian archbishopric
apparently did not lose sight of the Noricum Slovenes and ostentatiously
opposed the recent Carolingian origin of the Salzburg jurisdiction to the
alleged Apostolic antiquity of the Slavic Church in Illyricum. The
Freisingen Leaflets of the tenth century bear witness to the expansion of
the Cyrillo-Methodian work into Noricum (cf. Isacenko).

Even the particular emphasis of the Skazanie upon the Thessalonian
origin of Methodius and Constantine (the Emperor sends to their native
town for them) may be connected with the renovation of Illyricum: the
memory of Thessalonica as the original capital of this church province
was still alive.

In short, the entries of the Primary Chronicle that refer to the
Slavic West up to the end of the ninth century go back to an apologetic
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work supplementing the Vita of Methodius and summarizing his church
policy; apparently it was compiled in Moravia by one of the zealots of
the Slavic Church at the very end of the ninth century when the Magyars
had already settled in the Danube region (cf. VM XVI) and started their
raids against Moravia and Bohemia. Thus it is one of the numerous
literary works which in the eleventh century were imported from the
Czech state into Kievan Russia.

The western version totius Il/yrici backed by Great Moravia yields
after its downfall to the eastern version παντός του Ιλλυρικού backed by
Simeon's Great Bulgaria, as revealed by the title which the so-called
Ochrid Legend, in the name of Methodius, attributes to his disciple
Klimentb: "bishop of all Illyricum and of the Bulgarian people ruling
that land" (Ivanov, 318).

II. THE BEGINNINGS OF MORAVIAN AND BOHEMIAN CHRISTIANITY IN
CZECH-LATIN LEGENDS

/. Bulgarian conversion in the Czech-Latin legends and their filiation. 2. Alleged
anachronisms in these legends. 3. Coincidences with the Russian Primary
Chronicle. 4. The original version of the Privilegium moraviensis ecclesie. 5. The
original version of the Epilogus Terre Moravie atque Bohemie. 6. The Moravian
and Bohemian historical legends of the ninth and early tenth century and their
Latinization.

1

In his research on Rastislavt's embassy to Michael III and the
subsequent delegation of the Thessalonian brothers to Moravia,
Dvornik succeeded capitally in educing the international background of
these historic steps and, particularly, their connection with Bulgarian
affairs:

Among these events the conversion of the Bulgars is of primary importance. It
was not accomplished as suddenly as it might appear, but had had a slow and
lengthy preparation. The numerous contacts of the Bulgarian princes with the
Byzantine Empire on the one hand, and the Prankish on the other, had inured
them to the Christian idea. *** Boris, fearing opposition from the pagan camp,
and aware that the conversion of the Bulgars was impending, was disposed to
resort to the Franks for this purpose, and opened negotiations with Louis the
German. In 862 he concluded an agreement with him. *** It is possible that the
conditions fixed by the Bulgarian prince for practicing the Christian faith in his
domains date from that time, since as early as in 863 Louis informed Pope
Nicholas I of the intention expressed by Boris to be baptized. The Pope, in his
reply to Louis, congratulated himself on this score. *** (a, 184ff.)
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Briefly, "Bulgaria was on the point of rejecting paganism", and "dis-
quieting rumors circulated in Byzantium". Although a certain number of
Bulgar nobles had been baptized in Constantinople in 863, "Boris was
said to be predisposed toward the Franks and toward Latin missionaries.
Since it was for the moment impossible to work upon Boris directly, the
opportunity offered in Moravia was seized with alacrity." (α, 164Γ,
186f.) The reports revealing the danger that threatened the Byzantine
Empire from Bulgarian quarters "accelerated the encirclement ma-
noeuvre which Byzantium had been planning against Bulgaria. It was
then that the embassy sent by Rastislav (862), the Moravian prince,
proposing an alliance against the Bulgarians, came in the nick of time"
(c, 102f.).

The only Slavic source indicating the connection between the Christian
longings of Bulgaria and the arrival of Constantine-Cyril and Methodius
in Moravia is the oldest Czech-Latin legend about the Slavic Apostles.
In the earliest version preserved, which is labeled Legenda Bodecensis
and published by Chaloupecky (a, 521-36), the first sentence states that
Cyril came to Moravia postquam Bulgri vel Bulgarii dem Christi
perceperunt. In the Olomouc breviary of the fourteenth century, this
legend (published by the Bollandists in 1688) starts with the same
sentence and finishes with the curse of Methodius (Pekaf h, 85Γ, 89). The
close relation between the Bulgarian acceptance of Christianity and the
beginning of the Moravian mission found adequate expression in this
introductory phrase, irrespective of whether the official baptism, now
assigned by most scholars to 864,6 preceded or immediately followed the
beginning of the apostolate in Great Moravia, which falls either in 863 or
864. It was not before the very last days of 867 that the Thessalonian
brothers, after brief sojourns in Pannonia and in Venice, arrived in
Rome from Moravia, where they had stayed for three years according to
VM, or for forty months, if VC is more trustworthy. Hence it is most
probable that they arrived in Moravia early in 864 or late in 863.7

This perfectly sensible beginning of the legend was, however, distorted
in its later adaptations. An incoherent preamble was added, relegating

6 See Vaillant and Lascaris; Gregoire; Ostrogorsky, 186.
7 According to the Italian legend, they stayed in Moravia for four and one half years.
Either this is one of the inaccuracies of this source or else, one might argue, the three years
and four months counted by VC (or in round numbers the three years of VM) are due to a
trivial mistake in ascribing the Cyrillic numeric value to Glagolitic ciphers: in this case the
Cyrillic copyist of the originally Glagolitic VC would have substituted three years and four
months for the four years and five months of the prototype, a span rounded off to four and
one half years by the Italian legend. Then the date of arrival would be early in 863. There is
a similar substitution of six for eight in VM XV, as Sreznevskij and Resetar detected.
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the Christianization of Moravia to the times Augustini, magnißci
doctoris, and that of the Bulgars even much farther back. Another
version made Cyril Augustine's contemporary, who came to Moravia
postquam Bulgarian ad ßdem Jhesu Christi convertisset. The first of the
two cited variants appears in the Vita et Passio Wenceslai el Ludmile,
attributed in its Prologus to Christian (edited by Pekaf, b, 88-125), the
other in the legend De S. Quirillo et conversione Moravie et Bohemie
(edited by Chaloupecky, a, 481-93).

The first opus, which we will quote under the conventional label
Legenda Christiani (LC), is divided by Pekaf into ten chapters, of which
the first five correspond, with some deviations, to the Legenda Bodecensis
(LB). We are here concerned uniquely with the introductory sections
devoted to Cyril, Methodius, and his Bohemian proselyte, Borivoi
(Bofivoj).8 The second opus, usually cited by its two initial words
Diffundente sole, is but an abbreviated rearrangement of these sections.

LB is a painstaking copy made in the early fifteenth century in the
monastery of Böddecke from a manuscript of the eleventh/twelfth
centuries and preserves many of the archaic features of the latter. When
the same text reappears as a part of LC, known in copies of the
fourteenth century, it presents some considerable alterations, although
in places it retains more ancient readings than LB (cf. Urbänek, II, 67 ).
Hence the archetype of the story (*L) may be reconstructed only through
a comparison of LB with LC. As to Diffundente sole, we are led to agree
with Pekaf who, following the Bollandists, took it for a simple, often
literal, extraction from LC (b, 72). Vilikovsky, the chief expert in Czech-
Latin medieval literature, convincingly demonstrated that the script was
most probably compiled as late as the fourteenth century to preface an
old homily on St. Ludmila.9

LB and LC are two recensions representing the oldest extant Czech-
Latin Chronicle of the Moravian mission and its repercussions in
Bohemia. To obtain the original version, we must purge the text of all
8 These sections cover the first two chapters in Pekaf's edition of LC and in
Chaloupecky's edition of LB plus the first lines of the third chapter until the death of
Borivoi (LB: Boriwoi) in 891 or rather of his son and continuator, Spytignev* (LB:
Zpitigneu) in 905: p. 95, 1. 14 of Pekaf's text.
9 This homily, beginning with the words Factum est, is edited by Chaloupecky a, 538-56,
and assigned by him to the end of the eleventh century. The homily, or rather its probable
Church Slavonic prototype, inspired the eulogy to Olga in the Russian Primary Chronicle:
see Jakobson c, 46f. — cf. supra, 42. Therefore, Urbanek's assignment of this work to the
thirteenth century is unacceptable.
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later interpolations, such as the whimsical digression into the
Augustinian epoch mentioned above.10 Instead of cleansing the text
from such admixtures, the commentators either used them, like
Kalousek (a, b), to cast doubt upon the whole legend, or endeavored,
like Pekaf, to contrive some motivation for these "obtuse" passages
(b, 183ff.), or, finally, they exploited these clumsy "anachronisms" in
order to assign the text to an epoch sufficiently distant from Great
Moravian history: those are the grounds on which Chaloupecky's
dating of this Czech apology for the Slavic liturgy to the end of the
tenth century is rejected by Urbanek in favor of the late eleventh (I, 125,
146).

The alleged anachronisms are picked up from altered versions and
ascribed to the original or, in numerous instances, the violation of
historical reality is arbitrarily postulated by commentators. According to
Urbanek, the form Quirillo, used in LB, in lieu of the denominations
"Constantine" or "Philosopher" current in VM and VC, "testifies to the
late origin" of the Czech-Latin legend (1,132, 147). This monastic name,
which Constantine assumed on his deathbed, is applied to him in Old
Church Slavonic literature as early as in the Panegyric to St. Cyril by one
of his first disciples in the Moravian Mission, Klimentt. The tendency to
preserve the Greek sound-form of the name is a typical feature of the
earliest Czech Cyrillo-Methodian tradition (s. Jansen, 13 — cf. supra,
136f.). The apposition "Philosopher" is absent from most of the Church
Slavonic texts on Cyril.

Urbanek points out that the great struggle over the Slavic liturgy

10 A thorough analysis and textual criticism of this chronicle seems to us a much more
important task for Czech history and literary scholarship than the minor question
voluminously discussed by Urbanek versus Pekaf and Chaloupecky, on whether the parts
of LC missing in LB (the bulk of the Passio Wenceslai and the Foreword, Prologus, to the
legend) may be assigned to *L or considered an appendix posterior to LB. One must agree
with Chaloupecky's (d) review of Urbanek's thousand-page monograph that despite the
large amount of valuable documentary data, the reader is rather disappointed by the
monograph's methodological feebleness, by Urbanek's insufficient acquaintance with the
Church Slavonic chapter of Czech literature and culture and by his quite arbitrary
attribution of various Czech-Latin writings to one or another historical figure of the
eleventh to fourteenth centuries. Urbanek succeeded, however, in refuting some exag-
gerations of Chaloupecky's reconnaissance work, particularly the unwarranted antedating
of the late legends Beams Cyrillux and Tempore Michaelis imperatoris. But he failed to
disclose the main blunder in Chaloupecky's study, its radical and groundless over-
estimation of the antiquity of Diffundente sole, assigned by both historians to the Old
Church Slavonic period of Czech cultural history: the late tenth century by Chaloupecky
(a, Ch. Ill) and the end of the eleventh by Urbanek. With the former's important discovery
of the complete independence of the two works, the legend Diffundente sole and the homily
Factum est, both conjoined in fifteenth-century manuscripts, Urbanek is in complete
accord, but he erroneously postdates the homily.
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actually occurred in Venice and not "in Rome before the Pope", as
affirmed by the Czech-Latin legend (I, pp. 126, 152). Pekaf, too, accuses
LC of erroneously ascribing to the Pope and his entourage the objections
to the Slavic liturgy. He tries to explain this mistake by assuming that the
author's knowledge of later papal resistance involuntarily confused the
picture (b, 186). It would be, however, a petitio principii to identify,
without preliminary questioning, the assertions and reticences of VC and
VM with the actual state of affairs and to call any deviation from these
legends an infringement of historical reality. Had there even been a
discussion with Pope Hadrian, we could not expect VC or VM to take
cognizance of it, since the consistent policy of these two Vitae is
painstakingly to avoid any intimation of an inimical attitude on the part
of the Popes, Byzantine authorities, or Slavic rulers to the Moravian
mission, as well as the slightest allusion to subversions of regime in both
Byzantium and Moravia. These potentates are either benevolently
inclined or they simply do not appear on the scene. The negative roles are
confined exclusively to the Ancient Enemy and to the Germans. The
opponents closest to the Holy See who voiced objections to the Slavic
liturgy on the eve of its approval by Hadrian are relegated by VC (XVI)
to Venice, while VM (VI) recognizes the presence of such calumniators in
Rome, but only to announce that they were condemned by the
Apostolicus. The Pope himself, however, fleetingly acknowledges in his
epistle, reproduced in VM (VIII), that the delegation of Methodius had
been contingent upon a preliminary test (umyslixomb ispytavbseposblali).
This allusion is so isolated in the context of the Vitae that in some of the
scholarly translations of VM the gerund ispytavtse had been
disregarded.11

As Dvornik insists,

the activities of Constantine and Methodius must have appeared suspect to quite
a few in Rome. *** The great prestige carried by the relics of St. Clement did not
suffice to facilitate the decision of the Holy See with respect to the two brothers
because of involvements that demanded the greatest circumspection. *** The
Pope was certainly aware that the two missionaries had introduced the Slavic
tongue into the liturgy. *** Constantine and Methodius arrived to set forth the
reasons for this innovation. A decision was necessary. The situation was grave,
since it made an issue of a practice that had begun to acquire the force of
tradition. *** First of all it was necessary to overcome the opposition which had
arisen in Rome itself. The opposition was apparently led by none other than the
notorious Formosus of Porto who had always manifested himself as the
implacable foe of the Greeks (a, pp. 174, 196Γ).

11 E.g., by Lavrov in his Ukrainian translation (a, 304): uxvalyly nadislaty.
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What can we learn from VC and VM about this opposition? Only that a
bishop infected with animosity to Slavic letters (tojg ze je.dzeJQ bolbnb)
was deliberately appointed by the Pope to ordain the Slavic disciples
(VM VI) and that it was Formosus (VC XVII). The Czech-Latin legend
(*L), with its report on Cyril, "accused by the Supreme Pontiff and other
princes and dignitaries of the Church of having dared, despite canon law,
to ordain that Mass be celebrated and sung in the Slavic tongue" and on
his meek justification and final clearing, is much more revealing than the
conciliatory and diplomatic VC.

All the remaining distinctions of the Czech-Latin legend from VC and
VM indicated by Pekaf and Urbanek closely coincide with other
Church Slavonic sources, and especially with the Russian Skazanie
for the time-span covered by the latter.

According to this legend, Quirillus quidam, nacione Grecus, tarn latinis,
quam ipsis Grecorum apicibus instructus, after the Bulgars accepted
Christ's faith, aggressus est in nomine sancte irinitatis et individue unitatis
regionem quandam Sclavorum, que Morawa nuncupatur, quatinus in ea
\erbum domini constanter et intrepide predicarel (LB).12 It is possible that
quidam and quandam are subsequent insertions for foreign consumption:
compare such variants as Beams Cyrillus and Moravia, regio Sclavorum
(s. Pekaf, b, 89). This twofold designation of Moravia, which puzzled
Urbanek (I, 98), is alien to VC and VM, where only Morava occurs, but
is evidenced in the Skazanie, where the Moravian state is alternately
termed Morava and Slovenbska zemlja 'Slavic land'. The same double
designation — Terra Sclavorum, qui Moraui dicuntur — appears in the
letter to the Pope written by the Bavarian bishops in 900 (CDB, #30).
Cyril's mastery of both Greek and Latin, overlooked in VC, is em-
phasized in the Prolog Vita of Cyril: naucivse. i elinbsky i rimbsky (Lavrov
b, 101). Finally, the doctrina Trinitaria to which the quoted sentence of
the Czech-Latin legend refers, is persistently associated by VC with the
work of the Philosopher, sve-tyj? troicg sluga i ucenikb, "servant and
disciple of the Holy Trinity" (s. S. Kos, 152ff.).

According to LB and LC, the Slavic letters were invented and the main
Church books translated after Cyril's arrival in Moravia, whereas
Urbanek is convinced that these things were accomplished before his
12 This beginning of the Czech-Latin legend served as model for the introductory
sentence of the Latin recension of St. Prokop's legend, compiled in the late eleventh
century. Cf. Chaloupecky c, 283; Urbanek, II, 111.
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journey. Even VC and VM state, however, that, at most, only the first
samples of this translation were achieved before the two brothers settled
in Moravia: VC XVI says that the Philosopher, after having composed
the letters, began to translate the Evangeliarium and that once in
Moravia he translated all the church books (vbsb crbkbvbnyi cinb). As
reported by VM V the Philosopher set out after having formed the
alphabet and composed a sermon (besedQ sbstavlb).13 The Skazanie, in
the same way as *L, connects the invention of the Slavic alphabet with
Moravia: Quirillus *** agressus est *** et *** apices vel caracteres novos
invenit (LB; LC; comperit) — sima ze prisbdbsema, nacqsla sbstavlivati
pismena azbbukbvbnaja Slovenbsky (Skazanie). *L, along with the
Skazanie, identifies the author of the alphabet and of the translation: *L
ascribes this double merit to Cyril alone, while the Skazanie attributes it
to both brothers. The Skazanie is thereby in closer accord with VM, which
states that the Psalter, Gospels, Apostles, and selected church services
were translated by Methodius in conjunction with the Philosopher (XV)
and which represents the revelation of the Slavic letters to the
Philosopher as a fulfillment of the prayer of both brothers (V). VC,
written perhaps by Methodius, does not mention him either in con-
nection with the alphabet or with the translation. Like the Skazanie, also
the so-called Bulgarian Legend, a Vita of Clement (f916) composed, I
repeat, in Church Slavonic by a contemporary, but known only in a
Greek readaptation of the very late eleventh century (cf. Dvornik a,
312f.), extols, together with the Skazanie, both Κύριλλος and Μεθόδιος
as the inventors of the Σθλοβενικά γράμματα and translators of the
Scriptures (FRB, 77f.).

The account of the translated books ends in the Skazanie with the
words, iproceje kbnigy "and other books". The corresponding account
in the Czech-Latin legend has a similar conclusion: pluraque alia
documenta sacre scripture (LB), or merely pluraque alia (LC).

The reference to the establishment of the Slavic way of worship was
followed in *L by the remark: quod et usque hodie inpartibus Sclavorum a
pluribus agitur, maximeque in Bulgariis. Dobrovsky surmised that
Bulgarii had been substituted by the compiler for Bulgaria (p. 43), but,
correspondingly, we read in the Skazanie: jaze gramota estb vb Rusi i v&
Bblgarexb Dunaiskyxb (i.e., in Bulgariis).

In noting the Philosopher's departure from Moravia, neither *L nor
the Skazanie mentions that he was accompanied by Methodius, as it is
stated in VM. As for VC, it acknowledges the presence of Methodius in

13 Sermone composite, in the excellent translation by Grivec a. 111.
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Rome only subsequent to the death of his brother. According to *L,
Cyril died, relinquens supramemoratis in partibus *** Methudium; we
read a corresponding passage in the Skazanie: a Mefodii osta vz> Morave,
"and Methodius stayed in Moravia". In both sources it is but a more
laconic formulation of what in VM VII is presented as the Philosopher's
legacy: ne mozi *** ostaviti ucenija svoego, "do not leave thy mission".
Although the genetic connection between *L and the Skazanie had been
signaled,14 Urbanek ignores these coincidences and persists in listing the
passages quoted as "flagrant anachronisms" of *L (I, pp. 106,125f., 146)
which allegedly point to the late origin of the Czech-Latin source,
namely the time of Vratislav II (1061-1092).

Pekaf (b, 165, 181) signals an instructive "mistake" on the part of *L,
its assertion that Methodius was ordained archbishop (siatuitur summus
pontifex) by a Slavic ruler (aprincipe) whereas according to VM this was
performed by the Pope himself. Similarly, in the Skazanie (see above),
ktngzb postavi Mefodija episkopa. Kocblb's requests for the papal
investiture of Methodius, first as legate and then as bishop (VM VIII),
and the similar request of the Moravians — "dazdb namb Mefodija
arxiepiskopa i ucitelja" (VM X) — are presented in the Skazanie and in
*L as a nomination of Methodius by the Slavic ruler himself.15

Obviously, both texts go back to a common prototype, a Church
Slavonic apologetic document, which, we presume, originated in Moravia
at the very end of the ninth century. Its Czech-Latin recension, in-
corporated into *L, is seemingly identical with the Privilegium mo-
raviensis ecclesie referred to in Chapter XV of Cosmas' (1045-1125)
14 Jansen, p. 15f., supra, p. 142f: "The [Primary] Chronicle draws on some Great Moravian
document. This text indubitably belonged to the apologetic literature defending the
privilegium ecclesiae moraviensis; it is immaterial whether the framework of this apology
was patently historical or hagiographic in composition. Later reflections of this literature
are the Czech-Latin legends of a Cyrillo-Methodian tinge."
15 According to *L, Methodius became summus pontifex, Habens sub se eiusdem
sanctitatis pontifices, while the Skazanie, following VM, stresses only that Methodius
hereby became the successor of one of the seventy apostles. The prominent role of the
sacred number "seven" in Cyrillo-Methodian hagiography (cf. Vasica, 243) is manifest in
both variants. Methodius occupied the seat edinogo ot 70 and, himself, was one of the seven
eiusdem sanctitatis pontifices — oi αγιοι έπτάριθμοι in Greek ritual nomenclature. Was this
the original formula which *L reshaped into Habens sub sei Or perhaps the six disciples of
Methodius enumerated in hagiographic literature — Angelarii, Gorazdi, Lavrentii,
Naumi, Sava — are, together with Wiching, considered his seven suffragans. Finally, the
seven bishops of Pannonia and Moravia are a legendary tradition reflected also in a text
of the 970's, the so-called "letters of the Passau bishop Pilgrim": cf. Chaloupecky a,
p. 160f.
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Chronicle (s. Bretholz). This version was no longer concerned with the
Byzantine and Pannonian aspect of the Slavic mission. Therefore it
omitted all the references to Byzantium, Macedonia, Pannonia,
Illyricum, and Noricum, and moreover replaced the Pannonian Kocblb,
figuring in the Church Slavonic original as the promoter of Methodius,
by the Moravian ruler, uncle and predecessor of Svetopliki>, in a word
— by Rastislaw. *L extolls him without, however, adducing the name
principis vel regis religiosi, qui institutor et rector tocius christianitatis seu
religionis benignus exstiterat.

On the other hand, the Skazanie preserves the references to all these
regions but ignores any allusion to the relations of the Slavic Apostles
with the Latin clergy. The Skazanie, therefore, omits the Philosopher's
discussion with the adversaries of the Slavic liturgy which in *L reflects
the Venice dispute of VC XVI. In the Czech-Latin legend, Constantine-
Cyril likewise begins with a reference to the Psalter, quoting in particular
Psalm 150:6, and climaxes with an appeal to Chapter 14 of the First
Epistle to the Corinthians; he especially emphasizes the role of the
vernacular in illuminating ydiotas et ignaros viarum Dei (the nerazumivi
of 14:23-24 cited in VC XVI) and he ends with a quotation from 14:39.

Apparently, the original Church Slavonic version of the Privilegium
was compiled in connection with the efforts deployed by Svetopltkt's
(894) son Moimiri (Mojmir) II in 898-900 to restore under Rome's
auspices the autonomous organization of the Moravian church, which
was vehemently opposed by the German clergy. Bidlo is of the opinion
(403) that he had originally intended, despite his younger brother
Svetoplikt, to reinstate the Slavic liturgy. This apology acquires even
greater significance when confronted with the Bavarian complaint
against Moimiri's activities (s. above). Theotmarus, archiepiscopus
Juvaviensis, eiusque suffraganes episcopi Bavariae, in reviewing
Moravia's recent past, recollect only the nomination of Wiching but pass
over in silence the Slavic mission and the support accorded to it by
Rome. Conversely, the Moravian text knows only the Slavic mission
and its final approval by the Holy See as if this approval and the mission
itself had never been canceled. One side teaches us that universus clerus
populusque christianus per totam Noricam, in indissoluble solidarity with
all of Germany, condemn the recalcitrance and apostasy of the
Moravians, who ought to be subdued: Communis gemitus et generalis
dolor angustat, quos Germania et tola tenet Norica, quod unitas ecclesie
dividitur scissura. At the same time, the other side declares Noricum
aboriginally Slavic, Pannonia, which in the document of the Bavarian
bishops is claimed as nostra maxima provintia, is the very land that for
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Moravians symbolizes the apostolic foundation and consecration of an
autonomous Slavic church.

The continuation of *L, which finds no correspondence in the Skazanie,
namely the history of the dissolution of the Slavic Church in Moravia, as
opposed to its development in Bohemia, is apparently taken over from
another Czech-Latin text, Epilogus terre Moravie atque Bohemie,
which Cosmas cites, together with the Privilegium, as the cardinal source
for the early history of the Czech religio catholice fidei. This Epilogus too
is most probably derived from a Church Slavonic work written in
Bohemia in the early tenth century, in origin and character close to the
two somewhat younger Church Slavonic original legends of Czech
recension — the Vita of St. Ludmila (f921), preserved only in a Prolog
extract and in the Latin reshaping "Fuil", and the first Vita of St.
Wenceslas (f929). All three apparently issue from the clerical entourage
of Ludmila and Wenceslas.

As Chaloupecky (a) aptly observed, the Church Slavonic Vitae of
Ludmila and Wenceslas are bound to each other as two consecutive
chapters by a single author. He may be identified, with signal pro-
bability, as Paul, the presbiter maior of the Prague castle, confessor to
Ludmila and Wenceslas, who appears discreetly in both legends as a
constant witness. The Epilogus may be considered as the anterior chapter
of this historical trilogy written by the same pen. This introductory
chapter banks upon the somewhat older opus — the Church Slavonic
prototype of the later Latin Privilegium. Together with this opus the
three legends compose the "oldest Czech Chronicle", in Pekaf's (a)
famous expression. They are particularly important, since there are no
native charters or annals of that time and the few contemporary German
testimonies are fragmentary and vague (Krofta, 82).

The Epilogus contains the only native account of Svetopltkt's seizure
of power, followed by a bluntly negative portrayal of the usurper and of
his increasingly hostile attitude to the Slavic church. He is similarly
depicted by the Bulgarian Legend, which utilizes the same quotation
from the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, 6:14: "what communion
hath light with darkness?". This passage appears both in LB
(Chaloupecky, a) and, with direct reference to the apostle, in the
Bulgarian Legend (FRB, 89).

Methodius, according to VM XI, was even endowed with the gift of
prophecy: "For many of his prophecies came to be fulfilled, of which we
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will report one or two" (be ze iprorocbska blagodetb vb nembjako s$ SQtb
sbbyvala mbnoga proricanija ego, ofb nixb ze li edino li dbve Sbkazemb).
The Prologus is focussed upon two contrasting prophecies of Methodius:
the anathematization of Svetoplikt's Moravia and a prophetic blessing
of Borivoi's Bohemia.

In the wording of LB,

Zuentepulk, having usurped power, and consumed with arrogance, scorned,
together with his courtiers, the mellifluous preaching of Archbishop Methodius
[cf. the Eulogy of Cyril and Methodius: sbty medovbnyi slovesa vaju], nor did he
heed his revered warnings [monitaque sacratissima non pleniter recepit, or, in the
corresponding passage of the Bulgarian Legend, τοις Μεθοδίου λόγοις ελάχιστοι
προσεϊχε τον νουν]. He permitted both his folk and the subject people to serve
partly Christ and partly the devil.

This is a clear allusion to the dualism imprinted upon Moravia's church
by Svetopltkt (cf. Novotny, 376). The German Wiching, an inveterate
and crafty adversary of Methodius and of the Slavic church, became
bishop in Nitra, the original stronghold of Svetopltkt, and from June
880 this ruler was authorized by the Pope to have masses celebrated in
Latin for him and those of his indices who preferred it.

LB concludes: Quapropter a pontifice beate memorie Methudio pars
ilia, que diabolo pocius elegit servire quam Christo, anathemate percussa,
cum sulcis suis et fructibus diver sis cladibus attrita [LC: usque in
hodiernum diem deflet — this phrase, missing in LB, probably belongs to
the original text]. Data est in direpcionem et captivitatem et predam et
derisum ac desolacionem atque in sibulum universe carni gradientiper earn,
quoniam nulla societas lud ad tenebras nee convencio Christi cum Belial [2
Cor. 6:14-15]. Quorum exempla nos quoque videmur respicere, qui eisdem
passibus conamur incedere, quoniam qui domum vicini sui conspicit
concremari, suspectus debet esse de sua.

Tunickij (a) collected all the references to Methodius' ban. There must
be a historical basis to this story since Pope Stephen V in his epistle
Zuentopolco regi Sclavorum of 885 refers to Methodius' anathema which
in caput redundabit eius (CDB, $26). The diplomatic VM does not
directly mention the ban but actually supports it by inserting into John
VIH's letter of 881 to Methodius (XII) the words "whomever he
[Methodius] curses will be cursed". On the other hand, this anathema
and its disastrous consequences for Moravia are, as one may expect,
heatedly recounted by Methodius' "dispersed flock" (razgnanoe stado
tvoe). The report in the Bohemian Epilogus is close to the story we find in
the Bulgarian Legend and in the Church Slavonic Vita of Naum, which
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was compiled in Bulgaria in the second quarter of the tenth century and
closely connected with the Church Slavonic prototype of the Bulgarian
Legend. According to Naum's Vita,

the Moravian land [Moravskaa zemlja; terra Moravia in the heading of the
Epilogus], as St. Methodius, the archbishop, -had prophesied, was shortly after
chastized by God, because of the people's lawless deeds and heresies and for the
expulsion of the holy fathers and for the sufferings they experienced at the hands
of heretics in whom the people had placed their faith. A few years after, the
Ugrians overwhelmed the Pannonian people16 and subjugated their land and
devastated it [ne po mnozexb ze letexi> priidose Ugri *** / poplenise zemlju —
Skazanie: po sentb pridose. Ugj>ri *** i poplenisg zemlju]. Those who were not
enslaved by the Ugrians escaped to the Bulgars. And their land remained a desert
under the Ugrians' power (Ivanov, 307).

As we learn from the Bulgarian Legend, Vichnik (Wiching) with his
impious congregation was anathematized by Methodius (FRB, 85) and
Sfentoplik was warned by him that if he were to cling to the heretics,
both he and all his subjects would be ruined and become an easy prey for
enemies, and "it actually happened, according to the Saint's prophecy1'
(83). The Bulgarian Legend puts into Gorazdt's and KlimentVs mouths
an indignant reproof of Wiching's illicit rise and of his insistence on the
filioque. Without naming Stephen V, it actually attacks, point by point,
his two simultaneous messages, the epistle to Svetoph>kt and the
instruction to the legates (CDB, ##26, 27). Methodius' curse, turned by
the Pope upon the head of the curser, boomeranged once again and was
cunningly used against the preachers of the filioque: Αλλ' εις κεφάλας
υμών το βλάσφημον τράποιτο (87), "the blasphemy shall fall upon your
heads". Thus Rome's arguments were under fire without the objective
ever being named: like VC and VM, the work of Klimentt's pupil
mentions the Pope only if he blesses the Slavic Church. Then the μέγας
άρχιερεύς is shown with reverence. But while VC and VM entitle him
apostolicus, the Bulgarian Legend pretends that it was the Pope himself
who conferred this title on the brothers (Αποστολικούς *** έκήρυξε),
since their deed was equal to Paul's (79). The Legend attributes the
connivance at Sv^topliki's passions, the repudiation of the successor
designated by Methodius, the promotion of Wiching, and the defence of
filioque solely to the Franks.

The first part of the literary diptych whose Latin version is so

16 Peonbskii, literally, "Paionian": Ivanov (311) indicates that this confusion is frequent
in Byzantine literature and interprets "Pannonian people" as an apposition to "Ugrians".
It may, however, designate the object of the intransitive verb priidose (cf. Miklosich, 391).
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eloquently entitled Epilogus terre Moravie atque Bohemie is intimately
linked with the literary leanings of the Slavic clergy shortly after the fall
of Great Moravia. It is a theme common to the Methodian diaspora.
The fate of the Sclavi Boemi was represented in the Epilogus as a
counterpart to the Moravian tragedy: Borivoi's obedience to Methodius,
his conversion, pious activity, final victory under Methodius' spiritual
guidance over the pagan reaction, and, ui ei Methodius pontifex
prophetico ore predixerat, cotidianis incrementis cum omni gente sua
regnoque augmentabatur (LB). This fulfilled prophecy is the proper
epilogus terre Bohemie. The story found no response in the Balkans and
interest in it was confined within the limits of the Pfemyslides' state. There
is, however, no reason to question the early origin of the second part of
the Bohemian Church Slavonic diptych, adequately reflected in LB. Of
course, as Pekaf has already suggested (6, 199), we must carefully keep
all later interpolations of LC aside, such as, for instance, the pronoun
tuorum inserted into Methodius' promise to Borivoi: "dominorum
dominus[gospodb gospodbmt] efficieris" (intact in LB). Then, all surmises
that Methodius' prophecy had intimated Moravia's incorporation into
the Czech principality lose any justification along with all subsequent
conclusions on the date both of Moravia's incorporation and of the
imputed prophecy. This prediction refers uniquely to the increasing
power of Borivoi and his most immediate posterity within the confines of
Bohemia. Hence this vaticinatio ex eventu does not go beyond the early
tenth century.

The inquiry into the oldest Czech historical legends must bring to light,
primarily, the early original Church Slavonic works against their cultural
background. The filiation of their Latin alterations from the tenth or
eleventh through the fourteenth centuries is an interesting but subsidiary
problem and it is strange that Czech historians have allowed it to
overshadow the fundamental question of the primary sources, whose
existence has, however, not been denied by any of the recent students.
Thus Pekaf (a) lists among the sources of BC a "vanished (Slavonic?)
legend on Cyril and Methodius, probably of the first half of the tenth
century" and a "vanished (Slavonic?) legend about St. Ludmila from the
middle of the tenth century"; Chaloupecky (a) traces the Latin
Privilegium to a Church Slavonic work on the persecution of the
Moravian Church composed around the end of the ninth century, and
further, he attempts to reconstruct St. Ludmila's Vita, "written, pro-
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bably, in the last years of St. Wenceslas' reign in the Old Church
Slavonic tongue"; Urbanek holds that the Latin Privilegium revives a
Cyrillo-Methodian legend, more recent and shorter than VC and VM
and "apparently Slavonic"; moreover, he derives the Latin legends of
Ludmila from an earlier Slavonic Vita. But, with the exception of
Chaloupecky's research on this Vita, the Church Slavonic cycle of Czech
legends, and particularly the Slavonic sources of the Latin Privilegium
and Epilogus, unfortunately remained on the very margin of Czech
historical investigation.

In sum, from the first century of Cyrillo-Methodian tradition in the
Czech lands, we possess three local legends in their original form. On the
one hand, two Moravian monuments, VC and VM, written, one in the
early seventies, the other in the middle eighties of the ninth century, and
on the other, the First Legend of St. Wenceslas (Veceslavi, Vaclav)
written in Bohemia under Boleslav I, probably in the 930's. The
intermediate period produced three local legends, but all of them have
reached us only in extracts and in altered form: the Church Slavonic
Privilegium written in Moravia in the 890's and reflected in the Skazanie
of the Russian Primary Chronicle and in the Czech Latin Privilegium; the
Church Slavonic Epilogus written in Bohemia, most probably in the
910's, and reflected in the Latin Epilogus; the Church Slavonic *Zitie of
Ludmila written in Bohemia in the late twenties of the tenth century and
reflected both in the Russian Prolog and in her oldest Czech-Latin Vita
et Passio. The Privilegium, the Epilogus, and the Vita et Passio in their
Latin version were adapted and incorporated into *L, the common
prototype of LB and LC. The chronology of these various Latin
adaptations of the original Church Slavonic legends that inspired the
Chaloupecky-Urb nek controversy is beyond the scope of our study.

III. THE PROLOG LEGENDS OF THE SLAVIC APOSTLES

/. Vita oj Cyril and Methodius. 2. Zambrii and Zdeslav. 3. The Philosopher's
Interest in Syriac.

1

A collection of short calendar lives of saints, συναξάριον in Greek, is
deceptively labeled prolog in Church Slavonic (cf. Grivec b, 28). Brief
Viiae of Cyril and Methodius, contained in the Prologs, as Ohijenko (II,
291) justly stresses, are rather neglected by scholarship, although they
offer interesting details, reverting to some ancient and unknown
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source. A somewhat greater attention has been paid to the Vita devoted
to both Cyril and Methodius, discovered in a few South Slavic Prologs of
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (s. Lavrov b, lOOf., Popruzenko,
44). Several West Slavic archaisms were detected in this text by
Sobolevskij and Lavrov (c and a, 121ff.): sbprocbskb 'Prankish', zakonb
'testament', izblodenie 'fallacy'. Methodius' completion of the Bible
translation is dated precisely and the contemporary rulers of Moravia,
Byzantium, Bulgaria and Germany are named; in particular, Charles the
Bald's name is Slavicized to Kralb.17 The opposition of the Prankish
bishops and presbyters to orthodoxy is attributed to the fallacy of
Gregory [I] the Dialog, the very one to whom the Latin priests refer in
VC XVI, in their polemics against the Slavic liturgy. Ivanov (288f.)
pointed out the valuable particulars of this legend concerning the burial
place of Methodius; they gain a special significance in connection with
the recent excavations of the foundations of Methodius' church near
Stare Mesto in southeastern Moravia and the discovery of the solitary
skeleton buried there.

One more detail is worth noting. After marking the sixth of April
(Methodius' memorial day) as a great church holiday, the legend
introduces "our most reverend father Methodius, the archbishop of
Upper Moravia, brother of the most reverend Cyril the Philosopher"
(prepodobnyi otbCb nasb metodie, arxiepiskopb vysngQ moravy, bratb SQStb
prepodobnaago kirila filosofd). This formula finds its literal correspon-
dence in the Saints' Calendar of the Evangeliarium Assemani (145V)
under April 6: / pa(m$)t(b) usbpenie pr(epo)d(obb)naag(o) o(tb)ca
nas(e)go methodia arx(iepisko)pa vysngje moravy, br(a}ta
pr(epo)d(obbnaa)go kurilafilosofa. As late as in the sixteenth century, the
Nitra region of Slovakia was still termed in documents "Lower
Moravia" in contradistinction to Moravia proper, called "Upper
Moravia". If we apply this revealing observation of Chaloupecky (b) to
the formula quoted, we uncover a title of Methodius which, surprisingly
enough, excludes the Nitra bishopric from his dominion, in agreement
with the cherished program of Wiching, episcopus sanctae ecclesiae
nitrensis. What remains a mystery is how this restriction, confuted by the

17 In a short and peculiar commemoration to Cyril, discovered by Jacimirskij in a
Moldavian manuscript of the seventeenth century (Lavrov α, 127Γ; b, 103Γ), the saint is
said to have ably composed a hitherto unknown alphabet (azbbukvy neznaemi) and to have
translated from the Greek, together with Methodius, "the first Moravian and Bohemian
(Cesbskii) archbishop", at the time of Michael, Photius, Boris and Rastic, "the God-
inspired Moravian prince". This enumeration of rulers, with the "Russian prince Rurik" at
the end, includes Kocblb, cited as Kostelb — knfzb Blatskii i Lesskii, "prince of the Balaton

and Lesence (leswiica) region" (cf. Kniesza, 162Γ; Stanislav, II, 25f., 312).
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Pope's letters of 880 and 881, succeeded in penetrating into Church
Slavonic tradition. Is it perhaps a trace of some coercion on Methodius
connected with the growth of his ultimate conflict with Svetoplik-b?
Whatever it may be, all the details we have reviewed reveal the author of
the source utilized by the Prolog legend to be thoroughly cognizant of
Moravian words and deeds. Since these data are manifestly alien to VC
and VM and could hardly belong to the archetype of the Privilegium, one
must conclude that the Moravian hagiographic tradition connected with
the Slavic apostles was scarcely confined to the three monuments
discussed.

Two other Prolog Vitae — one of Cyril (Lavrov b, 101-2) and one of
Methodius (ibidem, 102-3), both known from several copies of the
fourteenth to sixteenth centuries (cf. Popruzenko, 40-3) — are fanciful
compilations which, however, include isolated ancient survivals.

VM XII compares the offensive against Methodius by Wiching's
brood "sick with the hyiopateric heresy" to the sedition of Dathan and
Abiram against Moses (Num. 16); the challenge to the Slavic Apostle,
his final triumph and the rout of the blasphemers are presented in this
chapter of VM as a variation of the biblical motifs (16:2-3, 34). The
Book of Numbers with its stirring stories about Moses' arduous struggle
with mutterings, rebellions, false witnesses and fallacies provides a most
appropriate pattern for depicting the similar experiences of Methodius.
The papal encyclical, appearing at the critical moment to exonerate the
Slavic Apostle, states, according to VM XII, that "our brother
Methodius is saintly, orthodox and is doing apostolic work. And God
and the Apostolic See have given into his hands all the Slavic regions."
Correspondingly in Num. 16:5, 28, the congregation waits to hear "who
is holy" and whom "the Lord hath sent *** to do all these works". The
concluding words on Methodius, imputed by VM to the papal message
— "whomever he curses will be cursed and whomever he blesses will be
blessed" is an arresting reproduction of Num. 22:6 concerned with the
clairvoyant Balaam, "he whom thou blessest is blessed, and whom thou
cursest is cursed".

This recourse to Numbers, appearing nowhere else in VM and VC,
prompted other writings when recounting the struggles of the Slavic
Apostles and especially the activities of Methodius around the end of the
seventies. Balaam's prophecy for Israel, its fertility, its king "who shall
be higher than Agag" and its triumphs over enemies (24:6,7) was utilized
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for Methodius' prophecy on Borivoi's power: dominorum dominus
efficieris, cunctique hastes tui subicientur dicioni tue et progenies tua
augmentabitur velutßuvius maximus *** (LB). The Prolog Vita of Cyril
connects the struggle against the Slavic church with Zimri, another
transgressor chastized by Moses (Num. 25): (Cyril) went to Moravia and
taught many to believe in Christ and by prayer he destroyed Zimri the
heretic (Zambrija eretika), who had plotted to kill the saint. The canon in
honor of St. Cyril associates Zimri with an older adversary of the
Philosopher, the iconoclast Patriarch Jannes (VC V): "With the javelin
of thy words hast thou pierced him who rejected the corporal image of
Jesus the Hebraic, made visible in the flesh, as Zimri was pierced when he
had lain to his ruin with the Midianitish heresy" (Lavrov b, 109).

In the Prolog Vita of Methodius, both chapters of Numbers were
blended and the outlandish-sounding name of Zambrii, as well as the
reference in Numbers to the children of Israel, evoked associations with
the Jewish-Khazar chapter of the brothers' missionary activities. We
read that the Constantinople Patriarch (whom the Old Russian anti-
Catholic censorship substituted for the Pope) consecrated Methodius
bishop, sent him to Moravia and that there he worked many miracles:

a certain Zambrii, a Khazar by origin and a heretic in belief, began to oppose
Methodius, blaspheming the Christian faith, and the Moravian Duke convoked
an assembly and there gathered Jews with Zambrii, two thousand men (cf. Num.
16:2). But Methodius appeared alone among them and when they turned upon
the true faith with blasphemies, Methodius as an agile fighter, armed with the
words of the prophets and apostles, shot, like a glorious warrior, at both sides —
the Jews and the heretics — not missing once. And when they were out-argued by
Methodius, there was worked a great miracle: Zambrii clave asunder (rasede se_)
and the earth swallowed up (Num. 16:32) Sedislavt [variants Sbdislavt,
Sdeslavi, Sudislavi: FRB, 75; Lavrov /?, p. XXXIV], and a fire burnt among the
other men (v& procixb ze vbzgore sg ognb — Num. 11:1, / razgore sg v& nix* ognv,
cf. 16:35) and the people fled (16:34).

The "concubinate" of Zimri with the "Midianitish heresy" is ob-
viously aligned with the Prankish weakness for the hyiopateric "heresy".
The Zimri motif, however, is interpolated here into the cognate biblical
story of Dathan and Abiram. In the Bible, the passage zemlja *** pozbre
"the earth *** swallowed up" (16:32) is preceded by verse 31, *** rasede
s% zemlja *** "the earth clave asunder". The interpolator replaced zemlja
(or maybe the usual abbreviation "z") with the alliterative zambrii:
Zambrii ubo rasede s{, a Sedislava poire zemlja.

But who was the Sedislavt substituted for Dathan and Abiram in the
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punlike association with rasede jf ? This name occurs, though rather
seldom, in the Slavic onomastics of the early Middle Ages. One possessor
of this relatively rare name is glimpsed in both of Dvornik's monographs
dealing with the Slavic Mission. This is Zdeslav, the Sedesclavus
gloriosus comes Sclavorum of John VIII's letter of May 8, 879 (see Sisic,
361 ),18 a Croatian refugee in Byzantium during the last years of Ignatius'
patriarchate. The descendant of a dethroned dynasty, he was supported
by the Byzantine authorities with whose aid he seized power in
Dalmatian Croatia toward 878. In Dvornik's opinion, he could have
long maintained his position and resisted his adversaries had he been
vigorously supported by Constantinople: "*** il semble que Basil 1'ait
abandonne ä son destin. *** Cette attitude decida le sort de Zdeslav. Elle
fut le signal de la revoke en Croatie. Le chef des conjures, Branimir, put
agir sans craindre l'intervention des troupes Byzantines. Zdeslav fut tue,
et Branimir prit sa place et son titre de prince des Creates" (a, 230f.).
This occurred in 879, and it is not by chance that Byzantium's sudden
loss of interest in the fate of its recent Croatian protege coincides with
the beginning of a great move on the part of the reinstated Photius for an
appeasement of Rome. At this time Byzantium assumed a more
conciliatory attitude not only toward the more remote Croatian field but
even in the thornier Bulgarian question. Methodius could not but sense
that Zdeslav's sudden vanishing from the face of the earth was a
miraculous piece of good luck.

After the climax of the tension between Rome and the Byzantium of
Michael III and Photius, neither Constantine, the Emperor's envoy and
the Patriarch's "fortissimus amicus" (Pastrnek, 245), nor his brother and
associate Methodius, could feel secure in such a western outpost as
Moravia. This is the political background of their departure for Venice
and then to Rome in 867, with the magnificent gift of St. Clement's relics.
The only way of saving the Moravian Mission was to venture playing
Rome's game. The Byzantine coup d'etat of September, 867, with the
murder of Michael, the downfall of Photius, and the subsequent
installation of Ignatius, foreshadowing the persecution of Photius'
proteges, closed the way home to them. VC XVIII symbolically depicts
the situation by having the Pope prohibit Methodius from taking
Constantine's body to Byzantium despite the exhortation of their
mother.

18 He appears as Sedescla\us also in the Venetian chronicle of John the Deacon
(Monticolo. 125 ), and the initial fragment of this name, Sed. is found on the remains of
his tombstone (Sisic, 363). We shall not discuss the original sound-shape of the name but
accept the spelling form Zileslav, conventionally used by historians.
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Revealingly enough, both this sojourn of Methodius in Rome and his
last appearance there roughly coincide in time with important reverses
in international church policy, evidenced in the Council of 869-70 and in
the Synod of 879-80 respectively (cf. Dvornik c). In the struggle for the
restitution of Illyricum under direct Roman jurisdiction, a common
cause was found for the successors of Peter, on one hand, and
Methodius, henceforth the successor of Paul, on the other. They were
allies in strategy, despite the substantial difference not only in sermo rei
but in res sermonis, to utilize the winged terms of Innocent IV. The
common cause of the Apostolic See and the Slavic Apostles alarmed not
only the Franks but also the followers of Ignatius, a fact which may be
confirmed if we believe Honigmann's interesting suggestion that
Ignatius' bishop Agathon was delegated to Moravia instead of
Methodius, who was incarcerated in Suabia (s. Ziegler). Methodius had
indeed "to shoot at both sides".

The Byzantine infiltration into Croatia fostered the Roman distrust of
Slavic problems. Owing to Prankish denunciations to which Svetoplikt
lent an ear, Methodius was summoned to the Holy See. He would have
perhaps been in a dangerous position, had the timely isolation and
downfall of Zdeslav not opened entirely new perspectives.19 Prince
Branimir and his chief supporter Theodosius, the bishop-elect of Nin,
flung wide the door for direct Roman jurisdiction over Croatia, and
John the Presbyter, presumably the same Roman expert in Slavic affairs
who mediated between Svetoplik-b and the Pope in the question of the
Moravian church, acted as the go-between for the Holy See and
Branimir. Theodosius, moreover, apparently through personal contact
with Methodius, is said to have laid the cornerstone for Slavic worship in
Croatia, first in Nin and then again in Split. Thus, comments Sisic, at the
very beginning of Branimir's reign, a question important for Slavic
history was solved (386, cf. 388, and Perojevic, 26f.). It is not by chance
that the same Theodosius, after he had been consecrated bishop by the
Pope in 880, was charged by him with a mission to the Bulgarian ruler,
Boris. He obtained from Boris a promise to send ambassadors to Rome.
The Pope persevered in his exhortation to Bulgaria, and it is most
probable that Methodius' journey to Constantinople in 881 is also
connected with the sore subject of this southeast outpost of Illyricum. It
is noteworthy that during this journey a most benevolent papal letter was
sent to Methodius (CDB, #25) and that according to VM XIII the
!<) It is possible that the isolation of Zdeslav, foreshadowing his downfall, already gave a
free hand to Rome. At any rate, on the eve of Zdeslav's ruin the Pope was ready to force his
participation in Rome's diplomatic offensive against Bulgaria (Sisic, 362).
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malicious predictions of Methodius' enemies proved to be groundless:
both Emperor and Patriarch received him with honor. This is not
surprising since the Patriarch was now Photius, who had been enthroned
again, and since the relations with Rome had temporarily improved. It
seems that Theodosius, too, had some connection with Photius, at least
through Walbert of Aquileia. The new policy of Stephen V brought
about not only the prohibition of Methodius' church in Moravia but
also the disgrace of Theodosius.

Zdeslav's downfall, which offered new possibilities for the expansion
of the Slavic church and strengthened Methodius' position in Rome,
indeed merited mention in the Prolog Legend and its conclusion: "thus
the Christians rejoiced and named him (Methodius) 'the lips of Christ1".

There is in the Prolog Vita of Cyril still another indication worth
attention, namely that Cyril had mastered four languages: "both Greek
and Latin, Syriac and Hebrew" (/ elinbsky i rimbsky, swbsky, zulovbsky:
s. Teodorov-Balan, II, 36). This testimony was used (Jakobson a — cf.
supra, 153ff.) to reinforce Vaillant's instructive surmise "that the
Evangelium and Psalter written in Russian [rusbskymi] letters which the
Philosopher had seen in Cherson and had learned to read, according to
VC VIII, is merely a misspelling for Syriac [surbskymi] letters" (a).20

This communication of VC directly follows the data about the
Philosopher's Hebrew and Samaritan studies during his sojourn in
Cherson on the eve of his disputations with the Khazars against
Judaism. His acquaintance with these Caananite scripts later helped him
also in the elaboration of the Glagolitic alphabet. The belief that Syriac
was the only tongue spoken before the confusion of languages is well
attested in old Christian, Rabbinic, and Islamic tradition and was early
utilized by Cyrillo-Methodian tenets as an argument against the privi-
leged position and revered antiquity of Greek, Latin, and Hebrew,
labeled the "Pilatian heresy" by the Slavic Apostles (s. Jakobson a, 184
— cf. supra, 156Γ; Wolfson, 614f.).

As Gerhardt soberly states in his well-documented survey of the
question, Constantine with his missionary zeal for textual criticism
would have studied the Syriac version of the Scriptures exactly as
Charlemagne on the very last day of his life corrected the Gospels cum
Graecis et Siris (85). This supposition gains in probability if we confront

20 The presence of Syrians in the rich Greek commercial harbor city is beyond doubt.
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it with a second no less brilliant discovery of Vaillant (b), his identifi-
cation of the Old Church Slavonic Macedonian Leaflet as a fragment of
Constantine's Preface to his translation of the Evangeliarium and a
masterful exegesis of this remarkable document. Constantine declares
here that the translations made by heretics need not be rejected: "even if
their teaching is not orthodox, they still could interpret well". The
Philosopher quotes Cyril of Alexandria's defense of the Harmony of the
Gospels, the Syriac Diatessaron by the heretic Tatian.

This apology for a heretic's translation of the Scriptures at the
beginning of the Preface to Constantine's own translation must have
some connection with the concrete problems of his translating work, as
the rest of the Preface obviously has. The question then arises whether
Constantine had not looked into the Syriac Diatessaron, which had a
wide diffusion in the early Middle Ages (cf. Peters; Metzger). One
concrete example of Constantine's deviation from the Greek biblical text
in favor of the Diatessaron was shown by Van Wijk. In the Old Church
Slavonic translation of Matthew 13:48, we find izbwase, corresponding
to the Greek συνε/.εςαν, while the correct translation would be sbbbrasg.
This Slavic deviation reflects a typical Tatianism signaled and studied by
Plooy. Van Wijk could not envisage Constantine's direct contact with
the Diatessaron and questioned whether this Tatianism did not penetrate
into the Slavic translation through the elegerunt of the Vulgate. He
nonetheless suggests that further inquiry into the basis of the Slavic
Evangelium translation should take into account also the studies of the
Diatessaron. The later discoveries of Constantine's interest in Syriac, on
the one hand, and in Tatian's translational work on the other, make this
task still more imperative.

Written in Cambridge, Mass., 1953, and published in Harvard Slavic Studies, II,
dedicated to F. Dvornik (1954), 39-73.
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ST. C O N S T A N T I N E ' S P R O L O G U E TO THE GOSPELS

Constantine (also known under his monastic name, Cyril), surnamed the
Philosopher, and canonized by both the Eastern and Western Churches,
was born around 826. He was the youngest son of Leo, a Byzantine
nobleman and dignitary in the Macedonian city of Salonika, which at
that time was bilingual — Greek and Slavic. After reading extensively at
home, he was educated at the University of Constantinople under
Leo the Mathematician and Photius, later the renowned patriarch and
Constantine's friend and patron. The Old Church Slavonic Vita of the
Saint, compiled soon after his death, lists the subjects studied by
Constantine — grammar, Homer, geometry, dialectic, and all the
philosophical disciplines, rhetoric, arithmetic, astronomy, and music,
along with "all other Hellenic arts". His mastery of Greek, Slavic, Latin,
Hebrew, and Syriac is also attested by the hagiographic sources.

After brief service in the Patriarchal Library and successful dispu-
tations with the iconoclasts, Constantine was nominated Professor of
Philosophy at the University of Constantinople. He defined philosophy as
the cognition of divine and human things: the extent to which man could
approximate God and be the image of the Creator.

The Philosopher was sent on several responsible missions: to the
Arabs, Khazars, and finally to Moravia, whose reigning prince,
Rastislav, had asked the Byzantine emperor for teachers and prop-
agators of the Christian faith in the Slavic vernacular. Constantine
worked in Moravia from 863 to 867, together with his eldest brother,
Methodius. He composed the Slavic alphabet that was later called
Glagolitic, and he fashioned the first literary language of the Slavs, now
termed Old Church Slavonic. The philosopher first put into this
language the Evangeliarium — a selection of texts from the Gospels for
reading in Divine Services — and the liturgic prayers. Later, together
with his brother, he translated the complete Gospels, the Psalter, and
a selection from the Acts and Epistles of the Apostles.

After laying the foundations of the Slavic Church in Moravia and then
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in Pannonia, he left Moravia in 868 with Methodius to plead for the
Slavic Liturgy before the Bishop of Rome, to whose jurisdiction
Moravia belonged. Constantine did not live to return to Moravia.
Having fallen ill in Rome, he took monastic vows under the name of
Cyril and died on February 14, 869.

In his famous speech made in Venice en route to Rome, and concisely
reproduced in the Old Church Slavonic Vita, the Liturgy in the
vernacular is ardently defended with eloquently commented references
to St. Paul's exhortation for the comprehensibility of prayers (I
Corinthians 14) and allusions to the equality motif in the Sermon on the
Mount (Matthew 5:45): "Tell me," Constantine said, "do you think that
God is helpless and cannot bestow the equality of languages and peoples
or that He is envious and will not give it?" The culmination of
Constantine's lifework is depicted in the same way by the Vita of St.
Clement, one of the paramount sources for the history of the Slavic
Apostles: "Taking the translated books, Cyril placed them on the altar
of God, offering them as a sacrifice to the Lord, thus showing that God
rejoiced in such a sacrifice, for what is more gladsome to the Word than
the word? The word that enables intelligent beings to vanquish unin-
telligibility! Thus an equal delights in an equal."

The significance of Slavicized Scripture and Liturgy as enabling
"intelligent beings to vanquish unintelligibility" is precisely the subject
of the remarkable poem which Constantine wrote as a prologue, Proglas,
to the Slavic rendition of the Four Gospels, whereas his initial Slavic
work, the Evangeliarium, was introduced by a prose preface discussing
the principles and devices of translation. The followers of both Slavic
Apostles admired Constantine as a writer, not only for his translation of
Biblical books, his didactic and polemic sermons and treatises, but also
— and equally — as the first Slavic poet, "the melodious nightingale", as
the ancient prayers call him. Of Constantine's poems we still possess the
highly original Prologue to the Gospels, his adaptation of Greek liturgic
poetry, vestiges of an alphabetic acrostic prayer that presumably
furnished the spelling names of the Slavic letters, and a few poetic
fragments written by Constantine in Greek and transposed into Slavic
verse, probably by the author himself. Quotations from these trans-
lations have been preserved in such Old Church Slavonic texts as
Constantine's Vita and his History of Finding St. Clement's Relics.

A canon. "To the Two Teachers of the Slavic Nation", composed by a
disciple of Constantine and Methodius, extols both brothers, for despite
adversities they taught the Moravian land to glorify God in the native
tongue and thereby set an example to the whole world. According to this
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Canon, the illuminator of Moravia was himself illuminated by the Holy
Spirit, from Whom he received "a grace like the apostles". He was thus
embraced in the Pentecostal miracle, which transmuted the confusion of
languages — the punishment at Babel — into a blessed gift of tongues. In
the words of the Greek service for Whitsunday, "that this grace might be
most clearly known to Thy disciples and Apostles Thou didst today
send down and open their lips with tongues of fire, so that by them we
and the whole race of mankind received the knowledge of God in our
own language, according to the hearing of the ear; and by the light of the
Spirit we have been enlightened ***". Constantine himself points out the
world-wide mission of the Moravian Church in his inspired Prologue,
where the inaugural apostrophe, 9. "Therefore hearken, all ye Slavs!" is
replaced first by the unifying summons, 23. f. "Then hear now, ***
Slavic people!" Then the Slavic exhortation becomes universal, first with
an individualized addressee, 67. "ye men", and finally with a collective
appeal, 85. "ye nations", which intimately relates Constantine's mission
to the initial, Biblical image of the Prologue, 3. "Christ comes to gather
the nations and tongues".

In the following text of the Proglas our earlier English translation
(Jakobson 1959) has been slightly revised and supplemented by a
tentative reconstruction of the original Old Church Slavonic wording.

There also exist translations of this poem into German (Franko 19I5,
213f.), French (Vaillant 1956, 21-23), Ukrainian (Lavrov 1928, 192f.),
Czech (Vasica 1942-3, 218-221), Slovak (Pauliny 1964, 130-133), Polish
(Urbanczyk 1972, 355-358), and Bulgarian (Georgiev 1933, 12-17). Two
comprehensive contributions to textual criticism, but unaccompanied by
translations, are of particular importance, namely, the earliest approach
to this task undertaken and summed up by Sobolevskij in 1910 and its
most detailed treatment by Nahtigal in 1942 (76-122 and 141-149). To
my predecessors in the philological treatment of the poem I owe a
number of felicitous suggestions (see overleaf).

The meter of the Proglas, apparently the most usual variety of the Old
Church Slavonic spoken verse, goes back to the Byzantine dodecasyl-
lable (cf. Maas 1975, Orsolya Kirsaj 1976), regularly maintains the
latter's syllabic measure, and shares the main rules of this model's
phrasing: first, the uniform constant requirement of the so-called
"bridge" (zeugma) precisely in the middle of the line, after its sixth
syllable; and secondly, a compulsory word (and preferably phrase)
boundary at a distance of one syllable from the bridge, viz., after the fifth
or seventh syllable (^±1). Hence, as a rule the line consists of two
groups of syllables, one pentasyllable, and the other heptasyllabic, with a
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1. I am the Prologue to the Holy Gospels:
2. As the prophets prophesied of old —
3. "Christ comes to gather the nations and tongues,
4. Since He is the light of this whole world" —
5. So it has come to pass in this seventh millennium.
6. Since they have said, "The blind shall see,
7. The deaf shall hear the Word of the Book,
8. For it is proper that God be known."
9. Therefore hearken, all ye Slavs!

10. For this gift is given by God,
11. The gift on God's right hand,
12. The incorruptible gift to souls,
13. To those souls that will accept it.
14. Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John
15. Teach all the people, saying:
16. "Since it is the beauty and splendor
17. Of your souls that you love to see,
18. Rejoice at their striving
19. To dispel the darkness of sin,
20. And to repel the corruptness of this world,
21. Thus to win life in paradise
22. And to escape the flaming fire."
23. Then hear now with your own mind,
24. Since your hearing has opened, Slavic people,
25. Hear the Word, for it came from God,
26. The Word nourishing human souls,
27. The Word strengthening heart and mind,
28. The^Word preparing all to know God.
29. As without light there can be no joy —
30. For while the eye sees all of God's creation,
31. Still what is seen without light lacks beauty —
32. So it is with every soul lacking letters,
33. And ignorant even of God's law,
34. Of the law scriptural and spiritual,
35. The law that reveals God's paradise.
36. For what ear, having heard
37. The sound of thunder, is not gripped with the fear of God?
38. Or how can nostrils which smell no flower
39. Sense the Divine miracle?
40. And the mouth which tastes no sweetness
41. Makes of man a stone;
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1. Proglast jesmb / svgtu // evang'eliju:
2. Jako proroci / prorekli sott prezde,
3. Xrbstt gr^dett / stbbrati jezyky,
4. Svett bo jestt / vbsemu miru semu.
5. Se se stbystt / vt sedmyi vekt sb.
6. Res? bo oni: / "slepii proztr?tt,
7. Glusi slysett / slovo // buktvbnoje,
8. Bogt ze ubo / poznati dostoitt.
9. Togo del'ja slysite, // Slovene vbsi,

10. Dart bo jestt / ofb boga sb dam»,
11. Dart bozii / jesfb // desnyje cesti,
12. Dart dusamt, / nikoli ze tblej?,
13. Dusarm. temi, / j?ze // i prürngtl·.
14. Mat0ei, markt, // luka [i] ioant
15. Ucett vbsb / narodt glagol'JQSte:
16. Jeliko ubo / krasoto i lepotg
17. Svoixt dusb / vidite i ljubite,
18. Raduite s?, / jeliko ze xotetb
19. GrexovbngJQ / tbmg // ottgtnati
20. I mira sego / tbljg // ottloziti,
21. I raiskoje / zitije [si] obresti
22. I izbezati / ott ogn'ja gorosta."
23. Slysite nyne / ott svojego uma,
24. Slysaste ubo, / slovenbskt narode,
25. Slysite slovo, / otb boga bo pride,
26. Slovo ze krtme / clovecbskyje duse,
27. Slovo ze krep?, / i srbdbca i umy,
28. Slovo gotov? / vbs? // boga poznati.
29. Jako bez sveta / radostb ne bgdett,
30. Oku videjitju / bozijg tvarb vbsjg,
31. Nt bez lepoty / vbse // vidimo jestt,
32. Tako i dusa / vbseka bez buktvt,
33. Ne stvedosti / [ni] zakona bozija,
34. Zakona ktn'izbna // [i] duxovbna,
35. Zakona rai / bozii javljajostja.
36. Kyi bo sluxt, / grombnyi totbnt
37. Slyse, mozett / boga ne bojati se/?
38. Nozdri ze paky, / cveta // ne pxajoste,
39. Kako bozije / cudo // razumeJQtt?
40. Usta bo, jaze / sladtka ne cujotb,
41. Jako kamenb / tvor^tb [iz] cloveka,
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42. Even more, the soul lacking letters
43. Grows dead in human beings.
44. Thus, considering all this, brethren,
45. We speak fitting counsel
46. Which will separate all men
47. From brutish existence and carnality,
48. So that ye will not have reason without understanding,
49. While listening to the Word in a foreign tongue,
50. As if you would hear only the voice of a copper bell.
51. Therefore Saint Paul has taught:
52. "In offering my prayer to God,
53. I had rather speak five words,
54. [To say them] with full comprehension,
55. So that all the brethren could also understand,
56. Than ten thousand incomprehensible words."
57. What man will not understand this?
58. Who will not apply the wise parable,
59. Interpreting to us the true message?
60. As corruption threatens the flesh,
61. Decaying and cankering everything worse than canker,
62. If one has not his proper nourishment,
63. So each soul living wanes
64. When not partaking of Divine Life,
65. Hearing not the Divine Word.
66. Let another very wise parable
67. Be told, ye men that love each other
68. And wish to grow toward God!
69. Who does not know this true doctrine?
70. As the seed falls on the field,
71. So it is upon human hearts
72. Craving the Divine shower of letters
73. That the fruit of God may increase.
74. Who can tell all the parables
75. Denouncing nations without their own books
76. Who do not resort to a sense-making voice?
77. Even one potent in all tongues
78. Would lack power to tell their impotence.
79. Yet I would add a parable of my own
80. Condensing much sense into few words:
81. Naked indeed are all those nations without their own books
82. Who being without arms cannot fight
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42. Pace ze sego / dusa bezbuktvbna
43. Javljajett se / vt clovecext mrbtva.
44. Se ze vbse my, / bratije, stmysleste,
45. Glagoremt vy / sivetb podobbnt,
46. Ize cloveky / vbse // ottlocitb
47. Oti> zitija / skotbska i poxoti,
48. Da ne imoste / umt // nerazumbni,
49. Tuzdemb jezykomb / slyseste slovo,
50. Jako medbna / zvona // glast slysite —
51. Se bo sv^tyi / pavblt uce rece:
52. "Molitvp SVOJQ / vtzdaje prezde bogu,
53. Jako slovest / petb // xostQ izdresti,
54. St razumomb / [svoimb glagolati,]
55. Da i bratija / vbse // razumej^tb,
56. Neze tbmg slovesl· // nerazumbnt."
57. Kyi clovekt / neporazumejett?
58. Kyi ne prilozitb // prittce modry,
59. Stkazajgste / besedy pravy narm>?
60. Jako bo tblja / plttbxt nastoitt,
61. Vbse tblejiti, / pace //' gnoja gnojesti,
62. Jegda svojego / brasbna ne imatt,
63. Tako vbseka / dusa // ottpadett
64. 2izni, bozija / ne impsti zivota,
65. Egda slovese / bozija ne slysitt
66. Ιης> ze paky / prittcg modrg zelo
67. Da glagofeml·, / cloveci, ljubeste se,
68. Xoteste rasti / bozijemb rastomb,
69. Ktto bo very / seje /'/ ne vestt pravy?
70. Jako semeni / padajpstju na n'ive,
71. Na srbdbcixi. / tako // clovecbscext,
72. Dtzda bozii / buktvb trebujpste,
73. Da vtzdrastett / plodt // bozii pace.
74. Ktto mozett / prittce vbs? [resti]
75. OblicaJQSt? / bez ktn'igt jezyky
76. Vt stmyslbne / glase ne glagoPjgste?
77. Ni, aste vbse / jezyky umejett,
78. Mozett stkazati // nemostb sixt.
79. Obace SVOJQ / prittcQ da pristavljQ,
80. Mtnogt umt / ντ> male reci kaze.
81. Nazi bo vbsi / bez ktn'igt jezyci,
82. Ne mogQste se / brati // bez orozija
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83. The Adversary of our souls
84. And are ripe for the dungeon of eternal torments.
85. Therefore, ye nations whose love is not for the Enemy
86. And who truly mean to fight Him:
87. Open eagerly the doors of your reason
88. You who have now taken up the sturdy arms
89. That are forged through the Lord's Books
90. And who truly crush the head of the Enemy.
91. Whoever accepts these letters,
92. To him Christ speaks wisdom,
93. Feeds and strengthens your souls,
94. Jointly with all the Apostles and Prophets.
95. Whoever speaks their words
96. Will be fit to slay the Foe,
97. Bringing God good victory,
98. Escaping the cankerous corruption of flesh —
99. Flesh whose life is like a sleep;

100. These will not fall but hold fast,
101. And come forth before God as men of valor,
102. Standing on the right hand of God's throne,
103. When He judges the nations with fire,
104. And rejoicing throughout the ages with the angels,
105. Eternally praising God the merciful,
106. Always with songs from the holy books,
107. Singing to God who loves man:
108. To Him befits all glory,
109. Honor and praise to the Son of God forever,
110. With the Father and with the Holy Ghost,
111. From all creatures, unto the ages of ages!
112. Amen/.

certain prevalence of syllabically ascending constructions (5 + 7) over
falling ones (7 + 5). Not only phrase units, but also divisions of phrases
into word units serve as breaks. Verse boundaries may also, apparently,
bisect a phrase by separating the subsequent subordinate word from the
preceding superposed member of the same phrase (63. otbjxidetb, 64.
Zi-ηί). We follow Nahtigal in marking word boundaries after the fifth
syllable by a single slant (/) and after the seventh syllable by a double one
(//). In the lines combining these two word boundaries each of them is
marked, the first by a single, and the second by a double slant, e.g..
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83. ST> protivbnikomb // dusb nasixt,
84. Gotovi mgky / vecbnyj? ντ> plent.
85. Ize bo vraga, / jezyci, ne ljubite,
86. St n'imb ze se / brati // mysleste zelo,
87. Otvrbzete prilezbno umu dvbri,
88. Orgzije priimtse tvrbdo nyne,
89. Jeze kovgfb / ktn'igy gospodbn'e,
90. Glavg tbrgste / neprijazni velbmi.
91. Ize bo sije / bukiwy priimett,
92. Mgdrostb [temi] / xristosi> glagol'ett
93. I dus? vas? / [krtmitt i] krepitb
94. St apostoly / i proroky vbsemi.
95. Ize bo sixi / slovesa glagorjgste,
96. Vraga ubiti / podobbni bgdott
97. Pobedg prinoseste // ki> bogu dobrg,
98. Pltti bezeste / tblje // gnojevbnyje,
99. Pltti jejeze / zivotl· jako stnt;

100. Ne padajgste, / kreptko ze stojeste
101. Jako xrabtri / kt bogu javl'bse se,
102. Bozija stola / stojeste o desnojp,
103. Jegda ogn'emb / sgditt jezykomt,
104. RaduJQSte se / Sb ang'ely vt veky,
105. Prisno slaveste / boga // [pre]milostiva,
106. Ktrfizbnami / vbsegda [ze] pesnbmi,
107. Bogu pojoste / cloveky milujgstju.
108. Tomu vbseka / podobajett slava,
109. Cbstb i xvala / [synu //] boziju vyng
110. St otbcemb / i svetomb duxomb
1 1 1 . Ott vbseje / tvari v t veky vekt.
112. Aminb. ' .

2(5 + 2 + 5):
19. Gl'i'XOVbnqJQ IblUQ

20. / »lira sego I thl/Q otbloiiti,
where the symmetry of the two central dissyllabic accusatives (5 + 2 + 5)
underscores their grammatical, semantic, and phonic similarity, and
creates a harmonious prelude to the conversion of human intelligence
(wm) into the Lord's Wisdom (92. inydrostb) and to the final apotheosis
of the heroes (xrabwi).

The endeavor to reconstruct the original text of the Proglas, based on
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its metrical structure and on a philological comparison of the four extant
manuscripts of the poem, presents us with a considerable number of
retouches introduced into the original text by its successive copyists.
While most of their alterations are easily detectable and removable, there
remain a few arguable cases. In the three preserved records of the entire
Proglas, all three of which actually preface the Slavic Tetraevangelium,
the text pertains to the Serbian version of the poem. We find the latter's
initial part (43 lines) preserved, moreover, in a Russian manuscript of the
sixteenth century. In spite of its late date, in a few passages this
fragment proves to be more conservative and reliable than the three
Serbian manuscripts written in the XII-XIV centuries.

One distich of the Proglas ostensively differs in its meter from other
lines of the poem. It is the conclusive, expressly militant call, and the two
breaks, in this case both of them compulsory, are signally shifted one
syllable farther from the bridge 2(4 + 4 + 4):

87. Olvrbzele prik'fbno umu dvbri,
88. Orqzlje priimtse tvrbdo nyne.

Each of the six segments carries an ;·; moreover, the segments display a
correspondence in their word-beginning sounds, or sound groups, with
the parallel constituents of the second line: orvR&rt^E — ORQZIJE,
PRllezbno — PRlimbse, DVbR/ —/VRbDo. The deliberate conciseness and
comparability of all the segments in the structure of this distich may be
brought into connection with the latter's summit position in the only
avowedly subjective passage of the poem: 79. "Yet I would add a parable
of my own; 80. Condensing much sense into few words". This parable
announces the imperative necessity for Books in the nation's proper
language in order to "crush the head of the Enemy" (90. glavq neprijazni]
and "to slay the Foe" (96. vraga ubili). In the whole Prog/as it is the sole
reference to the author himself (79. svojo da pritzcp pristavljp). The
literature of the Moravian mission depicts its two leaders as implacable
warriors against the Enemy and their miraculous battle using compre-
hensible words as sturdy arms.

The fighting spirit of the poet is reflected in the manifest insertion of
his own parable, with its bellicose imagery, into the text of the Proglas. It
is also noteworthy that the only parable characterized by the author as
his personal contribution focuses on the misfortune of whole peoples
who lack the Sacred Scripture in their mother tongue. To the individual
tragedy of "every soul lacking letters" (32., 42.) which was mourned in
the antecedent parables, this one supplement manifestly signed by the
author superimposes the image of decay as an inevitable menace to "all
nations without their own books" (81.): "as corruption threatens the
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flesh" (60.) of one who is deprived of his proper nourishment (62. svojego
brasbna), so these impotent, armless nations (82.-84.) "cannot fight (.vf
brail) against the Adversary of our souls And are ripe for the dungeon of
eternal torments". The paronomastic rapprochement BRA,sV;c/ — BRA//
enhances the comparison between the metaphoric images of lacking food
and arms. Apart from this single allusion to the reputed militancy of the
two Moravian teachers there is no other reference in the poem to any
missionary deed. The vernacular Script and Mass are viewed as a direct
"gift by God" (10.) "to those souls that will accept it" (13.). The fruitful
care of the two Salonika brothers and their mission for the Slavic flock is
deliberately impersonalized in the Proglas and almost hidden behind the
brief appeal: 23. "Then hear now with your proper mind, 24. Since your
hearing has opened (literally; since you have heard — slysaste), Slavic
people, 25. Hear the Word, for it came from God ***". It is the Proglas
itself which proves to be personalized: 1. "I am the Prologue to the Holy
Gospels", an early example of the Church Slavonic custom of presenting
the title word of the narration as its first person hero. Cf. the
introductory sentence of the forword to the Slavic version of the
dialectical treatise by John of Damascus — azi>jesnib dialektika, ofb hoga
svobodbnaja mqdrostb — or in the foreword to a grammatical treatise —
jesnib ho otb sedmi nacglbnaja i svobodbnaja mqdrostb grammatika (see
Jagic 39 and 328). The preface is presented as a prologue anticipating
and predicting the subsequent content. The Prologue is the preface and
the speaker of the preface. Through its initial cluster, as well as the
latter's prefixal function, the word proglasb is tied to the subsequent
sentence 2. PROroc« PKOrekli soft PRezde. This unusual word used as the
title of the poem introduces a consecutive set of prognostic announcements:
2. the prophets prophesied; 3. Christ comes to gather; 5. so it has come to
pass; 15. [the four evangelists] teach saying; 51. St. Paul has said in
teaching; and to sum up the whole suite, 91. "Whoever accepts these
letters, 92. to him Christ speaks wisdom, *** 94. Jointly with all apostles
and prophets."

The whole prologue is built on a system of etymological and
paronomastic ligaments. The first person verb jesnib is closely knit with
the two final verses of the thematically inaugural "quintet" of the poem
through the four combinations of the consonants /s/ and /m/ with the
vowel /e/: I.JESMB — 4. VBSEM« — *** SEMW — 5. SE^/MV/. The fifth verse
differs distinctly from all other lines of the poem in its six-fold
accumulation of the sibilant /s/ and in assigning to this consonant the
two extreme syllables of the verse (5. se *** .vb), both pertaining to the
same grammatical paradigm. This line is, moreover, the only one in the
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Proglas which confirms that the miracle prophesied of old has been
accomplished in the seventh millennium (se sg sbbystb vb sedmyi vekb sb)
which, according to medieval eschatology, will lead humanity to the Last
Judgment.

It is with the representation of the miracles accomplished that the
Proglas begins to display its characteristic chains of alliterations, starting
with: 6. SLepii — 7. SLyst^tb SLOVO — 9. SLysite SLovene.

Key words repeated (mostly thrice) serve to enhance serial alliter-
ations: 8. Dostoitb — 10. Dan *** Danb — 11. Darb *** Desnyjg — 12.
Darb Dusamb —13. Dusamb — 17. Dusb. The si chain of 6.-9. reappears
with the same familiarized and semantically motivated set of con-
stituents: 23. SLysite — 24. SLysasfe *** SLovenbskb — 25. SLysite SLOVO
— 26. SLOVO — 27. SLOVO — 28. SLOVO.

The words slovo and bogb are the most frequent nouns of this hymn to
the Divine Word, each of them numbering ten occurrences in the poem,
and the intimate bonds between these two nouns are revealed by their
direct confrontation in the lines 25. slovo, / ο to boga and 28. slovo gotovg /
vbsq boga II poznati. The verb slysati in most of its occurrences has the
accusative slovo as its object. The interplay of these verbs and nouns is
enhanced by beginning three lines (23.-25.) with the same verb, and
three further lines (26.-2S.) with the noun slovo. The ethnonymic stem
sloven — felt to be derived from slovo — emerges twice, and solely with
reference to the hearing of the word. Cf. especially the sequence 24.
slovenbskb narocle, 25. slysite slovo and the paronomastic transition from
the nationally limited ALOVEwbSKb narode to the universally oriented 26.
i'LOVEf'bSK V/'f dliS%.

Among those original Old Church Slavonic writings for which one
may assume Constantine's authorship, three pieces reveal striking affi-
nities. In the first of these texts, the Preface to the Evangeliarium, the
earliest of his translations, the Philosopher discusses the tasks and
difficulties of transposing the Greek original into Slavic (cf. Vaillant
1948); the Proglas was meant to introduce Constantine's further achieve-
ment, the entire Slavicized Tetraevangelium, and to elucidate the
significance of the labor spent; finally, a tirade inserted into the Old
Church Slavonic Vita of Constantine, the polemic reply allegedly given
by the teacher in Venice, autumn 867, to the "ravens" who defied the
Slavic liturgy, sums up the doctrine of the Moravian mission. The
treatise, the poem, and the argument, — all three pieces are consecrated
to the Divine Word. Full of yearning for its universal comprehension, all
three of them hail the translation of the Holy Writ and Songs into the
vernacular, particularly into Slavic, and all three directly refer to the
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same Epistle of St. Paul (I Corinthians) asking for commonly compre-
hensible words in the church prayers.

In the oldest of the three documents, the treatise which prefaced the
Slavic Evangeliarium, the Philosopher added a quotation from St. Paul's
allegedly "great disciple" Dionysius the Areopagite, which condemns the
unreasonable attachment to empty, incomprehensible words and phrases
and the foolish disregard of meaning. This legacy learned from Dionysius
and some further impulses due to his treatise, The Divine Names, seem to
flash across Constantine's Proglas.

According to C. E. Rolfs conclusive observations (145Γ), in the view
of the author of the treatise ascribed to Dionysius "the Supra-Vital and
Primal Life is the cause of all Life, and produces and fulfills it and
individualizes it" in any mode whatsoever: intelligence (Proglas: ru-
rww»), reason (ww&), sensation (videti, slysati, qxati, cuti), nutrition
(brasbno), growth (68. Xotgsie rasti boiijemb rastomb *** lit. Da
vbzdrastetb plodb bozii pace). That "ascending scale between Nothingness
and the Super-Essence" which proves to underlie the system of values
outlined by Dionysius (p. 19) finds a salient set of correspondences in the
Old Church Slavonic poem. The twilight substituted for light still
enables the eye to see all of God's creation, yet all "what is seen without
(full) light lacks beauty" (31.). As an example of a decadence into
nothingness the poem uses the metaphoric petrification of those ones
whose mouth "Tastes no sweetness" (40.). As it was explained by
Dionysius, here lies the difference between the aboriginal lifelessness of a
stone and "the failure of the thing's proper virtues". The endowment of
the mouth and nostrils with a natural capacity for feeling the divine
miracle (cui/o) leads to a paronomastic fastening of the tie between the
organs of sense and their attainment (39. ui/o — 40. ou/p/z» within the
intrusive frame of six velars: 39. ΚΑΚΟ 40. .y/αί/δΚΑ, 41. /ακο K\menb
*** cloveK\).

The poet's attention is attracted by chasms between the presence and
loss of a sense-perception, for instance between eyesight or hearing and
blindness or deafness. But much deeper (pace sego) is his response to the
tragic gulf which separates the intelligent power of the human soul from
the latter's sufferings through the incomprehensibility of words heard and
of letters learned and seen: 42. "the illiterate soul (dusa bezbukbvbna) 43.
grows dead in human beings" (cf. also 32.). 63. "So each soul living
wanes *** 65. Hearing not the Divine Word." One's own proper
comprehension is the miracle glorified by the poem and pointed out by a
set of cognate terms (wm&, razwmz», razwneti) and by an insistent recourse
to the possessive adjectival form of the reflexive pronoun (svoi). The
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meaningful vernacular heard and uttered with one's own understanding
(ott> svoego uma: ΛΤ> razwnomb svoimb) carries the Word from God (otb
boga bo pride) and is consistently opposed in the poem to the defied
oxymoron "reason without understanding" (um?> nerazumbni>) of those
who are listening to the Word in a foreign tongue (tuzdemb j^zykomb) as
if hearing the voice of a copper bell (meclbna zvona glast).

The deployed and multiplied call to the Slavic people to listen to the
Divine Word with their own mind (23-25.) is surrounded by references
first to the listeners' souls which save their beauty and splendor by
striving to escape the fire of the nether world (18.-22.) and then to the
same human souls when they receive their blessing from the Divine
Word (26.-28.) These two framing passages display a predilection for
pairs of alliterative, both morphologically and semantically resemblant,
words parallelistically applied in correlated lines. They are, on the one
hand, the distich 26. slovo ze KR&W| / clovecbskyje duse, 27. slovo ze
κκέρξ, I i srbdbca i umy, and on the opposite side, the semantically
negative pair Tbwo — Tb//# (with an identical syllable tb followed by two
different sonorants). The full use of this pair is made in the lines devoted
to the striving of our souls (19.-20.) "to dispel (otbgbnati) the darkness of
sin, and to repel the corruptness (tbljo oitloziii) of this world". A phonic
correspondence between the latter accusative and infinitive furthers the
imagery, while the will of our souls 22. "to escape the flaming fire",
invoked at the end of the same compound sentence, confronts the
religious proximity of the fire and darkness with their sensual contrast
and signals the interconnection between the initial goal of the depicted
strivings and the final one with an impressive paronomasia: 19.
OTbG&Nfl?/ — 22. OTb oGN'/'fl. At the second appearance of the noun tblja,
namely in the paronomastic context — 60. Jako bo TbL/α /pLi>Jbxb
nastoitb ("As corruption threatens the flesh") — once more nearby we
detect its partner word tbma, this time in the meaning "multitude, ten
thousand": 56. Neze tbmo slovest> nerazumbnb ("Than ten thousand
incomprehensible words"). Both for the inquirer into "the Divine Names"
and for the author of the Proglas the darkness of sin and the multitudes of
incomprehensible, unreasonable, alien words were but two pernicious
displays of Nothingness, and the Old Church Slavonic tbma must have
been felt as one single word with two shades of meaning, whatever the still
discussed historical relation between the two lexical units may be.

From the initial to the final lines of the Proglas the poet remains
faithful to the masterful architectonics of sound and sound sequence,
morpheme and word, repetition and variation. Constantine's power in
the literary language he created is indeed amazing; it embraces the whole
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diversity of functions assigned to the new tool, and despite all the
valuable studies done, one is still in need of a new, comprehensive and
unflinchingly objective evaluation. In particular, the uncommon wealth
and range of Constantine's poetic means still requires a broad systematic
analysis. His Prologue to the Holy Gospels is an unmatched classic of
Slavic homiletic poetry. The philosopher deploys the brightest poetic
figures of the Byzantine world in order to affirm and deepen the
sovereignty and equality that are bestowed on every nation and on
everyone within each nation as soon as the native word has found its
access to the Holy Communion, which, by the Middle Ages, was
conceived as the acme of attainable communication.

The first version of this paper was written in Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C., and
appeared in St. Vladimir's Seminary Quarterly, Summer, 1954; the revised version, which
forms the basis of the present study, was published in the same periodical in 1963 (VII, No. 1).
The reconstruction of Constantine's original text, hitherto unpublished, dates from a Harvard
seminar. Justinia Besharov and E. P. Wiese are thanked for their assistance in the translation
of the poem.
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nOXBAJ lA K O H C T A H T M H A OMJIOCOOA
Γ Ρ Η Γ Ο Ρ Η Κ ) EOrOCJIOBY

I. TEKCT

o paseu ΒΒΙΟΟΚΟΓΟ cjioeecHoro viacrepcTBa,
ΗΟΓΟ HOBOpO5K^eHHOH CJiaBHHCKOH nHCbMCHHOCTbJO OT ΒΗ33ΗΤΗΗ,

"FIoxBajia FpHropmo Eorocjioey" BKJiJOHeHa B crapocjiaB»HCKoe H-
THC KoHCxaHTHHa Φιυιο<:οφ3 ()KK, rji. 111,18-20), cocraBjieHHoe
corjiacHo yoejiHTejibHbiM ΛΟΒΟΛαΜ 6oJuiaH,HHCTOB, Me>K,ay 869 Η 882
ronoM.1 B pasHoo pasHOH eflTejibHocTH KupHjiJi
no3THHecKoe TBOPHCCTBO — rpenecKoe, a sareM H
saHHMaeT Bbwaiomeecfl Mecxo.2 ΠοχΒ^/ι* nanHtd , no cjioeaivi
eine B iiiKOJibHbie roziw ()KK 111,17). 5KnTHHHaa ^ainpoBKa,
ycnoBHaa, B /taHHOM cjiynae OCOOCHHO coMHHTCJibHa. CjiaBHHCKoe
CTHXOTBOpeHHC, KOHeHHO, HC MOrJIO 6bITb HanHCaHO KoHCTaHTHHOM HO

863 ro/ia, τ. e. ΛΟ Η3θ6ρετεΗΗΗ cjiaeaHCKHx nHCbMCH. ECJIH >κε
, HTO CTHXH B HCCTb ΓρΗΓΟρΗΗ HaSHaHCKOFO bIJlH

KoHcraHTHHOM panee 3τοίί aaTbi, το HX HSWKOM ΜΟΓ 6biTb
rpenecKHH,3 H c rpenecKoro opHFHHajia 6biJi nos^Hee

nepeBo/i, no BCCH BCPOHTHOCTH, caMHM
KOTOpOMy, BHC COMH6HH«, O 3 H3bIKa bIJIH OJIHHaKOBO J1H3KH,4 HJ1H 5KC

1 P. Meyvaert, P. Devos, "Trois enigmes cyrillo-methodiennes de la 'Legende italique'
rosolues grace un document inedit", Analecia Bollundiana 73/III-IV (1955), 433-440,454;
— P. Devos, "Les saints Cyrille et Methode", Nouvelle Revue Theologique 79 (1957), 171.
2 Cp. P. ΛΚΟΟΟΟΗ, "CTHXOTBOpHbie UHTaTbl B BeJIHKOMOpaBCKOH 3ΓΗΟΓρ3φΗΗ",
Slavisticna Revija 10 (1957), 111-118; — "St. Constantine's Prologue to the Gospels", St.
Vladimir's Seminary Quarterly 7 (New York, 1963), 14-19; — "The Slavic Response to
Byzantine Poetry", ΧΙΓ Congres Internationale des Etudes Byzantines, Ochride 1961,
Beograd, 1963, 249-265; — "TaHHara c/toywkEd KoncraHTHHa ΦΗΛοςοφΗ Η ^ajibHc iuee
pa3BHTHe CTapoc^aesiHCKOH HO33HH", 36op»uK padoea Bu3a>^mo.wu^κo^ uncmumyma VIII
Beorpaa, 1963, 161-166. Cp. nepensaaHHe 3THx craTbeii B HacTOHUieM TOMC, crp. 277-285,
191-206, 240-259, Η 260-276.
3 Tax nojiaraeT M. /lynneB. CM. ero coaep^arejibHue CTaTbH — "Zur literarischen
T tigkeit Konstantins des Philosophen", Byzantinische Zf. 44 (1951), 109 cji., H
"Constantino Filosofo nella storia della letteratura bizantina", Studi in onore di Etiore Lo
Gatto e Giovanni Maver, Rome, 1962, 211-214.
4 )Kumue Me<f>ooun* V. 8: V\A B itra CMoyH-feHHHd, ^Λ ίΜθ\-ΗΦΗΐ BktH IHCTO CiiOB'kHkCK'ki
BKlfcA«VK<rk· CP· F- Cirivec. Konstantin und Method, Wiesbaden 1960, 221; — J. Vasica,
Liter arm pamatky epochy velkomoravske Praha, 1966, 10. B UHTarax H3 CTapocjiaejiHCKHX
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ΟΛΗΗΜ H3 6ΓΟ COTpy^HHKOB ΠΟ MOpaBCKOH MHCCHH. B

cjiynae cjiaeaHCKa» BepcH», CKopee ecero, co3,aaHHaii HenocpezicTBeHHO
ΑΠΗ )KHTHH, tiTb MO CT, npHHa,aJie)KHT ΜεφοΛΗΐο, onbiTHOMy Β
nepeeoflax nHcaHHH KoHCTaHTima c rpenecKoro Ha cjiaBancKHH (CM.
JK.K X,96) H, no seen BCPOJITHOCTH, HCKymeHHOMy B cTHXOTBOpcrBe,5

HJIH ace KnHMeHxy BejiHHbCKOMy, Β CBOKJ oHepeflb nepejiaraBiiieMy
uepKOBHbie necHonenH», no CBH^eTCJibCTBy OxpH,acKOH JiereHjibi (m.
XIV).6

IlHcaHHfl rpHropH« HasHaHCKOFo, Koropbie KoncTaHTHH CMOJio^y
3Haji Η3Ήογ£τκ (>KK III, 17), OUJIH eMy Η coynacTHHieaM ero MOpaecKOH
MHCCHH H3JIK)6jieHHbIM HCTOHHHKOM Α-ΠΗ H3BJieHeHHH, nO^pa»CaHHH Η

Hey^HBHTCJibHo noaBJicHHe CTHXOB KoHcraHTHHa,
FpHropHa H naBeaHHbix ero no3THnecKHM TBOpnec-

TBOM, Β HaCTHOCTH Xy/lO»CeCTBeHHOH φορΜΟΗ ero CeMHCTHUIHH.7

Β ocHoey HH>Kecjie,ayK>meH KPHTHHCCKOH peaaKUHH CTHXOB OoxBanbi
CB. ΓρΗΓΟρΗΚ) nOJIOMCCH, C JieFKHMH OTCTynJieHHHMH Β CTpOKaX 1 , 5 Η 7,

TCKCT H. C. TpyoeuKoro:8

1. GD rpHrope, T-fe/ιο/ΗκΙ ΜΛΟΒ^ΜΕ, a
2. ΤΈΙ GO, T-k/W/Hbl H^OB-kKTi fKIH, | dH^E/ITi «fcBH

3. OytTd KO TBO"fc, | ΪΚΟ £^ΗΗΤν |
4. Bora n^ot/iiiK/i'kw>TrK | Η BKCK

XCHTHH KoHCTaHTHHa-KHpHjijia Η ΜεφοΛΗΗ MW nojibsycMc» HyMepauHeft ma H a sauee,
πρΗΗΗΤοίί Β 3arpe6cKOM Η3Λ3ΗΗΗ o oHX HTHH: F. Grivec, F. Tomsic: Constantinus et
Methodius Thessalonicenses, Fontes = Radovi Staroslovenskog Instituta IV (1960). Πρκ
BOCCTaHOBJieHHH nepsonaHajibHoro TCKCTB «HTHH MM B 3HaiHTeJii>HOH creneHH ργκο-
BoaHJiHCb rpyflOM: T. Lehr-Splawinski, Zywoty Konstantina i Metodego (obszerne), Poznan,
1959. K Bonpocy ο φοκεΜ3χ KHpHJUioMe<}>OAbeBCKOH pe^aKUHH crapocjiaBaHCKoro asbixa
CM. N. S. Trubetzkoy, Altkirchenslavische Grammatik, Wien 19682, 60-86, OCO CHHO
npHMCHaHHC O HOTHpOBaHHblX FJiaCHblX H3 CTp. 62.
5 CM. R. Jakobson, "Methodius' Canon to Demetrius of Thessalonica and the Old
Church Slavonic Hirmoi". Sbornikpracifilosoflckejakulty Brnenske university F IX (1965),
132-141 [cf. the revised version, infra, 286-346],
6 Magnae Moraviae fontes historici II, Brno 1967, 272. Cp. P. ^KOOCOH, "BejimcaH
MopaBHH HJIH BeJiHKa« naa Mopaeoio", E3UKoeedcKO emHo^paφcκu HacAedoeanuH β
naMem πα ακ. Cm. POM HCKU, CO(})HH 1960, 485 en. [cf. supra, 95-100].
7 Cp. F. Grivec, "Viri Ciril-Metodove teologije", Slavia 2 (1923-1924), 46-47; — TOT *e,
"Biblicne zgodbe sv. Cirila in Metoda", Bogoslovni Vestnik 15 (1935), 1-32; — TOT *e,
"Vitae Constantini et Methodii", Acta Academiae Velehradensis 17 (1941), 54; — E.
FeoprHCB, "flee προΗ3Β€Λ6ΗΗ» na CB. KHpmia", Studio Historico-philologica Serdicensia,
suppl. vol. II (CoφHH, 1938), 110, 125-128; — F. Gnidovec, Vpliv sv. Gregorija Nazianskega
na sv. Cirila in Metodija ter na njuni Zitji, Ljubljana 1942; — V. Vavfinek, "Staroslovenske
zivoty Konstantina a Metodeje a panegyriky Rehofe z Nazianzu", Z.F85 (1962), 135-151;
— P. Colaclides, "Ho Roman Jakobson kai t Egkomio to Gregoriou to Theologou",
Hekebolos 12-13 (1982).
8 N. S. Trubetzkoy, "Ein altkirchenslavisches Gedicht", ZfSlPh I I (1934), 52-54. [Cf.
N. S. Trubetzkoy's Letters and Notes (The Hague-Paris, 1975), 289 cji.]
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5. Π04ΒΉΙΑ B-kpTil | KdSdHHtMk, | T'k/HK JK£ H MWt, \

6. H(»Hna,i,dbK[JJk | KT* TCB'k <1WBrKBHh¥> | H

7. Π0ΗΗ/ΗΗ H BAAM MH I npOCK-kTHTt/tK | H

HHTymuifl HHKOJiaa CepreeBHna TpyoeuKoro Β ΟΤΗΟ-
κ HSbiKy H OCO CHHO κ no3THHCCKOMy cuoBy noztcKasajia eiviy:

"Koma HHTaeiiib 3το MCCTO [τ. e. FloxeaJiy] B o meM KOHTCKCTC HTH«,
OHO pocaeica B rjiasa, Tonnee B yiiiH, CBOCH «BHOH cTHxoTBOpHOCTbio,
TOHHee: HenposaHHHOCTbio" (HS nHCbMa, HanncaHHoro B Bene 28. X.
1933). HcXOflH H3 KMKHOCJiaBMHCKOH pe^aKUHH MCHTHH, H3AaHHOH Π.

Β 1851 Η ΒτορΗΗΗΟ Β 1873 r. no PbiJibCKOMy nanerHpHKy
FpaMMaTHKa B COHCKC 1479 r., Tpy6euKofi, rjiy oKo

H3ompeHHbifi B cpaBHHTe^bHOM MeTpHHecKOM aHajiH3c, 6e3 Tpy^a
BOCCTaHOBHJI nepBOHanaJlbHblH CTHXOTBOpHblH O J1HK OoXBaJlbl, BHOCH

B TCKCT, ΠΟ CJIOB3M ΤΟΓΟ 3KC nHCbMa, "jIHUIb HCOOJIbUJHe Η3Μ6Η€ΗΗΗ". —

"Der Text dieser Lobpreisung", KaK OTMCTHJI HccjieaoBarejib, nyojiHKya
ero peKOHCTpyKUHio, "unterscheidet sich rhythmisch und stilistisch von
der brigen, in n chtern-sachlichem Tone gehaltenen Erz hlung so stark,
da man diese Lobpreisung unbedingt als ein in die Prosaerz hlung
eingeschaltetes Gedicht zu betrachten hat. Bei n herer Untersuchung
l t sich die metrische Form dieses Gedichts tats chlich
wiederherstellen."

BoccTaHOBJieHHe CTHXOTBOPHOH φορΜΗ cTapocjiaBHHCKoro ce-
MHCTHI1JHH, CO CTBCHHO ΓΟΒΟρ«, Λα)Κ6 HC TpC yeT KOHieKTyp, a TOJIbKO

KPHTHHCCKOFO cpaBHeHHa pasHOMTeHHH. Tpy euKOH, pacnojiaraBiiiHH
B ΒρεΜΛ pa oTbi Ha/i peKOHcrpyKUHefi Bcero ΟΛΗΗΜ CHHCKOM HTHH,
T6M HC MCHCC eSOIIlHOOHHO OnO3HaJl, MTO B 3TOM BapHaHTC BTOpa«

CTpoKa IloxBaJibi yrpaTHJia cjioeeHKO κο: "Πρκ nepenHCKe OHO JierKo
Morno BbinacTb πο τρ3φΗΗ6ΰκοΗ flHccHMHjiauHH co cjie/ryioiueH CTpo-
KOH" (28. X. 1933). H .aeocTBHTejibHO, HTCHHC npeeHe iijero pyccKoro
CRHCKa — TW BW Τ·ΚΛΟΛΓΚ10 — BCCUCJIO ΠΟΛΤΒ6ρ»(Λ36Τ Πρ€ΛΠΟΛΟΑ€ΗΗ6

Tpy emcoro. B ΠΗΤΟΗ cxpoKe no cnncKy Bjia^HCJiaea HSJIHIUHSH H
HCKa^Katomaa CTHX npncraBKa B CJIOBC c'hKdadNHt/MKsacTaBHJia HCCJIC^O-
BaTeji» npH ernyTb κ KOHi>eKType; Me)K,zry TCM, HC Menee noyHHTejibHbifi
JlbBOBCKHH CnHCOK lO^CHOCJiaBaHCKOH pe^aKUHH H 6ojlbIUHHCTBO

pyKonHceii pyccKoii pe^aKUHH coxpanaioT nepBHHHyio, jiHiiienHyio

111,18-20. Ο6θ3Η3Η3κ> rpaHHUbi ΚΟΛΟΗΟΒ BepTHKa^bto (|), rpammbi οτροκ
ΛΒΟΗΗΟΗ BCpTHKa^tK) (||).
10 CM. A. JlaapOB, Mamepua/tbi no ucmopuu eosnuKHoeemix dpeene we cAaeancKO
nucbMewiocmu, JleHHHrpaa 1930, 3. Photornechanic Reprint. Mouton & Co., The
Hague-Paris, 1966.
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KdsaNHt/Hiv (a OTAejibHbie pyccKHe CHHCKH BHOC»T HHOC
nOAHOBJICHHe - NdKdadNHi/Hli) . 1 1

Β πετΒβρτοΗ crpoKe IloxBajibi TpyoeuKofi ΠΟΛΟΤΕΒΗΛ B3aMeH cjiosa
ΒΤιΓΕΛίΝΛΙ* , φΗ^ρίφγίΟΙΙϊεΓΟ Β KMKHOCJiaBflHCKOM TCKCTC 5KHTHH, pe-

HCHHe BkCK /HHfTh , npHHaAJie^Kamee, Kaie OH cnpaBeAJiHBO OTMCTHJI, "zur
lteren Schicht des altkirchenslavischen Wortschatzes", TaK HTO

nOSAHCHIIIHe nepCnHCHHKH 33Μ6ΗΗΛΗ 3TOT apXaH3M TCpMHHOM "OOJICC

AJ1H HHX npHBWHHblM H K TOMy JKC OJICC ΠΟ yHCHOMy SByHamHM".12

CjIOBOCOHCTaHHC R K C W BT^Ct/UNOyW, nOACTaBJlCHHOe B CFIHCKaX pyCCKOH

pe^aKUHH ΚΗΤΗ*!, roeopHT B nojibsy jj.orau.KH Tpy6emcoro. Ho
CHJibHeiiiiiyio noaaepacKy ero npoHHuaTejibHOMy coo paaceHHio
npHHocHT UoxeajibHoe cAoeo KupuAAy ΦνΛΟΜφγ, cjio>KeHHoe eme B
Mopa HH KJIMMCHTOM BejiHHbCKHM H noHbme flajieKo
HOe. B 3TOT naHCrnpHK BOIIIJIO HCCKOJIbKO CJICrKa

H3 IloxBajibi FpHropHio. Roxeajia KoHcraHTHHa: 2. *** anht/Γκ
A, II 3. 0\*CTd BO TBO*b, I "KKO f^HHTi OTTv 0£^4φΗ/ΗΓΚ, || 4. ΒΟΓ4

***, (l 5. *** Τ^ΛΙΗ JKf H /HfHi, || — OoxBa^bHoe CJIOBO
KjlHMCHTa B OJirapCKOM CHHCKC XIII BCKa:13 Td B 8tTd

WBHUJA CA HKQ «ΛΗΗ'Κ ΙϋΤ ίί^φΗ/Η'Κ. [o]rd Π^Γ/ΙΛΒλΦΑψΗ ***

B/l[d]^A TBOH OyCT'H-fe. KoHCTaHTHH: 4. *** H BHCK /HH^I Π^^OtRlkψdh¥.Trh. (I

5. FlfldBhlA ΒΦρίιΙ KdSdHHfiHK, | *** — KjIHMeHTI BKCHra Hd 3i/HH W K O

BCtPO /MH{id H^OtB^dlA; Πρ-k/liTddllJt BCA CTfldHKI ***

WBTCHC «κο c/it^jNi^f ecero /«H^d. π{^βtB·kψdlA.
E[Or]o^rk\NOBEHKt/HrK ΟγΜίΗΜίΛΤι. KoHCTaHTHH! Π^ΗΠα^ΙΑψΚ | KTv TEB'k

Η Β^ΦΜ», || — KJ1HM6HT: Π^ΗΛΦΑΗ tA JKHTHt/WK H B^OW. ΚΈ

c[BA]TM/HTi οτμί/ΗΚ. KoHCTaHTHH: 7. Π^ΗΗ/ΗΗ Η ΒΛ^Η /ΜΗ |
HTf/ih. Ι Η oyHHTWii! (I — KJIHMCHT: Λ\[Ο]ΛΗ CA 3d NM. n^fkno^HBHiii

ογΗΗΤί/iw.14 YnoTpeGjieHHe peneHH» BKCK ΜΗΦΙ Β BocxoAamnx κ
FIoxBajie KoHCTaHTHHa concTaHHax, HecoMneHHO, noKasarejibHo.
Cjie^yer oTMeTHTb, HTO B cjiyacoe KHpHJiJiy H ΜεφοΛΗΐο, cocraBJieHHofi
C OTFOJlOCKaMH H3 FIoXBaJlbHOFO CJIOB3 K^HMCHTa KHpHJiJiy, ΒβρΟΛΤΗΟ,

Β MexHH X BCKa Η aouieflmeH AO nac B JIIO AHHCKOM rjiarojiHiecKOM
6pCBHapHH XV CTOJICTH», peneHHC K K C K /«HpTi 33Μ6Η6ΗΟ "BCCJieHHOK)" Β

11 CM. JlaepoB, 3 Η 41.
12 Trubetzkoy, yicas. COM.. 53. Cp. V. Jagic, Entstehungsgeschichte der kirchenslavischen
Sprache, Berlin, 1913, 285: "Bktk /HH^-Kfur κόσμος ist in den ltesten Texten vorherrschend".
13 ft. HeaHOB, EbAzapcKu cmapuHu u3 MaKedonu», €οφΗ», 1931, 327-333: ΠοχβαΛίιο
CAoeo HO KupuAa φΐίΛοεοφα om KAUMenma OxpudcKu.
14 Cp. raM *e B paccKaae o KOHMMHC KHpujuia — κτι Λ^ΤΟ ωτ ΤΒΛ^Η (eapnaHT: WT
Ck3A4HH4> B'«ΓΟ ΜΗ$Λ (ΜΒ3ΗΟΒ, yK33. COM., 333) H COOTBCTCTBCHHO B CTapOCJiaBHHCKOM

)KHTHH KOHCTaHTHHa — OT-k TBUpH BKCCFO MHQA BTi /CkT«4 a TEKSKC B C^OBC nOXBajIbHOM
H Μεψο^Ηΐο — β-κ Λ*Τ[Ο] U>T TRAQH Bktfro MHQA (JlaepoB, yxas. COH., 35 H 86).
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4>opMyjiax, saHMCTBOBaHHbix y KjiHMCHTa, — 1. Κ ΒΪΗ((>ΗΗ:
, HdCH-fe SiMAtQ ΓΛΛΓΟΛΗ OUBHdfO γΜΕΝκΦ; 2. Κ WT0NH: ΪΚΟ C/ΐΉμΕ

Bce/ifHyK», χρκοτΛ προποΒ^,ί,4*·15

ΜοκΛΟΜβτΗβ w, c Koroporo HaHHHaeTC« noxBajia KoHcraHTHHa
ΓρΗΓορκκ), bijio noxepeHO Tpy6euKHM, xaK orceoarHHa micna na-

. KOHCHHO, B KOHTCKCTC 5KHTHH OHO ΜΟΓΛΟ HrpaTb pOJlb

KaBbineK. O^HaKo, no cymecTBy, Her HyjK^bi B nponycice
CJIOBCCHOH eflHHHUbl HaJlHMHOH BO BCCX CHHCKaX FlOXBaJlbl. EcjIH B3aMeH

3BaTCJlbHOH φορΜΜ Γ^ΗΓΟρΗί HOflCTaBHTb BapHaHT Γ<>ΗΓθρ{, 3HaKOMbIH

crapocjiaBHHCKHM naMaTHHKaM (cp. ρο,α. Γ^ΗΓΟ^Λ, flaT. rpHropdy),16 TO
ocraeTCH B coxpanHocTH He roJibKo ceMHaauaTHCJio>KHbiH cocrae crpo-
KH H ceMHCJioHCHbiii pasMep ee nepeoro KOJiona, HO TaKMce KpacoHHbiii
3ByKOBOH ΠΟΒΤΟρ Ο Ρ^ΗΓΟ^ί (OFp — ΓΟρ) ΠρΗΒΗΗΗΟΓΟ ΤΗΠ3

ABC-BAC.17

CpaBHHTejibHbiH pasoop BapnaHTOB HOSBOJIHCT c HeooJibuiHMH
ΜΟΑΗφΗΚ3ΙΠ«ΙΜΗ npHHJITb pe^aKUHK) FIOXBaJIbl, yCTaHOBJICHHyiO

Tpy euKHM, H necKOJibKo yTOHHHB, npo^oji HTb ero MerpHHecKHH
CorjiacHO BecKOMy BbiBo^y Jlaepoea, τεκοτ JKHTHH

no pyKonncH Bjia^HCJiaea FpaMMaTHKa "ycrynaer
TCKCTaM, noTOMy HTO B HCM MW naxoAHM ΜΗΟΓΟ

nepeMCH cpaBHHTejibHO co crapiiiHM TCKCTOM" (crp. XIX). CJIGACTBCHHO,
COnOCTaBHB KOHCU CCMHCTHIUH« B pyCCKOH pCflaKUHH — n^OCB^THTt/iK H

ΟΥΗΗΤΜΚ Η Β K)aCHOCJiaBHHCKOH — 0\ΉΗΤ£<1Κ Η n^OCB-fcTHTt/IK, Mbl

coxpanaew HTCHHe nepeoro H3 yx BapnaHTOB, nocKOJibKy HMCHHO
3TOT ΠΟρΗΛΟΚ CJ1OB ΠΟΚ33ΜΒ36Τ 3aKOHOMCpHOCTb MCTpHHCCKOrO HJIC-

HCHH» CTHXOB OXBaJIbl H nOCKOJIbKy O paTHOH paSBCpCTKC O OHX

cymecTBHTCJibHbix B roacHOCJiaBaHCKOH pejjaKUHH ^aioT «CHOC
o tacHCHHe pa3bicicaHHfl Mapernna o CTHJIHCTHHCCKOH CKJIOHHOCTH κ
paccraHOBKe aeyx ΟΑΗΟΡΟΛΗΜΧ HJICHOB πρεΛΛθ3Κ6ΗΗΗ Β
BO3pacraiomeM

II. CTMX M 3BVKOBbIE ΠΟΒΤΟΡΒΙ

Έγκώμιον KoHcraHTHHa ΓρΗΓορΗΚ) COCTOHT HS CCMH οτροκ, CJIOJKCH-
Hbix ByMfl pasMepaMH. TpH nojiHbix crpoKH — o e KpaiiHHx (1., 7.) H

1 5 R. Vecerka, "Velkomoravsk literatura v pfemyslovskych Cech ch", Slavia 32 (1964)
407; — J. Vasica, yK. COH.. 256. 259; — Π. Jlaapoe, yicaa. COM. 128 cji.
16 P. Diels, Altkirchenslavische Grammatik I, Heidelberg, 1932, 184; — Slovnik jazyka
staroslovenskeho I, Praha 1966, 434 cji.
17 Cp. O. BPHK, SeyKoebie noeMopbi, Michigan Slavic Materials V, Ann Arbor, 1964, 10
cji.; — J. Starobinski, "Les anagrammes de Ferdinand de Saussure", Mercure de France
(1964), 254 cji.
18 T. Maretic, Melrika narodnih nasih pjesama, Zagreb, 1907.
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ueHTpajibHaa (4.) — npoTHBonocxaBjieHbi no pasMepy ocrajibHbiM,
yceneHHbiM CTpoKaM (2., 3. H 5., 6.)· OoJiHbie, HeneTHOcjioHCHbie crpoKH

no ceMHa^naxH, a yceneHHbie, neTHocjio^cHbie — no mecT-
cjioroB.19

crpoKa co^epKHT τρΗ KOJiona, HS HHX nepBbiH Η Βτοροκ
neneTHbiM HHCJIOM CJIOFOB, a B TperbCM KOJIOHC HHCJIO

CJ1OFOB HCHCTHO ΠρΗ HCHeTHOM Η HCTHO ΓφΗ HCTHOM HHCJI6 CJIOFOB BO

Bceft cTpoKe. Hnane roBopH, TPCTHH KOJIOH B nouHbix cxpoKax Ha^eJieH
HCMCTHblM, a Β yceHCHHblX HCTHblM HHCJIOM CJ1OFOB. KaK Β nepBOM, T3K Η

BO BTOpOM KOJ1OH6 HHCJIO CJ1OFOB = 6 ± 1. flOJIHbie, T. C.

ceMHa,au,aTHCJio)KHbie CTPOKH HannHaioTca c nojinoro, ccMHCJio5KHoro
Korona, a yceHCHHbie, iiiecTHaAnaTHCJioacHbie CTPOKH c yceneHHoro, τ. e.
n»THCJio3KHoro KOJiona. Βτοροίί KOJIOH CCMHCJIOKCH Β nepBofi H3
HOJIHblX Η Β nOCJie^HeH H3 yCeHCHHblX CTpOK ( 1 . Η 6.), HHTHCJIO^CeH Β ΓΙΗΤΗ

ocxajibHbix crpoKax (2.-5. Η 7.). Β ceMHa/maiHCJiOAHbix cypoKax HHCJIO
cjioroB TpeTbcro KOJiona = 4 + 1, a B mecTHazmaTHCJiOAHbix crponax
5 ± 1. 3^ecb HJIIOC HMCCT MCCTO npH MHHyce BO BTOPOM KOJIOHC, a MHHyc
B xpeTbCM npn njiioce BO BTOPOM. TaKHM oopasoM nocjie
nHTHCJlOAHOrO ΒΤΟρΟΓΟ KOJIOHa TpeTHH KOJIOH HaCHHTblBaeT OHTb

CJIOFOB B ceMHa^uaTHCJiojKHbix CTpoKax, uiecTb B mecTHa/j-
a nOCJIC CCMHCJIO5KHOrO ΒΤΟρΟΓΟ KOJIOHa Ha TpCTHH

τρπ cjiora B ceMHajjuaTHCJioMCHofi crpoKe, HCTbipe B
FlpHBejjeM CHjuia HHecKyio cxeMy ecero

CTHXOTBOpeHHH:

1.

4.

7.

M3 oomero nncjia KOJIOHOB (21) SoJibuie nojioBHHbi (11)
HHTHCJIO)KHbie OTpC3KH. Β ΠΗΤΗ CTpOKaX, HafleJieHHblX Cpe/J,HHM KO-

J1OHOM H3 ΠΗΤΗ CJ1OFOB, OH COCC/ΛΗΤ B CBOK) OHepCflb C n«THCJlO3KHbIM

KOJIOHOM — c HanajibHbiM B rpex ycenenHbix CTpoKax, c ΚΟΗΟΠΗΜΜ Β
nojiHbix CTpoKax. BooGme BO BCCX crpoKax CTHXOTBOPCHHH, κρονιε

2.
3.

5.
6.

7 + 7 + 3 = 17
5 + 5 + 6=16
5 + 5 + 6=16
7 + 5 + 5=17
5 + 5 + 6 = 16
5 + 7 + 4=16
7 + 5 + 5 = 17

19 O pasuoM ΜΟΓΛΗ nocjiyjKHTb ceviHaauaTH- Η mecTHa^uaTHCJio»Hbie οτροκκ BHJ&H-
THHCKHX Γεκ33Μετροβ: CM. I. Sevccnko, "Three Paradoxes of the Cyrillo-Methodian
Mission", Slavic Review 23 (1964), 265; — cp. R. Burgi, A History of the Russian
Hexameter, Hamden, Conn., 1954, 5-9.
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mecTOH, npoflBJiHCTCH CKJIOHHOCTB κ CHJiJia HHecKOH CHMMCTPHH
CMOKHblX KOJIOHOB, CpeflHCrO C HaHaJIbHbIM B HCTblpeX, a C KOHCMHblM B

yx crpoKax, roma Kaic Me»c,ay ΒΗΘΙΧΙΚΗΜΗ KOJionaMH CHMMCTPHH HCT
HH Β ΟΛΗΟΗ CTpOKC. ToJlbKO M«K,Hy HCTBepTOH Η ΠΗΤΟΗ CTpOKOH

Ha JitoaaeTca nenocpezicTBeHHoe coneTaHHC ^eyx nap naTucjioacHbix
KOJ10HOB, — CUenJlCHHC HCTblpCX CHJUiaOHHCCKH ΟΛΗΟρΟΛΗΗΧ KOJ1OHOB

cjiyacHT KaK 6bi pHTMHnecKHM npoTHBoeecoM "nepenocy" (enjambe-
ment), pasBepcTasuieMy npe^JiOAeHHe Me^K^y KOHUOM ΟΛΗΟΗ H Ha-
najioM apyroH crpoKH: | H BKCIV Λ\Η^ \ προακΦψαίΛττι || Π^ΛΒΈΙΑ B'kpti |
Kd3dHH£/Hh |. riocjieaH»a H3 yceHCHHbix cxpoK (6.) Β OT/IHHHC or BCCX
ΠρΟΗΗΧ CTpOK JIHLUeHa BHyTpeHHCH CHJIJiaOHHeCKOH CHMM6TpHH, HO

3aro ee cBasbiBaer c noc^e^HeH ΠΟΛΗΟΗ οτροκοο (7.) cHJuia HHccKHii
XH33M nep bix ^ yx KOJIOHOB: 5 + 7 cjioroe B UICCTOH, 7 + 5 B CC BMOH
οτροκε.

O6a BHCLUHHX KOJiOHa KOHnaioTca nponapoKCHTOHaMH BO BCCX
crpOKax, κροΜβ /iByx cMe CHbix c ueHTpajibHoii οτροκοίί (τ. e. icpoivie
οτροκ 3. Η 5., KOTopwe, ΒΗΛΗΜΟ, BOBCC JiHiiieHbi nponapOKCHTOHOB).20 Β
A yx nocjie/iHHx cxpoKax DoxBajibi BHyTpeHHHH KOJIOH B CBOIO
KOHHaexcji nponapoKCHTOHOM. TaOJiHua paseepcTKH
nponapOKCHTOHOB:

1.

2. T-fe/iom -SBH CA
3.
4. npOC/UKd'fcljKT'k

5.
6. ΠφΗΠΑΑ4Μ.ψΙι ΛΚιΒΤνΒΗΙΑ

7. ΒΛ^Ι,Η /ΜΗ

CTpoicaMH OoxBajiu CKpenjiena
CKBOSHHX seyKOBbix ποΒτοροΒ, ornacTH onHpaiomnxcH Ha
Μθρφ6Μ HJ1H UCJIblX CJ1OB:

4. n^oc/idB^'few.T'K l (npoc) — | π^οεΒ^ψαΜ.τ'κ (npoc) — 5. U n p a ^iA (np)
— 6. πφΗΠάΑάΜίψκ l (npu) — 7. || Π^ΗΗΛΙΗ (ηρνι) — | n^oc 'tTHTf/ih. | (npoc)', l .
| Μ/10Β·Ε4Ε (oerb) — 2. | ΗΛΟΒΦΚΉ (θβΠ>) — Ϊ8Η CAJ| (π,β) — 3. TBO-fe | (βΟ/δ) —

4. l npocB'SLpabKT'K || (pocere.) — 5. B-kp^ij (en>p) — B'k^bf. || (erapo) — 7.

BnpoHCM, HC HCKJitoHCHa BosMOJKHOCTb. KaK yKasa^ MHC BjiaaHMHp AHTOHOBHH
, nponapOKCHTOHa «ρ<ίφΗ/«% B KOHUC rpeTbe ςτροκΗ. ΠΟΛΟΟΗΟ cpe^He oJirap-

CKOMy ΡΟΛ. MHO*. BKAOBHUK οτ Bk^oBHi^d. Cp. aKueHTOBK\ WTT^ ce^-e-HtHiiB STOM CTHXC no
pyccKOMy cnncKy XV BCKa, HO, c apyron cropoHbi, WT ε^φι'^ικ y

B pyKonHCH 1469 r. (JlaspoB, yxas. COH., 3 H 41).
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(pocera); 1. T-k/to/HK | (mt) — 2. || τω (m) — T-k/io/wh | (mt)
— 3. TRO-k (m. Λ) — 5. Τ^/ΗΚ (mt) — 6. κτ* Tte-k (m.. t) — 7.
| προαβΐτΗΤΜίι | (km). Bee 3TH noBxopbi ΗΒΧΟΛΗΤ ce e saeepmeHHe B
KJHOHCBOM CJIOBC flpOCB-kTHTE/lh H COBM6CTHO C rpaMMaTHH6CKOH

MOH 7. npocB-fcTHTMK | — oyHHTMh || (-HTejib) OKpy»caK>T HMCHHOC
HMnepaTHBHOH aBTopCKofi MOJib6bi CBoeo pasHo aHarpaMMO : npoc-
Bt-T-HTCJIb. JllO OnblTHO, HTO H CaMblH HMnepaTHB B CBOK» OHepejJb
noaroTOBjieH 3ByKOBbiMH noBTopaMH: 2. II T"Ki KO (60) — 3. II oycTd B (60)
— 4. II Bora ( j — 7. ΒΛ,Α," iHH I (60N); 3. ΓΕ(>4φΗΛΓκ || (ΜΛ/) — 4. | H R K C K
MH^ l (u MU) — 5. l KasdNHi/Mii | (UCM) — H mttt II (UMQ) — 7.
(UMU) H ΕΛ,ί,Η /ΜΗ | (M .MW).

I I I . nOCTPOHHblfi KOMMEHTAPMM

KaKOBa 6bi HH buia aara OoxBajibi, He^b3a HC npHSHaxb ee opra-
HHHecKyK) cBH3b c TCM HeyKJioHHbiM "acejiaHHCMb cpb^bua CBoero", o
κοτοροΜ BCJie^ s npHBe^ennbiMH CTHxaMH nenocpezicTBeHHO
noBecTByer MCHTHC KoncTaHTHHa: GTpaNbHii JKE H-kKOH κφ'τογ, oyMrkA

., H KTv Hf/M0\- ΐυΚ,/Ι/Κ <ΜΟ/ΐΦ4ΐυ£ H , N d NOroy ΪΓΟ fia^dA H BTi^dA CA

HaovMH /HA χΑΑ<>«ίκοτκο\· rpaiHaTHMKCKoyE/Hoy ()KK
III , 22-23). 21 ripoHHKHyBiiiHCb 3HaHHMOCTbio rpaMMaTunecicoro HCKyc-
CTBa, CH/IA ^ΦΜΗ πρΗΗ/Ητ*, no Bbipa eHHio ^CK (VIII , 15), Π03Τ cyMeji ΚΈ
/Ha/l-fcXTi C/IOBECKXTv HCKaHHOrO CCMHCTHUIH« ΒίΛΗΗ Oy/HTi CTiKdaaTH, KaK

ero »ce cuoBa πapaφpa3Hpyeτ arnorpa4> (5KK IV, 10).
Β nepBofi crpoKe ΜορφοΛΟΓΜπεοκΗΗ napajuiejiH3M xpex BOKaxHBOB,

BCCM τρεΜ KOJionaM cTHxa — rpHropt, Η/ΙΟΒΪΗΕ Η
— COHCTaeTCfl C CHHTaKCHHCCKHM napaJlJieJIHSMOM O OHX

HMCH: 3a SBarejibHofi φορΜοίί co cTBeHHoro HMCHH
asa BoicaTHBHbix npHJioKCHH«, H Ka>KAOMy conyrcTByeT οτ-

rpaHHue KOJIOHOB TBOpHTejibHbiH οτΗοιιιεΗΗ«, «ΒΗΟ
ΠρΗΛΟΑ6ΗΗΚ) npe^HKaTHBHblH OTTCHOK.22

ΠΛΤΗ HMCH cymecTBHTCJibHbix Β ΟΛΗΟΗ cTpoKe eine Gojiee
TpexcjioJKHbiM cocraBOM, Ha^o no^araTb, Ka^cfloro H3 HHX Η

Ο 33Η«ΤΗΗΧ KoHCTaHTHHa "BOCCMbK) MaCTSMH TpaMMaTHKH" )KHTHC nOBCCTByCT Η
(VIII , 10). E. PeoprHCB, Kupu.i.i u Memodu ociioeonoAOMCHUi^u ιια

.mmepamypu, (ΓοφΗΗ, 1956, r;i. VII, npe^nojiaraeT, HTO κ rpaMMaTHHCCKHM
KoHcraHTHHa BOCXO/IHT rpaKTax 0 OC/HHXTI πΑϋτ^χ-κ ΜΟΒΛ, HSBCCTHMH B HCCKOUBKHX
uepKOBHOCJia siHCKHX cnHCKax.
22 Cp. A. ΠοτεδΗΗ, Hj 3anucoK no pyccxo ^paMMamuκe, I-II, MocKBa, 1958,462 cji., —
M. Bayapo a, "Becnpea^oacHbiii TBOpHTCJibHbin nazie» B crapocjiaesiHCKOM H3biKe", B
c opHHKe Mcc.iedoeaHU.'i no cwimaKcucy cmapoc.iae.'iHCKoeo .'isbiKa noji pea. M. Kypua,
Hpara, 1963, 298 cji.
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Hepe/toeaHHeM: voc.-instr.-voc.-instr.-voc. B το JKC BpeMa
o a coHeiaHH» BOKaTH a c HHCTpyMenxajioM, npHJiaraeMbie κ o^HOiviy H
TOMy 3KC repoio, co3,aaK>T .HBC pe3KO KOHTpacTHpyiomHX napbi: "TCJIO —
ayma" H "nejiOBeK — aHreji", npHHeM coios 3aocrp«eT npoTHBopeMHe, a
co3ByHHe HaHajibHbix rjiacHbix npHBJieKaeT BHHMaHHe H κ
npoTHBHTejibHOMy a, H κ nocjie^HCMy H3 yx npOTHBonoJiaraeMbix
HJ1CHOB — AHktAi, MC)K,ay TCM KaK O HHaKOBblH y^apHblH rjiaCHblH

CBH3biBaeT o6e nacrH nepeoro MJieHa: Τ^ΛΟΛΙΚ Η/»οκΦΗ£.
Bo BTOpofi cxpoKe noBTopen KOHCU ncpBoro Korona, H B Hanaiie

KOJ1OHOB, BMCCTO 3BaTeJlbHbIX φορΜ npe^bl^ymCH CTpOKH

ΗΟΜΗΗ3ΤΗΒ (rpHPOpE — ΤΈΐ) Η ΛΒΟΗΗΟΗ ΠΟΛΗΠΤΟΤΟΗ

H/lOK'kK'K, aHti£/l£ — aNtiE/ITi), a B3aMCH npOCTOfO COnOCTaBJlCHHH

o6pa3OB BBCACHa cHHTaKCHHecKaa H
Ha/I SaBHCHMOO, npHHaCTHOH KOHCTpyKUHCH

CTilM GepCT BCpX φΗΗΗΤΗ3« φθρΜ3 ΛΗίϊΕΛΤ». ^ΒΗ CA, T. 6. "

HCJIOBCK, Tbi oKasajiCH aHreji".23 OyTCM pea.iHSOBaHHOH MC-
ΠΟ3Τ npHOOIUaCT HCJlOBCKa aHhe/lbCKhlH/M'K HHHO/H-K Η

CH/ta/MTi. 3/ieCb aOpHCT COBepllICHHOrO BH^a BO BTOpOM

e/iMHCTBCHHoro HHC^a nepeKJiHicaeTCH c nMnepaTHBow roro )KC
, jiHua H HHCJia B Hanajic nocjie/iHeo ΠΟΛΗΟΗ CTPOKH: 7.

BTopaa CTpona OoxBajibi ποΒτορβετ accoHanc y^apHbix
— Η CBH3bIBaCT CJIOBa 3aKJl!OHHTeJIbHOrO KOJIOHa

HanajibHbix y^apHbix KOMnaKTHbix ruacHbix: aHtse^iv
•fe H CA. 3HKJlHTHKa B«> B nepBOM KOJIOHC BTOpOH H TpeTbCH CTpOK ΒΒΟΛΗΤ

ΛΒ3 npHHHHHblX npHJiaTOHHblX npe^JlOJKeHHfl, 33 KOTOpbIMH C TpCTbCrO

KOJioHa π«τοΗ CTPOKH cjie^yeT rjiaBHoe, He3aBHCHMoe npe,a.no>KeHHe c
OTBCTHbiM npncTynoM — T"k/Hii jKt: "TaK KaK" . . . , "TO" ...

M3 AByx CMOKHUX npHnaTOHHbix npenjiojKeHHO nocjie^Hee (3.-4.)
ootacHCHHeM aHrejionozioOHOH cymnocTH BocneeaeMoro

a BonpeKH ero TCJiecHoii npHpoae. Β nepeoM KOJIOHC TpeTbefi
CTPOKH τ-k/io HanajibHbix crpoK ycTynaeT MecTO CHHeK^oxe oycra, B το

23 Μ,ΙΗ )κε "npOHBHJi ce6a anrejiOM", "»BH^CJI aHre^oM", HO OTHiojb He
aHrejiow", "zdal ses andelem", KaK 3TH cjioea U3jaeHa nepenaioTca MCLUCKHMM nepeeoa-
ΗΗΚαΜΗ Β npOTHBOpCHMH HC TOJJbKO C ΒΗΛΟΒΒΙΜ Η CMOBapHbIM SHaiCHHCM rjiarO/13. HO
TaK»ce c Π03ΤΗΚΟΗ H MHpoBcmpeHHCM KoHcraHTHHa ΦΗ;ιοοοφ3. Cp., Hanp., Β CJIOBC
noxBa.ibHOM KHpHJi.iy Η ΜβφοΛΗΚ) TaKHe φρ33ω. KaK ·£ΒΗ CA nponeKik,a,i'HHK'^ Μ anocTO/CK
HOBTi HjlH HH5fCC HOrdHKCTBO^ «£ ΒΚΓΪΚΟ/ΗΟ\' (»<134(>e\'IUhHHKd tBHCTd CA (JlaBpOB, yK33. CO1,
86); B Cjiy:*6e KHpHJiJiy H ΜεφοΛΗΚ) no apeBHepyccKOMy MHHeHHOMy TCKCTy: HAH»

p k B ( H H [ K ] ( M k W B H CA Hd 3(ΛΜΗ, iBfOOAHH CBATi; HSEKpiHTi BOHHT» WBH CA XpHCTd ΒΟΓΛ,
H H H W npfcn-k.i-k K C H , Λΐον^ρι, Ha ΒΙΜΛΗ IHKO ΒΚΠΛΉΤΚΗΤΙ ΜΒΗ CA;

taen CA, KoypH^c, npecBATOV°V'MOV A"VX°V- Ha Α^ΒΗΗ
CA, MBH CA Ha fKnaciHHK Hduje(JIaBpoB. yKa3. COM. . 1 1 2 c ; i . ) ; 3KK V I I I , 8 : H no

CA CBATkIA /ΗΟψΗ.
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KaK d N t / i T v nep bix fl yx οτροκ CMeHaerca yTOHHCHHUM H eme
6ojree BOSBbimeHHbiM o pasoM — Ε^ΗΝΉ ΟΤΈ. Ο^ΛΦΗ/ΗΈ . Ho HE 3τοτ pas,
Β oTJiHMHC οτ npezu>mymero, HMCHHO oecnJioTHbiii oopas nona^aer B
CHHTaKCHHeCKH nOOOHHOe nOJlO^CCHHe, (J)OpMajlbHO HH3BO HTCH

coK)3OM Φκο Ha ypoBCHb, Kasajiocb 6bi, npocToro
a rejiecHbifi opraH — oycTa — o^yxoTBopaexcii τοκ>

TBopnecKOH ^esTejibHOCTbK), κοτοροίί MOSCCT Μ/ιοκΐκτ^. npHB/iHJKHTH CA
EOS'k, comacHo oTBCTy KoncTaHTHHa Ha eonpoc, HTO ecTb ΦΗΛΟ-
οοφΗΗ.24 HejiapoM CTapocjiaBJiHCKaii cjiy)K6a KHpHJiJiy npunaracT κ ero

XpHCTOJlOrHHCCKHH o6pa3 - CaOBO ΒΤνΠ/ΠνψΙιΐυ££ CA.2 5 Πθ
OoxBajibi, ycTa BorocjioBa, ΐκο i^HHii οτ·κ ce^dφH/HΈ,

ι, τ. e. ycTa ΟΒΛΤΟΓΟ cjiaear Tocno^a, TaK »ce KaK
ero οεραφΗΜ. 3το xapaKxepnoe ΑΛΆ BH3aHTHHCKOH πο3ΤΗΚΗ
npeepameHHe CHHCK^OXH B aBTOHOMHoro aeaTejia, BosBe^cHHe

φρ3ΓΜ6ΗΤ3 Β can HCJioBCKa, rtapo^HpoBaHHoe, κ cjioey
Φε^οροΜ FlaBJioBHHeM KapaMasoBbiM,26 aa)Ke cMyTHJio

CBOCH oTBarofi aBTopHTernbix HHTepnpeTaTopoB cxapocjiaBHHCKoro
>KHTHa KoHcraHTHHa. "Pareille a celle d'un seraphin votre bouche glorifie
Dieu", nepejiaeT ^BopHHK,27 H COOTBCTCTBCHHO B nepeso^e Jlepa
CnjiaBHHbCKoro CKasano: "usta bowiem twoje, jakby jednego z sera-
fimow" (οτρ. 8). Me)K^y TCM, KaK no TBepJKAaeT noeecTb )KK o npeHHH
KoHcraHTHHa c HKonooopuaMH (V, 18), OH HCHO oco3HaBan ceoesaKOH-
HOCTb xyaoacecTBeHHOH CHHCK^OXH, H ΚΛΗΜΒΗΤ Be^HMbCKHH B CBOCM
FloxBajibHOM cjioBC no^xBaTbiBacT TOT Mce npHCM Te^ecHoro o pasa,
,aeMaTepHajiH3OBaHHoro οΗκεκΛοχοο. OH HC TOJibKO nepeHHMaeT H3
CTHXOB CBOCrO yHHTCJlH CpaBHCHHe yCT C €6ρ3φΗΜΟΜ, HO OT nepBHHHOH

CHHCKflOXH nepeXOZIHT K BTOpHHHOH, OJICC ΛρΟΟΗΟΗ, ΗΓραΗ πρΗ 3ΤΟΜ

/IBOHCTBeHHbIM — KOHKpeTHbIM H OTBJlCHeHHblM — SHaHCHHCM CJlOBa:

G/t[a];K,v. /HHOror/t[4]cNKi TBOH (ASKIKT^ H/H'^E <Ηθί/Ηογ· lASkiKOV".
TpTiBe3HdHA/1Hd4rO [o]?K[h.]CTB4 3άφ& B h C H d B l U U H . ΛΙβάΚΉ ΓρΐχΟΒΗΚΙ ΟΤΓΝ4.

KJIHMCHT H /tajibiiie nojibsycTCH TaKHMH »e /iByxcTyneHHaTbiMH HJIH
aa)Ke TpexcTyneHHaTbiMH CHHCK^oxaMH: JIHUO — OHH — seHHUbi, pyKH
— nepCTbl, ΗΟΓΗ — CTORbl.

TpeTbfl CTpoKa OoxBajibi cnjionena neTbipbMH

24 Cp. I. Sevcenko, "The Definition of Philosophy in the Life of Saint Constantine", For
Roman Jakobson, The Hague, 1965, 449-457.
25 Π. JlaepoB, yK33. COM., 109 H 118.
26 "FloBecTByeTCii rae-το ο KaicoM-το CBSTOM nyaoTBOpue. κοτοροπο MynHJiw 3a eepy, n
Koraa OTpyOHJiH eiwy ΠΟΛ KOHCU rojioey, TO OH ecia^, ΠΟΛΗΗ.Π CBOIO rojioey Η ΛΟΛΓΟ uien,
Heca eeB pyKax H 'JHOOCBHO ee Jiootoame'" (Bpam\>n KapaMasoeu, nacTb I, KHHra I, m. II).
2"' F. Dvornik, Les legendes de Constantin et de Methode vues de Byzance, Praha, 1933, 351
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rjiacHbiMH (6e3 npeBOKaJibHbix cjioBopa3JiHHHTejibHbix
*** -kKO f^HHTi ΟΤΉ ***.

ο HanajibHo οτροκε, ueHTpajibHa» crpoxa nocrpoena no
ziBynjieHHoro napanjiejiHSMa: 4. ΕΟΓΛ προ^Β/ιΐΐΑτκ H BKCK

εΒΦψ4ΚΚΤΚ C ByMfl paBHOCJlO)KHbIMH HM6HaMH H

paBHocjio>KHbiMH rjiaronaMH. O6a cicasyeMbix c HX
COXpaHJlK)T paSJIHHHe MOK^y ΓΟρΗΗΜ Η flOJlbHHM

: Bory cuaea, eceiviy Mupy iipocBCineHHe. Ho, Β OTJIMMHC or
npOTHBHTCJlbHOrO COK>3a Β ΠβρΒΟΗ CTpOKC Η CHHTaKCHHeCKOFO

ΠΟΛΗΗΗ€ΗΗΗ AByX HanaJIbHblX KOJ1OHOB BO BTOpOH H fl yX KOHCMHblX

ΚΟΛΟΗΟΒ Β rpcTbeii crpoice, Ka)KaaH MS xpex nocjieziyiomHX οτροκ (4. -6.)
nojibsyexca no o^HOiviy pasy, a saKjitoHHrejibHaH (7). ziajjce aea)K^bi,

COK33OM H, CHHMaioinHM nepBOHaHajibHbie npo-

Β ΠΗΤΟΗ οτροκε ccbiJiKa naHajibHbix KOJIOHOB na BcejieHCKyio
paBTilA B-fe^Til Β Bora KOH^CHCHpyeT Η θ6τ>6ΛΗΗΗ6Τ O a

ueHTpajibHoro cTHxa. 3το e^HHCTBeHHaa crpoxa 6e3 BHyrpeH-
Hero rpaMMaTHHecKoro napajuiej7H3Ma, CCJIH HC cHHrarb OJie^Horo
CXOACTBa Β ΟΚΟΗΗ3ΗΗ«Χ HHCTpyMCHTaJia Κ43ΛΗΗΕΛί1ι Η ΟΛΗΗ3ΚΟΒΟΓΟ, HO

oKOCTCHejioro nazie^ca τ-k/MK JKS. BnyTpH ΠΗΤΟΗ ατροκΗ προχοΛΜτ
rpaHHUa M6)K^y npHZiaTOHHbIMH, AeKJiapaTHBHbIMH npe/lJlOJKeHHflMH Η

TJiaBHblM, HMnepaTHBHbIM, OXBaTblBaiOLUHM nOCJie^HHe CCMb KOJIOHOB

Bcero ceMHCTHUiHH. 3,aecb coiO3 Η CBH3biBaeT aKKysarHB ΜίΗί c aKKysa-
npe/oiiecTByiomeH crpoKH — BKCK /HH^-K. CMWCJI coneTaHH« HCCH:

TBOH ycxa npocBemawT eecb MHp, το n MCHH ΠΡΗΜΗ n npocBCTn!
ΠΟΛΟΟΗΟ TOMy, KaK MecTOHMeHHoviy cy teKTy Βτοροίί ατροκκ, ττ^ι,

Ha CMCHy HMCHHOH cy teKT rpeTbCH crpoKH, CHHeK^oxa oycra
, rax B CBOK) onepeflb HMCHHOH ο6ι>εκτ πετΒερτοΗ οτροκπ B K C K

CMCHHUCH B Π3ΤΟΗ CTpOKC MeCTOHMCHHblM O TjCKTOM M i t t f , T. C.

CHHCKZIOXOH o tCKTa BKCK

2. || Till BO 4. | H B K C K

3. || oycTd GO TBO-k 5. | τφ/«κ τκί Η Λ\ΪΗΪ \

TaKHM o pasoM CHHeKzioxa oycTd OTKpbiBaex nepBbifl H3
npHjieraioiHHx κ ueHxpajibHOMy CTHXOB, a CHHCK^oxa MIM 3aMbiKaer
ΒΤΟροίί H3 HHX.

Bropoiviy Jinuy OoxBaiibi, o6o3HaM6HHOMy B Hanajie Βτοροο οτροκΗ
HOMHHaTHBOM TTil, B KOHUC ΠΗΤΟΗ CTpOKH OTBCHaCT napTHCp, Π6ρβΟ6

JIHUO, aKKy3aTHB /HCHE, npHHCM O OHM MecTOHMeHHHM CHMMCTPHHHO
conyxcTByioT onpe^e^HTejibHbie npHnacTHbie KoncTpyKUHH; o^na ce-
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MaHTHHCCKH COJIHHCaeT BTOpOC JIHUO C aBTOpCKHM, T. C. nepBbIM, - TKI

Βθ,τ-k/io/MK ΜΛΟΒΦΚ'Κ cTviH, pyra» npH JiH aeT nepBoe JIHUO KO BTOpoMy —
/HiHf, ΠρΗΠΛΑαΙΛψΚ KT* ΤΕβΦ. PaCCTaHOBKa MCCTOHMeHHH ΤΈΙ Η ΜίΗί

crporo CHMMCTpHHHa. ΟΛΗΗΜ oTKpbi aeTCH nepeoe npH/iaxoHHoe,
rjiaBHoe npe^no eHHe FIoxBajibi. Flepaoe H3 BycrHiiiHH yce-
pasMepa sajononaeT B HanajibHOH crpoice HOMHHaraB τΐιΐ, a

Βτοροε — aKKysaTHB Mtut. CooTBCTCTBeHHO OTMCTHM, HTO HS RByx
B3aHMHo npOTHBonojiO Hbix npe^JioroB floxBajibi nep oe na3BaHHoe
^BycTHiiiHe co^ep»cHT B KOHCHHOH οτροκε a JiaTHBHbiii οτκ, a BTopoe —
aJIJiaTHBHblH KTi.

RBC nocJie^HHX ςτροκΗ CTHXCTBOPCHH« ycTaHa jiHBaioT recHyio
B3aHMHyK> CBH3b MC ^y ero azipecaHTOM H a^pecaroxi: aea

aTHBa — nojiHoy^apHoe TtB-fe H amoiHTHHecKoe MH
pyry; ceMaHTHHecKoe H cjioBooopasoeaTejibHoe cxozi-

CTBO o teflHHaeT npHnacrne 6. || π^ΗΠ4^ΐλψκ | c HMnepaTHBOM 7.
H H ^ H H / M H . KaK HMCHa, raK H ΦΗΗΗΤΗΗ€ φορΜΜ rjiarojioB BbicxynaioT
nonapHo: 6. |<IWBTVRHIA H Β^ΟΗ;||; 7. ||Π^ΗΗΛΙΗ Η ΒΛ,Λ,Η /ΜΗ | π^οοΒ^ΤΗΤί/ιΐι
H OVMHTWk! | | . BCC TpH nOJIHblX CTpOKH CeMHCTHIIIHJJ B OT^HHHC OT

yceneHHbix ςτροκ co^epJKaT no aea napajuiejibHux cjioea, HO B
HanajibHofi H B ueHTpaJibHOH crpoKe napajiJiejibHbi flea napnbix cone-
TaHHH (fl yx HOMHHaTHBOB c HHcxpyMeHTajiaMH B nepaoM cjiynae, fl yx
rjiaroJioB c aKKysaTHBaMH B BTOPOM), xor^a KaK KOHCMHaa cxpoxa
pacnaaaeTCH Ha aee oT^ejibHbix napw ΟΛΗΟΡΟΛΗΜΧ HJICHOB
HMnepaTHBOB B HaHajie H aey\ HOMHHaTHBOB B KOHU.C CTPOKH):

2.
3. OytTd £/1,ΗΗΈ

4. GOra Π^ΟΟΛΛΒΛ^ΙΛΤ'Κ BKCK

5. Κ434ΝΗίΛ1Ιχ

6. /tWBTiBHf

7. ΠρΗΗ/ΗΗ Η ΒΛ,Λ,Η Λ\Η

Πθ BO3MO5KHOCTH aOCJIOBHblH Π6ρ6ΒΟΛ

ΠΟΜΟ5Κ6Τ HHTaxeJiK) yacHHTb ce6e ee KOMHOSHUHK): 1. Ο
HCJIOBCK, a flymow anreji! 2. TaK KaK τω, oy^ynn TCJIOM HCJIOBCK,

anreji, 3. noTOMy HTO ycTa TBOH, CJIOBHO ΟΛΗΗ Η3 ςεραφΗΜΟΒ,
4. Bora npocjiaBJi«ioT H eecb MHp npoceemaioT 5. nponoee^bK) npaeofi
Ββρω, το Η Men«, 6. npnnaaaiomero κ Tc e c jiK>6oBbio H eepoio, 7.
ΠρΗΜΗ Η 6yjjb MHC npOCBCTHTCJlb H yHHTCJlb!

O6e pa3HOBHZlHOCTH KOHaTHBHblX KaTCrOpHH — BOKaTHBbI
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HEHaJlbHOH CTpOKH Η HMnepaTHBbl KOHCHHOH CTpOKH — BblpaSHTCJlbHO

noxBajiy. Ee npH3biBHbie, MOJie6cTBCHHbie Hacrn Ha-
He TOJIBKO rpaMMarHHecKHH, HO H HHCTO 3ByicoBOH

CTpOH, 0d3/lHHKMd nHC/HfNd P/UCKHd H rhIMdCliNd, B OCO CHHOCTH HBHO6

Πρ6ΛΠΟΗΤ6ΗΗ6 BblCOKOTOHaJlbHOFO ΒΟΚ3ΛΗ3Μ3 ΠΟ CpaBHCHMK) C CHH-

TaKCHHeCKH ΠΟΛΗΗΗ6Η1ΰ>ΙΜΗ, ACKJiapaTHBHblMH npeiUlOMCCHHaMH C MX

npeoonaziaiome HH3KOTOHanbHbiM BOKajiH3MOM. B npH^aTOHHbix
Πρ6ΛΛΟ5Κ6ΗΗ«Χ OT CJIOB ΤΈΙ BO T-fe/10/HK— Kd3dHH(/Hk BblCOKOTOHajlbHbie

rjiacHbie oxearbiBaioT 28 CJIOFOB, a HH3KOTOHajibHbie (sa-
31 cjior.28 OopaTHO nepeaii, BOKaTHBHaa crpoKa HacHHTbieaeT

BblCOKOTOHajIbHblX ΠρΟΤΗΒ CCMH HH3KOTOHaJlbHbIX TJiaCHblX, a

3aKJiK)HHTejibHoe, HMnepaTHBHoe npe^JiOAeHHe, HaHHHaa co CJIOB r-k/wK
JKt Η /HtHt COflCpMCHT 37 BblCOKOTOHaJlbHblX H TOJIbKO 8 HH3KOTOHaJlbHbIX

rjiacHbix. To >κε npe^Jio^ceHHe Β ero HHCTO HMnepaTHBHOM cocTaee, τ. e.
3a BbiHCTOM npH^aTOHHOH KOHCTpyKUHH, saHHMaiomeH mecTyK» cjpo-
Ky. npOTHBonocTaBJiHCT flBazmarb BbicoKOTOHajibHbix macHbix ecero

HH3KOTOHajlbHbIM. XapaKTCpCH ΠΟΛΟΟρ PJiaCHblX ψθΗ6Μ, OT-

OT Bcero ocTajibHoro TCKcra ce^bMyio, saKJiioHHTejibHyK)
CTpoKy c ee ByMH HMnepaTHBaMH B nepeow KOJIOHC. ΦοΗεΜα /Η/,
BbicoKOTOHajibHaa Η ,αΗφ4^3Η3«, BbicTynaeT B ^CBJITH H3 ceMHaauaTH
cjioroB 3TOH CTPOKH, a maBHoe, Β LUCCTH H3 CCMH CJIOFOB ee nepeoro
KOJiOHa, MCMc/iy TCM, ΚΆΚ Β UJCCTOH CTpoKe /H/ noHBJi»eTca To^bKO τρκ
pasa, a B npe,abi,ayinHx ΠΗΤΗ cTpoKax Bcero Haecero no ^ea pasa.
COOTBCTCTBCHHO Ta AC ceabMaa cTpoKa HSOeraeT KovinaKTHbix rjiacHbix
(/a/ HC BCTpenaeTca HH pasy, /t/ ΟΛΗΗ pas), Tor^a κακ Β KajKAoii H3
ΠρΟΗΗΧ CTpOK 3TH O C φΟΗεΜΗ npe^CTaBJlCHbl J1H O HCTblphMH, ,ΙΗΟΟ

npHMepaMH. VcTaHOBKa Ha /H/ B cenbMofi CTpoKe Haxo^HT ce6e
«ρκοε Bbipa^ccHHe Β aeyKpaTHOM coneTaHHH CMC^CHUX /H/:

ΠρΗΗ/ΜΗ H, a 3aTCM Β ΠΟ«ΒΛ6ΗΗΗ φθΗ6ΜΜ /H/ MOKfly

HenocpeziCTBeHHO c Ηβκ> coce^HmHMH rjiacHbiMH: npoce-kTHTt/ik Η
Tf/tK (/buy/).

IV. ΜΟΡΦΟΛΟΓΜΜΕΟΚΜΜ OPOOHJlb HOXBAJTbl

3aMenaTejibHoe no CBOCH npospanHocTH H xy^ao^ecTBeHHofi 3HaMH-
MOCTH pacnpeneJieHHe ΜορφοΛΟΓΗπεΰΚΗΧ KaTeropHH ΠΟΛΜΠΗΒΗΟ Β ce-
MHCTHIUHH KOHCTaHTHHa CTpOPHM KOMnO3HUHOHHbIM 33KOHO-

28 O npOTHBOnOCTaBjlCHHJlX TviaCHblX HH3KOTOHaJlbHblX BblCOKOTOHajlbHblM H
3Μφφγ3ΗΗΧ KOMnaKTHbiM CM. R. Jakobson & M. Halle. "Phonology in Relation to
Phonetics", Β ΚΗΗΓΟ Manual of Phonetics, pea. B. Malmberg, Amsterdam, 1968. [Cp.
R. Jakobson, Selected Writings I (The Hague-Paris, 2nd ed., 1971).]
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MCpHOCTflM. M3 BOCCMHaAUaTH HMCH CymeCTBHTeJIbHblX BCC ACBHTb

pHnaAJieacaj κ cjioeaM MyaccKoro po^a, H o paxHO, s
coOHparejibHoro BKCK /HH^TI, s^ecb paBHO3HanHoro BceMy

eHa My)KCKoro po,na ΒΧΟΛΛΤ B KJiacc oztyuieBjieHHbix.
yer cKasaTb, MTO MyxcKOH ρο,α ryT cjiyxHT ooosna-

H6HHK) JIHHHblX, MblCJIflmHX CymeCTB (CTv/HhlC<1kHHH) HOpO3Hb H B

FloxBana HacHHTbieaeT Taoce no nerbipe cyme-
meHCKoro H cpe^Hero po^a; nepBbie HOCHT OTBueneHMbifi

xapaKxep, BTopbie oooaHanaioT <f>H3HHecKHe opranbi AeaxejibHocTH HJIH
Henocpe^cTBCHHo aeaTCJibHOCTb. CcMaHTHnecKHe rpeGoBaHH» κ KaTe-
ΓΟρΗΗ rpaMMaTHHeCKOrO pO^a HC AOJl^CHbl yAHBJIHTb Β ΠΟ33ΗΗ ΤΟΓΟ

caMoro KoHcraHTHHa, κοτορΗΗ Β πρεΛΗΟΛΟΒΗΗ κ CBoeMy nepeeojiy
EeaHrejibCKHX HTCHHH o6paTHJi ocoooe BHHMaHHe Ha Tpy^HOCTH npn
nepeaane CJIOB, HC coBna^aiomHX no rpaMMaTHnecicoMy poay B rpenec-
KOM Η CJiaBflHCKOM «3bIKaX, nOTOMy MTO nOflOOHbie paCXOA^eHHfl

CMasbieaioT cHMBOJiHKy nepeeoziHMoro xeKcra, KaK OTJIHHHO
Ba an B CBoeM TinarejibHOM pas ope 3Toro npe^HCHOBHa.29

crpoKa, KaK OOWMHO obisaer B OTHOCHTC^bHO KpaTKHX
CTHXOTBOpCHHflX C HCHeTHblM HHCJ1OM CTpOK, SaMCTHO OTJIHHaeTCa

CBOHM TpaMMaTHHCCKHM COCTaBOM OT BCCX OCTaHbHblX CTHXOB

OoxBajibi, a HMCHHO ona saKJiionaeT ^BC ruaronbHbrx φορΜΜ xpeTbero
jiHua MHO^cecTBCHHoro HHCJia, Mexfly T6M KaK rjiarojibHbie
προπΗχ ςτροκ HC 3HaioT HH TpeTbero JiHua, HH MHOJKecTBCHHoro
HH nacTOHinero BPCMCHH. Ta »ce ueHTpaubHaa cxpoKa CO^CP
HMCHHblX φορΜΗ BHHHTCJlbHOrO Π3Λ6Α3, ΤΟΓΛ3 Κ3Κ HMCH

cymecTBHTenbHbix Β BHHHTCJibHOM naaeace oojibiiie HHr^e B FIoxBaJie He
BCTpenaeTCfl. 3τκ ^BC φορΜΜ — JIHHHOC o^ymeBJieHHoe eora Η

KCh /HH^TI — HBCTBCHHO npoTHBonocTaBnenbi apyr
. JlioGonbiTHO, HTO BHC paccMarpHBaeMoro npeAJioxeHH» MHO C-

CTBCHHoe MHCJio OTcyTCTByeT, a B aannoM, no nojiOMceHHto CBoeMy
UCHTpaJlbHOM ΠρβΛΛΟΑβΗΗΗ, Hap«^y C ZIByMH OTMCHCHKblMH TJiarO-

JiaMH HCTBepTOH CTpOKH, R^OCiiaB/l'khi.TTi Η Π000Β*ψ<Ιί*ΤΗ, Β TpeTbCH

crpoKe BbicjynaioT ziea cymecTBHTejibHbix — HOMHHaTHB oytTd Η
reHHTHB ΟΤΉ ΟΕ^ΛφΗ/ΗΤι, — e^HHCTBeHHbie CKJioH»eMbie φορΜω MHoacec-
ΤΒ6ΗΗΟΓΟ HHCJia Β npCACJiaX BCCrO CCMHCTHLUHH. MHOAeCTBCHHOC HH-

cjio, plurale tantum oycra, noanepKHBaiomee
xapaKrep 3Toro HMCHH,30 φyHκ^HOHHpyeτ Β

29 A. Vaillant, "La preface de l'Evangaliaire vieux-slave", RES 24 (1948), 5-20; —
J. Vasica, γκ. COM., 25 en., 101 cji.
30 Cp. M. Vasmer, Russisches etymologisches W rterbuch III, Heidelberg, 1956, 191: "pi.,
nicht dual., weil hier zwei Teile [noacajiy , CKOpee — alle Teile] ein Ganzes bilden".
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cjiynae Kaic ceoero po.aa plurale maiestatis: 3,aecb pars pro toto,
eAHHHUbl, HCJIOBeHeCKOH OCO H, noaaCTCJI KaiC HeiCafl MHOAeCTBeHHOCTb,

c κοτοροκ) Ha3H.naTenbHO conocraBnaeTCji e^HHHua BO MHO CCTBC, B
COHMC, ί,Λ,ΗΗ'Κ OTh ΙΕρόφΗΛΓΚ. FpaHHUa HHCeJl ΜΗΟ)ΚεθΤΒ6ΗΗΟΓΟ Η

e^HHCTBCHHoro crepra B HMenax uenTpajibHoro npeAioHceHHsr 3,aecb HC
npocTO ΜΗρ Η eepa, a BhCk /HHpTi (κόσμος) Η npaKa-k Bt^a (όρ^οδοξίοί),
τ. e., roBop« no^opTynaroBCKH, cjiHTHbie peneHHH, HecoMHCHHbie
singularia tantum; HaKOHeu TOT C^HHUH EOfK, κοτοροΓΟ npocjiaejiaroT
ycTa FpuropHfl, H «sbinecKHe BOSH npe^CTaBUHioTca KoHCTaHTHHy
ΦHJlOCoφy npOCTblMH ΟΜΟΗΗΜ3ΜΗ.

eT OTMCTHTL·, HTO B CCMHCTHUIHH HCT KBajiHiJwKauHH HMCH,
eMy My ^bi; B peneHHH Π^ΒΉΙΑ ΒΦ^ΈΙ o HapyjKHBaeTC«

B noxBajie npHjiaraTejibHoe HMH, H BHC
c;iHTHbix peneHH Boo iue oTcyTCTByioT npenosHTHBHbie
E^HHHHHblH npHMCp ΠΟΟΤΠΟ3ΗΤΗΒΗΟΓΟ OnpeACJieHH» - 3. || OyCTd BO
ΤΒΟΪ I — cjiy HT penjiHKOH na coneTaHHC — 2. || ΤΈΙ BO — c noACTaHOBKofi
CHH6KflOXH OytTd H COOTBCTCTBeHHO 3aM6HOH ΛΗΗΗΟΓΟ MeCTOHMCHH«

TM ero npHTa^aTejibHbiM KoppejiHTOM TBO*. Bee τρκ npHJiaraTCJibHbix
FIoxBajibi — 3. ΤΒΟΦ, t^HHii, 4. BbCK — npHHa^JieacaT ee

pe^JioMceHHio, Η BCC OHH KpacHopeHHBo cooTHeceHbi:
TBOH ycTa, no^oOHbie o^Hoiviy H3 αερ3φΗνιοΒ,
npOnOBC^bK) BCCb MHp. HeCJiyHa HO HM6HHO Blith.

MaTHHeCKHH O teKT, 3aHHMaK)mHH UCHTpaJlbHblH KOJ10H UCHTpaJlbHOH
CTpOKH, CJiyJKHT OCHOBHbIM (})OKyCOM CCMHCTHIllHH, H COOTBCTCTBeHHO
H3 BoceMHa,auaTH HMCH ecero CTHXCTBOPCHH« e^HHCTBeHHbiM rpaM-
MaTHHeCKHM CyOTjCKTOM HBJ1HCTCH φθρΜ3 OytTd, C KOTOpOH

CTpoxa c ee O OHMH aKKysaTHBaMH ouenjiena
e^HHCTBeHHblMH HByMH Γ6ΗΗΤΗΒ3ΜΗ FIoXBa^bl — C ΟΛΗΟΗ CTOpOHbl 3.

|| 4. Bora n^oc/iaB^-kwvT'h |, c .apyrofi 4. B K C K /ΗΜ^ |
|| 5. η^ΒΤιΙΑ B-fepTil . TaKHM OOpaSOM BO3HHKaiOT ΛΒ6

TecHbie rpaMMaTHHCCKHe napu, nepea» — oayiueBjieHHbix, BTopa« —
HeoflyuieBjieHHbix HMCH. O6a npaMbix zionoJiHeHHfl, ceMaHTHHecKH
oxBaneHHbix ynpaejiHioiUHMH maroiiaMH, pesKO BbiiiejiaiOTca na φοπε
flByX "orpaHHHHTCJIbHblx" TCHHTHBOB,3 1 npHHCM p33HHUa OOOCTpCHa

SaBHCHMOCTbK) 3THX FCHHTHBOB OT CKJlOHflCMblX, a HC OT CnpHfaCMblX
CJ1OB.

Bee iiiecTb cymecTBHTejibHbix B nocjie^HHX Tpex CTpoKax B OTJIHHHC
31 Cp. P. HKOOCOH, "ΜορφοΛΟΓΗΗβοκΗβ Ha JiKxaeHH« Han. cjiaenHCKHM
American Contributions to the IV th International Congress ofSlavists, The Hague, 1958, 129
01. (Cp. Selected Writings II, The Hague-Paris, 1971, 156 cji.)
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DT Bcex ^BeHafluaTH cymecTBHTejibHbix npe^iiiecTByKDmero πετΒερο-
CTHUJHS npHHa^Jie^caT κ paspaay OTmarojibHbix HMCH. ^pyruM

TOO >Κε ^HHaMHSaUHH ΓραΜΜ3ΤΗΗ60ΚΟΓΟ CTpOH, B CBOK)
oTMe^eBbiBaiomHM KOHCHHbie τρπ στροκκ οτ nepebix nexbipex,

HBJ1HCTCH npHCyTCTBHC Β 3THX TpCX CTpOKaX Η TOJlbKO Β ΗΜΧ JIHHHblX
MCCTOHMeHHH B "HanpaBJieHHblx" naae*ax — BHHHTeJlbHOM Η

^arejibHOM — B3aMeH 6ecnpH3HaKOBoro HMCHHTejibHoro.32 Πρπ 3ΤΟΜ
rereMOHHH ΒΤΟρΟΓΟ JIHUa CMeHHCTC« ero nepCKJlHHKOH C MeCTOHMCHHeM
nepeoro jiHua: ΜΟΗΟΛΟΓ npeepamaexc« B noTeimHanbHyio oece^y.
TpCTbHM npOHBJICHHeM ΠΟΒΗΙΙΙβΗΗΟΗ JIHHaMHKH KOHUa ΠΟ CpaBHCHHK) C
HanajioM cTHxoTBopeHH« cjiy»HT KOHrpacx Me^ay o pameHHeM B
nepBOH Η MOJICHHCM Β nOCJieflHefi CTpOKC, T. 6. HM6HHbIMH BOKaTHBaMH
Η noBejiHTeJibHbiMH (J)opMaMn rjiaronoB. HaKOHeu, caivio co6oo
HanpaiiiHBaeTca conocxaBJieHHe rjiarojioe nepeoH yceneHHOH Η

nojiHo οτροκκ, a HMCHHO npHnacTHio 2. eiiiH HPOTHBOCTOHT
φορΜ3 Toro AC TJiaroJia 7. ΒΛ»ΑΗ, a BO3BpaTHOMy sajiory 2. ΦΒΗ

CA nepexo^Hbift rjiaroJi 7. ΠΦΗΗΛΙΗ.
CTHXH no o6e cxopOHbi οτ ueHTpaubHofi οτροκπ aaKjuonaioT no

HCTbipe cymecTBHTejibHbix Β KOCBCHHUX najje^cax, a HMCHHO no τρΗ
HM6HH, H3 KOTOpblX ΟΛΗΟ nOBTOpMCTC» ΛΒ3>Κ/(Μ — CnCpBa 1 , 2. T"k<10/Hh,

a 3areM 5. B-kpiii, 6. K-kpoi*, — KaK 6w noanepKHBaji nepexoa οτ
HanajibHoro MOTHBa ΛΚ>ΛΟΚΟΗ ΠΛΟΤΗ κ ooecnjioneHHOH TeMaTHKe KOHua
Η COOTBeTCTBCHHO ΟΤ CTaTHKH Κ ΛΗΗ3ΜΗΚ6.

HHCTpyM8HTaJI ΗεΟΟΒΜεΟΤΗΜ Β ΠθΧΒ3Λε ΗΗ C My^CKHM ρΟΛΟΜ, ΗΗ C
ΜΗΟ^εΟΤΒεΗΗΗΜ HHCJ1OM. €εΜΗΟΤΗΙ1]Ηε 3aKJlK)HaeT ΠΟ ΤρΗ

TBopHT8JibHbix φορΜΜ ορε^ΜεΓΟ Η »εκςκοΓο po^a. HanajibHaa CTpoxa
( l .), T. ε. περΒ3Η Η3 nOJIHblX CTpOK, H nOCJ18/lHHH Η3 ycεHεHHbIX CTpOK (6.)

no ΛΒε TBOpnT8JibHbix φορίνΐω, a npHMbiKaiomH8 κ
npOM8^cyTOHHbi8 ςτροκΗ — no o^HOMy HHCTpyM8HTajiy

1. T-fe/10/HK

2.
5.

6.

TBOpHT8JlbHOMy ΟΤΗΟΙΙίεΗΗΗ ΠρΗ fl yx annOSHTHBHblX H ΟΛΗΟΜ
πρεΛΗΚ3ΤΗΒΗθΜ ΗΜεΗΗ, xapaκτεpH3yκ)l^εMy τρκ περΒΗε φορΜω, οτ-

TBOpHT8JlbHbIH O pasa ΛεΗΟΤΒΗΗ Β ΟΛΗΟΜ φΗΗΗΤΗΟΜ (5.) Η

R. Jakobson, yicas. COM., 131 cn. (cp. SW II, 158 cji.).
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npHnacTHbix coHeTaHH«x (6.). B o eHx 3THX napax CMOKHHX CTHXOB
ccMaHTHnecKoe pa3JiHHne MOK^y φορΜ3ΜΗ cpe^Hero Η

pofla, a HMCHHO pasjiHHue MOK^y κοΗκρετΗΒΐΜ Tk/w/Hk Η
OTBJieHCHHOH Α°Υω{ΙΛ B HaHaJlbHblX CTpOKaX H MOK/iy θ6θ3Η3Η6ΗΗεΜ

Henocpe^cTBCHHofi aearejibHOCTH — ΚΛΒΛΝΗΓΗΙ» — H
dWETiKHb*. Η B'kpOMt — B KOHCHHOH HaCTH.

Bee HeTbipe HMeHHTejibHbie φορΜΜ e^HHCTBCHHoro
onymeBjieHHbiM HMcnaM My^KCKoro poaa; BCC OHH

CKasyeMOCTHyio φyHK^H^o H pacnpeziejiaioTca nopoBHy
nepBoii H3 yceneHHbix (2.) H nocJie/tHCH H3 nojiHbix ςτροκ (7.):

2.

7.

OrrjiarojibHbie HMeaa Βτοροίί napw ecrecTBeHHo ooosHanaioT ,ae-
. KoHennyio CTpoxy c ueHTpajibHOH οτροκοίί CBasbiBaer e^HH-

B npe.ae.nax CTHXCTBOPCHH» cjiOBOOopasoBaTejibHaa Tpanc-
HJ1H, B TCpMHHaX TpajlHUHOHHOH pHTOpHKH, φHΓypa

(παρηγμένον), coACHCTByiomaa
JlCHTMOTHBa OoXBaJlbi: 4. ΠρθίΒΪψ4ΙΛΤΤν -> 7.

Tpon oycTa — e/iHHCTBeHHbiH HMCHHOH ΗΟΜΗΗΒΤΗΒ, KoropOMy
nO3THHeCKHH CHHTaKCHC Ran nOJlHOC, HCSaBHCHMOC OblTHC

nepexo^Hbix aeficTBHO; BCHKHH .apyrofi HOMHHaTHB BbicTynaeT
BCCrO JlHLUb Β φyHK^HH ΟΛΗΟΓΟ Η3 BO3MO)KHbIX

XapaKTepHO, HTO Β napa^Hrvie HMCH cymecTBHTCJibHbix CTHXOTBO-
HCKjiioHaeT HaH ojiee CJIGHCHWC, AByxnpH3HaKOBbie naflOKH —
H JlOKaTHB, H HTO B HaHaJlbHOM H KOHCHHOM CCKTOpaX ΠθΧΒ3Λω

3Ta napa^HrMa orpaHHHHBaeTca 6ecnpH3naKOBbiM, τ. e.
HHCJ1OM Η CBO^HTC» Κ npOTHBOnOCTaBJieHHK) fl y

" HHCTpyMCHTaiia H 6ecnpH3HaKOBoro HOMHHaTHBa,33

KaK ueHTpaJibnaa cjpoKa ΒΒΟΛΗΤ RBC aKKysaTHBHbie φορΜω,
KOHTpacTHpyiomHe c reHHTHBaMH O OHX oKpecTHbix KOJIOHOB.

ΜορφοΛΟΓΗΗεοκαίΐ paseepcxKa HMCH cymecTBHTejibHbix B ce-
MHCTHUJHH npHMCMaTaJlbHO CHMMCTpHHHa. 3a Ka^C^blM H3 TpCX BOK3-

11 R. Jakobson, yKa3. COM., 130-132, 135(cp. SWll, 157-158, 162). Ο 6ecnpH3HaKOBOCTH
HOMHHaTHBa, KOTOpoviy npoTHBonocTaBneHbi Bee npoHHe, npH3HaKOBbie nane*H
(πλάγ/αι). Β HcropHH jiHHrBHCTHHecKoii MbicjiH cp. P. Hadot, "La notion de 'cas' dans la
logique stoicienne" H Antoinette Virieux-Reymond, "Quelques remarques propos de la
theorie du langage chez les sto'iciens", Langage I, Actes du XIII' Congres des Societes de
Philosophie de lang ue franfaise, Neuch tel, 1966, 109-115.
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THBOB FIoxBajibi, cocpe^oTOHeHHbix B ee nepBoii crpoice, H CHH-
TaKCHHecKoii naysoft nocjie κα»ΛθΓθ Η3 HHX cjie,ayeT no o^HOMy
HHCTpyMCHTajiy: 1. rpHrope, — ΤΪ/ΙΟ/ΗΚ|; Μ/ΙΟΒ*Μ£, — ,ί,ο\·ιιΐίΐ*|; 4Nfce/u!||
— 2. Tfe/to/HK]. Ho BOKaTHB, KaK HSBCCTHO, saHHMaeT coBepuienHO
oco6oe nojioHceHHC cpe^H HMCHHUX KaTeropH ; OCOOCHHO OopTynaTOB
y6e,aHTe.ribHO HanoMHHaji, HTO HCJIBS« "paccMarpHBaTb
φopMy BMecre c na,ae5KaMH H aaxe HasueaTb ee
na^oKOM", Tan xaK BOKaTHB no CBoeMy SHaneHHio H
ΠρΗΜ6Η6ΗΗΚ) HC BXO/JHT B na^C HyiO CHCTCMy.34 Co CTBeHHO
naflCAHbie φορΜΜ UCHTpaJlbHOH CTpOKH H AByX HCnOCpeflCTBCHHO

npmieraiomHx κ HCH KOJIOHOB oopaayior ceoero po^a ΜορφοΛΟ-
nepeeepTCHb (παλίνδρομος). Πο ry Η apyryio cropoHy οτ STOFO

HaxoflHTca uenb Tpex HHCTpyMenraJioB H BCJIC s HHMH aea
HOMHHaTHBa eAHHCTBCHHOrO MHCJia OJiyilieBJieHHblX HMCH MyJKCKOPO

Β ΟΛΗΗ3ΚΟΒΟΗ CHHTaKCHHCCKOH φyHK^HH:

1. instr. - instr. — 2. instr. - nom. - nom.
3. gen. — 4. ace. - ace. — 5. gen.
5. instr. — 6. instr. - instr. — 7. nom. - nom.

3a BTOpbIM HOMHHaTHBOM ΠβρΒΟΗ CCpHH CJiejiyeT TpCTHH ΗΟΜΗΗ3ΤΗΒ,

ypaBHOBeiiiHBaiomHH HHCJIO OOOHX KoppenflTHBHbix na^ejKeo BHyrpn
3TOH CCpHH, HO 3aHHMaK)lUHH BO BCCM CTHXOTBOpCHHH COBepUieHHO

HCKjnoHHTenbHoe nojioHceHHe, KaK eAHHCTBCHHoe noff.JieyKa.ui.ee H e#HH-
CTBCHHa« HMCHHTCJlbHa« φορΜα 1) MHOaceCTBCHHOrO HHCJia, 2) Cpe/I-

Hero po a, 3) neoAymeBJieHHoro paspa^a.
HMCHHO Ha φοπε MHoroo pasnoro rpaMMaTHHecKoro napaji-

jiejiHSMa MejKjiy nana^oM H KOHUOM noxeajibi CTanoBHTca oco-
OCHHO omyTHTejieH HanpHHceHHbiH XOA ee Hapacraiomeii JTHPHHCCKOH
TCMbl, 5KHBO npOTHBOnoCTaBJl«K)IUHH OKOHHaHHC HaHaJTy CeMHCTHIIIHfl.

V. ΠΟ3ΤΜΚΑ ΦΜΛΟΟΟΦΑ

Β HHCJie npoHHx "3J1J1HHCKHX xy/io^cecTB" — T3K noBecTByeT προ-
CTpaHHoe HTHC KoncTaHTHna — HMTOMCU lJ,apbrpaacKOH Bbicme
iiJKOJibi ycBOHJi cnepea Γ$ΛΜΔΎΗΚΗΚΚ, aaxeM ToMepa, reoMerpHio, pH-
TopHKy, apHφMeτHκy, acrpoHOMHio Η MysbiKy, a rjiaeHoe — πο,α

3HaM6HHTbix yHCHbix, JlbBa MaTCMaTHKa Η ΦΟΤΗΛ —

34 Φ. Φ. Φορτ)Ή3ΤθΒ, HsopanHbte mpydbi I, Mocxea, 1956, 162 c.n., Η II, MocKea, 1957.
319 cji.
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Bee φΗ-ΐτοοοφοκΗε HayKH c AHajieKTHKofi BO rjiaee ()KK IVJ-2).35

BcKope Η caM OH saHjui κ3φ6Λρχ ΦΗΙΙΟΟΟΦΗΗ: ΟΥ/ΗΟΛΗΙΙΙΑ Η ΟΥΗΗΤΕΛΚΜΚΙΗ
CTO/ITv Π0ΗΑΤΗ Η ΟγΗΗΤΗ φΗΛΟΟοφΗΗ Τ03ίίΜΚμΑ Η CTpaNKNkIA ( IV,19) . 3 6

CHHTHC προτΗΒορβΗΗΗ Me>K,ay ruioTbK) Η jiyxoM, HejioBenecTBOM Η
OOJKCCTBOM, TBOpeHH6M H ΤΒΟρίίΟΜ, CTiHETaHHt n OTHBhH0<Ua, COFJiaCHO

crapocjiaBHHCKOMy xepviHHy, τ. e. cjiHHHHe TaKHX npoTHBonojioac-
HOCTCH, K3K JIHHHOe H MHpOBOe, e^HHHUa H MHO5KCCTBO, MaCTb H UCJIOC,

τροπ Η coKpoBeHHa» cymHOCTb, npHTna H ACHMHC, - BOT
ΠΟ33ΗΗ KoHCTaHTHHa

tBOIA

OH B cTHxax BjioxHOBCHHoro "Opornaca CB«TOMy
— ΒΉ ΜΑΛ·& p-knH — HEXOUHT TpOHKoe npHMCHCHHe B FIoxBaJie

. PasMbiniJieHHH uiHpoKoro oxeara crymenbi Η BBe^cHbi
Π03ΤΟΜ Β TCCHblC npe^CJlbl CeMHCTHUIHH C BblCOKOH CeMaHTHMCCKOH

Harpy3KOH ero seyKOBoro, rpaMMaTHnecKoro H cjioBapnoro cocra a.
HpyTHM HCnblTaHHbIM npHCMOM OKaTHH H COKpameHH« CJiy>KHT Β

ΠΟ3ΤΗΚ6 ΦΗΛΟ€θφ3 Η 6ΓΟ FloXBaJlbl CHHCKflOXa, HBJlfllOmaH OK^dSTi Η

ΠΟ^ΟΒΗΕ, tro^e ^a^H B^^fT'h riHcaNa (^CK V,18): ycTa npeBpamaioTc« Β
paKypc CB. ΓΡΗΓΟΡΗ«; aBTopCKoe Η ojimieTBopaeT BKth. MH^. CornacHo
HaHMeHOBaHHHD Η onpe^ejieHHK) CHHCK^OXH B ,apeBHe6ojirapCKOH
CHH rpaKTara FeoprHJi Xepo ocica 'O o pastxi", fhnpHATHt xt
ΜΟΚΟ ^aa.d.'fe'i'feA, a APVr0£ Cli COK* ^B/fkA.38 HMCHHO "conpnaTHe11

Β03Β6Λ6ΗΟ Β ΠθΧΒ3Λ6 Β flBHMCyUjyK) CHJiy CTHXOTBOpHOH φa6yJlbI.

HaKOHCU, B TOM 5K6 CTHXOTBOpCHHH npHTOHHO-HHOCKa3aTejlbHbIH

CTHjib, o JieKafl BMHH ογ/ΗΉ Β MeτaφopHκy, npHo maeT yMHTejia H c HHM
yneHHKa κ cepaφHHecκoMy HHHy. Henocpe^cTBCHHO Βαπε,α 3a 3THMH
CTHXaMH )KHTHe KoHCTaHTHHa MHOrO3HaHHTCJlbHO npHCOBOKynJIHCT:

3aB'kψaBaauJe ()KK 111,20), Η οτροκΗ cTapocjiaeaHCKOH
nepecKasbiBaioT, saHoeo K'K /wa^-tx^ οΛΟΚΕεκχΉ, Ty

•1S Cp. L. Brehier. "L'enseignement superieur Constantinople". Byzantion 4 (1929); —
E. E. JlnnuiHU, "BHsaHTHHCKH yneHbift JleB MaTCMaTHK", BujanmuucKuu BpeMemitK 2
(1949), 106-150; — I. Sevcenko, o. c., 453-455.
36 CM. F. Dvornik, "La carriere universitaire de Constantin le Philosophe", By:sl. l
(1931).
3" R. Nahtigal, "Rekonstrukcija treh starocirkvenoslovanskih izvi rnih pesnitev",
Razprave Akademije :nanosti in umetnosti v Ljubljani \ (1943), 96 c.i; cp. Haiuy peKOHcrpy-
KUHIO Bbiijue, cjp. 196-197.
38 Cp. Justinia Besharov, Imagery of the Igor' Tale in the Light of Byzantino-Slavic Poetic
Theorv, Leiden, 1956, 18 en.
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MeTaMOp<j)O3y:

CH/IA £

NUN'S I no wk^oy oyHHTt/iw.||39

HCKyccTBo rioxBaJibi npoaBjiaeTca HC προοτο Β
cauHH BbicKasbiBaHH», HC B CHHeK^oxax H MCTa(J)opax caMHx no ce e, He
Β pHTOpHHCCKHX IIpHCMaX, flefiCTByiOmHX nOpOSHb, a B T6X Η3ΒΗΤΗΗχΐν

πφΗτκικΝίιΐΗχ'κ, KOTopbie na^eJiHioT JIIOOOH oopas 3τκχ ceMH CTHXOB
BOHCTHHy CHHTCTHHeCKOH MHOFOrpaHHOCTbK».

CorjiacHo nponoee^H KoHCTaHTHHa (>KK VI, 25), τΒορκμκ *** /nthw
Η CKOTKI £CTTi ClvTBO^H/lli H/lOB-fcKd, MOBtCK/HK Η ΓΚ/ΜΚΙΜΟ/ΗΚ

Η OTTi CKOTd, 4 ΓΗ^ΒΟ/ΗΚ Η ΠΟχΟΤΗΙ* ΟΤΚ ΛΗ^ίΛΊν; H iHJK( CA

MACTH n{IHB/«HJKa£TrK4 Rd4t TOI CA Π^ΗΜΑψΛίΤΉ ΒΜΐυΚΝΗΗχ'Κ ^1Η ΗΛΗ

HHJKKNHHX'K. ΠρθΠ3Λ36Τ pa3JlHHH6 MC ^y BHyTpHnOJlO HbIM H

BHenOJTOKHblM, CHHCKflOXOH H Μ6ΤΟΗΗΜΗ6Η Β CO CTBCHHOM CMblCJlC

. HcneaacT rpannua CMC HOCTH H cxo^CTBa, MCTOHHMHH H MC-
OTTi ΝΗ3θγ TAMtKKO£ ΓΟ^-fe BTiSBO^HTTi (^CK VI, 24),

craHOBHTca conpHnacTCH He oacHTCJiflM. Anreji — H aHTHresa,
H cocTaBHaa nacxb nejiOBeKa. Tejio H pywa B pejiHrHO3Ho-no3THHecKOM
MHpOBOCnpHHTHH KoHCTaHTHHa aHTHTCTHHHbl, H B TO 3K6 BpCMit Τ6ΛΟ

yro^HHKa oTo paacaeT ero naro^aTnyio aymy; Λοοτατοππο
BCnOMHHTb TOpJKCCTBeHHOe CJiaBOCJIOBHC 0>HJlOCO$a TCJiy

"npecjiaBHoro" KjiHMeHTa PHMCKOFO, noTepaHHOMy H BHOBb ο6ρετβΗ-
. OytTd, CHHTCS Tena H pyuiu B FloxBaJie KoHCTaHTHHa TpHropHio,
ΠΟΒΟΛ KjlHMCHTy BejIHHbCKOMy K npOCJiaBJICHHIO ΟΛΗΟΓΟ 33

TejiecHbix aTTpnoyTOB cavioro KoHCTaHTHHa ,αο "
yTpoGbi" BKjiioMHTejibHO. ^BycTHiune FloxBajibi o\-CTd B T o-k
Ε^ΗΝΈ ΟΤΊι ς£^φΗ<ΜΤι|| ΒΟΓ4 Π<)ΟΓΛ4Β/1ΦΗ;Τ'Κ H BbCk /HH^lv ΠρΟΓΒΦψύ^ΤΊν ||

— Henocpe/tcTBCHHo CBHsano c asyM« περΗπετΗΛΜΗ BHzieHHH προροκα
HcanH: Bo-nepBbix, c paccKasoM B 6,3 ο οβραφΗΜαχ, npocjiaBjiHiomnx
Bora (corjiacHo TCKCTy TpHroposHMeBa napHMeiiHHKa, ς{^φΗ/Μ·κ ***
ΒΤιΠΗΐχΑ AP8rrK ΚΊν Ai8r°V Η raa[ro/i]dx^, cfBAjTii, c[BA]T[Ti], C[BA]T[TV],
CdBdWT — HCn/lTiHTv BTiffc 3i/H«k C/ldB'KI tPO). B BTOpblX C 6,5-8 (H dSTi

WKddHOH! -kKO OV/HH/1HXTi CA — *ΚΟ Η/ΐ[θ]Β[ΐ]κΐϊ CTilH H Η£Η[Ηί]τΤνΙ OyCTNTil

H/MTil *** H HOC/ldHTi BTiietTh] KTi /ΜΗ* ί^ΗΝΊχ WT 0((ΜφΗΛΓΚ H B QKU,l?l CBd[iH]

HATEUJf ΑΓ/1Έ «t^dBTi, *** H KOCHA CA SCTH'k <HOiH, H 0tM[i]: Ct KOCH< CA

TBOHXTi, C( OT^Ji/HtTTi BtadKONH-k TBO-fe H Γ^χΤιΙ ΤΒΟΑ

H C/ThlWdX'h r/ldcf^h] r[OCno]A[f]HTK Γ/1^Γ<9/ΐ]Αψ'Κ: ΚΟΓΟ nOC/ίΑ? KTO

39 R. Nahtigal, yK. COH., 57.
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Η,Λ,ίΤΤι ΚΤ* ΛΜ,ί,ΕΛΓΚ CH/HT*? Η $%.\ΐ: CE 431* EC/VTK — ΠΟΟΛΗ /HA).40 Πθ

pocaiomeiicfl B ruasa accouHauHH c STHMH OHOjiencKHMH craxaMH,
cjioBocoHeraHHe Ε^ΗΗ-Η οτκ οί{ΜφΗΛτκ, conocraejieHHoe Β noxeajie —

ace KaK Β BH^eHHH HcanH — c "ycraMH" ΤΟΓΟ, κτο, ΗΛΟΒ·ΚΚΤΙ ΓΚΙΗ,
Κ aHPCJiaM, HCCOMHeHHO npHOOpCTaJlO nOOOHHblH CMblCJl

, aapoBaHHoro CBbime ycTaM, npHseaKHbiM oiaBHTb Bora Η
HCCTH JIKXaflM npOpOHCCKyiO npOnOBCAb. EHOJICHCKafl Μ6ΤαΜθρφθ33
KOHTpacra B CXO CTBO nyreM nyaoTBOpHofi CMe»cHOCTH
KoHcraHTHHy civiejiyio no cxcaTOCTH φHΓypy
BflOXHOBCHHblX yCT O HOMy OTTi ΟίφΛφΗΛΓΚ.

Bee re oopasbi, Koropwe raic HJIH HHane cooTHeceHbi B
CCMHCTHI1IHH, CBSSaHbl BHyTpCHHHM ρθ/lCTBOM, Hanp. Η/ΙΟΒ^ΚΤι Η ΚΟΓΉ.

φΗΛοοοφ craBHT nepea nejioBCKOM sa^any no OBpasoy Η no HO^OKHW
BKITH fhTBOpLiuwe/HOY H (>KK IV,8), a B npeHHHX c xasapcKHM KaranoM
npoBosfJiamaer: το ΚΛΚΟ HE C^TT^ Τ^ΝΟΒΕΝΗ, HJKE r/idro/ικτ.τ'κ, ΐκο HE
/ΗΟϊΚΓΓΚ CA BTv/H-fcCTHTH BTx Μ/10ΒΪΚΚΙ ΒΟΓΈ (^CK IX, 28).

OiiyxoTBOpeHHbie ycra, HCTonaioiuHe CJIOBO BO cjiasy BonjioTHBiiierocH
CnoBa, — no3THMecKHH oxeaT MHororpaHHoro cHMBOJia, xapaKTepHbifi
AJIH TBopnecTBa KoHcraHTHHa ΦΗΛοαοφ3 Η ero npeeMHHKOB. TaK B ero
"Cjioee Ha nepeneceHHe MOUICM npecjiaBHoro KjiHMeHTa", BKCK /HH^
TBOpHT XBajiy, ΪΚΟ ΟΤΤν C<10BECKHd tCTkCTBd fh^TiAtRH ΕΓΟ, C/10BECH

BOJKHK», C/lOBO/Hk BOS^aTb HaflJlCAHT.41 BsaHMHaa BHyTpHnOJIO3KHOCTb

οοτ,εΛΗΗΗετ o6pa3bi Besflecymero Bora H Bceo bCMJiioiueH BcejieHHofl.
HaKoneu, TecHCHiiiaH oooioiiHaji CMeacHocTb, CBHsyioma»

npH3bIBaCMOrO ΓρΗΓΟρΗ« C npHSblBaiOLUHM KoHCTaHTHHOM, — (\$H-
π4^4Μ>ψκ πρΗΗ/ΗΗ — no cymccTBy npespainacTC« B Haeivioe CXO^CTBO:
npocBCTH H HayHH, τ. e. ΒΛΟΧΗΟΒΗ MCHH Ha yMHTejibCKHH ΠΟΛΒΗΓ.
HanajTbHWH H nea saKJiiOHHTejibHbix KOJiona ecero npoHSBeaeHH» KaK
6bi CKJia^biBaioTCH B o paM^HiomHH CTHX H oxBarbieaioT OoxBajiy

40 CM. P. Φ. EpaHAT, 'TpHropoBHieB napHMCHHHK B CJIHHCHHH c apyrHMH napHMeft-
HHK3MH". ymenuH β H. ooiyecmee ucmopuu u dpeenocme poccu cKUX, CLXX (1894),
156-158; cp. H. E. EBCCCB, Knuea ηροροκα Hca u I - II , CH6. 1897.
41 JlaepoB, yica3. COM., 152. Cp. πapaφpa3y Cnpaxa B rpenecKo nepepa oTKe yipaneH-
ΗΟΓΟ cTapocMaBHHCKoro JKHTHH KjiHMeHTa Be^HMbCKoro: τι ',' .p τω λόγω /.ό','ου τους
λογικούς άλογίχς λυτρονμένον τκρπνότερον κϊπϊ,ρ τω όμοίω το ομοιον ήδετχι — ΤεοφΗΛ3ΚΤ
OxpwflCKH, )Kumue na KAUMeitm OxpudcKu. noa pea. A. MmieBa, CoφHJl, 1955, 36.
CJIHAHHC o paso Jloroca H MejioBenecKoro cuoea «ρκο cKaawBaeTca B npHrnax KoHCTaH-
THHa, aa^aioiuero B cjiaey yiemis o TpoHue KpacHopeHHBbiii onpoc: αψι κ·κτο Tte-k
MKCTk TBOpHT-k, TBOfr« Xt C/t9e£Cf H A°VX4 Nf ΒΊ» HkCTH Μ/ΗΛΤΤι, APOV"KJH JKI ΠΑΚΤϋ RkC( ΤΒΟί Bli
MkCTH HAtaTTi, KOTO^UH O^KO ΟΤΊι OB9IO ICTTi HbtTHBtH ? (5KK IX, 19). Ha 3TOM OTO3KCCT-

BJICHHH Bbipocjio CBOco pasHoe uepKOBHOcjiaBHHCKoe yMCHHC o JisbiKe: cp. J. Besharov, R.
Jakobson & H. A. Wolfson, "An Old Russian Treatise on the Divine and Human Word", St.
Vladimir's Seminary Quarterly 4 (1956), 236-238 [P. Λ., Selected Writings II, 369-374].
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6jiaroroBe Hofi MOJib o : GD rpHrope, Ε/Κ,Λ," MH \
0\·ΗΜΤίΛΙν!||.

He^apoM Β npojiore κ JKHTHIO KoHcraHTHHa o6e niarojibHbix OCHOBM
npHMCHCHbl K CaMOMy COHUHHTCJIK) CCMHCTHLUHfl — ΒΤνΒΑΒΜΓΉ Hd/HT».

OVHHTta'k CirO, HJK£ ΠΡΟΟΚΦΤΗ A3MKTJ. NdWh. ()ΚΚ 1,3) — H O C CHOBa

nOBTOpCHbl B naHCrnpHKC KjlHMCHTa BeJIHHbCKOrO, KOTOpblH Β nepBOM

ace npe^Jio)KeHHH πapaφpa3npyeτ OoxeaJiy KoncTaHTHHa Η
npeeosHOCHT ee aeropa KaK ογ-ΜΗΤίΛ^ κκίΦΛίτν CT<>dH<i/HTv, HJKe
B/ldrCiB-fe^HE/tlK Η KpatOTOWi BTiCH'fc Hd 3ίΛ\ΛΗ ΪΚΟ C/ITiHKl^E TpHHnOCTdCKNdtrO

BOJKKCTKd 34ρΦ/ΜΗ BKCtPO MHQA ΠρΟΕβΐψίΙΑ.

PasyMceTCii, JIIO OH H3 MOTHBOB ceMHCTHiiiH» KopeHHTCfl B
BH3aHTHHCKOH UepKOBHOH Tpa/JHUHH, H HCTpy^HO CblCKaTb HM

jiHTepaTypHbie napajuiejiH,42 HO MOHyMeHxajibHocrb HX
ΒΈ. MAA-k P^HH, BH^HMo, oxpa»caeT TBopnecKyio

no3Ta. IloKasaTeJibHO, HTO B pejiHFH03Hbix npeHHax
c capauHHaMH ajuieropHHecKofi MHiiieHbK» noneMHHecKHX Bbina^OB
Κ3ΗΟΓΟ ΦΗΛΟΟθφ3 bIJIO MOpe ΛΒΈΚΟ Η OyAOEbNO, tmt /HOHifTTv H

flp-kCKOHHTH KhffeKTi, MAAT*. H Βί/ΙΗΚΤ^, TOFfla KaK C BCpOH XpHCTOBOH

o6pa3Hoe MfaiLUJieHHe KoHCxaHTHHa CBH3biBaex HCKaHH« IIJIOBUOB, 6ec-
CTpaujHO ycrpeiviJiaiomHxca B MOpCKyro nynHHy: C H / I K H H H oy/wo/WK ***

H ΚΤν3Β^ψ4Ι*ΤτΚ C/ , d C/1dBHH *** HCTdRdlATTi, COFJiaCHO

cypo OMy cy^y TBOpnecKoro HCKaxejia (^CK VI, 1 7-20). 43

TejibHbi ^pa\iaTH3M nocjie^OBaTejibHOH nocTynn CTHXOB
naeMOMy 6y ymeMy H cTporo saMKHyTbifi reoMCTpHnecKHii

BsaHMHo conpaaceHHbix CJIOB H o6pa30B Hepa3JiyHHO co-
B noxBajie KoHcraHTHHa ΦΗ^οοοφα ΓρΗΓορκιο BorocJioey,

BbirpaHCHHOH C ΠΟΛ-ΠΗΗΗΟ MO3aHHHOH H3Omp6HHOCTbK) H aCKeTHHCCKOH

3KOHOMHCH xyjio)KecTBeHHbix cpe^CTB. He^apoM οτΗχοτΒορκωε 6ΛΗ-
(H TOJibKO TaKOBbie) soeyTCH rpdneca HJIH r^jdHH (e^.

B CTapocjiaBSHCKOH HOMCHKJiaType.44

42 Cp. I. Dujcev, "Constantino Filosofo ...", 213.
41 Cp. Π. JlaepOB, yx. COM., 110 H 119.
44 Cp. J. Gebauer, Slovnik starocesky I, Praha 1903, 485: hrana, hrano; — V. Machek,
Etymologicky slovnik jazyka ceskeho a slovenskeho, Praha, 1957, 143: hran, hrana; —
F. Slawski, Slownik etymologiczny jgzyka polskiego I, Krakow, 1955, 339 c^.: granica; — C.
MnaaeHOB, EmuMOJiozuvecKu u npaeonuceii pennitK na o^^apcKu» KiiuMcoeen e3UK, Cofyux,
1941, 109: ^panec, zpano "cmux", ?panecue "cmuxoee", ^panecΛoβue "cmuxoc/ioxcenue"; —
F. Miklosich, Lexicon palaeoslovenico-graeco-latinum, Vindobonae, 1862-1865, 142; rpd-

στιχολο^/ι;ΐν; rpantcoc/iOBHe στιχολογία.; rpdHtch, r {WHO, r^aHii στίχος (cp.
terminus, rpaNK κεφάλ/χιον, τίτλο:.
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VI. JWlbHEHUIME CTMXM B 5KHTHM KOHCTAHTMHA

OTMCTHJ1 TCCHyiO CBH3B H CHMBOJTHHCCKOe 3Η3ΗεΗΗ6
OCHOBHblX MOTHBOB B TpCTbefi TJiaBC CTapOCJiaBHHCKOrO )KHTHH.
noBecTByKuueii ο K>Hbix roaax KoHCTaHTHHa: "izvolitev Sofije-Modrosti
za nevesto in izvolitev sv. Gregorija Nazianskega za zascitnika".45

3THMH flByMH MOMCHTaMH O3HaMCHOBaHO HaHaJIO OyMENH-k
H TBopH6CKoro pa3BHTHH, τ. e. npeepameHHe cojiyHCKoro
Β KoHCTaHTHHa ΦΗΛΟΟθφ3. O6a Ha3BaHHbIX MOTHBa

BblUBHHyTbl B >KHTHH CTHXOTBOpHbIMH ΙίΗΤ3Τ3ΜΗ.46 K H JICHCKHM
, CB«3aHHbiM c HMCHCM uapa CojioMOHa, BOCXO^HT B Hanajie
ma bi )KK BbimeoTMeHeHHbie CTHXH ο €οφΗΗ,

pa3MepoM 2 (7 + 5) —

/ΜΗ
3Hd£m* l CEK-k CTiTRO^H'. ||47

a B KOHUC TOH »ce rjia bi co/io/MOH-k ΜΟΛΗΎΚΑ ο /lapoBaHHH
npOHsneceHHaa οτροκοΜ KoHcraHTHHOM na pa^ocTHOM nyxw B
Uapbrpaa, saeepiiiaiomeM npojior κ ero HayHHofi /leHTCJibHOCTH,
BOCnpOHSBO^HT Sap. 9,1-2, 4-5 OBOJlbHO J1H3KO, HO BCC >KC CO
3HaHHTC^bHbIMH OTCTyn^eHHHMH H OT rpCHCCKOH, H OT CJiaBHHCKOH
BH J1HH,48 H ΠρΗ 3ΤΟΜ epeHCHO yKJia^blBaCT CBOH nepCBOfl B paMKH
CCMHCTHIIIHH ()KK 111,30-31).

crpoica xapaKTepHsyexca n«THa^uaTHCJio)KHbiM
KOJIOHOB, a HMCHHO nepeoro, o^biuero KOJioHa, 3a

MCHblUHH. BoJlbUIHH COflep HT MHHHMa^bHOe H3 HHCCJ1,
npeBbimaiomHX noJiOBHHy CTHxa — (-L5), JIH O HCTHOC, τ. e. BOceMb,
J1HOO HCHCTHOC, T. C. ^CBflTb. COHCTaHHC O OHX KOJIOHOB B nepBblX yX
crpoKax onpe^eJuieTCH φopMyJ^OH rax Has. nojiHTHHCCKoro CTHxa 8 + 7,
a B ocTajibHbix crponax 9 + 6. Oocjie^HHe τρκ ατροκΗ Haae/ieHbi, ceepx

45 F. Grivec, "Zaroka sv. Cirila s Sofijo-Modrostjo", Bogoslovni Vestnik 15 (Ljubljana,
1935), 81.
46 CM. Slavisticna Revija 10 (1957), 113.
4" PpHBCU nOitHCpKHBaCT 33BHCHMOCTb CTHXOB O Co<}>HH OT CXO5KCH Π3ρ3φρ33ΒΙ ΤΟΓΟ 3KC

rencTa (ΠρΗτίΗ 7.4) B CTHXOTBOPCHHH FpHropna HasHaHCKoro Θρήνος
περί των τή~ χύτοΰ ψυχής πα.9ών.
48 CM. Π. Jlaepos, Kupu.io ma Memodi β daenbo-c.ioe'HiicbKOMy nucbMencmei, KHCB,
1928, 317 cn.; — I. Dujcev, "Note sulla Vita Constantini-Cyrilli", Cyrillo-Methodiana,
K ln, 1964, 72-76. A Top MCTKO ycMOTpeji B XHTHHHOM nepecKase GHOJICHCKOH MOJIHTBU
MepTbi jiHHHoro no3THHecKoro TBopnecTBa H oyayiH y6eacaeH, MTO cjiaexHCKHH TCKCT
ΒΟΟΧΟΛΗΤ κ rpenecKOMy npoHSBe^CHHio del giovane di Salonicco, OH same nonbuajica
BoccraHOBHTb, basandosi sul testo slavo la forma primitiva di Costantino (75).
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HeyKJIOHHO nflTHa,ZmaTHCJIO)KHOH OCHOBbI, ",ao6aBOHHbIM", COFJiaCHO

BbipaaceHHio Φ. E. Kopma, KOJIOHOM — HCTbipexcjiOAHbiM Β ΠΛΤΟΗ Η
mecTOH crpoKax, rpexcjio>KHbiM Β saKjHOHHTejibHofi. ^peBHefiiiiHe
pyKOnHCH )KK, OCOOCHHO JlbBOBCKHH CIIHCOK KDKHOCJiaBHHCKOIO H3-

Boaa, oOHapyacHBaioT B oomeM coxpaHHbi MerpHnecKH cocrae ce-
MHCTHU1HH C H6TKHMH CHHTaKCHHCCKHMH rpaHHUaMH MCMCfly BCCMH

CTpOKaMH.

Η rocno^H ΛΙΗ/ΙΟΕΤΗ,||
2. HXt iCH rhTBOpH/TK | BhC'kKd'k C/10BO/HK,

3. Η ΠρΐίΗ*ΑΡ0ετΗΙΑ CBOtl* I Sh^dBT
4. Ad κ^,Λ,ίττν fKTBOpiHa/MH ITOBOIA
5. Adfck Λ\Η CAψ^*^Λ BTiCKi>dH| ΤΕΟΗ
6. ,Λ,Ί ρΛ30\·ίΗΪΒΤι, HbTO £CTT». | ΟγΓΟ^ΙνΝΟ Τ£ΚΦ,| CtnaC/ΐ. CA,
7. dS'K BO fC/Hh, (WBTi TBOH | H CTiIHTi ^dBTilH/fv | TBOtA.||

Bee ΤρΗ CTHXOTBOpCHH» TpCTbCH, COJiyHCKOH TJiaBbl HHTHMHO

CBiisaHbi c MOTHBaMH cjieziyiomeH, uapbrpa^CKOH rjiaebi: no3HaHne,
OTK33 OT JKHTCHCKHX OSiar BO HMH MyZlpOCTH H, B COOTBCTCTBHH C

OoXBajlOH ΓρΗΓΟρΜΚ), HaCTOHHHBblH nOMblCCJl, K d K O Blil SE/HliHTilH/HH

HEBfCKHd'k Πρ·ΕΛΓΕΝΚΐυΐΟ Η3Λ£ΤΪΤΗ MC T^/IEte C£PO H CTv ΒΟΓΟ/Hh MtHTH ()KK

IV, 5) — c opocKOK) napOHOMasHefi: Ha/irrkTH — HC τ-k/iice.
BepuiHHHoe ae«HHe KoHcraHTHHa, ero npeepameHHe B nepBoynHTeji«

CJiaBHH, B CBOK) OHCpCflb BBCflCHO B HTHH CTHXOTBOpHOH BCTaBKOH.
ECJIH npeflbiflyiuHe CTHXH BOIIIJIH B )KK c HenocpeflCTBeHHoii CCUJIKOH
na QxnoMOHa (111,32) H c HSBCCTHCM ο ΙΦΗΟΜΤΉΗ KoHcxaHTHHa Β
U,apbrpa^ — 6r,a,d «£ Π^ΗΜΑΕ κτ^ μΐΜ^κ» rpa^oy (IV,1), το Η onepenHOH
CTHXOTBOpHblH TCKCT CHOB3 BBOjJHTCfl H3BeiU6HHeM Ο ΠρΗΧΟΛβ TCpOH B
CTOJiHuy — ΦH/^c·coφ^i JKE H/\£ K1i i^"fecdpiv Γ$ΛΑΊ>. (5ΚΚ XIII, l ) H onHTb
CB«3bIBaeTCH C HMCHCM ΤΟΓΟ HCC Β6ΤΧΟ33Β6ΤΗΟΓΟ Uap«, a HM6HHO

s rpdHTvi, HaHepTaHHbie Ha COJIOMOHOBOM noTHpe. MHHMaa
, npHBeflCHHaa B ̂ CK (XII 1,5-8) nouina O Hac H B HCCKOJIBKHX

cTapopyccKHx coo meHHax 3ποκρΗφΗΗεοκΗχ CTHXOB
H HX TOJIKOBaHHH, HaHHHaH C pyKOFlHCH XIII BCKa,49 a T3K»Ce B KOHTCKCTC

coMHHeHHJi "Cjio eca CBHTbixt npopoKt".50 3το

4g CM. OCO CHHO A. H. Πετροβ, "ΑποκρΗφΗΜεοκοε npopoHecreo uapa ConoMOHa o
XpHCTe no cnHCKy X I I I BCKa", f7a.\t.imnuKu dpeeue nucb.\tenHocmu CIV (1894). Cp.
Slavisticna Revija 10 (1957), 115.
50 CM. M. E. EBCCCB, "'CjioBeca ceaTbix προροκ', npoTHBOHyaeficKHH ΠΗΜΗΤΗΗΚ no
pyKonHCH XV BCKa", flpeetiocmu, Tpydbi CAaexncKo KOMUCCUU Mocκoβcκo^o apxeoΛO^u-

ofitifecmea IV (1907), 153-200; — Π. Jlaepoe, Kupu.io ma Memodi ..., 35 cji. —
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CTHXOTBOpCHHe, xapaKTCpHblH npHViep 3HHrMaTHHeCKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ,

norpaHHHHblH MC5K,ay TaHHCTB6HHbIM SJlJIHilCHCOM (detraCtio) 33OTC-

pHHCCKHX npOpOHCCTB Η Η3Μ6ρ6ΗΗΟΗ HeBHHTHIjeH 33yMHbIX BemaHHH,

npeBocxo/mo coxpaHHjio CBOK) oTHeTUHByK» CHJUiaOHHecKyio Mepy Β
HamiyHiiiHx pyccKHx cnwcicax >KK, OCO CHHO B o6eHx sanHcax XV
BCKa,51 raK MTO OHO ̂ aiKe He Hy ^aercH B peKOHcrpyKTHBHofi pa6ore.
KaK cBH,aeTejibCTByK>T np»Mbie noxasaHH« »CHTHH, HazinHCb .nejiHTca Ha
τρΗ οτροφΗπεοκΗΧ e^HHHUbi: trrh JKt tuu,i nptKTiiH r^aHii (XIII. 5); no CE/HK
AE Ai">VriilM ΓΦΛΝΈ (XIII . 6); Η no ce/Hk τρπΉΗ Γ^ΗΈ (XIII . 7).
rpex οτροφ co/iep)KHT no nerbipe CHHTaKCHHecKH
CTHxa. FlepBoe neTBepocTHUJHe — 2 (8 + 10) — OJIHSHTCH no cocrasy κ
CTapocjiaBHHCKOMy BoceMHaauaTHCjio^cHOMy pasMepy. KaK BTopoe,
TaK Η Tperbe HCTBepocTHiuHe o^HnaKOBo cjie^yer cxeMe 10 + 9, 1 2 + 9 Η
no crpoK) CBoero HananbHoro ^BycTHiiiH« ΟΧΟΛΗΟ, HanpHMep, c MO-
J1HTBOH ΠρΗ nOCTpHACHHH, ^OUJe^lUeH ΛΟ H3C Β Λρ6ΒΗ6Η11ΐεΜ 5ΚΗΤΗΗ CB.

KOJKe
B/ldrOt/10BH

•fcKOJKe B/1drOC<10BH/lrK tCH||
BhCA n d B h K H U K T i l TBO/ft!5 2

BocnpoH3Bo>Ky c pasOHTHCM Ha οτροφΜ Η crpoKH TCKCT "CTHXOB Ha
COJIOMOHOBOM noTHpe", KOTopwe Α,αο;^φ CreH^ep-rieTepceH, Ha
peflKOCTb BOCnpHHMHHBblH K CJlOBCCHOMy HCKyCCTBy Cpe^HeBCKOBb«,

CHCJI HaHOo/iee saxeaTbiBaiomHM (besonders eindrucksvoll) H3 BCCX
nO3THHeCKHX o6pa3HHKOB, BKpanJlCHHblX B HTHC KoHCTaHTHHa:53

2. ηρορΗμΛΗ, ,Λ,ΟΗΚ^,ίϊΚί

3. BTs. ΠΗΒΟ BJK^11 ΓΦ£Π<>ΑΗ,

Β. Μ. ΜοτρΗΗ. "ApeBHC-pyccKHe cjiOBapH Η TlpopoHecTBp CojiOMOHa'", )KypHa.i MUHU-
cmepcmea Hapodnoeo npoceeujenu.H, 349 (1903) Η A. A. LUaxviaTOB, "Hoeasi χροκο-
,iornHecKa» aaia Β HCTOPHH pyccKOH jiHTepaTypw", TaM JKC, 351 (1904), OTHOCHT ιτο
npoH3BeacHHe κ nepBon POJIOBMHC X I I I BCKa.
51 CM. Π. JlaBpoB, Mamepua.ibi ..., crp. XIV.
52 J. Vajs (red.), Sbornik staroslovanskych literarnich pamalek o sv. Vaclavu a sv. Ludmile,
Praha, 1929, 14, 37; — cp. J. Frcek, "Byl sv. Vaclav postfizen podle ritu vychodniho ci
zapadniho?", Slovanske Studie, Praha, 1948.
53 A. Stender-Petersen, "Die Kyrillo-Methodianische Tradition bei den Polen", Cyrillo-
Metlwdiana, K ln, 1964,457 en. AHajiHBHpya nepBbie aea CTHxa HaanwcH, HCC^eaoBareJib
OTMenaeT: "Trotz des verschiedenen Inhalts erinnert diese Strophe in ihrer Faktur und
ihrem Stil auffallend an ein sch nes Pro mion bei Romanes Melodos: Ψυχή μου, φυχή
μου, — ανάστα, τι
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4. ΠρΚΒ-ΕΝΚμΐ« ΚΤιΑ^ψΚ» ΗΟψΗΙ* ! ||
5. Ha BTiKoyuieNHi rocno^^Hf ||
6. rKTKOfltHa Α0*ΚΛ ΗΗΟΓΟ, — II
7. ΠΗΗ Η ΟγΠΗΗ CA BfCMHt/HH| |
8. Η ΒΤν3Τ\ΠΗΗ d/1H/

9. Η Ct KTiNASK, H
10. BbCh ΓΚΝΚΛΤΚ C/WB* ίΓΟ,
1 1 . Η ^,ΛΒΗ^Έ L^fec
12. ΑίΒΑΤΚ t'kT'K n A£RATii-

Η ce ecT"K npopOHiieTBo o xpHfrfe, pasraaaHHoe ΦϋΛοςοφοΜ,
pKK XIII, 10).

OpHBUieeCH yTBCp)KfleHHe, GyflTO 3TOT TCKCT Η

Boo me paccKas ο noTHpe "He ceasaH jiorHnecKH HH c npe^waymHM,
HH c nocjre,ayK>mHM co^epacaHHCM npocrpanHoro HTHa",54 CBH-
aeTejibCTByex TOJIBKO ο HeBKHMarejibHOM οτκοιιιβΗΗΗ κ xyaoacec-
TBCHHOMy CTpOK), CHMBOJIHKC Η ΜΗρθΒΟ33ρβΗΗΚ), KOTOpbIM

K/iajKfHdtro oyMHTt/vk Naiuero KOHCTanTHHa φH/10coφa,
CaOB*kHhCKOY A3WKOY- HjO bl OCBOHTb 3TOT

naM»THHK, Η6θ6χθΛΗΜΟ HOHHTb, HTO nepCfl HHMH o6pa3CU B6J1HKO-

JlCnHOH JIHTCpaTypHOH KOMnO3HUHH55 ROZlCTaTb MOHyMCHTajlbHblM

ΠρθΗ3Β6Λ6ΗΗΛΜ ΒΗ33ΗΤΗΗΟΚΟΓΟ HSO paSHTCJlbHOPO HCKyCCTBa H 3ΟΛ-
HCCTBa TOH 3K6 3ΠΟΧΗ.

CHMBOJI nyrn npoHHSbiBaer eecb cocxae jiereHflw. Ee repoft c paHHHx
o/HTiiiiJATi jKHTwk ctro toyiTA, OKa'kuie CA, ΠΑΡΟΛΑ: ΤΛΚΟΒΟ ΛΗ

ct, Ad βτ* 9<>AOCTH /wkcTO nfnaaK np'kKhiBatT'h? OTT». ctro Α^Ν£

ΠΟ HNTi CA ΠΑΤΚ H/H'K (^CK 111,14-16). )KH3Hb KoHCTaHTHHa HapOMHTO

H3o6pa»ceHa 3ΓΗθΓρ3φθΜ Β ΒΗ,αε uenH cTpancTBHH cnepea BO HMH
yneHMH — cii pa^ocTHi* ΠΛΤΗ CA ATTi (111,29), 3arcM pa^H npono eziH
npaeoro yneHMH na sanaA'fc H εΦΒί^ΐ Η ws"k.56 CTapocJiaBHHCKHH Kanon

6bl ΠΟΛΒΟΛΗΤ HTOr »CHTHHHOMy nOBeCTBOBaHHK): Ky^H/l£ B/ taW(NE!

Xi H CTpaHW, γ/10Β/1{ΗΚΙ ΒΟΓΟ/ΜΚ, CBATt, Π^ΟΗ^ί, HpOCB-fcTA ΒΛΛ-
^CK HCOTcrynHO npocjie^cHBaer nyib

54 Α. ΠετροΒ, yK33. COM., 4.
55 Cp. eaHHHMHbie ποηωτκΗ noaxoaa κ eonpocaM CJIOBCCHOFO MacTepCTsa Β )ΚΚ: Ν. van
Wijk, "Zur sprachlichen und stilistischen W rdigung der altkirchenslavischen Vita
Constantini", S dostjorschungen 6 (1941), 74-102; — β· Πετκ3ΗθΒ3-ΤοτβΒ3,
"JlHTeparypHH oco6eHOCTH Ha FIpocTpaHHOTo HTHC Ha KoHCTaHTHH-KHpHji", XuAnda u
cmo eoduHU CAaexHcxa nucMenocm, ΟοφΗ«, 1963, 127-154; — G. Wytrzens, "Zum Stil der
Vita Constantini", Annales Institut! Siavici 1/4, Wiesbaden, 1968, 43-50.
56 Π. IlaepOB, MamepuaAbi ..., 118.
57 TaM »e, 108, 116.
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0d,a,OCTHM> Η,Λ,Λ 3d XflHCTH-kHkCKAIA ΒΦβΑ (V,6). — Gli

H ΒΟΓΗ (VIII , 8). - AEH£ JK£ ΠΛΤΗ CA ATTi (VIII , 10). - ΠΑΤΗ CA

ATK K03d0hCKd£PO (IX, 1). — ΕΗ,/ί,ΗΤΕ,ΚΤνΙΗ fCT'k n/KTKHCTOBTilH, Η χΟ,ί,ΗΤί ΠΟ

HE/HOY (Χ, 28). — Η Η,Λ,Ϊ CA PM°VA ΒΊ* ΠΛΤΚ CBOH (XI, 46). OCHOBHOH,
MOpaBCKHH 3ΤΕΠ Β 5ΚΗ3Η6ΗΗΟΜ ΠΟΛΒΗΓ6 KoHCTaHTHHa B CBOK) OHCpeflb

OTKpbiBaexcH jiosyHPOM: CT^ ^,Λ,ΟΟΤΗΗΪ. H^* Td/«o (XIV, 9). Β τεχ »ce
repMHHax nyreBOH CHMBOJIHKH Bbmep>KaH anHjior >KHTH«: ΒΉ
rOtnO^liHIi KTiNH^i/HTi (XVIII , 2). HCTOpH« CTpaHCTBHH

ΠΟΛΓΟΤΟΒΚΟΗ κ nocjie/iHeMy nyTH (HA ΠΛΤΚ) ocjaHKOB KoHcraHTHHa Β
aJieKHH B^J4TpKHIi /HCHdCTIil^b, npHOCTaHOBJlCHHOMy pHMCKHMH

enHCKonaMH: no mxt £CTT\ no /H'hHos'fe/vi'h si/H/i'b/M'K χο^κιυα
fPO ffe/MO Η Ck^i Α0νωι* £Γ« Π^ΗΑΛΈ, C^f t/HOy
(XVIII, 17-18).

Η Ba^cHeMiiiafl H3 τρεχ 3Kcne^HUHH ΦΗΛθοοφ3, ero
MHCCH« BBe^eHa Β )KHTHH uapbrpa^cKoio yeepTiopoH Η

PHMCKHM ano<J)eo3OM. Liecapb, noonepe^HO nocbuiaBiiiHH
KoHcraHTHHa πρΐπκρΦτΗ HKOHO OPUCB (V,4), capauHHOB (VI, 5-6) H
xasapcKHx Hy^eee (VIII, 7), npHseaji roro ace ΜΚΚΛ MkCTHga H

KTvHHJKKHd S-fc/10 Η ψΗ/10Γθφ4 AJIH npOCBeTHT6JlbHOH

cpe^H MOpae^iiH, Koropa« noMorjia 6bi HM ΑΤΗ CA no
ΠΛΤΚ (XIII, 6-8, 17-19). CooTBCTCTBeHHo, no saBepmeHHH

CJiaBHHCKOH MHCCHH KoHCTaHTHHa, ^H/MKCKTvlH ΠΛΠί^Ιν ΠΟΓΚΛ4 ΠΟ Hk Η

OCBSTHJI Κ-ΚΗΗΓΚΙ ΓΛΟΚΦ!ΝΚΟΚ1ιΙΑ (XVII, 1,5).

ΛρΟΜ Ka)K OH H3 TpeX MHCCHH «BJ1»K)TCH ΠρεΗΗΗ C

npoTHBHHKaviH; cp. rjia bi VI, IX-XI H BCHeuHaH-
CKHH CHOP C npOnOBCZIHHKaMH "TpHH3bIMHOH 8peCH", 3aKaHHHBa-

K>IHHHCH τεΜ «ε maronoM nocpa/HH (XVI, 59), KaK H uapbrpa^cKHH
ΙΟΗΟΓΟ KoHCTaHTHHa c HKOHoGopnccKHM ερεΰΗαρχοΜ (V, 24:

/H/iTi CA).
Mε5KΛy τρεΜΗ MHCCHHMH napajurejibHO ποετροεπΜ B

)KK. Βθ3Βρ3ΐπεΗΗε B U,apbrpa,a (VI, 58: ΒΟΓΉ /MHAOCTHBT^IH *** ΝΛ CBOW.
Γ^λφΛ&Λ ΒΉ3Β04ΤΗ H ndKTvl ; XIII , l : φΗ/ΙΟΓΟφΤι JKt Η^,ί ΒΊι

conpoBo>K^a8Tca περκοΛαΜΗ acxesu (VII, l : ΟΤΈ^ΪΚΉ CA
C£PO, C'feAt ΗΛ ϊ/ί,ΗΗΟ/ΜΙι /M'fcCT'fe Bf3 /H/TKBTil; XIII, 2: %HB*kdUJ£ E£3

BOTd <ΜΟΛΑ, BTi μ^ΚΚΤνΒΗ CBATTilH^Ti dnOCTO/ITi C^^ )· B O OHX

BO3BpaiU8HH8 O paMJieHO ny^OTBOpHblMH ΛεΗΗΗ«ΜΗ

. K JlHHrBHCTHM8CKHM Hy^eCaM Ha nyTH KoHCTaHTHHa K

ρΗΗ3/υΐε)ΚΗΤ 6θΓΟΒΛΟΧΗΟΒεΗΗθε pa3yM8HH8 ΚΗΗΓ,

HanHCaHHblX Cd/Hd^'feHIxCK'KI H pOyCKCKTil (T. ε. COVpKCKTvl)58 nHC/H£H1il

58 Cp. A. Vaillant, "Les 'lettres russes' de la Vie de Constantin", RES 15 (1935) 73-77; —
R. Jakobson, "Saint Constantin et la langue syriaque", Annuaire de {'Institut de Philologie
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(VI11,12, 15), a HaKaHyne nyTemecTBHfl B MopaBHK» paciuHctjpoBKa H
nepeeoA HaflriHCH Ha norape (XIII,3-4) H, HaKoneu, «BjieHHoe CBbime

cjiaBHHCKHX nHCbweH (XIV, 14).
HenocpeACTBeHHO cjieflyioiuee s capauHHCKo MHCCHCH:

ΠΗΤΗ, OflHaKO Λψ£ Η ΓΚ/HfJKTIiNO MKTO HCI1HETE, Hf ΗΛΜΤΤ*

(VI,57-58). C yTOJieHHCM 5Ka»c^bi CBasano H nepeoe
s xaaapcKoii MHCCHCH: B OCSBO/JHOM Kpaio H3HeMoraK>inHe

cojiyHCKHe opaibfl HauiJiH BT\ c/idTHH-k ΒΟ^,ΗμίΛ Hero/iHyK) ΑΠΗ ΠΗΤΒ«,
K-fellJe BO ΦΚΟ ΚΛΙιΜΚ, HO ΚθΗΟΤ3ΗΤΗΗ HpOBOSfJiaCHJi: Haif BO n^liB-fee

Η3,4,ΡΛΗΛΙ\ΤΦ/ΗΈ ΓΟ^ΚΚΛΙτ¥> BO,d,JK BTs. Crtd^TiK*, TTvlH H/HdTTs. Η Hd/Hd

CTiTBOpHTH, Η BOfla ACHCTBHTCJlbHO npCBpaTHJiaCb B C/ld^TiKA,

•fcKO Η /ΗίΛΟΒΚΗΛ, Η CTOyA£H*' H HMBT^UJd H^OC/ldBHCTd BOPd (XII, 1-6).

COOTBCTCTBCHHO CTHXH H3 ΠΟΤΗρβ, COFJiaCHO )KK, npOHHTaHHbie

KoHcraHTHHOM no BO3BpameHHH Β LJapbrpazi, rjiacax: ΠΗΗ Η Ο\·ΠΗΗ CA
Β£€£ΛΗ£ΛίΙν || Η ΒΤ^Τ^ΠΗΜ d/1HΛOγIk. ^pCBHCpyCCKOe "TO^KOBaHbe" 3THX

CTHXOB: "Hd κ^[κ]ατ^ BO ΠΗΤΈ OHhTK CT^ ΒΟΛΜΚΙΟ c/wkiiJEHTv. a twi H Ο\·ΠΗΗ
CA nOrp£B£NTi ΒΙιΙΓ[τκ]. Η ΛίΧΛ OyBO ΒΈ Γ00ΕΪ. «ΚΟ ΠΗΒ1\ UJW/MhHTv OTTv

CMepTb nonpana, "Η ΒΟΒΟΠΗΗ 4/ta[H/io]\-d *** ΗΤΟ tcTd το Η
H C T H H h H d r O BOTd".59

TeMy BESBO^KHTI /M-fetTik, )KK noeecTBycT o xiepeee, κο-
TopOMy HacejiCHHe noKJionsJiocb, ΚΆΚ BOJimeOHOMy H36aBHTejno οτ
sacyxH. ΦΗΛοαοφ Ο/ΙΛ^Έ,ΚΈΙΗΛΙΗ C/IOBEC^I oyr^aro/idB'h ΗΧΈ, noB£/t*k

ι5ΚίψΗ£ (XI1,20). 3roMy ^Φβον,
Β COJIOMOHOBOH HaArmcH nama, Hd

|| CTiTBOpfNd ^p-k d ΗΗΟΓΟ. ^pCBHCpyCCKOe TOJlKOBaHHC

HTO "AieBO HNOe £CTK K^[K]tTTi. d BK\*UJEHti£ 0 pdCflAThH
r/l[drO/1J£Tb. WKO BKytH pdNhl . EJK£ ΚΟΠΚΕ/Η Β ^£B(JO npOBO^EHlv EKIc[Th], H

ΒΉΒΠΗ \·ΒΟ t/ΙΟΒθ'1.

Bcjieji 3a co ^cHHeM noHHTaBiiierocH apeea H TopacecTBeHHUM
BOSBpameHHCM ero cyeeepHbix ΠΟΚΛΟΗΗΗΚΟΒ Β ΛΟΗΟ uepKBH B-K ΤΛ JKE
ΗΟψΚ dKHE OTTi KOPd ^^^^ BhltTTi, Η ΓΗ {Jd^OCTHI* B£/1H£h¥> ΠΟ\Β4/1Ηΐυ/Α

BOPd, Η BECE/1H CA BOP'h 0 CE/Mk S-fc/10 (XII,23-24). C 3THM MOTHBOM

oiuyTHTCJibHO accouHHpyforca eonpocbi <t>ujioco$>a B BCHeimaHCKOM
cnope: Ht Η^ΙΤΤ^ ΛΗ ,4,τ*>κΙΐκ οττ^ Bord Nd BKCA pdBKNO? *** H KdKO ΒΈΙ Ν£

CA T^H ASTilKTil <ΜΦΗΑψΕ TTvHHhi», d n^OnHH/WK BkC'biHTi Α3ΜΚΟΛΤΗ

et d'Histoire Orientates et Slaves, VII (1944), 181-186 [cf. supra, 153-158], H "Minor Native
Sources for the Early History of the Slavic Church", Harvard Slavic Studies 2 (1954) 68-70
[cf. supra, 185 f.]; — D. Gerhardt, "Goten, Slaven oder Syrer im alten Cherson?", Beitr ge
:ur Namenforschung 4 (1953) 78-88; — R. Auty, "The Gospel and Psalter of Cherson: Syriac
or Russian?", To Honor Roman Jakobson, I, The Hague-Paris, 1967, 114-117.
59 Π. JlaBpOB, T3M 3KC, CTp. XLVI.
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H n/lf/HfNIi/M'K C/rknO/HTv ΒΜΑψΕ Η ΓΜΟ\·χθΛΓΚ ΒΚΙΤΗ? (XVI,4-5). CoiMiaCHO

Μ6Τ3φθρΗΚ6 KoHCTaHTHHE, JlK)flH 5Ka»flyT AliJKfid KO^HH EOyKTiBTi

(Oporjiac, 70), Η MopaecKHM ΠΟΛΒΗΓΟΜ ΦΗΐιοοοφα biJi ΛΒΗ 3aro,afl
οτΒετ Ha 3TH H3HeHHbie Bonpocu: H OTKB^SOWA CA, no

c/iOB£CH (Hcafi« 35,5; 32,4), oyujH ΓΛογχΈΐΗχτ* oyc/rhiiudTH
C/10BfCd, H AS'hlK'K -fcCKHTv BTilC'Th ΓΑΓΗΗΒΈΙΗ^. ΕθΙ"Κ JKf CA

BTiSBitt/lH 0 t£/MK ()KK XV, 3-4). ΠρθΜ62ΚχΤΟΗΗΜΜ 3BCHOM Μ6)ΚΛ>

O OHMH napaimejibHbiMH o pasaMH Bora, Becejijuueroca o cf /vtb(XII ,24
H XV,4), »BJiueTCfl paccKas προ KoHCTaHTHHa, cjio^KHBiuero cjiaeaHCKHe
nHCbMena H HanaBiuero Bfffe^* niitdTH ίΒύΗ^Μ^οκ*: H C K O H H κΦ C/IOBO, H
t/iOBO κ-k ov Bora, H ΒΟΓΚ B-K C/IOBO, H n^OHd-fe. ETiSBiCMH »t CA μ-kcapK H
Bora npoc/uBH (XIV, 1 4-1 5). O pasy OOJIOTHOH BO^W — H( Λ\<ΜΚΛΑ\Α
ΜίΑ ΠΗΤΗ (XII, 2) — BTOpHT CJ1OB3 ΦΗΛΟΟθφ3 — ΚΤνΤΟ /MOJKfTTv Hd

Btfk^A HdRIvCdTH — H 6ΓΟ MOJIHTBa O HHCnOCJiaHHH CJiaBHHCKHX yKB

(XIVJ1, 13).
HMCHHO c marojia RIUAHTH CA naHHHaeTca HTHHHoe

O CJiaB«HCKOH MHCCHH KoHCTaHTHHa: ΚίΓΜΑψΙΟ CA 0 BOS-fe

ndKiii ,Λ,ρογΓΛ ^MK n^Hcn-k H τρογ,/^ Η£ ^^ΗΗΗ ηρκΒΤιΐΗχκ(Χΐν.Ι).
TA TpOYA^Hd Ε*ψΛ, φH/10COφί, ΓΟΒΟρΗΤ CMy ΗΜΠ6ρ3Τθρ, ΗΤι

Td/MO HTH (XIV, 7). Πθ 3aBepUieHHH 3TOH MHCCHH TC 5K6 RttiAHi H

BbicrynaioT B o6paTHoii nepeAe: H nocTHroiiJA H /WKHOSH
*** H Τ^ΚΠΑψΚ» tiHOy ASA ΛΓΚΗΟΓΚΙ A^HH, E^HHOW. ΒΗ/Ι,ΦΒΉ EOJKHt

HdHATTi ΠΦΤΗ

0 pfKTillJHXTv /HliH-fc - BT». ^0/HTv P O C R O ^ K H K ΒΤιΗΗ,Λ,ί/ΗΤι - ||

BTiSBECMH CA A^YX^ MOH H tP^A·11^1 BTiapdAOBd CA. | | ( X V I I I , l -2. )60

COOTBCTCTBCHHO C^OB3 Ha^HHCH H3 HOTHpe — ΟγΠΗΗ CA

CnpaBCflJlHBO HCTOJIKOBaHbl B UHTHpOBaHHOM flpCBHepyCCKOM KOM-

MCHTapHH KaK pa^ocTb rpa^ymero BOCKpeceHH«.
FIpH3bIBy TOH 5KC Ha^OHCH — n{SO()HL^dH AOHKAtJKf SB-ka^d — CO3ByHHO

BcnepHee npoponecTBo BosBpamaiomerocH B Uapbrpaa KoHCTaHTHHa o
npe^CToame KOHHHHC KopcyHCKoro apxHenHCKona (XII, 7-9), a CJIUB-
LUHH XpHCTOJIOrHHCCKHM CTHX McaHH (66,18), UHTHpyCMblH B

60 3τοϋ cTHxoTBopHoii πapaφpa3OH ncajiva 121.1 H nocjie,ayK>LUHM
MeTBepocTHLUMCM 3ΓΗθΓραφ OTKpbiBaeT nocjieanioio rjiaey ceoero paccKasa. CM.
Slavislicna Revija 10 (1957). 114: — K. Horalek, "Studie o slovanskem versi", Sbornik

lologicky 12 (1946), 270. TEKHM o paaow CTHXOTBOPHBIMM BCTaBKaMH oooiHaneHbi B
JKHTHH τρκ SHaMCHaTeJibMbix KaHyna: KoHCTaHTHHa, nocB«THBiiiero ce a ΟοφΗΗ
npewyapocTH, τκηετ npHsaaHHe ΦΗΛΟΟΟΦΒ; KoHCTaHTHHy ΦHJlocoφy npe^cTOHT ΠΟΑΒΗΓ
ΠΦΚΒ4ΕΓΟ HdCTdBKHHKa ΕΛΟΒ^ΗΙιΕΚΟγ· A3TJK0\f ; ΠΟΑΒΗ^ΚΗΗΚ ΚθΗΟΤ3ΗΤΗΗ FOTOBHTC» npHHSTb
CXHMy H HHOMCCKOe HM» KHpHJlJ7a.
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nponoBCAH ΦκΛοοοφα — Γ^Α,Λ,Α asi*
UMMtHA H ΒΚΟΑ Α3ΤιΙΚΤιΙ Η ΠρΗΗ,ί,ΑΤΤ». Η OySkpATTs. ΟΛΛΚΛ /HOW. (XII, 18) —

HaxcmHT ce e pasHTejibHoe cooTBCTCTBHe B nocjie^Heo οτροφε
Ha,anHCH: H OVSK^HTK B K C K ΙΤΚΝΚ/ΗΓΚ CridBft tro.

KoHCTaHTHHa HS Hca H, noHUTaa KaK BOSBemeHHe BToporo
, co3,aaBajia npoponecKyio H MeccHancKyio 6asy RJIZ

npH3HaHHH H npOCJiaBJ16HHH MOpaBOCaaBHHCKOH MHCCHH. ΦHJlOCOφy
HeflByciyibicjieHHO «CCH OTBCT Ha Bonpoc, κοτορΒίο OH >κε sa^aii

: HE CTvB^KiiJH/ia ΛΗ CA C^TT^ B^c-fexTi π^ο^οκτν npopeHiNH-k 'fe 'k
Ο χ^Ι\£ΤΪ (Χ, 58). FIO3TOMy ΟΛΗΗ3ΚΟΒ3ίΙ CCbIJIKa Ha

HcailH C npHCOBOKynJICHHCM ΠΗφΗΗβΟΚΟΗ ΛαΤΗρΟΒΚΗ

OTKpbiBaer Oporjiac KoHCTaHTHHa κ cnaBjmcKOMy nepeeoay
6 1

cKATOy
2. -feKO Π^Ο^ΟμΗ | ΠρΟ^ίΚΛΗ CATTi

3. XphCTTi Γ^Α^ΕΤΤι Ι ΑΒΊιΙΚΊλΙ CTiKK^dTH

4. CB-feTTv KO ftTTi I KKCf /H
5. Gt CA CTiBTxICTTi | BTi Ct^TilH B^KTs.

JJpyroe MHorosHaHHTCJibHoe HSBJieneHHe HS npoponecTB HcaHH (35,5) c
TOH ace aaxoH BosruasjiaeT 6ΗθΓρ3φΗκ> cjiaBHHCKHx nepBoyHHTejie B
CJIOBC nox ajibHOM KnpHji^y H ΜεφοΛΗΚ), cocraBjieHHOM eme ΛΟ
pasrpoivia cjiaBHHCKo uepKBH B MopaBHH: e?Ke CA H cTiRTvicTh ΒΉ

HdUJK, 6 2 p-fcllJA B OHH (l. e. ΠρΟρΟΚ») — C/fknHH

Γ/1θγθΗΗ 0\'C/lKHUATrh C/(OBO ΚΈΝΗίΚΚΗΟί, H (AnOCT. 2.4,11:)
BhCK ΒΤ\3Γ/ί4ΓΟ/1Ι*ΤΤι £43/1ΗΗΙνΝΜ Α3ΜΚΚΙ ΒίΛΗΗΗΦ EOH?H"k.63 B )KK paC-

CKa3 o nanajie MopaecKOH /iCHTejibHocTH <f>njioco<$a. c nepebix »ce οτροκ
(XV,3), KaK 6bmo yace OTMCMCHO Bbime, o tjiBjiaeT ocymecTBJieHHbiM
3το caMoe "npoponecKoe CJIOBO" B coneTaHHH c AajibHCHiijeH, ΟΛΗΟ-
ΡΟΛΗΟΗ UHTaTOH H3 McaHH (32,4).

K npH3bi y Ha^nHCH na noxHpe BoseeceuHTbca H BosonHTb xeajry

61 CM. R. Nahtigal. yic. COM. 53: — Slavisticna Revija 10 (1957), 115. — Cp. )KK
X,36: H Bhtc CA CCTT» fkeiMO, i«ti CATT. προρομΗ προ(κκ/(Η ***
62 M. BaniHua, yKas. COM., 97, npeanoiiaraeT, ΗΤΟ φρβ33 ο ceabMOM TucHHCJieTHH
aaHMCTBOBEHa 3ΒτορθΜ Cjioea noxeajibHoro HS nporjiaca. B nojibsy H3HanajibHOH
npHHaajie)KHocTH 3τοϋ φρ33Η CTHxoTBOpeHHio KoHCTaHTHHa roBopHT ee KpenKaa 3By-

CB«3b c npeflbi^yiUHM CTHXOM:

BO κτίι BKCC/HOV ΛΗρογ «/«ογ,ΙΙ
Cf CA CTiBTilCTTi Bli C(A<H1ilH B^KTw CK. ||

63 Π. JlaepoB, Mamepua/ibi ..., 80, 88.
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COBMCCTHO C UapeM ^ΒΗΛΟΜ, BO3rjiaBJlflK>mHM COHM
npOBOSBCCTHHKOB CJiaBbl XpHCTOBOH, J1H3KO OpHMblKaCT
cKa« apryMCHTauHH Φιυιοοοφα Β samHTy cjiaeaHCKOH

KO BTiRHtTIi Γ/ldPO/IA: ΠΟΗΤΕ POCnO/Ι,Η fl^CNIi NORA *** ΠΟΗΤί Η

CA H BTvCnOHTi. *** χΒΛ/IHTt ΒΟΓ4, BKCH Α3ΤιΐμΗ (XVI, 10-1 3).

OiaBJiHCKHH nepCBOzi 6o>Kbero H oorocJiyaceOHoro cjioea ΒΉ CBOH
ASTilKTi*** £Λ CA E H W A H HHTil CTpdHTkl ΤΟΓΟ 3Κ{>ΑψΑ ΠΟ^ΟΚΗΛΤιΙ, Τ. 6. B3 J1H

6bi npHMep c MopaecKoro HOBiiiecTBa (XIV, 3), B rjiasax KoncTaHTHHa H
ero e^HHOMbiiujieHHHKOB, He TOJibKo ocymecTBJiHJi OHOjieocKHe
npopHuaHH«, HO ^a aji KJIIOH κ pasyMCHHio, oTKpbiBaji HOBbie ιιικροκΗε
BO3MO HOCTH yHHTb Η npopHuaxb (XVI, 2 1-49). 64

KOMnO3HUHOHHOMy HJiaHy )KK, XpOHOJlOrHHCCKHe
COJTOMOHOBOH na/inHCH, CBasannbie c BonjioiueHHCM OioBa,

6biJiH pasraziaHbi ΦΗΛΟΟΟΦΟΜ HenocpezicTBeHHO περε,α HananoM ero
CJiaBHHCKOH MHCCHH, COHCTaiOmeHCH Β ΜΗρθΒΟ33ρ6ΗΗΗ ΚθΗΟΤ3ΗΤΗΗ3 Η
ero nocjieaoBaTCJieH c KaHynoM Bxoporo npHiuecTBH«, Η OH o6-bjicHHJi
SaKJIfOHHTCJIbHOe HHCJIO 3TOH Ha^nHCH, ^dCHKTT^ ?K£ ΐ ΠΟ TkNhKOy.
FIpaBjia, "numerus aenigmaticus"65 — A<BATk CT^TTV Η ^£ΚΑΤΚ — He
coBna/iaer c Tpa^HUHOHHbiM jierocHHCJieHHeM: Ha OTenaauaTOM roziy,
T. C. ΠΟ HCTCHeHHH ΟΛΗΗΗ3Λ113ΤΗ ΛβΤ, l^-fecd^htTBd ΟΟ/ΙΟΛΟΗ^ ΛΟ
Po)KflecTBa XpncroBa HHCJiHJiocb 990 jieT.66 O^naKo BROJIHC BO3-
MO HO, HTO nepBOHaHaJlbHWM HTCHHCM bIJlO Λ«ΑΤΚ CTiTTi H ΑΚΑΎΔ,

coTeH H flec»TKOB, τ. e. HMenno 990. KaK 6bi το ΗΗ HJIO, cpe/iH
Teii, c nHJKaiomHx ΛΉΤΗΗΗΜΗ paccxas o nym ΦΗΐιοοοφα Β
c TCKCTOM Ha/inncH na uapbrpazicKOM nornpe

jiK)6onbiTHoe cxoflCTBo Me^cfly CHCTOM y^apo — TP
H T0H κ^ΛΤΈΐ, HaHeceHHbix τοποροΜ KoHCTaHTHHa CBHiueHHOMy
ApeBOnOKJlOHHHKOB (XII, 22), H 3ara.HOHHbIM HHCJ1OM, 990 HJ1H 909,
saMbiKaroiuHM CTHXH na noTHpe, τ. e. CXO^CTBO ^ yx τροεκ Η .aeyx
Λ6ΒΗΤΟΚ.

Tpy^Ho 6biJio 6bi ojiee KpacoHHO H3o6pa3HTb PHMCKHH,
KyjlbMHHaUHOHHblfi 3Τ3Π Opb bl ΚθΗ€Τ3ΗΤΗΗ3 33 C-rtaBflHCKyiO JIH-

04 Cp. T. Lehr-Spfawinski, "Przyczynek do badan nad Zywotem Konstantyna-Cyryla (t.
zw. Obszernym)", CoopnuK β vecm na A. Teodopoe-EaMH, ΟοφΗ», 1955, 307-3 10. OanaKO
eaea ΛΗ npaBH^en TCSHC 3τοϋ crarbH o HCTOHHOCTH H C HBHHBOCTH cnaBaHCKHx TCPMHHOB
H φopMy,^HpoBoκ, ptiiBHBaioiuHx yicHHe anocTona FlaBJia o npopOHecree H rjioccojiajiHH.
B BeneuHaHCKOH penn KoHcraHTHHa ΗΟΚΛ nponoaeflH, aaiomeH ΚΛΙΟΗΚ (Μ3ογ<«*κΗΦ t
rapMOHHMCCKH CBfl3aHa C ΟΤΚρΟΒβΗΗβΜ H npOpHUaHHCM, H npH3bIB ΟγΛΟιΜΚ CBOHiMk
ΓΛΛΓ^ΛΛΎΗ aCHO H HCaByCMblCJieHHO πρθΤΗΒΟΠΟΟΤ3ΒΙΙ6Η OCy»C4aeMOH CKJIOHHOCTH ΓΛΑΓ6-
ΛΛΎΗ HeBpaSVMHTeJlbHblM A3klK«/Hli H^H HyJKHMH, HCnOHSTHblMH naCTBC A3UKM.
65 F. Grivec, Constantinus et Methodius Thessalonicenses, 199.
66 Cp. I. Sevcenko, "The Greek Source of the Inscription on Solomon's Chalice in the
Vita Constantini", To Honor Roman Jakobson III, The Hague-Paris, 1967, 1816-1817.
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TypruK»: Bt/tHKaero ογπΗΤΕ/νκ ASikiHivCKdfro »ΑΒΛΑ anocTO/14
ΜΟψΚ n-kllJA, Μ4ΒΟΜΟΒΑψί C/lOB-fcHbCKTil (XVII, 9) — C BCJlHKOJienHOH

CJ1OB6CHOH φΗΓγροίί, O^HOBpeMCHHO pO^HHIIjeH CJiaBflHCTBO Η CO CJ1O-

BOM, Η CO CJiaBOH. JllOOOHblTHO, HTO B pHMCKOM 3aKJIK)HeHHH, ΠΟΛΟΟΗΟ

TOMy κακ Β uapbrpa^cKOM BcrynjienHH, BTOPHHHO BcraeT eonpoc ο
npHIlieCTBHH XpHCTa ΠΟ HHC/ΙΟγ Λ^ΤΙ\Νθγ£Λθγ, 0 NE/HhWt ΓΜΓΟΛΙΛΤΤι

ΚΊλΗΗΓΝ Η ΠφΟβΟμΗ, Η KoHCTaHTHH CHOBa CTvKdSd ΠΟ ΤΚΝΚΚΟγ BCC CpOKH

(XVII, 12-15).
Hropb IlleBHCHKo, KOTopoMy nocnacTJiHBHjiocb HafiTH rpenecKHH

T6KCT, COOTBeTCTByiOlUHH nepBOMy H3 TpCX MCTBepOCTHIUHH Η

nOCJie/IHHM AByM CTpOK3M ΒΤΟρΟΓΟ HeTBepOCTHIIJH» CTapOCJiaBHHCKOH

Ha^nHCH na noTHpe, noce^THJi coaep^caTejibHyio CTaxbio
cpaBHHTejibHOMy pas opy o enx BepcH .67 Flepeaa crpoKa CJIOBO 3a
CJIOBOM OTBCMaer rpenecKOMy Texcry. KOHCHHOC ^BycxHiuHe Βτοροο

npHOasjiacT ^ a coK>3a H BMCCTO rpenecKoro τρνφής
Bfce/iHt/tiK. FpenecKyK) nposy CMCHaer HeyKHOHHO CHjuia-

OHMeCKHH CTHX CJiaBSHCKOH BepCHH C aBCTBCHHblMH CHHTaKCHHeCKHMH

rpanHuawH MC5K,ay BCCMH crpoKaMH. C^OBapna« 6^H30CTb O CHX
BepcHH, pasyMeercH, HC MOHCCT cjiyjKHTb ΛΟΒΟΛΟΜ npoTHB CTHXO-
TBOPHOCTH nepcBo^a. HesaMbic^oBaraH φρ333 "the mean dog suddenly
died" .aaeT B ̂ OCJIOBHOM pyccKOM nepeeo^e BapHaHTbi οτ nerbipex ΛΟ

CJIOFOB: "SJIOH nee Bjipyr c/ιοχ" Η "cBupena« cooaica
OKOJiejia"; oyKBajibHaa nepe^ana nposaHHecKofi aHrjiHHCKofi

MO CT BblJlHTbCH B nHTHCTOOHblH ΛΜΟ C KJiaCCHHCCKOH UC3ypOH

Ha BTOpofi crone: "CBHpenbifi nee Bnesanno OKOUCJI".
C Apyrofi cTopOHbi, Έπ/γραμμα ε/ς το ποτήριον του Σολομώντος,

corjiacHO Tpeoo aHHHM jiHTepaTypnoro acanpa (αίνιγμα.), npH eraer H B
rpCHCCKOH, H B CJiaBMHCKOH BCpCHH K paSHbIM THnaM 3ByKOBbIX

ηοΒτοροΒ. TaKOBbi npHMepbi 1) eaHHOOKOHHaHHH: κροιτήρ — κρατήρ —
αστήρ (c onopHbiMH rjiacHbiMH ου. ατήρ — ου αστήρ), ΠΗΗ — ογηκΗ —
ΒΤ^ΉΠΗΗ; 2) 6ΛΗΗΟΗ3Η3ΤΗΗ: προφήτκυσον — πόμα — πρωτοτόκου, έως
— ε/ς — έσω — έγρηγορόντος — εν νυκτί, άναβόησον — άλληλούϊα,

— ΠΗΒΟ — flpKK'ENIvlJW, ΚΛ^Η — Β^ΑψΙΟ, ΒΤιΚΟγίίΙίΝΗί —

— BTiSTinHH, tf — CTiNK/HTi — C/1dB^, ,ί,<1ΒΗΑΊι —
( AKATh.?).

B BCHKOM cjiynae, HrnopHpoeaTb TBOPHCCKHC BOSMOJKHOCTH
npHMbiKaiomero κ πο/iJiHHHHKy H TCM HC MCHCC xyzioacecTBeHHoro
nepeBOjia biiio 6bi raK ace OIIIH OHHO, KaK orpHuarb »CHBonHCHoe

67 CM. BbimeHasBaHHyio paooTy, 1806-1817.
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CBoeo6pa3He .upeBHepyccKHx HJIH KOKHOOiaBimcicHX φρεοοκ Η ΗΚΟΗ,
BHHMaTejibHO cjie,ayiomHx BHsaHTHHCKHM o pasuaM.

OocKOJibKy rpenecKHH TCKCT φρ3ΓΜ6ΗΤ3ρ6Η n noKpbiBaex Bcero
nojiOBHHy cjiaBHHCKoro CTHXOTBOpeHHH, xpy^HO aejiax
Hbie BbIBOflbI H B MaCTHOCTH pCUJHTb, GblJia JIM CJiaBHHCKa«

cneuHanfaHO Λ/ΙΛ »CHTH« HJIH eme ΛΟ ΒΟ3ΗΗΚΗΟΒ6ΗΗΗ
Η Β nocjieaHCM cjiynae He caMHM JIH ΦΗΛΟΟΟΦΟΜ Β CBSSH c ero

XCHBbIM HHTCpCCOM K XpHCTOJlOrHMCCKHM HpOpOHeCTBaM.68 O^HO HC-

COMHCHHO: Ha/inncb na noTHpe chnHanana BXOAHJia B JKHTHC
KoHCTaHTHHa, nawHTHHK pe^Koro MacxepcTBa Β πο,αοορε, paccraHOBKe
Η npHjia>KHBaHHH pasHOpo^Hbix UHTaT; ona κρεπκο cjinra H opraHH-
HCCKH CBHSaHa C KOHTCKCTOM CMOKHblX rjiaB H BCCrO 5KHTHH Β 6ΓΟ

uejioM.

Address delivered September 17, 1969 in Prague at the Symposium on
Constantine the Philosopher under the sponsorship of the Czechoslovak
Academy of Sciences and Charles University; published in Slavia XXXIX (1970).

68 Cp. V. Vavfinek, "Staroslovenske zivoty Konstantina a Metodeje", Rozpravy
Ceskoslovenske akademie \ed LXXI1I, No. 7 (1963), 75.



THE SLAVIC RESPONSE TO B Y Z A N T I N E POETRY

In 1917, while examining the oldest Russian records of church songs, I
was amazed by their clear-cut rhythm in striking contradiction to the
then current philological allegation that the Slavic translations of the
Greek hymns were in prose, and that poetry was altogether neglected in
Church Slavonic literature. Such divergence between historical facts and
the traditional bias prompted me to share my cursory observations with
A. A. Saxmatov, and on his initiative my letter appeared in the Izvestija
of the Second Section of the Russian Academy of Sciences for the year
1919 (XXIV, No. 2, published in 1923). Among the chief obstacles to the
scrutiny of early Slavic musical poetry I singled out the lack of studies
dealing with the content of the Old Russian hymnic manuscripts, our
insufficient acquaintance with the history of Slavic accent, the want of a
detailed inquiry into Byzantine versification, and finally, the rudimen-
tary stage of research into Church Slavonic neumatic notation.

The starting point for my observations was the last Sticheron of the
Easter Day Matins, Angeli vbzigraite sja"'Αγγελοι σκιρτήσατε from the
so-called Porfirij's Leaflet, which was taken in the middle of the last
century from the Chilandari Monastery by the Archimandrite Porfirij
Uspenskij and then acquired by the Public Library of St. Petersburg. The
punctuation, which helped J. B. F. Pitra to discover that the Greek
church songs are versified and to find their metrical composition, gave
me a clue to the syllabic structure of the Church Slavonic chant, and, like
Pitra, "nous nous demandions avec inquietude, s'il etait possible qu'un
fait aussi palpable *** f t reste inconnu".

The song cited begins with seven spans of 18 syllables, each span
separated from the next by a dot. Thereafter follow two spans of 17
syllables, likewise delimited by dots. Each of these nine verses is divided
into two cola, which in seven cases out of nine are again marked by a dot.
The whole stanza contains ten cola of 9 syllables, five of 8 syllables, and
three of 10. At present we can add that on the final syllable almost every
verse carries a lengthening neume composed of two parallel lines and
termed diple (in Slavic nomenclature, statija).
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While surveying the Slavic province of Byzantine poetry at a
Dumbarton Oaks symposium in 1952, I had occassion to return to
Porfirij's Leaflet, from the supposedly lost Chilandari Sticherarium. I
emphasized then that the rediscovery of this manuscript would be of
great benefit for the study of Slavic and Byzantine music and poetry in
their mutual relationship. Both this Sticherarium of the twelfth century
and another Russian codex from the same monastery — a fragmentary
Hirmologium which seems to date from the early thirteenth century —
were found, and they have been published in the facsimile series of the
Monumenla Musicae Byzantinae (V, A and V, B). To complete the gain,
further parts of these codices have been detected: a fragment of the same
Sticherarium, in the Narodni Museum in Prague, has been recognized
and published in Slavia, XXVII, by F. V. Mares, while 102 leaves in the
Grigorovic collection, in the Moscow Public Library, were identified by
D. Sp. Radojicic as pertaining to the Chilandari Hirmologium
(Juznoslovenski Filo/og, XXII).

The two volumes of the Fragments Chilandarica, together with
E. Koschmieder's critical edition of Die ältesten Novgoroder
Hirmologien-Fragmeme (Munich: 1/1952, 11/1955, HI/1958) and the
recent integral reproduction of the Contacarium Palaeoslavicum
Moscuense by A. Bugge (Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae, VI), mark a
turning-point in the study of early Slavic music and poetry. These
publications with their thorough apparatus critici give to the in-
ternational scholarly world the possibility of a close, many-sided
investigation of a rich domain hitherto unexplored. The remarkable
progress in deciphering Byzantine musical notation in its different stages
opens certain prospects for a tentative interpretation of Church Slavonic
neumes. M. M. Velimirovic's monograph, Byzantine Elements in Early-
Slavic Chant, in which the author attempts to elucidate some of the
musical forms in the Hirmologium Chiliandaricum (Monumenta
Musicae Byzantinae — Subsidia, IV: the Main Volume and particularly
useful, the Comparative Charts of Neumatic Notation), clearly shows
both the potentialities and the limitations which face the present
researcher in this field.

Carsten H0eg, one of those inquisitive searchers to whom we owe the
discovery of Byzantine music, inspired and guided all the issues of the
Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae which deal with early Slavic music.
Among the new studies in this field his papers present the most effective
program for further tests. I shall never forget our meetings in his
hospitable home, where we discussed at length intricate problems
interweaving the poetry and music of two conjugate worlds —
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Byzantium and Slavdom. We planned a common inquiry into Church
Slavonic verse in its relation to Greek models and to musical form; the
starting point of these deliberations was again the Easter Day Sticheron.
Here in Ochrid I had hoped to discuss with Carsten the Slavic offspring
of Byzantine poetry; but suddenly this spring came a message: Carsten
H0eg will be buried on April eight — Great and Holy Saturday by the
Eastern calendar. Permit me then to dedicate the following observations
to the memory of that scholar who keenly brought up the crucial
questions which I shall try to approach here.

The obstinate disregard for the mosaics, frescoes, and icons of
Byzantium and of the Slavic South and East is fortunately a thing of the
past. The techniques of modern scholarship and restoration, together
with the radical revisions of values achieved by modern art, have opened
our eyes to the beauty, variety, and world importance of medieval Greek
and Slavic painting. The church music of the Byzantines and of their
Slavic disciples is about to receive similar appreciation. The conviction
that Byzantium never had a genuine poetry was widespread in the
textbooks, and from time to time we still witness iconoclastic repro-
bation of Byzantine poetry as being formal jugglery — pietistic, stilted,
contentless, and deprived of individuality. If, however, one follows
Krumbacher's ever opportune methodological warning — 'Wer den
Dichter will verstehen, muss in Dichters Lande gehen" — one can only
agree with Wilhelm Meier when, in 1896, he recognized church poetry as
"by far the most splendid and, along with historical writings, the most
important part of Byzantine literature; it is, moreover, one of the
prominent monuments in world literature and a significant link in the
development of Near Eastern and European poetic forms". The Slavic
variant of Byzantine ecclesiastical art holds in poetry and music a
position similar to its role in painting: it masters and transforms the
Greek models. The pressure of a different verbal material acts as a
complementary incentive to further modifications. Neither in poetry nor
in the fine arts, however, does the adherence to the Byzantine pattern
prevent originality.

Both in Greek and in Slavic Hirmi each syllable carries one musical
unit — singuli motus cantilenae singulas syllabus debent habere. Thus to
the repetition of a musical phrase (μκ/.η) there corresponds the re-
iteration of an isosyllabic text (έπη). The relationship between the Slavic
version and the Greek model varies.

The Church Slavonic Hirmus may be divided into syllabic sequences,
equal to those of the Greek model. The Hirmus Zembm> kbto slysa
takovaja — Των γηγενών τ/ς ήκονσε τοιούτον — counts 69 syllables as
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against the 70 syllables of the Greek version (see Novg. = Koschmieder
I, p. 136, Chil. 59v), and both the Greek and the Slavic texts are divided
by word boundaries into 12 members. Nearly each of these offers the
same number of syllables in the original and in the translation:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.
Slavic: 5 6 8 8 6 5 7 7 4 5 3 5
Greek: 5 6 8 8 6 5 8 7 4 5 3 5

The first three members (followed by a dot both in Novg. and Chil.) build
a figure of mirror symmetry with the three subsequent members: 5/6/8 —
8/6/5. In both the Greek and the Slavic these two nineteen-syllable
groups are followed by the group, eighth through the eleventh member,
which repeats for the third time the span of 19 syllables. The bipartition
of these three groups is similar: from the first to the third member, 11+8
syllables; from the fourth to the sixth, 8+11; and from the eighth to the
eleventh, again 11+8. The second and the third stretches are both
metrically and syntactically concluded with a syllabically unpaired
appendage — the seventh member with 7 syllables (followed by a dot
both in Novg. and in Chil.) and the twelfth, final member with 5 syllables,
which actually responds to the initial pentasyllable. It is noteworthy that
uniquely in the seventh, verily unpaired member, the Slavic text displays
a one-syllable deviation from the Greek frame (7 versus 8); otherwise the
translation follows faithfully the syllabic pattern of the original. A patent
demonstration of this zealous adaptation is the eighth member: takovo ti
je cjudo: the rare monosyllabic variant je which struck Koschmieder's
attention (II, 44) is there used instead of the current Old Church Slavonic
dissyllable jerto (Old Russian jestb) in order to keep to the heptasyllabic
measure of the original — τοιούτον σου το ι9αυμα.

The Hirmus Da utvbrditb sja sbrdbce moje — Στερκωΰήτω ή καρδία, μου
(Novg. 16, Chil. lv; cf. Comp. Charts. IV-V) contains 53 syllables both in
Greek and in Slavic. Both versions are divided into three parts (sepa-
rated by dots in the Novgorod and Chilandari Hirmologia): a clause of
21 syllables is followed by two sixteen-syllable clauses. The first clause
consists of three members (again marked by dots in both Russian
manuscripts). In the Greek version their syllabic allotment is 5 + 5+11,
so that the Hirmus exhibits three sixteen-syllable groups with a pentasyl-
labic preamble, whereas in the Slavic initial clause, subdivided into 6, 5,
and 10 syllables, the syllabic correspondence between the first and the
other two parts of the stanza is effaced.

There are also Hirmi which follow the syllabic measure of the Greek
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prototype with slight deviations. Thus the Greek Hirmus Στερέωσόν μου
τον νουν εις τον φόβον σου forms three twelve-syllable verses with breaks
after both the fifth and the seventh syllable. In the Slavic version —
Utvbrdi moi umb vb straxt tvoi (Novg. 18) — the initial line counts twelve
(7 + 5) syllables and the last twelve (5 + 7) syllables, but in the middle line
(7 + 6) the first heptasyllabic colon is followed by an hypermetric
sequence of six syllables.

Sometimes the Slavic translation takes over from the Greek Hirmus
only the total number of syllables, while their arrangement into con-
stituent groups is made independently. Thus the Hirmus Jako lonu
proroka — ως Ίωναν τον προφήτην (Novg. 44, Chil. 14b; cf. Com/».
Charts LVII-LVIII) contains 49 syllables both in Greek and in Slavic,
but their distribution in the former text is 17+14 + 2 -9 , and in the latter
2· 15+10 + 9. The Hirmus VbSb jesi zelanije — "Ολος υπάρχεις εφεσις
(Novg. 136, Chil. 59r.) displays an even more deliberate redistribution of
the total number of syllables (53 in Greek, 54 in Slavic) among nine
members:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.
Slavic: 8 5 5 5 8 8 5 5 5
Greek: 8 5 4 5 7 8 6 5 5

The Slavic version achieves a much more integrated and standardized
strophic pattern than does the Greek text: the Slavic reduces the five
syllabic varieties occurring in the model to two generalized types of
members, six pentasyllables and three octosyllables, organized into a
stanza: 8 + 3 - 5 + 2 - 8 + 3 - 5 .

The translator's autonomy in versification goes even further; the nine
members of the Hirmus £bto se tvoja velija — Ti το περί σε μέγα. (Novg.
138) diverge considerably in the two versions:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.
Slavic: 8 8 6 8 6 1 0 1 0 4 8
Greek: 7 9 7 7 6 9 7 3 9

The Slavic text picks up the syllabic frame of the first two pairs of Greek
members — 16+14 — and reiterates this scheme (with a dot at the end
of each unit): 2(16+ 14)+ 8, and the isolated final octosyllable actually
responds to the initial eight-syllable member:

Cbto se tvoja velija
dilzbno ve/icajemi
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(In CM. 57v, both fourteen-syllable sequences are omitted).
In the Christmas Hirmus Xristost, razajetb sja slavite — Χριστός

γεννάται δοξάσατε (Novg. 4) the Greek pattern 2(9 + 11) + 6 + 13 has been
changed into 4 - 11+6+13 with a quatrain of isosyllabic verses, all of
which, according to the Novgorod and Voskresensk Hirmologia, have a
diple on the final syllable and terminate with a dot.

In the Hirmus Prosvescii · sijanijemb prisbstvija tvojego Xriste· — Ό
φωτίσας τη έλλάμψει της σης παρουσίας Χριστέ. Novg. 28, Chil. 8r), only
the second of the four dicolic periods and the first, brief cola of the other
three periods follow the Greek syllabic scheme:

Slavic: (4+14) + (4+11) + (6+12) + (5 + 6)
Greek: (4+12) + ( 4 + 1 1 ) + (6+ 9) + (5 + 4)

The substantial deviations from the syllabic framework of the original
provide the translation with a much more symmetrical shape, namely, a
regular eighteen-syllable measure. Both odd periods have acquired
equally an eighteen-syllable measure, which is particularly effective
against the background of their melodic contrast (pointed out by
Velimirovic, Main Volume, p. 76) and of their verbal parallelism:
Prosvescii· sijanijemb prisbstvija tvojego Xriste — Sbrdbca prosveti·
svetomb tvojego bogorazumija. As to both even lines, the Slavic version
has achieved a syllabic identity and a fuller melodic equivalence (cf.
Comp. Charts. XXIX) between the fourth, final eleven-syllable period —
pravoverbno pojusciimb tja — and the last, equally hendecasyllabic colon
of the second period — krbstomb si mirbskyja konbca.

All the numbers in the syllabic pattern may be changed by the
translator, yet the rules underlying this pattern are preserved. The
Hirmus OtbVbrze mja vi> glubinu Sbrdbca morbskaago — Άπέρριψάς με εις
βά&η καρδίας θαλάσσης (Novg. 44, Chil. 15r.; cf. Comp. Charts.
LVIII-LIX) builds three lines, only one of which deviates slightly from
isosyllabism. The numbers are 17+16+17 in the Slavic, 14 + 12 + 12 in
the Greek.

Beside the number of syllables, the number of accented word units
preoccupied the Slavic translators of Greek hymns. There are evident
instances where the syllabic measure of the original was sacrificed to a
symmetry in the distribution of accents among verses and cola. The
Hirmus "Εφλεξε ρεί9ρφ των δρακόντων τάς κάρας consists of five
dodecasyllables with a break after the fifth syllable. The Slavic version —
Ispa/i vodoju (Novg. 110, Chil. 48v) abandons the Greek syllabic pattern
(the same meter which is carefully reproduced in Old Church Slavonic
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non-musical verses); the length of the five lines is here
12+13+16+12+14. There is definitely preserved from the Greek
verses, however, a regular distribution of accented word units. Each of
the even lines carries three independent accents, whereas each odd line is
divided into two cola (separated by a dot, with particular consistency in
C///7.), and two independent accents fall on each of these cola:

Ispali vodojir zmijevyja glavy
Pescbnaago vysokaago plamene·
Unosa imusce· blagocbstbno utesivyi-
Ziloktznbnuju mbglu ott grexa'
Vbsju ze cistitb· rosoju duxovbnqjir

What role belonged to the place of word accents in the Slavic chant? A
tentative reconnaissance reveals a tendency to connect certain neumes
with word accent, and perhaps also with vowel quantity. Only a close
cooperation of experts in neumatic notation and in the historical study
of Slavic languages can yield more precise data, able to throw new light
both on the structure of Slavic and Byzantine chant and on early Slavic
accentual patterns. The Slavic translator of the Hirmus Ή δημιουργική
και συνεκτική (Sbdetelbnaja i sbdbrzascija) inverted the Greek word order
.9εοΰ σοφία, και δύναμις into bozija si/a i mudrostb (Novg. 14). This
example, quoted by H0eg ("The Oldest Slavonic Tradition of Byzantine
Music", Proceedings of the British Academy XXXIX/1954, p. 47), proves
that, the number of syllables in the colon being equal (nine, both in
Greek and in Slavic), the translator was tempted to imitate the accentual
profile of the model, supported by the musical phrase. Hence sila took
the place of σοφία by reason of their common accent on the penult, while
a stress on the antepenult tied mudrostb to δύναμις.

To support his provisional hypothesis — that the translation of the
Hirmologium was "first made in the twelfth century" — H0eg refers to
the "particularly important" cases where the Slavic perfect is used to
translate the Greek aorist (/or. cit., p. 48f.) and quotes the colon otb devy
prozjablbjesi — εκ της παρθένου άνεβλάστησας from the Hirmus Zbzlb is
korene — 'Ράβδος εκ της ρίζης (Novg. 20, Chil. 4v; cf. Com/7. Charts.
XVI-XVII). With respect to the early Russian and Old Church Slavonic
verbal system, the so-called perfect or more exactly the "retrospective
past" is here a much more appropriate and accustomed form than the
simple, historical narrative past (cf. C. H. van Schooneveld, A Semantic-
Analysis oj the Old Russian Finite Preterit System, The Hague, 1959).
Furthermore, the compound form fits the syllabic pattern of the colon.
Together with the preceding colon it covers the same number of syllables
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(eighteen) as does the corresponding Greek verse, and it exhibits the
same isosyllabism of correlated cola as do the further pairs of cola in the
Slavonic version:

ott nego Xriste (9) ott devy prozjablt jesr (9)
Iz gory xvalbtiyja· (7) presenbnyja casty (7)
Pri[i]de vtpliscbsja· (7) ott bezmuzbnyja· (7)
Bespl-btbnyi bogv (7) slava sue tvojei (7)

All of these cola except the last one with the postposed Gospodi carry a
diple on the syllable. Our reading prüde finds support in Novg. 1 78, where
the uncontracted form fits the syllabic measure: 6 + 6 + 8 + 8 + 6. The
same semantic and syllabic factors actually condition all the occurrences
of the perfect in the Novgorod fragments.

The strikingly archaic language of the Hirmologium in its Russian
records of the XII-XIII centuries impels us to conclude that the
translation antecedes the Xllth century. Behind the orthographic in-
novations and mistakes of the scribes we may discern a considerably
older prototype. The copyists of hymn books, especially of hymnals
supplied with notation, display an unwavering intention (istinorefie) to
keep the number of syllables unchanged, so that no linguistic modifi-
cations of this number find access into such texts. Therefore the old
musical manuscripts do not reflect the los$ of the so-called weak yers.
This substantial phonological change experienced by the Slavic linguistic
world since the tenth century, and by the Eastern Slavs in particular
throughout the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, hardly affected the
oldest Russian hymn books. Thus on the 74 extant leaves of the
Novgorod Hirmologium, Koschmieder notes only two examples of
missing weak yers and in addition the significant fact that, despite the
omission of four further yers, the superscribed neumes have been
preserved. As to the various confusions of either the weak or the strong
yers with full vowels, /o/ and /e/, these changes do not infringe upon the
number of syllables. May I mention only that the conventional pro-
nunciation of yers as /o/ and /e/ in specifically Church Slavonic words is
documented in the tradition of Russian bookmen since the eleventh
century and was later, after the loss of weak yers in spoken Russian,
generalized for centuries as an artificial implementation of all the yers in
church songs. This habit has been widely known under the whimsical
label of xomonija, derived from the aorist ending -.vom», sung as -xomo
in such Hirmi as Sogresixomo i bezzakonovaxomo neopravdixomo predo
toboju ni sobljudoxomo ni sotvorixomo (s. Koschmieder, I, p. 201).

In addition to the unfailing maintenance of the weak yers, the other
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archaic feature in the chant manuscripts of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries is the scrupulous preservation of uncontracted forms for the
compound adjectives and for the imperfect. This is a new and telling
argument for a very early origin of such Slavic monuments of musical
poetry as the Hirmologium. The adjectival desinences like -aago, -uumu,
-yimb, -yixb, -yimb, -yimi and the corresponding forms of the soft
declension, and the imperfect in -aase, aaxu are preserved with great
consistency in the Novgorod Hirmologium. In the exceptional cases,
where Novg. has svjatago (20), precistago (162), CM. has retained the
uncontracted forms svjataago (4r), precistaago (69v). The solitary ex-
amples in Novg. — vbpijase (178), glagolase (186) — are outbalanced by
the usual vbpijaase, -jaaxu, glagolaase, -aaxu (s. Koschmieder III, pp. 15,
18). In Chil. (52r) the older xotjaase corresponds to xotjase (Novg. 120).
The locative masculine singular is the only form which appears rather in
the contracted variant both in Novg. and in Chil. (nedvizimemb, molb-
bbnenib). The only archaic instance is sluzimeemb (Novg. 108), replaced
by sluzime'mb in Chil. (47r). Apparently the syllabic structure of the
melody also favored the survival of a few syntactic turns, used by the
archetype and thereafter outdated, e.g. the supine-genitive construction
vbsexb sbrastb hlagyixb tvoixb prisblb (Novg. 226), which was frequently
replaced in the Russian manuscripts of that time by the infinitive-
accusative pattern. A similar construction is retained, however, without
metric inference, in Chil. 41 v — razdresilb osuzenija (κατά/φ/μα) pride,
while in Novg. 92 we find the misreading — osuzenyja.

The norm of Church Slavonic spelling has been substantially adapted
to the early Russian phonemic pattern, with its lack of nasal vowels, of
the cluster zd, and of the anlaut ju-, and with its strict delimitation of &
and b and of such groups as f&rf, /&//, and irbt, tlbt. In grammar,
vocabulary, and phraseology, however, the language of these manu-
scripts is a pure, neutral Old Church Slavonic, without any regional
flavor or any hints to the recension (izvod) in which the archetype had
been composed. Does the Slavic version of the Είρμολόγιον belong to the
flourishing Kievan Russia of the eleventh century or to the Golden Age
of the First Bulgarian Kingdom? We shall return to this question.

Wherever the individual texts may have originated, the early Slavic
ecclesiastical writings, in particular the literary production of the IX-XI
centuries, exceed the bounds of any single Slavic people, and to be
precise, we are confronted with the Old Church Slavonic language and
literature, simply, rather than with ethnically detached literatures and their
presumably separate regional languages. On the borderline between the
two millenniums, the unity of Old Church Slavonic widely overshadows
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the diversity of its local and temporal recensions. Likewise the purport
and the destination of the various religious writings in this language are
definitely intertribal.

Hence, the Hirmologium, and — may I add — the Sticherarium, in
their Slavic version prove to be important monuments of Old Church
Slavonic literature and particularly of musical poetry. As to their verse
form, they are to be confronted with the early Slavic translations of the
other ritual song books.

Among the few extant Old Church Slavonic manuscripts of the
eleventh century, the Euchologium Sinaiiicum brings us closest to the
Moravian mission of Constantine and Methodius — its epoch and
sphere of activities. The song texts of the Euchologium disclose con-
spicuous similarities with the syllabic structure of the Slavic Hirmi. This
invaluable monument demands study from this angle, and the question,
whether the superscripts attached to vowels have some musical purport,
cannot be left unsettled. In the Frogmen turn Liturgiarii Sinaiiicum, which
comes from the same manuscript (see R. Nahtigal's capital edition,
Euchologium Sinaiticum, I-II/1941-2), two prayers are composed of lines
of 24 syllables, usually with a dot at the end of the line and of the colon.

I cite the initial prayer of the leaflet Ilia (in Latin transliteration of
Nahtigal's Cyrillic reading):

Paky prinosimi tebe slovestnoji? sijg (15 syllables)
i beskvn>m>nojo sluzibo· ( + 9)

i molimi ti S£ i molbby dSemv (13)
i prosirm> i tebe S£ molimv (+11)

posili duxt tvoi svetyi na ny (12)
i na predblezesteje dary sije· ( + 12)

The second of these two prayers — Molitva sbvlacfste sg — on the
leaflet I la — has a regular break after the thirteenth syllable:

Priimi umalenojp nasjg sluztbo- (13 syllables)
eko rabi nedostoini sgste- (+11)

eie ti bexomi αΐιζτ,ηί sitvoriti· (13)
s-btvorixomi za nemostb nasjo· ( + 11)

i za uimmozenie grSxt nasixv (13)
nikitoze bo estt dostoint ( + 11)

po lepote t£ vtsxvaliti [boze nash>]· (13?)
ty bo edini esi krome grfixa ( + 1 1 )

There is no doubt that in the beginnings of Slavic liturgy the neumatic
notation was borrowed from the Greeks. The further comparative
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history of Slavic and Byzantine chant discloses both gradual divergences
and, on the other hand, a diffusion of progressive Greek innovations, as
H0eg has pointed out ("Ein Buch altrussicher Kirchengesänge",
Zeitschrift f. slav. Philol. XXV/1956). Can we assert, however, that
originally the Greek song notation was taken over by the Slavs "ohne
Änderungen"? In the struggle for the imprescriptible right to use the
native language in church, it was necessary, in accordance with con-
temporaneous ideology, to show to the international world and in
particular to Rome and Byzantium that the Slavic liturgic word and song
had its own, originally shaped letters and neumes — palpable visual
symbols of spiritual independence and sovereignty.

The history of Church Slavonic poetry begins in the 860's with the
Moravian mission of Constantine-Cyril. From his Slavic Vita, which was
written soon after his death (most probably by his brother Methodius),
we learn that Homer, rhetorics, and music were among the chief subjects
of Constantine's graduate studies. We know too that Constantine the
Philosopher was personally associated with the famous Byzantine
hymnographers of his time. Various sources state that before his Slavic
mission he composed Greek hymns. Thanks to the above-mentioned
Vita, one of them is preserved in Slavic translation — an encomium to
Gregory of Nazianzus. It is a magnificent heptastich, where three
seventeen-syllable lines alternate with two couples of sixteen-syllable
lines and each line is regularly divided into three cola (cf. above,
p. 207ff, and N. Trubetzkoy, Zeitschrift/. Slav. Philol. XI, p. 52). This
translation was obviously made by a member of the Moravian mission, if
not by the Philosopher himself. Another Greek poem by Constantine, a
hymn to St. Clement (whose relics the Philosopher claimed to have
discovered), was combined by the Slavic translator with two other Greek
writings of the same author, a eulogy to Clement and a report on the
finding of the Martyr's remains. Most probably this Slavic compilation
was elaborated by Constantine himself. The stanzas of the hymn preserve
their syllabism, yet Anastasius Bibliothecarius, who translated the
Philosopher's brevem historiam and sermonem dectamatorium from
Greek into Latin, declared that the hymn of the same author, ad laudem
Dei et beali dementis, defied translation: quia, cum latine translatur, hie
pauciores. illic plurales syllabas generatum esset nee aptam nee sonoram
cantus harmoniam redderet. Thus the Church Slavonic hagiographic
sources connected with the Moravian mission include valuable speci-
mens of the arising Church Slavonic poetry. Constantine's earliest Vita is
full of gnomic, oracular, penitential verses attributed to the Philosopher
himself (cf. below, p. 277ff.).
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Selected liturgical offices were translated jointly by Constantine and
Methodius, according to the Vita of Methodius. Which of the extant
Church Slavonic texts go back to this translation remains an open
question, but Constantine's Byzantine background and his own personal
inclination permit us to conjecture that his translation was done in verse
form (see below, p. 260ff.).

The Kievan Leaflets, the oldest of the existent manuscripts in the Old
Church Slavonic language, belong to its Czech recension and contain an
adaptation of the Latin Gregorian Sacramentary. This was made by a
Slav schooled in the Greek tradition: Latin words mistaken by the
translator for their Greek homophones have been interpolated (e.g., the
confusion of considero with σίδηρος*.); Greek hymnic passages were
inserted into the Slavic version of the Sacramentary and have since been
detected by its interpreters (Usenicnik, Vasica). These facts indicate that
the author was trained not in the Latin tradition but in the Greek. The
noticeable, consistent syllabism of the Mass in this Slavic adaptation
belongs to the Byzantine pattern; its Latin source (identified by
Mohlberg) is in prose. Another contemporaneous instance of this
tendency to give a syllabic rhythm to the Western prayer form under a
Byzantine influence is seen in Notker's (t912) sequentiae, which had
a wide influence on the further development of the Latin chant.

Syllabism is a salient feature of the Kievan Leaflets, and the in-
terpunction helps to delimit the verses and to group them. According to
K. J. W. Tillyard, in the early Byzantine neumatic tradition the sign
(όξεΐα) figures on stressed syllables only and signals heightening,
(βαρεία) notes lowering, and u (κλάσμα) a rhythmical prolongation. Of
these three neumes, the oxeia, (strela in Church Slavonic loan-
translation) appears in the Kievan Leaflets on vowels under word-
accent, the bareia (paltka in Church Slavonic musical terminology) on
unaccented final vowels, and the klasma (or Church Slavonic casbka) on
long vowels (cf. below, p. 350f.). However, only a few of the accented,
unaccented and long vowels are supplied with such marks, and the likely
musical purpose of this selection requires further investigation. The first
prayer of the Kievan Leaflets exemplifies the verse form of this unique
monument. Each of the first two eleven-syllable cola is followed by a
heptasyllable, and each of the further two by a pentasyllable:

Bogt ize ny leta ogrgdpce (11 syllables)
blazenago Klimenta ( + 7)

mgcenika tvoego i papeza (11)
veselisi: ( + 7)
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Podazb milostivy da egoze (11)
cbstb cbstinrb. ( + 5)

silqjo ubo m<?cenie ego (11)
nasleduerm.: ( + 5)

There have been attempts to connect this work directly with the
literary activities of Constantine and Methodius, but its linguistic
properties are quite different. In particular, the consistent contraction of
the compound adjectives in these prayers is at variance with the
consistently uncontracted forms of all metrical texts and fragments
pointing to Constantine's authorship.

Whether or not the composition rendered by the Kievan Leaflets
belongs to the Moravian or to the Bohemian regional and temporal facet
of the Czech Cyrillo-Methodian tradition, a further development of this
tradition, and particularly of Church Slavonic literature, may be
observed in Bohemia up to the time of the First Crusade. This literature
also includes verse. The first Church Slavonic Vita of St. Wenceslaus,
written toward the middle of the tenth century, cites a prayer connected
with the Greek rite of tonsure; it contains two nineteen-syllable lines with
a break after the tenth syllable:

Gospodi Isuse Xriste (10) blagoslovi otroka sego (9)
ekoze blagoslovilt esi (10) vbs? pravbdbniky tvo? (9)

A Wenceslaus Canon of Czech provenience, preserved in an eleventh-
century Russian manuscript of Menaia, is closely linked to the Byzantine
pattern by its composition, by its strikingly antithetic imagery rich in
oxymora, and by its bent for syllabic rhythms:

Veselo likuett Pragi dbnbSb (12)
preslavbnyi ti gradi (8)
pocitaj? pam^tb ti (8)
i cjudesi ti ozareje svetblo (12)

strany stzyvaeti vipiti (12)

The Czech spiritual, "Hospodine, pomiluj ny", — still sung — goes
back to the time of Slavic liturgy in Bohemia, and its original form can
be easily recognized beneath the vernacular and modernizing retouches.
A comparison of the variants collected in the fourteenth century enables
us to reconstruct the original Church Slavonic composition, Gospodi
pomilui ny (Κύριε έλέησον ήμας), of seven octosyllabic lines (see below,
p. 389ff.). The inquirers into the musical form of this song detect
Byzantine traces in its notations of the XIV-XV centuries — whatever
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explanation may be given for this influence (see D. Orel, "Hudebni
prvky svatovaclavske", Svatovaclavsky sbornik II, No. 3/1937). Due to
its popularity among laymen, this song managed to survive the downfall
of Slavic liturgy in Bohemia at the end of the eleventh century.

The oldest Polish spiritual, "Bogurodzica Dziewica, Bogiem slawiena
Maria", — at least in its first stanza — seems also to descend from a song
in Church Slavonic octosyllables: Bogorodica devica blagoslovena Marie
(Θεοτόκος παρθένος ευλογημένη Μαρ/α), which must have taken root in
the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition of the Czech principality (cf. below,
p. 35Iff.).

For clear historical reasons Church Slavonic literature in general and
its poetry in particular proved incomparably more viable and productive
in the Slavic South than in the Slavic West. We possess three Offices
glorifying the Slavic apostles: one February Service for St. Cyril and two
April Services — one dedicated to "both saint teachers of the Slavs"
(svfiyma ucitelema slovertbsku jgzyku) and one devoted to "holy father
Methodius, brother of Cyril the Philosopher". (See especially P. Lavrov,
Material}' dlja islorii vozniknovenija drevnejsej slavjanskoj pis'mennosti,
AN SSSR, 1930). All three compositions, closely linked to the activities
of the Moravian mission, are rich in historical allusions: this is partic-
ularly clear in the third Office, which refers directly to Methodius'
"flock dispersed by heretics". It is indeed remarkable that the Service for
Constantine-Cyril lays strong emphasis on the latter's poetic genius: "O
fiery reason! Ο blaring trumpet! Ο melodious nightingale! Ο tongue,
sweeter than honey in parables, wisest Cyril". The service "to both
teachers of the Slavs" extols Cyril for having taught the people to praise
the Lord in their own language (v& svoijgzykb), thus "admonishing the
whole world to sing in native languages" (nauci vbsb min> jfzyky
vbspevati). These tributes to Constantine's songs and to his introduction
of Slavic sacred chant into church are especially impressive when they
arise in the church songs themselves, and, again, when these songs
extolling poetry are themselves in verse. Dragutin Kostic was the first to
discuss the metrical composition of all the three Offices (Byzantinoslavica
VII/1937, p. 189ff.), and while it is hard to agree with some of his
analytic devices, the fact that there is a verse form remains indubitable.
These Offices, akin to Constantine-Cyril's initiatory steps in Slavic
written poetry, are a masterly adaptation of the tropes and figures
cultivated in Byzantine traditional chant to new, Slavic topics; there is an
intimate symbolic interplay in the Odes between the original Slavic
Troparia on the one hand and their model Hirmus and the concluding
Theotokion (bogorodicbn-b) on the other.
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A minute comparison of the Office for St. Cyril in the Russian Menaia
(copied toward the end of the eleventh century) with the same com-
position in the Bulgarian records of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries gives us a clear insight into the primary shape of this work. The
introductory Sticheron repeats — with an inversion — a combination of
fifteen- and sixteen-syllable lines, while in each of the three Troparia of
the subsequent Ode, there repeatedly appear both eighteen-syllable lines
and verses of certain shorter measures, a grouping likewise reiterated.
Thus the first of these Troparia begins and ends with a line of 18
syllables:

ι Krasotg prgsvfctblg dobrodetelb imeje otbce-
6za milostb bestislbng i nrtnogoe sixozdenie ·: ·

Of the seven lines in the next stanza, the first and the medial repeat this
measure:

ι Krotiki milostiJ9 i bozijf mpdrosti isplT>nenv
4grady ze i strany ulovleny Bogomb sv^te proide

Finally, in the third stanza, the first and the second lines again employ
this same meter:

12itie tvoe bez poroka i zivoti dostoxvalbnv
2i simrbtb cbstbna predt bogomb vbsecbskyimb·

In the other two Offices there are acrostics, detected by J. Pavic
(Bogoslovska smoira XXIV/1926) and Kostic; the acrostic of the Service
for Methodius names its author, Constantine — apparently identical
with Bishop Constantine of Preslav, an eminent Slavic writer of the early
tenth century. Not only this work but supposedly both other Services too
belong to the empire and epoch of Tsar Simeon.

In all three offices the stanzas of the canons are patterned after
standard Hirmi, quoted in full or by their Incipits. These Hirmi agree
exactly with the texts we know from the Novgorod and Chilandari
Hirmologia (insofar as these Hirmi enter into the fragments preserved);
both the phraseology and the syllabic pattern of the Troparia for the
Slavic apostles are more or less adjusted to the framework of these model
stanzas. Thus, for instance, in the Office for "both saint teachers of the
Slavs", the Hirmus of the final Ode, Kz> istinu — Τον όντως οντά Θεόν —,
consists of three lines: 16+12+15. Of the four Troparia (36. through
39.) modeled on this Hirmus, the first reiterates the sixteen-syllable
pattern of the first line of the Hirmus; then, after omitting the middle
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line, it repeats the fifteen-syllable scheme of the last line of the Hirmus, as
does also the final stanza of this Ode. In the Hirmus and in the third and
fourth Troparia of this Ode there are twelve syllables for the middle line;
in the second Troparium there are eleven. The total number of syllables
is 43 in the Hirmus; in the last three Troparia it fluctuates between 45 and
41. The second Ode of the same Canon begins with the Hirmus of 38
syllables Ty esi utvnzdenie — Σύ e7 το στερέωμα, (cf. Novg. 264); the
subsequent Troparia (stanzas 6 through 9, according to Lavrov's
edition) twice repeat the same number (38) — in the seventh and eighth
stanzas, while once the ninth stanza adds one syllable; and the sixth
stanza shortens the number to 34. The first two of three portions of the
Hirmus are exactly reproduced in the syllabic pattern of this Troparium:
19+10 + 9 in the Hirmus; 19+10 + 5 in the sixth stanza of the Ode.

The close dependence of the Slavic προσομοίιχ from the time of Tsar
Simeon upon the Slavic version of the Hirmologium prompts the
inference that this version — an archetype of the Russian texts of the
XII-XIV centuries — originated in the Bulgarian Empire during the
very late ninth or early tenth century. According to the Greek Vitae of
St. Clement of Ochrid, which surely go back to Slavic sources of the
tenth century, this prominent disciple of the holy brothers and alleged
creator of the Cyrillic alphabet, together with his Macedonian school,
contributed vitally to the development of Church Slavonic chant. In
particular, he translated songbooks, himself composed new hymns, and
instructed the clergymen in vocal music (for a summary of sources, see
R. Palikarova Verdeil, Monumenta Musicae Byzanlinae, Subsidia, III,
p. 55ff.). It is possible also to associate Clement and his pupils with the
preparation of the Slavic Hirmologium.

Church Slavonic poetry, both translated and original, displays intense
development in Bulgaria and Serbia throughout the Middle Ages.
Fortunately, the examination and survey of this opulent heritage is
progressing, and a thorough analysis of its outer and inner form, its
prosodic and semantic means, promises to reveal a South Slavic verbal
art, a match for the medieval fine arts of those countries, with the same
wonderful synthesis of a steady Byzantine traditionalism and an in-
exhaustible, creative originality.

Among the tasks awaiting such research, an especially absorbing
problem is the gradual yielding of Church Slavonic convention to more
modern and vernacular elements and the appearance, particularly in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, of novel and hybrid poetic forms still
susceptible to new Byzantine stimuli. The literary art of the Serbian
trecento contains filigreed poetic miniatures: namely, Siluan's fanciful
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apostrophes to the national saints, Sava and Simeon, with intricate
formal problems which I have discussed in my Selected Writings, III
(1981), p. 193ff.; and an exalted apostrophe to Mount Sinai, simul-
taneously in Serbian and in Greek, by Jakov of Serres.

The Croatian Glagolitic tradition must also be considered in a
historical survey of Church Slavonic poetry. In the breviaries of the
XIV-XV centuries we find reshaped versions of older hymns which, as a
rule, no longer assign syllabicity to the weak yers; on the other hand,
they tend to keep the isosyllabism of rhythmic periods. Thus the two
hymns to Cyril and Methodius in the Ljubljana Breviary conclude with
the same period of 43 syllables, preceded in one hymn by six and in the
other by four periods each of 40 syllables, with one-syllable fluctuations.
The Croatian variant of Church Slavonic poetic tradition demands,
however, a special inquiry.

The focal problem in Byzantino-Slavic literary studies, the history of
Church Slavonic literature — especially church poetry — in diverse
Slavic countries, may still abound in blanks, but the most neglected area
in modern scholarship would seem to be the opulent field of Russian
ecclesiastical poetry, fruitful from the eleventh to the late seventeenth
century. An enormous number of these manuscripts have not yet been
examined nor described. Most of the hymns remain unpublished, or else
they have been issued for practical church use in a modernized and quite
altered shape, similar to the distortions in the nineteenth-century
"renovations" of old frescoes and icons. There are striking correspon-
dences between Old Russian church poetry and painting: an impressive
continuity, initiated and sustained, links this poetry with Byzantine
artistic models, and simultaneously there appear early and continuous
creative departures from former standards (whether foreign or native)
and a variety of temporal and regional styles. The Balkan-Slavic
influences and, through their mediation, new Byzantine impingements,
have a much wider significance for the poetry and literature in general,
however, than for the figurative art of Russia, both in the pre-Mongolian
period and later, with the influx of Serbian and Bulgarian refugees
after the Turkish invasion. The ornate style, which at that time
dominated South Slavic verbal art and, in particular, the numerous
canons composed in the fifteenth century by Pachomius the Serb (who
was schooled on Mount Athos, then settled in Novgorod and Moscow)
gave a strong and lasting impetus to Russian hymnody. Mere imitations
were soon countered, in the mid-sixteenth century, by a genuinely
creative reply: the canons of the Novgorodian Markell Bezborodyj,
whose keen poetic and musical gift and fancy have been rightfully
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pointed out by F. Spasskij in his tentative, sketchy survey of Russian
liturgic poetry (Russkoe liturgiceskoe tvorfesivo, Paris, 1951).

Russian poetry of the eighteenth century exhibits many stylistic
features which deviate saliently from the classicism to which these
authors supposedly adhere, and modern inquirers have detected a
Baroque tinge in their poetics. Beside any Baroque infusion, however,
the singularity of their art — actually pseudoclassic — is its church-poetic
tradition, which, in the middle of the eighteenth century, the founders of
modern Russian poetry themselves characterized as the true and nec-
essary substratum of their work (cf. above, p. 45ff.)· The ties of modern
Russian poetry with this durable tradition are deep and multiform, and
it is hardly an exaggeration to say that in just this paradoxical fusion of
very dissimilar ingredients lies a primary reason for the fascinating
peculiarity of Russian verbal art. Nonetheless, the compendiums of
Russian literary history have struck out seven centuries of Russian
spiritual poetry. A corollary of this ostracism is the widespread super-
stitious belief in the miraculous self-generation of a magnificent poetic
language with unlimited stylistic resources, which is said to have taken
place in the St. Petersburg era of Russia's history. Yet let us not change
Russian poetry into the notorious Ivan, nepomnjascij rotlstva ("Ivan
forgetful of ancestry"): rather, its profound Byzantino-Slavic roots must
be brought to light.

The decisive import of Greek in the formation and further develop-
ment of Church Slavonic, modeled as this was upon the language of
supreme classical tradition, and the fundamental role of Church
Slavonic itself in the construction and progressive growth of literary
Russian has been repeatedly put forth and interpreted, beginning in the
Age of Enlightenment with the astute meditations of A. Schlözer, the
erudite German student of Old Russian writings. These facts of Russian
verbal culture prove true for the poetic culture as well. The Church
Slavonic poetic language, patterned after John the Damascene,
Romanos the Melodos — worshiped by the Slavs as the "sweet singer"
— and the other creators of Greek hymnody, was imbibed by the Golden
Age of new Russian poetry.

The outline which I have sketched is confined to musical poetry,
because among the poetic genres cultivated in Byzantium this one had
the widest expansion in space and time and played a vital part in the
development of poetry and music throughout the Slavic world. I hope to
discuss at another time the Slavic response to a different aspect of
Byzantine verbal art, with verses oriented not toward music but toward
speech. This genre seems to belong exclusively to the Moravian and Old
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Bulgarian stages of Church Slavonic poetry, and even there is repre-
sented only by a few didactic, exhortatory poems and panegyrics. Except
for a number of paraenetic alphabets, these pieces served as book
prefaces. Thus in Bulgaria in the early tenth century, the 27 lines of
praise for Tsar Simeon were a foreword to an encyclopedic volume
compiled under his patronage. Translations from John the Damascene
were introduced by verses in his honor. The poem entitled "Proglasi" is
a prologue to Constantine's translation of the four Gospels. Its copies
assign this Prologue to Constantine the Philosopher (alias St. Cyril); its
aims, ideas, vocabulary, phraseology, and imagery connect it in-
dissolubly with Constantine's work, as scholarly commentaries of our
century have convincingly demonstrated. Hence there are no grounds for
questioning Constantine's authorship (see above, p. 191ff.).

If even so prominent a Slavic philologist of the late nineteenth century
as Vatroslav Jagic could depreciate the "Proglasi", declaring that the
teacher of the Slavs "hätte kaum so undeutlich, so matt sprechen
können" (Archiv f. slav. Philol. XXXVI/1915-16, p. 206), this serves
only to show how alien and unintelligible were the poetic and cognitive
values of Photian symbolism to the aesthetic and ideological conventions
of the Victorian era. Constantine's Prologue is not only, to follow
Nahtigal, a "classical work of Old Church Slavonic literature"; it is also
a masterpiece of Byzantine poetics: in its monumental composition, its
clear-cut and subtle rhythm, the variability and harmony of its syntactic
figures, the intricate yet transparent and conjoint play of its manifold
paronomasias and metaphors — intertwining sensual and spiritual
experience — and, finally, its skill in manipulating parables, which
Constantine's disciples so admired in his works.

The Prologue and most of the non-musical poems in the Church
Slavonic literature of the ninth and tenth centuries follow the example of
the Byzantine dodecasyllabic meter. "Proglast" is written in asymmetric
lines of twelve syllables. The division of the line into two equal cola
(6 + 6) is prohibited; the break falls one syllable from the middle (-^ + 1).
Thus the cola contain either five or seven syllables, and the order of the
two cola displays a rising tendency (5 + 7).

Its formal properties give "Proglasi" a place of honor among
Byzantine didactic poems of its time. These are still somewhat under-
estimated by literary historians, but in fact they represent the highest
performance of Byzantium's poetic mastery. Constantine's Prologue is
distinguished from the Greek compositions not only by its application of
traditional devices to a totally new verbal material, but first and
foremost by its purport. The keynote of this "Prologue to the Holy
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Gospels" — and indeed of the whole Constantine mission in Moravia —
is the sacred right and duty of the Slavs and of any other people to
possess the Scriptures "in their own language", to "praise merciful God
always with sage songs" and sermons in a tongue comprehensible to all
(vt> sbtnyslbne glase) and to hear the Divine Word "with proper
understanding" (ott> svoego uma), instead of "meaningless listening to
the Word in a foreign language, as to the hollow voice of a copper bell".

The disciples of Constantine and his brother took up this appeal to
offer in native words "a worthy praise to the Divine Word which created
the world through the Word".

The symbolic value behind Constantine's promotion of a mere
vernacular to a liturgic language was grasped remarkably by the Czech
Jesuit scholar Balbin in his Dissertatio apologetica de lingua Slavonica
(1671): "What could raise our language higher than the vernacular
liturgy of the Slavic Apostles, for the words of the priest which
accompany the Holy Sacrament have such an infinite power that they
go far beyond the word fiat by which the world was created". The
propensity of Constantine's poetic tropes to spiritualize the sensuous
world is linked to the miracle of transubstantiation. The Cyrillo-
Methodian equation between a sancitified vernacular and the Logos is
echoed by Theophylact in his compilation of Slavic legends about St.
Clement of Macedonia and the Moravian Mission which trained him.
This Greek Vita of the eleventh century relates that Cyril placed his
translation of the Scriptures on the altar, "offering them as a sacrifice to
the Lord and thus showing that God rejoiced in such a sacrifice, for what
is more gladsome to the Word than the word? The word that enables
intelligent beings to vanquish unintelligibility! Thus an equal delights in
an equal."

As a rule, however, this ideology remains alien to Byzantine literature.
Although the intent of the Pentecostal miracle to repeal the punitive
confusion of languages at Babel is intimated in Byzantine hymnody, it
appears that Old Church Slavonic was the first in Europe to join the
ever-growing polyphony of new languages extolling the Lord and to
offer an inspiring example to "all peoples without Books in their
language, /who unarmed are unable to fight the Adversary of our souls/
and are ripe for the dungeon of eternal torments", as Constantine the
Philosopher says in his Prologue.

Written for the Xllth International Congress of Byzantine Studies, Ochride,
1961, and first published as a preprint, then in a corrected version in the Acts of
the Congress (Belgrade, 1963).



T HH ffl G/IOVHitEtf K O H C T A H T H H A OHJIOCCXDA
M AAJIbHEHIIIEE P A 3 B H T M E CTAPOCJIABf lHCKOH

Π033ΗΗ

B BHSaHTHHCKOM φθΗ6 UCpKOBHOCJiaBHHCKOH KyjlbTypbl H nHCbMCH-

HOCTH MHoroe zuifl HEG BnepBbie npOHCHHJiocb jiaroAapa
npOHHuarejibMbiM rpy^aM Γ. A. OcrporopCKoro. ΠΟΑ ero pyico-
BOACTBOM BeHaAuaTbiH Me>KAyHapOAHbiH ctes BHsaHTHHHcroB pas-

B KonreHHajibHOM oxpHflCKOM o paMJieHHH yBJieKaxejibHyK)
BH3aHTHHCKO-cjiaBiiHCKHX KyjibTypHbix CB se n pac-

. Πο HHHUHaTHBe H HacToaHHK» FeoprHH AjieiccaHApoBHHa H
peiiiHjicfl BKparue noAeuHTbc» c yHacTHHKaMH cies^a HCKOTOpbiMH H3
HaKOnHBIIIHXCH y MCHH Ha6jlK»AeHHH Η3Λ "CJiaBHHCKHM OTBCTOM Ha

ΠΟ33ΗΚ)",1 KOTopbifi esycjioBHO Tpe yer H sa-
neMenee ΠΜΤΛΗΒΟΓΟ BHHMaHH«, HCM cjiaBHHCKafl pen^HKa Ha

BHSaHTHHCKyK) HBOHHCb H 3OAH6CTBO, nOABCpmiaHCH 33 nOCJieAHHC

TinarejibHOMy HsyneHHio. Kax Bcer^a bieaer, y»ce nocjie
B nenaxb, a B OCO CHHOCTH npH ero HSJIOKCHHH H

B OxpHAC, BCOJIblJlH y M6H« HOBbie, yTOHHaiOLUHC 3aMC-

H COo6pa)KeHHfl, H H pa^ BO3MO5KHOCTH nOCBHTHTb H6HTO BpOflC
3aKjiK»HHTejibHoro cΛOBa TOMy, KTO CBOHMH paooxaMH, eceaaMH H
paccnpocaMH no yaHJi MBHH cHoea BepnyTbca B saMaHHHBbiii H ΠΟΗΤΗ
HenonaTbiH ΑΛΗ HayKH Kpa BHsaHTHHCKoro H
nO3THH6CKOrO TBOpHCCTBa.

CrapocjiaBHHCKoe »CHTHC η^κκακρο HdCTdRKNHKd c/tOB«kHiiCKOV
cjio aMH HaHHHaeT rjiaey o AeflTejibHocTH KoHcraHTHHa

CJiaBHHCKOH naCTBbi: ^WM/kW^Y *t «/«Oy ΑΟρΛΒΤνΙ CTv BMHKOIA
HKCTKt* npHtATTi ΚΓΟ PdCTHC/ldK'K H ΟγΗΕΗΗΚΉΙ CTiBK^dBTi Β'Κ,ί,ΑΟΤ'Κ Μ>

ΟγΉΗΤΗ. Eli CKOp-fe Mtt BKCK μ0ΚΚτΚΒΚΗ'ΚΙΗ ΜΗΗΊι Π^Φ/10?ΚΚ HdOySH ΙΑ

θγ·Τ^ΚΗΗμΗ Η rO^HNd/HTi, B f H E ^ K H H H , ΠΛΒΕΗί^ΚΗΗμΗ Η ΤάΗΗΦΗ UOVJKKB'fc

(edocuit eos *** mysticam liturgiam, KaK npaBHJibno nepeeoflHT Φ.

1 "The Slavic Response to Byzantine Poetry", XIIe Congres international des etudes
by:antines, Rapportx Vlll (Belgrade — Ochride, 1961), 249-265, cp. BHIUC, οτρ. 240-259.
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Η OTKB^kSOUJ/ft CA ΠΟ Π0000ΜΚΟΚθγ·Κ<Μ0γ· C/tOBtCH oyuiH

OyC/rHIWdTH KlvHHHCKtUra C/lOBitd H (ΑΒΈΙΚΉ Ι?ΚΚΗΉ ΒΉΙΠ"Η

ΓΛΓΉΗΒ'ΚΙΗΧ'Κ.3 TaKHM θ6ρΕ3ΟΜ TCCHO CBJBaHHOMy C KoHCTaHTHHOM

arHorpa<})y nepeeoa Cny)Ke6HHKa npeacTasjiaeTCH KpaeyrojibHbiM
CO blTHCM B HCTOpHH MOpaBCKOH MHCCHH, OCyiUeCTBJlCHHblM

npoponecTBOM McaHH.
ΟτρΜΒΚΗ cTapocjiaBHHCKOH JiHTyprHH yueJiejiH Β ipex jiHCTKax H3

yTpaneHHoro CjiyaceOHHica, ΛΒΗΟ cocTaBJiflBiiiero e/iHHoe uejioe c apy-
ΓΗΜ pyKOnHCHbIM ΠΕΜΛΤΗΗΚΟΜ ΟΑΗΗΗ3,αΐ13ΤΟΓΟ BCK3, ΛΟΙΙίεΛΙΙΙΗΜ ΛΟ

Hac CHHaficKHM Tpe HHKOM. KaK npaBHjibHo ΠΟΛΜΤΟΑΗΛ ΛΗ Φρπεκ,
"nous nous trouvons done en face cTun fragment du plus ancien
sluzebnik slave comprenant le canon de la messe d'apres le rite
byzantin".4 Her HHKaKHX ocHOBaHHH ΛΛ« OMbicjia o saMene Taxoro
ocHOsonojio^cHoro orocjiyacc Horo TCKCTa, KaK cBxapHCTHHecKHe MO-
jiHTBbi B nepCBOfle nepBoyHHTen«, ΒΤΟΡΗΗΗΜΜ crapocJiaBSHCKHM
nepeeoAOM rex »ce MOJIHTB. Β CBOK> onepeab CJioeapHbie H rpaM-
MaTHHecKHe nepTbi POCHST Fragmentum liturgiarii Synaiticum c
jiHTeparypHbiM Hacjie^cTBOM KoHcraHTHHa <I>Hjioco4)a. Β
JiHCTKax, BHC COMHCHbH, flOLUJIH flO HaC OCT3TKH Td HO

nepeee^eHHofi c rpenecKoro KoHCTaHTHHOM.
HaM Heo^HOKpaTHo npHxo^Hjiocb ocTaHaBjiHBaTbca na cymec-

TBCHHOH pOJIH ΠΟ33ΗΗ Β 5ΚΗ3ΗΗ H fleaTCJIbHOCTH KoHCTaHTHHa H Ha

cjieziax H o ^oMKax ero CTHXoTBopHbix onbiTOB.5 npHse/ieM no pyc-
CKoviy MHHeHHOMy cnHCKy KOHua XI BCKa CjiyjKOy KHpHJiJiy-
KoHCTaHTHHy, cjioaceHHyio na nopore ziec«Toro CTOJICTHH, necoviHeHHO,
ynaCTHHKOM MOpaBCKOH MHCCHH, C XapaKTCpHblMH ΒΟ33Β3ΗΗΗΜΗ K

"npeviynpoMy KHpHjiJiy", OCOOCHHO npeBO3HOCHMOMy 3a ero
no3THnecKHH .aap: 0 «y/H{ ΟΓΗΚΗΤ^. ο r^acivNd Tpoye<t. ο C/IUBHW n-kcHMK^iH.
ο /utTOBHUi ΓΛΛΓ9ΛΗ&Λ.6 CnjiJiaOHHecKHH CTpoH H sonora cantus har-
monia Β ΓΗΜΗΟΛΟΓΗΗ KoHCTaHTHHa BbipasHTe^bHO
TejibCTBOBanbi ero o6pa3OBanHbiM COBPCMCHKHKOM Η
pHMCKHM OHOJIHOTCKapCM AnaCTaCHCM.7

2 F. Grivec-F. Tomsic, Constantinus et Methodius Thessalonicenses — Fontes = Radovi
Slaroslovenskog Instituta, IV (Zagreb, 1960), 202.
3 T. Lehr-Splawinski, 2ywoty Konstantyna i Metodego (Poznan, 1959), 69.
4 J. Frcek, Euchologium Sinaiticum - Patrologia Orientalis, XXV (1939), 613.
5 "St. Constantine's Prologue to the Gospels", St. Vladimir's Seminary Quarterly (New
York, Summer 1954), 19-23 — CM. Bbiuie, 191-206; "CrnxoTBOpHbie UHrarbi B BC-
jiHKOMopaBCKofl 3ΓΗθΓρ3φΗΗ", Slavisttcna Revija, X (1957), 111-118 — CM. HHXC,
277-285.
6 CM. Π. JlaepoB, MamepuaMi no ucmopuu eosHUKHoeenuA c-weancKou nucbMCHHOcmu
(JleHHHrpa^, 1930), 109.
1 B. JamB, Bnoeb Ha dennoe ceudeme.wcmeo o denmeAbHocmu KoHcmanmuHa φιΐΛοαοφα,
nepeoynume.i.H c.iae.iH ce. Kupu.i.ia (CF16., 1893).
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B 1672-73 r. HCHJCKHH yneHbiii HesyHT EaJibOHH, oTCTaHBaa προτΗΒ
HeycraHHOH πεΜευ,κοΗ arpeccHH KyjitrypHbie npaea Η npHTsnaHH«
cjia HHCKOH penn, ccbiJiaeTca Ha ee H3,apeBJie npHsnaHHyio pojib Β
TaHHCTBC CBXapHCTHH, KaK BCpXOBHyiO Cpe^H BCeX MblCJIHMblX

npHBHJierHH: "3,aecb Β Η6ΜΗΟΓΗΧ cjioBecHbix φopMyJIax
raKaa oesrpaHHHHaji cmia, HTO HecKOJibKO JiHTyprnnecKHX CJIOB
Hocjiy>KHTejia .aajieico npeeocxo^HT CJIOBO fiat, KOTOpbiM 6biJi cos^an
CBCT".8 3TOT Π03ΛΗΗΗ OTPOJIOCOK ΚΗρΗΛΛΟΜ6φθΛΙ>6ΒςΚΟΗ Tpa HUHH,

BOCCMbK) BCKaMH ΟΤΛ6Λ6ΗΗΜΗ OT nOHHHa COJiyHCKHX GpaTbCB, TCM HC

MCHCe C HSyMHTCJlbHOH TOHHOCTbK) ΒΟΟΠρθΗ3ΒΟΛΗΤ Π3φθΟ ΗΧ

MHpocosepuaHHe cpeziHHX BCKOB noHHTaJio BbiconaHiiJHM
cjioea ero HyaoaeiicTBeHHoe ynacTHe Β sHaMeHaTejibHefiuieM raHHCTBe
esxapHCTHH. ECJIH 3Ta BepxoBHaa ponb OTKpbiJiacb nepe^ po^HOio
peHbK) CJiaBHH, H CJiaBHHCKOe CJIOBO CTaHOBHJIOCb CJIOBOM JlHTyp-

FHHHblM, OHO TCM CaMbIM H6H36e>KHO OBJia^eBajlO BCCMH

MHorocryneHHaTbiMH «pycaMH cpe^HeBCKOBoro ^yxoBHoro OHTHH.
OT raKoro 3HaxoKa Η Macrepa cjioea, KaK KoncTaHTHH,

necKHe MOJiHTBbi, npe^cTaBJisiBiiiHeca e\iy H ero 3noxe cjioBaMH
LUCH, CBepxtecTecTBCHHOH MOIUH, pasyMeerca, TpeooeajiH
ΗΟΓΟ xy^O ecTBCHHoro οφορ\υιεΗΗΗ. VcraHOBKa
na CTHX ecrecTBeHHo Haujjia ce6e Bbipa^ceHHe H B ero τρβκτοΒκε
JIHTyprHHCCKHX MOJIHTBOCJ1OBHH. TdHNata Μθγ?ΚΚΒ<1 Β CHHaHCKHX

JIHCTKaX OTHCTJ1HBO OOHapyiKHBaCT H3OmpeHHbIH CTHXOTBOpHblH CKJiafl.

"M HacTynaer", corjiacno ropHcecTBCHHOMy onHcaHHio ΓΟΓΟΛΗ,
MHHyja BCCH jiHTyprHH: npecymecTBJieHHe. B ajirape

TpoeKpaTHoe npHSBaHbe CBHTOFO Ry\a na CBHTbie aapw.
*** Η Ha npecTOJie yace TCJIO H KpoBb; npecyinecTB^enbe co epiiiHJiocb!
CJIOBOM Bbi3B3Ho BeHHoe CJIOBO" ("Pa3MbiuijieHHa ο GoKecTBCHHOH
JiHTyprHH"). Β HHOH CBH3H Ty AC MHCTHHCCKyK) CBH3b CJlOBa CO CJIOBOM

nepe^acT paccKas o cjiaBsmcKOM nepeeoAe EBanrejiH», BOSJIOKCHHOM na
npecTOJi KoHCTaHTHHOM, B rpenecKofi eepcHH yTpaneHHoro CTapocjia-
BaHCKoro ΑΗΤΗ« KjiHMeHTa OxpH^CKoro: Bor BOSpaAOBajiCH, τί γαρ τω
λόγω λόγοο τους λογικούς άλογίας λυτρομένον τερπνότερον, εϊπερ τω
όμοίω το ομοιον ήδετα.ι.'*

FpeHeCKHH nOflJIHHHHK COBepUIHTCJIbHOH eBXapHCTHHCCKOH MO-

JIHTBbl, nepeBeflCHHOH KoHCTaHTHHOM, CJiaraCTCH H3 TpCX JJByCTHlUHH, a

Ka ^biH CTHX H3 .aeyx noJiycTHiiiHH. Bee HeneTHbie CTHXH HanHHaroTCH c
^ec«THCJio)KHoro, a BCC HCTHMC c HCTbipexcjiOAHoro nojiycTHUiH«.

8 CM. Bohuslav Baibin. Obrana jazyka slovanskeho, ivl ste ceskeho (Praha, 1923), 67.
9 ΤεοφΗΛΕΚΤ OxpnacKH, )Kumue na K.iuMenm Oxpudcxu ((ΓοφΗ«, 1955), 36.
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mecTH CTHXOB ΠΛΤΒΙΗ KOHHaeTC« flBCHafluaTHCJio»CHbiM, a see
OCTajlbHbie .aeBHTHCJIOKHbIM

10 9
4 9

10 9
4 9

10 12
4 9

Κα/ ποίησαν τον μεν αρτον τούτον
μεταβολών

Ύό δε εν τω ποτηρίω τούτω
μεταβολών

Ύό έκχυ&έν υπέρ της του κόσμου
μεταβα/.ών

τίμιον σώμα. του Χριστού σου,
τω Πνεύματί σον τω ay/ω.
τίμιον α/'μα του Χρίστου σου,
τω Πνεύματ/ σον τω ά',Ίω.
σωτηρίας c/ς την ζοήν α/ων/ον,
τω Πνεΰματ; σον τω άγίω.10

CrapocjiaBJiHCKaji BepcH« 3τοή MOJIHTBMU B CBOK>
Ha ΤρΗ aByCTHLUHH, a KaJKflblH CTHX Ha JlBa nOJiyCTHllIHfl, KpOMC

nocjie^Hero, mecxoro crnxa c onymeHHUM HaHajibHWM nojiycTHUJHCM.
KOHCHHOC nOJiyCTHUIHC BO BCCX LLieCTH CTHXaX HaCHHTblBaCT CCMb

cjioroB. HaHaJibHoe noJiycTHiijHe Β neneTHbix crnxax coaepJKHT ΟΛΜΗ-
, a B nepeux aeyx neTHbix cruxax mecTb CJIOFOB:

Ογ-ΒΟ ΧΛΦ-ΚΤ* tK'

Λ ί-?κί ce-H*

CA

11
6

11
6

11

T-k-Λθ Χρκ-CTa
CBA-TTil-H-/HK ΤΒΟ-Η-ΛίΚ'
κρίι-ΒΚ Xph-tTa ΤΒΟ-ί-ΓΟ
CBA-T'KI-H-/MK TBO-H-/HK'
tka-,Α,Η c'K-na-ct-HH-'fc·
Bli JKH-3HK ΒΦ-ΗΚ-Η*-ΙΑ·

TaKHM o6pa3OM B rpenecKOM TCKCTC eaHHCTBCHHo KOHCU
npe^nocjie/iHero cTHxa, a B cTapoc^aBHHCKOM xojibKo

HapyuiaioT HHane HeyKjioHHyK) CHJUiaOHHecKyio cxeMy.

10 CM. M. Opjio , Jlumyp^uf^ cenmaeo Bacu.iu» BeΛuκa^o (Cn6., 1909), 206, 208.
11 R. Nahtigal, Euchologium Sinaiticum, II (Ljubljana, 1942), 343-344.
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3τοΗ MOJiHTBe Henocpe^cTBCHHo npe^mecTBycT na TOO »ce crpaHHije
CHHEHCKHX JIHCTKOB (Fol. Illr.) .apyrofi CTHXOTBOPHBIH TCKCT, cocraB-
JIJUOIUHH TpH ςτροκΗ — no .aea^uaTb HCTbipe cjiora B
nJieonasM, οτΜεπεΗΗΜΗ HccjiezioBaTejieM BO Βτοροο ςτροκε,13 ΗΒΗΟ
Bbi3B3H xpeooBaHHJiMH pasMepa; ceneHHe ^CJIHT nocjie^HiOK) CTpoKy Ha

CHMMCTpHHHbix HJieHa (12+12), BTopaa CTpoica HacnHTbiBaer
cjioroB Β nepBOM MJICHC Η oAHHHa^uaTb BO BTOPOM;

BO3M05KH3 Τ3Κ3» »CC φρ33«ρθΒΚ3 IiepBOH CTpOKH, ΓΛ6, BnpOHCM, CHH-

cociaB CKOpeii Γοβορκτ Β nojibsy HjieHeHHH — 15 + 9:14

ItyHHOCH/tTH
ΜύΛΗΜΙ ΤΗ CA* I /«0/1kBTil ^(MV Η n^OCH/«V I TCB^ CA

ΤΒ*Μ ίΗΛΤ-ΚΙΗ ΝΑ ΝΤιΓ I Hd Π^Ακ/1ί?ΚΑΨΑΙΑ A4?11'

ECJIH, ΠΟ HaflOKHOMy CBH^eTCJlbCTBy BblllieUHTHpOBaHHOrO

MOpascKa» ^eaTejibHocTb KoHcraHTHHa aanajiacb c nepeeo^a rpe-
H6CKOH JIHTyprHH, TO CHHaHCKHC φραΓΜ6ΗΤΜ CJ16flyeT npH3H3Tb OCTaT-

KOM ero nepeoro cjiaeaHCKoro CTHXOTBOpnoro onbiTa, Meac^y TCM KaK
ero rpenecKHe CTHXH y)Ke noJibsoeaJiHCb Β το ΒρεΜΛ BWCOKOH
penyTamrefi. TaKHM oopasoM ΎΑΗΗΛΟ c^oyxkBa HB-JUKTCH ΛρεΒΗείίιιΐΗΜ
naMJITHHKOM CTapOCJiaBflHCKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ.

τΗχοτΒορΗΜε UHTaTbi Β βε;ΐΗκθΜορ3ΒθκοΗ arno-
no 6oπbmεH nacTH ΒΟΟΧΟΛΛΤ κ τρεπεακΗΜ CTHxaM

, κοτορωε, βεροΛΐπεο Βοεπο, caM aBTop περεΒεΛ na
8flH 3THx cTHxo 8CTb ιιερκοΒΗο-πεΒΗεοκκε τε-

KCTbi, KaK nanp. ΠΟΧΚΛΛΛ ΓρΗΓορκιο EorocnoBy H ΛΟ/ΙΗΤΗΚΗΛ n«btHK
KJlHMεHτy, a τ3Κ3κε r^antcd Λ;ΙΗ πτεκΗ», Kaie Ha^nncb na Ηαΐηε uapa
CojioMOHa.15 K ποοΛεΛπεο KaTeropHH OTHOCHTCH H opHrHHajibHbre
cjiaB«HCKH8 οτΗχοτΒορεΗΗ« KoHCTaHTHHa: ΛΟ nac nojiHOCTbK) Λοιιιεπ c
H83HaHHT8JlbHbIMH H3t«HaMH H nO^HOBJI8HH«MH ΟΛΗΗ Η3

naMHTHHKOB εΒροπεοςκοΗ πο33ΗΗ
(HJIH E/uwfHaro O^MMTW« Hdiucro

CAORO) κ ΗετΒεροεΒαΗΓεΛΗΐο, πεpεBεΛεHHOMy ςοΒΜεοτπο c
a τακ^ε as yHHbi aicpocTHx, Η3ΒεοτΗΜΪί naM TOJibKo no

12 Nahtigal, 343.
13 Frcek, 606.
14 Cp. "The Slavic Response ***", 257 — CM. Bbime, crp. 249: ΠΛΚ-ΚΙ
TIB* t/tOBIfkHAI* tHI* Η ΒΚΚΒ^ΚΝ'ΚΗΛΜ. C<10V*KEA.
15 CM. "CTHxoTBOpHbie UHTaTbi ***", 113, 115 cji. — cp. twace. crp. 279, 281 Cji.
16 Cp. "St. Constantine's Prologue ***", CM. Bbiuie, crp. 191 cji.; R. Nahtigal,
"Rekonstrukcija treh starocerkvenoslovanskih izvirnih pesnitev", Razprave, (Filozofsko-
filolosko-historicni razred, Akademija znanosti i umetnosti v Ljubljani, 1943), 76-122.
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ΠΟ3ΑΗΗΜ nepeaejiKaM,17 HO nocjiyacHBuinii oopasuoM necKOJibKHM
cjiaBHHCKHM noApaacaTejiflM, HaHHHaa c KcmcTaHTUHa, enHCKona
6ojirapcKoro.18

TBOpnecKaa HHH HaTHBa KoHcraHTHHa φΗΛοςοφ3 nycTHjia my-
6θΚΗ6 KOpHH Β UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ. CTHX ΛΛ» HTCHHH Η

eKJiaMauHH Jier B ocnoey .nHflaKTHHecicHx CTHXOTBOPCHHH,
npCJlHCJlOBHH H Ha^HHCe B 3OJ1OTOM BCKC OJIFapCKOH riHCbMCHHOCTH, a
sarcM npoflBHji Hanoojibiriyio »cHBynecTb B JiHTepaType cepocicoH, HCMy
5ΦΚΗΜ ΓφΗΜερΟΜ Β XIV BCKC CJiy)KaT CTHXOTBOpHblC npe^HCJIOBH» Η
na^nHCH CHjiyana19 Η ^Koea CepcKoro c HX cjioeecHbiM MacTepcTBOM,
BblCOKO CBOeo6pa3HbIM Η Tpa^HUHOHHWM Β ΟΛΗΟ Η TO HCC BpCM«.

UepKOBHO-neBMecKa« no33HH KoHCTaHTHHa naiiiJia ce6e ^apOBHTbix n
peBHOCTHbix npO OJDKaTejieii B HenocepeziCTBeHHbix yHCHHKax MO-
paBCKOH MHCCHH, ΚΐΙΗΜ6ΗΤ6 OxpHflCKOM H KOHCTaHTHHe, 6ΠΗΟΚΟΠ6
GojirapcKOM, H B HX uJκoΛax — MaicezioHCKOH H npecjiaBCKo . ECJIH, no
o6meH3BCCTHbIM HCTOpHHeCKHM npHHHHaM, COHCKH APCBHHX
MOJIHTBCHHblX naMJITHHKOB COXpaHMJIHCb ΠΟΗΤΗ HCKJIKJMHTCJlbHO Ha
PycH, το 3το oTHio^b He ^acT HaM npaea Ha ΒΜΒΟΛ ο pyccKOM
npOHCXOJK^eHHH HH 3THX ΠερΟΒΟΛΟΒ C rpCHCCKOrO, HH HX My3bIKajlbHOH
HOTauHH.20 ^omeAiiiHe ΛΟ nac οτ ^BeHa^uaToro H
CTOJICTH« pyCCKHC CHHCKH MpMOJIOH H CTHXHpap« npOHBJlSIOT
pycHφHκaτopcκHX περτ Β CBOCM npaBonHcaHHH, HO Β το JKC BpCM« OHM
CTporo KOHcep aTHBHbi Β TaKHX 3ByKOBbix, rpaMMaTHHecKHx Η
cjioeapHbix oco6eHHocTax, rjie MajieHiuaa peTyuib rpo3HJia 6u Hapy-
Ι1Ι6ΗΗ6Μ CHJl^aOHHCCKOH CXCMbl H BOOOme HCKaJKCHHCM My3bIKaJlbHO-

pHTMHHecKoro CTpo» nepBonaHajibHOH eepcHH. Bo BCCX STHX cjiynajix
pyCCKHH TCKCT OOHapy^CHBaCT apXaHHHblH K)MCHOCJiaBHHCKHH Η3ΒΟΛ

17 E. FeoprHCB, "MvieHaTa Ha crapoouirapcicHTe 6yKBM", C6opnux β naMemb ιια ηροφ.
Π. Ηακοβ (ΟοφΗΛ, 1939); Ivan Fedorov's Primer of 1574 — Facsimile Edition with
Commentary by R. Jakobson (Cambridge, Mass., 1955), 22-25.
18 Nahtigal, "Rekonstrukcija ***". 45-75.
19 Cp. Ham onuT pas opa B cjaTbe "Cypyxrypa aeejy cpncKoxpeaTCKHX necava",
36ορΗ»κ s ( ujioMeujy u AuweucmuKy, IX (HoBH Ca^, 1962), 131-135 — CM. Selected
Writings, III (The Hague-Paris: Mouton, 1981), crp. 193 en.
20 H3 K»KHOcjiaBaHCKHX jiHTeparypHbix npoHiBeaeHHH X-XI BB. nepeeojiHbix H
OpHfHHaJlbHblX ^Hlllb HeSHaHHTC^bKblH npOUCHT AOlliejl ΛΟ Hac B MCCTHblX pyKOriHCHX ΠΟ
CpaBHCHHlO C BHyilJHTeJlbHblM HHCJIOM K)5KHOCJiaB«HCKHX naMMTHHKOB, COXpaHHBUIHXCa B
pyccKHX cnHCKax. HeooocHoeaHbi coMHeHH« B roxcHOcjiaBsiHCKOM opHFHHajie apeBHeHiiiHX
pyccKHX uepKOBHO-neBHecKHx pyxonHceH H HX SHavieHHoro pacneea: CM. E. Koschmieder,
"Zur Herkunft der slavischen Krjuki-Notation", Festschrift f r D. Cyzevs'kyj zum 60.
Geburtstag (Berlin, 1954). Te3HC ο BOSHMKHOBCHMH 3τκχ ΠΗΜΛΤΗΜΚΟΒ ΠΟ33ΗΗ na cjiaBHH-
CKOM rore ocraeTcsi B CHue: CM. R. Palikarova-Verdeil, La musique byzantine chez les
Bulgares et les Russes = Monumenta Muslcae Byzantinae, Subsidia. III (Copenhague,
1953).
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CBoero προτοτΗπα. OTHOCHTejibHo HpxtoJioa o TOM ace
HpMocw cxapocjiaejiHCKHx ΚΒΗΟΗΟΒ RnpHJiJiy Η

κακ ΜΗ yace οτΜετΗΛΗ Β οχρκ,αοκοΜ noKjiaae. ΚΕΗΟΗΜ
coJiyHCKHM 6paTb«M, aTHpyeMbie, CKOpefi ecero, nanajioM ^ec«xoro
BCKa, nocjieflOBaTejibHo nepenHMaioT BCC HPMOCM H3 ΤΟΓΟ ace
HpMOJIOH, K KOTOpOMy BOCXOAflT Η ΗθΒΓθρθΛΟΚΗ6 φρ3ΓΜ6ΗΤΜ,
npeBOCXO HO H3,aaHHbie KoiIIMH^epOM,21 H
HpMOJioii.22 Πο nopsmicy saHMCTByioTca HPMOCH H3 BCCX ΟΛ

c Tpa^HUHOHHbiM nponycKOM necHH Βτοροίί. TaK
κ», cjioaceHHbiii, no yKasanHio saKjnoneHHoro B HeM aKpocTHxa,

enHCKOnOM KOHCTaHTHHOM,23 HaHHHaeT BCC BOCCMb ΟΛ C HpMOCOB
r^aca BTOporo: necnb nepeaa a, rperbH g, HeTBepra« / (?), naraa a,
iiiecraa a, ce bMaa a, BOCbMa» a, ^CBHTa« e. CoxpaHHBUiHHca B pyccKofi
MHHCC caMoro Konua XI BCKa KanoH oyHHTe/tt/Hd Μ*κ4ίΗκεκογ· IAST^IKOVC
aKpocTHxoM Koy^H/id φΗ^οεοφΑ Η κ/tdMifHd ΛϊίτοΑΗΐϋ now;24 nocrpoeH Ha
HpMocax rjiaca eocbMoro: necHb nepeaa β, rpexbH c, HCTBepxaH α, naraa
β, luecraa a, ce^bMa« β, BocbMa« a, aesHTa« a.

Tponapn KaacaoH OCCHH (ωδή) TCCHO CBfl3anbi c ee HPMOCOM. TaK B
uiecroH necHe Kanona oyHHTt/ti/Hd HPMOC (τ. e. BTopaa οτροφ3 ce^bMofi
necHH rjiaca BocbMoro B Hoeropo/icKHX φρ3ΓΜ6ΗΤ3χ HpMOJioa) coc-
TOHT H3 HCTblpCX n«THa UaTHCJlO»CHbIX CTHXOB —

Η?κί
ΚΉ EdKHilOHTi ,Λ,ρίΒ/ie· B-kpOtO OlfTBKpJKiHHH'25

ΠίψΙιΗ'ΚΙΗ nOH{K^dUJd Γ/^dΓO/^Wψ(·

Bo«e ΒΜΓΟΜΟΒΛΕΗ'Κ KCH: :

CooTBeTCTBCHHo Kaac^aji aajibHeHiuaa οτροφα UJCCTOH necHH
KaHona oyHHTMf/Hd saKjiionaeT nerbipe CTHxa, H3 κοτορωχ nocjie HHii
nOJlHOCTbK» BOCnpOHSBOAHT 3aKJlK)HHTeJlbHbIH CTHX HpMOCa.

cJioraM npivioca OTBenaeT 57 cjioroe B nepeoM, a Taicace

21 E. Koschmieder, Die ltesten Novgoroder Hirmologien - Fragmente = Abhandlungen
der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philos. - hist KL, NF, XXXV (1952),
XXXVII (1955), XLV(1958).
22 Hirmologium - Codex Monasterii Chillandarici 308 = Monumenta Musicae By:antinae,
V B (Copenhagen, 1957); cp. "BopHe Pa,aojnHHfi, 'TpHropoBHieBa HpviojiorHJa",
JyMCHocAoeencKu φuΛOΛo^, XXII (1957-1958), 265-267.
23 CM. JlaepoB, 122-127; ff,. Kocrnfi, "ByrapcKHenHCKonKoHCTaHTHH — nncau cjiyx e
CB. MeTOOTJy", Byzantinoslavica, VII (1937), 189-211.
24 JlaepoB, 111-114.
25 CornacHO Bpou^aBCKOH XOMOHHH XVI-XVII BB. — yTBepjiceHHH; B HoeropoacKHx
4>parMeHTax oyTBbpxceHH: Die ltesten Novgoroder Hirmologien-Fragmente, I, 288-289.
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HCTBepTOM Tponape, 58 BO ΒτοροΜ Η TpeibCM njiioc
npHBCCOK MC)K,Hy TpCTbHM H HCTBCpTblM CTHXOM O OHX HCTHblX

Tponapeo (B'Ken'kBdw; Β'ΚΗΙ'ΚΒΑΤΗ), a ΒΟΓΟΡΟ^ΗΗΚΗ-Κ (9εοτοκίον)
HacHHTbiBaer 63 cjiora. B nerbipex Tponapax ΠΟΛΟΒΗΗΕ MS UICCT-
Ha^uaxH CTHXOB coflep^cHT no MCTbipHajiuaTH cjioroB, a apyran
noJioBHHa, sa BbineroM ΟΛΗΟΓΟ TpHHa^uaTHCJio»CHHKa, COCTOHT H3 ceMH

CTHXOB. FlaTHaAUaTHCJiOAHbiH pa3Mep He Bcrpe-
BO ΒΗγτρεπκΗχ CTHxax rponapeft; OH rocnoACTByex Β HX BHC-

UIHHX CTHxax, a HeTbipHaauaTucjioHCHbiH pasMep — BO BHyTpeHHHX
CTHXaX. KpOMC 3aKJlIOHHTeJIbHOH UHTaTbl H3 HpMOCa, CTHXH ΒΟΓΟ-

pOAHHIiHd XapaKTCpH3yK)TCH CHMMCTpHHHblM Cepe^HHHblM

7 + 7, 8 + 8,9 + 9.

])

5)

2)
OTKMt

3)

4)
OTkMt

BKCK
HdUJHXTi Κθ>Κ£

ΓΛΟΒΉ/ΗΚ

HdUJHXTi

Κ'Κ ΒθΓθγ
t/A

HdUJHXIv

C/10BtCH

KOHkl^d

οτκμκ

Ha
Hd C'hndCtHHK HdUJt

CA
H<MK>Kf Π
taa'hiK'Ki BT».cnikBdTH
B/ldrOt/lOB/itHTi KCH.·.·

h B H CA
Bit. 3ΕΛΜΙ4 XdHdOHbCKOY
HOBd

KCM.·.·

TOEOW
BTi CBOH

KCH.·

MBH CA
MCNO
BKC-k/MH

R'kCn'kBdTH
KCH/ . ·

Β'ΚΠ/Ι'ΚψΙλ CA MBH CA
TBOW

B/ldrOC/IOB/tiHTv KCH.·.·

OTHCTJIHB rpaMMaTHnecKHH napaji^e;iH3M Meac/jy HPMOCOM H
nep biM TponapeM: HJKt *** — H/HK«I CA. Bce
rponapH TCCHO CBH3aHbi apyr c apyrovi H c 3aKjiK)HHTeJibHofi οτροφοή:
1) HECKOY^kH« CTiKpOBHlJJi WBH CA Κθγ^Η/Af — 2) H ^d/HTi ***
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ΗΒΗ CA OTKMf Κθγ0ΗΛί — 4) ***ΑΟΓΓΟΗΗΤι WBH CA OTbHt /ΗίφΟ,ί,ΗΚ — 5)

ΒΊλΠ/ΓΚψΙι CA (cp. 1, ΠρΟΟΒΦψΚ CA) MBH CA. 3τΗΜΟΛΟΓΗΗ60ΚΗ6 4>ΗΓ}φΙ>Ι

(πολύπτωτον Η παρηγμένον): 1) προεβφψκ CA HdoyHH BKCH *** ras'hiK'ki
— 2) npocB'KTH C/IOB^/HK *** oyHtHura B'KCn-kBd« — 3)

d Nd0yHH CA B'hCn'KBdTH BT* CBOH taSTvlKTi — 4) C/10BfCH ***

*** BKffc/MH Η3ΊλΙΚΉΙ B'Ktn'kBdTH.

ΚρεΠΚΗΗ CBH3L· MCMCHy ΟΤροφΗΜΗ CHMBOUHHCCKH CnJiaHHBaeT

necHb o BaacHCHiueM no^BHre nepBoyHHre^eo, KOTOpbie, nonpaB
epaacbH npoHCKH (n/id/H(HK πίψκΗΉΐΗ), HayHHJiH MopascKyio CTpany
BocnesaTb Β uepKBH "Bora OTUOB HaiiJHx" na OTCHCCKOM «3biKe H TCM
CaMbIM IlOAaJIH πρΗΜβρ BCCM ΠρΟΗΗΜ HapO^aM, HaAOyMHJIH BhCK MHpk

rasTiiKTii BTvcn'bBdTH. CaM )Ke npocBCTHrejib MopaBHH npocBemeH
6biJi OpecBarbiM /^yxoM, οτ κοτοροΓο OH ΓΦΗΗΗΛ
pdKKHoy /iaro^dTK , τ. e. npnoGinHJicH κ ny/iy
npeo pasHBUieMy MHoroasbiMHe H3 BaBHjioHCKoft Kapbi B jiaro-

flap HSbiKOB. MnpoByio sa^any MopaecKOH MHCCHH
caM KoncTaHTHH B CBOCM ΒΛΟΧΗΟΒ6ΗΗΟΜ Hporjiace, rae

nepBHHHoe oopameHHC t/iOB-kNt BKCH (CTHX 9) CHanajia CMeH»eTCH
npHSbiBOM caoK-kHKCKii Hapert (CTHX 24), saTCM

cjiaBancKa« npeepamaercH B Meac^yHapo^Hyio — cnepea c
HHflHBH^yaJIH3HpOBaHHbIM a^pCCaTOM H/IOB-fel^H (CTHX 67) H HaKOHCU

CHOBa c coOHparejibHbiM BO33BaHHe\i »Aa'KinH (CTHX 81), TCCHO
CB«3bIBaiOmHM MHCCHK) KoHCTaHTHHa C HaHaJIbHbIM, OHOJICHCKHM O -

pasoM Flporjiaca: X^KCTTI Γ$ΑΑΪΤΙ ΟΈΒΚ^ΤΗ IAS'KIK'KI (CTHX 3).
BocxBajiacMbie B Tponapjix Φκιιοΰοφ Η 6paT ero, AoiuefliUHe A°

Sdnd^Tv, HCKOpCHH« H^O/HiCKO^W /IhCTK BiSBOJKKNOyW, COnOCTaBJl«K)TCH C

repOHMH HpMOCa — BeTXOSaBCTHblMH npOTHBHHKaMH H/IOJia,

OTpOKaMH B neiUH, blTb MO CT, B CBH3H C HTHHHblM paCCKa3OM O

ΜεφοΛΗ« Η BMemaTejibCTBe MOpaecKoro Kopojia: Hi
ΟΜΓΟ &( φο/ι,κυι , ey«t BO CA ΚΓΓΚΗΚΟ Η Π^Η πίΐυτΗ ογποτκ/ΐΈ.

Β nocjieaoeaBiijeM OTBCTC CTpacTOTepnua C flTonojiKy 3το cpaBHeHHe
HanacTeii c neujbio 3aocTp»eTC5i Hrpofi OMOHHMOB —
"npenHpaTbCJi" Η Π^ΐΤΗ, flp-fcl* "nOTCTb, nCHbCfl": (H,

noTkHd HHivr^d c^-kTiiUJt /iw^« P^UJA κ/Moy: MKTO CA
nOTHUJH? ^,ΐΚΤΈ ΟΗΤι: CTk r^ABOIA MA^hlA Π^ΧΤν.26

Hapjmy c HPMOJIOCM, yace nozieeprHyTbiM 3a nocjie^HHe ΓΟΛΗ
npe/iBapHTejibHOH peKorHocuHpoBKe, .apyroft KJia^esb CTapocJiaajiH-
CKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ, CTHXHpapb Β CBOK) OHCpCflb »CJICT MySfalKaJIbHOFO Η

pas6opa Β conocTaBjieHHH c rpenecKHM opHFHHaJioM. Β

26 Lehr-Splawmski, 113.
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CTHXHpaX, K3K H B TpOnapflX, CBH3b C φορΜΟΗ O pa3Ua HC HCKJHOHaCT
3HaHHTeJlbHOH TBOpHCCKOH caMOCTOflTCJIbHOCTH. FtpHMCpOM MOHC6T

nocjiyacHTb CTHXHpa HoaHHy SjraToycxy, BocnpoHSBe/ieHHa« H. β.
VcneHCKHM no pyccKofi pyKonHCH XII BCKa, npHHaflJieacameH
JleHHHrpa/icKOH Toe. OyOJi. BHOJIHOTCKC, H conocTaBJieHHaa B ero
HHTepecHOM coo meHHH c rpenecKHM opHFHHajiOM no pyKonncH
XI-XII BCKa H3 TOH ace ΟΗΟΛΗΟΤεΚΗ.27

Β CCMH CTHxax rpenecKOH CTHXHpbi MHCJIO CJIOFOB KOJieojiejca: 13, 8,
9, 11, 11, 12, 10. ToJibKO o a 3aKJiK>HHTejibHbix ^BycTHUiHH coaep^caT B
o me CJIO HOCTH o^HHaKOBoe HHCJIO CJIOFOB: 22 + 22. CHJiJiaOHnecKHH
cocTaB cjiaBHHCKHx CTHXOB: (11 -(-4), 11, 11, 13, 12, 13, 12. CHMMCTPHH

3aKjiK)HHTejibHbix ABycTHiiiHH ΗΛετ aajibuie rpenecKoro oGpasua:
nncjia CJIOFOB MejK^y CTHxaMH TOJK^CCTBCHHO B O OHX

: 2 (13 + 12). C apyroii CTOpOHbi, CTHXH Βτοροκ Η τρετΗΗ Β
CTHXHpe paBHbi, a B nepBOM CTHXC naoJiioaaeTca Ta AC

CXCMa, HO C HCTbIpeXCJIO)KHbIM npHBCCKOM:

Η nacTiii^w. 3a BbineroM Taicoro ace neTbipexcjioacHoro npHBecKa κ
nepeoMy CTHxy rpenecKOH CTHXHpbi — και ποιμένα, CHJiJiaOHnecKH
CXOMCH ee TpH HananbHux CTHxa: 9, 8, 9. Ho B cjiaBflHCKOM TCKCTC, ceepx
Toro, oOHapyacHBaeTCii eme ΟΛΗΟ pasHTCJibnoe COOTBCTCTBHC. Β
CTHXOTBOpCHHflX C HCHCTHblM HHC^OM CTHXOB, OCO CHHO B CC-

MHCTHiiiHax, cymecTBCHHyio po^b HrpaeT cpe^HH CTHX H
Meac^y npefliuecTByiomeH Η nocjie^yiomefi rpynnoii CTHXOB, B
HOCTH Meac^y HanajibKbiM Η κοπεπΗΜΜ TpexcTHuiHCM B

. B cjiaBHHCKoii CTHXHpe τρΜ HanajibHbix CTHxa
ceMb cjioroe, Η TOHHO TO ace HHCJIO CJIOFOB npnxoflHTC« Ha

τρκ KOHCHHbix CTHxa, ΤΟΓΛ3 Kax B rpenecKOM TCKCTC TpnauaTH cjioraM
nanajibHoro TPCXCTHIUHH cooTBeTCTBywT Tpn^uaTb τρΗ cjiora KOHCH-
ΗΟΓΟ TpeXCTHLUH«:

Bf^HKddrO ΑφΧΗΚφίΑ
H£3Ti/10EHBd Η

nOKdr H H K »

3/ldTOOKC»<13KHdra

/IWBTiBHW /ΗΟΛΗΛ^ CA
Η&ΜΊί /ΗΟλΗΤΒΉΙ TBOW OTkHi
OTTi^dNHK ^OYlUdiMTi HdUJH/HTi.

2~ H. VcneHCKH , "BHsaHTHHCKoe ncHHe B KHCBCKOH PycH". Akten des X!. Int.
Byzantinisten Kongresses (M nchen, 1960), 643-654.
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HeoAHOKpaTHO BbicKasbieaBiueec« MHCHHC, HTO cjiaB»HCKHe
HHKH OblJIH HC B CHJiaX CnpaBHTbCfl C rpeneCKHMH CHJlJiaOHHCCKHMH

, προτΗΒορεπΗτ cpaBHHTCJibHbiM noKasamiHM rpenecKoro Η
TCKcra: nepeeojiHHKH HepeziKO CTpewHUHCb ne rojibKO

HO H nepernaTb rpenecKHH opHrHHaji Β ero CKJIOHHOCTH κ
CJIOrOBOH paBHOMCpHOCTH.

Β το BpeMfl K3K upeBHepyccKHe CHHCKH MPMOJIOH H CxHXHpapa «BHO
BOCXOflflT K KmHOCJiaBHHCKHM πρθΤΟΤΗΠ3Μ, npHCTaJIbHOIO

Tpe6yeT ΠΟΛΛΗΗΗΟ pyccxa» ayxoBHaa no33HH. Ee 3BOJiiouHa c
uaToro ΛΟ ceMHa/maroro eexa cjioacna Η CBoeoobinna, KaK OCOOCHHO
HarjiH^HO noKasbmaioT cjiyac bi oTenecTBeHHbiM CBSITUM, H HOBOC
pyccKoe CJIOBCCHOC HCKyccTBo οτ BoceMHaauajoro eeica no ceii /icHb
FJiyOOKO yXO/JHT ΚΟρΗΛΜΗ Β Tpa^HUHK) UCpKOBHblX MOJ1HTBOCJIOBHH.

TO, HTO 3τοτ ςτροΗ nocjiy^H^ o pasuoM H /iJia CBCTCKOH
CHH", K3K HC^aBHO OTM6THJI HHKOJiaH AceCB, HCH3-

MCHHO MyTKHH H B TBOpHCCTBe, H B CyflaX Ο TBOpHeCTBC;28 3HaJl O 3TOM

y^ce asTop paccy>KaeHHa "O nojibse ΚΗΗΓ uepKOBHbix" H apyrne
OCHOBOnOJlOJKHHKH pyCCKOH KJiaCCHHCCKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ, TOF/ia KaK HCTOpHKH

jiHTepaTypbi ΛΟΛΓΟ Η ynopno "ne ΠΟΜΗΗΛΗ po^cTBa".
KHCBCKHC JIHCTKH X BCKa, CTapiiiHii H3 fl yx yueneBiiiHX CTapocjia-

B3HCKHX naMHTHHKOB HeillCKOFO H3BO/ia Η BOOOIUC ApeBHCHlUHH JlHT6pa-

TypHblH o6pa3HHK CJiaBJIHCKOFO IlHCbMa, COXpaHHJIH TCKCT MHCCaJia,

Bocxoaamero κ jiaTHHCKOMy HCTOHHHKy. Hccjie^oBaiejiH oonapyiKHJiH
Β pa6oTe nepeBOflHHKa oeccnopnoe BjiHHHHe rpenecKoro «3biKa Η
BHSaHTHHCKOH ΓΗΜΗΟΛΟΓΗΗ. C »3b C BH3aHTHHCKOH Tpa^HUHCH H 6C

CTapOCJiaBHHCKHM OTpa5K6HH6M CKa3bIBa6TCfl H B M6TKO CHJIJia HHeCKOM

οτροε, pesKO oTJiHHaioiueM nepe o/iHbie MOJIHTBU KneBCKoro
οτ cnjioiiib nposaHHecKoro jiaTHHCKoro npoTOTHna.29

CJ1HH6HH6 CJiaBSHCKOro T6KCTa C JiaTHHCKHM npHBCJlO OU6HmHKa K

cypoBOMy BbiBo^y: "Der sogenannte bersetzer ist des Lateins so wenig
kundig oder um das genaue Verst ndnis so wenig bem ht, dass er sich
auf ein paar W rter beschr nkt und ein Satzverst ndnis berhaupt nicht
anstrebt, es also auch in den allerg nstigsten F llen kaum erreicht".30

TaKHe Kypb sbi, KaK circum (tegant) H circa (moralitatem), nepe^annbie no

28 H. Aceee, 3ateM u xo.\ty nyytcna nojsua (MocKBa, 1961), 98 cji.
29 MccjiefloeaHHe o CTHXC KweBCKoro Mnccajia, nepeziaHHoe H3MH B 1925 r. MCIUCKOH

HayK BMCCTC c aa/ibHeiiiiiHMH ruaeaMH HCTOPHH neuicKoro cpeaHCBCKOBoro
«, He BKJiioHeHO B HacTOJimeM TOMc — CM. ero KpaTKoe pe3K)Me: "Cesky vers

pfed tisici lety", Slovo a slovesnost, I (1935), 50-53 H ΗΗΠΙΗΗΟΚΗΗ nepeeoa, HH C, 347 cji. Cp.
TaK e F. Liewehr, "Zum Vers der Kiewer Bl tter", Zeitschrift f r Slawistik, I ( 1 956), 35-48.
30 M. Leumann, "Die altkirchenslavischen Kiewer Bl tter und ihr lateinisches Original",
Festschrift Albert Debrunner (Bern, 1954), 291-305 (CM. crp. 300).
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COSByHHK) CJ1OB3MH μΗφΚΊιΗα'Κ (ΤΒ^^κ Η ψ{ΠιΚΤιΚί, HJ1H

φορΜ3 rege "npa b", npeepaTHBiiiaHCH Β jioKaxHB ivkeapKCTB'k "reg-
ηθ",31 .HeHCTBHTeJIbHO ΠΟ3ΒΟΛΗΚ)Τ yCOMHHTbCfl B CTCneHH SHaKOMCTBa

nepeBOAHHica c JiaxuHCKOH penbio, HO ΟΛΗΟΗ JiHiub ne^aocTaTOHHOH
CHOpOBKOH Β JiaTblHH HC OOtflCHHTb HH J1HHHOH HMOpOBHSaUHH, HH

BapnauHH na rpenecKHe MOJiHTBeHHbie reivibi ΗΛΗ npHMbix 33HM-
H3 jiHTyprHH HoaHHa BjiaToycra Η BacMJina BejiHKoro,

, ΠΟ nepCBO/iy KoHCTaHTHHa ΦΗΛΟΟθφ3.32

cyTb JIC^CHT Β TOM, MTO COOCTBCHHO nepea HaMH no cy-
ujecTBy He nepeeoa, a cKopefi nachschaffende Umschreibung, corjiacHO
MexKOMy onpe^e^eHHK) BayMuiTapKa.33 "Pa^HKajibHaa BHsaH-
THHH3aiiHH" jiaTHHCKHx oopasuoB, Β κοτοροίί BaiiiHua 3ορκο
pacnosHaji xapaKrepHyio nepry KHeecKoro Mnccajia, npoHBJiHeTC«, Η
CKasaji 6bi, npe^cae ecero Β TBOPMCCKOH MexaMOpcjxwe cyxon Η

φορΜΜ JiarnHCKoro opHFHHajia B BWCOKO
npoHseezieHHH rpenecKoit neKaHKH, "ocHamennbie Η

HsyicpameHHbie BCCMH ueeTaviH SBynnocTH H o6pa3HOCTn", KOTOPUMH
jitooyercH Acees Β APCBHHX cjiaBHHCKHX cjiaeocjioBHax. IloacajiyH,
HMCHHO TC MOJiHTBbi, ΓΛ6 KOMMCHTaTopbi, ocoocHHO BaiiiHua, ycMa-

HaHOojibuiHc oTcrynjieHH« or jiaTHHCKoro no^^HHHHKa, Η
, rjiaBHbiM oopasoM Β npetfaifuAx, yxjioHbi Β cropoHy rpe-

HCCKOH JiHTyprHH, BbmeJlHIOTCH H3bICKaHHOH CTHXOTBOpHOH OT^eJlKOH.

ΠρβφαμίΙΗ TpCTbCH nOBCe^HCBHOH MHCCbl (MOJIHTB3 NO. 18) CJiaraCTCH

H3 fleyx HeTBepocTHLUHH: HaMajibHoe saKjnonaeT τρΗ OAHHHaA-
uaTHCJiOAHbix CTHxa, a KOHCHHOC τρΗ MeTbipHa^uaTHCJioJKHbix CTHxa;
nepea nocjieziHHM CTHXOM HanajibHoro neTBepocTHiuH« Η BCJICA 3a BCTy-
nHTCJIbHblM KOHCHHOrO HCTBepOCTHUUHH BKJ1HHCHO ΠΟ O HOMy CCMHCJIO-

(2-11 + 7+ l l )
TliH f t l JKHBOTTi H4UJK ΓΟΟΠΟ,Λ,Ι
ΟΤΉ HiBTiHTCk BO ΒΤι ΕΈΗΤΙί

CTiTBd^l/ni ΗΈΗ fCH*
ι OTTina^-Hiuhft B-KCKp-kti

ΤΒΟ·Κ?Κί
(ι) HfEetKCKd-k ι ac/VMKCKd'k

OT*K r - b X T i NdUJIXTi H3B4BH HTiH'

31 J. Vasica, "Slovanska liturgie nove osvetlena Kijevskymi listy", Slovo a slovesnost, VI
(1940), 65-78.
32 Vasica, 74-78; F. Usenisnik, "Najstarejsi glagolski spomenik in liturgija sv. Cirila in
Metoda", Bogoslovni vestnik, X, 235-253.
'·' A. Baumstark, Missale Romanum, seine Entwicklung, ihre wichtigsten Urkunden und
Probleme (Nijmegen, 1929), 84.
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B opaifuu nepBou noBceaHCBHo MHCCBI (No. 8) HepeAyioTca
uaTHCJio>KHbie H OAHHHaAuaTHCJio>KHbie CTHXH, npHHCM B Hanane MO-
JlHTBbl riHTHaAUaTHCJIOHCHblH CTHX nOBTOpCH ABaaCAbI —

2-15+11 + 15+11. B nepeoM HS rpex naTHaAUaTHCJio)KHbix CTHXOB
BocbMHCJioacHoe nojiycTHiiiHe npeAuiecTByeT ceMHCJioacHOMy; oopaTHO

ocTajibHbix nsiTHaAuaTMCJiOAHbix cTHxa H o6a
c ceMHCJio)KHoro no.rcycTHUjHfl:

Eons. i?Ke TBd^K CKOW> RC/IK/HI
Ι ΠΟ PH'kB'k CBOE/HK* H3BO/II ΒΉΠ/ΙΙ^ΤΗΤΙ CIA

I BTkCXOT'fcB'K ΗΛΛίΤ»
[l] /MH/IOCTHKR TBOiW» R^CB'feTI

TOH AC MHCCW (No. 10) COCTOHT HS CCMH CTHXOB: ona
OTKpblBaCTCH Η SaMblKaCTC» ACB«THCJ10MCHbIM CTHXOM, npHHCM 33

HanaJibHbiM ACBaTHCjiOAHbiM c^e^yeT ceMHC^oxcHbi CTHX, a saTCM sa
napofi AeBHTHCJio>KHbix CTHXOB onaTb-TaKH napa
9 + 7 + 2-9 + 2-7 + 9:

HfEECkCK'kHhft ΤΒΟΙΛ CMTiH
n^OCI/HTi I <HO/ll<Hrk·
^d CTv BTiHUJkHI/MI TBOI/HI*
^OCTOIHliH CTiTRO^IUll ΗΈΗ:
I K-feHKHd-fe TBO-fe

/Wh

/MM«CTie[kH]o:34

no cocTaey opai^un Βτορο noBceAHCBHo MHCCU
(No. 20) COCTOHT H3 CCMH CTHXOB — 2ΊΟ + 2·6+ 19+ 10+19:

U/keapKCTB'k HdUJt/MK Focno^i
/HMOCTdlA TBOtM.

I HE

ι HE OB^aTi NatTi βτι ΠΛΪΝΤΙ Hapo^o/«Ti.
X^KCTa pa^i Focno/ι,ι Haiuero·
IJKE 4'bca<jiTrK π* ΟτκμίΛΐκ ι CT^ ΟΒΙΑΤΈΜ/ΗΚ

MaJioy6eAHTCJibHbi neoAHOKpaTHbie ΠΟΠΜΤΚΗ csasaTb KHCBCKHH
Mnccaji c jiHTepaTypHOH Ae«TCJibHOCTbK) KoncTaHTHHa

34 ΜΛΗ MHJiocT[i ]bHO?
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H3bIK MOJ1HTB CymCCTBCHHO pa3HHTCH OTO BCCrO, HTO H3M H3BCCTHO Ο

cjioeapHOM Η rpaMMaTHHecKOM cocTaee nHcaHHH KoHcraHTHHa H ero
6jiH>KaHuiHX coTpyaHHKOB; jnbiicy ero, B nacTHOCTH, Hy)K,abi
CTflKeHHbie φορΜω, 3acBH,aeTejibCTBOBaHHbie HecrojibKO
φΗΗ60ΚΗΜΗ OCO eHHOCTHMH, KOTOpblC JlCfKO ΜΟΓ npHBHCCTH

KHCBCKHX JIHCTKOB, CKOJibKO noKasaHHHMH CHJUiaOHnecKoro CTHxa,
no^TBepacaaiomHMH, HTO y»ce B paGore cocTaBHTCJia cjiaBHHCicoro
Mnccajia 6bijio HajiHuo crajKCHHe Aaace raKHx φορΜ,
npHJiaraTCJibHbie Β HMeHHTejibHOM naaesKe eaHHCTBCHHoro HHCJia
CKOFO pO^ai/HI/iOCTIKTil, BKCi/MOPTil H T . Π.). EcTb TyT SaMCTHblC OTJIHHHH

TaKAC B CTHJIHCTHKe Η φθρΜ3Χ CTHXa.

Bo3HHK JIH 3τοτ MHCcaJi eme B MopaBHH, r^e Topase nojiynHJi
i OT3UB OT yMHpatomero ΜεφοΛΗ«, KaK ογπίΝΈ ?κί

KTv ^dTHHKCKTilMv Κ'ΚΗΗΓ'ΚΙ?35 Ηθ BOOJIHC BO3MOXCHO, HTO

PHMCKOFO npoHcxoaczieHHa 6bui CJIOJKCH TOJibKO ΒΉ Htc-kxii
Ha nopore ^ecHToro CTOJICTHH, rae HC TojibKo ayxoBCHCTBo, HO H KH«3b
BiinecjiaB, no cjioeaM ero nepeoro MCHTHH, OTJIHHHO HHTaJi H
H rpenecKHe, H cjiaBHHCKHe KHHrn.36 B TO BpeMa KaK
HHTepaTypa MopaBCKoro nepHO,aa Bceuejio ΒΟΟΧΟΛΗΤ κ rpenecKHM
HCTOHHHKaM, B MeXHH Χ Β6Κ3 nOHBJlHCTCH HCMaJlO Π6ρ€ΒΟΛΟΒ C JiaTbIHH.

3TOT CflBHF B ^HTCpaTypHOM ΗΜΠΟρτε oGyCJlOBJlCH pa^HKaJlbHblMH

B KyjlbTypHO-nOJlHTHHCCKOH O CTaHOBKC. O^HaKO 5KHBOC

Mopa CKo MHCCHH ,aaeT ce6a 3H3Tb. HCHSMCHHO rH pH/iHfaiH
rpCKO-JiaTHHCKHH xapaKTCp UepKOBHOCJiaBSHCKOH o6pa3OBaHHOCTM B

neuicKOM KHSMcecTBe no^TBepsKAaeTC» MHOMCCCTBOM npHMepoe, H rpe-
HecKa« BbiyHKa κερε,ακο CKasbiBaeTca B MCCTHMX uepKOBHOCJiaeaHCKHx
nepeeoaax jiaTHHCKHX HCTOHHHKOB.

KaK biJio OTMCHCHO B BbimeynoMaHyTOM pesiOMe Hauieii pa oTbi o
CTHxe cjiaB»HCKoro MHccana, HaAcrpoHHbie snaKH B KHCBCKHX JiHCTKax
BbicTynaioT B ^ yx pasjiHHHbix φyHκ^HHx: Bo-nepeux, B snaKOMofi
CTapOCJiaBHHCKHM Π3Μ«ΤΗΗΚ3Μ pOJlH ΓραφΗΗεΟΚΗΧ CHFHaJIOB

(HanajibHbie ruacHbie yic bi yc^oeno oTMenaiOTCJi rpenecKHMH 3Ha-
KaMH npHflblXaHHH, a B COHCTaHHJIX RByX CaMOCTOJITeJlbHblX TJiaCHblX

6yKB nep a» BbmejiHeTCH aKyTOM). B προπΗΧ cjiynasx aicyT naaaeT na
y^apHbifi r/iacHbifi, rpaBHc Ha KonenHbiH oesyjjapHbifi, a onpoKHHyTaa
uyra na ΛΟΛΓΗΗ rnacHbiH, HO B 3τοϋ Βτοροή, npocoflHHecKOH φyHK^HH
Ha^CTpOHHbie snaKH npHMeH»K>TCH "Jen v tech pfipadech, kdy si toho
vyzadovala rytmicko-melodick struktura skladby". Λ cnpauiHBaJi B
35 Lehr-SpJawinski, 119.
36 Cm. J. Vajs, Sbornik staroslovanskych liter rnich pamatek o sv. Vaclavu a sv. Lidmile
(Praha, 1929), 15.
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Λ3ΗΗΟΗ CBH3H, H6 HOTHblC J1H 3TO 3ΗΕΚΗ — Virga, punctum H T. fl..37 3.

ΚοιιΐΜΗ,αερ oTBenaeT yTBep^HTejibHO H npeanojiaraer, HTO
Ha^cTpoHHbie 3HaKH Β KHCBCKOM MHCcane Η npaBHJia HX ynorpeoJieHHa
cooTBCTCTByioT "den Gepflogenheiten der lateinischen Neumen f r die
lectio solemnis der Sakramentarien".38 Μοκ,ζτγ TeM, B HacToamee
BpeMfl, c ΗΟΒβΗΐιίΗΜΗ MC)K,ayHapo,aHbiMH ycnexaMH B
BHSaHTHHCKOH H UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKOH HOTaiJHH, H6

H3 BHfly Ky,aa 6o;iee pasHxejibHoe CXO.HCTBO BCCX rpex
npOCOAHHCCKHX 3H3KOB KHCBCKOFO MHCCaJia C COOTBCTCTByfOLUHMH ΠΟ

φορΜβ Η (J)yHKUHH paHHHMH BH3aHTHHCKHMH HCyMaMH H HX

ornpucKaMH B cjiaBHHCKHX uepKOBHo-neBHCCKHx pyKonHcax.
ΠοΒΤορΗίο:39 Β paHHCH BHsaHTHHCKOH Tpa^HUHH οξεϊν. (') φHrypH-

pyeT TOJibKO na yaapHbix cjiorax H ooosnanaeT noBbiuieHHe, βαρεία ( )
OTMenaeT noHHaceHHe, a κ/άσμα (") — pHTMHHecKoe npo^JieHwe. Ms 3τκχ
Τρ6Χ "3Η3Μ6Η" κλάσμΟί (πθ-UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKH MdUJliKd) nOHBJiaeTCJI Β

KHCBCKHX jincTKax HMCHHO Ha AOJIFHX rjiacHbix, οξεία TOJibKO Ha
y^apaeMbix rjiacHbix (ΠΟΜΗΜΟ coneTaHHii rjiacHbix 6yKB, r^e 3τοτ
Tep»eT CBOK) My3bIκaΛbHO-πpoco/αHHecκyκ) φyHK^HK),
pojib HHCTO ΓpaφHHecκoΓo cHFHajia), Η Haxoneu βαρεία. naaaeT
na oesyaapnue KonenHbie rjiacnbie. I4epKOBHocjiaB«HCKaa

HOMenKJiarypa nepeeejia o6a rpenecKHx
Cy CTaHTHBHbIM OUHlieTBOpCHHCM KaHeCTBCHHblX

οξεία. — tTp-k/u, βαρεία — na/rhK<j.
Mbl yMblUIJlCHHO nOAHepKHBaCM ZIByCTOpOHHHH, MySblKaJlbHbJH Η

npoco HHecKHH, xapaKTep 3THX 3naKOB Β KHCBCKOM Mnccajie, noTOMy
HTO OHH CTpOFO CHHTaFOTC« C npOCO^HHeCKHMH 3Λ6Μ6ΗΤ3ΜΗ pCHH —
y^apcHHCM, 6e3y,aapHocTbK> H ^ΟΛΓΟΤΟΗ, HO Β το xe ΒρεΜΛ CHrna-
HH3yiOT Λ3ΗΗΟ6 npOCO^HHCCKOC CBOHCTBO JIHIlIb ΤΟΓΛΗ, ΚΟΓΛ3 3ΤΟΓΟ
TpeoyeT My3biKajibHO-pHTMHHecKa» CTpyKTypa. B STOM oTHOiueHHH
Ha^CTpOHHbie snaKH KHCBCKHX JIHCTKOB OCO CHHO JIHSKH HMCHHO
Κ BHSaHTHHCKHM ΠρΗΗΠΗΠΒΜ. McXOflHfalH nyHKT paSblCKaHHH

— ero Heeepne B npoco^HnecKyio ooocHosaHHocTb
3H3KOB KneBCKoro MHCcajia — peuiHTenbHO pacxojjHTca

C ΟΗβΒΗΛΗΗΜΗ φ3ΚΤ3ΜΗ. CTHXOTBOpHblH nepCBOfl H HOTaiTHil, B6-

poaTHo, reneTHHecKH conp«aceHbi, Η HH B TOM, HM B zipyroM cjiynac
rpeHecKHii npHMep He ΠΟΛ,ΠΟΚΗΤ COMHCHHIO. ^Ji» BOcnpHCMHHKa

37 Slovo a slovesnost, I, 51 — cp. ΗΗΓΛΗΗΟΚΗΗ nepeeofl, HHace, 350.
38 E. Koschmieder, "Die vermeintlichen Akzentzeichen der Kiever Bl tter", Slovo, IV-V
(Zagreb, 1955), 5-23.
39 Cp. "The Slavic Response ***", 258 — CM. Bbiiiie, 251.
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BH3aHTH CKOrO HaCJlCflMH ΒΤϊΓΠ^ΒΛΤΗ ΒΉ CR«H (ΑΒΊνΙΚΈ CaMO CO OH

SHaHHJIO — nCTb B CTHXaX.

BonpeKH Bee ycHjiHBaBineMycfl JiaTHHCKOMy naacHMy Ha neujcicyio
yXOBHyK) )KH3Hb, J1K>6OH CJiaBflHCKHH MOJIHTBCHHWH T6KCT, CBH3aHHbIH

c 4exH6H ^CCHTOFO H oflHHHaAuaToro BCKOB, HCCCT Ha ce e HBHO
BHSaHTHHCKHH ΟΤΠ6Η3ΤΟΚ, Η Λ3>Κ6 Ta UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKaH neCHfl,

KOTopaa nepe>KHJia pasrpoM cjiaB«HCKoro oorocjiyAeHHH, ΠΟΟΤΗΓΙΙΙΗΗ
nexoB Β KOHUC oaHHHa^uaToro BCKa, H ocrajiacb B MHPCKOM o Hxo^e
(FocnoAH no/HH/toyH HKI) cBHsana n TCKCTOM, H HaneBOM c rpenecKOH

/In« UepKOBHOCJiaBJIHCKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ, 6e3pa3JIHHHO — nepCBOZlHOH HJIH

»e opHrHHajibHOH, H see paBHO, c xaKoro H3biKa c,ae^aH nepeso^ — c
rpenecKoro JIH O c jiaTHHCKoro, H κ KaKOMy 6bi H3Boay HH npHna/uioKaji
naMaTHHK, pyKOBojjainHM cTHMyjioM HCHSMCHHO ocraeTC»
BH3aHTHHCKHH Xy O»CeCTBeHHbIH KaHOH,4 1 H npeyMCHblliaTb HJIH BOBCe

OTpHUaTb 3Η3Η6ΗΗ6 3ΤΟΓΟ HMnyjIbCa H B ΠΟ33ΗΗ, H B UCpKOBHOH

My3bIKC, H B HKOHOI1HCH HeMCHblllHH rpCX, HCM O paTHblC OUIH OMHbie

npeAcraBJieHHa o naccHBHOH no^pasKaTCJibHOCTH H pa6cKo 3a-
BHCHMOCTH CJiaBHHCKOH nHCbMCHHOCTH, B HaCTHOCTH ΠΟ33ΗΗ, OT rpe-

HCCKHX O paSUOB. ΛρΚΗΜ npHMCpOM, O^HOBpCMCHHO HJl-

rjiy oKyio BaacnocTb MO^CJIH H ueHHOCTb TBOPHCCKOH
Ha sa^annyio reiviy, MO CT nocjiyacHTb BH3aHTHHCKHH ΚΟΛ B

K))KHOCJiaBHHCKOH HJIH pyCCKOH HKOHOHHCH H ΠρΗΤΟΜ 66 06<ΧΠθρΗ3Η

CaMO blTHOCTb H MHpOBa« 3HaHHMOCTb. ΟΤΗΟΙ1Ι6ΗΗ6 M6)KAy BH-

3aHTHHCKHM H CpeflHeBCKOBblM CJiaBSHCKHM HCKyCCTBOM XOT6JlOCb 6bl

CpaBHHTb C ΟΤΗΟ11Ι6ΗΗ6Μ Μ6)Κ^ HpMOCOM H TpOnapHMH, CTOH1UHMH H

ΠΟ CBO6H ΒΗ6Ι1ΙΗ6Η, Η ΠΟ BHyTp6HH6H φθρΜ6 Β npe^nHCaHHOH 3a-

BHCHMOCTH OT HpMOCa H K3K pa3 OO3TOMy Η6Η306ΑΗΟ B3bICKyK)IUHMH

OTJlHHHTeJlbHOH HOBHSHbl. MM6HHO B CJIOJKHOH Hfp6 c6jlH5K6HHH H

oTTajiKHBaHHH M6)K^y HPMOCOM H jponapaMH Kpoerca BejiHKOJienHe
HCKyCH6HUIHX ΟΛ, Η Β Τ3ΚΟΗ 3Κ6 HFpe KOp6HHTC« TBOpH6CKaJI aBTOHOMHS

40 Cp. "O CTHXOTBOpHbix pcjiHKTax paHHero cpe^HeecKOBb« B HeuicKOH
rpajiHUHH", Slavisticna Revija, III (1950), 267-273 — nepenenaraHO HHJKC, 381 CJT. K
napajuie.iibHOMy eonpocy o uepKOBHOC/raBHHCKOii necne B MHPCKOM o HXo^e rioJibLUH
(CM. S/wo a xlovesno.it, l, 52 c.i. H 132 — cp. HHJKC, 351 c;i.) H naaejocb BepHyrbc« B HHOH
CBS3H.
41 Cp. J. Vajs. Mesni fadcharvatsko-hlaholskeho Vatik nskeho misalu Illir. 4 ajehopomer
k moravsko-pannonskemu sakramentafi stol. /A"(Praha, 1939), str. 3: "z pfekladu sameho
vane duch byzantsko-slovansky".
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H CyBCpCHHOe nOJlHOnpaBHe CJiaBflHCKHX npOBHHIIHH BHSaHTHHCKOrO

HCKyccTBa H3o6pa3HTe:ibHoro H cJioeecHoro.42

Written in Cambridge, Mass., 1962, and first published in the Recueildes travaux
de I'lnstitut d'Etudes by:antines, VIII , dedicated to G. Ostrogorski (Belgrade,
1963), 153-166.

42 B BbiiuenpHBeaeHHbix onbirax MerpHnecKo HHTepnpeTauHH
CTHxoTBopHbix TCKCTOB saflaHa CBO^H^acb κ βοκρωτΗΚ) CHJiJiaOHnecKoro pa3Mepa, ror^a
KaK Bonpocbi nepBOHaia^tHoro SBynaHHH CTHXOB, ne cBiiaaHHbie c HX cn^jiaOHnecKHM
COCTaBOM, blJlH B 3THX OnblTaX HaMepCHHO OCTaBJlCHbl Β CTOpOHC. KOHCHHO, CyiUHOCTb

He orpaHHHHBajiacb ΟΛΗΗΜ M3ocHJiJia6H3MOM, HO ojin npeABapHTejibHOH
Β poccbinsx CTapociiaBXHCKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ C4CT cjioroB cjiyjKHT HauGojiee

nyTCBOJIHblM KpHTCpHCM.



CTHXOTBOPHblE IJHTATbl B B E J l H K O M O P A B C K O f l
Α Γ Η Ο Γ Ρ Α Φ Μ Μ

Eme He^aBHO cpe^n yienbix cjiaBHCTOB BIJIH B xo^y yTBep5K.aeHHfl,
HTO ΠΟ33ΗΗ OCTHBajiaCb HyJKAH CTapOCJiaBHHCKOH Aa H

UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKOH riHCbMeHHOCTH. TOMHO T3K AC B CBOC

3anacTyK) OTpHuajiocb cymecTBOBanHe no33HH BHsaHTHHCKo . B ee
cymHOCTb, HanoMHHaji Krumbacher, Hejibs» npoHHKHyTb c
XyjlO eCTBeHHbIMH ΚρΗΤερΗΗΜΗ, yHaCJlC OBaHHblMH COBpeMCHHOCTbK)

οτ ^eBHTHaauaToro BeKa, "sei es nun vom romantischen oder vom
realistischen Standpunkt: wer den Dichter will verstehen, muss in
Dichters Lande gehen".1 He TOJibKO ΒκχτρεΗΗΗ« φορΜ3
rpenecKo H BHsaHTHHO-cjiaBHHCKon ΠΟ33ΗΗ, HO H caMbi CTHX ee
ocraBajicji HeonosHaHHbiM.

ECJIH B mecTHflecHTbix ro/iax npomjioro cTOJieTHH KapjiHHaji Pitra c
npHBCJl AJIHHHblH CnHCOK yHCHblX, HC npHMCTHBLUHX HH

, HH paBHOCJ!O)KHbIX CTHXOB B rpCHeCKOH UCpKOBHOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ H

ee nonpocry npo3ofi,2 το ra »e onjioiuHocTb 3HaHHTenbHo
H name noBTopHJiacb B rpy,aax no CTapocjiaBHHCKofi

nHCbMCHHOCTH. ΒθΓ3Τ6ΗΙ1Ι3Λ UepKOBHOC^aBHHCKaH ΠΟ33Η« ΠρΗΗΗΜα-

jiacb 3aaH^epceHOBCKoro "ra^Koro yreHKa", s AHKOBHHHyio, BbinypHyio
nposy. He ΓΟΒΟΡΗ y>Ke ο προπΗχ npoco^HHecKHx 3JieMeHrax, aaMce CHCT
cjioroB ynycKajic« H3 BH^y, βοπρεκπ nyHKryauHH APCBHHX pyKonHcefi,
pasooJianaBmeii MerpHqecKoe HJienenHe reKcra.

EjlHHHHHfal blJlH ΛΟΓαΛΚΗ φΗΛΟΛΟΓΟΒ Ο CTHXOTBOpHOM CTpOC

uepKOBHO-neBHecKHx TCKCTOB; nep biM npHBJieK BHHMaHHe Hccjieao-
ΚΗΗ^ΚΗΜΗ, ^eKJiaMauHOHHbiH Merp jiH/iaKTHHecKHx H

CTHXOTBOpCHHH — .aBCHa/MaTHCJlOHCHblH pa3M6p

BHSaHTHHCKOrO o6pa3Ija, ynOTpe JlJIBLUHHCH B CTapOCJiaBJlHCKOH

ΠΟ33ΗΗ JIHOO c o jnaTejibHbiM cjioBopasuejiOM nocjie ΠΗΤΟΓΟ cjiora
(^ — 1), JIH O nocjie ΠΛΤΟΓΟ HJIH cc bMoro cjiora &-+1), JIH O BOBCC 5e3

1 K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der by:antinischen Literatur (MioHxeH, 1897), crp. 690.
2 i. B. Pitra, Hymnographie de l'egli.ie grecque <PHM, 1867), crp. 3 αι.
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"uesypbi". HayHHofi H xy^oxcecTBCHHOH HHTyHUHH A. H. CooojieecKoro
MM o6«3aHbi 3a HanajibHbie Ha6jito,aeHHH HaA STHM pasMepoM H 3a
nepeyio CMCJiyio Η njioAOTBopnyio nocranoBKy eonpoca o "uepKOBHO-
CJiaBHHCKHX CTHXOTBOpeHHflX IX-X BCKOB".3 ΠθΗΗΗ CoOOJlCBCKOrO
Hameji AapoBHTbix Η ycneniHbix nponojiHcaTejiefi.

CpejiH Hccjie^OBaHHH Pa Ko HaxxHrana, oxBaxbiBaiomHx
eHiuHe oOJiacTH cjiaBHHCKofi ΦΗΛΟΛΟΓΗΗ, oAHa us
pa OT nOCBHIHCHa HM6HHO ApeBHCHIUHM o6pa3HHKaM

CTHXa B CTapOCJiaBHHCKOfi HHCbMeHHOCTH.4

OepBoe no BpevieHH MCCTO cpe^H STHX CTHXOTBOPCHHH 3aHHMaer
Πpo^Λacb, xy^oiKecTBCHHoe BcryniieHHe κ cjiaBHHCKOMy nepeeo^iy
HeTBepoeBaHrejiHH, "klasicen proizvod starocerkvenoslovanske knjizev-
nosti", no cnpaBCAJTHBOMy orsbiey Hcc^e^oBaTeJi«, H ΟΛΗΗ us
3aMeHaTeJIbHe UIHX naMHTHHKOB CBpOne CKOH AH^aKTHHeCKOH ΠΟ33ΜΗ
paHHero cpeAHeBCKOBbfl.

3aT« Hbie cnopw 06 aerope IJpoe.iaca MO HO B HacTOHmee BpeM«
CHHTaTb SaKOHHeHHbIMH.5 Λ3ΜΚΟΒΟΗ, CTHJIHCTHHeCKHH H HACOJlOrH-
HCCKHH pa3 Op 3ΤΟΓΟ CTHXOTBOpCHHH BCKpblBaCT 6ΓΟ CBH3b C JIHTCpa-

KoHcraHTHHa φκΛοοοφα.6 OHO 6biJio CJIO CHO
no-cjiaBHHCKH AJIH ero MopaecKOH nacxBbi. B cnHCKax,

ΛΟ nac, KaK cep cKHx, raK H pyccKHx, OHO cjiyacHT
κ HcTBepoeBaHreiiHK): na^o nonaraxb, HTO Cbi3Hanajia

Bosrjia jiaji cJiaB«HCKHH nepeeoA HeTBepoeBaHrejiH«, cae-
O OHMH cojiyHCKHMH paTbHMH, KaK coo maej npocrpaHHoe

)KHTHe ΜεφοΛΗΗ (XV). TaKHM o pasoM biBUJHH προφεοςορ
uapbrpa^CKoro yHHeepCHTera ΚΟΗΟΤΒΗΤΗΗ 6biJi ne TOJibKO nep biM
CJiaBHHCKHM BepOyHHTCJieM, ΠρΟΠΟΒβΛΗΗΚΟΜ, nOJlCMHCTOM, ΟΟΓΟ-
CJIOBOM, ΦΗΛΟΟΟΦΟΜ, ynenbiM OCHOBOHOJIOAHHROM cjiaBHHCKoro

H OHCbMeHHOCTH, HO H nepBbIM HHCareJlCM CJiaBHHCKHX CTHXOB.
MOpaBCKofi MHCCHH OTAasanH ce6e B STOM acHbifi OTHCT.

CB. KnpHjijiy-KoHCTaHTHHy cnaBHT no3THHecKoe

1 flepBOH H3 HCCKO^bKHX pa OT A. CoGO-FICBCKOrO ΠΟ -JTHM BOnpOCaM blJia CTaTbH
"ΟτΗχοτΒορεΗΗ« KoHCjaHTHHa BojirapCKoro", PVCCKU <Pu.io.ioeuvecKuu BecmnuK. XII
(1884), a ero nocjie.nHHii. CBO^HUH Tpyj — "/IpeBHHe uepKOBHO-c.na aHCKHe CTHXO-
TBOpeHHH IX-X BCKOB". C opuuK Omd. pvc. .<u. u c.ioe. H. Ακ. Ηανκ. LXXXV1II. No. 3
(1910).
4 R. Nahtigal. "Rekonstrukcija treh starocerkvenoslovanskih izvi rnih pesnitev".
Razprave, Filoz.- lol.-hist. raired. Akademija :nanosti in umetnosti v Ljuhljani. I (1943).
5 Cp. E. FeoprneB. flae npoH3BeaeHH»i na CB KnpHJia — Studia historico-philologica
Serdicensia, suppl. II (1938): R. Jakobson. "St. Constantine's Prologue to the Gospels".
supra., pp. 19 Iff.
6 Π. JlaepoB, Mamepua.ibi no ucmopuu eo3iiuKiioeenu.'i dpeeitciiiue c.iae.incno

(JleHMHrpaa. 1930). cyp. 109.
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nepBoynHTejia. LJ,HTHpyio ee ce epHOpyccKHH CHHCOK XII
: "O oyMe ΟΓΗΒΗΊ>. ο macbHa Tpoy a. ο cnaBHio ntcHHBbiH. ο

maroJiHBa. ο jnbine cjia^KHH Mefloy BI npHTiuaxl·, KypHJie
npeMoyApe." Tecnaa CBSSB KoHCTaHTuna c rpenecKofi TeopneH H
npaKTHKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ JlHTyprHHCCKOH H KHHJKHOH, 6ΓΟ JIHHHafl 6jlH3OCTb C

BblAaiOLUHMHCH BHSaHTHHCKHMH HO3TaMH Η 6ΓΟ HCKJIfOHHTCJlbHaa

cnocoOHocTb nepeca^cHBarb 3jijiHHCKyK> cjioeecHyK) KyubTypy na cua-
BHHCKyK) nOHBy 6bIJlH, 063 COMHCHHH, OJiaronpH« THblMH

CblJlKaMH AJlfl 6ΓΟ MOpaBCKHX CTHXOTBOpHblX OnblTOB.

CjapocjiaBSHCKoe npocrpaHHoe AHTHC KoHCTaHTHHa
ΠΡΗΒΟΛΗΤ HecKOJibKO uHraT H3 ero no3THMecKoro HacjieziH«. ECJIH 3TH
CTHXH ^CHCTBHTejibHO πρΗΗ3ΛΛ6)Κ3τ KoHCxaHTHHy, TO Ha^o nojiaraxb,
HTO no KpaOHefl Mepe re H3 HHX, KOTOpue BOSHMKJIH ΛΟ ero MopaBCKOH
MMCCHH, 6biJiH nepBOHanajibHO HanHcaHbi no-rpenecKH, a 3aTCM
nepeee^eHbi Ha CTapocjiaeaHCKHH «SUK JIH O caMHM nepBoyHHTejicM
J1H O aBTOpOM JKHTHH. KaK 6bIJlO HC^aBHO HOKa3aHO, CJiaBflHCKHH TCKCT

HTHH 6biJi HanncaH MCAfly 870 Η 882 το,αοΜ;7 cjieaoBarejibHO cjiaBHH-
CKHC CTHXH, BKpanJieHHbie Β 5ΚΗΤΗ6 KoHCTaHTHHa, flBJIHIOTCH

nO^JlHHHblMH OOpaSHHKaMH BCJlHKOMOpaBCKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ.

CorjiacHO JKHTHIO ( I I I ) , K>Hbiii KoHCTaHTHH "noxBaJi* Hannca
CBATOMoy ΓρΗΓορπκ)". Η. C. Tpy euKOH8 onpe^ejinji CTHxoTBOpHyio
φopMy 3TOH OoxBajibi. Ona 3aKJiK)MaeT ceMb οτροκ (caKpajibHoe MHCJIO,
nrpaiomee snaHHTejibHyio poiib B »CHTHH KoHCTaHTHHa)." HanajibHaa,

H KOHCHHaa οτροκπ HacHHTbieaioT no ceMHazmaTH (7+10), a
no uiecTHaAuaTH (5+11) CJIOFOB: 17 + 2· 16+17 + 2· 16+17.

ΠΟΛΟΟΗΟ nepBOMy nojiycTHiiJHK) — naTHCJio^CHOMy HJIH ce-
MHCJio)KHOMy, nepBbifi Hjien BTOporo noJiycTHiiiHH, B CBOK» onepe/ib,
COACpJKHT HCHCTHOe HHCjlO CJlorOB: CCMb B nepBOH H UJCCTOH CTpOKC,

nHTb B ocTajibHbix. CeMHCJiO Hbie cerMCHTbi xapaKTepHbi Η ΛΛΗ rpe-
HCCKHX ΓΗΜΗΟΒ CaMOFO ΓρΗΓΟρΗΗ BorOCJIOBE.10

CpaBHCHHe pyCCKHX Η Kt^CHOCJiaBSHCKHX CHHCKOB 5KHTH« nO3BOJ15ieT

TOMHO BoccTaHOBHTb nepBOHana^bHbiH TCKCT OoxBaJibi:

ΤΪ/10/ΜΙι / H/IOB-feMt Λ /^OyUJthf. /

TTvl BO T*k/10/HK / ΗΛΟΒΪΚΤν CTvlH / dHtii/ATi -fe H CA

" P. Meyvaert et Paul Devos, "Trois enigmes cyrillo-methodiennes de la Legende Italique
resolues grace un document inedit", Analecta Boltandiana, LXXIII (1955).
β Ν. S. Trubetzkoy, "Ein altkirchenslavisches Gedicht", Zeitschrift f r slavische
Philologie, XI (1934).
9 J. Vasica, "iivot sv. Cyrila", Na svitu kfest'anstvi (Praha, 1942), crp. 243.
10 W. Meyer, Gesammelte Abhandlungen :ur mittellateinischen Rythmik. II (Berlin, 1905),
crp. 50.
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BO TBO^ / «EKO ί,Λ,ΗΗΉ / OTK

Bora προε/ΜΒ/ΐ'κκ&ΤΊν / H BKCK /ΗΗ^Τ* / npocBlkijJd>7&TrK
B'SfTKI / Kd3dHHt/Hh / T-fc/Hh JKi Η /HiHt

/ ΚΈ TIB'S ΛΚΈΈΚΗΙ* / Η Β'ΚφΟΙΛ.

ΠφΗΗΛΙΗ Η ΚΛ^,Η ΛΗ / npOCB'BTHTMK / Η

Ha xecHyio CB«3b H rjiy oKoe CHMBCJIKHCCKOC sna-
aeyx MOTHBOB B xpeTbeii rjiaee npocxpaHHoro MCHTHJI,

noBecTByiomefi o K>HLIX ro^ax KoHcraHTHHa: "izvolitev Sofije-Modrosti
za nevesto in izvolitev sv. Gregorija Nazianskega za zascitnika".11

ECJIH HSOpaHHe ΓρΗΓορΗΗ BorocjiOBa Hamno ce e Bbipa^ceHHe B
CTHxoTBopHofl uHTare, το H36paHHe €οφΗΗ Β CBOK> onepeAb osHaMe-
HOBaHO OHOJICHCKOH npHTHCH (7:4)12 B BOJlbHOH CTHXOTBOpHOH

πapaφpa3e, CJIOKCHHOH pa3MepoM 2 (7 + 5):

»t Π^^<Η*Α?ΟΟΤΗ / citT(»a ΛΙΗ
/ C£B>k CT^TBO^H.

O6e npHBe^eHHbie uHxarbi BosmamaioT Hanano TBOpnecKoro
a; KOHCU 3Toro nyTH, cHMBOJiH3HpyeMbiH

HHOHecKoro HMCHH KHpHJiJi, CHOBa no yac^acT asTopa >KH-
TH» Bbi^ejiHTb 3TOT 3HaMeHaTejibHbifi aran ^ByMJi CTHXCTBOPHUMH
4)parM6HTaMH. fjiaea XVIII HanHHaeTC« c paccicasa o TOM,

eprejibHbiMHe^yroM KoHcraHTHH "ΗΛΗΑΤΤΙ n-kTH
cruxorBopHaa πapaφpa3a ncajiMa 121. l:13

0 pfKTiUJHXTi /HtH-fe ΒΈΗΗ,Λ,Ε/ΗΈ ΒΉ

BTv3B6Cf/1H CA A^VX^ ΛΟΗ Η C^KAbl^t OB^d^OBd CA.

3τΗ BoceMHa;iuaTHCJio)KHbie CTHXH Haxo^iiT ce e HeMajio napajijiejieu Β
CTapocjiaBHHCKOM ΠΟ33ΗΗ, Kax nanpHMep:

BTiSHr^dHTt CA ^^ΟγΗΤΙ CA 3t<M/AtHHH

B'KCKfkKCt

(OacxajibMbiH

1 ' F. Grivec. "Zaroka sv. Cirila s Sofijo-Modrostjo", Bogoshvni Vesinik, XV (Ljubljana,
1935). c-τρ. 81.
12 Cp. Π. JlaepoB. Kupu.io ma Memodi β daeitbo-c.ioe.<iHCbKO\ty nucbMencmei = 36ipmiK
icmopWHO-φί.ιο.ι. aiddi.iy Υκρ. Ακαό. Ηανκ. LXXV1II (1928), crp. 319.
13 Cp. K. Horalek, "Studie o slovanskam versi", Sbornik lotogicky. XII (1946), crp. 270.
14 P. ίϊκο6οοΗ, "SaMCTKa o apeBHe ojirapcKOM CTHXocnojiceHHH", HseecmitH Omd. pyc.
HJ. u cAoe. Pace. Ακ. Ηανκ. No. 2 (1922), crp. 352.
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HtTOMKHHKTi fCH ΠΟ ΗΟΤΗΗ·Κ OTKHt

(CTHXH Β necTb Hoana

ΠροπεΒ 3TH CTHXH, KoHCTaHTHH, HaKaHyHe npeBpameHHH B HHOKa
Knpnjijia, "Βί«ΛΑ CA" rjiarojier npomaJibHyio MOJiHTBy, cjio>KeHHyK>
pa3MepOM 4 (6 + 6):

ΗΗ

ΗΗ ΗΝΟ/Ηογ / κο/HoyjKt Hd 3E/H/1H
HTv ThKTwHO ΒΟΓΟγ /

H B'kX'h H tC^ili / KTv B'kK'hl

Β npocxpaHHOM HTHH KoHCTaHTHHa 3aKJiK)MHTejibHOH rjiaee o ero
(XVIII ) npe^iiiiecTByioT rjia bi o cjiaBjmcKOH jiejuejibHOCTH

(XIV no XVII). 3τπ rjiaBbi KOHHawTCH PHMCKHM
npeHHCM KoHcraHTHHa c »ΗΛΟΒΗΗΟΜ ο APCBHHX npoponecTBax
npHiiiecTBH» HHcycoBa. XapaKTepHO, HTO CXO HM MOTHBOM KOHnaeTca
H nepeaa, BHecjiaBHHCKaa nacrb XHTH« (II-XI1I). Πο paccKasy rpH-

rjiaebi, φΗΛοοοφ enepBbie nponeji Η nepeeeji ("nponbre Η
") CTHXH (OHH HaaeaHbi "rpaHH", a B ^peBHepyccKoii pyiconHCH

"CTHCH"), HanncaHHbie eepeHCKHMH Η caivtapHTaHCKHMH GyKeaMH Ha
nauie uapH CojioMona, xpaHHBiueHCH B KOHCTaHTHHonojibCKOM xpaMe
CB. (ΓοφΗΗ, a 33T6M OH pa3T>HCHHJl SHaHCHHC 3TOH Ha/inHCH —

npoponecTBO npHiiiecTBHji HncycoBa.
TaKHM oopasoM Β HCHTHH KoHCTaHTHHa ero cjiaeaHCKan MHCCH»

TO »e SHaMCHaTCJibHoe npoponecico-MeccHaHCKoe oopavi-
, κοτοροε 6buio aano HM B Hana^bHbix cTpoKax BCTyiuieHHH κ

HeTBepoeBaHrejiHio:

fC/Mlv / CBATOy
•feKO π^ο^ομκ / προ^ίΚΛ

h Γ^Α^,ίΤ'Κ / ASTilKTil
BO tCTTi / BkCt/Ηθγ

te CA ΓΊνΚΈΙΟΤΈ / BTv «Α/ΜΊ^ΙΗ Β^ΚΈ Ck.

15 Β. ΛΓΗ4. PaccyMcdenu.i w3Knoc.iae.HHcxou u pyccKo cmapuiibi o m'pKoenoc.iae;mcKOM
njbiKC = Mcc.iedoeaiiu.'i no pvccnoMV .tjbixy. Omd. pvc. .13. u c.ioe. H. AK. Hayx, \
(1885-1895). crp. 972.
10 TaK a HHTaji nocjreziHHH CTHX B CBOHX PHCHCKHX ^CKUHHX o uepKOBHOcJiaBHHCKoii
3noxe 4eiiiKOH jiHTepaTypbi npHaep>KHBajicb pyccKon BepcHH KHTHH (cp. Π. Jlaepoe,
Mamepua.ibi ... crp. 34), ror/ia ΚΆΚ K. Horalek onnpaeic» Ha ero K»KHOcjTaBflHCKyio
BepcHio H HHTaeT: HC 6txi H obixi / H ecMb BT. etKbi (I.e.).
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)KHTMe npHBOAHT TCKCT αΠΟΚρΗφΜΗεΟΚΟΗ HaAIIHCH B HCCOMHCHHO

CTHxoTBOpHoii cxapocjiaBflHCKOH nepeAane rpenecKoro nepeBOAa, CAC-
JiaHHOFO KoHCTaHTHHOM. CHJIJiaOHHeCKafl φθρΜ3 3TOH HaAHHCH OCO-

6eHHO JICFKO noAAaeTCH BoccraHOBjieHHio, raK KaK ee TCKCT coxpaHHjica
HC TOJTbKO B pyCCKHX H K»KHOCJiaB5IHCKHX COHCKaX JKHTHfl , 1 7 HO H

oTACJibHo B uejioM PHAC pyccKHX BapHaHTOB, nacjbK) oojiee APCBHHX,
HCM AOllieAtlIHe ΛΟ HaC pyKOHHCH 5KHTHH. 1 8 TeKCT Ha^HHCH HCHSMCHHO

pas^ejieH Ha τρΗ MerBepocTHiiJHii; HS HHX nocjieanne aea CHJiJiaOHnecKH
TOJK^ecTBeHHbi: 2 (8+ 10) + 2(10 + 9+ 12 + 9). B Ka AOH οτροφε Hrpa
napoHOMacHH, xapaKxepHaa Α-ΠΗ 3HHrMaTHHecKnx CTHXOB:
ΠΗΚΟ — π^ΒΐΗκμογ; ΒΛ,Λ,Η — Βΐι^Αψιο; ΠΗΗ — ΒΤ^ΒΊ^ΠΗΜ;

Mama

B-h ΠΗΒΟ Ε*ΑΗ

ΠρΚΚίΗΚμΦΥ ΚΤν^ΛψΙ« ΗΟψΗΜ,

Ha KTiKoyujtHHe rocno^i^Ne
CTiTBO^tHa Ai^Ka ΗΗΟΓΟ
ΠΗΗ Η «νΠΗΗ CA BECMHC/Hh

Η ΒΊλ3ΊνΠΗΗ

Η C£ KTvHASk Η

Β h t k CliHb/trh C/iaBA ΕΓΟ

H ^aB'Ki^'
CT^TTi H

CTHXaMH BBCACHbl B 5KHTHH TpH BaJKHCHLUHX φa3bI B AyXOBHOM

nyTH KoHcraHTHHa: nanajio ero noABH HHHecTBa, BepuiHHHoe AeaHHe
— npocBemeHHe cjiaean, H naKoneu ocBOOoacACHHe οτ MHPCKHX rpeeor.

BKparue COOOLUHB o TOM, KaK KoHcraHTHH Hauien MOIHH CB.
KjiHMCHTa, AeBHTaa maea npocrpaHHoro XHTH« oTCbiJiaer HMTareufl κ
co cTBeHHOMy paccKasy φΗΛθοοφ3 o6 axoivi COOWTHH: "ΐκο)κε πΗΐιιετι,
ΒΤ> oGptTCHMH ero" (IX). Β CBOK) OHCpCAb COBpeMCHHHK KoHCTaHTHHa,

17 JlaepOB, MamepudAbi ..., crp. 26, 59.
1 8 Α. ΠετροΒ, Anoxpui imecKoe npopovecmeo \4αρ» COAOMOH o Xpucme, naxodaufeeca β
npocmpahHOM Mcumuu ce. KoHcmawnuHa, no cnucKy XIII ββκα = IJaMamnuKu dpeeneu
nucbMeHHOcmu, CIV (1894); H. CpesneBCKHH, Ceedenun u sajuemKU ο MOAoujeecmnbix u
neuseecmHbix naMnmnuKax, No. XL (CI16. 1867); H. ΠορφΗρΒ6Β, AnoKpu( imecKue
cxajdHUH ο eemxoiaeenwbix Mifax u coobimuxx no pynonucuM €θΛοβεμκοΰ 6u6jiuomeKU =
CoopnuK Omd. pyc. »3. u c.we. Μ. Ακ. Hayx, XVII, No. 1 (1877), crp. 240; B. JIaMaHCKHH,
"CjiaBHHCKoe »HTHC CB. KHpHJijia KaK pejiHrHO3Ho-3nHHecKoe npoHSBeaeHHc H KaK
HCTOpHHecKHH naM»THHK", JKypHdA MuHucmepcmeo Hapodnoeo npoceeufenua, CCCLIII
(1904), ςτρ. 154c^.
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PHMCKHH GHOJIHOTCKapb AHaCTaCHH, CBH^eTCJlbCTByCT B nHCbMC

enHCKony PayaepHxy, HTO 3Ty ny^ecHyio Haxo^Ky philosophus in
historica narratione descripsit. AHacjacHH HseemaeT enwcKona, HTO OH
nepeeeji c rpeHCCKoro H3biKa Ha JiaTHHCKHH H brevem historian (HUM
historiolani), H eropoe npoH3Be,aeHHe KoHcxaHTHHa, nocB»mcHHoe
KjiHMCHTy, — sermonem declamatorium, roraa KaK τρετΗΗ nawaTHMK
Toro AC UHKJia eMy ne y/iajiocb nepesecTH: "Ceterum, quae idem mirabilis
vere philosophus in huius honorabilium inventione rel iquiarum solem-
niter ad hymnologicon Dei omnipotentis edidit, Graecorum resonant
scolae *** Sane rotulam hymni quae et ad laudein Dei et beati dementis
idem philosophus edidit, idcirco non transtuli, quia, cum latine trans-
latur, hie pauciores, illic plurales syllabas generatum esset nee aptam nee
sonoram cantus harmoniam redderet."19

HH ΟΛΗΟ H3 3ΤΉΧ COHMHCHH KoHCTaHTHHa He .HOLJUJ1O ΛΟ HaC B

rpenecKOM opHPHnajie. 3aro coxpaHHJiacb B pyccKHX pyKonHCHX XVI
BCKa τ. H. KopcyncKa» .lereH/ia 06 ο6ρετεΗΗΗ Moinefi CB. KjiHMCHTa.
XOTJI ona meecTHa Jimijb B nosuHHX cnHCKax, ee ;ieKCHKa.nbHbiH,

H CTHJiHCTHnecKHH pasoop no3BOnmi MCCJie/io-
C yBepeHHOCTbK) OTHeCTH ΠαΜΗΤΗΗΚ Κ BCJlMKOMOpaBCKOH

3ΠΟΧ6 UepKOBHOCJiaBJIHCKOH nHCbMCHHOCTH.20 HCUbl MOCKOBCKOH

PycH coxpaHHJiH aa)Ke sarjiaBHe jiereH^bi — "OioBo Ha npeneceHHe
MomeMt npecjiaBHaro KjiHMCHTa, HCTOpHHbCKyio wiviyme ect^y".
HHUMH cjioBaMH, ^o Hac ^oiiijio Β CTapocjiaBHHCKoii nepepaooTKC
pHTOpHHecKoe "CJTOBO" (sermo) KoHCTaHTHHa, κ KoropoMy OKasaJiocb
npHCOBOKynJieno ero «e apyroe COHMHCHHC, narratio historica
("ncTopHHbCKaa oect^a"). Ma/ίο ΤΟΓΟ, Β cxapocjiaBaHCKHH
B011IJ1H, K3K OTMCTHJl y)K6 ΦραΗΚΟ, Η UHTaTbl H3 KoHCTaHTHHOBa

CB. KjiHMCHTy. FTojiHocTbH) onpaB^ajiacb aora^Ka BpioKHepa: "Dieser
ig Π. Jlaepofl, JKumu.H xepconcKux cenmbix β ^peκo-CΛaβ.<^HCKo nucbMennocmu =
iJaM.imHUKu xpucmuaHcκo^o Xepconeca, II (MoCKBa, 1911), crp. 142. Cp. J. Friedrich,
"Ein Brief des Anastasius Bibliothecarius an den Bischof Gaudericus von Velletri ber die
Abfassung der Vita cum translatione s. dementis Papae. Eine neue Quelle zur Cyrillus- und
Methodi us-Frage", Sitzungsberichte der philos.-phitol. u. hist. Cl. der k. b. Ak. d. Wiss. :u
M nchen (1892), No. 3.
20 HccjieaoBaHHK) KopcyHCKoii nereHau ΠΟΛΟ^ΗΛ uanajio M. <t>pamco B KHHre Ce.
K.iuMenm y Kopcym ( JlbBOB, 1905); cp. aeropCKoe pesiovie "Beitr ge zur Quellenkritik der
cyrillo-methodianischen Legenden", Archiv f r slavische Philologie, XXVIII (1906).

KOMMCHraTopu ycneujHO nopaoorajiH nan HsyneHHCM c^oflapnoro cocraea
n OCO CHHO naa κρΗΤΗκοίί H peKOHcrpyKUHeft ee reiccTa: Π. Jlaepoe, )Kumun

xepconcKux ceambix ...\ N. van Wijk, "O H3biice Cnoea na nepeneceHHe MOLUCH CB.
", By:antinoslavica, I (1929); K). ΤρΗφοκοΒ, "flee ctHHHCHHH Ha KoHCTaHTHHa

(CB. KHpHJia) 3a MOUIHTC Ha CB. KjiHinenra PHMCKH", Cnucanue na
AxadeMUH na HayKume, XLVII I (1934); J. Vasica, "Slovo na prenesenie

mostem preslavnago Klimenta neboli Legenda chersonsk ", Acta Academiae
Velehradensis. XIX (1948).
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slavische Text enth lt die historiola, den sermo declamatorius und Teile
des Klemenshymnus Konstantins, die Bibliothekar Anastasius einzeln
erw hnt, zusammen verarbeitet."21

Tpyzmo CKasaTb, GbiJia JIH BbinojmeHa cjiaBHHCKaa CBo^Ra rpenecKoft
ΤρΗ-ΠΟΓΉΗ KOHCTaHTHHa CaMHM aBTOpOM HJIH KCM-JIHOO H3 6ΓΟ MO-

yneHHKOB. Bo BCHKOM cjiynae, BCTaer eonpoc, KaK cnpaBHJica
CTHXOB ruMHa c rpenecKoro na ΟΙΉΒΗΗΟΚΗΗ c τοκ> sa/ianen,

KOTopaa sacTaBHJia AHacxacH» Boece OTKasaTbc« οτ HX jiaTHHCKoro
nepe ozia HS OJBHH nocTynHTbca CHJUia HHecKHM pa3\iepoM ΠΟΛΛΗΗ-

necHoneHHH πετκο BbiaeJieHbi B TCKCTC KopcyHCKoii neren^bi.
ΠΟΒΤΟΡΗΟ H TmajejibHO oro apHBaex "n-kcHH

"Λϊο/iHTBKNa n-kcHii " HrpaeT nyrb JIH HC rjiaBHyio,
pojib B Ka^c^OM 3Tane OJiaronecTHBOH

BOHCTHHy HCKaxenH Momefi "H^OUJA ΠΪΟΗΚΗΤΙΙ/ΗΗ Π^ΝΗΗ".
HaH ojiee 6naronpHHTHbiMH ycjioBHHMH o craBjieHa

nep oro necHoneHH«: OHO AOUJJIO 0.0 nac B aeyx paHHHx Maice,aoHCKnx
cnHCKax: 1. B KaneHziape ΟχρΗ,αοκοΐΌ anocrojia (O), cnHcaHHOM B

XII BCKa c /ipeBHero rjiaroJiHHecKoro opHrHHajia H
TOT KajieFwapb, κοτορωή, "eepoHTHO, CJIOJKHJICH B

MopaecKOH uepKBH B 3noxy KHpHJiJia H ΜεφοΛΗ«";22 2. B cocTaee
CJiyacGbi CB. KjiHMeHTy n uapio OeTpy (Π), no pyKonwcH XIII-XIV
BCKa.23 ΠρΗ nocjieaoBaTejibHOM cpaBHeHHH Bcex BapHaHTOB »BCTBCHHO
BbiCTynaeT nepBOHanajibHa» cTHXOTBopHaa (|)opMa: H3 Λ6Β«ΤΗ CTHXOB
nep bie BOceMb cjie^yioT cxeMe 2 (2-16 + 2-15), a noc/reAHHH (aesHTbifi)
noBTOpseT iiiecTHaimaTHCJiO HbiH pa3Mep nepeoro cTHxa. HeBOJibHO

pocaeTCH B rjiasa CXO^CTBO c FIoxBajioH KoHCTanTHHa ΓρκΓορΗΚ)
Borocjio y. CaKpajibHo jjeBHTKe cooTBeTCTByeT caKpaiibHa« ceiviepKa,
Hepeao aHHK) mecTHaauaTH H naTHa^uaTH CJIOFOB MepeaoBaHHe CCM-
Ha/ma™ H iiiecTnaAuaTH, cxevie 2 (2-16 + 2-15)+16 3KBHBajieHTHa
cxeMa 2 (17 + 2-16)+17.

HE OTTvBpdTH NdCTi. nOC(td/H/1{HrKIHXK K<1H/MfHTi

B-fc^Ol* Π^ΗΠα^ΙΑψΚ ΚΉ ΤΚΟί/ΜΟγ Γ^ΟΒΟγ CBATf

HTi npHH/HH pdETi CH C^lvA^^ Π^ΗΓΤΑΠ4»ΛψΚ

CKAT'feH ΤΒΟΗχΤ^ /ΗΟψΗΗ /ΗΟ/ΙΑψί CA

H

CA

21 A. Bruckner, Die Wahrheit ber die Slavenapostel (T bingen, 1913), οτρ. 8.
22 C. Kynb aKHH, Oxpudcxan pyxonucb anocmo.ia κοπίδα XII ββκα (ΟοφΗΗ, 1904), crp.
106 H CXXXXV.
23 Μ. HeaHOB, Eb/ieapcKU cmapuHbi U3 MaKedonuft (ΟοφΗ«, 1931), οτρ. 392.
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Κ*0ΚΗ·ΚΙΗΛΓΚ HU/LlfNHE

Η ΓφΐχΟ/Η'Κ24 OCTdB/UHHE H OMHlfUHHI

MQAHTRAMH TBOH/HH C/ldBKNE BMHbfc /HH/10CTk.

Β προΗΗΧ necHoneHHHX rpyjiHce BoccraHOBHTb "rpaneca" (KaK CTHXH
HMCHytOTCH Β 3TOM ΠαΜΗΤΗΗΚε), T3K K3K npHXO^HTC« OJIbSOBaTbC«

TOJlbKO ΠΟ3ΛΗΗΜΗ pyCCKHMH HTCHHHMH. TeM HC Μ6Η66 pa3MCp BTOpOH

necHH — HCTbipe oaHHHaauaTHCJio^cHbix cxnxa — HC
COMHCHHH:

0 OTkH£ B^ICTTi ΒΟΓΉ

/HO/tHTBd/HH CBATddPO K/lH/HiHTd.

necHoneHHH KopcyHCKoo
/jacT, HanecMCH, 6onee nojioxcHTejibHbie peayjibraTbi, Kor/ia
COBMCCTHblMH yCHJIHflMH MySblKOJlOFOB Η φΗΛΟΛΟΓΟΒ

noABeprnyTa CHCTetviaTHHecKOMy oocjrejiOBaHHio HCTOPHH
JlHTyprHHCCKOH ΠΟ33ΗΗ B CBCT6 HOBCHUJHX pa3bICKaHHH O MySHKaJIbHOM

H CJ10BCCHOM pHTM6 BH3aHTHHCKHX UepKOBHO-nCBHCCKHX φορΜ.25

HeMajio Heo HAaHHbix Haxo^oK Η οτκρωτΗΗ JKACT HaynHbix paooT-
HHKOB Ha 3TOM nyTH. CTHXOCJIOKeHHC Β6ΛΗΚΟΜθρ3ΒΟΚΗΧ ΠαΜΗΤΗΗΚΟΒ

KHH5KHOH Η HHTyprHHCCKOH ΠΟ33ΜΗ, pa3BHTHe O OHX JKaHpOB B

BoJirapHH X BCKa, ayxoBnoe necHoneHHe Β HexHH Χ Η XI CTOJICTHH,
cynb6a CTapocjiaeaHCKoro CTHxa y cepooB Η xopeaxcKHX rjiarojiHTOB,
HaKOHeu 3BOJ1KJUH« jiHTyprHHecKoro TBopnecTBa na PycH, TaKOBbi
nacyiuHbie Bonpocu, CTOHIUHC nepea HCTOPHKOM uepKOBHOcnaBSHCKoro
cjioBecHoro HCKyccTBa; Η ΠΟΗΤΗ BC 3το — HenonaTbiH Kpa8 Ann
CTHXOBCfla.26 BmaHTUHCKO-CJiaBJIHCKHH MHp HCKyCCTB, OTKpblBllIHH

HaM BejinKOJierme »ΗΒΟΠΗΟΗ, ΒΗ«ΗΗ« Η sonnecTBa, aacT HaKoneu KJIIOHH
Κ TaHHHKaM CBOCH My3bIKH Η ΠΟ33ΗΗ.

Written in 1954, and published in Slavisticna Revija X, dedicated to Rajko
Nahtigal (Ljubljana, 1957).

Ο: ΓρΐχοΛί'κ: Π: rp-kjjov; BOSMOIKHO, HTO cjieayer ΠΡΗΗΗΤΒ MTCHHC pyccKHx CHHCKOB:
— cp. P. Diels, Altkirchenslavische Grammatik (Heidelberg, 1932), crp. 156.

25 Cp. C. H0eg, "The Oldest Slavonic Tradition of Byzantine Music", Proceedings of the
British Academy, XXXIX (1954).
26 ripeziBapHTejibHbiH ooaop crapocjiaBflHCKOH πο?3ΗΗ Η ee aaJibHe iiiHx cyae 6biJi Ο.ΆΗ
aBTopoM 3Tnx crpoK B aoKJiaae "Early Slavic Poetry and Its Byzantine Background"
(Symposium on Byzantium and the Slavs at Dumbarton Oaks, 24 IV 1952); CM. CTaTbio
"The Slavic Response to Byzantine Poetry", ewuie, στρ. 240 cji.



SKETCHES FOR THE H I S T O R Y OF THE OLDEST
S L A V I C H Y M N O D Y : C O M M E M O R A T I O N OF

CHRIST 'S SAINT A N D G R E A T M A R T Y R D E M E T R I U S

CANON

1. From cruel mist of ignorance cleanse us by thy prayers, for thou art the
lover of the fatherland, wise Demetrius! Allow us to glorify thy luminous
festival on this day!
2. Thy marvelous miracles were told even in palaces, for thou hast
destroyed the barbarians who intruded into the city of Amastris, the
estate of Christ, the Sovereign: hence, He createth a church for thee.
3. Wisdom, having drawn from the heavenly beverage, did greatly
enlighten thee and revealed thee as the image of beauty: Ο Demetrius, it
gave thee, glorious lover of the fatherland, as a help to glorious Salonika.
THEOTOKION: To Her, the divine chamber, which did bear Christ the
bridegroom who called all the faithful to the heavenly chamber, let us
render praise to Mary, begging entrance into the heavenly chamber!

HI.

1. Having from infancy learned supreme wisdom, thou, in youth, Ο most
wise one, hast alike gained the crown, thou also hast been pierced by a
spear in brave likeness to Christ born from the Virgin.
2. As a citizen of the thrice-luminous Trinity, thou too appearedst
threefold to us: glorious before thy Passions, complaisant in thy exploit,
and after thy murder, pleasing by thy miracles, Ο most blessed one.
3. While pierced by the spear, Demetrius, thou wast joyously crying unto
Christ: "For everything done, what shall I render unto Thee who wast
pierced through the ribs for my sake, unless now by my own martyrdom I
drink down the divine cup?"
THEOTOKION: Isaiah, the fiery mind, taught: Thou, the most Pure, art
a rod of Jesse that for those of good faith hath bloomed the blossom
which drives out all the stinking odor left from the original mother.



OAMATb CBATAAFO H BEJ1HKAATO M M E H H K A
X P M C T O B A

ΚΑΗΟΗΤι

I.

l .Orb Mbmbl JlK)TbIA H HeBt)KilbCTBHt OHHCTH Hbl, tlCO CblH
OTbHbCTBOJlIOObUb, ΜΛ/lpe .UbMHTpHC, MOJIHTBaMH CM! /JajKAb
BtcnteaTH CBtrbJioe TBOC rpi>MCbCTBO BT> ΛΒΗΒΙΙΙΙ,ΗΗΗ .abHb!
2. Penena obiuiA ziHBbHa Η ΒΊ> eapbxt reot niojieca, Bapieapbi 60
noroyOH npHiiibfliiiiA Ha^ocTotHHe xpHCTa TBoero BJia^biKbi, na rpa^t
aMacTpHjibCKT>: TtMbjKC TH upbKi>Bb 3Η>κζιετΤϊ.
3. BejibMH npoc tTHjia CCTB H KpacbHoo6pa3bHo noKa3a M*,apocTb

nHBa He ecbHaaro: TA. flbMHTpne, .aacrb noMombHHKa,
cjiaBbna, ceJioyHK) cjiaBbHoyoywoy.

THEOTOKION: HpbTori GoxbCTBbHbiH, tKO poJK^biiiH aceHHxa xpn-
CTa, npH3T>BaBT>iuaaro BbCA B'bpbHbiA KT> HpbToroy HeoecbHoyoyMoy,
MapHMi BlCXBaJlHMl·, npOCALUC BT>XO)KZieHHt Bl· HpbTOFt HCOCCbHWH.

I I I .

1. Haoynb CA H3MJia,aa nptiviA/ipocTH, no^o bHo ctTBopH, nptviAape,
Bl> KJHOTbCTBt B^HbUb H KOHHCMb 6θΛΟΜΤ>, ίκθ nO O bHHKl Xpa T>pl>
xpHCToy pOHCflbiuiooyMoy CA OTt /itBbi.
2. TPOHUH TpbC tTbjitH txo rpa)K^aHHHT> H Tpbroy i tBH CA HaMt:
npb te ΜΛΚΤ> CJiaBbHT> Η BT, nO^BH3t OyFO.HbHHK'b Η ΠΟ OyMpbTBHH
oyrozibHt TBOHMH Hioziecbi, npt6jia>KeHe.
3. KonHCMb O OMt jbl, flbMHTpHC, ΒΊ>ΠΗ^3ΟΙ6 BCCCJIA CA XpHCTOy:

"HbTo sa Bbct npHHecA TH npoooACHoyoyMoy BI> peopa MCHC pa^H, HI
MAHCHHCMb MOHMb OCOKHIA HailJMi HblHt HCnHHi!"

THEOTOKION: OrnbHbiH oyMi, Hcant HaoynH »b3Jii> TA, n
HOCtOBt npOUBbTT>UIb U tTb JiarO tpbHblHMl, HpOrOHAIlib BbCW.
ΒΟΗΙΛ cMpa^bHAw. Η npa6a6bHi*i*.
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IV.

1. Thus, thou wast enlightened by the Spirit, as the blessed Isaiah writes,
more luminous than untried stones and gold, both from Ophir: hence thy
city revereth thee.
2. As Solomon cried while gloriously singing in the Canticles, thou, Ο
saint, appearedst, having sucked the old doctrine and the new, Ο blessed
one, as from the breasts of Christ.
3. That one who, like thee, while seeking the Lord, heard Him at the
entrance, said, "My soul went out for His sake": hence, Demetrius, thou
followedst Him in ardent love.
4. Knowing thee, Ο Christ's martyr, enamored as thou art, thy whole city
praiseth thee now, celebrating this day the luminary of Thessalonica in
thy luminous festival, Ο glorious one.
THEOTOKION: Thou, who didst bear in flesh all sweetness and beauty,
Ο most Pure, sweeten the benighted who are now in the bitterness of cruel
sins and enlighten them with Thy prayers!

v.

1. Thy land, knowing thee as a new Moses who hast struck the idolatrous
perfidy and reverently introducest thy people, Ο blessed one, to the
eternal abodes, revereth thee today in worthy celebration.
2. Ο brave one, thou appearedst in commandment higher than Joshua of
old, Moses' minister, since not only didst thou conquer in all battles like
him, but also from above thou hast performed mighty miracles and
guarded thy fatherland.
3. Ο Demetrius, thou appearedst greater than Samson and also than
Gideon by thy courage, and youthful as thou wast in might, Ο wise one,
delivering thy city from the swarm of foes and from the barbarian malice.
THEOTOKION: Ο Virgin, who didst bear the deliverance of the
tongues, now give to those who call thee by their faith both deliverance
from transgressions and cheerfulness, Ο Pure One, driving off barbarian
horrors, O Undefiled One!

VI.

1. Standing about thy saintly temple, the faithful venerate thee, saying in
compliance with Isaiah's precept of yore: "The abodes of the saints are
on eternal foundations."
2. Knowing thee, Ο blessed one, to be a heavenly citizen, as the glorious
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IV.

1 . Ce TW npocBbTE CA, ticoace nmijerb GjiaaceHbiH HcaHt, aoyxoMb, nane
cBbTA CA KaMCHHt H orb ογφΗρ3 >K6 3JiETa HCHcicoycbHa; TtMbHce rpaflt
TBOH HbTCTl· TA.
2. "BKO3KC ΒΤ>3Τ>ΠΗ, CBAT6, CJiaBbHt ΠΟΑ COJlOMOHt Bt ntHHHXl, TbI AC
ten CA ΐκο ctcbUK) xpncTOBoy BCTbxa H HOBa )KC, GjiaMceHe, ctcaet
OyHCHHt.
3. Kvro ace, tKO oycjibima TW BT>3HcicaA BT>xo^OMb rocno^a, pcne:

Aoyma Mot ero pa^n!", rtMbJKe τειυιοι*, ΛΒΜΗτρκε, TOMoy

4. Cmje BT>3Jiio6jibiiib, MAHCHMHC XPHCTOBT», BbCb rpaat TBOH
ΧΒ3ΛΗΤ1, TA HbIHt, npa3/lbHOy C tTbJlO eeCaJIOHHKHH JJfaHbCb BT>
C tTbJlt TH TptaCbCTBt, CJiaBbHC.
THEOTOKION: Po)K^buiH ΠΛΙΤΗΙ* cjiaaocrb Bbci* H Kpacor^,

, CAUiAA BT> FOpCCTH HblHt JlKDTblHXB rptxi, OMpaHCHblA
Η MOJIHTBaMH TBOHMH

V.

1. Hoea TA ciBt.aAmH seMJit TBot tKo Mocea, cjiaBbHe, nopa)Kbuib
JlbCTb HflOJlbCK*IA H JlIOflH CBOA B"b tHbHblA O HTtjlH, OJiaaCCHe,
BT>BO^AIHb, MbCTbHO flbHbCb HbTCTl· TA. OCTOHHO CJiaBAlUH
2. BbiiiibHHH kBH CA BoeBOflbCTBOMb. xpaoipe, iipeBbHtaro ncoyca,
Moceoea OTpoKa, BbCA 6paHH He tico τι, noGtac^aA, niojieca «e nane
CHJlbHa CljBblllie tBJltA H XpaHA OTbHbCTBO CH.

3. BCJIHH ten CA nane caMncoHa, flbMHTpwe, eme »e H
M*)KbCTBOMb H Cbl K)HT> KptnOCTHM», fpaHT> CH H30aBJltA,
npOTHBbHblHXt H 3T>Jlo6bI BaptBapbCKblA.
THEOTOKION: ^teo tKo po^cjibiuH A3biKOMi> HsoaejicHHe, zta>K.ab
BtpOi* BtnHI*mHHMT> nptrptUICHHH HSOaBJlCHHC HbIHt H ρ3ΛΟΒ3ΗΗ6,
HHCTa, CTpacTH orbroHAiiui eaptBapbCKbi, HenopoHbHat.

VI.

1. XpaMl· TBOH CBATblH OOICTOALUC, Bt naMATH HCaHCBt GblBbUJH
BtpbHHH, marOJIfiWHe — "BT> BtHbHblHXt OCHOBaHHHXT> ΛΟΜΟΒ6
CBATblHXt" — TA nOHHTaW,Tl·.
2. Heoecbnaaro ciBt^biH TA rpaac^aHHHa, Jia CHe, rpa^i TBOH
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Paul teacheth, thy city luminously revereth thee and magnifieth this day
thy glory, Ο glorious one.
3. Youthful as thou wast in grace, Ο blessed one, thou didst go in the
footsteps of Christ, and as Solomon singeth of ointment, thou too
appearedst, reverently offering fragrance unto thy city.
THEOTOKION: Knowing Thee to be the haven, Ο Virgin, all of us
laboring cruelly in life's bitterness beg by our faith to attain calm from
Thee, O Undefiled One!

VII.

1. Thy venerable lips drop wisdom like honey, as Solomon sang, for
indeed thou hast learned to cry: Fathers' glorified Lord and God, blessed
art Thou!
2. The Creator, in supreme glory, has tried thee like silver and like gold of
Uphaz, and, thou glorious one, He revealed thee to be most luminous in
thy martyrdom; hence, rejoicing, we sing: Fathers' glorified Lord and
God, blessed art Thou!
3. As the Spirit cried in the Canticles, the mighty tower of David, thy
majestic neck has been adorned with thousands of spiritual shields; hence
thou appearedst a shielder of the worshipers and a guardian of thy city.
4. Now, on the glorious day, let us exult luminously, Ο lovers of the
festival, reverently cleansing our minds and all singing unto Christ:
Fathers' glorified Lord and God, blessed art Thou!
THEOTOKION: The whole world could not contain That One whom
Thou, Ο most Pure, containedst in Thy womb, but revering Thy nativity
by our firm faith, let us appear immune from worldly onslaught through
Thy prayers. Eternal Virgin!

V I I I .

1. Having armed Nestor with faith, thou hast sent him, Ο wise
Demetrius, against the combative Lyaeus, who, vanquished, appeared to
be the image of the invisible Serpent; hence, we faithfully sing: Exalt ye
the deeds of the Lord and extol him unto the ages!
2. When thou heardst, Ο most blessed one, from the angel about the
foreign devastation of thy fatherland, thou criedst unto thy Creator,
saying; "If it is by saving it that thou savest me, I am joyous, Ο merciful
one." Thus, Ο martyr, Christ gave thee thy city safe unto the ages.
3. We cry to thee, Ο blessed one: "Save us who glorify thy memory by our
faith!", and thereupon we pray: "Save thy slaves, Demetrius, from
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CBtTbJIO HbTCTb TA, kKOHCe OyHHTT> IiaBbJll· CJiaBbHblH, H BeJIHHHTb

bHbCb CJiaBA TBObK, CJiaBbHC.

3. K)HI>, OJiaMcene, CUH 6jiaroflaTH»A, BI cjitfli xpncTa XO^HJII> CCH:
tKO)Ke conoMOHt noerb Macib, TEMbHce ten CA, 6jiaro*xaHHe ,uaA
HbCTbHo CBoeMoy rpa oy.
THEOTOKION: FlpHCTaHHiue TA ctet^Ame, .ΖΓΒΒΟ, rpoy>K,aaMuue CA
jiiort tKO ΒΈ> ropecTH ΑΗΤΗΗΟΤ^Η, BbCH THIIIHHU npocHMi ότι re e

VII .

1. HcranaeTa txo Meat HbCTbntH TBOH oycTbHt M/R^pocTb, tKO co-
jiOMOHl· BtcntTl·, t t 6o HaoyHH CA ΒΤ>ΠΗΤΗ: nptntxbiH HMCC OTbueMb
rocno/ib Η 6ori>, OJiarocjioBJient CCH!
2. HcKoycH TA 3H»cflHTejib nptcjiaebHt, tKo^e cbpe6po H tKO e 3JiaTo
oyφa3bcκo, nptcstTbjia TA ten BI> MAHCHHH, cjiaebHe; TtMbJKe
BecejiAme CA noeMt: nptntTbiH HAC OTbueMt rocnoflb 6ori>, OJiaro-
cjioBjieHi> CCH!
3. KCOKe Bi3tnH ^oyxt ΒΊ> rrbHHHxi, CTjitnt aaBbi^O
TBot ^pbKasbHa TbicAmaMH oyKpacH CA IHHTW
TtMbMCC tBH CA 3amHTbHHKT> ΠΟ»ΛΠΙΗΗΜΤ> Η XpaHHTC^b rpa/IOy CBOCMOy.

4. Bl> CJiaBbHblH AbHb HblHt, npa3AbHOJIK)6bUH, CBtTbJIO ΒΊ>3ΗΓρ3ΗΜΤ>,

oyMbi CBOA HbCTbHo oHHma»*me H noi*me Bbcn xpncTocoy:
H)Ke OTbueMi rocno^b H 6orb, JiarocjioBJieHi CCH!
THEOTOKION: He BT>MECTH BbCb ΜΗρτ>, ercoKe BtMtcTH Bt
CBOCMb, nptHHCTa, HI HbT^mCH pO^C/IbCTBO TBOC TBpb OI* tpOlA, Z13

tBHMT» CA OTb HanaCTH MHpbHbIA HCBpt^HMH MOJIHTBaMH TBOHMH,

V I I I .

1 . HecTOpa oyopA^cb Btpoi*, Ha Jiiot 6opi*ma CA noctJiant ecn, ero>Ke
H HOOHBl·, O6pa3l tBJltBTjUlb HCBH^HMaarO 3MHt, ΜΛ^ρε flbMHTpHe;

T^MbJKe noeMt BtpbHo: rocnojia BicnteaHTe atjia H nptBi3HocHTe ero
Bt BtKbl!

2. Tbi er^a oycjibiiua, nptojiaAene, ότι anfcejia OTbHbCTBoy CH paso-
PCHHC CTpanbHo, Βτ>3τ>πΗ pjiaroji Α κτ> 3Η)ΚΛΗΤ6ΛΚ) CH: "ame cinacaeMoy
cinaceuiH MA, pa,zn> ecMb, MHJIOCTHBC!" TtMbMce aacrb MAHCHHHe
rpazn TBOH xpncTocl· BI BtKbi.
3. BinneMi TH, 6iia>KeHe: cinacH HW etpoi* ΠΟ»*ΗΙΑ ΤΒΟΜ» na
eine we H MOJiAme CA: cinacH pa6w CBOA οττ> HanacTHH,
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onslaughts now approaching!" — Exalt ye the deeds of the Lord and
extol Him unto the ages!
4. Let us praise, crying praisingly, the luminary of Thessalonica, since this
day the majestic horn of Demetrius lighted the luminous festival; and also
let us dance, praising the Lord without rest and extolling Him unto the
ages!
THEOTOKION: Thou, Ο Virgin, appearedst as the rod of Aaron, the
high priest, lighting Thy hallowed offspring who is awesome to everyone
and who most wisely introduceth into the Holy of Holies not only once —
according to the law — the priest alone, but henceforth the multitude of
the faithful, toward the divine perfection.

IX.

1. Standing luminously before the divine throne, Ο wise Demetrius, do
not forget us, but now pray reverently, Ο saint, for our alien afflictions,
while, glorifying thy magnificent deeds, we look in firm hope to thy
prayers!
2. Hear, Ο glorious one, thy paupers and be moved, for we have been
separated, staying far from thy luminous temple, and our hearts burn
inside: we are longing, Ο saint, for thy church, and to worship there once
again through thy prayers!
3. Why, Ο wise one, are we alone, thy beggarly slaves, deprived of thy
beauty, we who for the sake of the Creator's love wander through strange
lands and towns, Ο blessed one, having become warriors for the
humiliation of the cruel trilinguals and heretics?
4. Rush, Ο blessed one, and hasten this day to take thy commandment,
trampling the perfidy of the trilinguals and, in the midst of barbarians,
reverently guarding us who are of thy fatherland, Ο saint! — and swiftly
show the way to the reverend, unswerving haven of Christ!
TRIADIKON: Ο Trinity without beginning, before whom the angels
and the frightful seraphim tremble, give to us who praise Thee now by
our faith both hope and love inseparable, thus showing the way to the
kingdom of God, through the prayers of Thy martyr and our city's firm
intercessor!
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ΓρΑΛ*11ίΗΗΧΤ> HblHt! ΓΟΰΠΟ,αα BTjCntBaHTC /jtjia H nptBT>3HOCHTC 6ΓΟ BT>

4. BtcxBajiHMt, BtnHhKme noxeajibno, CBtrbjio eecajioHHKHH Η
tKO BT>CHt pOFb ,apb5KaBbHt flbMHTpHCBH bHbCb C tTbJlO

, rocnoaa xeajiAme HenptcTaHbHO H nptetsHocAme ero
Bt BtKbl!
THEOTOKION: ^Kb3jn> apoHb TW t H CA, Λ·ΒΒΟ, apxHepta,

BbCtMt CTpaillbHO C*IIie ΠθρθΑΛ6ΗΗ6 CBALUCHbHO,
BT> CBATat CBATUHXI nptMA^po HC CJIHHOI* saKOHbHO

6ΛΗΗΟΓΟ, Ht MBHO^CbCTBO tpbHblHXt H3 OO HC CTjEpbLUCHHe.

IX.

1 . IlptCTOJlOy O HK) CBtTbJIO npt/ltCTOA, MAApe JlbMHTpHC, HC
330ΛΛΗ HaCT>, HTb HbCTbHO MOJ1H CA O HailJeMb OKatHHH CTpaHbHteMb,
CBATC, HblHt ΠΟΙ*Ι11ΗΗΜΊ> TBOi BCJlHHHt, tKO BT>3HpaeMl·, Ha/ltlAlUC CA
TBpbflO Ha TBOW» MOJlbG*!
2. OycjibiuiH, cjiaBbHe, HHIUAA TBOA Hunt Η OYMHJIH CA, tico
OTT>JI*MHXOMT> CA, ^ajiCHC CAiue orb c tjbjia xpaivia TBoero, H ropArb
BiHATpb cpb^bua Hama: «e^aeMt, CBATC, TBOCA upbKtee Η ΠΟΚΛΟΗΗΤΗ
CA Ktr.Ha TBOHMH MOJIHTBaMH!

3. Πο HbTO, M^ape, HHIUHH TBOH paOH e^HHH jiHuiacMt CA TBoeA oyoo
KpacoTbi, JiiooiBe pa^H SHxc^HTeJit no ToyacflHHMi seMJitMt H rpa-
ΑΟΜΤ> xoflAme, Ha nocpaMjieHHe, OJiaacene, TpbASbiHbHHKi H eperHKi
JilOTt BOHHH OblBaHilUe?

4. riortmH CA, 6jia»ceHe, eapn ^bHbCb BoeBo^bCTBOMb CH,
FIOriHpaA TpbA3bIHbHHKT>, HbCTbHO Hbl CtXpaH^A BT>
CBATC, C*UJAA OTbHbCTBa ΤΗ, Η HaCTaBH aOHC Bt npHCTaHHme HbCTbHOC
XpHCTOCOBO HCBtJiaCMOe!
TRIADIKON: EesnaHAJibHat rpoHue, CAAC τρεπευΐΜϊη» anhejiH Η
crpaiubHat ΰερ3φΗΜΐ>, ^ajK^fa xBajiAmHHMt TA etp*, oynteaHHe Η
jiK)6oBb HepasjiAHHMAM,, Kt ubcapbCTBoy O HIO HacTaBJitwymH,
MOJib6aMH Hbint MAHeHHKa ΤΗ Η 3acT*nbHHKa TBpb^a rpa^oy na-
ujeMoy!
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I. PREFATORY REMARKS

Among the few original canons in the bulk of numerous translations
from Greek which fill the early Slavic Menaia, the so-called second canon
to St. Demetrius of Thessalonica, reproduced above in our tentative
English translation, is unquestionably the senior one. Under October 26,
the memorial day of the Greek martyr, the October Minei, copied in
Novgorod, 1096, contain two different canons, both glorifying the same
saint. The first of them (reproduced by Jagic, 1886, pp. 182-186) is a
Church Slavonic translation of the corresponding canon in the Greek
Menaia, whereas the second text has no Greek source: Graecepraesto non
est, as the editor states (see pp. 186 and 524). In his capital edition of the
three dated codices which belong to the oldest Slavic set of Menaia
manuscripts, Jagic (pp. 186-190) reprinted this obviously original Slavic
canon from the Novgorod manuscript of 1096 (henceforth referred to
under the abbreviation /); for paleographic data see p. IXff., and
Pokrovskij (1916, p. 282) on this parchment volume as one of the earliest
dated Novgorod writings. Also, the only two extant twelfth-century
manuscripts of the Slavic October Menaia, both of them again of
Novgorod origin (cf. Durnovo, 1927, p. 37f.), contain the same un-
common canon. Namely, this text occurs in the September-October
Menaia from the Novgorod Cathedral of St. Sophia (further abbre-
viation S) and in the ten-month Minei which previously belonged — as
observed by Pokrovskij (1916, p. 383) — to the Patriarch's library
(abbreviation P). Jagic (1886) briefly describes these two manuscripts: S
on p. XXXI Vff. and P on p. XLIIff. The minute variants excerpted from
S are cited in the editor's footnotes to /, while those from P are listed in
the appendix to Jagic's volume (p. 259). The complete and exact text of
this Demetrius canon in its P version appeared in Gorskij's posthumous
bibliographic work (1917, pp. 21-25); the great advantage of this edition
over Jagic's publication is the preservation of the authentic punctuation.
The editorial footnotes to Durnovo (1927) indicate the later location of
these three manuscripts: 1) J— Moscow, Central'nyj gosudarstvennyj
arxiv drevnix aktov. Fond Sinodal'noj tipografii 381, No 121; 2) S —
Leningrad, Gosudarstvennaja publicnaja biblioteka im. Saltykova-
Scedrina; 3) P — Moscow, Istoriceskij muzej, No 435.

In addition to the Russian texts of this canon, at present we have at our
disposal its Macedonian version (M), detected by Jordan Ivanov (1937)
in the Skopski minei, a manuscript of the XIII century (on which see
Conev, 1923, p. 52), later in Sophia, Drzavnata biblioteka Vasil Kolarov,
No 522 (468). This variant, published by Angelov (19586, pp. 26-33) is,
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in turn, an important source for a painstaking textual criticism of all the
existent variants and for a subsequent reconstruction of their common
prototype.

Our tentative reconstruction published above, jointly with an English
translation of the canon's original text, is based on a comparison of the
extant variants, all of which are close to the common prototype. In this
attempt and in all our quotations from the manuscript of this canon it is
Trubetzkoy's principles (see 1968) that are applied in their main lines.

The striking difference between the two canons to the glory of
Demetrius has been noticed by Slavic scholars since the middle of the
nineteenth century. The first of these two texts (further on referred to as
FDC— First Demetrius Canon) — like all the canons of the Slavic Minei,
with very few exceptions — closely follows the model imposed by the
Byzantine Menaia. Both the Greek eulogy of the Thessalonian martyr in
the conventional canon by Theophanes nicknamed Graptos and its Church
Slavonic rewording, FDC, lack local coloration and environmental
traits, whereas the original Slavic canon to Demetrius (labeled second
canon by Gorskij [1917, p. 21] and here referred to as SDC — Second
Demetrius Canon) begins by applying to the extolled saint the quite
uncommon compound OTbHbCTBOJuoobiib, a caique of the likewise
unwonted filopatris, and by exalting him first and foremost as a zealous
patriot (ode I. Troparion 1. tico CWH OTbHbCTBOjnoobub), a mighty
protector of his compatriot worshipers (see ode IX.4), and a glorious
patriotic defender and guardian of his splendid home city: 1.3 TA,
AbMHTpne, acTt noMombHHKa, OTbHbCTBOJiK>6bua cjiaBbHa, cejioyHK)
cjiaBbHoyoyMoy; VII.3 samHTbHHKi ΠΟΜΟΙΠΙΗΜΤ» Η xpaHHxejib rpa^oy
CBoeMoy. The name of "thy city" (IV. 1. and 4; VI.2 rpajrb TBOH) is cited
first (1.3) as cenoynb, but further only in its Greek shape: IV.4 and VIII .4
cetTbjio eecajioHHKHH (dat.) "Thessalonica's light". The entire canon
finishes with the solemn recognition of "thy city" as "our city" under the
sturdy defense of its patron saint — 3acT*nbHHKa TBpbzia rpa^oy
HameMoy.

The designation of the city and the epithet of its savior are tied to each
other by a paronomasia, TePb^ rPa^oy; cf. a similar figure in 1.3 —
CJlaBbHa CeJIoyHio CJlaBbHoyoyMoy. The Hellenistic variant of this
urban name must also have arisen from paronomastic stimuli. As
convincingly pointed out by Trubetzkoy (1954, p. 35f.), in the archaic
Glagolitic spelling pattern, the graphic sign of the Slavic /t/ was used in
borrowings from Greek to render both τ and #, whereas the separate
Glagolitic letter for the Β of Greek loanwords must have been introduced
much later, "wahrscheinlich nach der Entstehung der Kyrillica" (cf. also
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Diels, 1932, p. 45f.). Consequently, the nominal phrase of the jubilant
Troparion in IV.4 (C tTbJIO TeCaJlOnHKHH) forms a salient parono-
masia with a further reinforcement in VIII.4: TecaJlonHKHH H
JlHKoyHMi.

II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

A. V. Gorskij, an eminent professor of the Moscow Theological
Academy and a keen expert in Church Slavonic writings, was the first to
pay attention to SDC. His important paper of 1856 "On the Ancient
Canons to Saints Cyril and Methodius", better known to the scholarly
world from the reprint in Pogodin's Sbornik of 1865, devoted a few
paragraphs (1856, p. 42f.; 1865a, p. 279f.) to SDC, stated its "complete
difference" from FDC, and noted "the opportunity it gives us to heed the
real voice of the Thessalonian preachers".

In commenting on the striking paronomastic passage of the Canon to
Cyril — CC III.l EjiaxeHe cTPOVtMM πΡΗΤτ,ΗΒΗΒΙΗΜΗ OY^a M
TPbA3bmbHHKbi, "blessed; by streams of parables thou suppressedst
the trilinguals", Gorskij adduced the appeal of SDC IX.3 to the blessed
Demetrius — Ejiaaeene "blessed!" — against "the cruel trilinguals and
heretics" (TPbASbiHbHHK'b Η ePeTMKT> JHOTL·). He quoted in extenso
the second and third troparia of this final ode in their Church Slavonic
text, translated them into modern Russian and concluded that not only
the reference to the warfare with the "trilinguals", but also the fact
of being compelled by the love of the Creator to wander over strange
lands and towns, and, finally, the poignant, nostalgic yearning for a
return to the native city and for a new attendance of its splendid
Demetrius temple — all these culminating motifs "fit as closely as can be
to the state of the two Thessalonian brothers-missionaries and even,
perhaps, to nobody else but to them".

The entire text of SDC has been reproduced, as mentioned above (I), in
the posthumous work of the same scholar with his introductory remark
which once more underscores the biographic motifs of the final ode, but
offers a somewhat tempered conclusion: "This canon in honor of
Demetrius must have belonged to the time of activities developed either
by the two Thessalonian natives, Cyril and Methodius, or by their
disciples in Moravia or Bulgaria" (Gorskij, 1917, p. 21).

The invective against the "trilinguals" in SDC, first observed and
pointed out by Gorskij (1856), actually does prove to be akin to the
phraseology and ideology of ancient Cyrillo-Methodian sources. Thus,
according to Vita Constanlini XV.9, it was Cyril himself who applied the
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derisive nicknames TpbA3biHbHHUH and nmiaTbHH to those who tolerated
worship only in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, those three "sacred"
languages in which "Pilate had written the title of the Lord". In Vita
Methodii VI.3-4, with similar argumentation, the same two condem-
natory sobriquets for the enemies of Slavic worship are even put into the
pope's mouth: AHCC anocxojiHKt nmiaTbHbi H TpbASbiHbHHKbi Hapeict
npOKJIATt.

The noun rpbA3biHbHHicb and the adjective TpbA3biHbHi hide a caustic
ambiguity, since A3biHbHnia>, A3biHbHi> mean "pagan" and
TpbA3biHbHHKT> may be apprehended as "thrice-pagan" like such com-
pounds as jpbOJiaaceHl· "thrice-blessed" and TpbCBATb "thrice-holy".
VC XV.8-9 compares Cyril's feat with David's tr iumph over foreign
enemies and quotes the coinage TpbA3biHbHHUH as a contemptuous
designation launched by the Philosopher against the "Latin accom-
plices" (jiaTHHbcxHH ctnpHHAcTbHHUH) of the fiend: the devil himself,
deliberately supplied with the attribute TpbKJiATbiH "thrice-cursed", is
accused of inventing and spreading the trilingual fraud (XV.5-7).

As the subsequent chapter of VC (XVI.I) narrates, during Cyril's stay
in Venice, bishops, priests, and monks hostile to Slavic liturgy "assem-
bled against him as ravens against the falcon and raised the trilingual
heresy" TpbA3biHbH*w» epecb; but he finished by humiliating them
(XVI.59 nocpaMH); cf. the allusion of SDC IX.3 to the fight for the
humiliation of the trilinguals and heretics: Ha nocpaMJienHe
TpbA3biHbHHKT> H epcTHKt, The phrase "trilingual heresy" is reiterated in
Cyril's parting prayer: (^ΓΧνΐΙΙ.7) noroy H TpbA3binbHAh* epecb.

The victorious Venetian discourse against the trilinguals and their
forcible request for esoteric worship calls "barbarian" any ecclesiastical
user or listener of unintelligible language (XVI.28): aiue HC BtMb CHJibi
rjiacoy, 6* A* rjiaroji wuuioeMoy MH eapeapi H marojiAH MbHt eap-
eapl·. In a similar way, both terms and notions — "trilinguals" and
"barbarians" — are confronted and juxtaposed in the concluding prayer
to Demetrius (SDC IX.4): JibCTb nonnpaA TpbA3biHbHHKt, MbCTbHO Hbi
CbxpantA ΒΊ, Bapeaptxi., CBATC.

Slogans reminiscent of Cyril's and Methodius' struggle against the
tri l ingual heresy are found throughout the literary legacy of the
Moravian mission. The panegyric — Slovo poxval'no — to the first
teachers of Slavic people and language praises both of them, "BbCAKoy
Mbrjioy noraHbCKoyw A[°y]XOBbHbiHMb ombMb nonajiAioma H
epeTHHbCKoyio *** rpbASbiHbHHKOMT, 3i>Jio6oy HH3JioHCbma" (Lavrov,
1930, p. 84); CC I I I . l oyAaBH TpbA3biHbHHKbi (ibidem, pp. 109, 118); cf.
also TpbA3biHbHHKbi npaBHiiiH (pp.115, 118), VIII.3
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poyiuHTb KtHHraMH TpbA3biHbHHKbi (p. 121). Finally, the
fifth Friday service in the Slavic version of the Lent Triodion includes a
stanza (προσόμοιον, no^otbHt) which Tunickij (1913, p. 80) quotes
from a twelfth-century Bulgarian manuscript of the Lent Triodion:
"XOTA CBOOO^HTH HOBOSBaHblH *3bIKT>, npOPHaBl CpCTHMbCK** TpH-
A stiHbHHKbi. no scMjitMl· Η CTpaHaMt. crpacTb npneMjiA oyrEiii Hbi
MHJIOCTHBC. CtXpaHH H OyMHOJKH BSpaCTH HXJKC HCKOynH KptBHA

CBOCA HCCTHOA."

In replying to A. D. Voronov's (1877) views of the allegedly original
Old Church Slavonic writings as mere translations from Greek, I. I.
Malysevskij (1877) resumed and developed Gorskij's interpretation of
SDC. He declared that, for the history of the Thessalonian brothers, this
original canon must be regarded as one of the primary sources and that,
therefore, it calls for careful exploration (p. 798).

According to VM XV. 1-3, on October 26th (apparently of the year
882; see Dvornik, 1933), after having completed the translation of the
Bible from Greek into Slavic, Methodius with his clergy celebrated the
memory of Demetrius, and this hagiographical account, interpreted by
Malysevskij as a reference to the Slavic canon in honor of this saint,
prompted this savant to raise the question whether SDC was composed
toward or before this date, and to attribute the presumable authorship to
Methodius.

Summing up the contributions of the first two scholars who ap-
proached this canon, Lavrov (1895, p. xvi) affirmed that SDC, a new
proof of the martyr's fame in the Moravian mission, must have been
composed by one of the Thessalonian brothers — either Cyril, as Gorskij
reportedly surmised, or, according to Malysevskij, Methodius.

The latter's study provoked a detailed reply by A. D. Voronov (1878).
The entire text of SDC was here published for the first time, and namely
in the same version Ρ which had been cited by Gorskij and Malysevskij.
The most pertinent observations made by the learned editor (pp. 151,
1 53) concern the paraphrase of Solomon's Canticles in several troparia of
SDC. The same unusual connections between a liturgical text and
Canticles have been newly detected in SDC and interpreted by J. Vasica
(19666, p. 519f. and 1970), who was apparently unfamiliar with
Voronov's paper of 1878. As to the latter's unfounded and violent
surmises about the origin of SDC, they exerted no influence upon further
inquiry into the same subject, and could hardly have been taken
seriously. Voronov, p. 155ff., resorted to a chain of arbitrary assump-
tions, mainly that this canon must have been translated from a totally
unknown Greek original which might have been compiled at the
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threshold of the ninth century by a Thessalonian native who supposedly
was obliged to abandon his country under the threat of some heresy, etc.
One must agree with Ohijenko (1928. p. 82) in his severe condemnation
of Voronov's "chief argument", namely of the latter's whimsical effort to
explain the term ΤΡΒΑΒΒΙΗΒΗΗΠ,Η in SDC as a miscomprehension of the
Greek τρισεΰνικοΐ allegedly used in the imaginary Greek original to
designate an utterly godless people.

Without entering into the question of where and when this Slavic
canon had been composed, V. Jagic only asserted in his edition of
the Minei that he was unable to find any Greek prototype of SDC
(1886, pp. 186, 524).

All the numerous later notes and articles dealing with this song
recognize its internal and chronological connection with the Cyrillo-
Methodian background, but hesitations arise in assigning the creation of
SDC to some stage of this trend. A . I . Sobolevskij (1900, p. 153)
presumed that it had been compiled after Methodius' death by his
persecuted disciples of apparently circum-Thessalonian origin (cf. also
Tunickij, 1913, p. 79; Pa vie, 1936, p. 82; Cyzevs'kyj, 1955, p. 79; and
Grivec & Tomsic, 1960, p. 234).

In a brief report on the previously unknown Middle-Macedonian text
of SDC (see above, 1), Jordan Ivanov (1937) expressed his conviction that
this canon must have been directly connected with the literary activities
of the Thessalonian brothers, but he left open the puzzling question as to
which of them the authorship could be attributed with certainty: on the
one hand, the evidence of Cyril's strong connection with poetry speaks in
his favor, but, on the other hand, the painful and stubborn struggle of
Methodius with the enemies of his life work might be cited.

The celebration of Demetrius' memory reported in VM XV.3 was
viewed by Malysevskij (see above) and later by Ivanov as the terminus
ante quern of SDCs composition. The inclusion of this canon within the
range of Cyril's and Methodius' works was accepted by Ivanov's
compatriot Conev (1937, p. 15f.), as well as in the responses from
Czechoslovakia to Jordan Ivanov's discovery: in a Brno newspaper note
of 1937, Jakobson cited it as one among several eloquent vestiges of
Demetrius' popularity in the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition of Moravia
and Bohemia; Horalek (1939, p. 33, 1943, p. 118, and 1946, p. 266f.),
supported Ivanov's attribution of SDC to the Moravian age and was
prone to assign its authorship to one of the two Slavic apostles. The
question as to whether it was Cyril or Methodius has come to the
foreground in studies of recent decades.

As has been aptly underscored by Lavrov (1928, p. I l l ) , stubborn
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resistance against fierce aggressors is a motif associated in the Old
Church Slavonic tradition primarily with Methodius. To sum up the
story of wanderings, dangers, and sorrows (nenajiH) undergone by the
"Moravian archbishop", VM XIV cites the Second Epistle to the
Corinthians (XI.26-27) and thereupon right away announces
Methodius' abnegation of all worries (XV. 1 nenajib CBOI* Ha 6ora
BT>3Jio>Kb) and his miraculously rapid translation of the Bible (XV. 1-2),
crowned with a solemn commemorative service in honor of St. Demetrius
(XV.3). In this connection, SDC might have been conceived as a solemn
promise of the Thessalonian, in mission to the patron of his native town,
to complete the arduous task which had been assigned to Methodius and
to his younger brother (VM V.4-7) precisely in view of their Thessalonian
origin: VM V.8 o6a 60 ecra cejioyHtHHHa (cf. Jakobson, 1943, p. 42).
From the chronological frame of evidence procured by VM XV, E.
Georgiev (1948, p. 89ff.; cf. 1956, p. 264f.; 1967, p. 279f.) infers that SDC
must have been composed by Methodius apparently during the last two
to three years of his life, and adduces the panegyric to the Slavic apostles
which was written shortly after the death of Methodius (April 6, 885) by
one of his disciples, who praised him for having adorned Moravian
churches with songs and spiritual chants — upbicbBH ntcHbMH oyicpacH H
ΓΓΒΗΗΗ AoyxoBbHbiHMH (see Lavrov, 1930, pp. 86 and 91).

Dinekov (1950, p. 45f.) and Angelov (1958, p. 22) also consider
Methodius the most probable author of SDC (1950, p. 45f.), whereas
Kiselkov (1946, p. 384, and 1956, p. 23) believes that this canon had been
composed by Cyril during his sojourn in Moravia between 864 and 866.
Constantine-Cyril's authorship has been likewise assumed by Havr nek
(1963, p. 114), Vecerka (1963, p. 183ff.), Stefanie (1963, p. 25), and Hejl
(1965, p. 109).

Josef Vasica, the ardent and erudite inquirer into the literary legacy of
the Moravian mission, states in his valuable study devoted to the
"original Old Church Slavonic liturgical canon on St. Demetrius of
Thessalonica": "The spiritual substance of this hymnal composition and
its connections with the Eastern patristic writings and with their
symbolism, as well as the originality, expressive daring, and poetic
form of many troparia testify with high probability to the authorship of
Constantine-Cyril, although the cooperation of the latter's disciples
cannot be excluded. This composition displays a mighty scope of
creativity and must have sprung from a powerful personality" (1966/>,
p. 521).

Indeed, Vasica is right in proposing "to rank SDC with the most
remarkable Cyrillo-Methodian texts" (ibidem). The departed scholar has
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opened the way to its better and fuller comprehension both by his study
quoted (19666) and by a Czech translation of SDC( 1966 , pp. 120-124),
instructive and impressive despite some textual slips and stylistic as well
as conceptual deviations from the intricate Church Slavonic original.

Yet, now, the cardinal task we face is an intrinsic study of this
canon in confrontation with the cognate Church Slavonic writings in
order to date the former in relation to the latter literary works. Within
this comparative frame, we have to point out the relevant structural
features of the particular given canon, which for a hundred odd years has
attracted the interest of specialists without being, however, subjected to
such an indispensable analysis. At present some of these tasks, outlined in
an earlier, tentative draft (Jakobson, 1965), demand to be revised,
deepened, and broadened.

Two conclusions made as early as 1856 by Gorskij, the first in-
vestigator of S DC, have never been called into question, excluding
Voronov's lame and vain argument of 1878. Almost all the numerous
scholars who have touched upon this text are aware that the canon
discussed is an original Slavic creation and that it must have been
composed in the late ninth century by a man of Thessalonian origin
active in the Moravian mission. The close connection of the canon with
this mission has since been repeatedly emphasized (cf., e.g., Hrabäk,
1959, p. 38). But to which of the three stages of the Thessalonians'
mission in the Moravian domain does the creation of SDC belong? Was it
composed in the eight hundred sixties, at the time of Cyril's life and
guidance, or under the archbishopric of Methodius, if not during the
years of the downfall of the Moravian mission, after the latter's death?

Suppositions of a close chronological connection between SDC and
the late, ominous years of the Moravian church were particularly
prompted by the inveterate misreading of the troparion IX.3. In
commentaries on this canon and especially on its final ode, one still
detects the misplaced story of defeated and racked zealots, or at least
vestiges of such a fallacious approach to the authentic text. As a matter of
fact these wanderings go back to troparion IX.3 of SDC as cited and
translated by Gorskij in 1856, popularized by Pogodin (1865, p. 279).

This troparion, with its anxious interrogative appeal to St. Demetrius
by the composer of the canon and his associates, might be translated
literally as follows: "Why, Oh wise one, have we, thy beggarly slaves,
been alone deprived of thine aura of splendor, we, who, for the sake of
the Creator's love, are wandering through strange lands and towns as
warriors battling. Oh blessed, for the humiliation of the cruel trilinguals
and heretics?". In Gorskij's translation, however, "beggarly slaves" are
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depicted as "wandering through strange lands and towns and suffering,
Oh blessed, cruel attacks from trilinguals and heretics".

The only text used by Gorskij and other scholars before the ap-
pearance of Jagic's (1886) edition was Λ and in this otherwise very
precious manuscript of SDC the final clause of IX,3 contains an
obviously erroneous deviation from Λ 5, and M: "Ha nocTpa^aHH«
(instead of 7, 5, B 'na nocpaMJieHHκ') ojiaxene TpbM3biHbHHKi>. Η
KpeTHKl· JiK>Tb BOHHH obisaioine." The right vocable nocpaMJieHHe
"humiliation" was supplanted solely in Ρ by nocxpa^aHHe "suffering
endured", most probably under the influence of a translated stichera —
one of those which accompany the two Slavic canons honoring
Demetrius: ο Kaico nocTpa^ajit ecrb (Jagic, 1886, p. 181; Angelov,
19586, p. 33; cf. Gorskij, 1917, p. 21). This substitution obscured the
sense of IX.3 in P and forced Gorskij (1856) into a grammatical and
lexical misinterpretation of this important passage.

Even after the original text of IX.3 had been established, the view of
the vanquishing "trilinguals and heretics" has continued to influence the
interpretation of this troparion, and a subjective function is still imposed
by commentators and translators upon the obvious genitivus obiectivus in
the phrase na nocpaMJiemie TpbA3biHbHHio> Η epernicb jriorb, which is
persistently misapprehended despite the fact that the subjective con-
struction would have called for datives — TpbA3biHbHHKOMT> Η epe-
THKOMT>. Cf. such current translations as "in terris urbibusque exteris
peregrinantes atque inter trilingues haereticosque patientes" (Grivec &
Tomsic, 1960, p. 234, or Grivec, 1960, p. 18); "mandrujucy po cuzyx
zemljax ta mistax i terpljacy, blazennyj, ljuti napady vid tryjazycnykiv ta
jeretykiv" (Ohijenko, 1927, p. 219); "da stradame ot surovite vojnici na
ezicnicite i ereticite" (Georgiev, 1948, p. 89f.); "a chodime po cizich
zemich a mestech na posmech, blazeny, trojjazycniku a kacifu" (Vasica,
1966α, ρ. 124), with the significant omission of the words BOHHH
6bieai*ine, whereas Vecerka's correct translation of this passage proves
to be a rare exception (1963, p. 184f.): "chodice po cizich zemich a
mestech a st vajice se bojovniky, blazeny, k potfeni trojjazycniku a
zavilych heretiku" (but the postpositive attribute JiK>Tb refers both to
epeTHKT> and to TpbASbiHbHHicb).

Humiliation (nocpaMjieHHc) is the current designation of the triumph
of the Thessalonian brothers over the adversaries of their teaching: VC
V.24 CTapbUb oyMjibna nocpaMJib CA; XVI.59 CHMH JKC CJIOBCCH H
HHtMH OJlblUHHMH HOCpaMH A H OrbH^e; CMC 1.3 GpaHb J1K)T*
nocpaMJib oTbne otcoBbCK/RiA "having humiliated, oh father, the
devilish offensive"; VM IV.4 cb >KC MOJIHTBOIA a φΗΛΟΰοφι cjioeecbi
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A H nocpaMHcre; XII. 6 nocpaMJibuie CA pasHAOUJA CA
Mbma et CToy^OMb.

This sentence, directed against the "heretics" who dared to machinate
against Methodius, but, "when having been exposed to humiliation and
shame, vanished like mist", approaches the diction of SDC which begins
( I . I ) with a prayer for purification "from the cruel mist — OTB Mbrjibi
JiK>Tbi A — and ignorance", and, in its final ode (IX. 3), contains a war-cry
for "the humiliation of the cruel trilinguals and heretics" —
TpbASbiHbHHKi, H epCTHRt JifOTt. The combative deeds of the
Thessalonian patron (SDC V.2 BbiuibHHH ten CA Boeeo^bCTBOMb,
xpaotpe) merge with the martial metaphor depicting the mission of the
Thessalonian brothers (SDC IX. 3 BOHHH 6bisai*me) and with Cyril's
poetic vision of the Lord's Books transposed into Slavic as "firm arms"
(op*>KHe TBpbAo) which "mightily crush the head of the Enemy"
(Proglasr,, see above, p. 199). In a similar way, the Prolog Vita of
Methodius represents him "as a glorious warrior who shoots on two sides
both at Jews and at heretics" (see Lavrov, 1930, p. 103) "as a valiant
fighter".

MC was undoubtedly composed at the time of the tragic con-
tradictions which emerged soon after the death of Methodius, and his
Vita praises the deceased teacher under whose leadership the Moravian
land "defeats the heretics" (IV. 1 ) and simultaneously (V.2) implores him
to preserve his "flock dispersed by the heretics" — pasruaHoe epeTHKbi
cra^o — "in its orthodox faith" (BT> etpt npaBOBtpbHtH). In contrast,
SDC lacks any allusion to the oppression, rout, or dispersion of the
Slavic clergy, and, thus, the canon concerning Thessalonian fighters
summoned to humiliate the trilinguals and heretics undoubtedly points
to the lifetime of Methodius, and, perhaps, even also of Cyril. As Vasica
(1966fl, p. 85) suggests, SDC "is most likely composed either by one of the
Slavic apostles or by both of them jointly".

If this canon arose before the death of Methodius and the dislocation
of his mission, and apparently before the solemn commemoration of
Demetrius reported in VM XV. 3, we are in turn faced with the other
chronological question: namely, we have to discover the nearest terminus
post quern. The cited passage of VM XV. 3 admits two different readings
of the verb cvrBOpH: Methodius either composed the canon for
Demetrius at the latter's feast announced by the legend or merely
performed at the feast a canon known beforehand. In the first case
Methodius' authorship becomes indubitable, whereas the second reading
leaves the question of Constantine's authorship a possibility.
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I I I . DIVISIONS OF THE CANON

Of the nine odes assigned to the original pattern of the Byzantine and
Slavic canons the second one, according to the traditional reckoning, is in
fact usually omitted, and the original Slavic Canon for Demetrius
(SDC) as a matter of fact contains only eight odes, habitually designated
as I and III-IX.

In SDC, four of the eight odes belong to the shorter variety, and four
other ones to the longer. The shorter variety of the odes (I., III., V., and
VI.) contains three and the longer variety (odes IV., VII., VIII., and IX.)
four festal troparia. The festal troparia are devoted to the annual feast of
the saint in question and are followed at the end of each ode by a similarly
built composition worshipping the Virgin Mary (theotokion,
6θΓοροΛΗΗΒΗΤ>). At the very end of the terminal (allegedly ninth, but
factually eighth) ode, the theotokion is replaced by a song to the Trinity
(triadikon, rpoHHbHt) in a telling contrast to the strictly Marian theme of
the hirmoi for the Assumption of the Virgin upon which this whole canon
is modeled and in a conclusive correspondence with the last of its seven
theotokia glorifying the Virgin "who most wisely introduceth into the
Holy of Holies *** the multitude of the faithful, toward the divine
perfection."

Each of the two central odes in the factually eightfold sequence,
namely V. and VI., has three, and each of the adjacent, intermediate odes,
namely IV. and VIII. , four festal troparia. As to the four outer odes of
this canon, each of the two initial odes, namely I. and III., comprises
three, and each of the two terminal odes (VIII . and IX.), four festal
troparia.

The two central and intermediate odes form together a group of four
inner odes (IV.-VII.) differing from the four outer odes. On the other
hand, the three — let us term them continuous — pairs of initial, central,
and terminal odes, namely pairs with an equal number of stanzas in both
contiguous lines, display common features which remain alien to the
discontinuous pair of intermediate odes.

The first, opening odes of all three continuous pairs possess some
common features distinct from those features which are proper to the
second, closing odes of the same pairs. Meanwhile, a comparison of the
two outer pairs reveals certain affinities between I. and IX., the two
marginal odes of the canon, and, on the other hand affinities between the
premarginal odes, namely the third one, which is next to the first, and the
eighth one, which is next to the last ode.

Finally, the first four, anterior odes of the canon (I., III.-V.) differ as a
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whole from all four posterior odes (VI.-IX.). The architectonic ground-
work of this canon might be illustrated by the following table:

continuous

opening closing

opening / closing
I. in i t ia l I I I .

ANTERIOR

V. central

INNER

intermediate VII

OUTER

premargmal

marginal

opening \ closing
VII I . terminal IX.

POSTERIOR

IV. NAMES

The four outer odes are the only ones to address Demetrius by his proper
name, and specifically, to use its vocative form thrice in the two init ial
odes ( I . I M*,ape, ΛΒΜΗτρπε, 3. zu>MHTpHe; III .3 ΛΒΜΗΤΡΗΒ) and likewise
thrice in the two terminal odes (VIII . 1 ΜΑ,αρε /ibMHrpHe, 3. flbMHTpwe;
IX. 1. MAflpe ΛΒΜΗτρΗβ); cf. also, aside from these invocations, VIII.4
^bMHTpHCBH and the names of two other dramatis personae VII I . 1
HecTOpa (ace.) and Jiiot (ace.). The four inner odes designate the saint
only by appellatives and adjectives. On the other hand, no human biblical
names are mentioned in the festal troparia of the four outer odes, whereas
the four inner odes fill their festal troparia with precisely such names.
Namely, each of the two intermediate lines carries two biblical names
(IV. 1. Isaiah and 2. Solomon; VII. 1. Solomon and 3. David); and a septet
of them is cited in the contiguous central odes (V. 1. Moses, 2. Joshua, 3.
Samson, Gideon, and VI. 1. Isaiah, 2. Paul, 3. Solomon). Expressis verbis,
Solomon is named three times in SDC, and each time in a similar context:
IV.2 ticoace BKJtriH *** cjiaBbnt ΠΟΑ COJIOMOHT>; VI.3 ticoxe COJIOMOHT,
noert; VII. 1 tfco COJIOMOHI
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In the final stanzas, all personal names are naturally drawn from the
Scriptures, and, in comparison with the festal troparia, they show a
different distribution. The final stanzas of the four inner odes are
completely lacking in proper names, in contrast to the four outer odes.
Both marginal odes name the evangelical addressees of their invocations:
1.0 MapHH. BTjCXBaJiHMl· (while in the further six theotokia, Virgin Mary
is designated by descriptive nouns and epithets only), and IX.T
6e3HaHAJibHat Tponue. In their turn, both premarginal odes refer to
three persons of the Old Testament: III . Isaiah (which emerges thrice in
the text of SDC), ibid. Jesse, and VIII.0 Aaron, with a clear-cut
correspondence between these two theotokia. Two biblical images of the
rod, applied to the Virgin and Her Son, are set in parallel grammatical
contexts of a similar spiritual aura: III.θ »bsjit TA, nptHHcrat, HoctoBi,
npouBbTbiub UBtrb ojiaroBtpbHbiHMi noporoHAme BbCh*; VIII.θ
>Kb3jrb apoH *** .zrk o *** Βτ>ΰΗ·ΒΒΐ>ιιΐΗ (cf. also the sound sequences ..

CHtBT> ..) BbCtMb *** ΠθρθΑΛ6ΗΗ6 *** BtBO/iAIUCe ***

BtpbHbiHxt; both theotokia build triads of repeated
preverbs together with the prior troparion: III.3 npoooaeHoyoyMoy, θ
npOUBbTblllb, npOrOHAIUb; VIII.4 BlCXBaJlHMb Btct, θ BtCHtBlIlJH.

In brief, the hymn to Demetrius proceeds with a continuous accom-
paniment of scriptural names. However, the celebrated saint is never
named in immediate proximity with the human heroes of the Bible. If,
and only if, Demetrius is named in the festal troparia are Biblical
references to be sought out and found in the theotokion. The overt use of
the saint's name removes any reference to his biblical precursors from the
festal troparia of the whole ode. Such is the case of the two outer pairs of
odes whose troparia are focused on the entreaty for aid and guidance
from "Demetrius the Wise". It is noteworthy that in the premarginal
odes of these two outer pairs which actually name Demetrius, the
worshipers' call to him is bound up with the latter's call to Christ, who
in turn is expressly named in the same troparion (III.3 TW ^bMHTpne
Binntairie BCCCJIA CA xpHcroy; VIII.2 .aacrb *** uejit rpa^t TBOH
XpHCTOCb).

The verbal (2+ 1) and pronominal (2+1) forms in the oratio directa of
the martyr's message to Christ are the only occurrences of the first person
singular in the entire SDC save IV.3. ^oyiiia Mot in a quotation from the
Canticles: III.3 Hbro 3a Bbcfe nPMHEC& TH npoooaeHoyoyrvioy
BT> pe pa MEHE pa^H HT> MAHeHHeMb MOM Mb OOJKHIA nauiiA
HCnMffi; VIII.2 ame cbnacaeMoy ctnacerun MA, pa/rb ECML·. In the
initial odes, the worshipers' call precedes the quoted speech of Demetrius,
whereas the terminal odes reverse this sequence.
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V. KEY WORDS AND PARONOMASTICS

The figures of sound indissolubly tied to the semantic level of the canon,
in accordance with the principle of analogy, are wrought with a sublime
proficiency. The leitmotif of the entire song, Demetrius with his wisdom
and devotion to his fatherland and to Christ, provides these three key
words with a poignant paronomastic environment.

In the duplex vocative used as the first allocution of the canon, I . I
M*,ZJPe ^bMHTPHe 'wise Demetrius!', the epithet shares all its three
consonantal phonemes /m d r/ with the head word /d m t r/. The first
three of the latter four phonemes are underscored by recurrent alliter-
ations which also involve the identical internal consonants of some
alliterating words: /Ja^b — ,H,bHbiiibHnn ,H,bHb, Mbmbi —
MojiHTBaMH, Tsoe Tpt^cbcTBO. In I . I , the newly coined
OTbMbCTBOJIK)6bue prompts a chain of phonological and mor-
phological correspondences: OTb *** JIIOTbiA H HeBtaoibCTBa
OHnCTH *** MojiHTBaMH *** CBtTbJloe TBoe TptxbCTBO. In 1.3,
the recurrent vocative ^bMHTPne is again confronted with the same
lexical entities but in other morphological variants: a paregmenon
introduces the derivative noun M*^Pocxb instead of the simple adjec-
tive M*,ZJPe, and a polyptoton replaces the nominative, zero case, by the
accusative as a marked case, oTbMbCTBoJItoobua, which appears
flanked with two supporting sound sequences: BeJlbMH npoCBtTnJla
eCTt *** M*.apoCTb HpbnaBT>uiH *** .aaCTb — and on the other side
— CJlaBbHa CeJIoymo CJlaBbHoyoyMoy.

The substantive oxbHbCTBo, designating the saint's fatherland under
his everlasting patronage, appears thrice in the odes of SDC, and, in a
way similar to the quoted compound OTbHbCTBOJiio6bu;b, the simple
noun OTbHbCTBO displays a clearly anagrammatic context: V.2
BOeBOzibCTBoMb *** MoCtOBa OTpoxa *** Hio^eCa *e naHe
CHjibHa CtBbime *** OTbMbCTBO CH; VIII.2 OTb aHhena
OTbMbCTBoy CH *** CTpaHbHO *** MHJioCTMBe *** flaCTb
MAMcHHMe *** Bt BtKbi BbC*; IX.4 BoeeozibCTBoMb CM nbCTb ***
MbCTbHO *** CBAxe *** oTbHbCTBA ΤΗ Η naCTABH Bt
npnCTAHHiue MbCTbHoe xpHCToBo.

By the paronomastic evocation of the "marvelous miracles" produced
by the saint, the second troparion of the initial ode replies to the final
paregmenon of the first troparion which proceeds from the derived
adjective to the simple noun — Βτ> /JbHbiiibHHH /^bHb — and prepares
another paregmenon, the transition from the simple adjective I . I ΜΑ,αρε
to the derived noun 1.3 MAZipocTb by using a paronomastic reference to
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the city Amastris which a posthumous miracle of the saint allegedly saved
from barbarian invaders: 1.2 rPa/rb aMaCTPH^bCKt looks like a
blend of 1.2 KPbCTa with 1.3 IVU^IPoCTb.

Drawing from a heavenly beverage — 1.3 MpbHaBiiiiH FlnBa
HeoecbHaaro (a paronomastic subordinate clause), wisdom revealed —
noKasa — the enlightened Demetrius in God's splendid image, which is
rendered by the paronomastic compound KPACbHOo6PA3bHO. A
significant paronomasia associates the adjective HeEeCbHaaro with the
majestic adverb KpaCbHooEpasbHO and the entire gerundial clause
4PbnaBT>iiiH riHBa HEEECbHaaro with the subsequent triadikon,
which, in the name of the bridegroom Christ, invites all the believers Kt
HPbTory HEBECbHoyoyMoy "to the heavenly chamber", and then, in
the name of the believers, begs for entrance BT> HEBECbHbiH MPbrori
"into the heavenly chamber'1 (with a polyptoton ascending from the
marginal to the immediate directional case, viz. from dative to
accusative).

The next, third, ode follows the antecedent first one in assigning similar
vocatives to the two odd troparia, but in I II . 1, the allocution is reduced to
the adjective, and the reference to wisdom is transferred from III.3 to
11 I . I . Thus, both members of the paregmenon — I . I M*.npe and 1.3
MA^pocxb — reappear within the first troparion of the third ode in a
reversed order and are provided with an augmentative prefix:
nptMAHpocTH — nptM*^pe. In agreement with the Biblical reference to
the creation of man in God's image, and with the patristic dyad of image
and likeness, two parallel adverbial constructions are associated with the
appellation of wisdom: in 1.3 KpacbHooopasbHO noicaaa MA/jpocxb and in
111.1 no^oobHO ctTBopH πρ^ΜΛ,αρε. A paregmenon serves to develop
the focal theme of mimesis: I I I . l no/ioobHO CbTBOpH — ΐκο nozio bHHKt
xpaotpt xpucToy. (Cf., in terms of a translated stichera for Demetrius, J
p. 181). This theme is embodied and varied in a set of paronomasias and
synonymies: I I I . l M KOOHeMb EO OMt tKO nO^OBbHMKt ***
111.2 Η ΤΡΒΓΟΥ6τ> *** Μ BT> nO^BHst OVrO^bHMK'b Μ ΠΟ
OVMPbTBHH (with a remarkable alternation of repetitive sequences —
κοπ/κοπ, ΠΟΛ/ΠΟΛ/ΟΛ/ΠΟ — and of complete or partial inversions —
b6o.uo/o.ao6b, roy/oyr, rpb/pbr).

Both init ial odes I and III share some common features in their second
and third troparia. Cf. 1.2 TBot Hio^eca *** rpa;rb and the reverse order
of similar constituents in III.2 rpa)K^aHHHi. *** TBOHMH HK>,necbi with a
paregmenon, changing rpaffb into the derivative rpa»caaHHHt, and a
polyptoton substituting a marked instrumental case TBOHMH HK>,aecbi for
the unmarked nominative TBot HK>,neca. In 1.3, the expressive con-
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struction TA .abMHTpHe is akin to III . 3 Tbi .nbMHrpHe. Finally, 1.3
MA pocTb MpbllABtiiiH ΠΜΒΑ HeoecbHaaro prompts the valiant
imitator of Christ — nofloobHHicb XPa6tpi> XPHCToy — to proclaim:
III. 3 6o)KHi* Ham»* Hbmt Hcnm*, and this paregmenon nHBa-HcnH»* is
heralded by the recurrent paronomastic syllable KoFIHeMb —
BtFlMtaiue — ΗοΠΗι*.

Both expressive troparia which glorify the martyr's Imitalio Christi,
III A and III . 3, contain tautological passages — tconneMb oo^OMt ***
xpHCToy — and paronomastic vocatives adjacent to the predicate: III.l
cvTBOpH nptMA^PE and III. 3 ^bMHTPwE BinHtame. Furthermore,
the hero's name is anticipated by the suggestive sound sequences, III. 2
oyMPbTeMM and III. 3 οοβοΜτ, TU.

In all three belligerent odes (I, V, VIII) and in the second part of the
initial and final odic pairs (III and IX), the vocatives AbMHTpne and
ΜΑ,αρε appear in a manifest interplay. See V.3 ,Ζ^ΜΗτΡκΕ *** MA^PE;
VIII . 1 and IX. 1 ΜΑ,ΰ,ΡΕ ^bMHrPHE. The recurrent vocative name in
VIII . 3 parallels VIII . 1 and is surrounded by a paronomastic context:
BtRHeMt TH *** TBow, OaMATb *** C-bOACH Paobi CBoA ότι,
HaFlACTHH /JbMiiTPHe rPA^AiuHHxt. The dative .nbMHTpiieBH in the
subsequent troparion, the only non vocative form of this name in SDC, is
accompanied by two adjacent alliterative words which are interwoven by
striking paronomasias: VII I . 4 B^Cnt port /IpbacaBbHt ^bMHrpneBH
/IbHbCb CBtTbjio npas/JbHbCTBO. The sole vocative ^bMHrpne to
occur outside of the three basic pairs of odes is inlaid in a dense and
emotive paronomastic context: IV. 3 BtxoAoMb rocno/Ja Pene n3H,fl,e

Mot ero Pa,H,H TtMbace Tenjioi* ^i>MnTPHe ToMoy

Christ is the other name, alongside Demetrius, which usually finds a
salient correspondence in its phonetic environment. Mostly, the ini t ia l
consonant or cluster of this name is repeated by the init ial or final
consonants of a proximate root: Ι . θ aceHHXa XpHcra *** BtcXeaJiHMt;
III.l XPaotpt XPwcToy; IV.2 XpHcToBoy BeTbXa; IV.4 XPHCTOBT, ***
XBa/iHTb; VI. 3 BT> CJTBAT> Xpwcra XO HJIT> CCH; VII. 3 XPaHHjejib -4
XPHCTocoy; VI I I . 2 MHnOCTMee *** XpHCTOct -4 B-bcXBajiHMt ***
noXeajibHO *** XeajiAine; IX.4 ctXPAHtA *** HACTA H ***
nPMCTAHmue *** XPMCToBO.

The reference to the saint's miracles (Hio.aeca) and his epithet "valiant"
are taken over in V.2 from the third ode. The correspondence XPAGtpe
— XPAHA apparently alludes here to the unnamed XPHcroct, the donor
of the "sublime miracles from above" (ctBblllle) which transfigure
Demetrius into a militant leader higher (BblUIbHHH) than the Old
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Testament Joshua, or, according to his Church Slavonic appellation,
ApeBbHtaro Mcoyca, c'Jesus the ancient" in contrast to Jesus Christ.

Troparia with quoted speech are particularly abundant with variable
repetitions of word-and-sound sequences. See, for instance, in III . 3, the
grammatical figure ΟΟΛΟΜΙ. Tbi — TH npooo^CHoyoyMoy with a tran-
sition from the unmarked nominatives to the twice marked datives and
with a change of the pronominal referent. The elaborate sound texture
cannot be passed over: κοΠΗΕΜΒ EO oMi Tu bMHTPHE
BtnHtaine BeCejiA CA xPMCToy: HbTO 3a BbCt RPHHEC* TH
ΠΡοΕΟ/JEHoyoyMoy BT> PEBPA MEHE PA^H HT> IVUnEHMEMb
MoHMb ECbKH»* naiiii* HbiHt MCnM»*.

A peculiar terse and lapidary style marks out those figurae elocutionis
(cf. Lausberg, 1960, p. 310ff.) which underlie the theotokia of SDC.

\\W OrHbHblH OyMt
HaoyHH Xb3jrb TA
HOCEOBb npOUBbTblJUb

OJiarOBtpbHblHMl· ·
BbCb*. BOH I* '

H Ilpa6a6bHI*W. ·

These three distichs, the initial one of 20 ( =2- 10) syllables and the other
two each of 18 ( = 2-9 and 8+10) syllables, display an extraordinary
accumulation of syllables beginning with a vowel in the first half of this
stanza, and especially the solemn confrontation of two biblical names
associated both in sound and in their ecclesiastical significance. The
entire stanza consists of diverse binary correspondences, phonemic or
grammatical: OFHbHbiH — npoTOHAine, naoyMM — nptMHcrat,
npoUBbTbiub — LJBtTb, nPOiiBbTtmt» — OPOroHAiue, ιιΒΈττ, —

BbcESL — BOHE&, eoHffi

In VIIO, the primarily consonantal chain of the negative HE
B-bMtCTM BbCb MMPt, slightly amplified in the subsequent affir-
mative reply BtMtCTM Βτ> MP"BBt CeoeMb ΠΡ-BHHCTa, runs
through the entire stanza: Ητ> HbT*meH Po^^bCTBO TBOe
BtPoiA aa tBHMt CA oTi HaRaCTH MHPbHbiA
MojiHTBaMM TBOwMH nPHCHojr&BO. A firm paronomastic asso-
ciation ties together the words nptet / nptHHcra / etpow. / HeeptaHMH,
which enunciate the salutary faith in the saving womb of the Virgin and
contrapose her and her worshippers to the world — MHpt — and worldly
onslaught — HanacTb MHpbHat. The paregmenon proceeding from the
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basic noun MHpt to the derived adjective evokes the pervasive recurrence
of Calvaries.

Beside repetitions confined to the text of the theotokia, the canon
exhibits figures shared by the final stanza of an ode with other stanzas of
the same and even of adjacent odes. Thus, in the first line of VI , the form
CT>BTi,3,*me 's immediately followed by the vocative Bo with a
reversed order of the root phonemes; moreover, its accented syllable is
echoed by the final noun BUpoi*. The same two morphological units
appear in the festal troparia of the sixth ode, and each of them is
supported by a further word with a sequence B'B in its root: VI. 1
BtpbHHH — B HbHbiHxt, VI.2 CbB"B.abiH — CB TbJio. The stem cb t.a
which occurs in three odes, IV-VI, is always accompanied by another
vocable with the same sequence B'B in its root: IV.4 (cf. VI.2) CiBTDjibiH
— CBTaTbJio; V. l cbBl> <Kinn — B HbHbiA. Such a sequential repetition
emphatically marks out the participial stem ctBt^ in view of its semantic
significance, namely the alert recognition of Saint Demetrius in his
threefold essence (love of Christ, miraculous leadership, heavenly citizen-
ship) and of the Virgin as our supreme refuge.

The lexical roots repeated throughout the entire canon enforce the
mutual cohesion of its odes. Thus, the family of words represented by the
verbs HHCTH, ποππταΤΗ "to honor, venerate11 and by the adjectival stem
HbCTbH "honorable, venerable" serves from IV. 1 rpa^t TBOH ΗΒτετι. ΤΑ
unti l IX.4 HacraBH aone BT> npHCTannme HbCTbHoe to extol the spiritual
communion with Heaven: worship and gifts bestowed by the Creator.

This flow of cognate words is expanded through paronomastic
associations: VI. 1 τ A noMMTaw,rb; 2. rpant TBOH CBtTbjio MbTerb TA,
ΐκο)κε oyMMTt *** H BejmHMTb. Demetrius' heroic mimesis as answer
to his own question — III.3 HbTo sa Bbct npHHec* TH — "what can I
bring for all to Thee" — results in his veneration: IV. 1. TBMb>Ke TBOH
rpaAi> MbTerb TA. In a similar way. the affective "why" (IX.3.)
addressed to Demetrius by his "beggarly slaves" wandering in their hard
mission "through strange lands and towns" finds a resolving answer in
their wishful vision of the saint "venerably guarding" his compatriots
"amid barbarians" — IX.4 HbcTbHo HW ctxpantA. A systematic
proximity with a "pseudo-etymological interplay" (see Lausberg, 1960,
p. 232) links the word family of HHCTH, HbCTb etc. with HHCTT> "pure" and
derivatives. The canon starts with the prayer to the wise Demetrius — I . I
"From the cruel mist and ignorance purify us" (oMMCTn HW) — and the
theotokia of the three subsequent odes alternately invoke Virgin Mary as
"the pure" or "the most pure": I I I . MHCTa, IV.O nptMHCTat, and
V.O MHCTa —just after a joint use of the adverb HbCTbHo and the verb
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MbTerl· (inf. HHCTH) in V. l . In contradistinction to the previous festal
troparia, the verb of VII.4 uses the first person plural, and Demetrius is
replaced by the lovers of his festival — npas^bHOJiioobUH — as the
addressees of this stanza: "let us luminously exult, honorably purifying
our minds — oyMbi CBOA HbCTbHO oHMmaw»me" — in conformity
with the initial prayer which implored Demetrius to purify his worship-
ers from ignorance and to approve their celebration of his luminous
festival. Representatives of both word families are deliberately juxta-
posed here and in the subsequent stanza, VII nptMMCTa HI
HPT^meH. In contrast, words of these two families do not reappear
in the next, eighth ode. Of the two parallel hortative formulas — VII.4 "let
us exult" and VII.θ "let us be safe", the first implies a purification of
minds, and the second a firm faith in the most pure Virgin with her Child.
Thus, the theme of purity is concluded, while the theme of veneration
comes to an end only in the last ode of the canon with its three honorific
modifiers — a double occurrence of the adverb HbCTbHO (IX. 1,4) and
the neuter adjective HbCTbHoe (IX.4).

The substantival leitmotif of SDC — rpazrb "city" with its derivative
rpa5K,aaHHHT> "citizen" — builds an effective symmetrical array of
polyptotons, paregmenons, and paronomastic figures. Nine singulars of
the root word occur in the canon: three nominatives, which denote the
agent of reverence to Demetrius; three accusatives as goal of miracles;
and three datives as recipient of favors bestowed by the saint. In each of
the three primary odic pairs, the opening ode carries such an accusative:
1.2 Ha rpa.nb. V.3rpa,ntcHH36aBjitA, VIII.2.nacrb *** ut;n> rpa.m>. The
series of nominatives is followed by a series of datives, viz. unmarkedness is
superceded by double markedness (cf. Jakobson, 1962), and the sixth ode
is the only one to combine two diverse cases: VI.2 rpani, TBOH cetrbjio
HbxeTb TA; VI.3 rtivib»ce -&BH CA OJiarooyxanne .aaA HbCTbno CBoeMoy
rpa/ioy. The central accusative is preceded by two nominatives — IV. 1,4
rpa,nt TBOH — and the final by two datives — VI.3 ceoeMoy rpaaoy,
VI1.3 rpa,uoy cBOCMoy. The central accusative is followed by one
nominative — VI.2 rpaflt TBOH — and the final by one dative — IX.T
rpa^oy HaiueMoy. In its number and attribute the dative plural IX.3 no
Toy>K.aHHMTj seMJTEMt H rpanoMt "through strange lands and towns" is
opposed, on the one hand, to IX.T rpa^oy Hameivioy "for our city" and.
on the other hand, to the corresponding nominatives of the central odes
— V.I seMJit TBot "thy land" and VII .2 rpa,m> TBOH "thy city".

A kind of ingenious oxymoron unites the nominatives of the two
contiguous odes — II1.2 τροπιΐΗ TpbCBtTbJitH tico rpa^cnaHHHt "as the
citizen of the triply-luminous Trinity" and IV.2 rpa;n> TBOH "thy city" —
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and palpably compresses the seemingly same opposites into one single
troparion of the sixth ode. so that the closure of the central odic pair
returns to the theme of unearthly citizenship outlined in the closure (Ode
I I I ) of the ini t ia l pair: VI.2 HeoecbHaaro c-bBt^bin τ A rpa^KAaHHHa,
6.na>KeHe, rpa;n> TBOH cetrbJio Htrerb TA "knowing that Thou, Oh
blessed, art a citizen of heaven, thy city luminously honors Thee".

The central and terminal accusatives ι pa t attract the paronomastic
root pa.u- "joyous". In VIII.3, the saint's allocution to the Creator with
its concluding clause ΡΑ,Ο,ΐ) ecMb "I am joyous" arouses Christ's
promise to keep the city — τΡΑ^Έ TBOH — "safe for ages everlasting".
In V. the supplication to the Virgin to grant the deliverance from
trespasses — nptrpfeiueHHH H36aB.neHHe — and joyousness —
PA/JoBaHHC — to those who call Her in faith, and to repell barbarians'
horrors — crpacrH BaptBapbCKbi — obviously parallels the antecedent
troparion. V.3, which in similar words extols Demetrius for having
delivered his city — rPAJIl· CM looaBJitA — from the barbarians' malice
— 3"bjio6bi BapteapbCKbiA.

The exalted preposition (more correctly speaking, postposition) "for
the sake of. which occurs thrice in SDC and is used there only with
respect to God. enters each time into a paronomastic association with the
root rpa.a-. The question posed by Demetrius to Christ — I I I . 3 "What
(MbTo) can I bring for all to Thee, who was pierced through the ribs for
the sake of mine (MCHC ΡΑ,ΖΙ,Η)?" — indispensably leads through the
devotee's martyrdom to his posthumous glory, and its account in IV. 1
paronomastically echoes the last and then the in i t i a l word of his cited
question: rtMb^ce rPA/Jt TBOH HbTerb τ A. The intermediate theo-
tokion. III.0, also responds to the memorable MeHe PA^H in an
evocation of the flower engendered by the Virgin which expells the putr id
smell (BOHM. cMPA/JbH*!*) of the original sin.

According to IV.4, Demetrius followed Christ in ardent love for the
seeker's soul; like the bride of the Canticles, "went out for the sake of
Him" — eFo PA^n. and, as the further troparion concludes in
addressing the saint, "Thy whole city — IV.4 BbCb FPA^t — knowing
thee thus enamored, glorifies thee now".

Paronomastic ties also concatenate the sequence "we alone, thy
beggarly slaves. (τΒοπ ΡΑδπ e/JHan) for the sake of the Creator's love
(jnootBe ΡΑ,Π,Μ 3H5KflHTejrfe) are wandering through strange lands and
towns (no Toy^K.aHHM'b 3eMJTbMT> H
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VI. THE CANON'S GRAMMATICAL PATTERN AND THE HERO'S DEEDS

Each pair labeled continuous is made up of two contiguous odes, both of
which have the same number of stanzas: 4-1-4 or 5 + 5, and respectively
3 + 3or4-|-4festaltiOparia. These three cardinal pairs (I. and III . , V. and
VI., V I I I . and IX.) show a set of significant analogies both in their theme
and in its treatment. The ini t ial , opening odes of these three pairs relate to
miraculous victories won by Demetrius over barbarous pagans with
divine blessing. 1.2 "Thy marvelous miracles were told even in palaces,
for Thou destroyedst the barbarians (peneHa 6bimA ^HBbHa n BI eapbxt
TBot HKuieca, eapteapbi 60 noroyOH — with a paronomastic con-
frontation of Bapn "palaces" and BapteapH "barbarians"), who in-
truded into the sanctuary of Christ, thy sovereign, the city of Amastris:
hence He erects (3Η5Κ,αεττ>) a church for thee." In V.2, Demetrius is
extolled for "victories gained in all battles", sublime miracles from above
(Hiofleca *** CbBbime), performed in defence of his fatherland. The
saint's rescue of his city "from the swarm of foes and from the
barbarians' malice" is glorified in V.3. Finally, VII I cites and praises
further renowned deeds from the Passio (M^HCHHC) and Miracula
(Miojieca) of Demetrius (cf. Barisic, 1953), in particular VIII.2, the
salvation of his threatened city and fatherland "for ages everlasting" as a
result of the martyr's supplication to the Creator.

In exalting the patriotic feats of the Thessalonian patron, the canon
resorts to the vocable OTbMbCTBO "fatherland" — whether alone or
within a compound — only in the opening odes of the continuous pairs
( I . I ^κο cbiH oTbHbCTBOJiK)6bUb, 3. oTbHbCTBOJiio bua; V.2 xpaHA
OTbMbCTBO CH; VIII.2 oTbHbCTBoy en pasopeHHe); it occurs as well in the
closing ode of the terminal pair, the fourth troparion of which catches
up and alters the theme of the opening odes. The same troparion of this
closing ode takes up the catchword "barbarian" from the two earlier
opening odes: 1.2 eap^Bapbi 60 noroy n; V.3 H30aBjitA *** awio bi
BapteapbCKbi A , and -Θ CTpacTH ΟΤΜΌΗΑΠΤΗ BapteapbCKbi; IX.4
HbCTbHO Hbl CtXpaHtA BT> BaptBaptxt, CBAT6, C^mAA OTbMCTB3 TH (cf.
V.2 and 3), with a pun ΒΑΡΗ bHbCb "hasten this day" — ΒΊ>
BAPtBAPtxt "amid the barbarians", a paronomastic response to the
cited play on the words 1.2 BT> BAPbxt — BAPi>BAPbi.

The closing odes of the three continuous pairs bring out as their salient
motif the civic allegiance of Demetrius to Heaven and his determined
following in the footsteps of Christ. III.2 declares: "As a citizen of the
triply-luminous Trinity, threefold (τρισσώς) thou, too, appearedst to us"
(according to M) TPomw TPbCBtTbJitH tKO rpa aHHHt H TPbroy6t
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CA ΗΕΜΤ> (with a triple repetition of the same root), and the first and
third troparia of the same ode portray the martyr as a deliberate and
valiant imitator of Christ. VI. 2 refers to the "glorious Paul's" praise
for fellow-citizens with the saints and members of God's household (Eph.
2.19). and again declares Demetrius "a citizen of Heaven" who (VI. 3)
"went by grace in the footsteps of Christ". Finally. IX. 1 invokes the
"wise Demetrius, luminously standing before the divine throne", and
IX. 4 implores him to lead the worshipers "to the sacred, unswerving
refuge of Christ". The subsequent triadikon apostrophizes the Trinity,
whose being is "without beginning and before whom the angels and the
frightful seraphim tremble" (with a fanciful paronomastic triplet:
TPoHue — TPeneuiwiTb — cTPauibHat), and concludes the canon with
the prayer: "Give to those who praise Thee (the third imperative
in SDC after I . I fla^c^b Hanib and V.O .aa^KHb tpow.
faith, hope, and love inseparable, leading to the saintly kingdom, through
the prayers of Thy martyr and firm intercessor for our city."

The heroic and triumphant devotion of Demetrius to the welfare of his
native city and country — the leitmotiv of the three opening odes (I, V,
V I I I ) — is from the beginning brought into connection with unearthly
wisdom, theology (1.3 MA^pocTb HpbnaBtnjH riHBa HeoecbHaaro), and,
with respect to his love for the father land, pat r ia, the saint is addressed in
the first sentence of SDC as "wise Demetrius" (I.I tico CHH
OTbMbCTBOJiioobUb, M*;ipe AbMHTpHe). In a similar way, the keynote of
the three closing odes ( I I I . VI. IX), imitatio Christi, is introduced from the
very outset as a sequel to the supreme wisdom — epignosis — which had
been bestowed upon Demetrius; therefore, he is addressed as "the
supremely wise" (III. l Haoynb CA HSMJiajia nptMAnpocTH no,ao6bHO

The image of wisdom which unites both ini t ia l odes is reminiscent of
the similar topic treated in the Proverbs of Solomon, 9.1-5: "Wisdom
hath mingled her Wine; she hath also furnished her table. *** she crieth
upon the highest places of the city (cf. SDC 1.2 BT> eapbxt). *** as for him
that wanteth understanding, she saith to him: *** dr ink of the wine I have
mingled." Wisdom is shown as "drawing from the heavenly beverage":
SDC 1.3 is the premise of the vow to drink the divine cup (III. 3) which is
associated with Christ's words, "The cup that I drink you shall drink"
(Mark 10.39). The twofold portrayal of man, made in the image and
likeness of God (Gen. 1.26), is conceived in the initial pair of odes as two
heavenly characters restored in Demetrius as inferences from this thirst
for supreme wisdom. According to the first ode, wisdom enlightened and
showed him in a splendid image (icon, oopast), endowing him with a
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supreme love for his fellowmen, and especially for compatriots, which is
but an earthly, narrowed, synecdochic expression of philanthropy as the
proper at tr ibute of God.

The subsequent ode depicts a different intervention of transcendent
wisdom in the spiritual ascent of Demetrius, the original likeness to God
which inflames his selfless love for Christ and assimilates his end to the
death of the redeemer (cf. Balthasar, 114ff.): Haoynb CA H3MJia.na
nP-EM&APOCTH, FIO OEbHO cvreopH ΠΡ^Μ^ΑΡΕ *** n
Konneivib 6o,aoMt tico ΠΟ/1ΟΒΒΗΜΚί> xpa tpl· xpHcroy, or in terms
of a translated stichera, CTpacTHiA crpacrH oynozioOA CA —
)KHBOHocbHtn xpncTO t. The pair of cognate words no,ao6bHO —
no,ao6bHHKT> prompts the next, reverse paregmenon which develops the
same theme of unification with God: I I I . 2 H BT> nC$BH3t
ΟΥΓΟΛΒΗΗΚΈ n no oyMpbTBHH ΟΥΓΟΑΙ>Η1>.

With one exception (VIII .4 .nbMHxpHeBH), SDC uses the name
Demetrius solely in the vocative, and either alone, or accompanied by the
vocative MA/npe, the only epithet considered suitable. This adjective,
either alone or jointly with the saint's name, appears in SDC six times
(once, in 11 I . I , reinforced by the augmentative prefix npt-), and all these
occurrences fall on the first or third troparion of the continuous odes
which develop the theme of the ini t ia l pair. The vocative .nbMHrpHe, when
standing by itself, is confined to the third troparion, where it usually
shows up in continuous odes but also once in IV.3. The distribution of
these two adjectival and nominal vocatives within the continuous odic
pairs displays noticeable symmetries and variations:

Opening Odes
I. l a n d V I I I . 1 M*,ape
1.3 and VIII .3
V.3 flbMHTpHC *** Μ*;φε

Closing Odes
11 I . I πρΐΜΑ,αρε
I I I . 3 ( = 1.3) ,HbMHTpne
IX.1 ( = V I I I . 1 ) M*ape abMmpue
IX. 3 Μ*,αρε

The question of why, in the central odic pair, the two vocatives
examined are confined to one single troparion. V.3. will be approached
later in connection with the particular features of the four inner odes.

The absence of those vocatives in the second troparia of the continuous
odes is obviously connected with the specific topic of these troparia,
miracles which render superfluous any certification of the thaumaturge:
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1.2 peneHa 6biiiiA *** TBot HK>,aeca; IU.2 oyro^bHo TBOHMH HK>,uecbi;
V.2 HK)^eca >KC nane CHjibHa ciBbime t jikA: on VI. 2 see below; VIII . 2
the miraculous salvation of the martyr's city. The ninth ode. and
particularly its second troparion, proceed from narrating the miracles of
the worshiped martyr to portraying the torments of the worshipers. The
rapt meditation of 1. 2 on the saint's miracles and the church erected to re-
ward him is responded to by the moving lament of IX. 2: "our hearts burn
inside, and we long, Ο Saint, for thy church". The contrast between reot
HK>.aeca and cpb^bua Hama is especially manifest, since, in the role of gram-
matical subject, both of these words are the only neuters and the only plural
nouns in the troparia of the canon. Both polar, but similarly shaped and
equally affective, references — one to the presence of God and the other to
separation (ΟΤΚΠΑΗΗΧΟΜΤ^Α ^ajiene c*me) transcend and remove the
direct designation of the worshipers' addressee and of his wonted epithet.

The intimate ties between the odes of the central pair are underscored
particularly by the parallelism of V.I and VI. 2: 1) Hoea TA cbBt,n*iUH
- 2) HeoecbHaaro CT>Bt^biH TA; 1) sevurfe TBot tico Mocea, cuaBbHe ***

HbCTbHO .ubHbCb HbTerb TA, AOCTOHHO cjiaBAiUH - 2) rpaac-
, OJia^cene, rpa,m> TBOH c tTbjio HbTerb ΤΑ ΐκο>κε oyHHTb naBbJit

Η Be,iHHHTb .ubHbCb cjiaBA TBC«., ^aaBbHC. Here the same
grammatical categories change their order and syntactical functions, and
identical roots appear in different morphological contexts. Thus. VI. 2
reverses the order of the two vocatives and concludes the sentence with a
triple repetition of the root cjiae- in diversified environments, while the
following troparion deploys a similar triple response to the other
vocative: 6na)KeHe "O blessed" — 6jiaro,naTni* "by grace" —
6jraro*xaHHe "fragrance".

The triply-affirmed glory of the wonder-working sufferer
(cTpacTOTpbnbUb) with the grace of God upon him finds its salient
expression in the fragrant ointment poured forth from the relic of
Demetrius, whom Greek and Church Slavonic tradition reveres as
MypOTOHbUb (see Mirkovic, 1961, p. 75; Cet'i Minei, pp. 1901, 1912Γ). In
contradistinction to the vocatives MAape and nbMHTpne, the honorifics
6.Ta)KeHe and cjiaBbHe are preferably tied to the second troparion, and, in
the premarginal odes. I I I . 2 and V I I I . 2, the augmentative variant
nptOJiajKCHe "O most blessed" precedes the two calls of the saint to
Christ.

Each continuous pair of odes is provided with two alternating forms of
the verb .uaTH or .aat™ "give", namely, an imperative imploring 1)
Demetrius, 2) The Virgin, and 3) The Trinity for a favor to the
worshipers, and the same verb within a declarative sentence announcing
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a supernatural favor accorded through Demetrius to his city. Cf., on the
one hand, I.I "through thy prayers allow (AaHCAb) us *** to glorify thy
luminous festival"; V.O "now give (aayKRb) to those who call thee in faith
both redemption from trespasses and cheerfulness"; IX.0 "now give
(naiKRi>) to those who praise Thee in faith both hope and love inseparable
through the prayers of Thy martyr and firm intercessor for our city"; and,
on the other hand, 1.3 "wisdom *** gave (.aacrb) thee *** as a help to
glorious Salonika"; VI.3 "thou *** appearedst, offering (aaA) a vener-
able fragrance unto thy city"; VIII.2 "thus, Ο martyr, Christ gave thee thy
city safe for ages everlasting".

The course of events in each of the three continuous pairs involves one
lifetime action, conceived retrospectively as the major precondition for
further development, and the only three perfects of SDCare used to mark
these points of departure: 1.3 "wisdom did greatly enlighten (BCJIBMH
npocBtTHJia ecTb)"; VI.3 "thou didst go (XOAHJIT> CCH) by grace in the
footsteps of Christ"; V I I I . 1 "Having armed Nestor with faith, thou sentst
him (nocijiajit ecu) against the combative Lyaeus".

Grace, which in I I I . O overcomes the original sin, is contraposed in
VIII.θ to the Law of Moses. This contrariety between the Old Law
and triumphant, expanded grace (OOJKHC cbepwiieHHe) is pointedly
announced in the concluding stanza of the seven chiefly narrative odes (I,
III-VIII) on Demetrius and his glory.

The progress of Demetrius' soul from wisdom to love is extolled in the
four inner odes which are singled out by the biblical seal of their similes
and other salient features contributing to their glorious solemnity.

The ninth ode, which provides the hero of the canon with the most
abundant epithets, endows him in sum seven times with the four
adjectival vocatives which occur in the other odes. Namely, it uses thrice
each of the forms ΜΑ,αρε, ojia^KCHe and CBATC. and once the vocative
cjia bHe — the most dramatic supplication upwards: IX.2 "Hear, Ο
glorious one, thy paupers and be moved".

Otherwise, each of the four inner odes makes use of the call "O
glorious" (IV.4; V. I : VI.2; VI1.2 cjiaBbHe). The vocative MA/npe "O
wise", current in all four outer odes, is used only once throughout the
inner odes and as part of the characteristic context V.3 Cbi K>HI>
KptnocTHMv *** ΜΑ,αρε. obviously contrasting with the superior level,
VI.3 κίΗτ>, 6jia»ceHe, CBIH ojiaroaaTHi*, the third and last reference to the
youthful growth of the elect, first revealed in I I I . l : ΠΟΛΟΟΗΗΟ cvreopH,
πρΐΜΛ,αρε, ΒΤ> lOHOTbcxet tHbUb. The Holy Spirit, the donor of Grace,
is named twice in SDC, once at the beginning and once at the end of the
inner odes: IV. 1 "thou wast enlightened by the Spirit"; VII.3 "As the
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Spirit cried ***, thy majestic neck has been adorned with thousands of
spiritual shields". Anytime the vocative OJiaaceHe emerges in the inner
odes, it exalts Demetrius as being endowed with OJiaro^aTb "grace": IV.2
Tbi >κε tea CA tico ctcbuio xpHcxoeoy eerbxa a Hoea ace, 6jia»ceHe,

oyHCHHt; V.I JIIOAH CBOA Bt BtnbHbiA OOHTBJIH, 6jia)KeHe,
. Cf. the connection of the vocative npt6jia)KeHe "O most

blessed" with the posthumous miracles of the saint in I I I . 2 and VII I .2 .
The seven occurrences of cjiaBbHe and 6jia»ceHe among the nine
adjectival vocatives of the inner odes pertain to their specific framework
together with the repetitive picture of the city's and country's festival for
Demetrius. The latter is designated by the third person singular present
HbTerb (thrice: IV. 1; V . I : VI. 1) or xeajiHTb (IV.4 xeajiHTb) with the
metonymic subject rpazrb TBOH (thrice: I V . I ; IV.4; VI. 1) or seMJit (V.I ) ,
whereas the accusative rpajib figures thrice also, but is tied to the opening
odes of the three continuous pairs (1.2; V.3; VI I I .2 ) , where it points to the
city miraculously saved by Demetrius from the "swarm of foes".

Among the nine singulars of the noun rpa^t, the dative rpa^oy. like
the nominative and accusative forms, occurs three times in the text of
SDC, namely, in those posterior odes which do not have the accusative
rpaat — VI.3 /WA *** csoeivioy rpa,aoy; VI1.3 xpaHnrejib rpa^oy
CBoeMoy; IX.T sacTAnbHHKa *** rpanoy HameMoy. Whether in adverbal
or in adnominal positions, it functions as dativus commodi: VI.3 jiaA ***
CBoeMoy rpa^oy; VII.3 xpaHHrejib rpa^oy CBoeMoy; and IX.T
3acTAnbHHica rpa^oy HameMoy, where this coda, bringing the entire
canon to a proper close, exhibits contrastive parallelisms with the
antecedent Μ AnemiKa TH and wi th the above-cited rpa^oy CBoeMy (VI . 3;
VII.3). The possessive Haiub in its diverse cases occurs thrice in the ninth
ode and nowhere else. The concluding vocable HameMoy, the only
example of first person pronouns in the final stanzas of the odes,
encompasses Demetrius and the worshipers, whereas in IX. l o HaiueMb
oicatHHH and IX.2 cpb.nbua nama, the same pronoun designates only the
worshipers and contrasts dramatically with the background of seven
paradigmatic forms of the pronoun "thy": IX. 1 TBot, TBOW., 2 TBOA,
TBoero. TBOCA (duplicated in 3), TBOMMH, 3 TBOH. Finally, in the
mentioned phrase M/KHeHHKa TH, as compared to IX.4 oTbHbCTBa TH, the
dative TH shifts impressively from Demetrius to the Trinity.

The city motif, inaugurated by the salvation of rpazn> aMacTpn^bCKt
(1.2), continues throughout the canon with seven evocations of "thy
city", and finishes with an ecstatic triadikon which recalls that the citizen
of the thrice-luminous Trinity still has in common with his worshipers
one and the same earthly city — rpajn> Hauib.
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The grammatical oppositions underlying the Old Church Slavonic
morphological pattern play a paramount role in the composition of SDC,
and the category of person may be regarded as its keynote. The text is
interlaced with sentences of quoted speech which, in their assignment of
persons, differ from all the surrounding sentences. The addressee of the
festal troparia is Demetrius; vocatives, second person singular verbs, and
pronouns refer to him constantly, with the exception of quoted speech
where the forms III . 3 TH, and VII. 1,2, 4 6jiarocjioBjieHT> CCH, VIII . 2
ctnaceiuH, and V I I I . 2 MHJIOCTHBC relate to the Lord. These shifts are
deliberately pointed out: I I I . 3 TbI, .nbMHrpHe, Binntame *** xpncxoy:
"HBTO 3a Bbct npHHecA TH"; VIII.2 TbI eraa OVCJlblUIA,
np-BBJlA)KEHE *** ΒΊ>3Ί>ΠΗ *** κτ> 3Η5ΚΛΗτε;ιιο CH: "ame ***
CbOACEIIIH MA *** MHJ1OCTHBE". All indicative finites which
designate Demetrius as their agent stand in one of the past tenses:
usually, it is an aorist; once an imperfect ( I I I . 3); and twice a perfect (VI. 3
and VI I I . I ) . Only once at the end of the seven narratively oriented odes,
in the last festal troparion of the eighth ode, Demetrius is referred to as a
third person: V I I I . 4 tico BiCHt port uptoicaBbHt .abMHrpHCBH

Except for two quoted utterances of Demetrius (1.3 npHHecA HCOHIA;
VII I .2 pant ecMb), the first person is confined to the plural, and
designates the worshipers, addressers of the canon. The pronouns of the
first person plural in its oblique cases signal the dependence of the
worshipers on the worshiped saint, and occur in the four outer odes as
their specific feature: I . I OMHCTH HM; I I I . 2 t H CA HaMt; VI I I . 3 ctnacH
HM; IX. 1 HC 3a6/*AH Hact; 4 HbcxbHO Hbi cbxpantA. The personal
pronoun "us" occurs in the four outer odes (I-III, VI I I -IX), and solely
there. The corresponding singular forms are found only in the pre-
marginal odes — in the utterances of Demetrius: I I I . 3 MCHC, VII I . 3 MA .

The init ial odes are devoid of finites referring to the worshipers,
whereas the odes IV-VI repeatedly use verbs of reverence with the
metonymic subjects rpaat and 3eMjrfe. The sixth ode of SDC initiates the
set of its four posterior odes. The canon contains thirty-six stanzas, and
thus, its eighteenth and nineteenth stanzas, the first two troparia of the
sixth ode. form the mean pair within the whole body of stanzas. These
troparia present a turning point in the last of the metonymic construc-
tions — VI. 2 rpa^t TBOH *** Hbxerb TA *** H BeJiHHHTb, which appears
side by side with the synonymous clause, VI. 1 etpbHHH TA noHHTai*Tb
"the faithful venerate thee" — among all the explicit subjects of the
canon, the only adjective, and above all, the only animate in the plural.

The posterior odes (VI-IX) differ from the anterior four (I-V) by the
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appearance of plural finite forms of active voice in the festal troparia, all
of which designate the worshipers. While the first of these finites — VI. 1
ποπΉΤ3ΐ*τπ> — shares the root morpheme and the third person desinence
with two preceding odes, all further plural finites pertain to the first
person, so that henceforth the whole story is told in the name of the
worshipers themselves. The call taken over by the troparia V I I I . 1 and 3
through VIII.θ from the Song of the Three Children in the Furnace uses
an imperative form of the second person plural to address broader
masses of virtual worshipers: BtcnteaHTe *** Η nptetsHocHje *** !
Persons and numbers of indicative active finites stand in clearcut
relations with verbal tenses. The past in SDC proves to be incompatible
with the first person, both in singular and in plural, and, as a matter of
fact, with plural in general (cf. also the dual in VI I . 1 HCTanaera ***
oycTbHt *** ΐκο COJIOMOHI. B'bcn'bTTj), whereas the present tense does
not go with the second person singular.

The somewhat more diversified position of first person singular verbs
in the festal troparia of the canon requires special examination.
Whenever the third person singular acts as a metonymic substitute for the
first person plural "we worshipers", the present tense is used in full
accord with the first person clauses of the canon: IV. 1 rpazzt TBOH HbreTt
TA, etc. In the other instances of third person singular finites, the present
tense of imperfective verbs alternates with preterit forms of perfective
verbs.

The overwhelming majority of third person verbs is found in the inner
odes: clauses with 19 explicit subjects in IV- V I I I , against 5 specimens in
the four outer clauses (1.2 Hioaeca, 3 MAAPOCTB; VII I .2 xpHcroct, 4
port; IX.2 cpb bua). Seventeen of these 19 subjects in the inner odes and
three of five in the outer odes are singular forms. This compact set of
third-person clauses creates a broad network of similarities and
contiguities, used to exalt and depict the ecstatic wonder-worker,
enlightened by the Holy Ghost and filled with the Grace of Christ.

A brief comparison of third person verbs with the second person forms
assigned to Demetrius may contribute to this grammatical perusal of the
inner odes.

Third Perxon forms Second Person forms
Total number: 19 9
Transitive: 15
Intransitive: 4 9
Reflexive: 1 7

Five of these seven reflexives are aorists of such a barely phenomenal,
formalized verb as ken CA "appeared". In contrast to the festal troparia
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of the inner odes, those of the outer odes contain 18 second-person verbs
referring to Demetrius, and 12 of them are transitive.

Two kinds of interventions upwards from below are directly expressed
in each pair of outer odes and palpably determine their specific character.
The premarginal odes offer the only two direct appeals of Demetrius to
Christ, both of them bipartite, with a similar interplay of the first and
second persons, and with the only instances of a passive participle in its
dative singular form (II I .3 npooo^eHoyoyMoy; VIII .2 ctnacaeMoy). The
interrogative component is explicit in the first appeal ( I I I .3 MBTO 3a Bbcfe
npHHecA TH) and implied in the second one; cf. the thorough account of
the same miracle in Cet'i Minei, p. 1873: "κακό Mory ocraBHTH a, B
TOJiHirb 6t^t cyma, Kaico JIH yBH>KK> naryoy rpa/ia Moero? HO ame
noryOHLUH a, c HHMH H st norn Hy; ame cnaceiuH a, c HHMH n a3t
cnaceHl· 6y,ny." The imperative and interrogative sentences addressed by
the worshipers to Demetrius represent the other level of direct appeals
sent upwards. The vehicles of these appeals are second person singular
imperative forms which appear in twos in I .I , in VIII.3, in IX. 1, and in
IX.2. These two first, imperative troparia of the n in th ode are followed in
IX.3 by another, interrogative variety of requisitive sentences, and then,
in IX.4, by a triple imperative sentence. In the subsequent and final
imperative sentence, IX.T, with the same ,aa>K,ab "give", which concluded
the init ial troparion of the canon, both levels of appeals merge in the
supplication of the worshipers to the Trinity through the intercession of
Demetrius.

The biblical similes are a specific feature of the central odes, but,
mutatis mutandis, they find a significant correspondence in the ini t ial
odes. The joyous call of Demetrius to Christ in the third and last festal
troparion of the third ode — Hbro 3a Bbct npHHec* TH
npo6o.aeHoyoyMoy ΒΪ. peopa MCHC paziH, HI M/KneHHeMb MOHMb OOJKHM;

Hbint nenn»* — proves to be an application to the Thessalonian
of the Psalm 115.12-13 "Mbro Bi>3,aaMb r<ocno,a>oy 3a

Bbca t ce Bt3,aacTb MHt? Ham* c<T>>n<ac>eHHt ΠΡΗΗΜΑ", according
to the Sinaitic Psalter (Sever'janov, 151b). The gist of this psalm — 15
"MbCTbHa πρ·ΒΖΠ> r<ocno.Hb>Mb ctMpbrb npt<noflO>6<(b>HbiHxt ero"
("Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints") — turns into
the idea of sharing the Lord's Passion. The assimilation of Demetrius to
Christ is a simile changed from a figure of speech into a developmental
part of the poetic plot. The renovation of the prototypical likeness, ή
όμοίωσις προς τον $εό\\ is the essential religious theme announced by the
initial odes of the canon.

The introduction to the quoted pronouncement of Demetrius — II 1.3,
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KOnHCMb OOAOMt TbI ,H,bMHTpHe, BT>nntaiUe BCCCJIA CA XpHCTOy —
makes use of the solemn, prevalently ecclesiastic verb ΒΙΠΗΤΗ "to cry".
The imperfect form Btrmiame underlines the simultaneity of being
pierced (6ο,αοΜτ>) by the spear and of cryingjoyously. In the subsequent
ode, IV.2, and once again in VII.3, the third person aorist of the
corresponding perfective verb Βΐ>3τ>πΗ is applied to the allegedly mystical
saws of Solomon's Canticle. The latter ode establishes a close connection
between Demetrius and his biblical background: the miracles of the
Thessalonian martyr merge with the Song of Songs. Cf. V I I . I , 'Thy
venerable lips drop wisdom like honey, as Solomon sang, for indeed thou
hast learned to cry (naoyHH CA ΒΙ,ΠΗΤΗ)". According to VII.0, the
children in the furnace refused to renounce the Creator and "manfully
defying the fire torture, rejoiced singing: Fathers' glorified Lord and
God, blessed art Thou". The "cry" learned by Demetrius repeats this song
of the three children, who panoeaax* CA noi*me just as he Btnutauje
BecejiA CA when tortured by the spear ( I I I .3 ) . The following troparion,
VI1.2, recounts how the Creator (sHA/mTejib) revealed Demetrius as
being most luminous in his martyrdom, and adds momentously, "hence,
rejoicing, we sing (TtMb^e eeceji Aiue CA noeMl·): Fathers' glorified Lord
*** blessed art Thou!". Here, the worshipers contemplating the ordeal
of the martyr participate in his song and joy, and appear, for the first
time, as a direct subject of the action: IIOCMTJ. Both in i t ia l requests ( I . I )
addressed to the "wise Demetrius" — "from *** ignorance cleanse us
(OHHCTH Hbi)" and "grant us permission to sing (BtcnteaTH) thy
luminous festival on this day!" — received their solution at the threshold
of the terminal odes: VII.4 "Now, on the glorious day, let us exult
luminously, Ο lovers of the festival, reverently cleansing (oHnmai*iue)
and all singing (noiAine) unto Christ: Fathers' glorified Lord *** blessed
art Thou!"

V I I . BIBLICAL QUOTATIONS

The pair of intermediate odes displays a number of common features.
With direct reference to "the blessed Isaiah", IV. I recalls and very freely
alters Is. 13.12 as "a man more precious *** than the golden wedge of
Ophir", probably w:ith complementary reminiscences of gold and pre-
cious stones brought from Ophir to Solomon, "who exceeded all the
kings of the earth for riches and for wisdom" (I . [ I I I]Kings 10.11, 24).
VII.2 of SDC, wi thout repeating the reference to the prophet, develops
the theme of IV. 1 and takes over its imagery and vocabulary: IV. 1 ce Tbi
npocBbrfe CA, *** aoyxoMb nane CBbTA CA (VII .2 3H>K/mTe.iib ***
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TA ten) KawcHHt Η ότι oy4)Hpa 5Ke sjiaTa HencicoycbHa
(VII . 2 HCKoycH TA *** tKo^ce cbpe po n ticosce 3.naTO — the manu-
scripts continue — J " w(J)an3i>", Ρ "ii<J)paKT>ci>", apparently a distorted
reminiscence of Jeremiah 10.9 "silver spread into plates is brought from
Tarshish. and gold from Uphaz — 3JiaTo o(})a3bCKo), TEMb>ice rpazib
TBOH HbTerb TA (VII . 2 T^MbAe BecejiAme CA noeMt). The image of
wisdom which, having enlightened Demetrius, led him to self-sacrifice,
and thus made him superior to precious metals and stones, finds,
perhaps, the nearest biblical parallel in Job's parable about wisdom,
which "cannot be valued with the gold of Ophir, with precious onyx, or
the sapphire" (28.16).

Yet it is the Canticle of Canticles which is selected by the Canon to
serve as a biblical source for systematic parallelistic quotations. Thus the
first intermediate ode, IV. 2 and 3, brings two paraphrases from the
Canticles, and two other adoptions from the same work appear in the
further intermediate ode VI I . 1 and 3. The first borrowing of the canon
from the Canticles includes a reference to the work itself and to its
assumed author (IV. 2 tKOHce BT>3"bnn *** cjiaBbnt ΠΟΑ COJIOMOHTJ BT>
ntHHHxt), while the other quotation in the same ode merely identifies the
renowned declaration made by the bride in Cant. 5.6 with the ecstatics of
Demetrius: ode IV.3 '''That one who, like thee, seeking the Lord, heard
Him at the entrance, said ***" (cf. Cant. 5.2, 5.6, and 3.1). The seventh
ode, in its first excerpt from Cant., names the assumed author: VII. 1 tico
cojiOMOHt Btcntrb (cf. IV. 2 ΠΟΑ). The way of referring to the source
quoted is the same as in IV. 2, but now this reference is adjoined to the
second fragment of the Cant.: VII. 3 tKoxe ΒΚΪΙΠΗ .aoyxt BT> Π£ΗΗΗΧΊ>,
where the florid laudation of the bride (Cant. 4.4) is viewed as the words
of the Spirit. Demetrius has been enlightened by the Spirit, according to
the ode IV. 1 and, in an explicit association with the bride of the Canticles,
is extolled by the Spirit in the ode VII. 3. The close connection between
πνεύμα and ψυχή, underscored by the kinship and grammatical cor-
relation of their Slavic designations, masc. .aoyxt and fem. .noyiiia,
imparts a particular significance to the confession shared by Demetrius
and the biblical bride, both in quest of the Lord: IV.3 HSH/IC .noyma Mot
ero panH.

As Vasica (1966b, p. 519f.) has pointed out, resort and references to the
Canticle of Canticles are quite unusual in both Greek and Slavic liturgical
songs; its repeated reflection in SDC impels the scholar to assume an
influence exerted (let us add, in a direct, or perhaps mediate way) by
Gregory of Nyssa's mystical Commentary on the Canticle of Canticles (see
Langerbeck, 1960). Vasica is right when he states that SDC IV.3 quotes
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Cant. 5.6 in its Septuagint version and that this canon adheres to
Gregory's equation of the biblical bride with the human soul longing and
looking for Christ the bridegroom. But Vasica's surmise that Logos
(CJIOBO) could have been suppressed in SDC IV.3 for metrical reasons is
hardly acceptable. The word of the Lord is quite naturally conceived by
the composer of the canon as the divine Logos, identified with Christ, and
therefore the expression ero pa^H "for his sake" appears to be an
adequate translation when juxtaposed to Gregory's commentary on
this verse (see Langerbeck, 1960, p. 351f. and Danielou, 1961, p. 261):
"Ah, what a blessed departure this is, when the soul goes out to follow
her Lord!" This is the going out that the soul enjoys when she takes as her
guide the Word, Who said: / am the door (John 10.9) and The Way: and
again: Byrne, ij any man enter in, heshallgo in and go out (John 10.9). The
second part of the same troparion develops the theme: "Hence,
Demetrius, thou followedst him in ardent love", or, in terms of
Gregory's commentary, eros, the fiery, ecstatic desire which is the
summit of agape: "for love that is strained to intensity is called desire"
(cf. Langerbeck, p. 383; Danielou, 1961, pp. 44ff. and 272; Volker, 1955,
p. 25 Iff.). The medial one of the three references proper to the city's cult
of its patron borders on an account of his ardent love for Christ, and
states explicitly that the homage has been rendered, just because "thy
whole city knows thee enamored as thou art, Ο Christ's martyr" (IV.4).
This homage, moreover, is particularly stressed by the use of a different,
effusive and affective predicate xeajiHTb τ A "praiseth thee", as compared
to IV. 1 and VI.2 HbreTb τ A "revereth thee".

Ascent and salvation by way of love are the chief impulse of the canon
in all its dramatic steps — from the ini t ia l praise for the glorious lover of
the fatherland through the theme of his valiant likeness to and ardent
love for Christ, to the relentless combat of wanderers suffering for the
sake of the Creator's love. In each of the two intermediate odes, the
Canticle is twice cited with the name of Solomon in the first of the two
quotations. One brief borrowing from the Canticle appears, moreover, in
the sixth ode, and is accompanied by Solomon's name (VI.3). The inner,
and in particular, the intermediate odes, with their apotheosis of the
amorous elect in his state of grace, find an inspiring source for the poetic
treatment of eros in the imagery of the Song of Songs, reinterpreted by
the patristic tradition and, in particular, by Gregory of Nyssa. The first of
his sermons devoted to the "mystery of the Canticles" declares that by
Solomon's art and wisdom "we are made to look to chastity by means of
words which seem to suggest the opposite, and through sensuous
expressions he reveals a meaning which is incorruptible". Words and
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expressions "the obvious meaning of which would suggest carnal
passion" are used in this sacred work of art to embody "the chaste
concepts of mind", for "there is a correspondence between the motions
and movements of the soul and the sense organs of the body, as we learn
from the words of the Spirit in our text" (Gregory's text, see Langerbeck,
pp. 29f., 34, is quoted here and below in Musurillo's translation:
Danielou, 153-156). The first example from the Canticles adduced by the
commentator to illustrate this statement on the "spiritual senses" is a
formerly popular, but faulty, reading of the sentence which opens the
init ial prayer of the bride to the bridegroom: "thy breasts are sweeter
than wine". In Gregory's deliberation, this comparison shows "how far
superior is the milk we draw from the divine breast" to the "joy we derive
from wine", viz. "the childlike instruction we receive from the divine
Word", to worldly wisdom and joy. "Hence it is that the divine breasts
are better than human wine" (Langerbeck, p. 34ff., Danielou, p. 157).
The same reading and a similar interpretation are reflected in the first
reference to Solomon's Song in SDC, where Demetrius is spiritually
identified with the scriptural bride: IV.2 "As Solomon cried while
gloriously singing in the Canticles, thou, Ο saint, appearedst, having
sucked the old doctrine and the new. Ο blessed one, as from the breasts of
Christ". As mentioned above, in the subsequent troparion, IV.3, a sign of
equality is drawn between Demetrius and the bride in Gregory's
interpretation. The three other references in SDC to Solomon's scripture
depict the martyr by applying to him the praises lavished on the bride by
her bridegroom, viz. by the Spirit, according to Gregory's conception
echoed in SDC (VII .3 "As the Spirit cried in the Canticles").

As to Cant. 4.10 "*** the sweet smell of thy ointments, above all
aromatic spices". Gregory teaches that "When we hear that the bride's
fragrance is above all aromatical spices, this is the lesson we are taught:
the mystery of truth which was accomplished through the message of the
Gospel is alone sweet to God, and it is judged to be superior to all the
spices of the old Law, because it is no longer concealed by type and
shadow but gives forth its fragrance in an open revelation of truth. *** So
it is then that the soul *** becomes fragrant throughout her entire life,
breathing the myrrh of holiness and incense variously mixed and
compounded of all the virtues; and thus she comes to delight the nostrils
of her Spouse in an odor of sweetness" (Langerbeck, p. 267f., Danielou,
p. 222f.). SDC VI.3 reads "Youthful as thou wast in grace, Ο blessed one,
thou didst go in the footsteps of Christ, and as Solomon sang of
ointment, thou too appearedst, reverently offering fragrance unto thy
city".
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With reference to Cant. 4.11 "Thy lips, Ο my spouse, drop as a
honeycomb", Gregory states: "The text *** enhances the bride's praise.
*** Just like the bee whose honeycomb is sweet ***. we should constantly
be busy in the important labor of our virtue. It busies itself indeed by
exchanging the labors of this life for eternal blessings. *** In this way too.
the soul attracts the Bridegroom, and is an object of admiration to the
angels, perfecting her power in weakness by honoring wisdom" (Langer-
beck, p. 268-270; Danielou, 224f.). SDC VII. 1 echoes here: "Thy
venerable lips drop wisdom like honey, as Solomon sang, for indeed thou
hast learned to cry: Fathers' glorified Lord and God, blessed art Thou."

From the same Chapter 4 of the Canticles, with its encomium praising
the bride's body, SDC VII .3 adopts and applies the comparison of "thy
neck" (4.4) with the tower of David, while adding three epithets —

"majestic" to the neck, κρ£πτ>κτ> "mighty" to the tower, and
"spiritual" to the image of the shields hanging there-

upon. The latter attribute enhances the dematerializing approach to the
imagery of the Canticles, in harmony with Gregory's dialectic belief in
the divine wisdom which arises in Solomon's "sacred book" through the
union of opposites and reveals the invisible in the corporeal (cf.
Langerbeck, p. 232ff.). In particular, the commentator mentions words
which, "in their obvious meanings", signify parts of the body, but in the
Canticles are called to express heavenly blessedness and integrity
(Langerbeck, p. 28). It is no mere chance that the seventh ode of SDC,
after having responded to the bridegroom's synecdochic tributes to the
body of the bride, praising "thy lips" TBOH oycxbHt ( V I I . I ) and "thy
neck" Bbit TBot (VII .3) , glorifies "Thy womb, Ο most pure" in VII .0 (cf.
Cant. 5.14 and 7.2: "his belly" eulogized by the bride, and "thy belly"
acclaimed by the bridegroom). Without being referred to, the Song of
Songs, particularly its images of the bridegroom, seems to be echoed in
several theotokia extolling Christ: 1.0 "Christ, the bridegroom who called
all the faithful to his heavenly chamber" — Cant. 1.4 "the King hath
brought me into his chambers"; IV.O "Thou who hast given birth in flesh
to all the sweetness and beauty" — Cant. V. 16 "His mouth is most sweet:
yea. he is altogether lovely" (cf. also 1.16).

The pair of intermediate odes, jointly with the central pair, form a
group of four inner odes tied together by several patent links.

A conspicuous repetition of pertinent words and roots connects the
central odes with each other and with the intermediate odes, and hints at
the manifold development of the poetic plot. Thus, the progressive
superiority of Demetrius over material treasures and Old Testament
heroes: IV. 1 ΠΑΜΕ CBbT* CA — V.3 BEJlHH t H CA ΠΑΜΕ — VI.2
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CBTiTb.no HbTCTt TA *** H BEJlHHHTb. The text prompts a gentle
association between the supremacy of the new guide and his filial
affection toward the new doctrine: IV.2 H HOBA AC, EJ1A)KEHE, ctcasl·

— V.I HOBA *** Mocea *** ΛΙΟΛΗ CBOA BT> Β-ΒΗΒΗΒΙΑ
, EJ1A)KEHE, BtBo^Aiub. The blessed soul, with its perpetual

"going in and going out" which Gregory of Nyssa believes to be the
innermost theme of the Canticles, and which he compares with Moses
who "never stopped in his growth towards perfection" (see Langerbeck,
p. 354; Danielou, p. 261), finds a congenial treatment in the verbal chain
which ties together the inner odes of SDO. IV.3 BtsHcicaA BT>XO,H,OMb
rocno.aa *** H3H/le Aoyiua *** TOMoy noCJTB^OBa — VI.3 Bt
CJTB,H,t xpncTa XO/jHJit ecn. The praise to Demetrius, V.3, cw K>Ht
KPUFlOCTHESk rpa.zrb en HsGoBJitA, ΜΛ,αρε "youthful as thou wast, in
might, Ο wise one, redeeming thy city", is superceded by the parallel
construction VI.3 K)HT>, 6jia*eHe, CbIM BJlArO^ATMffi, BT, cjit^i
xpHCTa xo^Hjii ecH "youthful as thou wast, in grace, Ο blessed one, thou
didst go in the footsteps of Christ", and both might and grace approach
their synthesis when, in VII.4, the Spirit (,ϋ,ΟνΧΙ)) exalts the neck of the
martyr as a mighty (ΚΡΈΠτ>κν) tower adorned with spiritual shields
(LUHTbi ^OyXoBbHbiHMH) which convert him into a shielder
(3aIII,HTbHHKt) of his people and his city.

The themes underlying these textual correspondences confront us with
the cardinal and specific feature of all four inner odes. This is the
appearance of biblical human names directly cited or alluded to in the
first three stanzas within each of the four inner odes, viz. the patent or
latent presence of such names in twelve festal troparia and their total
absence in the rest of the festal troparia, i.e., in the fourth troparion of the
two intermediate odes and in all fourteen festal troparia of the four outer
odes.

The biblical persons cited in the twelve troparia of the inner odes are
clearly divided into two groups. One embraces writers or preachers
quoted: Isaiah (IV. 1, VI. 1, and, moreover, VII.2, without direct ref-
erence, but with an evident allusion to the quotation in IV. 1), Solomon
(IV.2, VI.3, VII . 1, and two quotations with the omission of Solomon's
name, but VII.3 with a direct reference, and IV.3 with a mere allusion to
the Canticles), and the apostle Paul (VI.2). The other group consists of
Old Testament heroes compared to the celebrated saint. They are evoked
in the fifth ode (Moses V. 1, Joshua V.2, Samson and Gideon V.3), and in
VII.3, David emerges in a quotation from the Canticle.

When the biblical names within the four inner stanzas occur in their
primary, substantival form, and not as possessive adjectives (cf. VI. 1 BT>
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Meanest, VII. 3 CTJitnt .nasbmoBt), their grammatical applica-
tion shows a clear-cut differentiation of the two sets outlined above,
i.e., the names of all quoted authors function in the syntactic con-
structions as subjects denoted by the nominative case, whereas the names
of the heroes compared in some way with Demetrius appear as governed
modifiers: genitivus comparationis in V.2 ncoyca, 3 cawncoHa, re^eoHa or
a gen. -ace. form in V.I Mocea.

The two sets of biblical names in the inner odes of SDC represent two
different kinds of similes. On the one hand, passages from Scriptures are
quoted as applicable also to the qualities, acts, and fame of Demetrius,
and, usually, the quotation is introduced by the identifier tico>Ke,
unknown in the outer odes (IV. 1 tico>Ke nHiueTb, VI. 2 tico^Ke oyMHTt, 3
ΐκο5Κ6 *** noerb, IV. 2 and VI. 3 tico>Ke BT>3bnn or we tico — the latter
when the addressed Demetrius is syntactically subordinated to the
quoted anticipant: IV. 3 κτ>το »e txo TW "that one who like thee").

The Canticle image of lips dropping honey is not merely transferred
onto Demetrius in SDC VI I . I by s imilar i ty , but complemented by an
internal and paronomastic simile, "lips drop wisdom (M^ApocTb) like
honey (Me^t)", while the simile which likens Solomon's picture of the
bride to the worshipers' portrayal of Demetrius is removed to the second
place of the sentence, and adopts the conjunction of the first simile: tico
Ment *** MAzipocTb tKo COJIOMOHI. BtcntTb. The next simile of the
same ode — VI 1. 2, borrowing, but substantially rephrasing Isaiah's
comparison between man and precious metals, introduces into the
comparison a reiterated identifier tico)Ke (ΤΛ *** ticoxfe Cbpe6po Η
ΐκο)κε 3;iaTo), whereas the correspondence with the biblical prototype of
this imagery may be inferred only from the parallel figure in IV. 1 : tKO)Ke
nmiieTt 6;ia)KeHbiH Meant.

Those similes which liken virtues shared by Demetrius with the
Israelite leaders after the exodus have to show the preeminence of
Christ's martyr filled by Grace over the great men of pre-Christian times.
On the other hand, similies applying paraphrastic quotations from the
Scriptures to Demetrius follow the traditional exegesis in treating
passages of Solomon's Song and Isaiah's Book as prefigurative images of
supreme Christian values. When references to these two Scriptures are
interlaced with a slight variation of Paul's words on those men who by
grace became heavenly citizens, such a selection of quoted biblical texts
agrees perfectly with the patristic tradition, which approached the bride
of the Canticles as the symbolic prototype, and the apostle Paul as the
supreme achievement in imilatio Christi (cf. Volker, 1955, p. 27 Iff.).

The festal troparia of the four outer odes, in contrast to those of the
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four inner odes, are devoid of biblical anthroponyms and of the
particular similes that underlie those names.

In their distribution of Scriptural names, the final stanzas differ
str ikingly from the festal troparia. In contrast to the latter, the former are
devoid of such names in the inner odes. As to the outer odes, the first
theotokion is the only one in which Virgin Mary is patently named,
without substitutive appellatives or attributes (1.0 Mapni* BT>cnoeMi>);
correspondingly, the triadikon of the ninth ode names its addressee
(IX.T 6e3HaHAJibHat Tponue). The theotokia of both premarginal odes
contain biblical anthroponyms. Isaiah 11.1 is named and quoted as a
messianic prophet — III.θ "Thou, the most Pure, art a rod [out of the stem]
of Jesse that *** hath bloomed the blossom". The introductory words
to this paraphrase — OrmHbiH oyMt Meant HaoyHH — correspond to the
incipit of the same ode, which evokes the supreme wisdom learned by
Demetrius and inspires him (III.l Haoym> CA H3Mjia,aa nptMA.apocTH,
no,ao6bHO ctTBOpn, nptMAjlpe). It is noteworthy that in Isaiah's
prophecy "rod *** of Jesse" appears in close association with the "spirit
of wisdom" (11.2). On the other hand, the free quotation from Isaiah in
SDC 111.0 is followed by the second, adjacent reference to the same
prophet — IV. 1 ticoHce nmueTb OJia^cenbiH HcaHt.

The theotokion of the third ode — 5Kb3Jit Hoctoel· npouBbrbiiib
UBtrt — blends Isaiah's prediction of the Messiah's birth — Hsuaerb
>Kb3JiT> HC KopeHe HoefeoBa Η uBtrb orb KopeHe H3H^ext — with the
image of the rod of Aaron, which "bloomed blossoms" (Numbers 17.8).
The latter image is metaphorically applied to the Virgin in the theotokion
of the other premarginal ode of SDC: VIII .0 )Kb3Jn> apoHb τω ^BH CA,
.ΖΓΒΒΟ. Here again, a certain formal parallelism links the glorious
evangelical theme with the glorification of Demetrius: VIII.4 BtCHt port

.abMHTpHCBH *** npaSflbHbCTBO VIII.0 5Kb3JTT> ***
BbCEMT, CTpaillbHO C*LHe Πθρθ>ΚΛ6ΗΗ6.

Similar confrontations of festal troparia praising Demetrius with the
subsequent theotokion take place in all the odes of SDC. Thus, the image
of the "heavenly beverage" beneficial to Demetrius (1.3) finds a response
in the supplication of the worshipers for entrance into the heavenly
chamber (1.0), and thus the adjective HeoecbHbiH occurs thrice in this ode,
and each time in a different case. Corresponding to the praise of
Demetrius, "enlightened by the Spirit" (IV. 1), the final stanza (IV.0)
beseeches the Virgin to enlighten the sinners. While Demetrius is said to
have redeemed his city from barbarian malice (V.3), the Virgin, who bore
the redemption of the tongues, is implored to give to those who call her
redemption from transgressions and barbarian horrors. The stem of the
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verb HSOaBJitTH emerges thrice in this ode and nowhere else. Three
parallel formulae, motivating the glorification of Demetrius by the
knowledge of his magnificence, terminate in the troparion with VI. 2,
"Knowing thee to be a heavenly citizen, Ο blessed one, *** thy city
luminously revereth thee"; and in VI. 0, the same formulaic pattern is
transposed into a supplication to the theotokos: "Knowing Thee to be
the haven, Ο Virgin, all of us *** beg *** to attain calm from Thee". The
aorist t H CA, "thou appearedst", with diverse complements, is the
predicate chiefly used to depict Demetrius, and its sixth and last
occurrence in the festal tropariais VI 1. 3 ten CA 3amHTbHHia> ΠΟΜ.ΙΙΙΗΗΜΪ,
"thou appearedst a defender (the etymological meaning "shielder" is
reinforced by contiguity with "spiritual shields") of the worshipers".
VII . 0 endows with the same verb the worshipers praying to the Virgin:
,aa t HMi. CA οττ> HanacxH ΜΙΦΒΗΒΙΑ HCBpt^HMH "let us appear immune
from worldly onslaught". Finally, in VI I I . 0, the last and most significant
of all the theotokia, that focal verb which was used to portray Demetrius,
in the same second person aorist, is transferred and assigned to the
Eternal Virgin.

V I I I . THE CANON'S H I R M O I

The centon style, which authorizes a new work to include passages of an
alien text, enters in two ways into SDC. On the one hand, the troparia
are richly supplemented with biblical quotations and especially with
wide adaptations of the Canticle of Canticles. The original imagery of the
erotic contests between the lad and beloved lass is rather enriched than
replaced by the Christian and Judaic bookmen's efforts to assign to the
text of the Canticles their view of the mystical relations between the divine
bridegroom and the human soul. On the other hand, in the canons, and
particularly in SDC, a regular use is made of hirmoi, both melodically
and poetically model texts, preposed to all the festal troparia.

Like all other Church Slavonic canons, SDC in all its variants begins
each ode by cit ing the incipit of its hirmoi. These hirmoi and their relation
to the subsequent troparia still need a closer examination, which
promises to lead us toward the solution of several questions concerning
the Slavic hirmologia and liturgical canons. I touched upon these
questions in my draft of 1965 (pp. 1 16-120) and turn to them at greater
length in the present study, which permitted me to utilize Vasica's keen
publications of 1966 and 1970. as well as the still unpublished manuscript
of the Voskresensk Hirmologion, which belonged first to the "New
Jerusalem" monastery and later to the Moscow Historical Museum.
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The incipits of the hirmoi which introduce all the eight odes of SDC
prove to be in close agreement with the reading of the Church Slavonic
Hirmologion, with its canon for the Assumption of the Virgin, as
attested particularly by the Russian Voskresensk (Voskr.) manuscript of
the XII-XIII centuries.

SDC I J u>TBpb3oyc.; P OTi>Bbp3T> oycra; M WTBpbS* oycxa MOW H
HannbH ATb CA — Voskr. 1.2 (88) orbBbpst oycxa MO«. H nantiiHATb CA
.aoyxoMb. H CJIOBO orbpHrnoy uecapHUH MaxepH. H WBHIO CA. c tTbjio
TbpacbCTBoyM. H BtcnoK) pa.aoyA CA CHA HK>,aeca·:· Cf. the incipit of the
same hirmos over the first ode of the Canon to Cyril (CC) in its Russian
version (Lavrov, 1930, p. 108), orbBbpst oy, Macedonian (ibid., 117)
u>TBpb3* gcxa Moa H HaruibHATCA ,a[oy]xoMb.

SDC III J TBOW nt bua; P TBOW nt bua 6[oropo,o.H]ue; M TBOM;
ntBuiA, 6[oropo^H]ue )ΚΗΒΜΗ HCTjitHbMbi HCTOHb — Voskr. I I I .2 (94)
TBOA nt bUa 6orOpO,HHUe. »CHBblH HCrbJlt« HCTOHbHHHe. JIHKbl TCOe
ciBiKoynjibiiie. aoyxoBbHO oyTBbpflH. n BI o bCTBbHoyio ΤΗ cuaeoy.
BtHbUbMb cjiaBbi ctno/io6[H].

SDC IV. J, Ρ HCHCJitflbHoyMoy — Voskr. IV.2 (98)
HeHCjTfe,abHoyoyMoy OOHCHKJ ctetroy. tOKe wn> at bi BT>njTbineHHK.
xe6e BbiujbHAaro. προροκτ> aMBaKoyMt. ΛΗΒΑ CA BtnHwaiue. cuaea
CHJit TBOKH. rocnoAH·:· — Μ brings the incipit ctflAH BT> cnaet na npt
corresponding to Voskr. IV.3 (98-99) ct^AH BT> cjiaet. Ha nptcrojit
6o)KbCTBbHt. CTC.

SDC V J oy^HBHiua CA Bb; P oy HBHuin CA BCA; M oy^HBHiiiA CA
Voskr. V.2 oyAHBHiua CA BbCAMbCKaw w 6oacbCTBbHtH

TBOKH. TW 60 HeHCKoyco paMbHara /tt Hue. πρΗ«ττ> BI oyrpoot.
BbctMH 6ora. H ponHJia KCH 6e3JitrbHa cbma. BbcfcMt

MHpa no/iaBaiornH.
SDC VI. J 6[o])Kbe ce H Bcenbcrb, P 6[o]»[b]cTBbHOK ce H B, M

6[o])K[bCT]BbHOK H Bcecb opbHOK T opAine npa3/it> — Voskr. VI.6 (109)
(the order of the stanzas is here apparently altered) 6o^cbCTBbHOK ce a
BbcenbCTbHOK. ctBbpmafome npas^BHbCTBo. ooroMbicjibHtn O HM

npH^tre poyKaMH BtcnjiemeMt. WTI> HCIJI po^cbiuaaro CA.
cjiaBAme.

SDC VII J HC nocjioy>KHiua; P He nocjioyacHiiia. M HC nocjioy>KHiiiA
TBapH — Voskr. VI 1.2 ( 1 1 2 ) He nocjioy^cHiua TBapw GoroMbicjibHHH nane
3H»cHTejiA. HT> wrnbHOK nptmeHHK. Moy^cbCKbi nonbpaBT>uie pa-

CA noiome. nptntTbiH HMC OTbiibMb rocnoAfc H 6ort OJiaro-
K C H · : · — Cf. CC VII, Russian version (Lavrov, 110) HC

nocjioy»H, Bulgarian (Lavrov, 121) HC nocjiipKimA xea.
SDC VIII J orpoKbi np[e]n[H]cTbi; Ρ οτροκΒΐ 6ji[a]roHbCTH; Μ
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BB nemH po>K[.ab]c[T]BO c[b]n[a]cjio CC[TB] —
Voskr. VIII. 2 (116) οτροκκ GjiaroHbCTHBbiw BT> nemH. po>KbCTBO 6oro-
po^Hue ci>nacjio »erb. TT>r^a o pasoyKMt. Hbmt »ce cwrkBaKMt.
BbcejieHoyw BbCK> Βτ>3ΛΒΗ>κε notoiuoy. rocno^a BtcnteaHTe zrfejia H
npeB"b3HocHTe ΚΓΟ BT> BtKbi·:· — Cf. CC V I I I . Rus. (Lavrov, 110)
orpoKbi 6ji[a]roM; Bulg. (ib. 121) orpoKbi 6ji[a]roH[b]cTHBbi.

SDC IX J BbCAKl 3eMbHl>; P BbCAKT> SCMJlbH, M BT>CbKb 3eMCHb H'd
Bb3HrpaeTb CA fl[oy]xoMb npocet — Voskr. IX. 2 (122) BbCAKt seMbHt.
/ia BT>3HrpaKTb CA aoyxtivib npocBtiuaHMt. jia HHKT>CTBOyitTb ^<e.
OecnJTbTbHblHXt OyMOBl· pOfll nOHHTaW. CBATOK Tbp)KbCTBO 6o»CC[b]A
MaTepe. Η ^a noKTb paaoyn CA npeojiajKeHaw. ooropoziHue Hucra

Diverse correspondences in words, word sequences, and in their
grammatical shape, as well as in poetic imagery connect the festal
troparia and theotokia of the odes with their chosen hirmoi (//).

The Ode I and its hirmos begin with the same morpheme used as
preverb in the latter and as preposition in the former: //Ori>Bpb3A — I . I
Orb Mbrjibi. The textual connection of the same ode with its hirmos is
apparent: Η cetrbjio Tpi>>KbCTBoyA H BTbcnow. *** CHt Hio^eca — 7.
zia>K/ib BtcnteaTH cetrbjioe TBOC TptacbCTBo *** 2. reot HKxaeca. I I I . Η
OOrOpOflHUe *** BT> 6oXbCTBbH*IATH CJ13BA BtHbUCMb CJiaBbI CtnOflOOH
— 1. nO/lOObHO CtTBOpH *** B^HbUb *** tKO nO^OObHHKl. *** XpHCTOy
po»:abiiiiooyMoy CA οττ> zrfeBbi. 2. c/iaBbHl·. Cf. the contrast between Η
HCTbJit and θ BOHW. CMpazibH*. Cf. Ι Η tBjiw, CA -II. 2 ΪΒΗ CA. IV Η
προροκΐ aMBaKoyMl· ,ΙΓΗΒΑ CA BtnHtauje cuaea *** rocnozi — 2.
ΒΤ>31.ΠΜ, CBATC, CJiaBbHt ΠΟΑ COJ7OMOH1, *** 3. B"b3HCKaA BT>XO/IOMb

pene. Cf. also IV Η οττ> ^t bi Btnjn>meHHe — Θ pO ^biiiH
*** nptHHCxat. Cf. IV Η Btrmtame — III 3 BtnHtaiue V H

CA BbC^MbCKat O 6o>KbCTBbHkH CJia t TBOeH — 1. TA
TBot 3CMjit cjiaBbHe *** HbTeTb TA *** oiaBAiUH. Cf. also V

H zr&BHue *** ponHjia CCH 6e3JitTbHa cbma Bbct,Mi>
MHpa noaaBaw.inH — θ ,ΠΒΒΟ ΐκο po^cabiuH ASHKOMTJ
H'dyKJlb BtpOIA BinHHVIUHHMt *** H36aBJ16HHe *** Η ρ3ΛΟΒ3ΗΗ6. VI Η
ci>Bpbiija»*me npaszibHbCTBo cjiaBAine — /. xpawb TBOH CBATMH
o6tCTOAiue*** rjiarojibwue. Cf. also the endings of// Bicnjieme\n> ort
HCA pojKzibiiiaaro CA Btpoi* cjiaBAine and of 0 npocHMt oTb re6e
ooptcTH Btpoi* HenopoHbHat. Cf. VI Η ctepbuiaHviue npas^bHbCTBo
*** c.iapAme — VII.4 BT> cjiaebHbiM ^bHb HbiHt, npas^bHOJiioobUH ***
oHHiuawime H no»*me.

While in the two central odes, V and VI, with their troparia rich in
biblical quotations and paraphrases, the textual ties to the hirmoi are
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confined to vague parallelisms in phraseology and syntax, the two further
odes, VII and VIII , widely expand their affinity with the guiding hirmoi.
In addition to a few vocables with a common stem or root, as VII H nane
3H>K,aHTejTE — 1. HCKoycH τ A 3H^cflHTejib, and VI I I H o6pa3t — I .
oopasyeMt or //cinacjio ecrb *** Hbmt — 2. cinacaeMoy ctnacemn, 3.
cbnacH *** Hbint, or H po)K,abCTBO — 0 nopoxcaeHHe, one observes that
in each of these odes three of the four troparia use the final part of the
preposed hirmos as their own burden. Like most of the hirmoi which
treat the theme of the three lads in the Chaldean furnace, the hirmoi of
SDC VI I and VII I at their end use a traditional combination of a dixit
formula (VII H pa^oeaax* CA noiAiue; VII I H BicejieHAi* BbCb*

no»*m*) with a subsequent hymnic dictum (VII Η nptrrkTbiH
oTbueMb rocno^b n 6οπ> 6jiarocjioBJieHT> ecH; VII I H rocno^a

BT>CITbBaHTe At/la H nptBT>3HOCHTe 6ΓΟ Bt BtlCbl.).
The troparia 1, 2, and 4 of VII slightly vary the grammatical

construction of the dixit formula suggested by the hirmos — 1. BtcrrfeTb
tet 60 Haoynb CA BtnuTH; 2. rtMb)Ke BecenAine CA noeMb, CBtTb.no
BT>3HrpaHMT> *** noi*me BBCH xpHCXocoy — while the subsequent dictum
of the given hirmos remains invariable in all three troparia. The
Russian manuscripts of SDC quote only the incipit of this formula
nptntxbiH or, as J does at the end of VII . 1, "nptntxbiH u>[TbueMb]",
whereas M cites the same eulogy in slightly different wording: /.
"6ji[aro]c[jioBe]Hb 6[or]b oj[b]ue HaiuHx'", 2. "6ji[aro]c[jio e]Hb KCH
r[ocnon]H 6[ο>κ]ε wr[b]ub HauiHx", 4. "6ji[aro]c[jioBe]Hb 6[or]i>". In M,
the changed word order and the added possessive pronoun deviate both
from the text of the hirmos as it sounds in the Voskresensk Hirmologion,
and from the Greek prototype of this hirmos — υπέρ ύμνητός/ό των
πατέρων Κύριος/και θεός ευλογητός ει (Eustr. 141, Ode VII) — and is
taken over from such hirmoi of the seventh song as "OJiarocjiOBjieHl· KCH
rocno^H 6o)Ke oxbHb HauiHXl·" (see Chil. I. 14^ and Koschmieder 1942,1,
p. 54) with the Greek prototype εύλογητός ει, Κύριε, ό θεός των πατέρων
ημών (Eustr. 21, Ode VII). Whenever this formula occurs in Slavic
hirmoi without the possessive HaiuHxt. the adnominal genitive OTbUb
yields to the dative OTbueMTb which seems to have been taken at an early
time for the instrumental singular OTbueMb (Rus. OTbUbMb): cf. Voskr.
112 v. "npkrr&TbiH HJKC OTbUbMb rocno^b H Gort" reinterpreted as
"Lord and God who has been glorified"; Koschmieder (1942, I p. 110)
"nptntTblH OTbHbMb rOCnOHb Η 6τ>ΓΤ>", ρ. 46 "BtCXBaJlACMblH OTbH6Mb
6ort", p. 50 "onarocjioBJieHt OTbneMb 6ort", "oTbueMbMt (!) 6ori
OJiarocjiOBJieHt KCH".

The dictum at the end of the hirmos VIII is speech (dictum) in speech
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(dixil), and, moreover, it is speech about speech. The first troparion
follows the hirmos in a clear-cut delimitation of the two constituents:
nOeMb ΒΪρΒΗθ(//ΠΟΜΟΠ,Λ): *** BlCntBaHTe *** Η *** nptBT>3HOCHTe ***.
Between the dixit MOJiAine CA and the dictum of the hirmos addressed to
all the believers (*** BtcnteaHTe *** H npteisHOCHTe ***.), the third
troparion inserts a supplication to the addressee of all the previous
troparia of the canon: ctnacH *** AbMHTpHe ***! In contradistinction to
this assignment of the terminal dictum to two different addressees, namely
to the celestial one implored to save the slaves and to the terrestrial ones
summoned to glorify the Lord, VIII.4 changes the dictum of the hirmos
into subordinate clauses of the dixit: BicxBajiHMt *** H ΛΗΚΟΥΗΜΙ ***
XBaJlAlUe *** H nptBT>3HOCAIHe *** .

In the eighth, next to last ode (VIII .2) , as also in the third, next to first
ode (I II.3) the quoted speech changes the usual addressee of the troparia
into an addresser, and among all the stanzas in the canon these two
troparia are the only ones that introduce verbal forms of the first person
singular (VIII .2 Besinn κι 3Η5ΚΛΗτε.τιιο CM: *** pant CCMB; I I I . 3 TBI,
AbMHTpHe, Binntame BecenA CA xpncroy: HBTO 3a Bbct npHHecA TH
npoooaeHoyoyMoy BI peopa MCHC paa.n HI M/KneHHeMb MOHMB GOHCHW,
nauiM. HbiHt HcriHM.). Among the eight hirmoi prefixed to the odes only
the ini t ial one makes use of first person singular verbs: OTbBpb3i,
ΟΤΤφΜΓΗΛ, BICnOIA.

All the finites of the hirmos IX are singular imperatives: three forms of
the third person — aa Bi3HrpaeTT> CA, Aa nmcbCTBoyeT'b >Ke, ,aa ποετι
(cf. V11I.3 B"b3nrpanMb *** noi*me. jiHKoyHMi) — are followed by a
dictum with one single second person form: panoyn CA nptoJia^eHat
ooropo^Hue. To the requisitive constituents of this hirmos the ninth ode
responds by the invariably requisitive character of all its independent
clauses. The four festal troparia consist of three compositional uni t s — a
supplication which embraces the first couple of troparia. the third,
interrogative troparion, and the fourth troparion which answers the
preceding question by a new, enhanced supplication. Each of these two
supplications counts, like the introductory part of V I I I //, three
imperatives which in the troparia are all addressed to Demetrius: IX. 1 HC
330ΑΛΗ *** MOJ1H CA; 2. OyMHJlH CA: 4. nOTbLUH CA *** BapH ***
HacxaBH. In correspondence with the terminal dictum of the hirmos, the
final stanza of the ode and of the entire canon, the triadikon, bears one
imperative ^a>K^b in its main clause. It is noteworthy that before ode IX
no singular imperative forms occur in the troparia except in the initial
troparion of SDC with its two imperatives: I . I OHHCTH HW *** M*ape

MOJiHTBaMH CH! a .ab BicnteaTH c tTbJioe TBOC
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Tpt>KbCTBO (Cf. I X.I ΜΑ,ίφε .HbMHTpHe H6 3a6*^H HaCt Ht HbCTbHO
MOJIH CA *** Hbint noiAiUHHMi TBot BejiHHH"b) and the twice repeated
ctnacH in VI I I . 3.

The preponderance of imperatives in ode IX is preluded by the use of
imperative forms of the first person plural in the fourth troparion of odes
VII (4. BtSHrpaHMt) and VIII (4. B-bcxBajiHMi> *** H JIHKOVHMT>). The
quotations from the hirmos in ode VIII expand the use of imperatives to
the second person plural as well (3. BicntBaHTe *** H npt T>3HOCHTe);
moreover, in this ode the first person plural is no longer confined to the
imperative: VIII. 3. BinneMl·.

The incipits of the hirmoi mostly differ in the number of syllables,
which oscillates between 53 and 81, the latter a manifestly trinitarian
symbol. Each of the canon's odes offers at the beginning of one of its
troparia or of its theotokion an isosyllabic correspondence to the incipit
of the antecedent hirmos. Most of these repetitions are doubled or even
tripled: ode III. 1,2: 58; IV.3 and Θ: 53; V.1,2,3: 67; VI. 1,2: 57; IX.1,2,3:81.
The enhanced symmetry in the construction of the canon's final ode is
reinforced by the isosyllabism of the fourth troparion and the triadikon:
91-92.

It is the musical structure that proves to be decisive in the ties between
the canon's text and hirmoi, as is now being revealed by Milos Velimirovic
(1981). This progressing research authorizes us to publish and analyze
the inner text of the troparia and the corresponding hirmoi as one artistic
whole, with two means of poetic condensation — one through an
alternation of biblical images and the other through a concatenation of
festal troparia with the corresponding hirmoi.

A preliminary draft on this topic was published in the annals of Brno University
in 1965. The results of subsequent research, incorporated here, were prepared for
pr int in the present volume in 1981 with the assistance of Lorraine Wynne.
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CZECH VERSE OF A T H O U S A N D Y E A R S AGO

Only in the last few years have philological studies fully uncovered a
significant period in the development of Czech culture — the Church
Slavonic period, considered hitherto in Czech textbooks as a chance,
fleeting, and fruitless episode. We shall return on another occasion to the
inviting tangle of Cyrillo-Methodian problems as a vital and far-
reaching chapter of Czech cultural history.1 Meanwhile, however, it
should be pointed out that the new discoveries in this field have given
great satisfaction to Russian scholarship, whose view of Slavic problems
"from the East, not from the West" has always been an important
counterbalance to the dominant, one-sidedly Western-oriented tenden-
cies in Czech scholarship; Russian scholarship has long placed particular
emphasis on the significance of the Cyrillo-Methodian period for the
Czech Middle Ages.

If we take into account the literary patrimony of the Czech Church
Slavonic period, we enrich the history of Czech literary culture by almost
four centuries, as M. Weingart correctly pointed out in his most recent
work.2 The Church Slavonic period sets numerous tasks for Czech
scholarship. Besides questions about the fate of Church Slavonic
thought in Czech cultural and political life, and about the development,
against the Czech background, of the Church Slavonic liturgy, language,
script, orthography, historiography, prose and prose style, one should
add the question of Czech Church Slavonic verse. Today Flajshans'
assertion that Old Slavonic poetry "absolutely did not strike firm roots
in our land" has been completely disproven. In particular, the con-
nection of the song "Hospodine, pomiluj ny" with the Church Slavonic
tradition has been essentially clarified, thanks to my booklet "The Oldest

1 Cf. the author's 1939 article "Cesky podil na cirkevneslovanske kultufe", published in
the present volume in English translation, supra, pp. 129-152.
2 M. Weingart in Byzantinoslavica 5 (1934).
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Czech Spiritual Songs"3 and the studies of M. Weingart and
B. Havränek. A comparison of the variants of this song clearly shows
that the form that has been preserved is not that of the original. Such a
comparison also gives us data with which to attempt a reconstruction of
the original text, an attempt that must take into account the then-current
phraseological inventory of Old Church Slavonic prayers and psalms.
Further work must exploit in particular the Rajhrad manuscript of the
treatise of Jan of Bfevnov, hitherto practically ignored by scholarship. In
addition, the material on the important question of whether
"Hospodine, pomiluj ny" is of Greek or Latin origin, presented by
A. Wyrzykowski in his book Geneza Bogarodzicy (Sandomierz, 1922),
must be carefully examined. The Czech Church Slavonic poetic pat-
rimony does not, however, stop at this song.

Today the question of whether the so-called Kievan Missal is an Old
Church Slavonic monument of Czech recension can definitely be
answered in the affirmative. One can only marvel at what flimsy, even
out-right fabricated arguments were introduced to prove the non-Czech
origin of this precious monument, and to generally impoverish as much
as possible the Czech part in Old Church Slavonic Culture. The Kievan
Leaflets are, however, not only an Old Church Slavonic text of Czech
recension, but also the oldest Czech document in verse. It was the
renowned German phonetician and rhythmician Sievers who first noted
that the Kievan Missal is an example of versified composition.4 While
Sievers' exceptional rhythmico-melodic sensitivity was sufficient for this
general observation, he was naturally unable to make up for his
inadequate preparation in Slavistics; the scholar failed as soon as he
made an attempt at a closer determination of verse principles and at a
metrical analysis. In the study which I presented in 1925 to the Third
Class of the Czech Academy, I offered a detailed critique of this work by
Sievers, drew attention to the syllabic tendency that is distinctly felt in
the Kievan Missal, and divided its individual Masses into isosyllabic (i.e.,
equal in number of syllables) sections, using punctuation as an important
aid. Punctuation plays above all a rhythmico-melodic role in the
monument, as is usually also the case in contemporaneous Greek and
Latin texts in verse. I also touched upon the phonic devices connected
with this division. Weingart highly values the Kievan Missal from the
point of view of phonic artistry; however, he considers that "in the

3 R. Jakobson, Nejstarsi ceske pisne duchovni (Prague, 1929); reprinted infra,
pp. 355-375. Cf. our later study of 1972, "Staroslovenskä kantilena v dedictvi ceskem",
published in the present volume in English translation, infra, pp. 389-401.
4 E. Sievers, Die altslawischen Verstexte von Kiew und Freising (Leipzig, 1925).
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Kievan Leaflets we cannot expect to find verse with a strict meter,
although we do indeed find rhythmicized prose *** in which the choice
of words and of word order and the entire syntactic structure was subject
to the sense of sound of the translator, who undoubtedly knew well both
the Byzantine and Roman liturgical song".5 According to the well-
known principle of such song, to which the Slavic poet adhered, there
must be one syllable for each neume (singuli motus cantilenae singulas
syllabas debent habere); identical musical periods were, thus, at the same
time isosyllabic. If Weingart does not find here "verse" in the narrow
sense of the word, he is correct insofar as the isosyllabic sections are in
this case the mere result of the repetition of certain melodic periods, i.e.,
the musical structure indisputably takes precedence. Even medieval
terminology, for example, considered such sequences to be written in
"prose". However, one can hardly dispute the marked isosyllabic
tendency of the Kievan Missal. In my study "Old Czech Verse",6 I
introduced as an example the 31st Mass, which is divided by a colon (:)
into two 17-syllable periods (Langzeilen), or "sound sequences" in
Weingart's terminology, with a break after the thirteenth syllable. We
observe an analogous repetition of 17-syllable periods (with almost the
same cut), united with repetition of the melody, in the Hussite trope:

Hospodine, pro tve svate vzkfiesenie, smiluj se nad nämi!
Jenzs prvne jäte k svobode jsi navrätil, daj smilovanie!
A svu svetlosti temnosti jsi osvietil daj smilovänie!7

Let me add several more examples of metrical division of the Masses
in the Kievan Missal, the majority of wTaich are also sustained by
punctuation. In Mass XI there is twice repeated a 19-syllable period,
after whose eleventh syllable follows a break that is accentuated by
rhyme: 2(11 +8) — a dot follows, and after it is added a sentence that is
outside of the verse structure and that, most interestingly, is missing in
the Latin model; Mass V: 2(15 + 10); XXI: 4-16 (the metrical division is
supported by alternating ornamental rhymes); IV: 2(3 + 10+14+4);
XXXII: 2(10+12)+2-10; I: 2( l l+4) + 2(l l+5), and so on.

After Mohlberg's recent discovery of the Latin model of the Kievan
Missal,8 it is necessary to analyze in detail the content of the two texts. It
seems that the Slavic translator, who, as Weingart correctly points out,
5 M. Weingart, op. cii., 463 ff.
6 Cf. infra, p. 418f.
7 Z. Nejedly, Dejiny husitskeho zpevu II (Prague, 1913), 434.
8 K. Mohlberg, // messale glagolitico di Kiev ( = Atti della Pontifica Academia Romano di
archeologia, ser. 3, memorie vol. 2, pp. 207-320), Rome, 1928.
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undoubtedly knew well Byzantine and Roman liturgical song, also had
recourse in his work to contemporaneous rhythmico-melodic devices
that his Latin model, which was two or three centuries older, could not
have been acquainted with.

In connection with the melodic structure of the Kievan Missal, Sievers
and Weingart mention the diacritical marks that are abundantly present
in the manuscript, that is, they consider them, as earlier Fortunatov did,
as neumes. I attempted a detailed analysis of these diacritics in the
above-mentioned study on the Kievan Missal; here I shall limit myself to
a few remarks on the question of the degree to which we may speak of
their musical significance. So far, only Sievers has made an attempt at a
concrete interpretation of the diacritics in the Kievan Leaflets as musical
symbols, and this attempt was entirely unsuccessful.9 Weingart also
rejects Sievers' interpretation as forced and subjective. Sievers asserts
that he can read the melody of the text without heeding the diacritics,
and that despite this fact, the melody exactly coincides with the musical
curve indicated by the neumes. It is peculiar that this melody also
coincides with the printing errors in the scheme of the diacritics that
crept into Jagic's edition of the Missal! An analysis of the diacritics in
connection both with the script and the language of the Kievan Leaflets,
and with the diacritics in other Church Slavonic manuscripts, necessarily
leads to the following conclusions:

1) Aspiration marks designate initial vowels, and are here purely
graphic, and not prosodic, signs. 2) The circumflex likewise has no sound
value and is used mainly for the distinction of homonymous forms. 3)
The inverted arch (^) is found as a rule over vowels which are long in
Common Slavic. 4) Combinations of two vowels are often marked in
Church Slavonic manuscripts by diacritics. In the Kievan Leaflets, the
first vowel in such cases is marked by an acute sign. These are all
vocalic combinations that are contracted in Czech, and therefore it is a
rather likely supposition that the diacritics were intended to draw the
Czech reader's attention to the distinction between the disyllabic Church
Slavonic pronunciation and the monosyllabic Czech pronunciation. 5)
In other positions the acute sign coincides (but for isolated exceptions)
with the Common Slavic word accent. 6) The grave accent is placed on a
final accentless vowel, and mainly on the vowel of monosyllabic
enclitics.

9 Cf. my review of Sievers' work, "Ein neuer Beitrag zur slavischen Verslehre", Prager
Presse, July 5, 1925. On the question of diacritical marks in the Kievan Leaflets and their
musical significance, cf. also my article of 1963, "The Slavic Response to Byzantine
Poetry", reprinted in the present volume, supra, p. 240Γ
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Thus, only markings of the types 3, 5, and 6 have any accentological
value, and the question arises as to whether the scribe was concerned
simply with an optional designation of length, accent, and non-accent, or
whether he marked these prosodic elements only in those cases where the
rhythmico-melodic structure of the composition demanded it: whether,
for example, the acute sign acts here as a mere indication of word accent
or as a "v/'rga", i.e., high note, whether a grave is only a signal of non-
accent or a "punctum", low note, etc. This question is closely connected
with that posed by Weingart: "what is the relationship between the pitch
of a marking on a certain word and the pitch of the word as a whole?"
These new scholarly tasks call for the collaboration of the philologist with
the expert in medieval song.

Do the Kievan Missal and the song "Hospodine, pomiluj ny" exhaust
the entire corpus of preserved Czech Church Slavonic monuments in
verse? Polish philology has recently called attention to the possible
widening of this circle: in 1934 the Warsaw Byzantinist J. Birkenmajer
published a series of engrossing studies on the oldest Polish religious
song, "Bogurodzica".10 Despite the abundant literature on this song, its
origin remained a total mystery. Birkenmajer and his predecessor
A. Wyrzykowski (in the above-mentioned study) succeeded in ascertain-
ing Greek models, especially for the first version of "Bogurodzica". The
Byzantine model and the clearly Old Church Slavonic elements in the
vocabulary of the Polish song made it necessary to revise its dating. The
old tradition, which connected the origin of the song with the time of St.
Vojtech, proved to be more vital and justified than the recent philological
skepticism that tried to bury this tradition and shift the origin of the song
three or four centuries ahead. In other words, questions about the
chronological placement of "Bogurodzica" and "Hospodine, pomiluj
ny" have developed in Polish and Czech literary historiography almost
simultaneously. Both Polish scholars arrive at the hypothesis that the
"Bogurodzica" must have been composed either directly by St. Vojtech
or by someone in his mission, e.g., Radim. Through a detailed analysis of
the biographical data, Birkenmajer proves that Vojtech was in close
personal association with the international poetic community of the
tenth century, that he himself wrote poetry, that he knew Greek and was
in close contact with Greek ecclesiastical circles. For confirmation of the
saint's attachment to the Church Slavic liturgy, Birkenmajer's point of
departure is the work of W. Brzeska,11 who attempts to deny, as does
10 Ruch literacki 9, 1-6, 161-163; Przeglgd powszechny, part 609, 250-267, part 610,
64-80, part 612, 327-346.
11 W. Brzeska, Sw. Wojciech (Poznan, 1934).
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Chaloupecky,12 the veracity and antiquity of the Russian legend about
Vojtech's fight against the work of the Slavic missionaries.13

Whether the author of the song is the Czech Bishop Vojtech
Slavnikovec, or his brother Radim, or even some other of the West
Slavic disciples of the Church Slavonic tradition, it is undeniable that the
author composed it in Old Church Slavonic of the Czech recension.
Scholars have often noted the resemblance of "Bogurodzica" to the song
"Hospodine, pomiluj ny", a song connected with St. Vojtech and
attested by a tradition earlier than that of the Polish song. In the
"Bogurodzica", especially in the first lines, typical Old Church
Slavonicisms are preserved: bogu rodzica (bogorodica), bogiem slawiena
(blagoslavena), gospodzina, dziela (delja). The latter word is not attested
in Czech monuments, while the others were still preserved in Czech
religious texts of the fourteenth century. One may assume that two
redactions of the "Bogurodzica" were produced in succession, just as in
the case of the song "Hospodine, pomiluj ny" — an older, more Church
Slavonic version, which preserved the jers and did not contract vowel
combinations, and a newer adaptation, rid of these phonetic archaisms
and more Bohemicized. Let us note such lexical Bohemisms as zwolena,
spusci (in the sense of 'forgive'; cf. O, aby boh spustil jich viny, Hradec
Ms.), bozycze (cf. who vrchnieho bozice, Hradec Ms.), zbozny. Most of
these words are not found at all in Polish texts. Endings in -ena are
certainly phonetic Bohemisms. In this new form, uncomprehended Old
Church Slavonicisms were apparently replaced by Czech words, but not
always successfully. Cf. zyszcy nam, instead of vbzisci, which was
probably the original form; perhaps not even the formulation nosime
modlitbu was present in the original version. In its further, third
redaction the song apparently underwent a phonetic and morphological
Polonization of the text. The influence of the Czech church in Poland
was always strong enough for it to have contributed a religious song.

It is difficult to determine precisely the verse form of the first
redaction, but in the second redaction there is an obvious attempt to
preserve as far as possible the original syllabic scheme. For example,
Weingart and Wyrzykowski observe that in the third line the reading
iwego syna would be syntactically and semantically more felicitous than
the phrase u twego syna, which, however, is preserved in all variants of
the song. Perhaps the original redaction had tvoego, and in the linguistic

12 V. Chaloupecky in Bratislava 8 (1934), 37-47.
13 Of course, a detailed analysis of the arguments of Lavrov, Nikol'skij, Sobolevskij,
Saxmatov, and Zlatarski, who place the origin of this monument in the Pre-Mongol period,
are necessary.
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adaptation of the text the preposition was added so that the number of
syllables would remain intact. It is peculiar how scrupulously the
individual copies of the song preserve the same number of syllables, even
though the lines of "Bogurodzica" do not have a uniform syllabic
schema. The preserved melody, as Chybinski has already pointed out,
takes no regard of the text of the song and is not originally connected
with it; indeed, the musical and linguistic rhythm mutually subdue each
other. Therefore we cannot use the melody as a starting point in the
metrical and strophic analysis of "Bogurodzica". The first four lines of
the song form a closed unit, with which the fifth line is not connected,
even though the melody in some of the copies of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries (but not in the notated Czestochow text of the end of
the fifteenth century) does connect it there. The strophic unit contains 33
syllables, divided as follows: 8(=5 + 3) + 8(=5 + 3) + 9(=5+4) +
8(=5 + 3). Before the Polish adaptation this strophe probably ran:

Bohorodica devica,
blahoslavena Maria,
u tveho syna hospodina
matko zvolenä, Maria!

The last four lines of the song (of course, we leave aside later
additions) also contain 33 syllables: 8(=4+4) + 9(=4 + 5) + 8(=4+4)
+ 8( = 4 + 4). The division into lines corresponds here in number of
syllables to the first strophe, but the order of lines is reversed and the
internal break is found after the fourth, not the fifth, syllable. Between
these two strophes are placed three lines totaling 32 syllables:
ll( = 3 + 3 + 5) + 10(=4 + 3 + 3) + 11(=4+4+ 3). One cannot rule out
the possibility that in the second line the trisyllabic word krzciciela is a
later substitution for some incomprehensible four-syllable Old Slavonic
or Czech word (one of the variants of the sixteenth century has
zbawiciela instead). In such a case, this line would have the same number
of syllables as both neighboring lines, would be divided exactly the same
way as the third line, and the whole triplet would contain 33 syllables,
like both neighboring stanzas. Yet another hypothesis would replace the
nine-syllable line of both these strophes by an eight-syllable line, so that
the entire first or third strophe would contain 32 syllables, i.e., the same
number as the second strophe in most of the variants. In both cases, all
the strophes have the same number of syllables, a fact which perhaps was
originally connected with the syllabism of the melody; the second strophe
differs from the other two in number and length of lines, while the third
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differs from the first merely in the internal division of lines.14

To summarize: the Czech church song of the Cyrillo-Methodian
period (that is, the end of the first and beginning of the second
millennium) is closely related to contemporaneous Greek and Latin songs
and also takes over the latters' syllabism (which corresponds, moreover,
in spite of Flajshans' dissenting opinion, to the Slavic folk tradition) and
ornamental phonic devices. One must carefully examine this connection
further, as well as analyze in more detail Old Church Slavonic poetry
among the Czechs and other Slavs. Especially attractive is the question
of the Greek elements in the Western Slavic liturgy, confirmed not only
by the Byzantine roots of the mission of the Thessalonian brothers, but
also by the Greek sources of the Prague Fragments and the
"Bogurodzica", the traces of the Eastern rite in the Vienna Glosses and
perhaps also by the Latin-Greek song with which a Czech priest
lamented the passing of Bfetislav II. Cosmas has preserved for us these
7-syllable lines, dually grouped by symmetrical internal division and, in
the first couplet, also by rhyme:

Anima Brecislai,
sabaoth adonai,
vivat expers thanatu,
Brecislaus ischyros.

Written in Brno, 1934, and published in Slovo a slovesnost 1 (1935) as the second
part of the study "K casovym otazkam nauky o ceskem versi". The English
translation published here is by Susanne Fusso.

14 The striking stylistic, as well as lexical, dissimilarity of the third strophe, noted by
Wyrzykowski, justifies the supposition that this strophe is of a different, perhaps more
recent, origin.



NEJSTARSl CESKE PISNE DUCHOVNI

I. UVOD

Zachoval se näm nemaly pocet del ceskeho basnictvi XIV. stoleti. A
pfece je to patrne jen mala cast literärni produkce doby, mimofädne v
ceskych dejinach a v dejinach ceskeho umeni. Mohutny rozkvet ceskeho
epickeho basnictvi hned na pocätku XIV. stol. je nepochybny. Co vsakje
näm znämo z tohoto obdobi? Zbyly skrovne uryvky, uchovävajici
celkem v nekolika stech versieh, z velkolepeho cyklu legend a apokryfu,
ktery, soude podle jeho latinskeho pramene a podle techto zbytkü, tvofil
nejmene sest az osm tisic versü, a dale znäme asi ctyfi tisice versü
Alexandreidy, coz je jenom neco kolem dvou petin pamatky. To je vse.
Neni tomu o mnoho lepe ani s dedictvim pozdejsich ceskych basnic-
kych skol XIV. stoleti. Cetna bäsnicka dila jsou näm znama Jen v
uryvcich, a tyto zlomky jsou tak kuse, ze ctenäfi nezbyvä nez litovati
zträty celku, o jehoz umelecke hodnote, nebo historicko-kulturni zajima-
vosti müzeme souditi pouze dohadem. (Na pf. legenda o sv. Alexiovi,
hra Mastickäf, Velikä ruzovä zahrada, Zivot Adama a Evy, bäsen o bitve
u Krescaku.) I ty basne, ktere se zachovaly mene porusene, temef
nebo zcela bez mezer, jsou näm vetsinou znämy jen v jedinem opisu,
casto naprosto ne bezvadnem. (Na pf. vetsina bäsni Hradeckeho
rukopisu, tfi Spory duse s telem, Rajhradske a Roudnicke Umuceni,
Podkoni a zäk, velkä Legenda o sv. Katefine, Alan, Ezop a j.) Vsechny
uvahy näs nuti k domnence, ze cesky bäsnicky repertoär byl jeste
nesrovnatelne sirsi a bohatsi, nez je to, co z neho zbylo. Nemäme
dokonce zädneho düvodu, abychom smeli tvrdit, ze znäme nejvyraznejsi
a vrcholne vytvory ceskeho basnictvi XIV. stol. Vzdyt' tradice byla zähy
näsilne pferusena; to, co se neztratilo, jsou nahodile zlomky, mimodek
usetfene bouflivymi easy. Tak na pf. jen st'astnou shodou okolnosti se
dochovalo jedno z nejmistrnejsich veledel ceskeho basnictvi, Legenda o
sv. Katefine, zachränenä v bohate rodinne knihovne Rozmberkü, v
XVII. stoleti pak odvezenä Svedy do Stokholmu, kde se dostala do
knihovny ucene krälovny Kristiny. A kolik takovych nebo snad jeste
skvelejsich del mohlo se beze stopy ztratit.
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Jeste nepomerne smutnejsi je to s ceskym basnictvim starsich staleti. V
literature, jako ostatne v celem ceskem umeni XIV. stoleti, byl tak silny
pathos rostouciho sebevedomi, tak mnoho novotäfskych prvku, bylo
uvedeno do zivota tak znacne mnozstvi novych forem, ze umelecke
dedictvi minulosti ztratilo aktualitu, poklädalo se za pfekonane. Stars!
literarni pamätky se uz nepfepisovaly a neschovavaly, prave tak, jako
nebylo snahy zachovävati stare pamätky stavebni a plasticke. Stavby se
bouraly, aby byly nahrazeny novymi budovami, velkolepejsimi a novych
forem. Jsou praskrovne a nahodile zbytky romänskeho vytvarneho
umeni v Cechäch, ale chybou by bylo z toho vyvozovat chudost
romanske doby ceske umelecke tvorby. Vime prave opak, jak z vy-
praveni stfedovekych kronik, tak z novejsich archeologickych vyzkumu.
Totez Ize fici i literature. Neni duvodu pro tvrzeni o basnicke
neplodnosti prvnich staleti ceskeho kfest'anstvi. Bylo by nepfirozene
domnivati se, ze mistrnä epickä skola pocätku XIV. stol. nemela
pfedchüdcu, neopirala se o tradice. To, co je nepochybne pro dejiny
ceskeho stavitelstvi, musime rozsifit i na vyvoj ceskeho bäsnictvi. Nikoli
neplodnost doby, nybrz kruta, nicivä präce pfistich staleti zpusobila
mizivy pocet pamatek, skutecne zachovanych.

Co z pisnove tradice uniklo zähube? Jedna pisen XIII. stoleti (Slovo
do sveta stvofenie) se nähodou zachovala v latinskem rukopisu toho
stoleti. Rukopis patfil klasteru Ostrovskemu a temef jediny z cele
knihovny se näm dochoval. Ostatni pisne, jez zde uvefejnujeme, zname
Jen v pozdnich opisech. Bäsne ty byly nejen vzaty do literärniho obehu
XIV. stol. a nejen se v tomto obehu udrzely, nybrz zdedila je i dalsi
staleti. Navzdy vesly do zäsoby duchovnich lidovych pisni. Nedosti na
torn, tvori zakladni fond teto tradice.

Ctrnäcte stoleti. Rozkvet ceske gotiky. Pestovani velkych monumen-
talnich forem. Architektonickä veledila. Katedräly, ktere jsou mysleny v
tak obrovskem mefitku, ze präce zustäva nedokoncena. Velike malifske
cykly. Rozsahle basne. Maximälni funkcni zatizeni umeleckych forem,
mnozstvi simultannich ukolu. Virtuosni propracovani detailu soutezi se
slozitymi problemy komposicnimi. (Nescislne pfiklady architektonicke;
bohatstvi pisnove strofiky.) Forma houzevnate pretvafi material. Kamenu
je pfikäzäno: byti ve vzduchu. Vers az hmatatelne deformuje sdelovaci fee.
Zavrhuje jeji rytmicko-melodicke sablony, vnucuje ji sve vlastni stavby.
Schvälnost rymu je vypjata. Forma je näzorne odhalena s umyslnou
bezohlednosti — i v kostfe goticke katedräly, i v dusledne neshode metra
a syntaxe v Legende Katefine. Tyz pathos slohovy i ve Sporu duse s
telem, i v pruzne proze Stitneho, i v Svatovitskem chräme, i v prazske
skole malifske, i v lejchovych melodiich skladatelske skoly Zavisovy.
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Temito rysy XIV. stoleti v Cechäch pfekonavä daleko minulost. Ale
tato minulost znä tajemstvi umelecke prostoty, ztracene v ceske gotice.
Male formy, tesne spjate s materialem. Jednoduche geometricke kon-
strukce romänskych rotund. K prazske kapli sv. Kfize, k portälu
hrusickeho kostelika se druzi i nejstarsi pisne duchovni, kde vers je tak
tak nastinen a melodic je recitativ, podmineny tesne textem. Tarn, kde
bylo potfebi prostych, standartnich forem, bäsnickych del, vypocitanych
na siroky a trvaly obeh, co mohlo vyhovovati lepe? Proto präve tato
starsi doba dala budoucnosti zäkladni legendy o ceskych svetcich, a
prostinke pisne "ab olim cantari consuetae", jez nemohla vytlacit bohatä
pisnova produkce stoleti ctrnäcteho.

II. HOSPODINE, POMILUJ NY!

Hospodine,| pomiluj ny!
Jezu Kriste,| pomiluj ny!
Ty, Spase| vseho mira,
spasiz ny| i uslysiz,
Hospodine,| hlasy nase!
Daj nam vsem, | Hospodine,
zizn | a mir v zemi!
Krles! | Krles! Krles!

Nejstarsi näm znäme opisy pisne "Hospodine, pomiluj ny" (Hosp.)1

jsou teprve ze XIV. stoleti, ale jeji prvni vers je citovan uz r. 1249, a
duvody historicko-kulturniho, hudebniho a jazykoveho razu primely
badatele, aby kladli pisen do doby jeste vzdälenejsi.

Odpoved' na otazku stafi pisne hledala se hlavne jejim slovniku,
ktery pfes maly rozsah pisne obsahuje nekolik räzovitych cirkevne-
slovanskych prvku. Jsou to:

Hospodin. Jagic pfesvedcive tlumoci tento podivny vokativni tvar,
ktery se cte ve tfech zäpisech prveho verse pisne, patficich do XIII. stol.
(pokracoväni Kroniky Kosmovy), jako cästecne pocesteni cirkevne-
slovanskeho Gospodi.2 Uplne pocesteni by znesvafilo metrum. V ruko-
pisech pisne ze XIV. stoleti je uz Hospodine, ale jeste Jan z Holesova, autor
traktatu o Hosp. z r. 1397, zna variant Hospodin a vyslovne jej
odsuzuje.3 Gebauer nalezä tvar Hospodi jen ve dvou staroceskych
1 Ruzne opisy Hosp. uvefejnuji: K. Konrad, Dejiny posvatneho zpevu staroceskeho I
(Praha, 1881), 27-31; V. Flajshans, Nejstarsi pamatky jazyka ipisemnictvi ceskeho (Praha,
1903), 42; Z. Nejedly. Dejiny pfedhusitski-ho zpfvu v Cechach (Praha, 1904), 241.
2 Sr. F. Kidric, "Die slavische Liturgie in Polen", Archiv für slavische Philologie 28
(1906), 618-619.
3 Z. Nejedly, op. cit., 318.
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cirkevnich pamätkäch: v jednom Mammotrektu (vykladu jednotlivych
slov Pisma) a dvakrät v Zaltäfi Kapitulnim, kde jsou ostatne pfipsäny
rubrikätorem pocest\yici koncovky (-ne, -nu).4 Jak cizi bylo Cechüm
cirkevne-slovanske Gospodi, svedci to, ze uz v cirkevne-slovanske pa-
matce ceske redakce, v Dialozich Rehofe Velikeho, je uzito v tomto
vyznamu slova Gospodine.5

Pomiluj. V ceskych pamätkach neni dosvedceno. Je to, jak pozna-
menal uz Palacky, palaeoslovenismus, "cesky bylo misereri = smilovati
se, nikdy pomilovati".6 Slovesa milovati, znamenajiciho v starosloven-
stine "misereri", bylo uzito v ceskem vyznamu "amare" uz v legende o
sv. Väclavu z X. stol., psane cirkevni slovanstinou ceske redakce.7

Spase. Spas ve vyznamu "Spasitel" je dosvedceno mimo pisne Hosp. v
ceskych pamätkach jenom jednou: uslys nas, boze, spasse nas (Zaltäf
Kapitulni 64, 6). Blizkost teto vety zaltafe k shodne vete v Hosp.
umoznovala reminiscenci. Mimo to jde o pamätku, prostoupenou
stopami cirkevni slovanstiny (srv. na pf. hramotina). Obycejne spas v
staroceskych pamätkach znamenä bud' "spasa" (srv. na pf. Ctenie kneze
Benesove, Slovnik Prespursky, Radosti sv. Marie v Hrad. rukop.,
Sedmera radost Panny Marie a Alan v Svatov. rukopisu, Klaretuv
slovnik), nebo "hosanna" (srv. v Evang. zimnieho casu: spass synu
Dawidowu).8

Mira. A//r = svet, vedle w/V = pokoj. V ceskych pamätkach se toto
slovo vyskytuje Jen v druhem vyznamu, pfi cemz Vondräk pfedpoklädä,
ze i ve vyznamu "pokoj" je toto slovo palaeoslovenismem.9 O slovech
mira i spase poznamenävä uz Jan z Holesova, ze jsou to "vocabula
charvatica", soucasnym Cechüm neznämä a nesrozumitelnä.10

Tyto zvlästnosti slovniku uz dävno nutily badatele k zäveru, ze v
zäklade pisne tkvi cirkevni slovanstina. Tak na pf. uz Celakovsky
prohlasuje, ze "jazyk ve zpevu torn ukazuje toliko na pocestenou

4 J. Gebauer, Slovnik starocesky I (Praha, 1903), 469; E. Rippl, Der alttschechische
Kapitelpsalter (Prag, 1928), 146.
5 A. Sobolevskij, "Drevnie cerkovno-slavjanskie stixotvorenija IX-X vekov", Sbornik
Otdelenija russkogo jazyka i slovesnosti Imp. Akademii Nauk 88, 3 (1910), 59.
6 Casopis Musea Krälovstvi Ceskeho (CCM), 1837, 413.
7 Fr. Pasternek, "Slovanska legenda o sv. Väclavu", Vestnik krälovske ceske spo/ecnoxti
nauk 1903, 55.
8 Neotistene materiäly Gebauerovy k Staroceskemu slovniku; E. Rippl, op. cit., 210;
V. Flajshans, Klaret a jeho druzina I (Praha, 1926), 161; A. Petera, Ctenie zimnieho casu
(Praha, 1905), 72.
9 V. Vondräk, Die Spuren der altkirchenslavischen Evangelienübersetzung in der altböh-
mischen Literatur (Wien, 1893), 18.
10 Z. Nejedly, op. cit., 319.
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staroslovanstinu".11 Jazyka, jako svedectvi ve prospech cyrilskeho
püvodu pisne, se dovolavaji rovnez Safafik12 a Palacky.13 Jirecek,
opiraje se udaje lexikälni, kloni se k domnence, ze pisen byla uz v
hotove forme pfinesena verozvesty z jihu na Moravu.14

Vyskytly se i pokusy popfiti cirkevne-slovansky zivel v slovniku Hosp.
A. Kraus, ktery datuje pisen hypotheticky koncem X. stol., prohlasuje:
"Znäme cestinu teprve od konce stoleti tfinäcteho a jest tezko soudit
cestine desäteho."15 Nejedly, ktery zafazuje Hosp. do XII. stol., pise:
"Co se pak tyce staroslovanskych archaismü, musili bychom znät jazyk
X. a XI. stoleti, abychom mohli fici, co archaismem tehdy bylo a co
ne."16

Nepokladäme za pfesvedcivou domnenku, podle niz uvedenä
cirkevne-slovanska slova nebyla ve skutecnosti pfejata z cirkevni slovan-
stiny nybrz tvofila vlastnost archaicke faze jazyka ceskeho. Bylo by
divne, ze na rozsahu nekolika fadek byla by nahodile soustfedena celä
fada slov, ktera jsou charakteristickä pro cirkevni slovanstinu a v cestine
pry existovala, ale jiz k zacätku pisemnictvi zmizela, nebo nabyla
naprosto jineho vyznamu. Je pozoruhodno, ze tato slova chybeji i v
ostatnich zäpadoslovanskych jazycich. Zbyvaji jenom dve pravdepo-
dobne moznosti: bud' pisen skutecne pfisla k Cechum ze slovanskeho jihu,
nebo byla slozena Cechem, ktery se snazil psät cirkevne-slovansky a fidil
se patrne jihoslovanskymi literarnimi vzory. Ani prvni hypothesa ani
druha neposkytuji latky pro pfesnejsi datoväni Hosp. Odhady ucencü se
v teto otäzce znacne rozchäzeji. Jedni spojuji pisen s cinnosti slovan-
skych verozvestu nebo jejich zäkü, druzi zafazuji ji do konce X., zacätku
XI. stoleti, konecne tfeti datuji stoletim dvanactym.

Jihoslovansky literärni vliv na ceske kraje (pfimy a nepfimy) trval,
pocinaje cinnosti Cyrila a Metoda na Morave, aspon do konce XI.
stoleti, totiz do zruseni slovanske liturgie v Sa/avskem klastefe. Tak na
pf. ne drive nez v druhe polovine XI. stol. dostava se do Cech
staroslovenskä pamätka ruske redakce — Remesske evangelium.
Koncem XI. nebo snad dokonce v XII. stoleti pfepisuje cesky pisaf
Jihoslovansky rukopis, pfi cemz ponekud pocest\ije pravopis (Prazske
zlomky.)17 Je-li tedy Hosp. basni importovanou, nemuzeme pfesne
11 Cteni o pocatcich dejin vzdelanosti a literatury narodu slovanskych (Praha, 1877),
211-212.
12 J. Safafik, Slovanske siarozitnoxti II (Praha, 1837), 450.
13 F. Palacky, Dejiny narodu ceskeho v fechach i v Morave I (Praha, 1848). 155.
14 J. Jirecek, Hymnologia Bohemica. Dejiny cirkevntho basnictvi ceskeho (Praha, 1878), § 1.
15 A. Kraus, "Christe ginädö a Hospodine pomiluj ny", Vesinik kralovske ceske
spolecnosti nauk 1897, No. XIII, str. 18.
16 Z. Nejedly, op. at., 243.
17 V. Vondrak, puvodu Kijevskych lisiu a Prazskych zlomku (Praha, 1904), 76.
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datovati ani jeji slozeni, ani pfichod. I to i ono mohlo se stäti od IX. az
do XI., ba XII. stoleti.

S druhe strany je nepochybne, ze behem cele teto doby existoval urcity
kruh ceskych vzdelancü, obeznamenych s cirkevni slovanstinou. At' se
skonci tak ci onak spor o cirkevne-slovanskych prvcich v staroceskem
pfekladu evangelia, spor, ktery dosud nedal definitivnich kladnych
vysledku, je pfece uz nyni jisto, ze byl vliv jazyka staroslovenskeho na
cirkevni starocestinu, ba i vliv pfekladu staroslovenskeho na staroceskou
bibli nelze Jen tak zhola popirati, jak sprävne uzavirä Weingart.18

Nesporne Cesi v prvnich staletich ceskeho kfest'anstvi ovlädali jistou
zäsobu cirkevne-slovanskych slov, kterych uzivali hlavne ve spisech
cirkevniho räzu. Byl vysloven näzor, ze tato cirkevne-slovanska slova se
stala obecnym majetkem zive ceske feci a nebyla uz chäpäna jako neco
cizorodeho, totiz, nebyla uz s hlediska statickeho prvky cirkevne-
slovanskymi.19 Avsak to, ze jista cirkevne-slovanska slova se vyskytuji
jenom v pamatkäch pf isne cirkevniho räzu, svedci, ze byla v staroceskem
spisovnem jazyku zfetelne vymezena stylisticky. I pro X., i pro XI. stol.
Ize mluviti cirkevne-slovanskem vlivu na jazyk vzdelanych Cechu jeste
dalekosahlejsim, nez byly ojedinele pfipady lexikalniho navrstveni.
Prave cirkevne-slovanskym jazykem s lehkym ceskym zabarvenim v
slovniku byly psany ceske legendy X. stoleti a pfeklady z latiny — prave
tak, jako v prvych dvou stol. ruskeho pisemnictvi psali Rusove cirkevne-
slovansky, jen ponekud porust'ujice slovnik a pravopis. "Glosy vi-
denske", objevene a uvefejnene Jagicem20 a "glosy svatofehofske", v
rukopisu, ktery patfil klasteru Ostrovskemu, uvefejnene Paterou,21

svedci, ze trvalo snazeni ceskych vzdelancu psati nikoli cestinou, nybrz
pocestenou cirkevni slovanstinou, jenze glagolice uz vzala za sve pod
näporem latinky.22 Je pozoruhodno, ze palaeoslovenisace jazyka po-
stihuje v techto glosach i hlaskoslovi. Glosy patfi do konce XI. nebo do

18 M. Weingart, "V. Vondräk. Prehled jeho vedecke prace a zaroven revise nekolika
spornych laze k ze staroslovenstiny", Atheneum 1921, 246-247; Sr. V. Vondräk, op.
cit. a "K otäzce o vlivu cirkevni slovanstiny na starou cestinu", CCM 69 (1895), 301-314,
"K nämitkam stran vlivu cirkevni slovanstiny na starou cestinu", ££M 69 (1895),
498-501; V. Flajshans, "Vliv literatury staroslovenske na staroceskou", Listy filologic ke 21
(1894), 372-378, "K otazce vlivu cirkevni slovanstiny na starou cestinu", Of 69
(1895), 487-498; J. Polivka, "Die Spuren der altkirchenslavischen Evangelienübersetzung
... von V. Vondräk", CfM 68 (1894), 468-470, "Jeste slovo k otäzce . . .", ff M 69 (1895),
501-502.
19 V. Flajshans, "K otäzce o vlivu ...", ff M 69 (1895), 491.
20 V. Jagic, Kirchenslavisch-böhmische Glossen saec. XI-XII = Denkschr. der Kais. Akad.
der Wiss., Bd. 50 (Wien, 1903).
21 A. Patera, "Ceske a starobulharske glosy XII stoleti v latinskem rukopise kapitulni
knihovny v Praze", CCM 52 (1878), 536-557.
22 Sr. V. Jagic, op. cit., 33 a näsl.; Gebauer tamtez, 40; Patera, op. cit., 542.
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XII. stoleti; byly-li psany po pohrome Sazavskeho klastera, jako cirkevne
slovanskeho kulturniho stfediska, nezbyva, nez pfedpokladat souhlasne
s Vondräkem, ze "i v posazavske dobe pestovalo se cirkevne-slovanske
pisemnictvi v Cechach".23

Zkrätka, ani domnenka, ze Hosp. je püvodu ceskeho, neumoznuje
pfesnejsiho datoväni pisne. Neni tfeba zafazovati ji stuj co stuj do IX.
stoleti, jak to dela na pf. Vlcek.24 Pisen, nasycena slovy cirkevne-
slovanskymi, mohla vzniknouti na ceske pude i znacne pozdeji, do XI.,
ba mozna i do XII. stoleti.

Zduraznili jsme jiz, ze nelze z chudosti dochovanych dokumentü
vyvozovati chudobu literarni tvorby. Zejmena nemarne zadny zäklad,
ktery by opravnoval tvrzeni, ze v ceskych zemich cirkevni slovanstina jen
zivofila, a kulturni vlna cyrilo-metodejskä ze byla pouhou pomijivou
episodou.

Vime ze soudobnych liceni, jak houzevnate a bezohledne nicili latinici
cirkevne-slovanske pamätky po svych vitezstvich nad smerem cyrilo-
metodejskym. "Libri linguae eorum deleti omnino et disperditi ne-
quaquam ulterius in eodem loco recitabuntur".25 Za takovych pod-
minek Ize se jen diviti, jak mohlo aspon neco pfes uplne vyhubeni
cirkevne-slovanske tradice dochovati se az do nasi doby. Uz sama
rozmanitost zachranenych textu svedci o mnohotvärnosti cirkevne-
slovanskeho pisemnictvi u Cechu za prvych staleti kfest'anstva. Je zde i
glagolsky opis liturgicke pamätky zäpadniho obfadu s pravopisem,
pfizpüsobenym potfebäm ceskeho ctenafe (Kijevske listy), i glagolsky
opis pamätky vychodniho obfadu s pocest\ijici snahou v pravopise
(Prazske zlomky), i stopy po ceskem pravopisu v staroslovenskych
pamatkäch jihoslovanskeho puvodu, i puvodni, i pfelozenä v ceskych
zemich dila, psana cirkevni slovanstinou s bohemismy v slovniku, pfi
cemz tato dila byla pfedmetem literarniho exportu k jiznim a vychodnim
Slovanum (pfeklady z fectiny sv. Metoda a jeho zäku, originälni legendy

verozvestech, sv. Vaclavu a o sv. Ludmile, pfeklady z latiny: Dialogy
sv. Rehofe papeze, Nikodemovo evangelium a j.);26 jsou zde i zminene
uz ceske glosy k latinskym textum se zfejmou tendenci po cirkevne-
slovanskem slovniku, tvaroslovi i hläskoslovi (bylo by zajimave srovnati
glosy k dialogum sv. Rehofe se zminenym starsim pfekladem tehoz dila,
ktery pochazi rovnez od Cecha); jsou zde i stopy vlivu cirkevne-
slovanskeho slovniku na cesky pfeklad zaltäfe i evangeliäfe; je zde

23 V. Vondrak, "K nämitkam stran vlivu ...", CCM 69 (1895), 304.
24 J. Vlcek, Dejiny literatury ceske (Praha, 1897), 5.
25 Fontes rerum bohemicarum II, 250.
26 Sr. A. Sobolevskij, op. cit., stati 3 a 4.
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konecne i cirkevne-slovanskä pisen, kterä vesla do ceske narodni tradice.
Aby se takova pisen ujala v lidovem zpevu a pfezila cirkevne-slovanske
pisemnictvi, ba nedosti na torn, aby se zakotvila i v kostele, musela tato
pisen vzniknouti v prostfedi, schopnem kulturni expanse, ozbrojenem
jistou autoritou. Proto je naprosto pochybne, ze by Hosp. vznikla po
definitivnim vypuzeni zastancu slovanske liturgie ze Sazavskeho klastera.
I kdyby zbyvaly jeste nejakou dobu bunky ctitelu cirkevni slovanstiny v
Cechäch, musily kulturne pusobit temef podloudne a v kazdem pfipade
nebyly s to, aby hodily do sirokeho obehu novou pisen. Domnivame se
tedy, ze tato pisen byla slozena ne pozdeji konce XI. stol.27

Nerymoväni v pisni Hosp. se uz dävno uvädelo jako svedectvi pro jeji
stäfi.28 Skutecne, uz koncem XI. stol. se rym stävä zävaznym v
latinskem bäsnictvi. Dokonalost rymu se vyzdvihuje do popfedi versove
techniky.29 Reimvers vlädne neomezene i stfedonemeckym basnictvim.
Sotva vnikl rym do ceske cirkevni poesie znacne opozdene proti zavazne
kanonisaci rymu v latinskem bäsnictvi. V ceske literature konce XI.,
zacätku XII. stoleti, psane latinsky, rym je peclive pestovän nejen ve
versieh, nybrz i v proze.30

Versovä forma pisne Hosp. byla ruzne tlumocena badateli. Fejfalik
pravi: "Z nikoli nepatrnych duvodu, ktere zevrubneji vylozim jinde, Ize
vyvodit, ze Cesi, jako Slovane vübec, püvodne podobne Germanum,
uzivali aliterace." Tvrdi, ze v Hosp. Ize spatfiti stopy pravidelne aliterace
"von je drei Stäben in mindestens zwei Verspaaren und Langzeilen oder
in vier Halbversen".31

Bohuzel, Fejfalik, pokud je näm znämo, neuskutecnil svuj slib. Neni
docela jasne, z jakych akcentologickych pfedpokladu badatel vychäzel.
Kdyby Fejfalik cetl bäsen podle zäkonu nynejsiho ceskeho pfizvuku,
nenasel by dvojitych aliteraci. Snad pfedpoklädal, ze v zäklade bäsne
lezel praslovansky system pfizvuku, a shledävaje v pisni vers s ctyfmi
zdvihy,32 cetl asi tak:

27 Jine argumenty pro stars! puvod Hosp. viz. u F. Novotneho, feske dejiny, d. I, c. II
(Praha, 1913), 333, a u Vondraka, "A Kraus, Christe ginädö a Hospodine pomiluj MV",
Archiv für slavische Philologie 20 (1898), 467-468.
28 J. Jungmann, Historic literatury ceske, 2. vyd. (Praha, 1849), 15.
29 Sr. W. Meyer, Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur mittellateinischen Rythmik II (Berlin,
1905), 125.
30 J. Feifalik, Über die Königinhofer Handschrift (Wien, 1860), 68; V. Flajshans, Nejstarsi
pamatky ..., 44; B. Bretholz, Die Chronik der Böhmen des Cosmas von Prag (Berlin,
1923 = Monumenta Germaniae historica, Nova series, tomus II), str. XXXVII.
31 Feifalik, op. dt., str. 63.
32 Ibid., str. 64.
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Hospodi, pOMiiluj ny! Jezu Kriste, powiluj ny!
Ty, Spase vseho mira, spa.viz ny i u.vlysiz,
Hospodi, /ilasy nase! Daj näm vsem, //ospodi ...

Patrne mel Fejfalik na zfeteli v prve fade trojite aliterace, protinajici
cely Langvers: .vpase - spa.viz — uslysiz, //ospodi — Masy — //ospodi.

Zakonum starogermanskeho verse tyto aliterace neodpovidaji: 1.
Germänskä aliterace se vyhybä opakovati totoznä slova nebo kofeny. 2.
V druhe polovici Langversu temef vzdy aliteruje slabika pod prvnim
zdvihem (Haupstab), slabika pod druhym zdvihem obycejne
nealiteruje.33

Tyto neshody samy o sobe by jeste nesvedcily proti tvrzeni
Fejfalikovu, ale celkem material nestaci, aby umoznil spolehlivy zäver
aliteraci jako versotvornem prvku Hosp., tim mene, ze jinych duvodu

prospech pravidelne aliterace v staroceskem versi näm znamo neni.
Tüma34 tvrdi, ze vers Hosp. obsahuje tfi dvojslabicne stopy. Prvni

dvojslabicna stopa je cästecne zamenoväna trojslabicnou. Z rytmickeho
rozboru Tümova je näzornä jen jedna konstanta: ctyfi posledni slabiky
kazdeho verse Hosp. v te forme, v jake ta bäsen se näm dochovala, jsou
oddeleny öd pfedchäzejicich slabik stälou mezislovni hranici.

Pfedpoklädäme-li, ze v zäklade pisne lezi nynejsi cesky system pfiz-
vukoväni, padä pfizvuk na prvni slabiku po caesufe v sesti pfipadech z
osmi, na tfeti slabiku ve ctyfech pfipadech. Vnutime-li pisni praslo-
vansky system pfizvukü, zädnä symetrie se neukäze.

Druhe poloversi je tedy dusledne sylabicke, je zakonceno dusledne
syntaktickou pausou, jeho zacätek je dusledne vytycen slovni hranici a
vetsinou take pfizvukem, je pozorovati lehkou tendenci k cleneni tohoto
poloversi ve dve trochejske stopy. Prvni poloversi neni rytmicky roz-
cleneno a pocet slabik kolisa se od ctyf do jedne. Vers takoveho räzu,
totiz nesylabicky vers se sylabickym koncem, '4se stälym usekem kon-
covym", podle terminologie polskych badatelü, je znäm lidovemu
bäsnictvi slovanskych närodu.35

Je ten utvar pisne püvodni, ci je to pfepracoväni starsi a pfisnejsi
formy? Neni udaju pro urcite feseni teto otäzky, ale neni vylouceno, ze
pisen puvodne mela räz pfisne sylabicky. Vyjdeme-li z pfedpokladu, ze
pisen byla slozena cirkevne-slovansky, nevyzaduje si rekonstrukce

33 Sr. A. Heusler, Deutsche Versgeschichte I (Berlin-Leipzig, 1925), sir. 114, 128, 130,
131.
34 Tuma, "O vyznamu Alexandreidy ceske po stränce aestheticky-basnicke a historicko-
literarni", Program gymnasia v Domazlicich, 1885, str. 40.
35 Sr. na pf. J. Los, Wiersze polskie w ich dziejowym rozwoju (Krakow, s. a.), str. 35.
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hypothetickeho püvodniho textu velkych skrtu a dalekosählych konjek-
tur.36 Vedle zfetelnych prvku cirkevne-slovanskych nejsou v Hosp.
zädnä slova, kterä by z jazyka cirkevne-slovanskeho nemohla pochazet.
Slovo zizn v sedmem versi Ize chäpati i v cirkevne-slovanskem vyznamu
"zivot"37 i v staroceskem vyznamu "uroda, hojnost".38

Pokusime-li se rekonstrukci, fidice se soucasnymi vedomostmi
cirkevne-slovanskem jazyku a versi (a pouzivajice pravopisnych zäsad
Kijevskych listu), obdrzime tyto verse osmislabicne:

Gospodi, pomilui ny!
Isuse, pomilui ny!
Sbpase vbsego mira,
sbpasi ny i uslysi,
Gospodi, glagoly nasf'
dazb vbsemb, Gospodi,
ziznb i min na zemli!

Kdyz slabe jery pfestaly byt na ceske pude pochopitelne, hrozila versi
Hosp. zkäza. I byl podniknut pokus obnoveni textu, aby sylabickä
stavba pisne byla zachränena. Z tech duvodu jsou uvedena slova: Kriste,
ty (zajmeno bylo zde mimo to nutne i proto, ze vyznam osloveni Spase
byl uz nejasny), num.

Tradice vyslovoväni slabych jerü jako samohläsek v cirkevnim zpevu
mohla existovati jisty cas i po zaniku jeru, jak tomu bylo v dejinäch
ruskeho cirkevniho zpevu. V zminenych glosäch videnskych pozorujeme
tendenci k tomu, aby slabe jery, v cestine te doby uz nepochybne
ztracene, byly pfece v pismu vyjadfeny — pismenou / (na pf. ziblizni, cito,
zimoir, zinimom a p.).39 Slovo vseho v tfetim versi Hosp. mohlo byti
napsano v rukopisu takoveho orthografickeho räzu asi tak: visego. To
Cech, se zminenou tradici uz neobeznämeny, lehce mohl cisti jako
vysieho, tim spise, ze sylabismus pisne pral takovemu cteni a smysl dvou
ostatnich slov verse nebyl Cechu, ktery ztratil cirkevne-slovanske sko-
leni, dosti jasny. Tak patrne vznikl variant Ty spase vysieho mira,
odsuzovany Janem z Holesova.40

Snahou zachovati sylabismus se vysvetluji take jine opravy textu, tak

36 Pokusy rekonstrukci cirkevne-slovanskeho textu Hosp. uz se podnikaly nekolikrät.
Sr. Vybor lileratury ceske I (Praha, 1845), 27; Makusev, Cienija iz starocesskoj
pismennosti, 7.
37 Tak M. Weingart, Slovanska vzajemnost (Bratislava, 1926), 37.
38 Tak J. Gebauer, Historicka mluvnice jazyka Ceskeho I I I i (Praha, 1896), 371.
39 Sr. Jagic, op. cit., 34-35.
40 Nejedly, op. cit., 320.
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partikule £ po slovesech spasi a uslysi je vclenena, aby byly uchoväny
pisni imperativni t vary na -/', jez vers zädä, ale ktere ceskyjazyk ztratil jiz
pfed dobou, kdy byly psäny nejstarsi ze znamych näm opisü Hosp.41

Jezto po poklesu cirkevne-slovanske tradice tvar Hospodi nebyl
srozumitelny a byl nahrazovän tvarem Hospodine, bylo zapotfebi, aby
bylo Ize tento tvar umistit, zkrätit ostatni obsah päteho verse (v 1. a 6.
versi misto bylo uvolneno zanikem jerü). Zämena slova hlaholy slovem
hlasy je velice pfirozenä. Tato slova se lehce spojuji navzäjem v
jazykovem povedomi. Jsou to slova aliterujici, jejich vzäjemne seskupeni
je v cirkevni feci obvykle (Zaltar Kapitulni — "hlassa hlaholow jeho"),
obcas tato slova se vyskytuji blizko u sebe temef synonymicky. Tak v
cirkevne-slovanskem zaltafi "glagoly moj? vt usi" a vedle "uslysi glasi>
moi".42 Anebo v staroceske pamätce: "bude bias jeho sipavy a hlahol
skaredy" (Chirurgie, rukop. z druhe pol. XV. stol.). Pfiklady podobneho
nahrazeni slova hlahol slovem Mas jsou näm znämy z jednoho opisu
Dalimilovy kroniky a z Zaltafe Kapitulniho.43 Tfeba poznamenati, ze
zakladnim vyznamem slova hlahol v cestine neni .v/ovo, nebo vypovea",
jako v cirkevni slovanstine, nybrz jazyk, zpusob feci.44

Pfes vsechny probrane opravy nebylo dosazeno restaurace puvodni
versove stavby bäsne a byla pferytmoväna podle zäsady, ktere jsme se jiz
nahofe dotkli, a pfi torn dosahla sveho definitivniho tvaru.

Cirkevne-slovanskemu obdobi musi by t konecne vytceno v dejinäch
ceske kultury, zejmena literatury, pfislusne misto. Jednostranne zäpad-
nickä koncepce, kterä se zhusta projevovala behem poslednich desetileti
v ceske vede, nebyla s to, aby vysvetlila ani rozmanitost zbytkü cirkevne-
slovanske literärni cinnosti v ceskych zemich od IX. az do zacätku XII.
stoleti (srv. supra, str. 361), ani mnozstvi historickych svedectvi
cirkevne-slovanske vzdelanosti u Cechu, ani prudkost politickych bojü,
ktere se vedly behem vice nez dvou stoleti o prävo na slovanskou liturgii.
Postulat o cirkevne-slovanske kultufe v Cechäch jako "exoticke kvetine,
umele vypestovane", vyzadoval si velkeho nasili na historickem ma-
teriälu. Bylo nutno projevovat skepsi o autenticnosti jednotlivych
pamatek a historickych svedectvi (na pfiklad autenticnosti svatofehof-
skych glos, nekterych papezskych bul a udaju legend o sv. Väclavovi a
sv. Prokopu torn, ze v Cechäch se vyucovalo cirkevne-slovanskemu
pismu). Bylo nutno upirati staroslovenskym pamätkäm ceskeho puvodu

41 Sr. J. Gebauer, Historicka mluvnice jazyka ceskeho I1I2 (Praha, 1909), 38.
42 Zaltaf Sinajsky, zalm 5.
43 J. Gebauer, Slovnik starocesky I (Praha, 1903), 120; Rippl, op. cit., 26.
44 Sr. Gebauer, ibid., a P. N. Lavrov, "Georgij Amartol v izdanii N. M. Istrina", Slavia 4
(1925), str. 475.
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bud' cesky puvod (tak se zachäzelo s Kijevskym misalem a ostatnimi
cirkevne-slovanskymi pfeklady z latiny), nebo cirkevne-slovanske prvky.
V tomto smeru se braly, jak jsme videli, pokusy vylozit pisen Hosp.

Ale staci, abychom se pokusili podle zachovanych stfepin rekon-
struovati tfeba v nejhrubsich rysech dejiny staroslovenskeho pisem-
nictvi v ceskych zemich, a nezbytne nabudeme dojmu, ze se zde tvofil a
zakotvoval zvlästni variant cirkevne-slovanske tradice, ze se zde vyhra-
novala osobitä redakce staroslovenskeho jazyka a pravopisu, osobita
technika pfekladatelskä atd., staci, abychom si nepfedpojate pfectli
vymluvne papezske buly z let 885 a 1080, abychom se pfesvedcili, ze
cirkevne-slovanska vrstva v dejinach staroceske kultury se nesmi podce-
novati. Sotva bude pfehnane, fekneme-li, ze vyhubeni cirkevne-slovan-
skeho pisemnictvi v Cechäch bylo casove prvnim näsilnym pfetetim
kulturni tradice, ktera se teprve vzmähala, jednim z tech tragickych
pferuseni kontinuity, ktera jsou tak charakteristickä pro cele dejiny
ceske kultury. Tyto bolestne zäsahy se zfetelne zrcadli v dejinach
spisovneho jazyka ceskeho. Pferuseni cirkevne-slovanske tradice bylo
nepochybne tomuto jazyku na ujmu. Dvojitost slozeni, charakteristickä
pro vetsinu vyznacnych spisovnych jazyku, siroce umoznuje stale
obohacoväni slovniku a jemne odstinovani stylisticke. Vzdyt' präve
slouceni s cirkevni slovanstinou zpusobilo bohatstvi a pruznost spisov-
neho jazyka ruskeho. A spisovna cestina, naockoväna staro-
slovenstinou, tez slibovala se vyvinouti v nosnou stavbu hybridni.

Muze vzniknouti otäzka, proc v dejinach spisovne cestiny se za-
chovalo tak mälo cirkevne-slovanskych prvku. Ale je tfeba pamatovat,
ze cirkevni slovanstina postoupila ulohu spisovneho jazyka v Cechäch
nikoli cestine, nybrz latine. Neni kontinuity mezi staroslovenskymi
legendami a kronikou Dalimilovou, oddeluji je latinici — Kosma a jeho
pokracovatele. Näroky cestiny na ulohu spisovneho jazyka nezacinaji se
patrne dfive nez v druhe polovine XII. stol. Tim je dän pfiblizny
terminus post quem svatoväclavske pisne.

III. SVATY VACLAVE

Svaty Vaclave,
vevodo Ceske
zeme, kneze nas,
pros za ny Boha,
Svateho Ducha!
Ky-ri-e-lei-son!

Nebesket' jest | dvorstvo krasne
blaze tomu,| ktoz tarn pojde:
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v zivot vecny, | ohen jasny
Svateho Ducha!
Kyrieleison!

Pomoci tve| zädamy:
smiluj se| nad nami,
utes smutne,| otzen vse zle,
Svaty Vaclave!
Kyrieleison!

Pisen "Svaty Vaclave" dochovala se, rovnez jako Hosp., Jen v pozdnich
opisech (2 opisy z druhe poloviny XIV. stol., ostatni teprv z XV.
stoleti).45 Je zajimave, ze zatim co text Hosp. zustaval, pocinaje
nejstarsim z dochovanych opisu, nezmenen az na nepatrna ruznocteni,
svatoväclavske pisni (Väcl.) stale pfirustaly nove slohy. Dve slohy byly
pficleneny k pisni behem XV. stol., dalsi behem XVII.-XVIII. stol.46

Flajshans vyslovil domnenku, ze i to slozeni pisne, ktere je zazna-
menäno v opisech druhe pol. XIV. stol., neni puvodni. Podle jeho näzoru
tfeti sloha byla pfibäsnena k pisni teprv v prve pol. XIV. stol. Moznä,
pravi, ze ani druhe slohy pisen puvodne neobsahovala.47 My se uplne
pfipojujeme k tomuto Flajshansovu dohadu. Puvodni text pisne se
omezoval na prvni slohu. Tato sloha se nekdy vyskytuje samostatne.
Tak na paveze z doby krale Vladislava.48 Skladala se ze sesti petislabic-
nych versu, seskupenych ve dve patnäctislabicne periody. Tento typ
slohy vyskytuje se i v stfedovekem bäsnictvi latinskem. Takovä je stavba
nekolika hymen Abaelardovych.49 Na pi.:

Salve, caelestis
Vexillum regis;
Salve, crux sancta;

Qua, spoliato
Praedone diro,
Praeda reducta ... aid.

Prvni dva verse kazdeho tfiversi jsou spojeny jednoslabicnym rymem.
Rozdil je Jen v torn, ze 1. v hymne Abaelardove jsou zäverecne verse

45 Viz V. Flajshans, Pisemnicivi ceske I (Praha, 1901), 25; tyz Nejstarsipamatky ..., 85;
J. Kalousek, Obrana kniieie Väclava svateho (Praha, 19012), 107 a näsl.
46 Sr. V. Flajshans, Nejstarsipamatkv .... 86; A. Kraus, "K pisni svatoväclavske", Listy
fi/ologicke 31 (1904), 107-110.
47 Flajshans, op. cit., 87.
48 J. Kalousek, op. cit., 111.
49 Hymny XLVIII-L (Migne, Pairologiae cursus completus dil 178, str. 1796 a nasl.).
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triversi spojeny vzajemne jednoslabicnym rymem, kdezto ve Vacl.
zäverecne verse tfiversi se nerymuji; 2. metrum, ke kteremu gravituji obe
basne, je petislabicny vers s pfizvuky na prvni a ctvrte slabice, ale zatim
co pfedposledni slabika verse v hymne Abaelardove je dusledne vypl-
nena pfizvucnou slabikou, ve Vacl. je tomu tak jen ve vetsine versu.50 V
jazyku autora Vacl. pfizvuk byl uz pravdepodobne ustälen na prve
slabice slova; zejmena tvar pros misto prosi svedci pro ustaleny pfi-
zvuk.51 Pfedposledni slabika verse "svaty Vaclave" byla tedy, Ize pfed-
pokladati, slabikou, v mluvene reci nepfizvucnou. V souslovi "kneze
näs" byla slabika ze nesporne v mluvene feci nepfizvucnä. Je tu rozpor
mezi versovym zdvihem a pfizvukem prosaicke feci, ci jsou to variace
rytmu? Takove variace v petislabicnych versieh latinskych jsou znamy.
Na pf.:

el victor suis —
cor aperiens.52

Bylo-li by mozno takove objasneni pfijmouti pro vers "zeme, kneze
nas", je ve versi "svaty Vaclave" pravdepodobnejsi zdvih na pfedposled-
ni slabice, tato slabika je zduraznena — na ni padä spfezka dvou not, a
takove spfezky se nejspise kladou na pfizvucne slabiky: na prvni slabiku
slov svaty, vevodo.53

Versovä forma druhe a tfeti slohy se zfetelne odlisuje od prvni.
Vzäjemny pofädek techto sloh, mimochodem feceno, v starsich opisech
se kolisa.54 Kazda z techto sloh se rozpada rytmicky na dve cästi: 1. tfi
verse, blizke obycejnemu "ctyfstopemu trocheji" pisni XIV. stol. a 2.
dvojici nerymujicich petislabicnych versu, ktere reprodukuji verse prve
slohy nejenom tvarove, nybrz i textove. Druhä cast druhe slohy pfesne
opakuje dva verse prvni, druha cast tfeti slohy spojuje prvni a posledni
verse prvni slohy. Prvni cast druhe slohy obsahuje tfi osmislabicne verse,
se stälym fezem (diaeresi) uprostfed. Tfeti sloha ma zvlastnost proti
druhe: tfi useknutä (katalektickä) poloversi — druhä polovice prveho
verse a obe polovice druheho verse. V obou slohäch rymuji se 1. prvni a
druhy vers (kräsne — pojde, zädämy — nad nämi), 2. obe poloviny
tfetiho verse (vecny — jasny, smutne — vse zle).
50 Pokus J. Letosnika stanoveni metra Vacl. nedal kladnych vysledkü (Casopis Malice
Moravske, XXX, 314).
51 Sr. J. Rozwadowski, "Historyczna fonetyka czyli glosownia jfzyka polskiego",
Encyklopedya Polska, torn II (Krakow, 1915), 302.
52 K. Bartsch, Die lateinische Sequenzen des Mittelalters in musikalischer und rhytmischer
Beziehung (Rostock, 1868), 83.
53 Sr. Bartsch. op. ci/., 82.
54 V. Flajshans, op. dt., 86.
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Neni duvodu k last tfeti slohu proti prvym dvema, jak to delä
Flajshans. Zaznamenavä vyspelejsi rym v tfeti sloze, ale ve skutecnosti
jsou zäsady rymovani uplne totozne v druhe i v tfeti sloze. Jen rymovani
koncovych samohläsek je zävazne. Rozdily v kvantite rymujicich
samohlasek a rymovani y s / jsou uzäkoneny v celem staroceskem
basnictvi. Rymujici oporove souhlasky jsou jevem episodickym ktery se
vyskytuje jednou v kazde z obou sloh; pravda, v tfeti sloze se rymuje v
tomto pfipade i pfedchäzejici samohläska, ale za to rymovani souhläsek
je jen pfiblizne (m tvrde — m mekke), kdezto v zminenem rymu druhe
slohy jsou oporove souhlasky zcela totozne.

Präve se stavbou prve slohy naprosto souhlasi näpev pisne, zachovany
v jednom rukopisu XV. stol. (r. 1473):55

Sva-tjr Va-cla-ve, -vo-Jo Ce - sice fe - me, knl-%e nas,

pros {a ny Bo-hat Sva-te-ho Du-cha, Ky-ri-e-lel-son.

Melodie je slozena ze dvou frazi, coz odpovida dvema metrickym
periodäm. Obe fraze se opakuji dvakrät. Kazda fräze zahrnuje prvni vers
periody, a jeji opakovani zahrnuje druhy vers periody, spojeny jedno-
slabicnym rymem s prvnim versem. Po opakovani fraze nastupuje
dopevek, ktery zahrnuje v obou periodach tfeti — nerymujici se vers.
Zacätek obou ostatnich sloh je delsi nez zacatek prve slohy, "proto si lid
vypomähal", pravi Nejedly, "zcela po zpusobu zalmu: opakoval prvni
notu na tolik slabik, kolik jich bylo pfed poslednimi ctyfmi, na nez
pfipadala zalmovä figura melodickä". Tak byla pfizpusobena melodie,
vypocitana na ctyfi petislabicne verse prve slohy, ctyfstopemu trocheji
prvni casti obou pozdejsich sloh. Jsou-li useknutä tfi poloversi v prvni
cästi tfeti slohy, je to opacnym projevem pfizpusobeni ctyfstopeho
trocheje melodii. Tim je dosazeno, ze dvaceti slabikam prvych ctyf
versü prve slohy odpovida v tfeti sloze dvacet jedna slabika proti dvaceti
ctyfem slabikam prve casti druhe slohy.

V opisu tfi sloh z r. 1368 je zaznamenano: "et debet ter cantari". Podle
Nejedleho, je tim asi mysleno, ze se ma zpivat podle teze noty tfikrät;

55 Z. Nejedly, op. dt., 247.
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"melo-li tim byt naznaceno, ze se mä celä pisen tfikrat zpivat, coz
nemyslim, bylo by to byvalo dokonale Kyrie".56

Patrne v prvni, jednoslohove fäzi pisen se opakovala tfikrat, a to
poslouzilo jako hlavni podnet pfi zbasneni novych dvou sloh, ktere
zamenily obe opakoväni prve slohy. Uz Pachta vyslovil domnenku, ze
präve "Kyrie eleison" bylo pficinou trojdilnosti pisne.57 Lze se dom-
nivati, ze i podnetem k versove stavbe prvni slohy Väcl. (perioda ze tfi
petislabicnych versü) bylo tfikräte opakovane "kyrieleison". Mohla tedy
lezeti v zäklade slozeni a rustu pisne svatoväclavske snaha po odstraneni
mechanickeho opakoväni pfi zpevu "kyrie".

Druha a tfeti sloha jsou pfidäny nejspise v XIII. stoleti, nebo snad na
zacätku XIV. stoleti; stavba prvni slohy je vsak starobylejsi. Puvodni
rozsah pisne je pfilis maly a udaje jazyka i verse pfilis neurcite, aby bylo
Ize Väcl. pfesne datovat. Neni zädnych duvodu pro tvrzeni, ze tato pisen
neni slozena pfed XIII. stoletim. Mohla vzniknout koncem stoleti XII. V
kazdem pfipade je velice pochybne, ze by pisen v svem püvodnim tvaru
byla vznikla teprv koncem XIII. nebo zacätkem XIV. stoleti.58

Versem, nikoli vsak seskupenim versu, je shodnä s puvodni casti Vacl.,
modlitba "Zdräva Maria" (Zdr.).59 Ponevadz neni to pisen, nybrz basen
pro zalmovou recitaci, bylo by zde marne hledati vyvinute slohy. Jsou tu
jednoduse pfifazoväny za sebou stejnoslabicne verse:

Zdrava Maria,
milosti plna!
Hospodin s tobu!
Pozehnana ty
mezi zenami
i pozehnany
plod bfiicha tveho!

Zdr. je pfekladem latinske modlitby Ave Maria v jejim puvodnim
tvaru, totiz bez pfidavku "Jesus Christus Amen", pfedepsaneho v r.
1261 papezem Urbanem IV. Ave Maria se sklada ze dvou casti — 1. tfi
petislabicnych versu, 2. dvakrät opakovane skupiny: vers petislabicny +
sestislabicny. Cesky pfekladatel odstranil stfidani ruznoslabicnych versu
56 Ibid., 248.
57 J. Pachta, Cyrill (Praha, 1882), 20.
58 ST. Flajshans, op. cit., 86-87; Nejedly, op. cil., 246-247.
59 Viz A. V. Sembera, Dejiny feci a literatury ceske (Viden, 18693), 491; A. Patera,
"Staroceske glosy v latinskem zaltari muzejnim XIII stoleti", CCM 53 (1879), 401; K. J.
Erben, Tomäse ze Stitneho knizky sestery o obecnych vecech kfest'anskych (Praha, 1852),
287 a näsl.; Vyklad na "Zdräva Maria".
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a zevseobecnil petislabicne verse, ktere i v latinske pfedloze tvofi
vetsinu. Staroceske bäsnictvi pfipousti stfidäni rüznoslabicnych versu
vyhradne pro pisne. Pfekladatele latinskych mluvnich basni, slozenych z
rozmanitych versu (obcas i rozmanitych sloh), zevseobecnovali ten typ
verse (resp. slohy), ktery nejvic odpovidal bezne stavbe ceskeho mluv-
niho verso vani.60

Obe casti modlitby jsou i v ceskem pfekladu rozhraniceny, ale zäsada
rozhraniceni je jinä. Posledni vers kazde cästi je osamocen (verse 3. a 7.),
zatim co ostatni verse kazde cästi jsou vzajemne spojeny asonanci. Tak
verse 4., 5., 6. jsou sjednoceny dvouslabicnou asonanci ay — ai — ay.
Pravdepodobne i asonance prvych dvou versu byla myslena jako
dvouslabicna: / slova Maria odpovida slabikotvornemu / slova plna.
Rymovani slabikotvornych /' a / je zjevem, vlastnim cetnym versovanym
pamätkäm staroceskym.

Nezachovalo se nam zäpisu Zdr. starsich XIV. stol. Ale sotva je jeji
puvodni text mnoho mladsi nez prvni sloha Väcl. Kult mariansky se
vzmahal v Cechach uz od XII. stol.

Uz v opisech XIV. stol. objevuji se varianty jednotlivych versu,
porusujici sylabismus: ve 3. versi "Boh" misto "Hospodin", v 5. versi "v
zenäch" misto "mezi zenami". Stitny uvädi kazdy z techto versu v obou
variantech.61 Formule "mezi zenami" byla pojata do ceske modlitby
snad z evangelskeho textu feci sv. Alzbety (inter mulieribus). Täz
formule byla dokonce pojata v ceskem pfekladu evangelia i do po-
zdraveni andelskeho, kde latinsky zni "in mulieribus".62 I do tohoto
textu i do modlitby byla pak uvedena pro pfiblizeni k zneni latinskemu
formule "v zenach".

IV. SLOVO DO SVETA STVORENIF,

Slovo do sveta stvofenie
v bozstvi schovano,
jez pro Evino zhfesenie
na svet posläno.

Dievce dfeve porozenie
jest zvestoväno,
z Davidova pokolenie
bozsky vzchovano,

h° Sr. R. Jakobson, "Starocesskie stixotvorenija, slozennye odnorifmennymi cetverosti-
sijami", Slavia 3 (1924), str. 302, 279 [cf. infra, 568, 545].
61 Ibid., 292, 293 [cf. infra, 558, 559].
62 Viz V. Merka, Ctenie kneze Benesovy (Prostejov, s.a.), 53.
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ot nehoze nase krscenie
jmenem nazväno,
pro drahe nase spasenie
zidom prodäno

i pro nase vykupenie
na smrt pfedäno,
jehoz nam slavne vzkfiesenie
vesele däno.

Risen "Slovo do sveta stvofenie", znama ve vede pod näzvem
"Ostrovska pisen" (Ostr. p.), zachovala se v jedinem opisu, ktery Patera
klade do let 1260-1290.63

Nejedly se domnivä, ze ani Ostr. p., ani druhä basen, dochovanä v
opisu z pocätku XIV. stoleti — Kunhutina pisen, ve skutecnosti pisnemi
nebyly. Co se Kunhutiny pisne tyce, je tato domnenka naprosto sprävnä,
uz vzhledem k jejimu znacnemu rozsahu, ale Ostr. p. obsahuje jen
sestnact versu a ma nepochybne pfiznaky pisnove formy: 1. rymy se v
Ostr. p. kfizuji. V staroceskych pisnich rymy takoveho druhu jsou bezne,
kdezto v staroceskem mluvnim basnictvi se vubec nevyskytuji. 2. V Ostr.
p. se dusledne stfidaji osmislabicne a petislabicne verse, zatim co
staroceskemu mluvnimu versoväni je stfidäni rüznoslabicnych versu, jak
jsme se uz zminili, docela cizi.

Velice zajimavou studii venoval Ostr. pisni Spina.64 Domnivä se mezi
jinym, ze tfinäctislabicny kolon pisne pochäzi z tfinäctislabicneho verse
latinske velikonocni hry "Ludus de adventu et interitu Antichristi",
slozene v Bavorsku (Tegernsee) v r. 1160. Bylo by vsak tezko vysvetlit,
proc tfinäctislabicny vers, ktery se cleni na poloversi 6 + 7 nebo 7 + 6,
zpusobil seskupeni osmislabicneho verse s petislabicnym. Lze si lehce
pfedstaviti Ihostejnost ceskeho basnika k rozvrhu pfizvuku v latinskem
prototypu, ale rozvrh mezislovnich hranic cesky bäsnik na rozhrani
XIII. a XIV. stoleti, jak vidime tfeba na pfikladu Kunh. p., jemne
zachycoval.65 Pochybujeme, ze by kfizove rymy Ostr. p. vznikly vlivem
kfizovych rymu prvych sloh zminene hry, ktere jsou tvofeny stfidajicimi
se osmi a sedmislabicnymi versi. To by znamenalo, ze versovä forma
Ostr. byla kontaminaci sylabickeho schematu a rymoveho typu ruznych
casti latinskeho vzoru. Versi, sloze a rymu Ostr. p. je blizsi jinä latinska
63 Viz A. Patera, "Pisen staroceska ze XIII stoleti: 'Slovo de sveta stvorenie'", CCM 52
(1878), 289-294, 536; V. Flajshans, op. cit., 148. Sr. A. Patera a A. Podlaha, Soupis
rukopisü knihovny Metropolitni Kapitoly Prazske I (Praha, 1910), 86.
64 F. Spina, "Über das altcechische Ostrower Lied: Slovo do sveta stvofenie", Archiv für
slavische Philologie 37 (1920), 412 a nasl.
65 Sr. R. Jakobson, op. cit., 280 [cf. infra, 546].
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obdoba — pisnove stfidani trochejskych versu osmi a petislabicnych:
2(8-wa + 5w-b). Napf.:

In amoris haec chorea
cunclis praenitet,
cuius nomen a phaebea
luce renitet ... cm/.66

anebo

Auscultetur Je.su Christi,
haec traditio,
subdita sit verho isti
omnis natio ... atd.^1

Tato sloha zije v ceske lidove pisni dosud. Srovnej

Jeste se tarn (a psenicka
v poll nemeta;
pockej na me ma panenko,
jeste tfi leta.66

Je pozoruhodne, ze oba kfizove rymy prvni slohy Ostr. p. se opakuji
az do konce pisne, ktera tedy tvof konstrukci 8 (8 a + 5 b).

Ostr. p. je nejstarsi dochovanou ceskou basni s dvouslabicnymi rymy.
Rymy dvojslabicne, nezävisle na torn, pada-li zdvih na posledni nebo
pfedposledni slabiku verse, reprodukuji vyhraneny typ latinskeho ry-
moväni. "Dvojslabicny rym, nebo dvojslabicna asonance", pise Meyer,
"zahrnuje i pfi jambickem konci verse obe posledni slabiky, pfes to ze
takto vznikla naprosto jinä zasada ve srovnäni s trochejskym koncem,
nebot' v rymech, jako tonsa-sponsa, je pojata pfizvucna slabika slov,
zatim co v rymech jako trucibus-ßatibusjen dve koncove slabiky."69 Tato
zasada rymovä se zachovävä v ceskem bäsnictvi az do soucasne doby.70

Mimo datovani rukopisu (terminus ante quem) a dvojslabicnost rymu
v Ostr. p., kterä umoznuje vyvod, ze je tato pisen slozena pozdeji nez
66 Carmina Burana, No. 131.
6 Quido Maria Dreves, Analecia hymnica II: Cantiones Vissehradenses, No. 8.
68 K. J. Erben, Prostonaroclni ceske pisne a fikadla (Praha, 1864): Pisne veku mlädenec-
keho a panenskeho, No. 486. Sr. rytmickou interpretaci Ostr. p. u F. Korse, Vvedenie v
nauku o slavjanskom stixoslozenii(= Stat po s/avjanovedeniju, pod red. V. I. Lamanskogo,
vyp. II, Peterburg, 1906), 348. Pochybeny je näzor Letosnikuv (op. cil., 318), ktery vidi v
sudych versieh Ostr. p. daktylo-trocheje.
69 Meyer, op. cit., I, 91.
70 Sr. R. Jakobson, Zaklady ceskeho verse, 68 a nasl. [cf. Selected Writings V (The Hague-
Paris, 1979). 6If.].
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Hosp. a Väcl., neni zadneho vychodiska pro datovani pisne, snad krome
rymovani tvaru prvniho pädu podstatnych jmen na -enie s tvary druheho
pädu jmen tehoz druhu, coz svedci torn, ze pfehläska koncoveho a v
jazyku autorove uz byla provedena.

V. O ILUSTRACICH

Vybirajice ilustrace, hledeli jsme podle moznosti vyhoveti zasade jejich
blizkosti — tematicke, casove a slohove — k basnim, zde uvefejnenym.

1. Tympanon porialu hrusickeho kostela. Tento portal badatele lici,
podobne Hosp., jako pamatku, ktera slohove zaujimä vyjimecne po-
staveni mezi staroceskymi pamätkami. V postavach tympanonu jedni
ucenci (na pf. Lehner) shledävaji slovanske verozvesty, jini (J. Pecirka)
sv. Väclava a sv. Vojtecha. Je pozoruhodno, ze Hosp. byval spojovän
cästecne s tradici cyrilometodejskou, cästecne se svatovojtesskou. At'
datujeme portal zacätkem nebo koncem XII. stol., je pfirozene
pfedpoklädati, ze hrusicky kostel, ktery je pouze nekolik kilometru od
Säzavskeho klästera, rovnez jako kostel sv. Jakuba v sousedni samote
Rovny, dosud zachovany a patfici k teze dobe, nese na sobe stopy
umelecke tradice Säzavskeho klästera, o jejiz velkoleposti zevrubne
vypravuje jeste ve XII. stol. mnich tohoto klästera (v pokracoväni
Kroniky Kosmovy). Tak jako tak, je spjat se Sazavskym klästerem, Ize se
domnivati, i Hosp. Neby-la-li tato pisen slozena pfimo v klastefe, je
tezko pfedpoklädati, ze by aspon nebyla zpiväna v tomto stfedisku
slovanske liturgie v Cechäch.

Bylo-li za posledni dobu zäkladnim ukolem dejin staroceskeho umeni
zafaditi je do celkovych dejin zapadniho umeni stfedovekeho, byly-li pfi
torn akcentoväny v ceskem vytvarnictvi nejstarsich casü pfeväzne
zäpadni prvky, je to pochopitelne, jako pfirozenä a nutnä reakce proti
nekritickym kombinacim doby pfedesle, proti vlasteneckemu bäjeni o
panenskem sveräzu umeni slovanskeho atd. Nyni vsak, kdy zäpadni
vlivy jsou uz vice mene vypäträny, dolehä vie a vie otäzka präve o torn,
co tvofi osobitost ceskeho umeni proti zapadnim sousedum. Odklonuje-
li se obcas ceske umelecke duo od zapadniho kanonu, je nebezpecne vzdy
z toho vyvozovati "nepochopeni a neumele napodobeni", jak se psalo na
pf. o portälu hrusickem. I kdyz zäkladni ton vsemu staroceskemu umeni
a kultufe vübec däval romanogermänsky zäpad, maji byt pfece dusledne
odhaleny i svrchni tony — s jedne strany puvodni pfedromänske prvky,
na jejichz vyznam upozornil Strzygowski, a s druhe strany vedlejsi
prameny vlivü. Ceskä zeme byla odedävna kolbistem, kde se stykaly a
svädely boj protichudne vlivy a zäjmy. Rozmanitost soucasne pusobicich
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vlivu je däna uz geopolitickou polohou ceske zeme. Veda jiz vypatrala
hodne byzantskych stop v ceskem sochafstvi a architektufe romänske
doby (na pf. Ostrovsky klaster, reliefy z pfedhradi, cetne krucifixy
byzantskeho vzoru, konecne vysledky vykopävek velehradskych).
Zjednodusovali bychom dejiny, kdybychom tyto doklady jaksi o-
mlouvali pficinami vice mene nahodilymi. Zrovnajako z toho, zecirkevne-
slovanskä kulturni tradice byla zatlacena, nadobro zapadla a zanechala
po sobe jen roztfistene stopy, nesmime usuzovat, ze byla pouhou
povrchni a rozmarnou episodou.

2. Titulni list rukopisu "Flores S. Bernardi", psaneho v druhe polovine
XII. stol. pro prazskeho biskupa Daniela, s obrazem ceskych patronu,
mezi nimi sv. Väclava. Typicka pro dobu romanskä miniatura. "Pro
zävislost malife na cizich vzorech", poznamenäva Matejcek, "neni nie
tak pfiznacne, jako obecnost typu sv. Väclava". Sv. Vaclav je nejobli-
benejsim rekem staroceskeho vytvarneho umeni. Jeho postavu nalezäme
i v miniaturach, pocinaje zacätkem XI. stol., i v sochafstvi, i na mincich.

3. Obraz Madony s (leckem z Zaltafe Ostrovskeho. (Kolem roku 1200.)
Tato miniatura je jednim z dokladu vzrustu marianskeho kultu v
Cechäch vedle skulpturniho vyobrazeni Madony ze zacatku XIII. stol. s
vyrytym na ramci textem "Ave Maria" v prazskem klasteru Svatojifskem
a vedle ceskeho pfekladu teto modlitby.

4. Autograf Ostrovsk'e pisne. Je vepsäna v letech 1260-1290 do tehoz
Zaltafe klastera Ostrovskeho, ve kterem jest i zmineny obraz Panny
Marie.

Drafted in Prague, 1922-1923, and reshaped for a separate booklet, volume VI in
the series Narodni knihovna (Prague, 1929).
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V obsahle a obsazne knize DOBROSLAVA ORLA "Hudebni prvky svato-
väclavske" (Svaioväclavsky sbornlk II. 3, Praha 1937) je nejzavaznejsi
pro dejiny ceskeho slovesneho umeni cast prvni, "Pisne o sv. Väclavu".
Jemnä musikologickä rozprava Orlova vymluvne potvrzuje a prohlubuje
zävery filologickeho bädäni z posledni doby. Srovnavacim rozborem
pisni Svaiy Vaclave (Väcl.) a Hospodine pomiluj ny (Hosp.) dospivä k
zäveru o jejich dobove blizkosti a slohove pfibuznosti: "Jejich spolecnou
matkou je slovanskä liturgie a otcem recitativ Kyrieleyson. Obe se
zrodily v ovzdusi romanskeho umeni."

Podle soudu badatelova "litanie v jazyku cirkevneslovanskem pfi
cirkevnich hodinkäch je v zäklade pisni Hospodine pomiluj ny" (54), a
"obe pisne patfi do oblasti pisni vzniklych na zäklade invokaci Kyrie-
Christe eleyson" (63). To vse je velmi pfesvedcive, ale nesrovnava se,
trvam, s tvrzenim autorovym, ze "recke vlivy pfesly *** do tech
nepfimou cestou prostfednictvim a podle pfedloh zapadni liturgie
benediktinske a fimske" a ze "co mä pisen (Hosp.) z fectiny, to nalezla a
pfejala ze zapadu" (62 n.). Puvodni cyrilometodejskä liturgie je pfimym
importem z Byzance. Vychodni ritus, jak dobfe dolozil Vasica, dolehal i
na cirkevneslovanskou bohosluzbu v Cechäch, zejmena na Sazavsky
kläster. Prazske zlomky, Videnske glosy, existence ceske cyrilice a
nektere udaje Sazavskeho mnicha omezuji platnost these o "obfadu
zapadnim s jazykem slovanskym". Ozyvaji-li se v Hosp. melodicke
kadence latinske cirkve, je to charakteristicky cesky pfinos do
cirkevneslovanskeho zpracovani tradice fecke, a neni tedy zapotfebi
vyklädat recke jädro pisne oklikou pfes zpev latinsky, ba dokonce pfes
latinsky zpev misionäfu z Nemecka (53). Tekst Hosp. se sklädä, jak jiz
upozornili polsti posuzovatele, z formuli pfilis obecnych a stereotypnich,
aby bylo Ize rozhodnout, zda fecke nebo latinske paralely jsou pfe-
svedcivejsi. Slova a fraze pisne Hosp. se kryji pfedevsim s jazykovym
materialem Sinajskych zlomku, vzäcneho zbytku po cyrilometodejskem
pfekladu feckych liturgickych tekstu: I. a 7 pomilui me gospodi; I. b 23
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Gospodi Isuse Christe, stpase nasT>; III. b 5 vbsego mira; . 8 i dazdi mi
gospodi; II. a 16 Vb ziznb vecbnojg (R. Nahtigal, Razprave 2, 1925, 272
nn.). A Orlovo zajimave sblizeni hudebnich prvkü Hosp. a Väcl. s
charvätskou tradici cirkevniho zpevu (35 n.) volä po soustavnem vyz-
kumu cirkevneslovanskeho liturgickeho odkazu at' tekstoveho nebo
hudebniho v celem jeho zemepisnem rozsahu.

Uplnosti latky a bohatstvim novych postfehü zvläste imponuje v nove
knize zpracoväni staroceske svatoväclavske pisne. Podle jemneho musi-
kologickeho rozboru Orlova a mych metrickych pozoroväni (ve spisku
Nejstarsi ceske pisne duchovni, 1929; supra, 355-375), kterä tento rozbor
podporuji, Ize stanoviti nekolik markantnich vlastnosti prvni sloky pisne
Väcl.:

1. Vers a näpev prvni sloky je düsledne sylabicky.
2. Prvni sloka a rovnez jeji näpev se puli na dve periody zcela

symetricke a ve svem celku sylabicky stejnomerne (15+15 slabik),
kdezto druhä sloka se cleni na periody o 20 a 14 slabikäch, tfeti — o 17 a
14.

V prvni sloce kazdä perioda a rovnez jeji näpev se cleni na tfi sylabicky
stejnomerne verse (5 + 5 + 5), kterezto cleneni je nejpfesneji zazna-
menäno v rukopisu olomouckem a chrudimskem; verse v obou dalsich
slokäch jsou vsak asymetricke: prvni perioda se v druhe sloce sklädä z
8 + 8 + 4 slabik, v tfeti z 7 + 6 + 4, a druhä perioda mä v obou techto
slokäch tväfnost 4 + 5 + 5, pfi cemz petislabicne celky jsou vesmes
opakovänim versü ze sloky prvni.

4. Recitanta se ve vsech versieh prvni sloky zpivä pouze na jednu
slabiku, kdezto ve versieh dalsich slok zpivaji se na recitantu podle
psalmodickych pravidel cele skupiny nadbytecnych slabik (vsechny
slabiky verse mimo 4 posledni).

5. Prvni dva verse kazde periody (totizjednak verse 1. a 2., jednak 4. a
5.) jsou spojeny v prvni sloce jednoslabicnym rymem (Vaclave — ceskc5,
Boha — Ducha), mimoto 3. vers mä v koncove slabice stejnou samo-
hläsku jako näsledujici versovä dvojice (nas), a Ize tedy mluvit o dvou
jednoslabicnych asonancich, z nichz jedna zahrnuje verse 1.—2. a druhä
verse 3.—4.—5. Soubezne oba prvni verse jsou vyznaceny rymem
melodickym a stejne tfi verse näsledujici. V dvou dalsich slokäch jsou
jednoslabicnym rymem opatfeny Jen verse 1.—2., 3.—4., kdezto vers
päty, zahrnuty do melodickeho rymu, zustävä mimo rym bäsnicky.

Pfes vsechny tyto pfiznacne rozdily mezi prvni slokou Väcl. a obema
dalsimi kloni se Orel k näzoru, ze vsechny tfi sloky vznikly soucasne (63).
A to proto, ze pisen vzesla na zäklade tradicni trojnäsobne invokace
Kyrie eleyson, a ta je tu rozlozena jako refren mezi tfi sloky. Puvodne
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vsak trojiho Kyrie eleyson mohlo byti dosazeno prostym opakovanim
jedne jedine sloky, a teprv pozdeji mechanicke opakovani bylo vy-
stfidäno tekstovymi obmenami: pisen o tfech slokäch nahradila trojna-
sobny zpev jedne sloky. Je ostatne pozoruhodne, ze zvyk zpivati pisen
tfikrat za sebou platil nadal i pro jeji trojslokovou versi: Et debet ter
cantari, podotyka nejstarsi zaznam Väcl. (srov. Orel 4). I podruhe bylo
proste opakovani vystfidano tekstovymi obmenami: tak misto troj-
slokove pisne, tfikrat zpivane, vznikla v XV. stol., ne-li jiz za Karla IV.,
nova jeji redakce — o deviti slokäch (srov. 7 n., 11). Symbolickä trojitost
invokace Kyrie eleyson snad podnecovala nejen rust, ale i samy vznik
pisne. Perioda tfech petislabicnych versieh nejspise vznikla na zäklade
trojnasobne fecke invokace podlozenim ceskych invokaci rozlicneho
vyznamu, ale totozneho vecneho vztahu: Vaclave *** vevodo *** kneze\
rozlicnymi vyznamy a jednotnym vecnym vztahem se vyznacuji i tfi verse
druhe periody: Boha *** Svateho Ducha *** Kyrie (nebo snad Christe, jak
se cte ve vetsine starych rukopisü). V Hosp. je invokace tfikrat
opakoväna (jak upozornil jiz Jan z Holesova: "Sanctus Adalbertus tribus
vicibus hoc nomen Hospodine posuit in isto cantico") a stejne jako ve
Vacl. tfikrat obmenena: Hospodine *** Jezu Krisle *** Spase.

Weingart v recensi uvedeneho meho spisku podrobil Hosp. a Väcl.
srovnävacimu stylistickemu rozboru (Byzantinoslavica 2, 1930, 449) a
chtel tak prokäzat rozdilnost jejich tvärnych prostfedkü. Bezdeky vsak
prokäzal podstatnou stylistickou odlisnost Hosp. a prvni sloky Väcl. öd
dvou ostatnich slok Väcl.

1. Proti "pomerne hojnosti adjektiv, tedy clenu rozvijecich a odstinu-
jicich" ve Väcl. klade Weingart jejich nedostatek v Hosp., ale je to
postup tuze mechanisticky: determinacni pfidavna jmena, tvofici slozene
vyrazy, jako Svaty Duch nebo feska zeme v prvni sloce Väcl., nevnäseji
do bäsnicke feci zädnou novou stylistickou hodnotu; zävaznym pfino-
sem jsou teprv pfidavna jmena (resp. adverbia) kvalifikacni a ta se
nevyskytuji ani v Hosp. ani v prvni sloce Väcl., uplatnuji se vsak jako
zakladni slozka obou ostatnich slok: krasne, blaze, \ecn\\jasny, smutne,
zle.

2. V Hosp. a v prvni sloce Väcl. na rozdil od slok dalsich se vyskytuji
vyhradne vety zadaci a tedy slovesa jedine v imperativu, nikoli v
indikativu, a jmena ve vokativu, nikoli v nominativu. V druhe sloce Väcl.
jsou same vypovidaci vety a v tfeti sloce pfes jeji prosebny räz
pozorujeme vedle zädacich vet vypovidaci indikativni vetu, opisujici
zädost (pomoci tve zadamy).

3. Asymetrickä souveti z neparalelnich vet, ktera vyplnuji prvni
dvojversi v druhe a tfeti sloce Väcl., nevyskytuji se ani v prvni sloce ani v
Hosp.
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Upozornuji rovnez na metaforicke obrazy druhe sloky (nebeske
dvorsivo, ohen jasny Svateho duchd) a jeste jednou zdüraznuji, ze
Flajshansova hypothesa, kterou jsem häjil v Nejstarsich ceskych
pisnich duchovnich, zustäva vykladem nejpravdepodobnejsim: prvni
sloka Väcl. je starsi nez obe dalsi.

Kdy vznikla tato sloka? Nejspis v XII. stol., ackoli spolehlivä voditka
pro jeji blizsi datoväni dosud nemäme. Mnohem zdobnejsi slovesne
umeni duchovnich skladeb z konce XIII. stol. nesvedci proti moznosti
vzniku Väcl. na jeho zacätku, nebof je to stoleti prudkeho vyvoje a
pronikaveho pferodu ceske zeme jak po stränce socialne-politicke a
närodohospodäfske, tak kulturni, zejmena umelecke. Staci vzpomenout,
jake pfevratne novum je architektura z doby Väclava II. proti pamätkäm
z let Pfemysla Otakara I.

Düvtipna je hypothesa Orlova, kladouci vznik Väcl. v souvislost s
vyvojem ceskeho uvedomeni: z odporu proti zäkazu slovanske liturgie
zmohutnelo, doslo vyrazu ve vlastenecke pisni k zemskemu patronu a
dalo podnet k obnove velkomoravske tradice v XIII. a XIV. stoleti
(65 n.). Dodejme, ze snad i stoupenci latinisace meli zäjem na vzniku
nove duchovni pisne lidove v närodnim jazyce, jez se sice tvarove opirala
o vzory z obdobi cirkevneslovanskeho, ale nevybavovala pfitom ne-
zädouci asociace s potiranym ritem, nebot' ani mu nenälezela, ani nebyla
prosäknuta cirkevni slovanstinou. Mela vystfidat lidovou slozku cyrilo-
metodejske tradice, stejne jako latinsky cirkevni kult svatoväclavsky mel
nahradit cirkevneslovanskou sluzbu svetci. V knize Orlove jsou peclive
sneseny a podrobne probräny cetne zajimave doklady tohoto latinskeho
kultu, kdezto otäzka cirkevneslovanske sluzby svatoväclavske v
Cechäch je Jen letmo naznacena. Cirkevneslovansky kanon sv. Väclavu,
jehoz cesky puvod posledne hläsali Pekaf a IFinskij, cekä na Vsestranny
rozbor.

Z hojneho mladsiho materiälu, peclive zpracovaneho a namnoze nove
objeveneho Orlem, zaznamenaväm aspon dve sekvence Cecha domi-
nikäna Domaslava, "pfedstavitele ceske skoly skladatelske z poslednich
let vlädy Pfemyslovcü", hudebniho skladatele a bäsnika (193 n.) —
"Dulce melos", zbäsnenou legendu svatoväclavskou, a latinskou sek-
venci o Bozim tele, kterä je pod vlivem skladby Tomase Akvinskeho
"Lauda Sion" a musi byt prozkoumäna ve svem vztahu k tak zvane
Kunhutine pisni, soudobemu ohlasu sekvence Tomäsovy, psanemu
cesky. At' se zjisti jakykoli pfibuzensky pomer, je pozoruhodne, jak
rychle reagovalo ceske klästerni prostfedi dvema skladbami na dilo sv.
Tomäse z r. 1264.

V poucne konfrontaci latinskych liturgickych tekstü svatoväclavskych
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a jejich husitskych pfekladu do cestiny zvläste upoutävä sklon nekterych
pfekladu, ktery postfehl Orel, pfesunouti tekst do oblasti sylabickeho
zpevu, takze nekdy "skoro kazde slabice odpovidä" slabika ceskeho
tekstu, jenz je delsi a rozvläcnejsi latinskeho originalu" (89). Po teto
praci jedinecne erudice a obdivuhodne pile, ba sebeobetavosti, Ize jen
pfäti autorovi, aby dovrsil co nejdfive dalsi dva dily sve trilogie — dily
venovane hudebnim prvkum svatovojtesskym a svatoprokopskym.

Written for Slovo a slovesnost IV (1938).



O CTHXOTBOPHblX PEJ1HKTAX Ρ Α Η Η Ε Γ Ο
CPE H E B E K O B b f l B HEIUCKOH J I H T E P A T Y P H O H

B nojiesHofi KHHre, ne^aenc H3,aaHHOH HCBnojiHe TOHHbiM 3ama-
BHCM — Nejstarsi ceska duchovni lyrika (Opara 1949), HCCJie^OBaTejib
CTaponemcKOH nucbMCHHOCTH Antonin Skarka co paji H KOMMCH-

TC O paaOBbie TeKCTbl H HeMHOrHe Π3ΜΗΤΗΗΚΗ HCI1JCKOH

Π033ΗΗ, KOTOpbie 6bIJIH CJlWKeHbl ΛΟ KOHU3 TpHHaAUaTOPO
, H HaKOHeu, 6es aocTaroHHoro ocHO aHH«, npHcoBoicynHji ^BC

HanCBHblX MOJIHTBbI nepBOH nOJIOBHHbl HCTblpHajIUaTOrO CTOJ1CTHH.
Χοτ« HCMCHee τρεχ BCKOB orziejiaeT BO3HHKHOBCHHe ^peBHeHiueii

necHH, Bome^Lue B nemcKHH ^HreparypHbifi ΟΟΗΧΟΛ, — Hospodine,
pomiluj ny! ( = HP) — οτ CTapuiHx ee sanHcefi, H3BCCTHbix naM c KOHua
HeTbipHa/waToro CTOJICTHH, nejibsa He comacHTbca c npe^nojioaceHHeM
na3BaHHoro a Topa (cxp. 21), HTO ee nepBHHHbiii ΒΜΛ Majio HCM

οτ noKasaHHH 3THX sanHce . Ho KpHTHnecKaa ρεκοκ-
nepBOHanajibHoii pe^aKUHH rpeoyeT cpaBHHTe^bHoro ana-

BapHaHTOB. HMCHHO noaTOMy Dobrovsky npOHMKHOBCHHO na-
B nHCbMe 30-ro aerycra 1828 r., HTO W Hanka "se chystal k

vetsimu a lepsimu vydani stare pisne Hospodine se vsemi promenami".
Yace B KOHUC HeTbipHa/maroro BCKa OPACBHOBCKHH MOHax Jan z
Holesova, Koioporo Bruckner cnpaee/i^HBo nposea^
cjiaBHHCKOH ΦΗΛΟΛΟΓΗΗ, nonbixajica ycjaHOBHTb nyxcM Bbioopa
jie»amHx pasHOHxeHHH KaHOHHnecKyK) BepcHK) HP, rue 6bi OHJIH, no
MHCHHK) yHCHOrO 6eH6AHKTHHUa, npaBHJlbHO Η ΤΟΗΗΟ COOJltO^CHbl
HMCHHO dicciones et syllabae, xoropbie BHec B 3Ty necnb cavi ee
coHHHHTCJib (Z. Nejedly, Dejiny pfedhusitskeho zpevu v Cech ch, Opara
1904, crp. 324). PasyMeerca, τεκοτ, BOCCTaHOBJieHHbi OP^KCBHOBCKHM
HaneTHHKOM, ne yzioBjieTBopaeT TpeooBaHHHM HbineiiiHeH HaynHOH
TCXHHKH, HO TmaT6JIbHO HOAO paHHbie HM BapHaHTbl OT^CJlbHblX CTH-

XOB, nOHOJlHHH KOJIJICKUHK) ρ33ΗΟΗΤ6ΗΗΗ Β neCCHHblX CFIHCKaX ΤΟΓΟ AC
H rycHTCKofi snoxH, cymecTBenHo oo^ernaioT φΗΛΟΛΟΓΗπεο-

paooTy no pecTaepauHH naMHTHHKa. Meac/iy TCM IIlKapxa orpa-
HHHHBaeTCH HHHCenpHBe/ieHHOH TpaHCKpHnUHCH CHHCKa BOCbMH^eCSTblX
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ΓΟΛΟΒ HCTbipHa^uaToro CTOJICTH» (οτρ. 67), no coGcTBCHHOMy 3aee-
pCHHIO, "H6 ΓφΗΗΗΜ3Η BO BHHMaHHe" CBHACTCJIbCTBa ΠρΟΗΗΧ pyKOHHCCH

H UHTHpyfl H3 HHX B npHMCHaHHflX BCCrO-Ha-BCefO TpH OTCTynjieHHH

(crp. 93):

1. Hospodine, pomiluj ny!
2. Jezukriste, pomiluj ny!
3. Ty, Spase vseho mira,
4. spasiz ny; i uslysiz,
5. Hospodine, hlasy n se!
6. Daj nam vsem, Hospodine,
7. zizn a mir v zemi!

Krles! Krles! [Krles!]

V»ce nepeoe CJIOBO 3τοο BepCHH «BJiaexca, icaic H IlIicapKa (οτρ. 23, 93)
npHSHaCT, ΠΟ3ΛΗΗΜ ΠΟΛΗΟΒΙΙ6ΗΗ6Μ: Η6 TOJlbKO JTeTOnHCUbl TpH-

Ha^uaToro BCKa, uHTHpytomne nepebiii CTHX HP, HO Η κεκοτορωε
pyKonHCH ^Byx nocjie^yioiUHx CTO^CTHH ,aaK>T φopMy Hospodin,
noztcTaBjreHHyio B CBOKD onepeAt BsavieH CTapocjiaeaHCKoro FOCHO^H,

yKasaii yace Jagic (Arch. f. slav. Philol. 1906, cxp. 618 en.)·
φopMy cJie^yeT npe^noiiaraTb xaK^ce JIJIH ΠΗΤΟΓΟ Η

mecToro CTHxa. 3τΜΜΗ aaivieHaMH peryuib nepBOHanajibHoro
neceHHoro TCKcra He orpaHHHHBaerca.

B HCTBepTOM CTHxe Kaacflafl HS .aeyx HMneparHBHbix φορΜ, corjiacno
6pMceBHOBCKOMy TpaKTary, in zz grossius ( =z) debet terminari (Nejedly,
crp. 321): spasiz *** uslysiz. Ho Η eapnaHT 6es nacTHUbi ζ
sacBH^erejibCTBOBaH B crapiiiHX sanwcax: uslys (Skarka, οτρ. 93;
D. Orel, "Hudebni prvky svatovaclavske", Svatovaclavsky sbornik II, 3,
npara, 1937, crp. 29 cji.); B 3TOM cjiynae 3a rjiarojioM MO CT
MecTOHMCHHe: uslys ny (Orel, οτρ. 3 1 , 33). ConocTaejieHHe 3THX
TOB no3BOJiaeT npe^nojiaraTb, HTO CTHX nepBOHanajibHO
npocTofi φορΜοίί uslysi, a Kor/ia KOHCHHOC -i HMnepaTHBa

Β nemcKOM »3biKe, OHO JIHOO coxpaHH^ocb Β 3ΤΟΜ CTHXC nyTeM
HaCTHUbl Z, JIH O HaKOHCU yTpaHCHHblH CJIOr BO3MC-

noACTanoBKOH TaBTOJiornnecKoro Αοποππεκκ« ny. 3xa CKJIOH-
HOCTb HC M6HflTb HHCJia CJIOFOB nO3BOJlHCT npeflnOJIOJKHTb

nepBOHanajibHoe HajiHHHe CHJijia6H3Ma B CJIOBCCHOM H MysbiKajibHOM
Μετρε necHH.

B npe^bwymeM CTHXC napHiiy c KaHOHHHecKOH φορ\ψ.τιθΗ vseho
BapnaHT vysieho mira sacBH^eTejibCTBOBaH CTapbiMH
(Skarka, οτρ. 93) Η OPJKCBHOBCKHM TpaKTaTOM.

ocy)KAaeT 3το cjioBoconeTaHHe, no^CTaBJiaeMoe per ignor-
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anciam et errorem, H oTMenaex jioKajibHyro nonbiricy ero
nepeocMbicjieHHH — bozieho mira (Nejedly, crp. 320, 327). KaK a HMCJI
y>Ke cjiynaii oTMernTb (Ne tarsi ceske pime duchovni, στρ. 24; cp. Bbime,
στρ. 364), BapnaHT vysieho jierxo o6T>acH»eTca KaK paBHOcjioacHbifi
cy6cTHTyT φορΜΜ BKiuero, BBe eHHbiH B yroay CHjijia HSMy CTHxa H
Haneea, Kor^a rpa^HUH« npoHsneceHHa cjiaobix rjiyxHx crana OTMHpaTb
yjKe HC TOJibKO B penn, HO H B pHTyajibHOM neHHH. Taxaa noAcraHOBKa
OCOOCHHO ecTCCTBCHHa πρΗ ποΛαερκκε HeuicKOH τραφΗΚΗ, KOTOpaa na
py6e>Ke o^HHHaziuaToro Η /iBeHaauaToro BCKa, Kax comacno

H BCHCKHC H OpaaccKHe rjioccu, nepe,naBana o6a
ΟΛΗΗΜ Η τεΜ »e nanHcaHHCM visego.

HCCjie.noBaTe.nH (Orel, crp. 55 cji.; Skarka, cTp. 24 cji.) HCTKO
ziora^Ky, HTO HMenno necnio HP HMeer Β enziy ccbiJiKa

jieronHCua KosbMbi Ha Kyrieleyson cantilenam dulcem, KOTOpyio BCC,
KaK BbicoKHe, raK Η Majibie npe/icraBHTeJiH Boemicae gentis nejiH Β 1055-
M Γ. ΓφΗ H30paHHH CnblTHPHCBa KHH36M OOCJIC CMCpTH 6ΓΟ OTUa

BpaceTHCJiaea. Rsin nepeoro sacBH^eTejibCTBOBaHHoro nosiBJieHHH cjia-
BJIHCKOH ziyxoBHoii necHH B rocy^apCTBCHHOM uepeMOHHajie HemcKoro
KH«)KecTBa HCT 6ojiee yoe^HTejibHbix npe^nocbinoK, HOKCJIH TOJibKO HTO
saBepmeHHaa ^esTenbHOCTb ^eyx pyKOBoaamHx ποδορκΗκοΒ cjiaBHH-
CKOH JiHTyprHH — KHH3H EpHceTHCJiaBa Η nryMHa FlpoKona. ECJIH T3KHM
o6pasoM necHS BO3HHKJia ne no3,aHee cepenHHbi
TO coxpaneHHe cjiaGbix r^yxHX B ee nepBonanajibHOM
saKOHOMepno. FIoflCTaBHB cooTBeTCTBCHHo cjiaobie rjiyxHe B TCKCTC
HP, Mbl HaCHHTblBaCM ΠΟ BOCbMH CJ1OFOB B HCpBOM, HCTBCpTOM H

ce^bMOM CTHxe, H HanpaiuHBaerca rnnoTesa o BocbMHcno HOM pas-
Mepe Bcefl necHH.

B KOHUC Π»ΤΟΓΟ CTHxa pyKonHCH ^aioT pasHOHTCHH»: hlasy n se (Orel,
CTp. 29, 30), blas n s vsech (Orel, CTp. 31), a OPMCCBHOBCKHH TpaKTaT
UHTHpyeT c nopnuaHHeM BapnaHT hlasy n s vsech (Nejedly, CTp. 321).
HeTpyilHO BOCCTaHOBHTb oGmHH nepBOHCTOHHHK 3THX pa3HOHTeHHH:

ocnoAH, r/weii ΗΛίυΗχΐχ (8 cjioroe). Po^HTejibHbiH
npn verba audiendi — OOUHHOC «BJICHHC B
cjiaBSHCKHx jiHTepaTyp; Tpyzibi MnKJioiuHna H

cjiaejiHCKoro CHHTaKcnca ΠΡΗΒΟΛΗΤ uejibi
ΟΒΚΉ Ad c^'wuJH/H'h; oyc/n^iuiaiut ΓΛΛίΛ etro;
/ΗΟΚΓΟ; r/uea /ΗΟΚΓΟ c/toyuJdKT'K; noc/toyujdHT4

; H T. - BbIXO H3 ynOTpe JlCHHH B 3TOH CHHTaKCHHCCKOH

KOHCTpyKUHH, H φορΜΜ ρΟΛ- MHO . ΓΛΑΓΙ HOBJICK 33 CO OH JIH O

nepeocMbicjieHHe 3τοπ φορΜΜ KaK BHH. e^., JIH O noAcraHOBKy BHH.
MHO5K. BMCCTO ρΟΛ. MHOJK., 33ΟΛΗΟ CHJlJiaOHHCCKH BOSMCCTHBIliyiO
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Ή, a onpe^ejieHHe HdiuH^Tv bijio JIH O nepenHUOBano B n s
vsech c coxpaHCHHCM ρο,α. naae^ca, JIH O npocxo saMeHCHO
BHHHTeJIbHOH φορΜΟΗ.

Β nanajie Tpexbero crnxa 6p)KeBHOBCKHH xpaKTax HacnHTbiBaer TpH
ajibTepHHpyioiUHx o^Hocjio^cHbix cjioeeHKa — ty, i, en (Nejedly, ςτρ.
325), BCTaBJieHHbix, Ha,ao yMaib, ana sanojiHCHHH cHjuia HHecKOH
cxeMbi, pacmaraHHOH na,aeHHeM cna oro rnyxoro B c^nace. B LUCCTOH
CTHX, paCTCpHBLUHH CJIOFH CO CJia6bIMH FJiyXHMH, 6bIJlO nOBH^HMOMy

BTHCHyro o^HOCJioacHoe n m (cp. cxojKyio cjioeecHyio accouHauHK) n s
vsech B BapnaHTe naroro CTHxa). HaKoneu, BO BTOPOM CTHXC cnjijia-

cxeMa, nocxpa/jaBmafl οτ nepexoaa neTbipexcjio)KHOH φορΜΜ
Β Tpcxcjio^HyK) pomiluj, Morna noflcraBUTb HCTbipexcjioiKHoe

Jezukriste BsaMCH Tpexcjioacnoro Hcoyti (HJIH nemcKoro 3KBHBajieHra
Jezusu). CeMb BOCbMHCJioacHbix CTHXOB nepBOHanajibHoro neceHHoro
TCKCxa OTHCTJIHBO BbicjynaioT 6es pHCKOBanHbix κοΗτ>εκτνρ:

1 . FoCnO^H, ΠΟ/ΜΗ/ΙΟγΗ ΗΤιΐ!

2. HtOytf, ΠΟ/ΗΗ/ΙΟγΉ ΗΤιΐ!

3. Gilda« BKttro Λ\Η$Α,
4. CTiRdCH HTil H

5. FotnoAH, (Mark
6. Λ4311 Bhfk/HTi,

7. JKH3HK H /HH^Ti Bit (N ?) 31Λ\ΛΗ\

! K<Hi/ifiuiv!

peKOHCTpyKUH« Bceuejio coena^aeT c MHCHHeM IllKapKH, HTO
BepCHH HCCHH OTjinnajiacb rjiaBHbiM o paaoM B seyKO-

BOM H rpaMMaTHHCCKOM OTHO1U6HHH, TOF^a KaK ee CJTOBapHblH COCTaB

oKa3biBaeTca ΠΟΗΤΗ HCHSMeHHbiM (crp. 21). Ms JieKCHnecKHx ΟΛΗΗΗΠ,
B HP, ΟΛΗΗ, xaK l, 2 pomiluj, 3 spase, 3 vseho mira, no BCCH

— 7 zizn "«H3Hb, JiarococTOflHue" (cp. M. Weingart,
Ceskoslovensky typ cirkevnej slovanciny, EpaTHCJiaea, 1949, crp. 99) H l,
5, 6 Hospodi (B .apeBHeiiiiiHx sanncax nepsoro CTHxa Hospodin, CM.
Bbiiiie), eccnopno Bbi aioT CBOC uepKOBHOCJia flHCKoe npoHcxo^^eHHe
H JIH O BO ce He BCxpenaiOTC« B naMHTHHicax nemcKoro H3biKa, KaK
nanp. mir B SHaneHHH "CBCT" n B nacTHOCTH ves mir "BcejieHHaa," JIH O
nona^aiOT xy^a TOJibKo B »BCTBeHHbix uepKOBHOCJia iiHCKHx uHTarax
(Hospodi, pomilovati "noMHjioBaiV, spas "cnacnTCJib"); ocTajibHbie
)Ke cjioea necHH o^HHaKOBO biryiOT H B uepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKOH, H B
HCIIICKOH JlCKCHKe, HO B BCCM CTHXOTBOpeHHH HCT HH ΟΛΗΟΓΟ CJlOBa

ΰπεακφΗΗεΰΚΗ neiiiCKoro H neH3BecTHoro uepKOBHocjiaBHHCKOMy GJIO-
Bapio. FIpaB^a, B ynoMHHyTOH pa oje BeHHrapja 7 mir "B HCIIJCKOM
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3HaHeHHH pokqj" npoTHBonocraBJiaeTCH cxapocjiaBflHCKOMy TepMHny,
ΠΟΚΟΗ (CTp. 99 CJl.), HO 3TO JIHLIIb ΟΛΗΗ H3 MHOrOHHCJlCHKblX Η6ΤΟΗ-
HOCTCH HaSBaHHOH ΚΗΗΓΗ, Η3ΠΗ03ΗΗΟΗ Β 1933 Γ., HblHC COBepLUCHHO
ycxapejioH, ,aa Η ΑΠΗ ceoero BPCMCHH ΠΟ.ΠΗΟΗ ΗεκρΗΤΗπεοκΗχ cyac-
Λ6ΗΗΗ, npOTHBOpCHHH H npO ejTOB. CjlOBO /«HpT* B 3HaHCHHH ειρήνη
H3ApCBJie 3H3KOMO UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKOH IlHCbMeHHOCTH, KOTOpa« HC-
pe^Ko OTMCAeBbiBaeT ero οτ cjioea ΠΟΚΟΗ άνάπαοσις. Bo ce sara^oHHo,
HTO HMCeT B BH,ay IIlKapKa ΠΟΛ "OOHJlbHblMH" JlCKCHKaJlbHblMH 6θ-
Γ6ΜΗ3Μ3ΜΗ Β HP (CTp. 21).

Bo BCCM ΠρθΗ3Β6Λ6ΗΗΗ Η6Τ HH ΟΛΗΟΗ TpaMMaTHHeCKOH φορΜΜ, ΠΟ
pasHOMy TpaKTycMoii Β UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKOH Η HCIIJCKOH penH X-XI
B6KOB. MTO COOTBCTCTBOBaJlO Β nepBOHaHaJlbHOM TCKCTC HanHCaHHK)
day Β pyKonHCHx KOHua XIV Beica — 6oJiee apxaHHHoe Λ<»3Κ HJIH pannee
HOBOo6pa3O aHHe A&H, peiriHTb aocojiiOTHo HeBO3MOAHO. OepBa»

HP obijia CTapocjiaBHHCKHM naMflTHHKOM nemcKoro H3Boaa,
Bee HCJiaTHHCKHe njioabi ayxoBHoro TBopnecTBa B HCXHH enjiorb ΛΟ

ynpas^HeHHH cuaBHHCKoii JiHTyprHH. CTencHb HexH3auHH
npaBOIlHCaHHfl TaKHX naMHTHHKOB C Τ6Η6ΗΗ6Μ BpCMCHH CJlCFKa
noBbimajiacb, KaK noKasbmaer conocTaeneHHe npa^CKHx oypbiBKOB c
KHCBCKHMH JiHCTKaMH, Η sonpoc ocTaexcn OTKpbiTbiM, nHcarb JIM Β
pCKOHCTpyKUHH Bbt- HJIH BKUI- Η Ά(Λ\ΛΗ HJIH 3(MH. PyKOnHCH
Hamero TbicjinejieTHJi, KonenHO, HC B COCTOMHHH naTb

. Ho AJIH BoccTaHOBJienH« CTHXOTBOPHOH φορΜΗ 3ΤΗ ορφο-
JIHUJCHbl BCHKOfO 3Η3Η6ΗΗΗ.

nepBOHanajibHoro TCKcra HC TonbKo HC «BJi«eTC«
MaTepHajiOM", KaK XOT5JT yeepHTb BefinrapT

(οτρ. 100) H IIIxapKa (οτρ. 20), HO κ HCH Hac ooasaTCJibno ΠΡΗΒΟΛΗΤ
φHJIOJlOΓHHecκafl KpHTHKa TCKcxa HajiHHHbix neceHHbix BapHaHTOB.

HeT HHK3KHX OCHOBaHHH npOTHBOnOCTaBJIHTb "uepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKHH
«3biK nemcKoro HSBOzia" "cMemaHHOMy snbiKy" nepBOHanajibHOH pe-
jiaKUHH HP Η ycMajpHBaxb ο nocjieflneii "prve liter rne dielo ceskeho
spisovneho jazyka" (Weingart, cxp. 98, 106). ECJIH npHsnaib
UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKHH H3bIK HCIJICKOrO Η3ΒΟΛ3 FiepBblM 3Τ3ΠΟΜ Β HC-
τορΗΗ MemcKoro JinreparypHoro asbixa, TO cTHXOTBopenHe HP /IOJDKHO
pacciviaTpHBaTbca KaK JiHTeparypHoe npoH3Be.aeHHe, HanncaHHoe 3THM
H3HKOM, HO ΓφΗ 3ΤΟΜ ΠρθΗ3Β6Λ6ΗΗ6 OTHIOflb HC nepBOC, HOCKOJlbKy

jinrepaTypa X-XI BCKOB HacHHTbiBaex uejiwii ΡΗΛ
pasjiHHHoro cojiepiKaHHH, B TOM HHCJIC H .apyrue

CTHXOTBOpHbie TCKCTbl, K3K HanpHMep MOJIHTBy ΠρΗ nOCTpH)KeHHH,
cjio^eHHyK) οτροφοΗ 2 (10 + 9) H flome^ujyK) ao Hac B nepeoM JKHTHH
CB.
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TocnoA" EOJKC Hco^tf
ΒΛ<>ΓΟ€ΛΟΒΝ OTpOKd CtFO,

•knowe B/tarot/ioKH/ni ICH
BhCA nftdBkAKHHKIil TBOhfc!

JlHIlJb B OHHOM OTHOmeHHH HP — BOHCTHHy nepBOC ΠρθΗ3ΒβΛ6ΗΗ6:

OHO 6bIJlO e^HHCTBCRHblM H3 UepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKHX naMflTHHKOB,

Η coxpaHCHHbiM nemcKOH jiHTepaxypHOH Η
Tpa,aniineH.

HP BO3HHKaJia B MCXHH Β Χ B. HJIH B nepBofi nojioBHHe XI
B., ecjiH TOJibKo OHa HC obijia nepeH^Ta H3 BejiHKOMopaBCKoro Hacjie,un5i.
B TOM, HTO HaM OT nee coxpaHHJiocb, HCT HH Majieouiero HaMeKa Ha
6ojiee TOHHyio ziarHpoBKy, HO corjiacuMca c A. LUicapKOH, HTO eenHK
COOJia3H CB«3aTb npOHCXOMCACHHe nCCHH CO BpCMeHCM H HMCHCM CB.

BoHTexa, KOTOpOMy ee npHnHCbreacT Tpa^HUH«, sacBH^eTejibCT-
c 1260 ro^a. B noubsy 3τοίί TpaAHUHH ΓΟΒορκτ He TOJibKo
TpyaaMH Birkenmajer'a ceasb BoHTexa c coBpeMeHHbiMH

nO3THHCCKHMH LUKOJiaMH, B OCO CHHOCTH rpeHCCKHMH, HO H CO CTBCHHaH

HHTepaTypnafl /leaTenbHOCTb neniCKoro no^BHacHHKa, B nacTHOCTH
jubilus, UHTHpyeMbiH B ero XHTHH H CJIOACHHUH, ΠΟΛΟΟΗΟ HP
663ρΗφΜ6ΗΗΜΜΗ BOCbMHCJIO HblMH CTHXaMH:

tibi, Virgo, maris Stella,
quae me, ut pia Domina,
humillimum servum Tuum,
respicere dignata es ...

TaK HaSblBaCMblH n03AHC-pOMaHCKHH nepHOJl HCUJCKOH flyXOBHOO

H3HH, OT/ieJifliomHH KpyiiieHHe uepKOBHOCJiaBHHCKofi KyjibTypbi na
nopore aBCHa^uaToro BCKa OT nanajia MecTHOH ΓΟΤΗΚΗ na CKJIOHC

eexa. ocTaenji no ce6e Bcero aea KpaTKHx CTHxoTBOpHbix
, KOTOpue o6a cjioiKCHbi o/iHHaKOBbiM ΠΗΤΗΟΛΟΑΗΜΜ

H saecb cnoea ne^ocTaTOK Β^ΜΗΗΒΟΗ BHHMaTejibHOCTH κ
B6HHOH φθρΜ6 ΠΟρΟΗ OTpHUaTCJlbHO CKa3bIBaeTCH H3 HTCHHHX Η

lIlKapKH. flepeaa οτροφα MOJIHTBU "Svaty Vaclave" ( = SV) —

1 . Svaty Vaclave, 4. pros za ny Boha,
2. vevodo Ceske 5. svateho Ducha!
3. zeme, kneze nas, 6. Kyrieleison!

pesKO OTJiHHaeTca CTPOFHM HsocHjuiaOHSMOM CTHxa H naneea (cp. Orel,
στρ. 18 cji.), a xaioice pacnpe^ejieHHCM cjioeecHbix H Mejio,aHHecKHx
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ρπφΜ οτ AajibHefiiuHx στροφ: II) 2-8a + 2-4b + 2-5, III)
(7a + 6a) + 2-4b + 2-5. KaK H y»ce OTMenaji (Slovo a slovesnost IV, 1938,
crp. 43; cp. supra, 378) HCMCHee pasHTCJibHO Bbiaejiaer nepeyio οτροφγ ee
CTHjiHCTHKa: npocTOTa CHHraKCHMecKoro CTpoa, oTcyrCTBHe 3ΠΗτετοΒ Η
MOHOnOJIHH BOKaTHBHO-HMnepaTHBHblX φρ33. ToJlbKO Κ ΠερΒΟΗ

npnjia)KeHa nepBOHanajibHafl MCJIOAH«.
KOHeu BToporo CTHxa c CHHTaKCHHecKofi nay30H (vevodo

ceske zeme), IIlKapica paspymacT GeccnopHyio CHJiJiaOHnecKyK) ocHOBy
nepBofi ατροφώ (οτρ. 36, 68). Ha Aejie »e nepeaa οτροφ3 Ha^eiiaeT
φρ33Ηωε naysbi MCTPHHCCKOH φyHκ^HeH CAHHCTBCHHO Β KOHUC τρεχ-
CTHUIHH. M3 npaBHJIbHOH npe^nOCblJlKH, HTO SaKJIIOHHTeJIbHOC
Kyrieleison Tpeooeajio xpoeKpaTHoro noBTopeHHH, HCCjie^oeaTejib ae-
jiaer OIUHOOHHOC saKjnoneHHe, HTO MOJiHTBa HCKOHH cocTOHJia H3 τρεχ
οτροφ, Tor^a KaK εε npocro nonarajiocb "πετb τρΗ^κ^ω", KaK
CBHΛeτεJlbcτByετ πρΗΜεπαΗΜε κ /^pεBHeH^JεMy cnHCKy, TaK HTO Η
3aKJiK>HHTejibHafl φopMyJla, εοτεοτΒεΗΗΟ, HcnojiHJuiacb τρκ pasa.
JlHLUb πο3ΛΗεε, Β Hanajte ΓΟΤΗΗεοκοίί anoxn, τροεκρβτΗοε ποΒτορεπΗε
ΟΛΗΟΗ οτροφΜ ycTynHjio Μεοτο asyM πρΗςοπΗκεπΗΜΜ οτροφαΜ ΗΟ-
ΒΟΓΟ CKJia,aa. Ho Tpa/iHUHa "ΐετ cantari" npOAOJi ajia ocTaeaTbc» B
ΟΗ^ε, noKa τροεκραΤΗοε ΗοποιίΗεΗΗε Βςεχ τρεχ οτροφ κε nocjiy^HJio B
njiTHaauaTOM Βεκε CTHMyjioM κ ραοωπρεπΗίο τεκοτα πεοΗΗ ,αο ΛεΒ»τΗ
οτροφ.

Πο no oziy MOJiHTBbi "Zdr va Maria", JIHSKOH no ΒρεΜεΗΗ BOSHHK-
ΗΟΒεΗΗ« κ περΒοίί apxaHHecKOH ατροφε SV, IllKapKa yTB8p»cna8T, HTO
jiHiiib "B Ηεκοτορωχ πο3ΛΗΗχ φορΜ3χ" oHa pacHJieHH8TCH, aa H το spis
n hodne ηεζϋ ύmyslnέ Ha αειν^ naTHCJio^CHbix CTHXOB (οτρ. 13). Ho 3το
ρΗθκοΒ3ΗΗοε πρεΛποϋο^εΗΜε κε ιιρΗΗΗΜ3ετ ΒΟ ΒΗΗΜ3ΗΗε ΗΗ εε
Η3πεΒ3, coxpaH8HHoro rycHTCKOH τραΛΗαΗείί, ΗΗ cTaponojibCKoro τεκ-
CTa 3TOH MOJiHTBbi, ΒΟΟΧΟΛΗΙΙίεΓΟ Κ HεIlICKOMy npOTOTHny Η
onyOJiHKOBaHHoro no cnHCKy 1475 r. (J. ΒίΓκεηιτ^εΓ, Pozdrowienie
anielskie w narodzie polskim, Bapiuaea, 1935, crp. 9). Με»^ TCM,
ΗετΒερτΜίί CTHX nojibCKoii ΒεροΗΗ — bogustawienas — H ιυεςτοκ,
boguslawi8ny — coena^aioT c ΛρεΒΗεΗΐιιείί ρεΛακιΐΗείί πειιιοκοΓο
r8JibCKoro T8KCTa (*** blahoslav8n s *** a blahoslav8ny),
IllKapKa οτκΛΟΗίΐετ Β ΟΒοεΜ οπωτε pεκoHCτpyκ^HH (οτρ. 62, 90).
ΗΜεΗΗΟ Η3 C8MH HJlTHCJlOAHblX CTHXOB CJiaraJICH
τεκστ MOJiHTBbi:

1. Zdrava, Maria, 5. mezi zenami
2. milosti plna, 6. i blahoslaven
3. Hospodin s tobu! 7. plod bfuch tveho!
4. Blahoslavena
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B AajibHCHiiieM uepKOBHOcjiaeiiHCKHe ρεπκκτω — blahoslavena *** i
blahoslaven — OBIJIH aaMCHenbi ΟΟΗΧΟΛΗΜΜ cjioeapHbiM BapnaHTOM —
pozehnana ty *** i pozehnany.

Written in Hunter, Ν. Υ., summer 1948, for Slavisticna Revija III, presented to
F. Ramovs (Ljubljana, 1950).



AN OLD C H U R C H S L A V O N I C CANTILENA IN THE
CZECH P A T R I M O N Y

Bohemi valido clamore in coelum exaltato canentes hymnum a
sancto Adalberto editum, quod populus singulis diebus dominicis et
aliis festivitatibus ad processionem cantat (Fontes Rerum
Bohemicarum, II, 319: the year 1260).

Überhaupt hat der Text dieses Liedes mehr Ähnlichkeit mit dem
alten slawonischen Kirchendialekt, als irgend ein anderes böh-
misches Denkmahl. Sollte es wirklich vom h. Adalbert herrühren,
und nicht älter sein? (J. Dobrovsky, Geschichte der Böhmischen
Sprache und altern Literatur. Prague, 1818, 78 n.).

It was again Dobrovsky who, in a letter of August 30, 1828, justly urged
Vaclav Hanka to prepare "for a larger and better edition of the old song
'Hospodine' with all the changes". For a comparison of the song's
variants we have its incipit in several entries from the thirteenth and early
fourteenth centuries, and the text of the whole monument in manuscripts
from the close of the fourteenth century and from the Hussite era.1

Moreover, in 1397, for the 400th anniversary of the death of St. Vojtech
[Adalbert], to whom a long tradition ascribed the composition of this
song, a special Latin treatise by a learned monk of Bfevnov was devoted
to the song. The author, undoubtedly Jan of Holesov, recognized by
Alexander Bruckner as the oldest specialist in the field of Slavic
philology,2 compiled abundant variants of individual lines and attempted
the presentation of the ancient work in a fixed and normalized reading:

Notandum est, quod huic exposicioni prescripsi hoc canticum correcte et precise
eisdem diccionibus et sillabis, quibus ipsum sanctus Adalbertus in principio eius

1 See K. Konrad, Dejiny posvalneho zpevu staroceskeho od nejstarsi doby do Iwsitskych
valek (Prague, 1881), pp. 27-31; D.Orel, "Hudebni prvky svatovaclavske",
Svatoväclavsky sbornik (Prague, 1937), II, No. 3, pp. 29-34; Z. Nejedly, Dejinv Iwsit.ikeho
:pevu (Prague, 1954), II, pp. 201-203.
2 A. Bruckner, "Largum Sero Jana Holeszowskiego", Ro:praw\· Akademii
Wydz. filol., LIV (1916), pp. 308 351.
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composuit, ut homines inspicientes hec scripta per hunc textum correcte illud
habeant et per exposicionem intelligant. Et siquid in diccionibus vel in sillabis aut
in ordine alicubi aliter quam in hoc textu invenerint, ut sciant, quod illud est
corruptum et non est iam composicio sancti Adalbert! et ex isto corrigant in
monasterio Brewnowiensi.3

We are certainly indebted to the well-read monk for a rare abundance
of collected variant readings; "however, who would dare to rely on
the historical accuracy and textual and musical criticism of a monk
of that time, even a learned one?"4 In the course of the six centuries
that separate us from the Bfevnov treatise, the methodological and
documentary requirements of textual criticism have changed essentially,
and the modern scholar is compelled to analyze comparatively and
carefully interpret anew all the preserved variants, as well as to make a
well-considered attempt at a reconstruction of the original version.5

A systematic collation of the variants reveals the essential motives
which through centuries of the Czech Middle Ages led to the rearrange-
ments of the older text: first of all, the attempt at a relative preservation
of the Old Church Slavonic syllabic framework of the lines, effaced
partly by the Czech disappearance of the weak jers, partly by the loss of
final -/' in imperative forms; and likewise the gradual decline in the Czech
milieu of knowledge of Church Slavonic words and expressions ("***
non habent in usu in locucione et non intelligunt in significacione"). If
we take note of the entirely obvious renovating interferences, the Old
Church Slavonic foundation of the song text, and the original octo-
syllabic meter of all seven lines, clearly emerge.

Thus at the beginning of the third line, according to the instruction of
Jan, "pro istis duabus diccionibus ty spase per ignoranciam aliqui dicunt
y spasess, aliqui en spasezz, aliqui y spasazz, aliqui y spasal et sie
mirabiliter aliter", and of all these variants the result is that the various

3 See Z. Nejedly, op. cit., vol. I2 (Prague, 1954), pp. 409-433: "Jana z Holesova traktat ο
pisni 'Hospodine, pomiluj ny'"; F. Tichy, "Rajhradsky rukopis o pisni 'Hospodine,
pomiluj ny' od Jana ζ Holesova", Casopis pro moderni filologii a literaturu XXI
(1934-1935), pp. 260-263; Hospodine, pomiluj n\' (Cimelia Bohemica, Pragopress, 1969).
4 Z. Nejedly, op. cit., vol. I (2nd ed.), p. 319.
5 I have pursued this goal since the beginning of the 1920's, and after my first attempt at
an analysis of the work in the booklet Nejstarsi ceske pisni' duchovni (Prague, 1929),
pp. 13-28 and 44-46 (reprinted in the present volume, supra, pp. 357-366), my later studies
were: "Cesky vers pfed tisici lety", Slovo a slovesnost I (1936), pp. 50-53 (cf. the English
translation in the present volume, supra, pp. 347fT); "Z dejin staroceskeho zpevneho
basnictvi", Slovo a slovesnost IV (1938), pp. 41-44 (reprinted in the present volume, supra,
pp. 376fT); "O stixotvornyx reliktax rannego srednevekov'ja v cesskoj literaturnoj tradicii",
Slavisticna Revija III (1950), pp. 267-273 (reprinted supra, pp. 381ff.).
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monosyllablic additions — ty, y, en — are a mere substitute for the
dropped jer in the originally trisyllabic ST>PASE.6

At the end of the same line Jan of Holesov justly defends the
expression wsseho mira against the "corruptis diccionibus" \\yssieho
mira and bozzieho mira. Here it is a question not only of the lack of
understanding of the Old Church Slavonic archaic term VbSb MIRT>, but
above all the loss of the jers. I repeat, after some forty years (1929), that
the tradition of pronouncing weak jers could have existed a certain time
even after the factual disappearance of the jers, as was the case in the
history of Russian church song:

For example in the Vienna Glosses "we note a tendency for the weak jers, at that
time already undoubtedly lost in Czech, to be expressed in writing anyway — by
the letter / (e.g. zihlizni, cito, zimotr, zinimom etc.). The word vseho in the third
line of'Hospodine' could be written in a manuscript of such an orthographical
nature perhaps thus: visego", and a Czech to whom the above-mentioned
tradition was no longer familiar might possibly read it as vysieho, "all the more
since the syllabism of the song favored such a reading and the sense of the two
other words in the line was not sufficiently clear to a Czech who had lost training
in Church Slavonic."

The variant Ty spase vyseho mira is already attested on the inside cover
of a manuscript of the second half of the fourteenth century (Prague
Univ. Library VI A4, see Nejedly II, 202). All of the above-discussed
layers are easily explicable and correspond to the original composition of
the line: ST>PASE VBSEGO MIRA.

In the fourth line the particle -z is a later addition for the sake of the
preservation of final -/' in imperative forms; however, the Bfevnov
treatise rejects the primary variant spasi and recognizes only the
duplicate spasiz. Meanwhile, in the neighboring imperative Jan vacillates
between the form uslyss without the preserving particle -z and the final -/',
and the mutilated uslyzz "in zz grossius" instead of the required
uslyssyzz. The form uslys is also read on the inside cover of ms. VI A4,
while in other contemporaneous entries of the Cantilena we observe the
3-syllable uslysiz (see Orel, 30, 32n.) or uslys ny (Orel, 31, 33). Originally
the line must have read: stPASi NY I USLYSI. Weingart's assumption that
the Old Church Slavonic form of this line contained ten syllables —
ST>PASl2E NY l USLYSiZE — and thus testified against the thesis of an

6 Throughout the present article transcriptions of Old Church Slavonic forms are printed
in small roman capital letters to distinguish them from words in Old Czech, which are given
in regular italics.
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originally octosyllabic song meter, is a typical example of an old-fashioned
miscomprehension of the principles and goals of textual criticism.7 A
similarly forced metric violation, in the same attempt at an Old Slavonic
rendering of the song, is the replacement in the seventh line of the
appropriate MIRT> by the synonymous POKOI, while its unchanged text
faithfully preserves the originally octosyllabic framework, ziZNb I MIR1> VT>
ZEMI, not to mention the fact that in Old Church Slavonic song the Greek
ειρήνη was, as a rule, translated precisely by the word MIRT>.

In the fifth line the object of the imperative uslysi attracts the attention
of Jan: "sciendum est, quod hie non debet dici hlasy nas wssyech, sed
debet dici hlasi nassye, quia comodius est dicere secundum quam
primum", but just this condemned construction, hlasy nas vsech, is
offered by the Chrudim gradual of 1530-1545 (see Orel, 33), and we read
the third variant, Mas nas vsech, in a manuscript from the end of the
fifteenth century (Prague Univ. Library X82, see Nejedly II2, 203). This
variation has an evident origin in the word combination USLYSl GLAST>
ΝΑδίΧΤϊ with the archaic genitive after verbs of perception, common in
Old Church Slavonic texts.8 Verba audiendi especially require the genitive
for a plural object; cf. SLYSATi GQSLEI GL[AGOL]JQ§THXT> (Sinai
Euchologium 88a 4). With the loss of understanding of this old syntactic
construction, the original plural GLASt was reinterpreted as the accu-
sative singular, and the congruent attribute NA§IXT> found a close phonic
substitute in the attribute, this time not congruent, nas vsech. Then, on
partly semantic and partly syllabic grounds, the singular Mas gave way to
the plural hlasy.

Three times, under the years 1249, 1279, 1283, Czech-Latin chronicles
of the thirteenth century give only the first line, always in the same
shape: Hospodin pomiluy ny; this incipit maintains the same wording
in the coronation ceremonial of the Czech kings of 1347, while the
form hospodine, first attested in 1358 in a charter of the Roudnice

7 M. Weingart, Ceskoslovensky typ cirkevnej slovanciny (Bratislava, 1949), ch. 16:
"Hospodine, pomiluj ny", pp. 87-106. Cf. R. Jakobson, "The Translation of St.
Venceslav's Relics", Annuaire de /'Institut de Philologie et d'Hixtoire Orientalex et Slaves,
Universite Libre de Bruxelles, VII (New York, 1944), pp. 155-168 [infra, p. 820ff.].
8 F. Miklosich, Vergleichende Grammatik der slavischen Sprachen, vol. IV2 (Heidelberg,
1926), p. 492 n.: "Der partitive Gen. steht bei verba transitiva, welche eine sinnliche oder
geistige Wahrnehmung ausdr cken." Of the Old Church Slavonic examples that follow I cite:
sVETYlXt SLOVESI DA SLYSiMi - sancta verba audiamus; Vbsi USLYSASE GLASA SEGO —
omnes audierunt hanc vocem; USLYSl, BO2E, MOLENIE MOEGO — exaudi preces; SLUSAEI
SLOVESE MOEGO — 0 TOY λόγΟΥ μΟΌ ΛΚοϋων, OVbCE MOE GLASA MOEGO SLUSAJQTb;
POSLUSAJQ TVOEGO LASKANIE; etc.
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monastery,9 then appears in all the entries of the whole song, but the
Bfevnov treatise of 1397 still harangues against contemporaries who
"male et corrupte dicunt": hospodyn pomyluy ny. We find the sole
convincing interpretation to date in Jagic's reasoning that the form
hospodin "nicht eine Kürzung des Voc. hospodine ist, sondern ein
hospodi, das nicht mehr geläufig war, voraussetzt".10 With the extinction
of the Old Church Slavonic liturgical tradition in the Czech lands, the
comprehension of the isolated vocative GOSPODI faded, and the Old
Slavonism GOSPODb gradually merged with the Bohemism GOSPODlNt. If,
as Jan of Holesov remarks, a blend between the vocatives GOSPODI and
GOSPODINE was retained "in principio huius cantici", it was un-
doubtedly brought about by the influence of the fixed idiom GOSPODI
POMILUI, while in later lines, the fifth and sixth, the vocative hospodine
does not find any "mistaken" variant in the Bfevnov survey.

The substitute for the loss of the fourth syllable of the imperative
POMILUI was the final anchoring of the 4-syllable hospodine in the first
line, as in the second line the similarly evident replacement of the usual
Church Slavonic apostrophe ISUSE by the Czecho-Latin Jezukriste. We
also note that this distich, inserted as a quotation, faultlessly fits into the
context of the paired octosyllabic lines of the work Vevoda Arnost from
the end of the fourteenth century:

Pojedu prec zpievajice
a svym heslem volajice:
"Hospodine, pomiluj ny!
Jezukriste, pomiluj ny!"
Tut Bohu se porucichu
a pokoru ucinichu.

(I will go awandering, singing
and calling my motto:
"Lord, have mercy on us!
Christ, have mercy on us!"
Thus I commend myself to God
and practice humility.)

y Fontes rerum hohemicarum, II 308, 339, 366; J. Cibulka, "Korunovacni fady stfedoveke
a Karla IV korunovacni fad kralu ceskych", Caxopix katolickelw duchovenxtva LXXV
(1934). p. 402; N. Emler, "Diplomatäf klastera augustinskeho v Roudnici", Vextnik
Kralovske cexkc xpolecnoxti nauk XVII (1893), p. 19.
10 See F. Kidric, "Die slavische Liturgie in Polen", Archiv für slavische Philologie XXVII I
(1906), p. 618. Cf. B. Havränek, "Vyvoj spisovneho jazyka ceskeho", feskoxlovenxka
vlaxtiveda, Rada II: Spisnovny ja:yk cesky a xlovensky (Prague, 1936), p. 11.
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In a suggestive article about the verse of the oldest song preserved in
the Czech literary patrimony, F. V. Mares acknowledges its original
octosyllabic meter and the necessity of a careful reconstruction of its
original text.11 The sole difference of consequence between the two
attitudes to this goal lies in Mares' attempt to attribute to the proto-form
of the song the lexical Bohemism GOSPODINE instead of the canonical
Old Slavic form GOSPODI. Several cogent arguments, however, speak
against this hypothesis.

The older variant of the first line — Hospodin, pomiluj ny — is
explicable as an adaptation of the original GOSPODI under the influence
of the stem GOSPODIN-, while for the change of the vocative GOSPODINE
into hospodin one may hardly find satisfactory justification.

In Church Slavonic prayer and song texts connected one way or
another with the Czech world, to the Greek forms Κύριος, Κύριε, or the
Latin Dominus, Domine correspond exclusively the nominative GOSPODb
and the vocative GOSPODI, as in, for example, the Kiev Missal, the
Prague Fragments, the Vaclav Canon and the prayer for tonsures,
inserted into the First Legend of St. Vaclav. Monuments of prose
reading, however, such as the translation of the Dialogues of Gregory
the Great, naturally permit a freer attitude to the Church Slavonic
linguistic norm and deviations from the model forms, as for example the
optional alternation of the traditional GOSPODb with the local
GOSPODINl.

If Mares attributes to the original song redaction the vocative
GOSPODINE, it is necessary to strike out the accusative NY in the first line
of his restoration design, although the Old Slavic prayer phraseology
hangs on the combination of such imperatives as POMILUI precisely with
the accusative of the first person pronouns; cf. POMILUI Μξ GOSPODI
(Sinai Leaflets);12 GOSPODI *** POMILUI NY (Prague Fragments).
Especially instructive is the connection that binds the verbal and
phraseological inventory of the Czech Cantilena and the Hirmologion, a
book of models of church song, translated from Greek into Old Church

11 F. V. Mares, "Stix cessko-cerkovnoslavjanskoj pesni 'Gospodine pomiluj ny'", To
Honor Roman Jakobson, vol. II (Paris-The Hague, 1967), pp. 1261-1263. Cf. his "Ceska
redakce cirkevni slovanstiny v svetle Besed Rehore Velikeho (Dvojeslova)", Slavia XXXII
(1963), pp. 417-451, and "De lingua et versu et origine hymni Hospodine pomiluj ny",
Acta II Congressus internationalis historiae Slavicae Salisburgo-Ratisbonensis anno 1967
celebrati, vol. II/2 (Wiesbaden, 1970), pp. 172-175.
12 In my 1938 paper "Z dejin staroceskeho zpevneho b snictvi" (see supra, p. 377); I
called attention to further correspondences between the Cantilena and the linguistic
material of the Sinai Leaflets: GOSPODI ISUSE XRISTE, SIPASE NA§I>; VbSEGO MIRA, ι DAZDI MI,
GOSPODI, Vb 2lZNb VECbNQJQ.
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Slavonic in the Cyrillo-Methodian Moravian mission and well preserved
in Russian musically-notated (neuma) manuscripts of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, where orthographical, phonological and super-
ficially morphological Russifications destroy neither the composition,
nor the lexicon and phraseology, nor the line structure of the Old Church
Slavonic model.13 It is in connection with the first two lines of the Czech
Cantilena that I introduce the following examples from the Hirmologion:
POMILUI NY (172, 1. 11) — ελέησαν ημάς (110, 1. 21); VbSEMOGYI
STiPASE, POMILUI NAST> (236, 1. 12f.) — παντοδύναμε σωτήρ, ελέησαν ή μας
(289, 1. 25f.).

The Cantilena also shares a further lexical model with the
Hirmologion. Its compound sentence — ST>PASE VbSEGO MIRA, ST>PASI
NY, I USLYSI, GOSPODI, GLAST> NA§ixi>! — corresponds to common
idioms in the Hirmologion like VtSXVALJQ XRISTA, StPASA VbSEGO
MIRA (222, 1.3 n.) — άναμνήσω Χριστόν, τον σωτήρα τον κόσμου (289, 1.
6 η.); 2lVOTT> ΜΟΙ, BLAZE, SVOBODI IS TbLE, I SIPASI ME, ST>PASE MIRA
(38, 1. 7-9) — την ζωήν μου, άγχ&έ, ελευθέρωσαν φΰορας, και σώσόν με,
σωτήρ του κόσμου (15,1. 58-61);Ι4 POSTADI DUSb ΝΑ§ΙΧΤ>, XRISTE BO2E,
I StPASI NY (1140, 1. 10-12) — φεϊσοίΐ των ψυχών ημών, Χριστέ ό Θεός,
καί σώσον ήμ&ς (53, 1. 82-84).

In the reconstruction of the concluding distich of the Czech Cantilena,
as concerns the elimination of one of the contiguous pronouns nam vsem,
we insist on the greater suitability and social weight of the second of
them and thus we read: DAZb VbSEMl·, GOSPODI, ziZNb ι MIRT> ντ> ΖΕΜΙ;
cf. VbSEMT>ZlZNbVT>siEJQSTI (Hirm. 34, 1. 11) — πασι ζωήν άνχτέλλοντχ
(6, 1. 26); BLAGOVESTVUJpSTE VbSEMT> MIR1> (190, 1. 5 f.) — εΰα}>-
γελιζόμενοι π&σιν ειρήνην (229, l, 56).15

The fifth ode in the sixth part of the Slavic Hirmologion evinces a

13 I cite here the pages and lines of the ample edition of Erwin Koschmieder, "Die ltesten
Novgoroder Hirmologien-Fragmente, I", Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Phil.-hist. Kl., NF, XXXV (1952). For the Greek model I refer to the
canons and lines (1.) in the book by S. Eustratiadis, Είρμολόγιον, Chennevieres-sur-Marne,
1932. On the old Hirmologion see R. Jakobson, "Methodius' Canon to Demetrius of
Thessalonica and the Old Church Slavonic Hirmoi", Shornik praci l. fak. Brnenske
university, 1965, F. 9, 115-121, cf. supra, p. 286ff.
14 Cf. the dual grammatical figure of this type in both compared texts: SIPASE - SIPASI NY
- NASIXI and analogously MOI - SIPASI Mf - SIPASE.
15 Again a strophe earlier we read: MIRT> MtNOGt (ειρήνη πολλή) LJUBE§TIIMI TE, XRISTE
(188, 1. 1 n.). The Slavic Hirmologion readily juxtaposes words which have different
meanings but the same root mir-: 28, 1. 11, MiRbSKYf KONBCE (του κόσμου τα πέρατα) - 1.
15, TVOI MIRI (Tf/v σήν ειρήνην) DA2Db NAMl·; 98, 1. 2-4, CbSARJU M l R b N Y l (βασιλεΰ της
ειρήνης) PROSVETI Μ| SiENiEMb si - 1. 8-9, ι svETb MiRi Ο5ΐέ (τω κοσμώ έπέλαμφε);
310, 1. 9-11, I NAPRAV1LI NY ESTT. ΝΑ PQTb MIRbNT, (ε/ς όδόν είρήνης) - 1. 13-15, I DVbRb
siPASENiE MIROVI (τω κοσμώ) BYSTT>.
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telling contrast between the idiom VbSEMt MIRT> and the preceding
strophe but one: VbSlEVYl SVETb VbSEMU MIRU (τω κοσμώ), PROSVETI
SRbDbCE MOE, OTTb NO$TI VtPIJQSTA, I StPASI ME (188, 1. 7-9). In the
Czech Cantilena we find a close analogy to this complex verbal play:
right after the combination VbSEGO MIRA "to the universe", appears the
cluster of the direct with the indirect object: DAZb *** VbSEMt *** MIRT>
"Give peace to all". To the differences in case and syntactic function the
pronoun adds a difference in number and the noun introduces a
disjunction in lexical meaning.

If we replace our reading — VbSEMt GOSPODI — with Mares'
countersuggestion NAM1> GOSPODINE, the composition loses an effective
internal link; indeed in general the foundation of the reconstructed text
on the three canonical apostrophes GOSPODI shows the stylistic unity
and compactness of this poetic monument, as one may prove by a
structural analysis of its original reading:

1. GOSPODI, POMILUI NY,
2. ISUSE, POMILUI NY!
3. SIPASE VbSEGO MIRA,
4. SIPASI NY, I USLYSl,
5. GOSPODI, GLAST, NA§IXT>!
6. DAZb VbSEMt, GOSPODI,
7. Z I Z N b l MIRT> VT> ZEMl!16

Milos Weingart17 already noticed the "intentional and purposive'1

choice of grammatical and lexical devices in the Cantilena, but its
structure still requires a more accurate and detailed investigation and
interpretation. This symmetrical septet is composed of three independent
petitioning statements; of these three sentence units, the central unit
contains three lines and the two outer sections, the introductory and the
concluding, have two lines apiece. Each section encompasses one apos-
trophe GOSPODI, which falls on the last or on the only odd line of the given
section.

The original text of the Cantilena applies a rigorously economical set

16 We use the Old Glagolitic orthographic principles for this text and for the other Old
Church Slavonic examples in this study. We conventionally designate the reflexes *dj and
*tj by 2o and ST, but in the given text, in accordance with the orthography of the Kiev
Leaflets, we choose the variant DAZb. We write VT> ZEMI in accordance with all variants of
the song, because besides the form ZEMLI, ZEMI also appears in the locative of the oldest
Church Slavonic monuments.
li Op. cit., lOOff .
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of grammatical categories and in addition imposes precise limits to their
compositional distribution and overall exploitation. It contains five
transitive verbs in all, exclusively in the imperative singular, and five direct,
accusative objects (NY three times, ZlZNb, MIRT>), five animate sub-
stantives, all in the vocative (GOSPODI three times, ISUSE, stPASE), and
also five inanimates, always in one of the three marked cases, in other
words πλάγιχι (accusative 2lZNb and MIRI, genitive MIRA and GLAST>,
locative ντ>ΖΕΜΐ). In connection with this quintuple basis, the five-times
repeated syllable [mi] is worthy of mention: 1. POMILUI - 2. POMILUI - 3.
MIRA - 7. MIRTb - 7. Vb ZEMI.

In contrast to all the other lines, the fourth, i.e. the central line of the
whole Cantilena, is divided into two hemistichs of equal size (4 + 4):
SIPASI NY, 1 1 USLYSl. The first as well as the last line in the introductory
and also in the central of the three sections of the work begins with a
vocative and is divided into cola (3 + 5), while in its third, concluding,
section both lines, the first as well as the last, are divided into cola (5 -I- 3):

3+5 3+5
3+5 4+4 3+5
5 + 3 5 + 3

The central line contains two imperatives, each in one of the 4-syllable
hemistichs. These imperatives divide the whole work into two halves of
the same syllabic scope (28 syllables) and the same total number of
substantives and verbs (7 independent lexical units). To the grammatical
composition of the first ha l f— two different imperatives (1., 2. POMILUI,
4. StPASl) and their thrice-repeated object (1., 2., 4. NY) — in the second
half correspond two imperatives (4. USLYSl, 6. DAZb) with three different
objects (5. gen. GLASl·, 7. ace. ZlZNb I MIRT>). In the first half, the cluster
of imperative plus its object regularly follows the vocative, while in the
second half of the work the vocative is placed only after the imperative
and before its nearest object.

As we already duly mentioned above, in the central triplet the derived
forms bind both surrounding lines with the central one (πχρηγμένον): 3.
ST>PASE<-4. StPASi NY ->5. ΝΑδίΧΈ. The connection of the last two units
is particularly vivid, since all four examples of the nasal phoneme /n/ in
the septet belong to a pronominal root.

We find striking structural correspondences between this Cantilena
and the likewise seven-line Encomium to Gregory the Theologian, which is
attributed to Constantine the Philosopher in his Old Church Slavonic
Vita and originates either directly from Constantine or from one of his
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collaborators and pupils.18 Both works are strikingly divided into three
sections, one central triplet and two outer couplets. In the triplet of both
texts, the central line with its pair of parallel transitive verbs (in
the Encomium 4. PROSLAVLEJQTb - PROSVESTAJQTt; in the Cantilena 4.
StPASi - USLYSi) is embraced by two lines which contain the sole
genitives in the text, i.e. cases of an expressly restrictive nature (in the
Encomium 3. pi. OTb SERAFlMt - 5. sg. PRAVY£ VERY; in the Cantilena 3.
sg. VbSEGO MIRA - 5. pi. GLASl> NASlXT>). In both works the second verb
of the fourth line has its indirect object in the fifth line.

In the Cantilena the outer lines of the central section are composed of a
vocative and a genitive with its pronominal attribute (3. stPASE VBSEGO
MIRA - 5. GOSPODI, GLASl· ΝΑ§ΙΧΤ>), and this morphological parallelism
of the two lines is especially conspicuous against the background of the
syntactic contrast of their internominal relations. As has already been
stressed, a complex grammatical figure connects the beginning of the
central triplet - 3. VbSEGO MIRA - with both lines of the concluding
section - 6. *** VbSEMV*** 7. *** MIRT> *** - and a remarkable
paronomasia crowns this connection: 3. VbSEGO MIR. - 6. VbS.M.GO - 7.
MIR.VbZEMI.19

The anagrammatic highlighting of the third of the five vocatives,
which opens the central triplet, is achieved by several means:

A. 13 [s] and 7 [p] form over 60% of the total number of noise
consonants;

B. The cluster [s] and [p], either immediate or with an intervening
vowel, appears once in each line with the exception of the last: 1. [SP] - 2.
[SEP] - 3. [ST>P] - 4. [ST»P] - 5. [SP] - 6. [SP].

C. The syllable [ST>] is repeated three times in the three lines of the
central section (3. ST>PASE - 4. SIPASI - 5. GLAST>) and the syllable [SE] in
the second and third lines of the work (2. ISUSE - 3. si>PASE - VbSEGO).
Of the four nominal and verbal roots repeated in the song text either
twice or three times, two chains of dominant paronomasias arise: 1.
GOSPODI - 3. ST>PASE - 4. SIPASI - 5. GOSPODI - 6. GOSPODI; 1. POMILUI
- 2. POMILUI - 3. MIRA - 7. MIRl·.

All the components of the song septet are inseparably cemented

18 Cf. N. S. Trubetzkoy, "Ein altkirchenslavisches Gedicht," Zeitschift f r slav. Pliilol.,
1935, XI, 52-54; R. Jakobson, "Stixotvornye citaty v velikomoravskoj agiografii", supra,
pp. 277-285 and "Poxvala Konstantina Filosofa Grigoriju Bogoslovu", supra,
pp. 207-239.
19 One may perhaps also descry a certain paronomastic tendency in the analogous above-
cited passage from the Slavic Hirmologion: vtsitvvi (vis) SV§TT> (SV£T) vbSEMU (vbs) MIRU
(MIR) PROSV6TI (SV£T) - BLAGOV£STVUJOSTE (V£ST) vbsEMi (VBS) MIRT> (MIR).
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together. The two introductory lines are mutually linked by tautological
parallelism, while they are bound to the central line by a common object,
repeated three times, which closes the first half of the work. Etymological
figures join the central line with the other lines of the central section,
which in turn are bound to each other by a strict morphological
parallelism, while a similarity in rhythmic division unites both these lines
with the introductory distich.

Compared to the two substantives of the introductory section, the
next two, central and concluding, sections each contain four nouns; and
in both these sections the verbless lines, provided with case forms (3., 5.,
7.), regularly alternate with lines having verbs and without nouns in case
forms (4., 6.).20 The concluding distich, connected, we repeat, by an
eloquent etymological figure and paronomasia with the beginning of the
central tristich, is highlighted by a rhythmic inversion and, as was the
literary custom in Cyrillo-Methodianism and its Byzantine milieu, the
structure of this epilogue tends toward the realm of objective
meanings.

The coordinate compound sentences of the two preceding sections are
replaced here by a simple sentence; the conjunction I, twice admitted to
the work, which served in the central line for the confrontation of
coordinate sentences, in the concluding line joins the two direct objects
ZIZNB I MIRT>, and this is the sole pair of homogeneous cases; more-
over, the most expressive, namely the so-called internal accusative,
replaced here, on the one hand, the totally grammatical pronominal unit
NY in the role of the outer accusative, and on the other, the genitive, that
is the principally incomplete, partitive object. Here is also used for the
first time the linking of a direct with an indirect object, and finally, after
the accusative and genitive, the case system used in the poem admits the
corresponding marginal cases, dative Vbs£MT> and locative ντ> ZEMl; the
latter closes the work with the sole instance of prepositional construction
and the sole adverbial determination in the whole text.

The instructive study by Jan Racek on the genesis of the song
"Hospodine, pomiluj ny"21 poses to scholars the pressing question of a
comparative analysis of its verbal and musical structure. The oldest
record of the text with musical notation, preserved in the Bfevnov

20 Of course, vocatives do not belong to the case system; cf. for example F. F.
Fortunatov, Izbrannye trudy I (Moscow, 1956), p. 162 f. and II (Moscow, 1957), p. 319 f.
21 J. Racek, "Sur la question de la genese du plus ancien chant liturgique tcheque
'Hospodine, pomiluj ny"\ Magna Moravia (Prague, 1965), pp. 435-453. Cf. also two
suggestive studies by Fr. Muzika, '"Hospodine pomiluj ny'", Miscellanea musicologica
XVIII (Prague, 1965), pp. 7-30, and Cimelia Bohemica VII (Prague, 1969), pp. 3-7.
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treatise of 1397, gives an archaic melody built on the pure tetrachord re -
do - si - la. Indeed the basic scale is virtually limited to three tones, for
only re-do - la appear autonomously, while si is found exclusively in
melismata. As the scholar ascertained, the tripartite structure of the
melody exactly corresponds to the three parts of the text: 2 + 3 + 2.

If we examine in the light of Racek's study the final hemistichs, which
in all seven lines of the oldest manuscript of the Cantilena have a 4-syllable
measure (1., 2. pomiluj ny, 3. vseho mira, 4. z uslysiz, 5. hlasy nase, 6.
hospodine, 1. a mir v zemi), we ascertain a falling tendency in the first line
of both two-line sections — the introductory (do - la) and the concluding
(re - do) — in comparison with the rising tendency in all other instances,
do - re in the central line and la - do in the others (i.e. 2., 3., 5., 7.). Thus
the melodic fall marks the purely imperative construction at the
beginning of the statements (that is at the beginning of the introductory
compound sentence and the concluding simple sentence). Whether a case
of a melodic rise or fall, the highest tone re falls on the final hemistich
solely in those two lines where the imperative is provided with an object
only in the following line: 4. USLYSl (5. GLASTb); 6. DAZb (7. ZIZNb I
MIRT>). In general one may remark that the musical relationships among
individual lines find vivid parallels in their grammatical architectonics.

In contrast to Weingart's view that "the song is mixed, Czech-Church
Slavonic", and that "dissimilar Czech and Church Slavonic elements
offset each other", we arrive through its analysis at the thesis that in its
original redaction it was an Old Church Slavonic song, which was close
in its linguistic and poetic composition to the other monuments of
church song which are preserved in the Cyrillo-Methodian patrimony.22

The song most probably survived the extinction of the Slavic liturgy in
the Czech lands as a result of the fact that in the Slavic divine service it
was appointed for singing by laymen. One may agree with the doubts of
numerous scholars whether this Cantilena could have won such a deep
and lasting influence and popularity if it had arisen only in the times of
difficult, prolonged and fatal crisis which the Slavic church in Bohemia
passed through in the eleventh century.23 During the tenth century the
Czech land indisputably knew the single stages of greater animation and
upsurge of the tradition, closely linked with the remarkable achieve-
ments of the Moravian mission, but nevertheless the pinnacle of Church

22 "It is a likely hypothesis that the preserved text is a Bohemicized reading of an
originally Old Church Slavonic song", as B. Havranek concludes in Vybor : ceske
literatury od pocatku po dobu Husovu (Prague, 1957), p. 108.
" Cf. for example O. Kralik, Od Radima ke Kosmovi (Prague, 1968), the chapter "Pisen
Hospodine pomiluj ny a Kosmas", pp. 70-87; J. Kadlec, Svaty Prokop (Rome, 1968).
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Slavonic literature and especially of Byzantine-oriented poetic creation
in the Czechoslovak world belongs precisely to the time of the activity of
Constantine the Philosopher, Methodius, and their school.

Therefore the question raised in the footsteps of Dobrovsky by the
ingenious pioneers of Czech literary scholarship still preserves full
validity: Jungmann found here "a remnant of the Slavic liturgy perhaps
from the times of Bofivoj"; finally, according to Vlcek's keen assessment,
it is "an ancient song, composed perhaps as early as the ninth century"
and at least its "beginning (first three lines) certainly originates from the
two missionaries".24

Written in Czech in La Jolla, Calif., 1968, and originally published under the title
"Staroslovenska Kantilena v dedictvi ceskem" in Ricerche Slavisiiche
XVII-XIX, In Memory of Giovanni Maver (Rome. 1972). The English
translation published here is by Susanne Fusso.

24 J. Jungmann, Historic literatury ce.ike (Prague, 1825), p. 24; J. Vlcek, Dejiny literatury
ceske, vol. I (Prague, 1893), p. 5. On the powerful influence of the Great Moravian literary
patrimony in the Czech principality, see R. Vecerka, "Velkomoravska literatura v
pfemyslovskych Cechach", Slavia XXXII (1963), pp. 398-416; J. Vasica, "Puvodni
staroslovensky liturgicky känon o sv. Dimitrijovi Solunskem", Slavia XXXV (1966),
pp. 513-524, and "Zur grossmährischen und alttschechischen Hymnodie", Acta l!
Congressus int. hist. Slav. Salishurgo-Ratisbon, /2 (Wiesbaden, 1970), pp. 159-163.
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